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When you’ve reviewed more than 7,000 titles published in 2019—as
Kirkus Reviews did this year—selecting the Best Books of the Year is no
small undertaking. Our section editors work overtime combing through
the year’s reviews, giving titles second and third looks, making sure they
haven’t overlooked a hidden gem. They inevitably ask for deadline extensions—granted, if possible—before setting the final roster in stone. (“OK,
I’m done shuffling books around and have committed to my Best of 2019.
Now stepping away from the piles!” as children’s editor Vicky Smith wrote
when she sent me her list.)
In this issue we present our Best of Fiction list (100 titles) and Best of
Tom Beer
Children’s list (75 picture books and 75 middle-grade titles). In the issues
that follow next month, we’ll showcase our Best Nonfiction and Best Young Adult titles as well
as the Best Indie books of the year. We’re proud of these lists and excited to share them with
readers; it feels a bit like opening night after months of hard work and rehearsals.
Before we raise the curtain, I looked back on my own year in reading and identified a few of
my own favorites—a far smaller and more subjective list:
Say Nothing: A True Story of Murder and Memory in Northern Ireland by Patrick Radden
Keefe (Doubleday, Feb. 26):This absorbing and edifying narrative about the conflict in Northern Ireland, known colloquially as the Troubles, spirals out from the 1972
murder of a Belfast widow and mother of 10, suspected by the Irish Republican Army of passing secrets to the British. It was selected as a finalist for
this year’s Kirkus Prize in Nonfiction.
What You Have Heard Is True: A Memoir of Witness and Resistance
by Carolyn Forché (Penguin Press, March 19): This nonfiction book by an
acclaimed poet succeeds both as an account of the author’s political coming-of-age and a vivid portrait of El Salvador on the brink of civil war in
the late 1970s and early ’80s. The memoir Forché has constructed decades
after her initial visit is both lyrical and acute, an elegy and a cautionary tale.
Normal People by Sally Rooney (Hogarth, April
16): Some novels come so buffeted by hype they
can’t fail to disappoint. Not this one by the so-called
millennial wunderkind author of Conversations With Friends. It’s a closely
observed anatomy of the relationship between Connell and Marianne,
two young Irish people who fall in love as teens in their provincial Irish
town and find their lives and selves transformed after moving to Dublin
for university. I never wanted it to end.
The Nickel Boys by Colson Whitehead (Doubleday, July 16): Less
wildly innovative than the author’s previous novel, The Underground
Railroad, The Nickel Boys is more heart-rending and moving—the story of
a young African American boy wrongly sent to a juvenile reform school in
1960s Florida, where he will be broken both in body and spirit. It won the
Kirkus Prize in Fiction.
I could go on. Instead, I invite you to turn the page and dive into our Best of 2019 coverage,
where you’ll find outstanding books for every kind of reader.
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the 2019 kirkus prizes
It’s that time of year again—when Kirkus Reviews
announces the winners of the Kirkus Prizes in fiction, nonfiction, and young readers’ literature. This year’s ceremony,
the sixth annual, took place in the light-filled special event
center of the Central Library in Austin, Texas, as waitstaff
passed hors d’oeuvres, wine flowed, and literary folk mingled. This year’s winners were chosen from among the 1,264
titles that received Kirkus Stars between Nov. 1, 2018, and
Oct. 31, 2019. Each winner received a $50,000 cash prize
and a trophy by London-based designers Vezzini & Chen.

(l-r) Young Readers’ Literature winner Jerry Craft accepts his
trophy from judges Pauletta Brown Bracy and Hanna Lee
Finalists for the Young Readers’ Literature Prize:
The Undefeated by Kwame Alexander & illustrated by Kadir
Nelson (Versify/HMH); Imagine by Juan Felipe Herrera &
illustrated by Lauren Castillo (Candlewick); On the Come
Up by Angie Thomas (Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins); The
Other Side: Stories of Central American Teen Refugees Who
Dream of Crossing the Border by Juan Pablo Villalobos, translated by Rosalind Harvey (FSG); Gene sis Begins Again by Alicia D. Williams (Caitlyn Dlouhy/Atheneum).

Nonfiction winner Saeed Jones with the trophy designed by
Vezzini & Chen

The 2019 Kirkus Prize in
Young Readers’ Literature
New Kid by Jerry Craft; color by Jim Callahan
(HarperCollins)
Judges’ statement: “New Kid is a laugh-out-loud combination of art and story that showcases the beauty of graphic
novels. Author and illustrator Jerry Craft, along with colorist Jim Callahan, illuminates the angst of an African American child leaving his neighborhood to start seventh grade
in a predominantly white private school. We are invited to
befriend Jordan, the likable protagonist, as well as the richly
drawn members who inhabit his communities. In this intergenerational story, every character is treated compassionately. It could only be written by someone who himself has
responded to microaggressions and successfully navigated
power structures. Jordan Banks is a code-switcher, an activist, and a peacemaker, a superhero for us all.”
Judges for the Young Readers’ Literature Prize:
award-winning author Mitali Perkins; Kirkus critic
Hanna Lee; Pauletta Brown Bracy, Professor of Library
Science at North Carolina Central University
4
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(l-r) Young Readers’ Literature finalist Alicia D. Williams; Alex
Borbolla, associate editor at Atheneum; Young Readers’ Literature judges Hanna Lee and Pauletta Brown Bracy
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Judges for the Fiction Prize: bestselling author Min
Jin Lee; editor, writer, and critic David L. Ulin; Michelle
Malonzo, buyer and bookseller at Changing Hands Bookstore in Arizona
Finalists for the Fiction Prize: Cantoras by Carolina
De Robertis (Knopf); The Other Americans by Laila Lalami
(Pantheon); Lost Children Archive by Valeria Luiselli (Knopf);
Territory of Light by Yuko Tsushima, translated by Geraldine
Harcourt (FSG); On Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous by Ocean
Vuong (Penguin Press).

(l-r) Fiction Editor Laurie Muchnick with Fiction judges
Michelle Malonzo, David L. Ulin, and Min Jin Lee

The 2019 Kirkus Prize in Fiction
The Nickel Boys by Colson Whitehead (Doubleday)
Judges’ statement: “Colson Whitehead’s The Nickel Boys
evokes race in America not as a concept but as a condition of
being. In this modern historical novel, Whitehead exposes
the Nickel Academy and the fate of its boys. With profound compassion and the elegance of a skilled craftsman,
he reveals the tragedy of our not-too-distant past, which is
also the tragedy of our present. Like all classics, the book
works on many different levels: A significant social drama, it
is direct, accessible, and unrelenting both as allegory and as
cautionary tale. This is our history. It is our story.”

Kirkus CEO Meg Kuehn addresses the audience
(l-r) Fiction finalist Carolina De Robertis, Kirkus Editor-inchief Tom Beer, and Fiction finalist Laila Lalami
|
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the 2019 kirkus prizes
 is tenacious honesty compels us to be honest with ourH
selves. His experiences—negotiating grief, family dynamics, and a forthright identity—require our reckoning. How
We Fight for Our Lives is never pushy, preachy, or emphatic;
it is simply palpable and seductive and, with just the right
touch at just the right moments, delightfully humorous.
Saeed Jones has given us a book for the ages.”
Judges for the Nonfiction Prize: Kirkus Prize and
Pulitzer Prize winner Jack E. Davis; Kirkus critic Richard Z. Santos; Aaron John Curtis, bookseller at Books &
Books in Florida

(l-r) Nonfiction judges Richard Z. Santos, Aaron John Curtis,
Jack E. Davis, and Nonfiction Editor Eric Liebetrau

The 2019 Kirkus Prize in Nonfiction
How We Fight for Our Lives: A Memoir by Saeed
Jones (Simon & Schuster)
Judges’ statement: “How We Fight for Our Lives: A Mem
oir, by Saeed Jones, is a tightly crafted work that explodes
with vitality. Like the best of memoirs, Jones’ is a journey
of exploration, discovery, and reassurance. Yet, through his
years of coming-of-age and coming out, he does not travel
alone. His journey is our journey—the reader’s and, most
importantly, society’s. His self-reflection forces our own.
(l-r) Nonfiction finalists Denise Newman, Patrick Radden
Keefe, and Rachel Louise Snyder with Nonfiction winner Saeed
Jones
Finalists for the Nonfiction Prize: Go Ahead in the
Rain: Notes to A Tribe Called Quest by Hanif Abdurraqib
(Univ. of Texas); When Death Takes Something From You
Give It Back: Carl’s Book by Naja Marie Aidt, translated
by Denise Newman (Coffee House); Say Nothing: A True
Story of Murder and Memory in Northern Ireland by Patrick
Radden Keefe (Doubleday); The Ungrateful Refugee: What
Immigrants Never Tell You by Dina Nayeri (Catapult); No
Visible Bruises: What We Don’t Know About Domestic Vio
lence Can Kill Us by Rachel Louise Snyder (Bloomsbury)
(l-r) Nonfiction winner Saeed Jones and Young Readers’ Litera
ture winner Jerry Craft
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Young Readers’ Literature winner Jerry Craft (center) with (l-r) Kwame Alexander, Kadir Nelson, Alicia D. Williams, Lauren
Castillo, Juan Felipe Herrera, and Rosalind Harvey

(l - r) Fiction Editor Laurie Muchnick, Kirkus CEO Meg
Kuehn, Children’s Editor Vicky Smith
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(l-r) Young Adult Editor Laura Simeon; Young Readers’ Literature judges Hanna Lee, Pauletta Brown Bracy, and Mitali
Perkins; Children’s Editor Vicky Smith
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special issue: best books of 2019

fiction

CELESTIAL BODIES

RIGHT AFTER
THE WEATHER

Alharthi, Jokha
Trans. by Booth, Marilyn
Catapult (256 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Oct. 15, 2019
978-1-948226-94-3

Anshaw, Carol
Atria (272 pp.)
$27.00 | Oct. 1, 2019
978-1-4767-4779-8
In her early 40s, Cate is tired of lowpaying theater gigs, handouts from her
parents, and a furtive affair with Dana,
who will never leave her live-in girlfriend.
It’s also annoying that she can’t dislodge ex-husband Graham, just dumped by wife No. 3 from her
spare bedroom and from his obsession with government surveillance—paranoia entirely justified, in his view, by Donald
Trump’s recent election. Still, Cate seems on her way to better
things; she’s dating well-heeled Maureen and lands a job designing an off-Broadway show for a high-powered writer-director
team that could ratchet up her career. However, menacing interspersed sections voiced by Nathan, a sociopath living with drug
addicted Irene, suggest danger ahead. It’s quickly evident that
their crash pad is somewhere near Cate’s best friend Neale’s
house, and as Nathan’s monologues grow increasingly creepier,
we wait for a collision. Meanwhile, Anshaw (Carry the One, 2012,
etc.) crafts an engaging narrative with her customary precision
and tart humor: A blowsy, “recently pretty” character “appears
to do most of her shopping at Renaissance fairs,” and parking
enforcement in Chicago, “once a lazy, city-run revenue effort,
has been sold off to a ruthless corporation based somewhere in
the Middle East…meter readers in Day-Glo vests troll relentlessly, ubiquitously.” In a cast of richly drawn characters, Cate is
foremost: oddly maladroit socially for a theater worker, madly
in love with Graham’s dog, Sailor, prone to imagining people’s
backstories (including the décor of their homes) in judgmental
terms, but essentially kind. She’s totally unprepared for the brutal confrontation that occurs halfway through the novel, but
she forges ahead with her big opportunity in New York, just the
way people do in real life. Anshaw never amps up her fiction
with melodrama or neat conclusions, and she leaves her characters changed but by no means finished in an indeterminate yet
satisfying finale.
Another treat from the great Anshaw: sharply observed,
unsentimentally compassionate, always cognizant of life’s
complexities.

Omani author Alharthi’s novel, the first
by a woman from that country to be translated into English, won the 2019 International Man Booker Prize with its sweeping
story of generational and societal change.
The book opens with a betrothal in a well-to-do Omani family. Mayya, a serious girl who excels at sewing, obediently marries
the son of Merchant Sulayman although she’s secretly in love with
a young student just returned from England. Later she surprises
everyone by naming her firstborn daughter London. The story
alternates between third-person chapters and ones narrated by
Mayya’s husband, Abdallah, a businessman whose childhood was
marred by his father’s cruelty and mother’s mysterious death.
Through the complex, interwoven histories of the two principal
families and their households and their town of al-Awafi, we witness Oman’s shift from a slave-owning, rural, deeply patriarchal
society to one in which a girl with the unlikely name of London
can become a doctor, marry for love, and obtain a divorce. The
great strength of the novel lies in the ways this change is shown
not as a steady progression from old to new but as a far more
complicated series of small-scale transitions. Abdallah was largely
raised by his father’s slave Zarifa, whose mother gave birth to her
on the day slavery was supposedly abolished at the 1926 Slavery
Convention in Geneva. Zarifa is sold as a teenager by Shaykh
Said to Merchant Sulayman and later married off to a slave kidnapped from Africa who screams “from the depths of his sleep,
We are free people, free!” Both her husband and son leave Oman,
and although Zarifa eventually follows, her heart remains in alAwafi. The narrative jumps among a large and clamorous cast of
characters as well as back and forth in time, a technique that reinforces the sense of past and present overlapping. In an image that
captures the tension between old and new, a family uses its satellite dish as a trough for livestock. Salima, Mayya’s mother, herself
a kidnapped teenage bride, thinks sadly as she prepares the next
of her daughters for her traditional arranged marriage, “We raise
them so that strangers can take them away.” But the daughter in
question, Mayya’s sister Asma, welcomes wedlock, because “marriage was her identity document, her passport to a world wider
than home.”
A richly layered, ambitious work that teems with
human struggles and contradictions, providing fascinating insight into Omani history and society.
8
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The novel takes place in one very long day
but encompasses the entirety of lifetimes.
all this could be yours

pictur e books

ALL THIS COULD
BE YOURS

Attenberg, Jami
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (304 pp.)
$26.00 | Oct. 22, 2019
978-0-544-82425-6

special issue: best books of 2019

After the brutish family patriarch has
a heart attack, the surviving Tuchmans
(mostly) gather at his deathbed, each of
them struggling to make sense of their
past—and come to terms with their present.
“He was an angry man, and he was an ugly man,” the novel
begins, “and he was tall, and he was pacing,” and this is how we
meet Victor Tuchman in the moments before he collapses. And
so the family begins to assemble: Alex, his daughter, a newly
divorced lawyer, arrives in New Orleans from the Chicago suburbs; his long-suffering wife, Barbra, tiny and stoic, is already
there. His son, Gary, is very notably absent, but Gary’s wife,
Twyla—a family outlier, Southern and blonde—is in attendance,
with her own family secrets. The novel takes place in one very
long day but encompasses the entirety of lifetimes: Barbra’s
life before marrying Victor and the life they led after; Alex’s
unhappy Connecticut childhood and the growing gulf between
her and her criminal father—irreconcilable, even in death. It
encompasses Gary’s earnest attempt to build a stable family
life, to escape his family through Twyla, and Twyla’s own search
for meaning. Even the background characters have stories: the
EMS worker who wants to move in with his girlfriend who
doesn’t love him; the CVS cashier leaving for school in Atlanta
next year. The Tuchmans won’t learn those stories, though, just
as they won’t learn each other’s, even the shared ones. Victor is
the force that brings them together but also the rift that divides
them. Alex wants the truth about her father, and Barbra won’t
tell her; Gary wants the truth about his disintegrating marriage,
and Twyla can’t explain. Prickly and unsentimental, but never
quite hopeless, Attenberg (All Grown Up, 2017, etc.), poet laureate of difficult families, captures the relentlessly lonely beauty
of being alive.
Not a gentle novel but a deeply tender one.

middle gr a de

student: “CALCULATE how many angels can fit on the head
of a pin if each angel is approximately 45mm and faithless,” or
“WHAT is the meaning of allegro, ma non troppo? AND HOW
DO WE KNOW when allegro is too troppo?” There is a meditation on the Mathematics of Randomness, a “blog opera” based
on Fidelio, a love story found in a bottle on a Borneo beach, an
account of the death of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow’s second
wife. Flaubert travels in Egypt with his friend Maxime, and
years later a literary scholar devotes his career to the great writer’s “deletions.” Lesbian lovers meet clandestinely at a Night
Zoo where a tapir “liked to plop right down on the tracks in
front of the little zoo train like some despairing heroic lover.”
Bán inverts the primer model, giving free rein to a restless and
inventive intellect and delighting in unexpected angles on the
seemingly familiar. Characters from Choderlos de Laclos’ Dangerous Liaisons correspond by email, undergo IVF, and meet up
in NYC, where their stories intersect with 9/11. In “Drawing/
Art History,” the strong-willed model for Manet’s Olympia dictates her conditions for posing to the artist: “You will never be
free of this painting....All your life, you will be successful but
wretched.” In “Self Help,” a teacher instructs her pupils what
to do if they find themselves in a tsunami (“Grab your surfboard
and paddle out at an angle until you reach the point where the
wave is cresting but hasn’t yet started to break”) or if threatened
by domestic assault. An idyllic childhood summer day in “Singing/Music” ends in sexual violence. The roving pedagogical voice
is feminist, earthy, erudite, and subversive. “Don’t take anything
for granted!” the reader is exhorted. “Ask, and ask again!” The
book’s most moving section, “Teacher’s Edition/Russian,” is
narrated by Laika, the dog sent into space by the Soviet space
program in 1957. “This recording is for you, Soviet children, so
you can write its message on a sky full of meteors and stardust:
THESE PEOPLE ARE ALL GALACTIC LIARS.” Later Laika
adds, “Learn that accepting the explanation there is no explana
tion is one of the most difficult and noble lessons.”
Acerbic, playful, full of quick-witted philosophy, and
unstintingly original, this is a varied and unsettling reader
for our varied and unsettling times.

NIGHTCHASER

Bouchet, Amanda
Sourcebooks Casablanca (416 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Jan. 1, 2019
978-1-4926-6713-1

NIGHT SCHOOL

Bán, Zsófia
Trans. by Tucker, Jim
Open Letter (240 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Jan. 15, 2019
978-1-940953-88-5

A space rebel with a price on her
head discovers she may have the power
to alter the balance of power in a galactic
struggle—just as she’s falling for a sexy
trader with dangerous secrets of his own.
When Capt. Tess Bailey and her
crew steal an entire lab containing a
stash of vaccines she plans to take to an orphanage, she’s suddenly on the radar of the brutal Galactic Overseer and his
army and realizes the lab must contain something far more
valuable than medicine. Rather than surrendering, Tess flies

Award-winning Brazilian/Hungarian
essayist, historian, and critic Bán’s fiction debut presents itself as a tongue-incheek student textbook.
Within dryly titled sections—“French,”
“Chemistry/Physical Education,” “English/Home Economics,”
“The Foundations of Our Worldview”—strange stories unfold,
sprinkled liberally with interjections and assignments for the
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a great year for
fiction…again
I end every year by saying “This has
been a great year for fiction,” but that
doesn’t make it any less true—and
judging by the spectacular debuts that
were published in 2019, it will continue to be true for years to come. I’m already excited to see what Ocean Vuong
does next after what our review called
the “raw and incandescently written”
On Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous (Penguin Press, June 4) or what Taffy Brodesser-Akner comes
up with after the funny and surprising Fleishman Is in Trouble
(Random House, June 18). Where will
Julia Phillips take American readers after introducing us to Russia’s remote
Kamchatka Peninsula in Disappearing
Earth (Knopf, May 21)? What will Kali
Fajardo-Anstine write after Sabrina &
Corina (One World, April 2), a collection of stories about Latina women of
Indigenous descent that is a finalist for
the National Book Award?
What’s next for Angie Kim after
her complex legal thriller, Miracle Creek (Sarah Crichton/
FSG, April 16)? How will Namwali Serpell follow up her brilliant magical realist epic, The Old Drift
(Hogarth, March 26)? In an interview
with my colleague Megan Labrise, she
said, “I think fiction really allows us to
imagine things that we wouldn’t otherwise imagine….Reading about something that doesn’t exist yet—the impossible, the very near future, that sort
of thing—does something to our emotions. I think it’s a lot of where hope
comes from.”
We could use some more hope; maybe Casey McQuiston can help with that. The book I may have heard more
people recommend this year than any
other was McQuiston’s funny, sexy romance, Red, White, and Royal Blue (St.
Martin’s Griffin, June 4), in which the
biracial son of America’s first female
president falls in love with an English
prince. We need more wish fulfillment
like that, and soon. —L.M.
Leah Overstreet

her ship, Endeavor, into a black hole, which turns out to be a
wormhole. The crew survives but their ship is damaged, and
Tess now has a huge bounty on her head since the lab actually
houses a stockpile of superserum which would make whomever
takes it—soldiers, for instance—superstrong and impervious to
disease. Landing on planet Albion 5 to hide and recharge, Tess
is referred to Shade Ganavan, who agrees to fix her ship. Tess
has never been more attracted to a man and thinks Ganavan is
attracted to her too, yet he rebuffs every overture. In fact, he’s
a bounty hunter, and turning her in will enable him to win back
the birthright he gambled away. Ganavan knows Tess is special,
and he might be willing to give up everything to fight by her
side, but even he is stunned to discover that not only is Tess
Public Enemy No. 1, but she’s also Quintessa Novalight, the
Galactic Overseer’s daughter, long believed dead. Plus she may
hold the secret to defeating the evil regime. Bouchet (Heart on
Fire, 2018, etc.), who took the romance world by storm with The
Kingmaker Chronicles, launches a sci-fi series that is chock full
of intrigue, heroism, conflict, and sexual tension, with hints of
spiritualism and magic.
Bouchet’s masterful writing and storytelling meet science-fiction romance, in hyperdrive.

THE BITTERROOTS

Box, C.J.
Minotaur (320 pp.)
$27.99 | Aug. 13, 2019
978-1-250-05105-9

The creator of Wyoming Fish and
Game Warden Joe Pickett (Wolf Pack,
2019, etc.) launches a new series starring
a female private eye who messes with a
powerful family and makes everyone
involved rue the day.
Cassie Dewell’s been taking a monthly retainer from Bozeman attorney Rachel Mitchell for investigations of one sort
and another, but she really doesn’t want to look into the case of
Rachel’s newest client. That’s partly because Blake Kleinsasser,
the fourth-generation firstborn of a well-established ranching
family who moved to New York and made his own bundle before
returning back home, comes across as a repellent jerk and partly
because all the evidence indicates that he raped Franny Porché, his 15-year-old niece. And there’s plenty of evidence, from
a rape kit showing his DNA to a lengthy, plausible statement
from Franny. But Cassie owes Rachel, and Rachel tells her she
doesn’t have to dig up exculpatory evidence, just follow the trail
where it leads so that she can close off every other possibility.
So Cassie agrees even though there’s an even more compelling
reason not to: The Kleinsassers—Horst II and Margaret and
their three other children, John Wayne, Rand, and Cheyenne,
Franny’s thrice-divorced mother—are not only toxic, but viperishly dangerous to Blake and now Cassie. Everyone in Lochsa
County, from Sheriff Ben Wagy on down, is in their pockets,
and everyone Cassie talks to, from the Kleinsassers to the local
law, finds new ways to make her life miserable. But Cassie, an

Laurie Muchnick is the fiction editor.
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HOW TO LOVE A DUKE
IN TEN DAYS

ex-cop single mother, isn’t one to back down, especially since
she wonders why anyone would take all the trouble to stop an
investigation of a case that was as rock-solid as this one’s supposed to be.
An appealing new heroine, a fast-moving plot, and a
memorably nightmarish family make this one of Box’s best.

Byrne, Kerrigan
St. Martin’s (464 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Aug. 27, 2019
978-1-250-31884-8

Brodesser-Akner, Taffy
Random House (384 pp.)
$27.00 | Jun. 18, 2019
978-0-525-51087-1
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It’s not like Fleishman’s estranged
wife, a high-powered talent agent, was
ever a very involved mother. But now
she’s dropped off the kids—while he was
asleep—and disappeared.
New York Times Magazine staff writer Brodesser-Akner’s
debut novel tracks Manhattan hepatologist Toby Fleishman
through a painful divorce whose sting is mitigated somewhat by
the wonders of his dating app. “Toby changed his search parameters to thirty-eight to forty-one, then forty to fifty, what the hell,
and it was there that he found his gold mine: endlessly horny,
sexually curious women who knew their value, who were feeling
out something new, and whose faces didn’t force him to have
existential questions about youth and responsibility.” About
30 pages in, we learn that the narrator is an old friend named
Elizabeth “Libby” Slater, whom he met when both were college
students on a year abroad in Israel. After the separation, his
therapist advised Toby to reconnect with old friends; not having heard from him in years, Libby is at first nonplussed when
he calls. A magazine journalist with a stalled career, she lives out
in New Jersey, where she’s no happier with motherhood than
Toby’s ex—she describes another male friend’s future marriage
as “He [would] find someone young and take her life away by
finally having children.” Toby Fleishman is a man plagued by his
height (or at least he is in Libby’s account; this narrative strategy raises questions), and he has never recovered from being
chubby as a child; he’s on a permanent no-carb, no-fat, no-sugar
diet which qualifies as an eating disorder. He’s a devoted father,
but he’s also a doctor who’s angling for promotion and a man
who’s trying to take advantage of the unbridled lust of middleaged women, so his wife’s mysterious disappearance is infuriating. And a little scary. Toby is a wonderful character; Libby’s
narrative voice is funny, smart, and a little bitter as she tells his
story, and some of hers as well. You get the feeling she wants to
write a novel like (the fictional) Decoupling, an outrageous, bestselling, canonical account of divorce written by one of the stars
at her old magazine. Perhaps she has.
Firing on all circuits, from psychological insight to
cultural acuity to narrative strategy to very smart humor.
Quite a debut!

middle gr a de

In late Victorian England, a sexual
assault survivor and a scarred nobleman
nicknamed the Terror of Torcliff marry
for practical reasons but become enamored with each other—within 10 days, as
the title promises.
Dr. Alexandra Lane is a successful archaeologist, but she is
haunted by her own history of having been raped by her boarding school headmaster when she was 17. Though Cecelia and
Francesca, her two best friends, have been supportive, Alexandra has kept something from them since then, and now, 10
years later, her secret is at risk of exposure. When she meets
Francesca’s almost-fiance, Piers, at his ancestral estate on the
Devonshire moors, she proposes to him, which will help her
keep her secret (and because she knows Francesca doesn’t want
to marry him). Piers is an angry man, especially furious with his
promiscuous mother and an unfaithful former lover. But Alexandra, with her scholarly bent, fearful demeanor, and sporadic
acts of courage, catches his interest. Byrne (The Duke With the
Dragon Tattoo, 2018, etc.) begins her Devil You Know series with
an absorbing mix of old-school gothic romance with a woman in
peril and the #MeToo era, celebrating the strength of survivors
(as she writes in the book’s dedication). After initially misunderstanding his wife’s past, Piers transforms from a self-centered
duke with a marked sense of entitlement to a supportive spouse
once he learns of her trauma. Whether a change like this is
wishful thinking or a realistic depiction of the allies that some
women might have had under pre-feminist patriarchy, it makes
for a heartwarming romance. Even more empowering is the
friendship among the three women, who model female solidarity and whose personas (and nicknames: Alexander, Cecil, and
Frank) reject restrictive gender roles. The story’s overt politics
sit in somewhat awkward proximity to the melodramatic end
of the gothic plotline, but even that conclusion is enjoyable in
its own way.
An un-put-down-able story that combines sensuality, tenderness, slightly far-fetched dramatic scenes, and
memorable characters.

FLEISHMAN IS
IN TROUBLE

11

WHERE WE
COME FROM

YOUR HOUSE WILL PAY
Cha, Steph
Ecco/HarperCollins (320 pp.)
$26.99 | Oct. 15, 2019
978-0-06-286885-5

Casares, Oscar
Knopf (272 pp.)
$25.95 | May 21, 2019
978-0-525-65543-5

A real-life racial incident is transfigured into a riveting thriller about two
families’ heartbreaking struggles to confront and transcend rage and loss.
It is the late summer of 2019, but
no matter how many years have passed,
Shawn Matthews, a black ex-convict now working for a Los Angeles moving company, is burdened by memories of the early spring
of 1991, when his teenage sister Ava was shot to death by a Korean
woman who mistakenly believed she was stealing from her convenience store. The shooting and the resulting trial—in which the
woman was convicted and received no jail time, after which she
relocated to another part of LA—fed into racial tensions already
festering back then from the Rodney King trial. And the city’s
reactions to a present-day shooting death of an unarmed black
teen by a police officer indicate that those racial animosities
remain close to the boiling point. In the midst of the mounting
furor, Grace Park, a young Korean woman, is shaken from her
placid good nature by the sight of her mother being wounded in
a drive-by shooting. “What if she is being punished?” her sister
Miriam says, revealing a shocking fact about their mother’s past
that Grace hadn’t known. An LAPD detective asks Shawn if he
has an alibi for the drive-by (which he does). Nonetheless, the
most recent shooting upends his fragile sense of security, and he
starts to wonder where his cousin, Ray, himself just released from
prison, was when Grace’s mother was shot. Cha, author of the
Juniper Song series of detective novels (Dead Soon Enough, 2015,
etc.), brings what she knows about crafting noir-ish mysteries
into this fictionalized treatment of the 1991 Latasha Harlins
murder, blending a shrewd knowledge of cutting-edge media and
its disruptive impact with a warm, astute sensitivity toward characters of diverse cultures weighed down by converging traumas.
Cha’s storytelling shows how fiction can delicately
extract deeper revelations from daily headlines.

A Mexican-American family in Texas
finds their home turned into a way station for immigrants smuggled across the
border.
Cásares (Amigoland, 2009, etc.) returns
to his hometown of Brownsville for a potent novel about the complexities of immigration and the lies we tell ourselves and our families. Twelve-year-old Orly is from Houston, has light skin, and
speaks passable Spanish even though he strongly prefers English
and sometimes denies knowing Spanish at all. After his mother’s sudden death, Orly is sent by his dad to spend the summer
with his aunt Nina in Brownsville. Unbeknownst to him, Nina
has a small, pink casita in her backyard being used by coyotes
moving human cargo north. Neither Nina nor Orly quite knows
how they got into their situations. Orly’s brother is at camp, his
father is in Napa with a new girlfriend, and his mother’s absence
is a gaping hole so big he can’t see the other side. Just when Nina
thinks she’s rid of the smugglers for good, a young boy named
Daniel knocks on her back door in the middle of the night after
narrowly escaping Immigration and Customs Enforcement.
Nina puts him up in the casita and now has to hide her secret
from Orly, her elderly mother, and her bossy brother. As Nina,
Orly, and Daniel learn each other’s secrets, the reader is treated
to a novel that addresses the complexity of immigration, identity, and assimilation while telling close, intimate stories. The
novel is told in a roaming third person that turns each character,
no matter how seemingly one-dimensional or minor, into a powerful presence. Each voice in this chorus has something urgent
to say. Cásares devotes a page or so of italicized backstory to
seemingly minor characters who would drift out of a different
novel without a second glance: a raspas vendor, a coyote quickly
arrested, a Brownsville police officer, Orly’s English teacher,
and many more. Whether it’s the teacher about to be deported,
a man who doesn’t concern himself with the fact that his own
mother used to be undocumented, or the many people making
the dangerous crossing who are beset by tragedy, these asides
all reveal the sometimes-hidden yet always profound effects of
immigration. Helping us learn the truth about who we are individually and as a society is the ultimate goal of this novel.
In some ways timely, this quiet, delicate book delivers a
truly timeless emotional punch.

THE KINGDOM
OF COPPER

Chakraborty, S.A.
Harper Voyager (544 pp.)
$26.99 | Jan. 22, 2019
978-0-06-267813-3
The second installment of
Chakraborty’s stunningly rendered Middle Eastern fantasy trilogy (The City of
Brass, 2017), which can absolutely be read
independently of the first book.
The setting is Daevabad, a legendary Eastern city protected
by impervious magical brass walls and ruled by King Ghassan,
whose Geziri ancestors overthrew the Daevas and captured
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Suleiman’s seal, which tempers magic. To this bubbling pot
of tensions, the powerful djinn warrior Dara conveyed young
Daeva healer Nahri; in the process they developed feelings for
one another. Five years later, Nahri has much to ponder. During the tumultuous events with which the previous book culminated, Ghassan’s younger son, Ali, whom Nahri considered
a friend, killed Dara and defied his father, an act for which he
was exiled—a euphemism for “condemned to death.” Ghassan
forced Nahri to marry Ali’s elder brother, Muntadhir; the union
is childless thanks to potions Nahri secretly consumes, yet,
oddly despite those five years of marriage, the couple seem to
know very little about each other. She chafes under the restrictions imposed by the increasingly cruel and arbitrary Ghassan, who’s threatened to slaughter the city’s Daevas unless she
cooperates. So she doesn’t know that Ali, with his djinn’s ability
to survive in the desert and magic conferred by the fearsome
water-spirits known as the marid, still lives, nor that Dara has
been summoned back to life and now is embroiled in a conspiracy to overthrow the Geziri and reclaim the city for the Daeva.
Against the city’s richly immersive backdrop of suppressed and
often contentious racial, familial, magical, and religious alliances and divides—although Chakraborty tends to forget how
bewildering these can be, even with the helpful glossary—the
conflicts, ambitions, schemes, and treacheries build powerfully
toward what’s rapidly becoming the author’s trademark: a truly
shattering conclusion.
As good or better than its predecessor: promise impressively fulfilled.

middle gr a de

Nanny,” which chronicles the consequences of machines raising human children. But arguably the most profound story is
“Exhalation” (which won the 2009 Hugo Award for Best Short
Story), a heart-rending message and warning from a scientist of
a highly advanced, but now extinct, race of mechanical beings
from another universe. Although the being theorizes that all
life will die when the universes reach “equilibrium,” its parting
advice will resonate with everyone: “Contemplate the marvel
that is existence, and rejoice that you are able to do so.”
Visionary speculative stories that will change the way
readers see themselves and the world around them: This
book delivers in a big way.

TRUST EXERCISE

Choi, Susan
Henry Holt (272 pp.)
$27.00 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-250-30988-4

EXHALATION

Chiang, Ted
Knopf (368 pp.)
$25.95 | May 8, 2019
978-1-101-94788-3
Exploring humankind’s place in
the universe and the nature of humanity, many of the stories in this stellar
collection focus on how technological
advances can impact humanity’s evolutionary journey.
Chiang’s (Stories of Your Life and Others, 2002) second collection begins with an instant classic, “The Merchant and the
Alchemist’s Gate,” which won Hugo and Nebula awards for
Best Novelette in 2008. A time-travel fantasy set largely in
ancient Baghdad, the story follows fabric merchant Fuwaad
ibn Abbas after he meets an alchemist who has crafted what
is essentially a time portal. After hearing life-changing stories
about others who have used the portal, he decides to go back
in time to try to right a terrible wrong—and realizes, too late,
that nothing can erase the past. Other standout selections
include “The Lifecycle of Software Objects,” a story about a
software tester who, over the course of a decade, struggles to
keep a sentient digital entity alive; “The Great Silence,” which
brilliantly questions the theory that humankind is the only
intelligent race in the universe; and “Dacey’s Patent Automatic
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What begins as the story of obsessive
first love between drama students at a
competitive performing arts high school
in the early 1980s twists into something
much darker in Choi’s singular new novel.
The summer between their freshman and sophomore years at the Citywide Academy for the
Performing Arts—an elite institution “intended to cream off
the most talented at selected pursuits from the regular places
all over the [unnamed Southern] city” where they lived—Sarah
and David consummate the romance that had been brewing the
whole previous year. It is the natural culmination of the “taut,
even dangerous energy running between them,” which—while
naturally occurring—has been fostered by Mr. Kingsley, the
head of Theatre Arts, who has positioned himself as the central
figure in his students’ lives, holding power not only over their
professional futures, but their social ones as well: part parent,
part guru, part master manipulator. But when Sarah and David
return in the fall, their relationship instantly crumbles, and in
the wake of their very public dissolution, Sarah finds herself
increasingly isolated, dismissed into the shadows of CAPA life.
Until, that spring, a British theater troupe comes to campus as
part of a cultural exchange, and Sarah, along with her classmate
Karen, begin parallel relationships with the English imports:
Karen is in love with the director, and Sarah is uncomfortably
linked to his protégé, the production’s star. It is, until now, a
straightforward story, capturing—with nauseating, addictive
accuracy—the particular power dynamics of elite theater training. And then, in the second part of the novel, Pulitzer finalist
Choi (My Education, 2013, etc.) upends everything we thought
we knew, calling the truth of the original narrative into question. (A short coda, set in 2013, recasts it again.) This could
easily be insufferable; in Choi’s hands, it works: an effective
interrogation of memory, the impossible gulf between accuracy
and the stories we tell. And yet, as rigorous and as clever and as
relevant as it is, the second half of the novel never quite reaches
the soaring heights of the first. It’s hardly a deal breaker: the
13

AUTHOR SP OTLIGHT

Ma r l o n Ja m e s
Marlon James’ influences aren’t
exactly standard for a Man Booker
Prize–winning author who is one
of the most lauded writers of his
generation: George R.R. Martin,
Buffy the Vampire Slayer, and The
Chilling Adventures of Sabrina.
At least those are the texts that
keep coming up while discussing
Black Leopard, Red Wolf (Jan. 5),
the fantasy epic that is the first
volume in his Dark Star Trilogy. It’s a contender for the
National Book Award in fiction on Nov. 20.
James has been talking about writing “an African
Game of Thrones” since shortly after winning the Man
Booker Prize for A Brief History of Seven Killings in 2015.
But not many Man Booker winners have written novels
that feature witches, sorcerers, dirt mermaids, relentless demons, and more spells and incantations than you
can count.
Yet the novel doesn’t feel like a detour to James. Fantasy books and movies have played a large and constant
role in his life. “Those stories were always my first love.
I’ll even watch bad fantasy movies,” James says.
Unfortunately, it wasn’t
always clear that fantasy, or
fantasy authors, loved him
back. “I’ve always felt left out
of those stories,” says James,
who was born in Jamaica
and now divides his time between Minnesota and New
York. “It’s weird reading stories, and enjoying them, but
not recognizing myself. PeoMarlon James
ple like me, at least…we’re
outside of them. That’s one reason I wanted to write
this story.”
Black Leopard, Red Wolf takes ancient tropes and
makes them wholly unique and new. “Fantasy is the stories that become myths and legends. We’ve been telling
them for thousands of years. People going on a quest, defeating the monster—we have an inherent connection to
them,” James says.
There are so many compelling characters and harrowing monsters—so much personality—in Black Leop
ard, Red Wolf that readers will find themselves, jaws
agape, putting the book down and asking, “How did
James do this?”
James almost seems unsure himself. “I’m surprised I
didn’t give up,” he acknowledges. —R.Z.S.

writing (exquisite) and the observations (cuttingly accurate)
make Choi’s latest both wrenching and one-of-a-kind.
Never sentimental; always thrillingly alive.

THE WATER DANCER

Coates, Ta-Nehisi
One World/Random House (432 pp.)
$28.00 | Sep. 24, 2019
978-0-399-59059-7

Mark Seliger

The celebrated author of Between
the World and Me (2015) and We Were
Eight Years in Power (2017) merges magic,
adventure, and antebellum intrigue in his
first novel.
In pre–Civil War Virginia, people
who are white, whatever their degree of refinement, are considered “the Quality” while those who are black, whatever their
degree of dignity, are regarded as “the Tasked.” Whether such
euphemisms for slavery actually existed in the 19th century, they
are evocatively deployed in this account of the Underground
Railroad and one of its conductors: Hiram Walker, one of the
Tasked who’s barely out of his teens when he’s recruited to help
guide escapees from bondage in the South to freedom in the
North. “Conduction” has more than one meaning for Hiram.
It’s also the name for a mysterious force that transports certain
gifted individuals from one place to another by way of a blue
light that lifts and carries them along or across bodies of water.
Hiram knows he has this gift after it saves him from drowning
in a carriage mishap that kills his master’s oafish son (who’s
Hiram’s biological brother). Whatever the source of this power,
it galvanizes Hiram to leave behind not only his chains, but also
the two Tasked people he loves most: Thena, a truculent older
woman who practically raised him as a surrogate mother, and
Sophia, a vivacious young friend from childhood whose attempt
to accompany Hiram on his escape is thwarted practically at the
start when they’re caught and jailed by slave catchers. Hiram
directly confronts the most pernicious abuses of slavery before
he is once again conducted away from danger and into sanctuary with the Underground, whose members convey him to the
freer, if funkier environs of Philadelphia, where he continues to
test his power and prepare to return to Virginia to emancipate
the women he left behind—and to confront the mysteries of his
past. Coates’ imaginative spin on the Underground Railroad’s
history is as audacious as Colson Whitehead’s, if less intensely
realized. Coates’ narrative flourishes and magic-powered protagonist are reminiscent of his work on Marvel’s Black Panther
superhero comic book, but even his most melodramatic effects
are deepened by historical facts and contemporary urgency.
An almost-but-not-quite-great slavery novel.

Richard Z. Santos is a writer and teacher living in Austin.
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A PRINCE ON PAPER

CANTORAS

Cole, Alyssa
Avon/HarperCollins (384 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Apr. 30, 2019
978-0-06-268558-2

De Robertis, Carolina
Knopf (336 pp.)
$26.95 | Sep. 3, 2019
978-0-525-52169-3
In the shadow of a violent dictatorship, five queer women find the courage
and strength to live their truth.
De Robertis’ (The Gods of Tango, 2015,
etc.) latest novel starts in 1977 with the
Uruguayan military dictatorship suppressing dissidents and homosexuals through rape, jailing, and
disappearing. Calling themselves cantoras, or women who sing,
five queer women begin to carve out a place for themselves in
the world: Flaca, Romina, Anita “La Venus,” Malena, and Paz.
Brought together by Flaca, the women take a weeklong trip to
Cabo Polonio, a sleepy, secluded coastal village, where they find
a haven among horrors. On the beach, the women laugh late
into the night, make love unabashedly, and share secrets over
whiskey and yerba maté. The friends become family. On their
first trip, Paz, the youngest, begins to discover an alternative
way of being: “A secret way to be a woman. A way that blasted
things apart, that melted the map of reality.” Rich and luscious,
De Robertis’ writing feels like a living thing, lapping over the
reader like the ocean. Carefully crafted and expertly observed,
each sentence is an elegant gift: “Stars clamored around a meager slice of moon,” and “she was keenly aware of [her] movements...as if a thread stretched between them, a spider’s thread,
glimmering and inexhaustibly strong.” Over the course of three
decades, the women fall in and out of love; have brushes with
the brutal regime; defy familial and societal expectations; and,
most of all, unapologetically live their lives as cantoras. At one
point, the unhappily married La Venus wonders: “Why did
life put so much inside a woman and then keep her confined
to smallness?” De Robertis’ novel allows these women to break
those confines and find greatness in themselves and each other.
A stunning novel about queer love, womanhood, and
personal and political revolution.
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The third and final installment of
Cole’s Reluctant Royals series (A Duke by
Default, 2018, etc.) probes the ways social
expectations can diminish a person’s
autonomy and how the vulnerability of
deep romantic love can make people
stronger.
Nya Jerami, the granddaughter of respected elders of the
powerful African nation of Thesolo, returns home for a family
wedding with fear and trepidation. Nya had fled to New York
after discovering that her father, once a respected government
minister, was guilty of blackmail, treason, and, worst of all, the
politically motivated poisoning of members of his own family.
Nya had always been kind, with a naturally trusting attitude that
reflected the goodness in her heart. Her father’s betrayal threw
her life into a tailspin, shattering her trust. Now, with her father
in prison, she is “a woman who’d come to the end of the breadcrumb trail and didn’t know where to go next.” The wedding
puts Nya in close proximity to her crush, Johan von Braustein,
the Tabloid Prince of Liechtienbourg, who finds in Nya a potent
invader of his carefully constructed defenses. Johan’s playboy
persona is a cover, designed, so he tells himself, to draw media
attention away from his younger brother, the heir to the throne.
But having lost his beloved mother at a young age, Johan is terrified of intimacy and its potential to lead to pain and loss. As
Johan’s radiant energy draws Nya in, her quiet strength entices
him “to stop pretending, to stop guarding his emotions like a
dragon watching over its hoard.” Their road to happiness is
compellingly bumpy, with political intrigue on two continents
and the interference of friends and family, many of whom will
be delightfully familiar to readers of the first two installments
of the series. In a book by a less skilled writer, a subplot involving a character’s emerging nonbinary gender identity might feel
unnecessary, but not here. Nya and Johan’s swoony sexual tension evolves into a scorching exploration that recognizes Nya’s
relative inexperience while rendering the pair’s matched desire,
fulfillment, and power.
A gifted writer at the top of her emotional, sexy, romantic, and inclusive game.

PATSY

Dennis-Benn, Nicole
Liveright/Norton (432 pp.)
$26.95 | Jun. 4, 2019
978-1-63149-563-2
A woman comes to terms with how
her immigration to America affects
her family back home in Jamaica—and
herself.
For the follow-up to her highly
acclaimed debut novel, Here Comes the
Sun (2016), Dennis-Benn returns briefly to Jamaica before shifting her locale to Brooklyn. It’s 1998, and single mother Patsy
isn’t able to get a tourist visa at the American Embassy in Kingston until she agrees to leave Trudy-Ann, her 5-year-old daughter,
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behind. Patsy’s American dreams are not just about a better
financial future for Tru; she has long hoped to reunite with the
love of her life, her childhood girlfriend, Cicely, now living in
Brooklyn. But her dreams are stymied by the difficult reality of
finding work in New York—despite Patsy’s best efforts, the only
employment she can find is as a bathroom attendant, cleaning toilets—and by Cicely’s marriage to an abusive, overbearing man. Cicely, now a woman “smelling of expensive flowers
and looking resplendent in a long purple peacoat cinched at
the waist with a belt, a colorful silk scarf wrapped around her
neck, still holding on to her Chanel handbag,” would rather stay
with her husband than lose the lifestyle his wealth provides her.
Tru, meanwhile, is sent to live with the father she doesn’t know.
Alternating between Patsy’s and Tru’s stories, Dennis-Benn
allows each character’s experience an equal depth and presence
in the book. Slowly Patsy comes into her own, finding work as
a nanny, but as Tru comes of age back in Jamaica missing her
mother, Patsy, looking after another woman’s child, is haunted
by the absence of her own daughter and the choices she must
continue to make to survive in America, alone. Although she’s
lovingly drawn by Dennis-Benn, Patsy has done the single
most-damning thing a mother can do in our society: She has
abandoned her child. It’s a marker of Dennis-Benn’s masterful
prowess at characterization and her elegant, nuanced writing
that the people here—even when they’re flawed or unlikable—
inspire sympathy and respect.
Dennis-Benn has written a profound book about sexuality, gender, race, and immigration that speaks to the contemporary moment through the figure of a woman alive
with passion and regret.

rubber. When I raised my head, someone from the family that
was mine against my will was looking down from the secondfloor windows.” Raised an only child in a comfortable, middleclass home, accustomed to days at the beach and dance lessons,
she finds herself in an apartment crowded with violent strangers. There’s not enough to eat, and no bed has been arranged for
her. She sleeps on a mattress stuffed with sheep’s wool, holding
the sole of her sister’s foot against her cheek: “I had nothing
else, in that darkness inhabited by breath.” In spare, haunting
prose, Di Pietrantonio shows a girl struggling not only to understand, but to survive and belong. “You haven’t known poverty,”
her birth mother tells her, “poverty is more than hunger.” Class
inequality, misogyny, and sexism are all at work as well. Late in
the novel, in a scene both harrowing and illuminating, her two
worlds overlap when she and her sister visit the house of the
woman who raised her.
A gripping, deeply moving coming-of-age novel;
immensely readable, beautifully written, and highly
recommended.

HOW RORY
THORNE DESTROYED
THE MULTIVERSE

Eason, K.
Daw Books (416 pp.)
$26.00 | Oct. 8, 2019
978-0-7564-1529-7

Ten generations after Sleeping Beauty
was woken by her prince, a new princess is
born to the (now interplanetary) kingdom
of Thorne.
That Rory Thorne is born a girl comes as a great surprise
to her family, who haven’t seen a firstborn daughter since that
princess of legend. According to old homeworld tradition, a
firstborn princess must have a naming ceremony, and the 13
fairies must be invited to give the baby their magical gifts. The
tradition is so old everyone assumes the fairy invitations are a
symbol, a nod to the legend, but then the fairies actually show
up. Eleven of the fairies give Rory gifts like a talent for harp
playing and a pretty face: gifts that seem frivolous until you
consider that women are primarily expected to please other
people, and a princess who can’t be pleasing will have a rough
go of it. In that light, the 13th fairy’s gift—that Rory will “find
no comfort in illusion or platitude, and [will] know truth when
[she hears] it, no matter how well concealed by flattery, custom,
or mendacity”—truly is a curse. Luckily, the 12th fairy hadn’t
yet bestowed her gift when the 13th made her dramatic appearance, and so she grants Rory courage. As Rory grows up among
scheming politicians, princes who aren’t what they seem, and a
plot to overthrow the monarchy, she finds herself needing her
curse and her courage in equal measure. With this book billed
as the first of a duology, readers will be clamoring for the second
installment before Chapter 1 is over. Told with just enough editorializing from a Dickensian narrator, this story delights from
cover to cover. The political intrigue never fails to surprise, each

A GIRL RETURNED

Di Pietrantonio, Donatella
Trans. by Goldstein, Ann
Europa Editions (176 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Jul. 2, 2019
978-1-60945-528-6
In this slim novel by award-winning
Italian author Di Pietrantonio, her first
translated into English, a 13-year-old girl
raised by distant relatives as their own
is sent abruptly back to her birth family
with little explanation.
The book opens with the unnamed narrator carrying a suitcase and a bag of shoes up the stairs to an apartment where the
door is stuck closed. At last a child with untidy hair opens it.
“She was my sister, but I had never seen her.” The man she has
until now believed to be her father is dropping her off. In the
dining room, her birth mother receives her without ceremony
or interest, not bothering to get up from her chair. When the
girl runs back down to the car, desperate to convince her erstwhile father to take her back (“Mamma’s sick, she needs my help.
I’m not staying here, I don’t know those people”), he removes
her bodily from the front seat and drives away. “The tire marks
and I remained on the asphalt....The air smelled of burning
16
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character is layered and compelling, and there’s a perfect balance between science-fiction action and fairy-tale fantasy.
Do not, under any circumstances, miss out on this.

Englehardt, John
Dzanc (200 pp.)
$26.95 | Sep. 10, 2019
978-1-945814-93-8
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A challenging literary experiment
about the shifting nature of human consciousness, inspired by English computer
scientist Alan Turing, who was persecuted for being gay.
British novelist and poet Eaves (The
Absent Therapist, 2014, etc.) tells the story
of Alec Pryor, an English mathematician modeled after Turing,
in three sections. Part of a top-secret effort to decrypt coded
German communications during World War II, Pryor is a
prominent member of scientific and government circles after
the war. He is also, however, a gay man at a time when homosexuality is a punishable offense under British law. Searching for
intimacy under these conditions, he wanders a fairground and
meets a man named Cyril, with whom he strikes up a sexual relationship. This is his downfall: A friend of Cyril’s breaks into Pryor’s apartment, and when he reports the crime, he’s taken in for
suspicion of homosexual acts. Soon, he finds himself under the
control of Dr. Stallbrook, an analyst who oversees the chemical
castration to which he’s been sentenced. Stallbrook encourages
Pryor to write, and these “notes to pass the time” become the
hallucinatory dreamscapes of the book’s second and third parts.
As the synthetic estrogen does its work, Pryor’s consciousness
ranges back and forth in time, from Britain’s hunter-gatherer
past to a future in which machines replace human consciousness. Watching himself as if from afar, he comes to terms with
the loss of control he suffers as his body changes. All the while,
he is haunted by the memory of a figure from his schoolboy
days, Christopher Molyneaux, a fellow student Pryor loved but
whose friendship gradually faded. “I think he was told no good
could come of our friendship, because of what I am, or rather,
because of what, then, it was suggested I would become.” In
careful prose, Eaves prods at the limits of human consciousness
as Pryor comes to grips with the changes wracking his body. All
the while Eaves asks important questions about our ability to
communicate our innermost thoughts to those we love. “What
would a conversation be with instant, mutual apprehension of
its themes?” Pryor wonders. Eaves has delivered a gripping narrative experiment that gives us a sense of what such an intimacy
would be like.
A wildly inventive and moving exploration of the
human mind under conditions of duress.

middle gr a de

Gun violence, grief, and the struggle
to construct a coherent identity in the
funnel cloud of the American absurd.
Rose is a freshman at Ozarka University—a contradictory “land of white
mansions” and “lurid binge drinking,”
Bible study and date rape—where she
is trying to pivot away from her painful childhood (first an
EF5 tornado, then a neglectful mother, then a foster home) by
remaking herself as a sorority sister, “carefree, upper class, and
virtuous by means of…inaccessibility.” Then, during finals week,
a student named Eli—a child of loss himself who feels, among
other things, “overlooked, disenfranchised, promised one thing
and given another”—smuggles a rifle into the crowded library
and opens fire. When he’s done, 12 people are dead, and Rose’s
anodyne visions, her talent for imitating the absurd, prove a
flimsy antidote for the pain. Similarly remade by the shooting is
Eddie Bishop, an adjunct writing instructor whose wife, Casey,
is both the rebar around which his adult identity was poured
(before her, he was the browbeaten replica of his brutally religious father) and one of Eli’s victims. While the media grabs for
explanatory scripts (Eli comes from a nonnuclear family! He’s a
drug user!) in hopes of conveniently distancing the killer from
the rest of us, Englehardt’s characters—Rose, Eddie, and Eli—
struggle in a more intimate sphere, a sphere where slogans don’t
heal, where confusion is identity, where questions about who
you were and are and want to be run like threads through the
dark eyelet of Eli’s murderous act. Following each character in
alternating second-person chapters—a clever and daring structure in which Eli’s creative writing instructor operates as the
guiding first-person consciousness at the novel’s core—Englehardt’s brilliant and insanely brave debut is a culturally diagnostic achievement in the same way that Don DeLillo’s White
Noise and Libra are culturally diagnostic achievements; his sentences are brutal and unflinching and yet mystically humane in
the spirit of Denis Johnson’s Angels; and his America is at once
beautiful and love-swirled and a kaleidoscopic wreck—a land
whose cultural geology mirrors its physical one, routinely generating the “mindless malignancy” of town-wrecking tornadoes
and desperate young men with guns.
Hugely important, hauntingly brutal—Englehardt has
just announced himself as one of America’s most talented
emerging writers.

Eaves, Will
Bellevue Literary Press (184 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Apr. 9, 2019
978-1-942658-64-1
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It’s hard to know where to begin with Namwali Serpell’s The Old
Drift (Hogarth/Crown, March 26).
It is a great big book; it is a great
book. It’s the great American novel,
set in Zambia, or, perhaps, “the great
Zambian novel you didn’t know you
were waiting for,” as the author once
suggested. She sold the manuscript
after its last chapter was published
as a short story, “The Sack,” which won the 2015 Caine
Prize for African Writing. (That chapter was cut from
the novel.) The book prominently features three flavors
of fiction—historical, speculative, magical realism—a
little like a literary Neapolitan ice cream. Additional influences include but are not limited to Elena Ferrante’s
Neapolitan novels, One Hundred Years of Solitude, and Be
loved; Salman Rushdie, Vladimir Nabokov, and Milan
Kundera; Björk, Fiona Apple, and Zambian musician
Alick Nkhata.
“As you say, it’s hard to know where to begin, because
there’s a lot in the novel,” Serpell says by phone from San
Francisco, where she lives and teaches English at the University of California, Berkeley. “I am a very anachronistic
writer—it’s historical fiction in as much as I am capable
of writing historical fiction.”
The Old Drift is a vibrant account of three generations of three Zambian families, told in three parts: “The
Grandmothers,” “The Mothers,” and “The Children.” All
flows from a prologue, “The Falls,”
in which shady Englishman Percy
M. Clark wends his way to the Old
Drift, a small settlement on the
northern bank of the Zambezi River at the turn of the 20th century.
The Old Drift explores the richness and variance of Zambian life
in a way that uproots expectations
and stereotypes. “I think fiction really allows us to imagine things that
Namwali Serpell
we wouldn’t otherwise imagine,”
Serpell says. “Reading about something that doesn’t exist yet—the impossible, the very near future, that sort of
thing—does something to our emotions. I think it’s a lot
of where hope comes from.”—M.L.

Evaristo, Bernardine
Black Cat/Grove (464 pp.)
$17.00 | Nov. 5, 2019
978-0-8021-5698-3

Peg Skorpinski

A magnificent chorus of black British voices and a winner of the 2019
Booker Prize.
“Amma / is walking along the promenade of the waterway that bisects her city,
a few early morning barges cruise slowly
by.” These are the opening lines of Evaristo’s eighth novel. The
unexpected line breaks, the paucity of punctuation and capitalization: These stylistic choices are, at first, disorienting—and
that makes perfect thematic sense. Amma is a black woman, a
lesbian, and a fiercely feminist playwright who is gaining mainstream attention after decades of working on the margins. Each
of the 12 characters Evaristo conjures here have had to work hard
to make a place for themselves in a culture that regards them
as outsiders even if they’ve lived in the United Kingdom their
entire lives. Instead of forcing her creations to code-switch to
make their lives comfortable for general consumption, Evaristo
compels the reader to accommodate and adjust. The rewards
for this tiny bit of mental labor are extraordinary. There is no
overarching story, but the lives of these women and one “genderfree” character intersect in revelatory ways. For example, Shirley
is both one of Amma’s oldest friends and the teacher who helps
Carole work her way out of a council flat and into Oxford. For
Amma, Shirley grew from being “the only other brown girl” on
the playground to being the straight-laced friend who always
supported her unconventional career—and loaned her money
when necessary. For Carole, Shirley is “Mrs King,” the no-nonsense taskmaster who only cared about her when her grades were
perfect. When she takes center stage herself, we discover that
Shirley is both of these people and much more. As she creates a
space for immigrants and the children of immigrants to tell their
stories, Evaristo explores a range of topics both contemporary
and timeless. There is room for everyone to find a home in this
extraordinary novel.
Beautiful and necessary.

SABRINA & CORINA

Fajardo-Anstine, Kali
One World/Random House
(224 pp.)
$27.00 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-0-525-51129-8
Eleven achingly realistic stories set in
Denver and southern Colorado bear witness to the lives of Latina women of Indigenous descent trying to survive generations
of poverty, racism, addiction, and violence.
“Ever feel like the land is swallowing you whole, Sierra?” the
narrator’s mother, Josie, asks her in “Sugar Babies,” the first story

Megan Labrise is the editor at large and host of the Fully
Booked podcast.
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of Fajardo-Anstine’s debut collection. “That all this beauty is
wrapped around you so tight it’s like being in a rattlesnake’s
mouth?” Here, it’s becoming a mother at 16 that threatens to
swallow Josie, prompting her to abandon 10-year-old Sierra. In
“Sabrina & Corina,” which follows two cousins, women’s lack
of opportunities and their dependence on men undo Sabrina,
a blue-eyed, dark-haired beauty. While Corina, the plainer of
the two, goes to beauty school, Sabrina spirals into substance
abuse and sleeps around. She’s murdered at the story’s start, and
Corina has the horrible task of going to the mortuary to do her
cousin’s makeup, literally covering up the violence she suffered.
In “Julian Plaza,” gaping holes in our social safety net ensnare
the characters. When Nayeli gets breast cancer, her family has
no good choices: Her husband’s health insurance won’t cover
effective treatments, and he can’t care for her for fear of being
canned. Fajardo-Anstine writes with a keen understanding of
the power of love even when it’s shot through with imperfections. Nayeli’s young daughters try to carry their mother home
from the neighbor’s where she has been sent to die. And Sierra
from the title story still fantasizes about her mother returning
at some point, “joyously waving to me, her last stop.”
Fajardo-Anstine takes aim at our country’s social injustices and ills without succumbing to pessimism. The result
is a nearly perfect collection of stories that is emotionally
wrenching but never without glimmers of resistance and
hope.

through the especially isolated and dangerous area called Sector
Twelve, where there’s “always something weird going on,” is so
absorbing, and Fforde’s wit so sharp, the reveal that the narrative is also a commentary on capitalism comes across as a brilliant twist. Fforde writes in the acknowledgments that he hopes
to return to a quicker publishing schedule, but this wonderful
tale was well worth the wait.
Whip-smart, tremendous fun, and an utter delight
from start to finish.

middle gr a de

A BOY AND HIS DOG
AT THE END OF
THE WORLD

Fletcher, C.A.
Orbit (336 pp.)
$26.00 | Apr. 23, 2019
978-0-316-44945-8

EARLY RISER

Fforde, Jasper
Viking (400 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 12, 2019
978-0-670-02503-9
Fforde (The Eye of Zoltar, 2014, etc.)
returns from his “creative hiatus” with
a madcap adventure through the Welsh
winter, which has grown so deadly most
humans literally sleep through it.
Charlie Worthing has just volunteered to join the brave (or, perhaps more accurately, insane)
members of the Winter Consul Service, the select group of
people who don’t hibernate through winter in order to keep
the sleepers safe until they wake up in the spring. The sleepers,
at least the rich and well-connected ones, are aided by a drug
called Morphenox, which sometimes has the unfortunate side
effect of turning the sleeper into a nightwalker, which is more
or less a zombie that can perform menial tasks (or, in one notable case, play Tom Jones songs on the bouzouki). Constantly
warned of the high likelihood of his death by his fellow Winterers, Charlie must quickly learn to navigate the various dangers
that come with his new job, such as the probably mythical Wintervolk, like the Gronk, which often leaves victims with strains
of Rodgers and Hammerstein tunes running through their
heads; roaming groups of faded English aristocrats bent on villainy and kidnapping; strange co-workers he isn’t sure he can
trust; and a “viral dream” about a blue Buick. Charlie’s journey
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At the end of the world, what matters
more than loyalty?
Teenage Griz is one of only a few
thousand people left in the world after
the “soft apocalypse” of the Gelding, a mysterious event
that left the vast majority of the world’s population unable
to have children. Scattered families and other small enclaves
live on, but most days, out on their tiny island off the coast
of Scotland, Griz’s family sees nobody but themselves—and
their dogs. Griz’s dogs are Jip and Jess, and when a strange
traveler with long red hair shows up and snatches Jess in the
middle of the night, Griz doesn’t even stop to think before
going after them with Jip. The hunt that begins that night will
take Griz and Jip through the ruins of the old world and bring
them face to face with the best and worst of humanity—what
it was and what it still is even after civilization has ground to
a halt. Fletcher’s debut novel paints an engrossing picture of
our familiar world after it’s been left to crumble and populates
this haunted landscape with thoroughly compelling characters. The hunt for Jess propels this story forward like a rocket,
and Fletcher does a masterful job keeping the stakes high and
the suspense crackling while still creating plenty of space for
readers to get to know Griz and explore this fascinating notquite-empty world.
This un-put-down-able story has everything—a wellimagined post-apocalyptic world, great characters, incredible suspense, and, of course, the fierce love of some very
good dogs.
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BAD AXE COUNTY

the prologue says, “This story has been told many times before,
but always as the story of the Doctor.” Gappah turns the tables
by making Livingstone’s attendants into protagonists. Our heroes
are Halima, a young slave woman Livingstone purchased as a
partner for his assistant, the abusive and cruel Amoda; and Jacob
Wainwright, a former slave from East Africa who was educated
by Christian missionaries in Mumbai. Halima is a jovial and headstrong young woman who speaks boisterously despite her status.
“Why any man would leave his own land and his wife and children
to tramp in these dreary swamps...is beyond my understanding,”
she wonders about Livingstone. Jacob is Halima’s opposite, a
self-serious young man who keeps a journal which he hopes will
be published in the future. When Livingstone dies of malaria, his
attendants decide to carry his body to the coast in a display of
loyalty, so that it may be carried back to England. After burying
his heart in the village where he died, the band sets off toward
Zanzibar in a show of dedication. The arduous journey through
hostile terrain gradually erodes their reverence for the doctor,
though. Halima begins to wonder how worthy he is of her dedication. “Was he worth it? What were we doing, taking a father to his
children when he had let one of those children die?” Meanwhile,
Jacob reads Livingstone’s journals and finds a man whose antislavery ideals clash with his actions as a colonialist explorer. The
journey to the coast turns out to be an education in how the band
is oppressed by colonial power. Along the way, though, Gappah
captures the diverse cultural milieu of colonial Africa with compelling detail. The result is a rich, vivid, and addictive book filled
with memorably drawn characters.
This is a humane, riveting, epic novel that spotlights
marginalized historical voices.

Galligan, John
Atria (336 pp.)
$26.00 | Jul. 9, 2019
978-1-9821-1070-3

The small towns and coulees of southwest Wisconsin might not sound like a
typical setting for a noir crime novel, but
some very dark deeds propel this one.
Galligan (The Wind Knot, 2011, etc.)
builds the complex plot of this intense
novel around three strong central characters. Heidi Kick is
interim sheriff of rural Bad Axe County, tapped after the death
of her corrupt predecessor. Besides dealing with workplace sexism and the seemingly endless crimes generated by pervasive
poverty and substance abuse, she’s still trying to solve the deaths
of her parents 12 years ago, wrongly (she believes) written off as a
murder-suicide. Bad Axe native and one-time local baseball hero
Angus Beavers walks out of spring training in Florida to return to
his family’s junkyard when he hears the old sheriff is dead, pursuing a mysterious mission involving a long-frozen corpse. Teenage
Pepper Greengrass arrives in the Bad Axe town of Farmstead in
the van of a pimp, having run away from her home in the Wisconsin Dells and her abusive stepfather. She’s armed with lots
of attitude but might have underestimated how much danger
awaits her. In well-crafted prose, Galligan alternates among
them until their stories crash together in a mystery driven by
savage misogyny and human trafficking. His portrait of life in
the rural Midwest is about as far from bucolic as possible but
vividly convincing. The book pulls no punches in its nightmarish depictions of violence, an essential part of its plot. In its early
chapters, the book’s mordant humor, female sheriff, and quirky
minor characters echo the movie Fargo, but Galligan raises the
stakes beyond the comic. And indomitable Heidi, fiercely smart
Pepper, and Angus, goodhearted despite his dreadful upbringing,
are characters worth caring about.
Striking prose, engaging characters, and a searing story
of crimes rooted in the heartland power a darkly irresistible
thriller.

FEAST YOUR EYES

Goldberg, Myla
Scribner (336 pp.)
$28.00 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-1-5011-9784-0

Goldberg (The False Friend, 2010, etc.)
writes the fictional biography of a female
photographer whose career is sidetracked
by controversy surrounding intimate pictures of her young daughter.
The character Lillian Preston may
initially remind readers of Sally Mann, whose photographs of
her children created debate in the early 1990s. But Lillian’s
story, which takes place primarily in the 1950s through 1970s, is
singularly her own. After falling in love with photography at her
Cleveland high school, Lillian dismays her doting but conventional parents by moving to New York City, lovingly portrayed
in all its gritty glamour, to pursue her dream. For Lillian, photography is all-consuming, her camera an extension of her arm. But
once Samantha is born, the result of a brief affair, Lillian’s artistic ambition becomes entangled with fierce mother-love. Quiet,
easily ignored, Lillian’s forte is shooting unposed street scenes.
Her obvious genius brings her critical notice (if no money) in the
NYC art world until an avant-garde gallery owner is charged with

OUT OF DARKNESS,
SHINING LIGHT

Gappah, Petina
Scribner (320 pp.)
$27.00 | Sep. 10, 2019
978-1-9821-1033-8

A rollicking novel that retells the history of British colonial exploration in
Africa from the perspective of historical
figures who have otherwise been silenced.
Zimbabwean writer Gappah (The Book
of Memory, 2016, etc.) tells the story of the black attendants who
bore the Scottish explorer David Livingstone’s corpse from present-day Zambia to the African coast in the late 19th century. As
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THE LOST MAN

“pandering obscenity” by exhibiting photographs of 6-year-old
Samantha in her underwear, one taken while Lillian was recovering from an abortion and unable to go outside. Neither Lillian’s
career nor Samantha’s childhood recovers—a case of every mom’s
fear of screwing up writ large. The novel is structured as the catalog Samantha puts together for a retrospective of Lillian’s work at
the Modern Museum of Art years after her death. Photograph by
photograph, Samantha sets the scene through her memories of
her deeply complicated relationship with her mother, recorded
interviews with people who knew Lillian, letters from Lillian to
others, and Lillian’s private journal. The collage of impressions
and reactions creates a holistic portrait that also allows Samantha and more secondary characters, like Lillian’s high school boyfriend, to reveal their own complexities. Lillian herself—selfishly
single-minded in her artistic drive but genuinely protective of her
child and often desperately lonely—is both larger than life and
thoroughly human.
A riveting portrait of an artist who happens to be a
woman.

Harper, Jane
Flatiron Books (352 pp.)
$27.99 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-1-250-10568-4

WYOMING

Gritton, JP
Tin House (248 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Nov. 19, 2019
978-1-947793-44-6

special issue: best books of 2019

A series of shocking events, some
instigated by the hapless protagonist,
shakes up a Colorado family struggling
to get by during the economic downturn
of the late 1980s.
Things start going south for construction worker Shelley Cooper after a sudden mountain fire
consumes the house on which he and his best friend, Mike, were
toiling. When his boss rightly suspects he had something to do
with an air processor that went missing after the blaze, Shelley
loses his job. In desperate financial straits, he agrees to drive a
shipment of marijuana to Houston for his brother, Clay, an excon who grows his own. “Don’t think for a second I was dumb
enough to figure it would turn out right,” says Shelley, who has
the $50,000 payday stolen by a young prostitute he let into his
motel room. In fact, nothing ever goes right for him, including
his impromptu marriage to his sister’s friend Syrena. We are in
an alternate Sam Shepard universe in which the battling brothers
are too worn down by failure to fight. Moving back and forth in
time with extreme subtlety, Gritton erects a penetrating family
history of love, loss, loyalty, and betrayal. It takes a great writer
to make a character as reprehensible as Shelley not only sympathetic, but almost likable. In fact, Shelley is not so dumb. He
wryly reflects on billboards that read “HE IS RISEN” in the face
of disaster and tells us how holding $50,000 in cash “feels like
a blind rage, like a wolf howling at the moon.” How did Shelley
became the man he is? In this brilliant debut novel, there are
many bread crumbs leading us back to possible answers.
An affecting, richly drawn, darkly humorous novel
about grifting siblings, one worse than the other.

middle gr a de

A timely novel set in the furthest
reaches of Australia by the author of The
Dry (2017) and Force of Nature (2018).
The three Bright brothers are the
overseers of 3,500 square kilometers of
land in Queensland, with hours between
each of their homes. It’s a vast, unforgiving environment, and
no one ever goes far without a full complement of supplies.
When 40-year-old Cameron sets out on his own, ostensibly to
fix a repeater mast, he never comes home. His body is eventually spotted, via helicopter, curled up by the stockman’s grave,
the source of plentiful, and persistent, local ghost stories. Cam’s
older brother, Nathan, and their baby brother, Bub, are as
perplexed as the cop who’s come all the way from Brisbane to
investigate. What was Cam doing by the grave, and what was
his Land Cruiser doing nine kilometers away, still fully stocked
with supplies, with the keys left neatly on the front seat? The
Brights’ mother, Liz, is devastated, and Cam has also left behind
his wife, Ilse, and two young daughters, Sophie and Lo. They’re
pragmatic folks, though, and there’s a funeral to be planned,
plus Christmas is just around the corner. Everyone seems to
assume that Cam took his own life, but Nathan isn’t so sure, and
there’s a strange dynamic in Cam’s home that he can’t put his
finger on. Cam had been acting strangely in the weeks before
his death, too. But Nathan’s got his own problems. He’s eager
to reconnect with his teenage son, Xander, who’s visiting from
Brisbane, and he has a complicated history with Ilse. In the days
leading up to the funeral, family secrets begin to surface, and
Nathan realizes he never really knew his brother at all. Harper’s masterful narrative places readers right in the middle of a
desolate landscape that’s almost as alien as the moon’s surface,
where the effects of long-term isolation are always a concern.
The mystery of Cam’s death is at the dark heart of an unfolding
family drama that will leave readers reeling, and the final reveal
is a heartbreaker.
A twisty slow burner by an author at the top of her game.

THE WAREHOUSE

Hart, Rob
Crown (368 pp.)
$27.00 | Aug. 20, 2019
978-1-9848-2379-3

When does the line between utopia
and dystopia begin to merge? When you
owe your soul to the company store.
Hart (Take Out, 2019, etc.) is best
known for his private eye novels about
Ash McKenna and a novella co-written
with James Patterson (Scott Free, 2017), but he’s tapped a real
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M i r i a m To e w s
Between 2005 and 2009, the women
and girls of the Manitoba Colony—an
isolated Mennonite community in Bolivia—would often wake to find themselves bloodied, bruised, and confused.
The wounds they suffered suggested
sexual assault. Some members of the
community blamed demons. Some
suggested that the harm was just the
product of overactive female imagination. Then it became clear that several men of the colony
had been drugging their wives, daughters, sisters, and nieces
with animal tranquilizers and raping them.
In Women Talking (Bloomsbury, April 2), acclaimed
Canadian author Miriam Toews uses her own “female
imagination” to give voice to characters whose experience
is an echo of what happened in the Manitoba Colony. The
novel is a record of two days of discussion as the women
of the Molotschna Colony—Toews’ creation—debate
whether to stay in the only home they’ve ever known or set
out into a world about which they know almost nothing.
The decision to create a whole novel from dialogue is
a daring one. The book’s title is a literal description of the
book itself, and Toews laughs as she acknowledges, “Well,
just women talking….This is gonna be such a drag.” But it
isn’t a drag. It’s riveting, because it makes perfect sense.
What emerges is a kind of chorus—Toews’ word—with
some voices occasionally rising above the others.
In giving voice to
these women, Toews
was ever mindful of
the fact that her story was based on actual
events. “It’s hard, right?
Because these are real
women, real kids, real
Miriam Toews
victims—and real perpetrators and rapists,” she points out. And she knew from
the start that she was not interested in reenacting the
crimes against these women. She was interested in what
comes after.
Ultimately, the women of the Molotschna Colony
decide: “We want our children to be safe, we want to be
steadfast in our faith, and we want to think.” They arrive
at these principles through contemplation, conversation,
and one author’s female imagination. It’s an extraordinary
journey. —J.J.

vein of the zeitgeist with this stand-alone thriller about the
future of work that reads like a combination of Dave Eggers’
tech nightmare, The Circle (2013), the public’s basic impression
of an Amazon fulfillment center, and Parzival’s infiltration of
IOI in Ready Player One (2011). In the near future, following a
series of mass murders at retail outlets, traditional commerce
is dead. Every need has been ported over to Cloud, a worldwide
fulfillment facility where anyone who wants to survive works—
those who don’t either give in eventually or are a customer—in
something of a feudal society where algorithms decide your role.
Cloud is the brainchild of Gibson Wells, a mad genius who is
dying of pancreatic cancer but whose role in the story is assured
by his broadcasts to his millions of employees. Our two leads are
Paxton, a former prison guard whose entrepreneurial invention
was co-opted by Cloud and who has reluctantly taken a security
job with his enemy’s empire, and Zinnia, a secretive operative
with deadly skills whose role on the product-picking floor is only
a means to an end. While touching on income inequality, drug
addiction, and corporate espionage, Hart creates a compelling
and intriguing thriller that holds up a black mirror to our own
frightening state of affairs. Hart dedicates the book to a real victim, Maria Fernandes, who worked part time at three different
jobs and accidentally suffocated on gas fumes while sleeping in
her car in 2014. That’s a profound inspiration, and Hart has written a hell of a prosecution of modern commerce and the nature
of work, all contained in the matrix of a Cory Doctorow–esque
postmodern thriller that might not turn out the way you hoped.
Part video game, part Sinclair Lewis, part Michael
Crichton; it adds up to a terrific puzzle.

THE RIVER

Carol Loewen

Heller, Peter
Knopf (272 pp.)
$25.95 | Mar. 6, 2019
978-0-525-52187-7
Two college friends’ leisurely river
trek becomes an ordeal of fire and human
malice.
For his fourth novel, Heller swaps the
post-apocalyptic setting of his previous
book, The Dog Stars (2012), for presentday realism—in this case a river in northern Canada where Dartmouth classmates Jack and Wynn have cleared a few weeks for
fly-fishing and whitewater canoeing. Jack is the sharp-elbowed
scion of a Colorado ranch family, while Wynn is a more easygoing Vermonter—a divide that becomes more stark as the novel
progresses—but they share a love of books and the outdoors.
They’re so in sync early on that they agree to lose travel time to
turn back and warn a couple they’d overheard arguing that a forest fire is fast approaching. It’s a fateful decision: They discover
the woman, Maia, near death and badly injured, apparently
by her homicidal husband, Pierre. When Wynn unthinkingly
radios Pierre that she’s been found alive, Wynn and Jack realize
they’re now targets as well. Heller confidently manages a host
of tensions—Jack and Wynn becoming suspicious of each other

Jessica Jernigan is a writer and editor living in Michigan.
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while watching for Pierre, straining to keep Maia alive, and paddling upriver to reach civilization and escape the nearing blaze.
And his pacing is masterful as well, briskly but calmly capturing
the scenery in slower moments, then running full-throttle and
shifting to barreling prose when danger is imminent. (The fire
sounds like “turbines and the sudden shear of a strafing plane, a
thousand thumping hooves in cavalcade, the clamor and thud
of shields clashing, the swelling applause of multitudes….”) And
though the tale is a familiar one of fending off the deadliness
of the wilderness and one’s fellow man, Heller has such a solid
grasp of nature (both human and the outdoors) that the storytelling feels fresh and affecting. In bringing his characters to the
brink of death (and past it), Heller speaks soberly to the random perils of everyday living.
An exhilarating tale delivered with the pace of a thriller
and the wisdom of a grizzled nature guide.

in spite of her narrator’s reticence, teaching us to read between
the lines. “I remember thinking,” she writes: “There will never
come a time when I will not be thinking of this. And I was right.
And I was wrong.”
Hempel’s great gift is that her indirection only leads
us further inward, toward the place where her characters
must finally reckon with themselves.

GET A LIFE,
CHLOE BROWN

middle gr a de

Hibbert, Talia
Avon/HarperCollins (384 pp.)
$14.99 paper | Nov. 5, 2019
978-0-06-294120-6
When computer geek Chloe realizes she has allowed her chronic illness
to shrink her world, she creates a list of
risky adventures that her building superintendent, a hunky artist, is all too happy

SING TO IT

Hempel, Amy
Scribner (192 pp.)
$25.00 | Mar. 26, 2019
978-1-9821-0911-0
The first collection in more than a
decade from Hempel offers a dizzying
array of short fiction held together by
the unmistakable textures of her voice.
Hempel is often called a minimalist, and that aesthetic is very much in
evidence here. Of the 15 stories, 10 are two pages or shorter in
length, but if you think this means they’re slight, you’ll want to
think again. Rather, Hempel packs a lot into her narrow spaces:
nuance, longing, love, and loss. “At the end, he said, No metaphors!” she writes in the title story. “…So—at the end, I made
my hands a hammock for him. My arms the trees.” The effect
is to articulate an idea and then to illustrate it simultaneously.
“That reminds me of when I knew a romance was over,” she
opens “The Quiet Car,” reminding us that all stories begin in
the middle, with the characters’ lives already underway. And yet,
for all the succinct deftness of these shorter pieces, it is in the
collection’s longer entries that Hempel’s vision takes full shape.
The remarkable “A Full-Service Shelter,” inspired by her longtime animal advocacy, uses a repeating structure—each paragraph begins with a variation of the phrase “They knew us as
the ones”—to draw us into the futility and necessity of caring
for dogs who have been abandoned, a tension that animates the
narrative. “Greed” traces a wife’s simmering vengeance against
the older woman who is sleeping with her husband; the interloper is appropriately named “Mrs. Greed.” Then, there’s Cloudland, a novella that fills much of the second half of the book, the
saga of a disgraced private school teacher doing home-care work
in Florida who gave up for adoption the child she bore at 18.
Constructed as a collection of fragments, the narrative circles
itself, moving back and forth in time and often leaving the most
important details unshared. The brilliance of the writing, however, resides in the way Hempel manages to tell us everything
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to share.
After ending an abusive relationship with a London socialite, Redford Morgan has taken refuge in a nearby city, working
as a super in his best mate’s building. Once a promising artist,
Red’s self-esteem hasn’t fully recovered, so he paints at night in
private. When he catches snobbish and prickly tenant Chloe
Brown surreptitiously watching him, he doesn’t realize that she
admires his lanky ginger looks as well as his vitality and easygoing charm. As a coping strategy for her chronic pain and exhaustion, Chloe has become, in her words, “a socially inept control
freak.” Despite himself, Red is deeply attracted to Chloe’s
gleaming brown skin and rococo beauty. After they join forces
for a side-splittingly funny cat rescue, Chloe agrees to exchange
her website design services for Red’s tolerance of her illicit furry
roommate, and a friendship is born. With alternating points of
view, Hibbert (That Kind of Guy, 2019, etc.) portrays how their
relationship helps Red recover from intimate partner violence
and helps Chloe stop allowing her fibromyalgia to steal her happiness. The plot sounds heavy, and Hibbert certainly writes
authentic moments of physical and emotional pain, but this
is an incredibly funny, romantic, and uplifting book. Red is as
charming, sexy, and vulnerable as can be, but Chloe steals the
show with her sarcasm, wit, and eccentric coping mechanisms.
Even better, Chloe is surrounded by a family of remarkable,
glamorous women, including two sisters who will be featured in
later installments. Hibbert centers the diversity of the English
experience, avoiding both the posh and the twee.
A revelation. Hilarious, heartfelt, and hot. Hibbert is a
major talent.
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FULL THROTTLE

encounter, a wealthy American woman invites Esme to spend
the summer in the U.S., hoping Esme might be a good match for
her son. Meanwhile, back in California, Khai is horrified to find
that his mother has taken this drastic step, but he agrees to host
Esme if his mother promises never to interfere in his life again.
Hoang (The Kiss Quotient, 2018) has a gift for developing layered, complex, and dynamic characters. As a man with autism,
Khai has dealt with the traumas of his past by convincing himself he has a heart of stone and is literally unable to love. Esme
wants a better life for herself but wonders if Khai could ever
be interested in her if he knew the truth: She’s uneducated and
has a young daughter she’s hasn’t told him about. Their misunderstandings and attempts to connect are full of grace, humor,
and pathos. After an awkward sexual encounter, Khai asks his
brother for sex advice in a painfully funny scene, and Esme’s
feelings of anger and hurt are just as lovingly crafted. As Khai
and Esme spend more time together, they find that despite
their differences, they are a perfect match. Their individual
character arcs—Khai learning to understand his own heart and
Esme’s determination to pursue her goals and dreams—are just
as pleasing and powerful as their evolution as a couple.
A stunning, superior romance.

Hill, Joe
Morrow/HarperCollins (496
pp.)
$27.99 | Oct. 1, 2019
978-0-06-220067-9
The poet laureate of everyday terrors returns with a baker’s dozen of deliciously sinister tales.
Novelist and short story writer Hill
(Strange Weather, 2017, etc.) is, of course,
the son of Stephen King, with whom he collaborates here on two
stories, including the title tale. As ever with King, the stories have
ordinary settings with ordinary people doing ordinary things
until something extraordinary happens, in this case involving the
familiar King nightmare of menacing vehicles (“Could you supercharge a goddamn semi?”). If one bears in mind that in his last
collection Hill posited that near-future rainstorms would shower
down steel daggers instead of water, some of his setups seem
almost logical. The most memorable comes in “Late Returns,” in
which an out-of-work trucker (there’s that semi again) finds himself behind a bookmobile delivering volumes to denizens of the
afterlife, most of whom owe late fees; as one such fellow tells him,
the service he offers is something of a reward “for returning overdue books in spite of the inconvenience of being dead.” There are
other benefits: In the weird chronology of the other dimension,
those who are about to enter the great beyond get previews of
books that haven’t even been written yet—including, perhaps the
most frightening moment in the entire collection, “The Art of the
Presidency: How I Won My Third Term by Donald J. Trump.” Hill
plays with form; one story, “The Devil on the Staircase,” is told
in triangles of carefully arranged prose, a storyline worthy of Poe
unfolding with eldritch intent—and a nice punchline to boot. In
yet another story, this one of a more satirical turn, Hill depicts
a world in which the zombie apocalypse and addiction to social
media are hard to tell apart. In a series of tweets, the narrator
recounts a zombie being hauled before a human audience and a
box of hatchets. “Don’t like where this is going,” she says. Exactly.
Miniature masterworks of modern horror proving that
life is hard, weird, and always fatal.

CALM SEA AND
PROSPEROUS VOYAGE

Howland, Bette
A Public Space Books (336 pp.)
$26.00 | May 7, 2019
978-0-9982675-0-0
A remarkable literary voice
rediscovered.
Many readers have probably never
heard of Howland. This selection of her
work, the debut title from literary magazine A Public Space’s new book imprint, aims to change that.
Born in Chicago in 1937, Howland was raised in a working-class
Jewish home on the city’s west side and went on to publish three
books—W-3 (1974), Blue in Chicago (1978), and Things Come and
Go (1983)—and become a protégée, muse, and sometime lover
of Saul Bellow. Along the way, Howland married, had two sons,
divorced, and, in 1968, spent time in an asylum, being treated
for depression following a suicide attempt, prompting Bellow,
in one of his many letters to her, to urge his friend “to write, in
bed, and make use of your unhappiness.” Having apparently followed that advice, she found acclaim, winning a Guggenheim
Fellowship in 1978 and a MacArthur Fellowship in 1984. After
the latter honor, however, Howland mostly stopped publishing
and faded into literary obscurity only to be rediscovered shortly
before she died in 2017. This collection, which blends memoir,
essays, and fiction, is intended to introduce Howland’s work
to a new generation of readers, and it is an introduction well
worth making. Her words and observations shine like buried
treasure, each story a glinty, multifaceted gem that, despite the
passage of time, has lost none of its luster or clarity. In stories
like “Blue in Chicago,” about a University of Chicago graduate

THE BRIDE TEST

Hoang, Helen
Berkley (320 pp.)
$15.00 paper | May 7, 2019
978-0-451-49082-7
A young Vietnamese woman seizes
an opportunity to travel to America in
hopes of finding a husband and a better
life.
Esme Tran isn’t ashamed that she
supports her family by working as a maid
in a Ho Chi Minh City hotel, but she secretly wishes for a different life for herself and her 5-year-old daughter. After a chance
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student who spends a day traveling from gritty, crime-ridden
Hyde Park on the South Side to a family wedding in the city’s
safer, more affluent North Shore suburbs, and “Public Facilities,” about the workers and patrons who populate a branch of
the Chicago Public Library, Howland captures not only a particular locale and era—dreary, decrepit, dilapidated, yet lovably
familiar—but also the connections between members of families into which we are born and those we find in unlikely, even
inhospitable places. In works like “Aronesti,” the first story she
ever published, “To the Country,” “German Lessons,” and the
collection’s title story, essentially an extended note to a dying
friend, Howland takes us further afield, turning her acute eye to
areas outside her hometown. Throughout, she proves herself to
be a stellar observer of worlds external and internal and a master
of description.
This achingly beautiful book throbs with life, compassion, warmth, and humor; hums with an undercurrent
of existential despair; and creeps into your soul like the
slushy-gray-yellow light of a wintry Chicago morning.

middle gr a de

understands and responds to human commands. The longer the search for this missing child continues, the broader
its parameters. And the nature of this search is as fluid and
unpredictable as the characters’ moods, alliances, identities,
and even sexual preferences. You can sometimes feel as lost
in the dizzying machinations and tangled backstories of this
exotic universe as Tracker and company. But James’ sensual,
beautifully rendered prose and sweeping, precisely detailed
narrative cast their own transfixing spell upon the reader. He
not only brings a fresh multicultural perspective to a grand
fantasy subgenre, but also broadens the genre’s psychological
and metaphysical possibilities.
If this first volume is any indication, James’ trilogy
could become one of the most talked-about and influential
adventure epics since George R.R. Martin’s A Song of Ice and
Fire was transformed into Game of Thrones.

PHANTOMS

Kiefer, Christian
Liveright/Norton (288 pp.)
$26.95 | Apr. 9, 2019
978-0-87140-481-7

BLACK LEOPARD,
RED WOLF

James, Marlon
Riverhead (640 pp.)
$30.00 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-0-7352-2017-1

Wrought with blood, iron, and jolting
images, this swords-and-sorcery epic set
in a mythical Africa is also part detective
story, part quest fable, and part inquiry
into the nature of truth, belief, and destiny.
Man Booker Prize winner James (A Brief History of Seven
Killings, 2014 etc.) brings his obsession with legend, history,
and folklore into this first volume of a projected Dark Star
Trilogy. Its title characters are mercenaries, one of whom is
called Leopard for his shape-shifting ability to assume the
identify of a predatory jungle cat and the other called Tracker
for having a sense of smell keen enough to find anything (and
anybody) lost in this Byzantine, often hallucinatory Dark
Ages version of the African continent. “It has been said you
have a nose,” Tracker is told by many, including a sybaritic
slave trader who asks him and his partner to find a strange
young boy who has been missing for three years. “Just as I
wish him to be found,” he tells them, “surely there are those
who wish him to stay hidden.” And this is only one of many
riddles Tracker comes across, with and without Leopard, as
the search takes him to many unusual and dangerous locales,
including crowded metropolises, dense forests, treacherous
waterways, and, at times, even the mercurial skies overhead.
Leopard is besieged throughout his odyssey by vampires,
witches, thieves, hyenas, trickster monkeys, and other fantastic beings. He also acquires a motley entourage of helpers,
including Sadogo, a gentle giant who doesn’t like being called
a giant, Mossi, a witty prefect who’s something of a wizard
at wielding two swords at once, and even a wise buffalo, who
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Two families seek to make peace with
their past as a young novelist attempts to
overcome his war-tossed demons.
Kiefer (The Animals, 2015, etc.) begins
his novel by introducing us to the achingly beautiful memory of Ray Takahashi,
a young Japanese-American soldier returned from fighting for
a country that had forced his family to abandon their home for
an internment camp. He returns to the orchards of California,
looking for his childhood sweetheart, Helen Wilson. Following
this opening scene, we learn that the novel is, in fact, narrated
by a different character, John Frazier, who, upon his return from
a devastating tour in Vietnam in 1969, helps his aunt, Evelyn
Wilson, and their former neighbor, Kimiko Takahashi, try to
uncover, or keep covered, various sins and mysteries of the 1940s.
To add another layer, Frazier, a novelist, is actually reflecting on
the story in 1983, when he finally learns the truth about Ray’s
life. It’s a complex narrative structure, but this allows Kiefer to
constantly overlay past and present and to recognize, through
John, the cycles in which his character, and in fact the country,
remains trapped—cycles of racism, cycles of war, and cycles of
young men who return home guilty of crimes, the full ramifications of which they couldn’t possibly understand. Yet for all this,
the novel—certainly anti-war, certainly condemning our country’s dark past—is full of quavering beauty, unbreakable love,
and fragile, relentless hope. “Sweet life,” Kiefer-as-John writes
to end these interlocking, deeply tragic stories. “Have you not
been with me all the while?” In the hands of a writer as skilled
and gifted as Kiefer, the answer can only be yes, for sweet life
spills from every perfect word.
It will break your heart, and in the breaking, fill you
with bittersweet but luminous joy.
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AUTHOR SP OTLIGHT

Ocean Vuong
MIRACLE CREEK

“If you’re a poet of right mind, you
never expect [your book] to take
off,” says Ocean Vuong, author of the
critically acclaimed 2016 book of poetry Night Sky With Exit Wounds. “I
was more than happy to just have an
ISBN and call it a day.” But when Vuong’s poems struck a chord with audiences around the world, the writer
exploded into the literary arena the

Kim, Angie
Sarah Crichton/Farrar, Straus
and Giroux (368 pp.)
$27.00 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-0-374-15602-2
A Byzantine web of lies surrounds a
fatal fire at an unusual treatment facility
in this taut legal drama.
Kim, a former trial lawyer who
turns 50 the same week her debut novel
is published, does not make it easy on the reviewer charged
with describing her book. This is a complicated and unusual
story—though when you are reading it, it will all seem smooth
as silk. The Yoos, an immigrant family from Korea, own a hyperbaric oxygen therapy tank in a town called Miracle Creek, Virginia. (In a characteristically wry aside, we learn that “Miracle
Creek didn’t look like a place where miracles took place, unless
you counted the miracle of people living there for years without going insane from boredom.”) HBOT treatment, which
involves sitting in a chamber breathing pure, pressurized oxygen,
is believed to be effective in remediating autism and male infertility, and those conditions are what define the group of people
who are in the “submarine” when a fire, clearly set by an arsonist,
causes it to explode. Two people are killed; others survive paralyzed or with amputations. The novel opens as the murder trial
of the mother of a boy who died in the fire begins. As we come
to understand the pressures she has been under as the single
mother of a special needs child, it does not seem out of the question that she is responsible. But with all the other characters
lying so desperately about what they were doing that evening, it
can’t be as simple as that. With so many complications and loose
ends, one of the miracles of the novel is that the author ties it all
together and arrives at a deeply satisfying—though not easy or
sentimental—ending.
Intricate plotting and courtroom theatrics, combined
with moving insight into parenting special needs children
and the psychology of immigrants, make this book both a
learning experience and a page-turner. Should be huge.

TomHines

way few poets do.
This year, Vuong’s debut novel, On Earth We’re Briefly
Gorgeous (Penguin Press, June 4), has taken the author
even farther. In the five months since publication, Vuong
has been named a finalist for the Kirkus Prize, been longlisted for the National Book Award, been shortlisted for
the Center for Fiction First Novel Prize, and received a
MacArthur Fellowship.
The novel—gorgeous in itself—fiercely takes on the
big subjects of race, war, grief, memory, and sexuality,
like Vuong’s poetry does. (The title is borrowed from
one of his poems.) Employing an epistolary form, a
young man nicknamed Little Dog writes to his illiterate mother a series of letters exploring their conflicted
family history rooted in Vietnam and his own abuse and
isolation growing up “small, poor, Asian, and queer” in
Hartford, Connecticut. Influenced by Marilynne Robinson’s Gilead and Franz Kafka’s Letter to His Father,
Vuong’s charged, revelatory addresses break down the
walls of storytelling by leaving behind the traditional
formal constraints of the novel.
On Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous
unfolds in a series of vignettes
that move between scenes of war
in Vietnam to American nail salons, between private abuse at
home and public abuse at school,
and to a tobacco farm where Little Dog falls in love with a tortured teenager. One of the most
powerful tensions of the novel
Ocean Vuong
is the fact that the intended recipient will not read what is being shared. “But there’s
power in articulating it anyway,” says Vuong. “There’s
agency in saying it, and I think that’s what the book
negotiates.”—B.B.

RABBITS FOR FOOD

Kirshenbaum, Binnie
Soho (384 pp.)
$26.00 | May 7, 2019
978-1-64129-053-1

A writer experiences a breakdown
and ends up hospitalized; against all odds,
hilarity ensues.
“The dog is late,” says Bunny, “and I’m
wearing pajamas made from the same
material as Handi Wipes, which is reason
enough for me to wish I were dead.” Bunny is seated on a bench
in a psych ward waiting for the therapy dog to arrive. It never
does. After a New Year’s Eve breakdown, preceded by months of

Bridgette Bates’ poetry collection, What Is Not Missing Is
Light, is the recipient of the Black Box Poetry Prize.
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severe depression—she found herself unable to leave her apartment or sleep or eat or shower—Bunny has landed in a Manhattan hospital surrounded by the fellow patients she refers to,
variously, as inmates, lunatics, psychos, and loons. Occasionally
her husband, Albie, visits, bearing chocolate bars and peanut
butter. Kirshenbaum’s (The Scenic Route, 2009, etc.) latest novel
follows Bunny, whose name is just one vowel sound away from
Kirshenbaum’s own, through her depression and hospitalization. Surprisingly, the book is hilarious. Bunny has no patience
for self-delusion or pretension; she’s sharp-tongued and deliciously mean. (Like Kirshenbaum, she’s a writer—they share
other biographical details, too.) Anticipating the New Year’s
Eve party she and Albie attend every year, Bunny describes
“catching up with people they’ve not seen since the New Year’s
Eve before because who would want to see these people by
choice?” Kirshenbaum’s prose is lean and her timing is impeccable; even better, her descriptions of Bunny’s intellectual
“friends” are sharply unforgiving. At dinner, one friend “wants to
know if any of them have read the Bolaño. That’s how he refers
to 2666, as ‘the Bolaño.’ ” The novel is just as strong once Bunny
gets to the hospital, where she refuses medication. If anything,
the book’s end comes too soon.
Kirshenbaum is a remarkable writer of fiercely
observed fiction and a bleak, stark wit; her latest novel is as
moving as it is funny, and that—truly—is saying something.

middle gr a de

motives of his own. Like some other contemporary authors,
Krueger (Last Call at the Nightshade Lounge, 2016), who’s Filipino American, eschews the tropes of high fantasy established
in late-20th-century novels inspired by European cultures, set
during conflict, and expressing a fairly dichotomous morality.
In contrast, this Asian-influenced sociopolitical drama explores
the complications that ensue after the war, when no one’s hands
are clean. Characters face the consequences of the choices they
made during the conflict and consider whether it’s possible to
rise above deeply ingrained prejudices and forge alliances with
former enemies. Such grave matters are leavened by amusing
banter, solid action, and two charming nascent romances of
opposites.
As tasty as the mushroom adobo that appears in the
book both as food and metaphor.

THE OTHER
AMERICANS

Lalami, Laila
Pantheon (320 pp.)
$25.95 | Mar. 26, 2019
978-1-5247-4715-2

STEEL CROW SAGA

Krueger, Paul
Del Rey/Ballantine (528 pp.)
$27.00 | Oct. 1, 2019
978-0-593-12822-0
A post-colonial fantasy draws on
Japanese, Chinese, Korean, and Filipino
cultures for a multinational tale of political intrigue.
The nations of Sanbu, Shang, and
Dahal have thrown off the colonial rule
of the Tomodanese Empire. A Sanbuna troop is delegated to
escort the captured Iron Prince Jimuro to the vacant throne
of Tomoda so he can establish a new, peaceful, and presumably
conciliatory relationship with the other nations. The plan falls
apart when a splintersoul, a Sanbuna man with the frightening (and believed impossible) power to shadepact (i.e., bond)
with multiple animal spirits and to steal others’ pacts from
them, attacks the ship carrying the prince. Only the prince and
one of his escort survives: Sgt. Tala, who has hidden her own
ability to forge shadepacts both to a crow and to her brother
Dimangan—a bond considered taboo. Jimuro and Tala struggle
toward the Tomodanese capital of Hagane, trailed by a group of
Tomodanese noble rebels; the eccentric Shang princess and law
enforcement officer Xiulan, who models herself after a fictional
Holmes-ian detective and hopes that capturing the prince will
lead to her own throne; Xiulan’s new partner and potential crush,
the clever but emotionally bruised Jeongsonese thief Lee YeonJi; and the splintersoul Mayon, who has some strange and deadly
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A hit-and-run in the Mojave Desert
dismantles a family and puts a structurally elegant mystery in motion.
In her fourth book, Lalami is in
thrilling command of her narrative gifts,
reminding readers why The Moor’s Account (2014) was a Pulitzer finalist. Here, she begins in the voice of Nora Guerraoui, a
nascent jazz composer, who recalls: “My father was killed on a
spring night four years ago, while I sat in the corner booth of
a new bistro in Oakland.” She was drinking champagne at the
time. Nora’s old middle school band mate, Jeremy Gorecki, an
Iraq War veteran beset with insomnia, narrates the next chapter. He hears about the hit-and-run as he reports to work as a
deputy sheriff. The third chapter shifts to Efraín Aceves, an
undocumented laborer who stops in the dark to adjust his bicycle chain and witnesses the lethal impact. Naturally, he wants
no entanglement with law enforcement. With each chapter,
the story baton passes seamlessly to a new or returning narrator. Readers hear from Erica Coleman, a police detective with
a complacent husband and troubled son; Anderson Baker, a
bowling-alley proprietor irritated over shared parking with the
Guerraoui’s diner; the widowed Maryam Guerraoui; and even
the deceased Driss Guerraoui. Nora’s parents fled political
upheaval in Casablanca in 1981, roughly a decade before Lalami
left Morocco herself. In the U.S., Maryam says, “Above all, I was
surprised by the talk shows, the way Americans loved to confess
on television.” The author, who holds a doctorate in linguistics,
is precise with language. She notices the subtle ways that words
on a diner menu become dated, a match to the décor: “The
plates were gray. The water glasses were scratched. The gumball
machine was empty.” Nuanced characters drive this novel, and
each voice gets its variation: Efraín sarcastic, Nora often argumentative, Salma, the good Guerraoui daughter, speaks with
27

DECEPTION COVE

the coiled fury of the duty-bound: “You’re never late, never sick,
never rude.” The ending is a bit pat, but Lalami expertly mines
an American penchant for rendering the “other.”
A crime slowly unmasks a small town’s worth of resentment and yearning.

Laukkanen, Owen
Mulholland Books/Little, Brown
(384 pp.)
$27.00 | May 21, 2019
978-0-316-44870-3

THE WALL

The latest by the author of the Stevens and Windermere series and the
maritime thriller Gale Force (2018).
When Mason Burke is released from
a Michigan prison after serving 15 years
for murder, he has no skills and no money. Near the end of his
sentence, he worked with a rescue pit bull mix named Lucy
in an experimental program. They weren’t supposed to bond,
but you know how men and dogs are. Upon his release, Burke
knows he can never have Lucy back, but he simply wants to
know she’s doing well. From a photo he correctly guesses that
she’s been sent to tiny Deception Cove, Washington, so he borrows money and follows her there. Lucy has been a companion
for widowed ex-Marine Jess Winslow, whose psyche remains
badly shaken by combat in Afghanistan: “She couldn’t survive
without Lucy.” But when a corrupt deputy sheriff gives Jess
trouble, Lucy bites him in the butt. Authorities take umbrage—
and Lucy—and plan to destroy her. Jess’ dead husband, Ty, had
something the crooked cops want, and they hold Lucy hostage
until Jess coughs up information she doesn’t have. When Mason
and Jess meet, they are two troubled people connected only by
a homely, comforting dog. Jess’ nightmares make her scream,
and Lucy’s slobbery tongue on her face calms her down. For his
part, Mason’s time in prison was well spent with reading and
reflection on his screw-ups. Once they meet, the story escalates
quickly. Springing Lucy from death row is job No. 1, after which
all three are in deep trouble. Jess and Mason carry equal weight
in this story as they learn to trust and rely on each other. Her
marksmanship skills come in handy, while “the most decent
man she’d ever met in her life” has much to learn. But decency
is his strong suit, and it serves him well. And Lucy shows them
both a fierce loyalty. If the novel ever becomes a movie, she’ll be
a strong candidate for best supporting dog.
Laukkanen’s thrillers go beyond bloodshed and giving
bad guys their due. His protagonists show a level of humanity that makes his stories a real pleasure.

Lanchester, John
Norton (288 pp.)
$25.95 | Mar. 5, 2019
978-1-324-00163-8
“Nothing before the sea was real”: a
bleak portrait of a future world shaped
by global climate change and refugees
desperate for a few square feet of dry
land.
In the Britain of the near future,
there are no beaches. Indeed, as the draftee called Kavanagh
tells it, “there isn’t a single beach left, anywhere in the world.”
Kavanagh, nicknamed Chewy by his fellow Defenders, has just
one job: He has to guard a spot along the Wall (“officially it is
the National Coastal Defense Structure”) that now rings the
island fortress. It’s a preternaturally cold place, miserable, boring, but the stakes are high, for if any of the refugees called “The
Others” get over the wall, one of the Defenders is put out to
sea, exiled forever. Meanwhile, that Other, when inevitably captured, becomes one of “The Help,” essentially enslaved; as the
mother of Hifa, a fellow Defender, says, “Another human being
at one’s beck and call, just by lifting a finger, simply provided to
one, in effect one’s personal property…though of course they
are technically the property of the state.” Kavanagh is diligent if
bitter, especially toward the parents who avert their eyes when
they see him, ashamed that they let the Change occur, ashamed
that their world has come to all this. Unashamed, as impenetrable as the Wall, is the Captain, Kavanagh’s commander, who
in time reveals that the monolithic state of elites, soldiers, and
all the rest is less impervious than it appears, bringing on a
sequence of events that finds Kavanagh, Hifa, and the Captain
on the outside, in a Hobbesian world, desperate to get back in.
Lanchester’s view is unblinking, his prose assured, a matter of
“if ” and “then”: This is what happens when the sea rises, this is
what happens when an outsider lands in a place where life has
little meaning and the only certain things are the Wall, the cold,
the water, and death.
Dystopian fiction done just right, with a scenario that’s
all too real.

SAVE ME FROM
DANGEROUS MEN

Lelchuk, S.A.
Flatiron Books (336 pp.)
$27.99 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-250-17024-8

Meet brainy bookshop owner, private investigator, and part-time vigilante
Nikki Griffin.
Thirty-three-year-old Nikki adores
motorcycles—and books. In fact, she
28
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owns a quaint little bookstore in Berkley called The Brimstone
Magpie. She’s also a private eye who takes on the usual cases,
such as infidelity, and a former first responder who would meet
victims of domestic violence at the scene of the crime, no matter
where. Now she has an interesting side hobby: Word of mouth
has established her as the person to see if you’re a woman being
abused. Nikki’s happy to pay a free visit to your abuser for a
calm discussion about the situation. Actually…not so much.
Nikki’s visits involve physical violence, but just enough to teach
the perpetrator a potent lesson, and these are the kind of guys
who would sooner lose a limb than go to law enforcement and
admit that a girl got the drop on them. For Nikki, this isn’t just
about dispensing a satisfying kind of justice—it satisfies violent urges she’s had since suffering a horrific childhood tragedy that led her beloved younger brother, Brandon, into a life
of addiction. Nikki’s extracurriculars can get in the way of her
love life, but she seems resigned to that until she meets Ethan,
whose sweet demeanor has her immediately hooked. One day
she’s approached by Gregg Gunn, CEO of Care4, a child care
tech company, who offers her $20,000 to follow Karen Li, an
employee supposedly engaged in corporate espionage. Nikki
gets one glimpse at Karen and smells a rat. It’s soon obvious
that Karen is wrapped up in something much more dangerous than stealing company secrets, setting Nikki on a collision
course with some very bad guys—good thing she’s more than
up to the task. Nikki’s fight scenes are satisfying, clever, and
exciting (because Nikki is clever and exciting), and though it’s
a crackling thriller, the book also tackles the aftermath of grief,
and the scenes between Nikki and the sweet-natured, utterly
lost Brandon are heartbreaking. On a lighter note, bookworms
will love the references to classic novels, and Lelchuk winks at
Nikki’s similarities to a certain well-known literary vigilante; a
bookshop regular even calls her Lisbeth.
A timely and totally badass debut.

middle gr a de

parents’ marriage is strained. Lerner alternates sections written
from the perspectives of Adam, his mother, and his father with
interludes about Darren, a mentally troubled teen who committed an act of violence at a party that Adam feels complicit in.
How much? Hard to say, but the book sensitively gathers up the
evidence of abuse, violation, and cruelty in Adam’s life. Though
the conflicts are often modest, like Adam’s mom’s fending off
Phelps-ian trolls angry at her bestselling book, Lerner convincingly argues they’re worth intense scrutiny. As a debate competitor, Adam had to confront a “spread”—an opponent’s laying
out a fearsome number of arguments, each requiring rebuttals—and Lerner is doing much the same with his adolescence.
How do childhood microaggressions build into a singular violent act? Were the rhetorical debates between the Phelpses and
the foundation a rehearsal for contemporary Trumpian politics?
Few writers are so deeply engaged as Lerner in how our interior
selves are shaped by memory and consequence, and if he finds
no clear conclusion to his explorations, it makes the “Darren
Eberheart situation” increasingly powerful and heartbreaking
as the story moves on.
Autofiction at its smartest and most effective: selfinterested, self-interrogating, but never self-involved.

LADY IN THE LAKE

special issue: best books of 2019

Lippman, Laura
Morrow/HarperCollins (352 pp.)
$26.99 | Jul. 23, 2019
978-0-06-239001-1
Baltimore in the 1960s is the setting
for this historical fiction about a real-life
unsolved drowning.
In her most ambitious work to date,
Lippman (Sunburn, 2018, etc.) tells the
story of Maddie Schwartz, an attractive
37-year-old Jewish housewife who abruptly leaves her husband
and son to pursue a long-held ambition to be a journalist, and
Cleo Sherwood, an African-American cocktail waitress about
whom little is known. Sherwood’s body was found in a lake
in a city park months after she disappeared, and while no one
else seems to care enough to investigate, Maddie becomes
obsessed—partly due to certain similarities she perceives
between her life and Cleo’s, partly due to her faith in her own
detective skills. The story unfolds from Maddie’s point of view
as well as that of Cleo’s ghost, who seems to be watching from
behind the scenes, commenting acerbically on Maddie’s nosing
around like a bull in a china shop after getting a job at one of
the city papers. Added to these are a chorus of Baltimore characters who make vivid one-time appearances: a jewelry store
clerk, an about-to-be-murdered schoolgirl, “Mr. Helpline,” a
bartender, a political operative, a waitress, a Baltimore Oriole,
the first African-American female policewoman (these last two
are based on real people), and many more. Maddie’s ambition
propels her forward despite the cost to others, including the
family of the deceased and her own secret lover, a black policeman. Lippman’s high-def depiction of 1960s Baltimore and the

THE TOPEKA SCHOOL

Lerner, Ben
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (304 pp.)
$26.00 | Oct. 1, 2019
978-0-374-27778-9
In which the author scrupulously investigates his upper-middle-class upbringing
to confront its messy interior of violence,
betrayal, and mental illness.
Adam, the center and occasional narrator of Lerner’s (The Hatred of Poetry,
2016, etc.) essayistic and engrossing novel, enjoyed a privileged
adolescence in the Kansas capital during the 1990s: He competed nationally in debate, had plenty of friends, and was close
to his parents, two psychologists at an illustrious foundation.
(Lerner is again in autofiction mode; he, too, competed in high
school debate, and his parents are psychologists who’ve worked
at Topeka’s Menninger Clinic.) But all is not well: Fred Phelps’
homophobic Westboro Baptist Church recurs in the narrative,
a childhood concussion has left Adam with migraines, and his
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atmosphere of the newsroom at that time—she interviewed
associates of her father, Baltimore Sun journalist Theo Lippman
Jr., for the details—ground the book in fascinating historical
fact.The literary gambit she balances atop that foundation—the
collage of voices—works impressively, showcasing the author’s
gift for rhythms of speech. The story is bigger than the crime,
and the crime is bigger than its solution, making Lippman’s skill
as a mystery novelist work as icing on the cake.
The racism, classism, and sexism of 50 years ago
wrapped up in a stylish, sexy, suspenseful period drama
about a newsroom and the city it covers.

resembles “a toy ball tottering on a wire fence” that “could fall
either way.”
Locke’s advancement here is so bracing that you can’t
wait to discover what happens next along her East Texas
highway.

LOST CHILDREN
ARCHIVE

Luiselli, Valeria
Knopf (400 pp.)
$27.95 | Feb. 12, 2019
978-0-525-52061-0

HEAVEN, MY HOME

A family treks south to the U.S.–
Mexico border, bearing tales of broken
migrant families all the way down.
In her last nonfiction book, Tell Me
How It Ends (2017), Luiselli wrote about
her work as a translator for Latin American families attempting to enter the U.S. This remarkable, inventive fictional take
on the theme captures the anguish of those families through
a deliberate piling-up of stories; reading it, you feel yourself
slowly coming face to face with a world where masses of children are separated, missing, or dead of exposure in the desert.
Luiselli eases into the tale by introducing an unnamed New
York couple, both audio documentarians, driving their children, ages 10 and 5, to the Arizona-Mexico border. The father
wants to explore the remnants of Apache culture there; the
mother, who narrates much of the book, is recording an audio
essay on the border crisis and has promised a woman to look
into the fates of her two daughters who’ve been detained. As
they drive, they alternate listening to news reports about the
border and an audiobook of Lord of the Flies, and the opening
sections are thick with literary references and social critique;
imagine On the Road rewritten by Maggie Nelson. But the
story darkens as they witness the plight firsthand and, later,
as the couple’s children stumble into their own crisis. There’s
a slightly bloodless, formal aspect to the novel in the early
going: It’s structured around “archive boxes” that each character carries in the car’s trunk, and a book of elegies the mother
reads to the children is made up of variations on works by Ezra
Pound, Joseph Conrad, Juan Rulfo, and more. In the current
political moment, one might want a less abstruse approach.
But as the novel rises to a ferocious climax in a 20-page-long
single sentence, Luiselli thunderously, persuasively insists that
reckoning with the border will make deep demands of both
our intellectual and emotional reserves.
A powerful border story, at once intellectual and
heartfelt.

Locke, Attica
Mulholland Books/Little, Brown
(304 pp.)
$27.00 | Sep. 17, 2019
978-0-316-36340-2
The redoubtable Locke follows up
her Edgar-winning Bluebird, Bluebird
(2017) with an even knottier tale of racism and deceit set in the same scruffy
East Texas boondocks.
It’s the 2016 holiday season, and African American Texas
Ranger Darren Matthews has plenty of reasons for disquiet
besides the recent election results. Chiefly there’s the ongoing
fallout from Darren’s double murder investigation involving
the Aryan Brotherhood of Texas. He and his wife are in counseling. He’s become a “desk jockey” in the Rangers’ Houston
office while fending off suspicions from a district attorney
who thinks Darren hasn’t been totally upfront with him about
a Brotherhood member’s death. (He hasn’t.) And his not-soloving mother is holding on to evidence that could either save
or crucify him with the district attorney. So maybe it’s kind of
a relief for Darren to head for the once-thriving coastal town
of Jefferson, where the 9-year-old son of another Brotherhood
member serving hard time for murdering a black man has gone
missing while motorboating on a nearby lake. Then again, there
isn’t that much relief given the presence of short-fused white
supremacists living not far from descendants of the town’s
original black and Native American settlers—one of whom, an
elderly black man, is a suspect in the possible murder of the
still-missing boy. Meanwhile, Darren’s cultivating his own suspicions of chicanery involving the boy’s wealthy and imperious
grandmother, whose own family history is entwined with the
town’s antebellum past and who isn’t so fazed with her grandson’s disappearance that she can’t have a lavish dinner party at
her mansion. In addition to her gifts for tight pacing and intense
lyricism, Locke shows with this installment of her Highway 59
series a facility for unraveling the tangled strands of the Southwest’s cultural legacy and weaving them back together with the
volatile racial politics and traumatic economic stresses of the
present day. With her confident narrative hands on the wheel,
this novel manages to evoke a portrait of Trump-era America—
which, as someone observes of a pivotal character in the story,
30
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THE RUIN OF KINGS

special issue: best books of 2019

Lyons’ shelf-bending fantasy debut
novel is an epic, breakneck-paced adventure structured largely as a dialogue
between a jailer and her prisoner, a thief
and musician who is much more than he
appears to be.
The story begins in a jail cell with a young man named
Kihrin being guarded by Talon, a beautiful and monstrous
shape-shifting assassin. Kihrin, awaiting what will surely be
his death, begins telling her his life story. Talon complements
Kihrin’s tale with her own memories of the past few years, and,
together, they weave a jaw-dropping, action-packed story of
betrayal, greed, and grand-scale conspiracy. It all begins when
Kihrin—a thief who has been raised in the slums by a compassionate blind musician—witnesses a horrific murder while
robbing a house. The sudden target of a group of morally
bankrupt, and terrifyingly powerful sorcerers, Kihrin finds
himself on the run. During his flight, he discovers that he may
be the son of a depraved prince—and that the necklace he
wears around his neck may be much more than a sentimental
object from his long-dead mother. While the comparisons to
Patrick Rothfuss’ The Kingkiller Chronicle will be unavoidable—in terms of story structure and general narrative content—the potential of this projected five-book saga may be
even greater. Although a cast of well-developed characters and
an impressively intricate storyline power this novel, it’s Lyons’
audacious worldbuilding that makes for such an unforgettable
read. In a sprawling, magic-filled world populated by gods,
dragons, krakens, witches, demons, ghosts, shape-shifters,
zombies, and so much more, Lyons ties it all together seamlessly to create literary magic.
Epic fantasy fans looking for a virtually un-put-downable read should look no further.

middle gr a de

is told to marry and have children while her foolish brother
takes over. On the night of her 29th birthday, Hattie decides
to render herself unmarriageable—while satisfying her keen
sexual curiosity—by visiting a brothel, but the handsome
brute of a man she finds tied up and unconscious in her
carriage has other plans. Saviour Whittington is known as
Beast in the slums where he and his siblings are feared and
adored in equal measure. Benevolent protectors who rule
with an iron fist, they run a smuggling operation to support
their business enterprises in Covent Garden, “where darkness came like a promise, and brought with it all manner of
malice.” Hattie attempts to make a deal with Beast when she
discovers that her brother has done him wrong, but he has
less chaste ideas. Hattie is a tall, curvy woman whose shape
does not fit Regency-era beauty standards. Beast is all too
happy to show her just how desirable she is in several very
explicit sex scenes: “She was brilliant and bold and strong
and beautiful, and when she came, she moved against a man
like sin.” Beast’s own self-worth was diminished by an abusive father and a violent past he fears he will never overcome.
Hattie and Beast come to see their own value through each
other’s eyes, regardless of what society says about it. Strong
female protagonists are the rule in genre romance, but Hattie stands out for the clarity of her goals and the intelligence
with which she goes about achieving them.
Classic MacLean: smoking hot, emotionally rich,
thrilling, and unforgettable.

Lyons, Jenn
Tor (560 pp.)
$24.99 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-1-250-17548-9

BOWLAWAY

McCracken, Elizabeth
Ecco/HarperCollins (384 pp.)
$27.99 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-0-06-286285-3
Bleak House meets Our Town in a century-spanning novel set in a New England bowling alley.
More than many writers, McCracken
(Thunderstruck and Other Stories, 2014,
etc.) understands the vast variety of ways
to be human and the vast variety of ways human beings have
come up with to love each other, not all of them benevolent.
She also understands how all those different ways spring from
the same yearning impulse. She names her new novel—which
she calls “a genealogy”—after its setting, a candlepin bowling
alley founded by the novel’s matriarch, who is said to have
invented the game. “Maybe somebody else had invented the
game first. That doesn’t matter. We have all of us invented
things that others have beat us to: walking upright, a certain sort of sandwich involving avocado and an onion roll, a
minty sweet cocktail, ourselves, romantic love, human life.”
McCracken’s parade of Dickensian grotesques fall in love,
feud, reproduce, vanish, and reappear, all with a ridiculous dignity that many readers, if they’re honest, will cringe to recognize from their own lives. The plot is stylized: One character
dies in the Great Boston Molasses Flood of 1919, another by

BRAZEN AND
THE BEAST

MacLean, Sarah
Avon/HarperCollins (400 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Jul. 30, 2019
978-0-06-269207-8
An ambitious, smart, and outspoken
earl’s daughter faces off in business and
pleasure against a gruff, protective, and
sexy king of the London underworld
who will stop at nothing to protect what
is his.
Lady Henrietta “Hattie” Sedley wants to inherit the
shipping business her father, an earl who won his title with
bravery on the high seas, built into an empire. Instead, she
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Satisfying on all levels of the reading experience:
thrilling, emotionally resonant, and cerebral.
middlegame

spontaneous human combustion. There are orphans, secret
wills, and hidden treasure. But unlike Dickens’, McCracken’s
plot works more by iteration than clockwork, like linked stories, or a series of views of the same landscape from different
vantage points in different seasons, or the frames in a bowling
game. Her psychological acuity transforms what might otherwise have been a twee clutter of oddball details into moving
metaphors for the human condition. “Our subject is love,” she
writes. “Unrequited love, you might think, the heedless headstrong ball that hurtles nearsighted down the alley. It has to get
close before it can pick out which pin it loves the most, which
pin it longs to set spinning. Then I love you! Then blammo. The
pins are reduced to a pile, each one entirely all right in itself.
Intact and bashed about. Again and again, the pins stand for it
until they’re knocked down.”
Parents and children, lovers, brothers and sisters,
estranged spouses, work friends and teammates all slam
themselves together and fling themselves apart across the
decades in the glorious clatter of McCracken’s unconventional storytelling.

on one end and serendipitous magic with no obvious cause
or structure on the other. This book falls intriguingly far on
the logic end; with its experiments and protocols, it redefines
what is typically meant by science fantasy. If there’s a flaw in
McGuire’s (That Ain’t Witchcraft, 2019, etc.) gripping story, it’s
that it isn’t clear how Reed could really gain complete control
over the Doctrine long term, nor why Reed’s followers actually
believe that he would cede any of the Doctrine’s power were he
to gain it.
Satisfying on all levels of the reading experience: thrilling, emotionally resonant, and cerebral. Escape to Witch
Mountain for grown-ups.

THE CHAIN

McKinty, Adrian
Mulholland Books/Little, Brown
(368 pp.)
$28.00 | Jul. 9, 2019
978-0-316-53126-9
For every child kidnapped, another
must be taken. Otherwise The Chain
will be broken.
Thirteen-year-old Kylie is waiting for the school bus on Plum Island,
Massachusetts, when a man and a woman pull up wearing ski
masks. Her brain tells her to run, but she doesn’t make the correct split-second decision, and she is taken at gunpoint. Her
mother, Rachel, then receives a call that she is now part of The
Chain. She must pay a ransom and kidnap another family’s child,
and then that family must do the same for her daughter to be
released. No law enforcement, no politicians, no journalists.
The Chain cannot be broken or the children—her child, her
Kylie—will be executed. While Rachel scrambles to get the
money together (even though it isn’t about the money, she is
told) and pick a child to steal, it becomes clear that she is being
tracked and her every move is being monitored. She can’t do
this, she must do this, she is now a completely different person who has done this. Inspired by the “exchange kidnappings”
that take place in Mexico and the old-school chain letters of his
childhood, crime novelist McKinty (Police at the Station and They
Don’t Look Friendly, 2017, etc.) takes what at first seems like a fantastical scenario and imbues it with all the terror, stress, trauma,
and messiness of reality. At once a commentary on social media,
greed, revenge, love, and true evil, and written with an almost
lyrical quality, this book will have readers searching for more
McKinty titles to devour.
An unmissable thriller.

MIDDLEGAME

McGuire, Seanan
Tor (528 pp.)
$29.99 | May 7, 2019
978-1-250-19552-4
The product of a long-running
alchemical experiment, twins Roger and
Dodger struggle to understand their
unique circumstances and gain control
over them.
In the late 19th century, ambitious
young alchemist Asphodel Baker tried to rewrite reality to create a better world. She set in motion a long-range plan to incarnate the alchemical Doctrine of Ethos, encoding her scheme in
a series of children’s books destined to become classics. In the
present day, the considerably more ruthless James Reed, who
is her creation and her killer, breeds twins designed to each
incarnate half of the Doctrine; once they have fully matured,
united, and manifested as “the living force that holds the universe together,” he will seize their power to control everything.
Failed experiments are terminated. Roger Middleton, brilliant
with languages, develops a strange telepathic connection with
Dodger Cheswich, a math genius living across the country from
him. Despite all of Reed’s brutal and covert efforts to keep the
pair apart so their abilities will flower fully, they cannot help
re-encountering each other and then separating in the wake of
tragedy. Their attempts to avoid becoming one of Reed’s failures force them to draw upon their more arcane powers: Roger
can persuade people—and reality itself—to bend to his wishes,
while Dodger can actually reverse time back to a certain fixed
point. With the help of Erin, the living incarnation of Order,
they must craft the timeline that allows them to survive long
enough to realize their potential. Books that include magic
range across a spectrum that puts rules-based, logical magic
32
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RED, WHITE &
ROYAL BLUE

McQuiston, Casey
St. Martin’s Griffin (432 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Jun. 4, 2019
978-1-250-31677-6

special issue: best books of 2019

The much-loved royal romance genre
gets a fun and refreshing update in McQuiston’s debut.
Alex Claremont-Diaz, son of the
American President Ellen Claremont,
knows one thing for sure: He hates Henry, the British prince to
whom he is always compared. He lives for their verbal sparring
matches, but when one of their fights at a royal wedding goes
a bit too far, they end up falling into a wedding cake and making tabloid headlines. An international scandal could ruin Alex’s
mother’s chances for re-election, so it’s time for damage control. The plan? Alex and Henry must pretend to be best friends,
giving the tabloids pictures of their bromance and neutralizing
the threat to Ellen’s presidency. But after a few photo ops with
Henry, Alex starts to realize that the passionate anger he feels
toward him might be a cover for regular old passion. There are,
naturally, a million roadblocks between their first kiss and their
happily-ever-after—how can American political royalty and
actual British royalty ever be together? How can they navigate
being open about their sexualities (Alex is bisexual; Henry is
gay) in their very public and very scrutinized roles? Alex and
Henry must decide if they’ll risk their futures, their families,
and their careers to take a chance on happiness. Although the
story’s premise might be a fantasy—it takes place in a world
in which a divorced-mom Texan Democrat won the 2016 election—the emotions are all real. The love affair between Alex
and Henry is intense and romantic, made all the more so by the
inclusion of their poetic emails that manage to be both funny
and steamy. McQuiston’s strength is in dialogue; her characters
speak in hilarious rapid-fire bursts with plenty of “likes,” “ums,”
creative punctuation, and pop-culture references, sounding
like smarter, funnier versions of real people. Although Alex and
Henry’s relationship is the heart of the story, their friends and
family members are all rich, well-drawn characters, and their
respective worlds feel both realistic and larger-than-life.
A clever, romantic, sexy love story.

middle gr a de

Silas Bershad, aka the Flawless Bershad, is a legend throughout the kingdoms of Terra. Accused by the king of Almira of
committing horrific crimes and ritualistically tattooed as an
outcast thereafter, Bershad has wandered the countryside with
his sidekick, Rowan, and his trusty donkey hunting dragons for
the last 14 years. While most sentenced to dragonslaying die
battling their first beast, Bershad has killed 66 dragons and has
become an unkillable folk hero of sorts. His miserable nomadic
existence changes, however, when he agrees—at the behest of
Ashlyn, the king’s daughter and his former lover,—to embark on
a perilous mission: to sail across the sea to the enemy nation of
Balaria to rescue the king’s other daughter, Kira, who has been
kidnapped, and assassinate the emperor. But although the journey is filled with constant peril, Bershad begins to finally understand himself and his place in the world. Discoveries abound,
particularly concerning his body’s strange penchant for healing
seemingly deadly wounds. Featuring a multiple point-of-view
narrative that includes a rich diversity of characters—Bershad,
Princess Ashlyn, an assassin named Garret, an apprentice alchemist named Jolan, among others—many aspects of this story are
noteworthy. The worldbuilding, for example, is simply extraordinary. The dichotomy between the primitive realm of Almira
and the technologically advanced kingdom of Balaria is striking,
and the author’s focus on dragons and their deep, almost mystical connection to the world’s balance and well-being give the
story a profound undertone. The characters are well developed
and original, and the bombshell revelations at novel’s end are
immensely satisfying. A few predictable subplots notwithstanding, Naslund succeeds in creating a page-turning, edge-of-yourseat read that breathes new (fiery) life into dragon mythology.
Top-notch adventure fantasy—a stand-up-and-applaud
debut.

KNIFE

Nesbø, Jo
Trans. by Smith, Neil
Knopf (464 pp.)
$27.95 | Jul. 9, 2019
978-0-525-65539-8
Inspector Harry Hole’s 12th case is
his most grueling to date. And considering his history on and off the Oslo Police
(The Thirst, 2017, etc.), that’s quite a claim.
Back on the bottle since his wife,
human rights executive Rakel Fauke, threw him out, Harry wakes
up one morning with no idea how he’s spent the last two days.
Even before he can sober up, he’s hit by a tornado: Rakel has been
murdered, and Harry’s colleagues want him to stay out of the
case, first because he’s the victim’s husband, then because they
can’t rule him out as her killer. The preliminary evidence points
to Svein Finne, whose long career of raping women and later stabbing them to death unless he’s gotten them pregnant, hasn’t been
slowed down just because he’s spent 20 years in prison and is now
pushing 80. The elusive Finne, the very first killer Harry ever
arrested, is driven by the need to avenge his own son’s death: “For

BLOOD OF AN EXILE

Naslund, Brian
Tor (416 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Aug. 6, 2019
978-1-250-30964-8
Naslund’s stellar debut novel—and
first installment in his Dragons of Terra
saga—revolves around an exciting new
fantasy hero who, exiled and essentially
sentenced to death as a dragonslayer, is
finding it increasingly difficult to die.
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HENRY, HIMSELF

each son I lose, I shall bring f-five more into the world.” Captured
after Harry unforgivably uses his latest rape victim as bait, Finne
blandly confesses to Rakel’s murder, but the unshakable alibi he
produces sends the inquiry back to square one. A series of painstaking investigations identifies first one plausible suspect, then
another, each one of whom might have been designed specifically
to immerse Harry more deeply in his grief. And even after each of
these suspects, beginning with Finne, is cleared of complicity in
Rakel’s death, they continue to hover malignantly over the landscape, ready to swoop down and wreak still further havoc. Long
before the final curtain, most readers will have joined Harry, shut
out of the official investigation and marginalized in ever more
harrowing ways, in abandoning all hope that he can either close
the case or enjoy a moment of peace again.
The darkest hour yet for a detective who pleads, “The
only thing I can do is investigate murders. And drink”—
and a remarkable example of how to grow a franchise over
the hero’s most vociferous objections.

O’Nan, Stewart
Viking (384 pp.)
$27.00 | Apr. 9, 2019
978-0-7352-2304-2

The husband and father whose death
haunted two previous novels about the
Maxwell family (Wish You Were Here,
2002; Emily, Alone, 2011) speaks for himself in this moving third installment.
The prolific and protean O’Nan (City
of Secrets, 2016, etc.) has ranged with aplomb over many genres
and locales, but his heart is most evidently engaged in the
novels set in his native Pittsburgh. The city has been home to
Henry Maxwell’s family for generations, but his neighborhood
is changing; there are supermarkets he doesn’t like wife Emily
shopping in alone, and the couple is shaken by reports of an
assault-rifle attack on a nearby backyard party. The traditions
that sustain and nourish Henry—weekly churchgoing, holiday charitable giving, the annual spring flower show, summers
at their cottage by the lake in Chautauqua—seem to be cherished only by a dwindling band of elderly folks like himself. As
the novel progresses through the year 1998, O’Nan poignantly
captures Henry’s sense of loss and diminishment—he is 74 and
overweight with bad cholesterol—while tenderly evoking his
enduring love for prickly Emily, his devotion to their two children and four grandchildren, and the pleasure this retired engineer takes in puttering in the garage and tending to the house.
Memories of his past are deftly interpolated to illuminate the
childhood and wartime experiences that shaped a quiet, slightly
distant man who dislikes conflict. Several flashbacks to World
War II are particularly notable for the delicacy with which
O’Nan unfolds the lasting impact of Henry’s combat experiences. As usual, this profoundly unpretentious writer employs
lucid, no-frills prose to cogently convey complicated emotions
and fraught family interactions. The novel makes no claims for
Henry or his kin as exceptional people but instead celebrates
the fullness and uniqueness of each ordinary human being.
Astute and tender, rich in lovely images and revealing details—another wonderful piece of work from the
immensely gifted O’Nan.

THE HEAVENS

Newman, Sandra
Grove (272 pp.)
$26.00 | Feb. 12, 2019
978-0-8021-2902-4
A young woman’s dream life threatens to permanently alter her day-to-day
reality.
In America in the year 2000, a Green
Party president is in office. There is peace
in the Middle East. Against the backdrop
of this “utopian fervor,” 20-something New Yorkers Ben and
Kate meet at a party. Ben falls in love with Kate and her eclectic
group of friends, who warn Ben that Kate is flighty, impractical,
childlike. And, strangest of all, she’s plagued by dreams in which
she lives as an Elizabethan Englishwoman in the year 1593 and is
convinced when she wakes up that she has traveled in time and
somehow changed the future. Newman (The Country of Ice Cream
Star, 2015, etc.) weaves back and forth between Kate’s dreams of
the 16th century and the 21st century, in which Kate resurfaces
from her dreams to find a different government, different wars,
a different society, her family altered—and Ben telling her things
have always been the way they are now. As Kate grows more and
more confused in her waking life, and as the stakes get higher
in her dreams, Ben must decide whether or not he can save the
woman he loves—and whether she needs saving. Newman is
known for her bold imagination, and this kaleidoscopic novel is
no exception. Like an apocalyptically tinged version of The Time
Traveler’s Wife, Kate and Ben’s love story encompasses difficult
questions: What is mental illness? Can art, or love, have power? Is
humanity doomed? And if it is, then how do we create a life with
meaning? And even though the novel’s dream-logic structure is
challenging, Newman’s sentences, like the embroidery Kate practices, pull the story along with their intricate beauty.
A complex, unmissable work from a writer who
deserves wide acclaim.
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INLAND

Obreht, Téa
Random House (384 pp.)
$27.00 | Aug. 13, 2019
978-0-8129-9286-1
A frontier tale dazzles with camels
and wolves and two characters who never
quite meet.
Eight years after Obreht’s sensational debut, The Tiger’s Wife (2011), she
returns with a novel saturated in enough
realism and magic to make the ghost of Gabriel García Márquez
|
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grin. She keeps her penchant for animals and the dead but
switches up centuries and continents. Having won an Orange
Prize for The Tiger’s Wife, a mesmerizing 20th-century Balkan
folktale, Obreht cuts her new story from a mythmaking swatch
of the Arizona Territory in 1893. The book alternates between
the narratives of two complex, beset protagonists: Lurie, an
orphan and outcast who killed a boy, and Nora, a prickly frontierswoman with her own guilty conscience. Both speak to the
dead. Lurie sees ghosts from early childhood and acquires their
“wants,” while Nora keeps up a running conversation with her
daughter, Evelyn, dead of heatstroke as a baby but aging into a
fine young woman in her mother’s mind. Obreht throws readers into the swift river of her imagination—it takes a while to
realize that Lurie is addressing all his remarks to a camel. The
land is gripped by terrible drought. As Nora’s homestead desiccates, her husband leaves in search of water, and her older sons
bolt after an explosive dispute. An indignant local drunk wonders whether “anybody else in this town [had] read an almanac
or history in their lives? What were they all doing here, watching the sky, farming rock and dust?” Still, a deep stoicism, flinty
humor, and awe at the natural world pervade these characters.
They are both treacherous and good company. Here is Nora,
hyperaware of a man who’s not her husband: “Foremost on her
mind: the flimsiness of her unlaundered shirt and the weight of
her boots.” Lurie, hiding among the U.S. Army’s camel cavaliers
(you can look them up), is dogged down the years by Arkansas Marshal John Berger. Their encounters mystify both men.
Meanwhile, there are head lice, marvelous, dueling newspaper
editorials, and a mute granny with her part to play.
The final, luminous chapter is six pages that will take
your breath away.

middle gr a de

focused lover and a medical student in her own right; Gabriela,
Irene’s obsessive daughter; and Verónica, a not-so-innocent ingénue. These central characters’ stories entwine and begin to form
the basis of a tale that includes our narrator—who is present as
a voyeur but never an active participant—but her drifting consciousness is just as likely to alight upon less crucial secondary
characters like Worm, Gabriela’s countryside companion, or Lily
and Lillian, devoted friends who fall in love with the same man
because “instead of kissing him they were kissing each other.”
As the narrator’s memories progress, and sometimes repeat,
they grow increasingly nightmarish in their domestic surrealism. Meanwhile, as all chance of rescue fades, her sense of self is
diluted by the immense mystery of the sea. Completed in the late
1980s, at a time when Ocampo was grappling with the effects of
Alzheimer’s, the book can be read as a treatise on the dissolution
of selfhood in the face of the disease. However, its tactile insistence on the recurrence of memory, its strangeness, and its febrile
reality are themes that mark the entirety of Ocampo’s oeuvre and
articulate something more enduring even than death. “I’m going
to die soon! If I die before I finish what I’m writing no one will
remember me, not even the person I loved most in the world,”
the narrator exclaims in the final pages. This urgency and despair
seem to sum up the central tenet of the artist’s condition—even
in the final extreme, the act of making is a tonic against obscurity.
Art is the cure for death.
A seminal work by an underread master. Required for
all students of the human condition.

special issue: best books of 2019

THE MEMORY POLICE

Ogawa, Yoko
Trans. by Snyder, Stephen
Pantheon (288 pp.)
$25.95 | Aug. 13, 2019
978-1-101-87060-0

THE PROMISE

Ocampo, Silvina
Trans. by Levine, Suzanne Jill &
Powell, Jessica
City Lights (114 pp.)
$14.95 paper | Sep. 17, 2019
978-0-87286-771-0

A novelist tries to adapt to her ever
changing reality as her world slowly
disappears.
Renowned Japanese author Ogawa
(Revenge, 2013, etc.) opens her latest
novel with what at first sounds like a sinister fairy tale told by
a nameless mother to a nameless daughter: “Long ago, before
you were born, there were many more things here…transparent things, fragrant things…fluttery ones, bright ones….It’s a
shame that the people who live here haven’t been able to hold
such marvelous things in their hearts and minds, but that’s just
the way it is on this island.” But rather than a twisted bedtime
story, this depiction captures the realities of life on the narrator’s unnamed island. The small population awakens some
mornings with all knowledge of objects as mundane as stamps,
valuable as emeralds, omnipresent as birds, or delightful as
roses missing from their minds. They then proceed to discard
all physical traces of the idea that has disappeared—often
burning the lifeless ones and releasing the natural ones to the
elements. The authoritarian Memory Police oversee this process of loss and elimination. Viewing “anything that fails to

A woman relives the people and
places of her life while stranded in the
middle of the ocean.
The premise of Argentinian writer Ocampo’s posthumously
published novella, which she worked on for the final 25 years of
her life, is a grand metaphor for the authorial condition. On her
way to visit family in Cape Town, the nameless narrator somehow
slips over the railing of her trans-Atlantic ship and regains consciousness in the water, watching “the ship…calmly moving away.”
Adrift, facing almost certain death, she makes a pact with St. Rita,
the “arbiter of the impossible,” that she will write a “dictionary
of memories,” and publish it in one year’s time, if she is saved.
What follows is an intensely focused series of vignettes in which
the characters of the narrator’s life once more walk through their
dramas. There’s Leandro, a handsome and feckless young doctor with “a face as variable as the weather”; Irene, his intensely
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vanish when they say it should [as] inconceivable,” they drop
into homes for inspections, seizing objects and rounding up
anyone who refuses—or is simply unable—to follow the rules.
Although, at the outset, the plot feels quite Orwellian, Ogawa
employs a quiet, poetic prose to capture the diverse (and often
unexpected) emotions of the people left behind rather than of
those tormented and imprisoned by brutal authorities. Small
acts of rebellion—as modest as a birthday party—do not come
out of a commitment to a greater cause but instead originate
from her characters’ kinship with one another. Technical
details about the disappearances remain intentionally vague.
The author instead stays close to her protagonist’s emotions
and the disorientation she and her neighbors struggle with
each day. Passages from the narrator’s developing novel also
offer fascinating glimpses into the way the changing world
affects her unconscious mind.
A quiet tale that considers the way small, human connections can disrupt the callous powers of authority.

to put down. Also a very good novel about journalism, it’s the
first installment of a trilogy.
An unusual, intoxicating thriller from Argentina that
casts deeper and deeper shadows.

MAGGIE BROWN &
OTHERS

Orner, Peter
Little, Brown (336 pp.)
$27.00 | Jul. 2, 2019
978-0-316-51611-2

In these 44 stories and a novella, Orner
(Underground America, 2017, etc.) concentrates on small perceptual moments, especially those involving knotty problems in
relationships.
Orner’s stories range from one paragraph to several pages,
so he scarcely gives himself enough time to develop conflict and
character. Instead, he focuses our attention on small epiphanies
and suggests that these moments of insight, if they come, might
be all we can expect in this circumscribed world. Orner tends to
direct our attention to both domestic and family relationships,
both of which are found wanting. In “Visions of Mr. Swibel,” the
narrator explains the communication strategy of his taciturn
mother: “She didn’t bother to speak to my father any more than
absolutely necessary. Words were energy and she was storing
them up for another life.” A couple in therapy in “Rhinebeck”
goes to a theater after their sessions and sits through any movie
that happens to be playing, “all the way through the credits when
there are no more names to thank and the whole deal stops....
Anything not to go home.” A tone of wistful and often comic nostalgia pervades many of the stories, for Orner has a sharp eye for
absurdity and a discerning ear for dialogue. The narrator of “The
Captain” finds himself “thinking about peripheral people in my
life, people I hardly knew”—people, in other words, like the title
character, a drug dealer who dresses up like Captain Kangaroo.
The longest piece here is Walt Kaplan Is Broke: A Novella, but even
here Orner breaks his narrative into 30 chapters, using a small but
recurring cast of characters in his microfictive world.
Insightful, rueful, and often humorous, this collection
holds a mirror to contemporary life and gives the reader
much to reflect on.

THE FRAGILITY OF BODIES

Olguín, Sergio
Trans. by France, Miranda
Bitter Lemon Press (382 pp.)
$14.95 paper | Sep. 19, 2019
978-1912242-191

Young boys from poor families in
Buenos Aires are being lured into lethal
games of chicken on the railroad tracks.
Investigating the story, dedicated magazine reporter Veronica Rosenthal faces

threats of her own.
The deadly games pit one boy against another. The last
to jump away from the onrushing train to safety is paid 100
pesos—the equivalent of $2 American but a huge sum to
these kids. The deaths have cast a pall on train travel, traumatizing drivers. One tormented engineer who also ran over
three suicidal adults violently kills himself. Other drivers,
including Lucio, who becomes Veronica’s guide through
this underworld, can’t put aside their hatred for the victims for messing up the drivers’ lives. Lucio, a married man
who becomes Veronica’s lover and partner in punishing sex,
helps her track down the families of the young victims—and
potential victims, including 10-year-old Peque. Accepted
into a neighborhood soccer club by a coach out to program
him as a train jumper, he survives his first bout and quickly
spends the money on candy, chips, and Coke. Even after the
deadliness of the game sinks in, he can’t stay away—just as
Veronica can’t stay away from Lucio and the emotional perils
he represents. It takes a while to adjust to Olguín’s flat narrative style and neutered tone, both of which may owe something to the translation. (Published in Spanish in 2012, this
is the first of Olguín’s novels to be translated into English.)
But the story is so gripping and Veronica is such a fascinating
departure from crime fiction convention—she’s 30, Jewish,
brazen, and openly flawed—that the book becomes difficult
36
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THE FLIGHT PORTFOLIO

special issue: best books of 2019

An elegant, meditative novelistic
reconstruction of critical years in the
life of Varian Fry, the American classicist
who is honored at Yad Vashem as “righteous among the nations” for his work
rescuing victims of the Holocaust.
Focusing on the era that informed her first novel, The Invis
ible Bridge (2010), Orringer opens with an encounter in which
Marc Chagall, one of the most beloved of modern artists, figures.
He is living in Vichy France, convinced that because it is France
he will be kept safe from the Nazis—“These things happened
in Germany.” he says. “They won’t happen here. Not to us.” His
interlocutor is Varian Fry, who, under the auspices of the Emergency Rescue Committee, is combing the country for a couple of
hundred “artists, writers, and intellectuals,” most of them Jewish or politically suspect, who similarly imagined themselves to
be safe in France even as the Holocaust begins to unfold and the
Gestapo arrest lists lengthen. Fry has allowed himself a month
to get those 200 sure victims to safety, and in doing so, as his old
friend—and more—Elliott Grant, a shadowy figure of many connections, warns him, he is proving “inconvenient to the American
diplomatic mission in France.” The cloak-and-dagger element
of Orringer’s story is effective, though it runs somewhat long.
Woven into the action is the slow reconciliation between Fry
and Grant, whose friendship is deep but at first tentative, finally
heating. Orringer nicely captures two worlds, the fraught one of
refugee rescue and the more genteel but still complicated one of
intellectuals in orbit, with the likes of Peggy Guggenheim, Max
Ernst, and Victor Serge among the cast of characters. The central point of intrigue, providing a fine plot twist, is also expertly
handled, evidence of an accomplished storyteller at work.
Altogether satisfying. Mix Alan Furst and André Aciman, and you’ll have a feel for the territory in which this
well-plotted book falls.

middle gr a de

if honey was measured out, set ablaze, and trickled through
the dough along with the liquefied spoon.” When Harriet isn’t
busy trying to woo the cliquish parents at her daughter’s West
London school with baked goods, she looks after teenage Perdita, corrects student essays, and comes up with bad puns for
future courses. But when Perdita winds up in the hospital after
an apparent suicide attempt, Harriet knows she finally owes her
daughter the long-avoided truth about her origins. Like Scheherazade, Harriet weaves a long, strange tale about her own childhood, immigrating to London, and sexual encounters with the
only two men who could be Perdita’s father. “It was like looking
at faces printed on banknotes—no, they were a pair of black
pre-Raphaelite muses,” Harriet reveals. As in her last novel, Boy,
Snow, Bird (2014)—based loosely on “Snow White”—Oyeyemi
takes the familiar contours of a children’s tale and twists it into
something completely new, unsettling, and uncanny. There are
changelings, mysterious rich benefactors, a country that might
not exist, corrupt, capitalist factory owners, and living dolls
with forthright opinions. But where Boy, Snow, Bird explores
the lifelong effects of abusive parenting on its narrator, this
novel gives a loving but “shamelessly unsatisfactory” mother
the chance to tell her side of the story. Readers familiar with
Oyeyemi’s work will not be surprised to learn that her latest
plot sets off in one direction and immediately takes a hairpin
curve in another (and another, and still another). The effect is
heady, surreal, and disarming—you have to be willing to surrender to Oyeyemi’s vision and the delicious twists and turns of her
prose. Oyeyemi fans will likely be charmed. New readers will
wonder what on Earth they’ve discovered.
A strange, shape-shifting novel about the power of
making your own family.

Orringer, Julie
Knopf (576 pp.)
$27.95 | $31.00 lg. prt. | May 7, 2019
978-0-307-95940-9
978-1-984892-20-1 lg. prt.

THE DUTCH HOUSE

Patchett, Ann
Harper/HarperCollins (352 pp.)
$27.99 | Sep. 24, 2019
978-0-06-296367-3
Their mother’s disappearance cements
an unbreakable connection between a pair
of poor-little-rich-kid siblings.
Like The Children’s Crusade by Ann
Packer or Life Among Giants by Bill Roorbach, this is a deeply pleasurable book
about a big house and the family that lives in it. Toward the end
of World War II, real estate developer and landlord Cyril Conroy
surprises his wife, Elna, with the keys to a mansion in the Elkins
Park neighborhood of Philadelphia. Elna, who had no idea how
much money her husband had amassed and still thought they
were poor, is appalled by the luxurious property, which comes
fully furnished and complete with imposing portraits of its
former owners (Dutch people named VanHoebeek) as well as a
servant girl named Fluffy. When her son, Danny, is 3 and daughter, Maeve, is 10, Elna’s antipathy for the place sends her on
the lam—first occasionally, then permanently. This leaves the
children with the household help and their rigid, chilly father,

GINGERBREAD

Oyeyemi, Helen
Riverhead (272 pp.)
$27.00 | Mar. 5, 2019
978-1-59463-465-9
Oyeyemi (What Is Not Yours Is Not
Yours, 2016, etc.) returns to the land of
fairy tales in a novel that riffs on “Hansel and Gretel” without demonstrating
much concern for following its well-worn
trail of breadcrumbs.
Harriet Lee bakes gingerbread that tastes “like eating
revenge...with darts of heat, salt, spice, and sulfurous syrup, as
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a deep dive into the culture of a place many Americans
have probably never heard of, illuminating issues of race,
culture, sexual attraction, and the transition from the
U.S.S.R. to post-Soviet Russia.

but the difficulties of the first year pale when a stepmother and
stepsisters appear on the scene. Then those problems are completely dwarfed by further misfortune. It’s Danny who tells the
story, and he’s a wonderful narrator, stubborn in his positions,
devoted to his sister, and quite clear about various errors—like
going to medical school when he has no intention of becoming
a doctor—while utterly committed to them. “We had made a
fetish out of our disappointment,” he says at one point, “fallen
in love with it.” Casually stated but astute observations about
human nature are Patchett’s (Commonwealth, 2016, etc.) stock in
trade, and she again proves herself a master of aging an ensemble cast of characters over many decades. In this story, only the
house doesn’t change. You will close the book half believing you
could drive to Elkins Park and see it.
Like the many-windowed mansion at its center, this
richly furnished novel gives brilliantly clear views into the
lives it contains.

TUESDAY MOONEY
TALKS TO GHOSTS

Racculia, Kate
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (368 pp.)
$26.00 | Oct. 8, 2019
978-0-358-02393-7
A motley crew of Bostonians seeks
an eccentric millionaire’s fortune in an
epic, citywide treasure hunt that kicks
off after his untimely death.
Tuesday Mooney is the best prospect researcher on Boston General Hospital’s fundraising team,
a “bizarro know-it-all tall girl” with the aura of a grown-up
Wednesday Addams. Despite her reputation as a formidable,
reclusive “woman in black,” Tuesday nurtures a few friendships,
albeit at arm’s length. There’s Dex Howard, a karaoke-obsessed
financier perpetually unlucky in love; Tuesday’s neighbor Dorry
Bones, a motherless Somerville teen in desperate need of a role
model; and Abby Hobbes, a Ouija board–wielding classmate
who disappeared during Tuesday’s teenage years—and who just
so happens to be haunting her in adulthood. When cape-wearing Poe fanatic Vincent Pryce keels over at a hospital charity
auction midbid, Tuesday uses all the skills—and hospital databases—at her disposal to win a portion of Pryce’s incredible fortune. But will Tuesday’s past, and her poor judgment, catch up
with her before she can win? And will her partnership with the
strange but charming tycoon Nathaniel Arches sink or buoy her
chances of success? Racculia (Bellweather Rhapsody, 2014, etc.)
returns with a roaring adventure novel that never loses sight of
adulthood’s woes: Characters lament their school loan balances
and worry about selling out in their careers, struggle with intimacy, and occasionally stew in self-loathing. Even as the whimsical treasure hunt picks up its pace on Boston Common and
in the tunnels of the T, Racculia ensures that real livelihoods—
and lives—are at stake. The result is thrilling, romantic, and
charming as all get out, a love letter to former witchy girls and
compulsive dreamers that will make readers reassess what—and
who—they value.
Spooky, witty, and observant, Racculia’s novel of
friendship and bigger-than-life aspirations is a treasure.

DISAPPEARING EARTH

Phillips, Julia
Knopf (272 pp.)
$26.95 | May 21, 2019
978-0-525-52041-2

A year in the lives of women and girls
on an isolated peninsula in northeastern
Russia opens with a chilling crime.
In the first chapter of Phillips’
immersive, impressive, and strikingly
original debut, we meet sisters Alyona
and Sophia, ages 11 and 8, amusing themselves one August afternoon on the rocky shoreline of a public beach on the waterfront of Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky, a city on Russia’s remote
Kamchatka peninsula. They are offered a ride home by a seemingly kind stranger. After he drives right past the intersection
that leads to the apartment they share with their mother, they
disappear from their previous lives and, to a large extent, from
the narrative. The rest of the book is a series of linked stories
about a number of different women on the peninsula, all with
the shadow of the missing girls hanging over them as a year
goes by since their disappearance. Another young girl with a
single mom loses her best friend to new restrictions imposed
by the other girl’s anxious mother. The daughter of a reindeer
herder from the north, at college in the city, finds her controlling boyfriend clamping down harder than ever. In a provincial
town, members of a family whose teenage daughter disappeared four years earlier are troubled by the similarities and
differences between their case and this one. The book opens
with both a character list and a map—you’ll be looking at both
often as you find your footing and submerge ever more deeply
in this world, which is both so different from and so much like
our own. As the connections between the stories pile up and
tighten, you start to worry—will we ever get closure about
the girls? Yes, we will. And you’ll want to start over and read it
again, once you know.
An unusual, cleverly constructed thriller that is also
38
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GOOD GIRL, BAD GIRL

NORMAL PEOPLE

Robotham, Michael
Scribner (368 pp.)
$27.00 | Jul. 23, 2019
978-1-9821-0360-6

Rooney, Sally
Hogarth/Crown (288 pp.)
$26.00 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-1-984-82217-8
A young Irish couple gets together,
splits up, gets together, splits up—sorry,
can’t tell you how it ends!
Irish writer Rooney has made a transAtlantic splash since publishing her first
novel, Conversations With Friends, in 2017.
Her second has already won the Costa Novel Award, among
other honors, since it was published in Ireland and Britain last
year. In outline it’s a simple story, but Rooney tells it with bravura
intelligence, wit, and delicacy. Connell Waldron and Marianne
Sheridan are classmates in the small Irish town of Carricklea,
where his mother works for her family as a cleaner. It’s 2011,
after the financial crisis, which hovers around the edges of the
book like a ghost. Connell is popular in school, good at soccer,
and nice; Marianne is strange and friendless. They’re the smartest kids in their class, and they forge an intimacy when Connell
picks his mother up from Marianne’s house. Soon they’re having sex, but Connell doesn’t want anyone to know and Marianne
doesn’t mind; either she really doesn’t care, or it’s all she thinks
she deserves. Or both. Though one time when she’s forced
into a social situation with some of their classmates, she briefly
fantasizes about what would happen if she revealed their connection: “How much terrifying and bewildering status would
accrue to her in this one moment, how destabilising it would be,
how destructive.” When they both move to Dublin for Trinity
College, their positions are swapped: Marianne now seems electric and in-demand while Connell feels adrift in this unfamiliar
environment. Rooney’s genius lies in her ability to track her
characters’ subtle shifts in power, both within themselves and
in relation to each other, and the ways they do and don’t know
each other; they both feel most like themselves when they’re
together, but they still have disastrous failures of communication. “Sorry about last night,” Marianne says to Connell in February 2012. Then Rooney elaborates: “She tries to pronounce
this in a way that communicates several things: apology, painful
embarrassment, some additional pained embarrassment that
serves to ironise and dilute the painful kind, a sense that she
knows she will be forgiven or is already, a desire not to ‘make
a big deal.’ ” Then: “Forget about it, he says.” Rooney precisely
articulates everything that’s going on below the surface; there’s
humor and insight here as well as the pleasure of getting to
know two prickly, complicated people as they try to figure out
who they are and who they want to become.
Absolutely enthralling. Read it.
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Troubled psychologist Cyrus Haven
has to evaluate a girl without a past while
finding out who killed a rising young figure skater.
Evie Cormac is an enigma. No one
knew who she was when she was found
in a secret room in a north London home, weighing less than a
child half her age, which was determined to be 11 or 12. Only a
few feet from her hiding place was the decomposing body of a
man who had been tortured to death. Given a new name, she
ended up in Nottingham’s Langford Hall, a high security children’s home, after a series of foster homes. Now, six years later,
she’s eager to be declared an adult, so Cyrus must evaluate
her for possible release. Evie is rude, unruly, self-destructive,
prone to occasional violence, heartbreakingly naïve, and very,
very broken. She also seems to be able to tell, with remarkable consistency, when someone is lying. This intrigues Cyrus,
who wrote a thesis on human lie detectors, aka “truth wizards.” When Cyrus makes an impulsive choice to temporarily
foster Evie, it brings a basket of challenges to his already complicated life. Meanwhile, Cyrus is assisting his mentor, Chief
Inspector Lenny Parvel, in the investigation of the suspicious
death and possible rape of 15-year-old Jodie Sheehan, who
was called the “golden girl of British skating.” Some shocking
revelations lead Cyrus and the police down a rabbit hole of
dark family secrets, and Evie can’t help but involve herself in
the investigation. It’s the careful and often poignant interplay
between Cyrus and Evie that elevates this consistently stellar
yarn. Cyrus’ parents and sisters were murdered when he was
just a boy, and by all accounts Evie’s childhood was nothing
short of a hellscape. Trauma unites them, but Robotham (The
Secrets She Keeps, 2017, etc.) seeks to show that together, they
might begin to heal. Readers will adore the brilliant hot mess
that is Evie, and more than a few moments are breathtakingly
sad, such as Evie’s confusion about her wrinkly fingers during
a long bath…because she’s never in her life had one.
Robotham is a master plotter at the top of his form, and
readers will surely hope to see more of his complicated new
characters.
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LOOK HOW HAPPY I’M
MAKING YOU

Since her debut more than a decade ago, Russell (Sleep Dona
tion, 2014, etc.) has exhibited a commitment to turning recognizable worlds on their heads in prose so rich that sentences
almost burst at the seams. Her third collection is no exception,
and its subjects—forgotten pockets of violent American history, climate-related apocalypse, the trials of motherhood—feel
fresh and urgent in her care. Russell takes an expansive view of
history, excavating past horrors and imagining the contours of
real terror on the horizon. In “The Prospectors,” two societysavvy gold diggers must fight their way out of a haunted ski lodge
without attracting the wrath of long-dead Civilian Conservation
Corps men killed by an avalanche on the job. Even within the
framework of her ghost story, Russell remains attuned to the
performances women mount in order to survive the threat of
male violence: “People often mistake laughing girls for foolish
creatures,” cautions the narrator. “They mistake our merriment
for nerves or weakness, or the hysterical looning of desire. Sometimes, it is that. But not tonight.” In “The Tornado Auction,” a
widowed farmer risks it all to return to his calling—rearing tornadoes on the Nebraskan plains—over the protests of his three
grown daughters. “I saw, I understood, that in fact I had always
been the greatest danger to my family. I was the apex predator,”
he muses after a terrible accident, exhibiting the guilt and regret
of a loving father who nevertheless finds it difficult to change his
ways. While the title story, “Orange World,” offers a chilling—
and insightful—depiction of motherhood as a real-life devil’s
bargain, it dips a toe in the realm of schlocky and crude horror
uncharacteristic of Russell’s other work. The result is mixed even
though the story retains Russell’s hallmark narrative strengths: a
narrator who butts up against the edge of her own expectations
and a strange, uncanny world that yields a difficult solution to a
familiar emotional problem. “Rae admits that she is having some
difficulties with nursing....There is no natural moment in the
conversation to say, Mother, the devil has me.”
A momentous feat of storytelling in an already illustrious career.

Rosenwaike, Polly
Doubleday (256 pp.)
$24.95 | Mar. 19, 2019
978-0-385-54403-0

This debut collection limns the
inner lives of women who have just
become, will soon be, decline to be, or
long to be mothers.
“You can’t know the joy until—,” says
the teary-eyed mother of a woman who has just announced
that she does not intend to have children, in an exchange
tucked into “Grow Your Eyelashes,” the opening story of Rosenwaike’s empathetic collection. “You just can’t know it.” To
this, the daughter replies, “Look how happy I’m making you.”
Ultimately, the young woman gets pregnant and decides to
have the baby. However, “Grow Your Eyelashes” is not really
her story but rather one told through the eyes of her sister,
whose struggle with infertility is making her the very opposite of happy. The effect of babies (newborn, unborn) on the
lives and emotions of parents (and those who long to be or
decline to be parents) is at the heart of all 12 stories in this
deeply resonant collection. In “Field Notes,” a 30-year-old
biologist connects with the inquisitive 9-year-old daughter of
the receptionist at a research facility in which she works even
as the biologist decides to terminate an unwanted pregnancy.
In “Period, Ellipsis, Full Stop,” a freelance book editor suffers
a miscarriage and mulls the pursuit of perfection, the expectation of effortlessness: “As if you could set out to do something and get it right the first time, as if the whole of life wasn’t
about trying again.” The push-pull of life and death, the tug of
postpartum depression, the shame of deception, the guilt of
separation—all are explored in these pages. “People say that a
baby changes everything, but is that true?” Rosenwaike writes
in “Parental Fade,” a story about a couple embarking on the
slow, painful process of sleep training. “Are we more patient or
less? More generous or more selfish? More engaged with the
world or more in retreat from it? More accepting of mortality or more frightened of dying?” These questions, considered
here, are among the things that may keep parents up at night.
An exquisite collection that is candid, compassionate,
and emotionally complex.

THE GRAMMARIANS

Schine, Cathleen
Sarah Crichton/Farrar, Straus and
Giroux (272 pp.)
$26.00 | Sep. 3, 2019
978-0-374-28011-6
A literary twin experiment: At the
heart of this comic novel about supersmart, language-obsessed sisters are profound questions about how close two
human beings can be.
“Was there anyone who understood anyone else as well as
she and Daphne understood each other? There was no need to
explain or justify wanting to climb linoleum M.C. Escher stairs
to live in a tenement their grandparents had probably moved out
of the minute they could, because Daphne already understood.
Understanding is love, Laurel thought.” The darling redheaded
twin daughters of Arthur and Sally Wolfe of Larchmont, New

ORANGE WORLD AND
OTHER STORIES

Russell, Karen
Knopf (288 pp.)
$26.95 | May 14, 2019
978-0-525-65613-5

Russell’s third collection beckons
like a will-o’-the-wisp across the bog,
with eight crisp stories that will leave
longtime fans hungry for more.
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Blending intimate and at times implausible events with
real-life history, this first novel enchants its readers.
the old drift
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York, Laurel and Daphne invent their own language while still in
the crib, then embrace English with a passion that lasts the rest
of their lives. “Fugacious…oxters…promptuary….They played
with the words as if they were toys...involving them in intrigues
of love and friendship and bitter enmity.” Elegant chapters,
each headed with a classic definition from Samuel Johnson’s
dictionary, follow the identical pair through childhood to that
post-collegiate tenement apartment where the first rumblings
of what will come to be known as the Rift are heard. By the time
of their double wedding, Laurel and Daphne are more aware of
their differences than their similarities. As 17-minutes-younger
Daphne becomes a famous language columnist and 17-minutesolder Laurel becomes a kindergarten teacher, then a mom, the
power between them shifts dangerously—then real hostilities
are launched during a disagreement about the relative importance of Fowler’s Modern English Usage and The Chicago Manual
of Style. As we’ve come to expect in 10 previous novels, Schine’s
(They May Not Mean To, but They Do, 2016, etc.) warmth and wisdom about how families work and don’t work are as reliable as
her wry humor, and we often get both together: “Michael suspected Larry was as smart as anyone, just not paying attention.
Like a Galapagos tortoise, he had no need to pay attention. He
had no predators. He was protected by an expansive carapace of
good nature, money, and family status.”
This impossibly endearing and clever novel sets off a
depth charge of emotion and meaning.
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doors and running away is rooted in black slave insurrection; he
recruits a friend for his thesis’s practical application with lamentable results. There are also a pair of science fiction stories, set
in a futuristic Cross River, in which the customs—and abuses—
of antebellum slavery are replicated by humans on robots and
cyborgs, who, over time, resent their treatment enough to plot
rebellion. And there’s a novella, Special Topics in Loneliness Studies,
chronicling an academic year at the aforementioned Freedman’s
University during which professors and students alike struggle
with their deepest, darkest emotions. Even before that climactic performance, you’ve figured out that Cross River is meant to
be a fun-house mirror sending back a distorted, disquietingly
mordant reflection of African American history, both external
and psychic. Somehow, paraphrasing one of Scott’s characters,
it all manages to sound made-up and authentic at the same time.
Mordantly bizarre and trenchantly observant, these
stories stake out fresh territory in the nation’s literary
landscape.

THE OLD DRIFT

Serpell, Namwali
Hogarth/Crown (592 pp.)
$28.00 | Mar. 26, 2019
978-1-101-90714-6

THE WORLD DOESN’T
REQUIRE YOU

Scott, Rion Amilcar
Liveright/Norton (384 pp.)
$27.95 | Aug. 20, 2019
978-1-63149-538-0

The 21st-century surge of African
American voices continues with these
mischievous, relentlessly inventive stories whose interweaving content swerves
from down-home grit to dreamlike

grotesque.
Cross River, Maryland, rural and suburban at once, exists
only in the imagination of its inventor. And in his debut collection, Scott manages to make this region-of-the-mind at once
familiar and mysterious, beginning with Cross River’s origins as
a predominantly African American community established by
leaders of the only successful slave revolt—which never really
happened. Nor for that matter were there ever any sightings
of God doling out jelly beans at Easter time in Cross River,
as chronicled in the opener, “David Sherman, the Last Son
of God,” whose main character is a guitar prodigy struggling
through his fraught relations with local clergy and other pious
folk to play the sounds only he can hear. (“God,” David remembers somebody telling him, “answers all prayers and sometimes
His answer is no.”) In another story, Tyrone, a doctoral candidate in cultural studies at mythical Freedman’s University, submits a thesis positing that the practice of knocking on strangers’
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The past, present, and future of an
African nation is filtered with humane
wit, vibrant rhetoric, and relentless ingenuity through the interweaving sagas of
three very different families.
The year is 1904, and an itinerant
would-be photographer named Percy Clark has wandered from
his native England to a colonial outpost along the Zambezi
River in what was then known as the Northwestern Rhodesia
territory. One momentous day, Clark, addled by fever, is stumbling around the lobby of the Victoria Falls Hotel and somehow
manages to inadvertently pull a hank of hair from the pate of
the hotel’s Italian manager, whose 5-year-old daughter angrily
responds by striking an “innocent native” passer-by so hard
that “he became an imbecile.” From the moment that inexplicable calamity occurs, the descendants of these individuals
find their respective fates entwined through what’s left of the
20th century and beyond as the land around them morphs into
the nation of Zambia. Sometime in the 1960s, for instance,
Percy’s wealthy granddaughter, Agnes, deprived by blindness
of a promising tennis career, falls in love with a brilliant black
exchange student whom she accompanies back to the soonto-be-independent Zambia he calls home. During those same
years, Matha, the precocious granddaughter of the poor assault
victim, is among several math-and-science prodigies recruited
by the country’s Minister of Space Research to train for a mission to the moon by decade’s end. Strangest of all these progenies is Sibilla, the granddaughter of the hotel manager, who is
born with streams and streams of hair that never stops growing—and apparently makes things grow out of the ground, too.
The children and the children’s children of these women find
41

GRAND UNION

themselves inexorably, absurdly, and at times tragically drawn
together through the history of both Zambia and the patch of
land where their ancestors first collided. Blending intimate and
at times implausible events with real-life history, this first novel
by Serpell—a Zambian writer who teaches at the University of
California, Berkeley, and who’s won the Caine Prize for African
Writing for her short story “The Sack”—enchants its readers
with prose as luxuriant and flowing as Sibilla’s hair.
Comparisons with Gabriel García Márquez are inevitable and likely warranted. But this novel’s generous spirit,
sensory richness, and visionary heft make it almost unique
among magical realist epics.

Smith, Zadie
Penguin Press (256 pp.)
$27.00 | Oct. 8, 2019
978-0-525-55899-6
Nineteen erudite stories wheel through
a constellation of topics, tones, and fonts to
dizzying literary effect.
After launching a quiver of short fiction in the New Yorker, Granta, and the
Paris Review, Smith adds 11 new pieces
to publish her first collection. A reader can enter anywhere, as
with Smith’s bravura “The Lazy River,” which “unlike the river
of Heraclitus, is always the same no matter where you happen
to step into it.” The artificial aquatic amusement, rotating endlessly through a Spanish resort, is “a non-judgement zone” for
tourists where “we’re submerged, all of us.” Wit marbles Smith’s
fiction, especially the jaunty “Escape From New York,” which
riffs on the urban legend that Michael Jackson—“people had
always overjudged and misunderestimated him”—ferried Elizabeth Taylor and Marlon Brando in a rental car out of the smoking debris of 9/11. Even in “Two Men Arrive in a Village,” a global
parable of horror and repetition, absurdity bubbles up: “After
eating, and drinking—if it is a village in which alcohol is permitted—the two men will take a walk around...and, as they reach
out for your watch or cigarettes or wallet or phone or daughter,
the short one, in particular, will say solemn things like ‘Thank
you for your gift.’ ” In the wondrous “Words and Music,” the
survivor of a pair of disputatious sisters meditates on peak
musical experiences. “Kelso Deconstructed” takes up the bleak,
racist real-life stabbing of Kelso Cochrane in London in 1959,
and “Meet the President!” is set in an even bleaker future where
a wailing child interrupts a young teenager’s elaborate virtual
video game, her misery “an acute high pitched sound, such as a
small animal makes when, out of sheer boredom, you break its
leg.” Much less successful are “Downtown” and “Parents’ Morning Epiphany,” which read like fragments trying to become
essays. Still, Smith begins and ends with two arresting motherdaughter tales—the first nestled in alienation, the last, “Grand
Union,” in communion with the dead.
Several of Smith’s stories are on their ways to becoming
classics.

SPRING

Smith, Ali
Pantheon (352 pp.)
$25.95 | May 1, 2019
978-1-101-87078-5
The third installment of Smith’s
Seasonal Quartet (Autumn, 2017; Winter,
2018) touches on previous themes of creativity and friendship and delves deeper
into current events with a sharp-edged
look at the treatment of immigrants.
In the spring of 2018, a TV director named Richard discusses a new film with a woman named Paddy, a brilliant, ailing
scriptwriter with whom he started working in the 1970s. The
project and their decadeslong relationship will punctuate the
book’s time-bending narrative, a large swath of which concerns
a few days in the following October. Paddy has died, and Richard takes a train to Kingussie, Scotland, and considers suicide.
Around the same time, Brittany, a guard at one of England’s
immigrant-detention centers, meets the quasi-magical 12-yearold Florence and agrees to entrain for Scotland as well. Joining the sparse cast in Kingussie (pronounced Kin-you-see, in a
devilish pun) is Alda, the driver of a coffee van with no coffee.
All is revealed in the spring of 2019. As in the first two books,
Smith alludes to contemporary issues, such as #MeToo, Brexit,
and fake news, but on immigrants she grabs a megaphone. The
book’s opening chapter is a verbal collage of rant and headline.
Smith uses Brittany to spotlight grim details behind the cynicism and cruelty of Britain’s immigrant-detention policy, while
Alda and Florence suggest the roots of a solution. Roots, shoots,
and buds abound amid myriad references to death and rebirth,
from the Hanged Man pub to Orpheus, Norse mythology’s
Ragnarok, and Shelley’s “The Cloud.” The three novels have
a few common elements—the pain and pleasure of creativity;
the pairing of an older adult and an intelligent youth; the showcasing of an English female visual artist, here Tacita Dean—but
they are self-contained and increasingly urgent in their hope
that art might bring change. As Alda says, “Those stories are
deeply serious, all about transformation.”
Smith’s work is always challenging and always
rewarding.
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FALL; OR, DODGE
IN HELL

Stephenson, Neal
Morrow/HarperCollins (880 pp.)
$35.00 | Jun. 4, 2019
978-0-06-245871-1
When Richard “Dodge” Forthrast
dies under anesthesia for a routine medical procedure, his story is just beginning.
As the founder and chairman of a
video game company, Dodge has a pretty
|

OLIVE, AGAIN

site detail.
In its early chapters, the book reads like a collection of
short stories linked only by their relationship to Bangkok: A
nameless woman walks through its bustling streets in the present; an American doctor more than 100 years ago struggles to
decipher its overwhelmingly foreign culture; a Thai photographer living in Los Angeles in the 1970s visits his ailing father in
London; a woman running a Thai restaurant in Japan finds herself threatened by Thailand’s politics. But as those seemingly
unconnected stories accumulate, so do the threads that join
them. Many are stories of loss and of survival. In one, a young
Thai man named Siripohng, who has come to the city to attend
university, meets a woman named Nee during the massive student demonstrations in 1973. Sudbanthad draws a subtle but
achingly lovely account of their courtship, born of the hopeful
spirit of the protests—then pivots to a shocking conclusion. In
another, an American jazz musician called Crazy Legs Clyde is
summoned to a woman’s estate to play piano because a medium,
she tells him, “counts twenty or so spirits in the pillar. They visit
me in my dreams, and I’m tired of it. A woman my age needs
her sound sleep.” But the assignment to exorcise them raises a
ghost from Clyde’s past that won’t be stilled. Ghosts haunt this
novel, even the ghosts of buildings, like the ancient tile-roofed
house preserved within the lobby of a gleaming new skyscraper
where some of the book’s characters will live (and at least one
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herself had [raised] a motherless child.” Parents are estranged
from children, husbands from wives, siblings from each other in
this keening portrait of a world in which each of us is fundamentally alone and never truly knows even those we love the most.
This is not the whole story, Strout demonstrates with her customary empathy and richness of detail. “You must have been a
very good mother,” Olive’s doctor says after observing Christopher in devoted attendance at the hospital after she has a heart
attack, and the daughter of an alcoholic mother and dismissive,
abusive father finds a nurturing substitute in her parents’ lawyer
in “Helped.” The beauty of the natural world provides a sustaining counterpoint to charged human interactions in which “there
were so many things that could not be said.” There’s no simple
truth about human existence, Strout reminds us, only wonderful, painful complexity. “Well, that’s life,” Olive says. “Nothing
you can do about it.”
Beautifully written and alive with compassion, at times
almost unbearably poignant. A thrilling book in every way.
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sweet life. He has money to burn and a loving relationship
with his niece, Zula, and grandniece, Sophia. So when he dies
unexpectedly, there are a lot of people to mourn him, including
his friend Corvallis Kawasaki, who is also the executor of his
will. To make matters worse (or, to say the least, more complicated), there’s something unexpected in Dodge’s last wishes. It
turns out that in his youth he put it in writing that he wanted
his brain to be preserved until such technology existed that his
consciousness could be uploaded into a computer. And much
to everyone’s surprise, that technology isn’t so far off after all.
Years later, Sophia grows up to follow in her clever grand-uncle’s
footsteps and figures out a way to turn on Dodge’s brain. It is at
this point that the novel splits into two narratives: “Meatspace,”
or what we would call the real world, and “Bitworld,” inhabited by Dodge (now called “Egdod”) and increasing numbers
of downloaded minds. Stephenson (co-author: The Rise and Fall
of D.O.D.O, 2017; Seveneves, 2015, etc.) is known for ambitious
books, and this doorstop of a novel is certainly no exception.
Life in Bitworld is more reminiscent of high fantasy than science fiction as the ever evolving narrative plays with the daily
reality of living in a digital space. Would you have special abilities like a mythical god? Join your aura together with other souls
and live as a hive mind? Create hills and rivers from nothing?
Destroy your enemies with tech-given powers that seem magical? Readers looking for a post-human thought experiment
might be disappointed with the references to ancient mythology, but those ready for an endlessly inventive and absorbing
story are in for an adventure they won’t soon forget.
An audacious epic with more than enough heart to fill
its many, many pages.

BANGKOK WAKES
TO RAIN

Sudbanthad, Pitchaya
Riverhead (368 pp.)
$27.00 | Feb. 19, 2019
978-0-525-53476-1

Strout, Elizabeth
Random House (304 pp.)
$27.00 | Oct. 15, 2019
978-0-8129-9654-8
The thorny matriarch of Crosby,
Maine, makes a welcome return.
As in Strout’s Pulitzer Prize–winning
Olive Kitteridge (2008, etc.), the formidable title character is always a presence
but not always onstage in these 13 interconnected tales of loneliness, loss, and love in its many flawed
incarnations. Olive has not become any easier to like since her
husband, Henry, died two years ago; “stupid” is a favorite adjective, and “phooey to you” a frequent term of dismissal. But over
the course of about a decade we see Olive struggling, in her
flinty way, to become “oh, just a tiny—tiny—bit better as a person.” Her second marriage, to Jack Kennison, helps. “I like you,
Olive,” he says. “I’m not sure why, really. But I do.” Readers will
feel the same, as she brusquely comforts a former student with
cancer in “Light” and commiserates with the grieving daughterin-law she has never much liked in “Motherless Child.” Yet that
story ends with Olive’s desolate conclusion that she is largely
responsible for her fraught relationship with her son: “She
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In his debut novel, a writer born in
Thailand and now living in New York
creates a portrait of Bangkok that
sweeps across a century and a teeming
cast of characters yet shines with exqui-
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THE IRON DRAGON’S
MOTHER

will die). As one character muses near the end of the novel, “The
forgotten return again and again, as new names and faces, and
again this city makes new ghosts.” Yet in Sudbanthad’s skillful
hands and lyrical prose, every one of them seems vividly alive.
This breathtakingly lovely novel is an accomplished
debut, beautifully crafted and rich with history rendered
in the most human terms.

Swanwick, Michael
Tor (336 pp.)
$26.99 | Jun. 25, 2019
978-1-250-19825-9

Swanwick’s third fantasy (The Drag
ons of Babel, 2008, etc.) set in an industrialized Faerie bristling with weird entities.
Curious readers will learn that this is
just one of many worlds (Aerth, or Earth,
is another) that are “different energy states of the same place...
the surfaces of an n-dimensional tesseract.” Now you know.
Caitlin Sans Merci serves in Her Absent Majesty’s Dragon
Corps as the pilot of a malevolent iron dragon, 7708. The
Corps’ purpose is to steal children’s souls from Aerth so they
can be embedded in soulless high elf bodies; Cat herself is one
such. As her story opens, she returns from a raid discovering
that somehow she’s acquired a secret stowaway in her cranium,
the mysterious Helen V. from Aerth. Soon, Cat’s half brother,
Fingolfinrhod, a full-blooded elf, will inherit House Sans Merci
from their dying father. Fingolfinrhod, appalled at the prospect,
instead vanishes (after warning Cat of a conspiracy against her)
into what Cat will later learn is the city Ys, drowned long ago
beneath the waves. Cat, framed by her superiors and betrayed
by 7708, flees, determined to clear her name and reclaim her
position. The scintillating narrative, sprinkled with black
humor, bulges with symbols and allusions to topics in science,
alchemy, magic, folklore, mythology, fantasy/science fiction,
and literature. Remarkably, all the major and most of the minor
characters are female, not to mention an alluringly innocent
protagonist. A few signs warn that Swanwick’s extraordinary
inventiveness may be running down, with recycled characters
and scenarios and too-frequent passages where descriptions
lapse into itemized recitations, like laundry lists. Still, these are
minor blemishes in what is primarily another bravura performance, with a surprise ending that, after a moment’s reflection,
isn’t so surprising after all.
Discworld meets Faust. They do not like each other.
Philip Pullman picks up the pieces.

THE CHESTNUT MAN

Sveistrup, Søren
Trans. by Wright, Caroline
Harper/HarperCollins (528 pp.)
$28.99 | Sep. 3, 2019
978-0-06-289536-3
In a debut novel by the creator of the
television show The Killing, a serial killer
in Copenhagen targets young mothers as
part of a complex scheme that seems to
have ties to the apparent murder of government minister Rosa Hartung’s 12-year-old daughter, Kristine,
a year ago.
The homicidal Chestnut Man, named after the chestnut
and matchstick dolls he leaves behind, is a grisly operator who
amputates the hands of the women he abducts while they’re still
alive. A pair of mismatched investigators are reluctantly on the
case: Naia Thulin, a local cop who, tired of what she thinks of
as “tedious” assignments with Major Crimes, eyes a promotion
to the cybercrime unit, and Mark Hess, a disheveled Europol
agent on temporary leave from the Hague to serve “penance
for some blunder or other.” The big complicating factor is the
absence of proof that Kristine, who disappeared, is dead; when
her fingerprints turn up on the chestnut dolls, hopes stir that
she is, in fact, alive. It takes a little time for the novel to set itself
apart from other such thrillers. What are the chestnut dolls if
not an imitation of the diabolical snowmen in Jo Nesbø’s The
Snowman? But with its densely layered plot, chilling settings,
and multiple suspects with murderous grudges, Sveistrup’s epic
rises above any such comparisons. This is a page-turner that will
make you hesitate before turning the page, so unnerving is the
violence. One of the best and scariest crime novels of the year, it
adds to its rewards by promising us at least one sequel.
A tantalizing, un-put-down-able novel by an instant
master of the form.

WOMEN TALKING

Toews, Miriam
Bloomsbury (240 pp.)
$24.00 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-63557-258-2

An exquisite critique of patriarchal
culture from the author of All My Puny
Sorrows (2014).
The Molotschna Colony is a fundamentalist Mennonite community in
South America. For a period of years,
almost all the women and girls have awakened to find themselves bloodied and bruised, with no memories of what might
44
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In her depictions of her characters and their worlds,
Tokarczuk has created something entirely new.
drive your plow over the bones of the dead
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have happened in the night. At first, they assumed that, in their
weakness, they were attracting demons to their beds. Then they
learn that, in fact, they have been drugged and raped repeatedly by men of the colony. It’s only when one woman, Salome,
attacks the accused that outside authorities are called—for the
men’s protection. While the rest of the men are away in the city,
arranging for bail, a group of women gather to decide how they
will live after this monstrous betrayal. The title means what it
says: This novel is an account of two days of discussion, and it is
riveting and revelatory. The cast of characters is small, confined
to two families, but it includes teenage girls and grandmothers
and an assortment of women in between. The youngest form
an almost indistinguishable dyad, but the others emerge from
the formlessness their culture tries to enforce through behavior, dress, and hairstyle as real and vividly compelling characters.
Shocked by the abuse they have endured at the hands of the
men to whom they are supposed to entrust not only their bodies, but also their souls, these women embark on a conversation
that encompasses all the big questions of Christian theology
and Western philosophy—a ladies-only Council of Nicea, Plato’s Symposium with instant coffee instead of wine. This surely
is not the first time that these women are thinking for themselves, but it might be the first time they are questioning the
male-dominated system that endangered them and their children, and it is clearly the first time they are working through
the practical ramifications of what they know and what they
truly believe. It’s true that the narrator is a man, but that’s of
necessity. These women are illiterate and therefore incapable
of recording their thoughts without his sympathetic assistance.
Stunningly original and altogether arresting.

middle gr a de

that come to mind of their own accord the first time I see a
Person”—hence “Oddball” and “Big Foot.” Janina spends much
of her time studying astrology and, on Fridays, translating passages of Blake with former pupil Dizzy, who comes to visit. But
after Big Foot dies, other bodies start turning up, and Janina
and her neighbors are drawn further and further into the mystery of their deaths. Some of the newly dead were involved in
illegal activities, but Janina is convinced that “Animals” (she
favors a Blakean style of capitalization) are responsible. Tokarczuk’s novel is a riot of quirkiness and eccentricity, and the mood
of the book, which shifts from droll humor to melancholy to
gentle vulnerability, is unclassifiable—and just right. Tokarczuk’s mercurial prose seems capable of just about anything. Like
the prizewinning Flights, this novel resists the easy conventions
of the contemporary work of fiction.
In her depictions of her characters and their worlds—
both internal and external—Tokarczuk has created something entirely new.

THE REMAINDER

Trabucco Zerán , Alia
Trans. by Hughes, Sophie
Coffee House (224 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Aug. 6, 2019
978-1-56689-550-7

DRIVE YOUR PLOW
OVER THE BONES
OF THE DEAD

Tokarczuk, Olga
Trans. by Lloyd-Jones, Antonia
Riverhead (288 pp.)
$27.00 | Aug. 13, 2019
978-0-525-54133-2
A series of deaths mystifies a small
Polish village.
When her neighbor Big Foot turns
up dead one night, Janina Duszejko and another neighbor, Oddball, rush to his house to lay out the body and properly dress
him. They’re having trouble getting hold of the police, and, as
Oddball points out, “He’ll be stiff as a board before they get
here.” Janina and Oddball—and Big Foot, up till now—live
in an out-of-the-way Polish village on the Czech border. It’s
rural, and remote, and most of the other inhabitants are parttime city-dwellers who only show up in the summer, when the
weather is more temperate. Janina narrates Tokarczuk’s (Flights,
2018) latest creation to appear in English. But she wouldn’t like
to hear herself referred to by that name, which she thinks is
“scandalously wrong and unfair.” In fact, she explains, “I try my
best never to use first names and surnames, but prefer epithets
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First novel by a Chilean literary
scholar who serves up a centrifugal story
of death, history, and mathematics.
Felipe Arrabal, a young man living in
Santiago, and his friend Iquela have an
unusual ability: They can see the dead, legions of whom are to
be found in what he describes as “the strangest of places: lying
at bus stops, on curbs, in parks, hanging from bridges and traffic
lights, floating down the Mapocho.” The dead are everywhere,
and Felipe uses “apocalyptic maths” to try to account for them
all, millions on millions, their number added to dramatically by
the murderous military government of Pinochet and company.
Iquela’s heart goes aflutter when she meets Paloma, an ever so
cool young woman who has come to Santiago from Berlin; she
smokes, has blonde hair, looks tough, and knows the ways of
the world. Paloma is so mysterious that a cop wonders whether
to bust her for smoking underage “or let her do as she pleased.”
Clearly Paloma does what she pleases most of the time, raised,
like Iquela, in a home that has deep, hidden roots in the antiPinochet resistance movement. “We were so young,” laments
Iquela’s mother, looking back on the day she met Paloma’s mom,
who, alas, has died—and now her body has gone missing somewhere on the other side of the Andes. She might be anywhere,
Iquela observes: in an airplane hangar, in a morgue, back home
in Berlin, or “locked inside the photograph hanging on the wall
of my mother’s dining room.” Clueless, the three go on a winding journey in search of the wayward body, adding “an improvised inventory of corpses” to Felipe’s endless calculations. The
story is told matter-of-factly, with a few hints of magical realism
layered in, especially as it draws to a close: They might be angels
45

or Valkyries, perhaps ghosts themselves, but whatever they are,
they’re memorable companions on a strange trip.
Thanatofiction at its best and a debut that leaves the
reader wanting more.

Virgin Islands. The Ynaa are decidedly a mixed bag, as aliens go:
They don’t intend to conquer, just to stay for a while to do some
unspecified research. In return, they give humans advances in
medicine and other technology. The downside is that the Ynaa,
who nearly appear to be human but are far stronger, live by a
code of survival above all things and return any violence or even
perceived violence done to them with more excessive violence,
which the governments of the world decline to pursue legally.
Five years after the landing, many islanders are unhappy about
the occasional dog ripped in half and young man’s neck snapped.
Moreover, the Ynaa are being less than forthcoming: The Ynaa
ambassador, Mera, has been here far longer than most humans
know. But that time has done more to damage her relationship
with the Ynaa than with humanity; her intimate contacts with
humans and the brutality she witnessed centuries ago when she
posed as a slave have caused her to question both her people’s
way of life and their mysterious mission. Her struggle to reconcile her origins with her experiences and present circumstances is mirrored by several humans on the island—including
Shawn, the angry brother of a boy killed by the Ynaa; Patrice, a
young woman who went to the mainland U.S. for college but has
returned pregnant; her ex-boyfriend Derrick, dubbed a traitor
for his job working for Mera; and Derrick’s grandmother Henrietta who refuses a Ynaa treatment for her cancer. All of them
must come to their own conclusions, for good or for ill, as all
of Water Island moves toward a final, explosive confrontation.
A persuasively—almost musically—worded meditation
on colonialism and whether it’s really possible to return
home again.

TERRITORY OF LIGHT

Tsushima, Yuko
Trans. by Harcourt, Geraldine
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (192 pp.)
$23.00 | Feb. 12, 2019
978-0-374-27321-7
This lovely, melancholy novel painstakingly documents a year in one young
woman’s life.
A woman and her husband are looking for an apartment. It’s not for them to
share; her husband is leaving her but wants to find her a new
place because, he says, “I won’t be able to sleep at night knowing
you’re in some dump.” The nameless young woman, who narrates Tsushima’s (The Shooting Gallery, 1997) slim novel, eventually finds an apartment filled with light for herself and her
young daughter. That might sound like a good augury, but the
reality is more complicated. The novel’s 12 chapters—originally
published serially—document the narrator’s struggle to build
a new life. It’s not a one-way journey. This is mid-1970s Tokyo,
and divorce isn’t exactly common: The narrator finds herself
isolated from her old friends and determined not to ask her
mother for help. She makes mistakes—drinks to excess, loses
patience with her daughter, oversleeps, oversleeps again. The
subject matter is partially based on Tsushima’s own childhood:
Her father, the celebrated writer Osamu Dazai, committed suicide a year after she was born. She has returned to the subject in
several of her books, always with great sympathy and a nuanced
respect for her characters. Tsushima’s prose is achingly elegant,
well worth lingering over. But there’s also a quiet simplicity,
even banality, to her style and what she allows us to see of her
narrator’s life: domestic rituals like waking up, washing, shopping for groceries, cooking, and all the rest. Grace hovers above
the banal and the transcendent alike.
Each chapter is as elegant and self-contained as a pearl
or a perfectly articulated drop of water.

THE STRANGER INSIDE

Unger, Lisa
Park Row Books (384 pp.)
$26.99 | Sep. 17, 2019
978-0-7783-0872-0

This complex psychological thriller
digs deep into the layers of trauma that
linger long after a terrible crime.
This is the 17th novel by Unger
(Under My Skin, 2018, etc.), and it revisits
one of her frequent themes: the indelible
impact of violence on the survivors of crimes. The survivor at
its center is Rain Winter, who at age 12 was one of three friends
who became the victims of a monster. At first glance, Rain seems
to have overcome that nightmare. She’s happily married and
reveling in motherhood, although she vacillates between the
joy she finds in 1-year-old Lily and the tug of the job she left as
a hard-charging radio news producer. That tug increases when
she hears that a man whose murder trial she covered, a man
who was acquitted of killing his pregnant wife, has been found
dead—killed in just the same way his wife was. Rain was sure he
was guilty, so she feels some dark satisfaction, and her investigative instincts (and maybe something else) are aroused when
a dark web mole, tipster, and blogger tells her off the record
that there have been other, very similar revenge murders, and

THE LESSON

Turnbull, Cadwell
Blackstone (272 pp.)
$26.99 | Jun. 18, 2019
978-1-5385-8464-4
Sometimes the aliens don’t land in
New York or London.
In fact, the alien Ynaa ship that catalyzes the emotional landscape and drives
the action of this debut novel lands in the
harbor of Water Island, one of the U.S.
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ON EARTH WE’RE
BRIEFLY GORGEOUS

they might be the work of the same person. That wakes her own
worst memories: “There weren’t many people who remembered
Rain’s ugly history. It was big news once, but it had faded in the
bubbling morass of horrific crimes since then.” Its aftermath
included the children’s attacker being released from prison—
and murdered. Chapters describing Rain’s pursuit of the story
of a possible vengeful serial killer are intercut with chapters narrated by a mysterious person from her past, one who is closer to
her in the present than she knows. Unger skillfully peels back
the layers of Rain’s emotional scar tissue to expose the truth of
what happened in her childhood and the fear, rage, and guilt it
left behind, with a series of shocking consequences.
Surviving a crime is the beginning of the story, not the
end, in this astute, engrossing thriller.

Vuong, Ocean
Penguin Press (256 pp.)
$26.00 | Jun. 4, 2019
978-0-525-56202-3

FOREVER WOLF

Vale, Maria
Sourcebooks Casablanca (352 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Mar. 26, 2019
978-1-4926-6193-1

special issue: best books of 2019

A hardened werewolf must choose
between loyalty to her pack or saving the
life of a mysterious stranger in this hauntingly beautiful paranormal romance.
Varya Timursdottir is a Shielder for
the Great North Pack. She upholds the
laws and makes sure all the moving parts
are kept going, as she knows firsthand the damage that can
be done when a pack’s structure starts to crumble. She wasn’t
always a member of the Great North Pack. In fact, Varya is the
sole survivor of Pack Vrangelya after they were systemically
wiped out. Carrying both the emotional and physical scars of
the ordeal, she’s become icy, unmoving, and stern in her role as
Shielder and in her dedication to pack law. During a run, she
discovers Eyulf, an injured and unconscious man who smells like
home, her original home in the Arctic wild. Curious about the
man, Varya helps him in secret, but the pair begin to unravel
the secrets of Eyulf ’s existence. Enmeshed in pack politics,
shifting alliances, and threats from humans and Shifters, the
Great North Pack enters into an age of uncertainty and possibly war. Varya is torn between upholding her role in the pack
and giving in to the feelings stirred by the curious Eyulf. Vale’s
(A Wolf Apart, 2018, etc.) latest is lyrical and mesmerizing, the
written embodiment of the wild depth where the Great North
Pack resides. Each word is carefully selected, and the slightest
actions contain deeper meanings in a story that feels expertly
crafted in its subtle complexity. Though it’s a romance with a
bittersweet happily-ever-after that’s sure to bring out some
tears, the notion of what it means to belong and what Varya will
do to help heal her grief-stricken homesickness are rooted at
the center of it all.
Prepare to be rendered speechless.

middle gr a de

A young man writes a letter to his
illiterate mother in an attempt to make
sense of his traumatic beginnings.
When Little Dog is a child growing
up in Hartford, he is asked to make a
family tree. Where other children draw full green branches full
of relatives, Little Dog’s branches are bare, with just five names.
Born in Vietnam, Little Dog now lives with his abusive—and
abused—mother and his schizophrenic grandmother. The Vietnam War casts a long shadow on his life: His mother is the child
of an anonymous American soldier—his grandmother survived
as a sex worker during the conflict. Without siblings, without a
father, Little Dog’s loneliness is exacerbated by his otherness:
He is small, poor, Asian, and queer. Much of the novel recounts
his first love affair as a teen, with a “redneck” from the white
part of town, as he confesses to his mother how this doomed
relationship is akin to his violent childhood. In telling the stories of those who exist in the margins, Little Dog says, “I never
wanted to build a ‘body of work,’ but to preserve these, our bodies, breathing and unaccounted for, inside the work.” Vuong
has written one of the most lauded poetry debuts in recent
memory (Night Sky with Exit Wounds, 2016), and his first foray
into fiction is poetic in the deepest sense—not merely on the
level of language, but in its structure and its intelligence, moving associationally from memory to memory, quoting Barthes,
then rapper 50 Cent. The result is an uncategorizable hybrid of
what reads like memoir, bildungsroman, and book-length poem.
More important than labels, though, is the novel’s earnest and
open-hearted belief in the necessity of stories and language for
our survival.
A raw and incandescently written foray into fiction by
one of our most gifted poets.

THE LADY’S GUIDE TO
CELESTIAL MECHANICS

Waite, Olivia
Avon/HarperCollins (384 pp.)
3.99 e-book | Jun. 25, 2019
978-0-06-293178-8 e-book

The first in a series featuring romance
between women.
Lucy Muchelney’s father was a celebrated astronomer. No one knows
that she was responsible for much of
the math behind his most significant
work. Catherine Kenwick St. Day, Countess of Moth, traveled
the world to look at the stars with her husband, but his death
leaves her without a sense of purpose. When Catherine decides
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to fund the translation of a revolutionary new text by a French
scientist, these two women become accomplices—and much,
much more. The Regency novel was long one of romance’s most
rulebound subgenres. Waite is one of a number of authors who
are proving able to satisfy Regency’s demands while getting creative with some of its tropes, and the fact that this novel depicts
two women falling in love and developing an unabashedly satisfying sexual relationship is among the least of its delightful
surprises. Catherine, for example, is fully aware that the era in
which she lives offers less freedom to women than the Enlightenment period just past, and she recognizes that many of the
male scholars she knows are supported and assisted by their
wives. There’s a moment when Catherine realizes that Lucy
doesn’t have the right clothes for London, a moment in which
a seasoned Regency fan might expect a shopping spree. Instead,
Catherine realizes that buying gowns for Lucy might make
Lucy feel obligated to return her affections. The first time Lucy
kisses Catherine, she asks for—and receives—affirmative consent. The passion between these women is exciting, but their
thoughtfulness and kindness are just as satisfying. There are, of
course, some difficult moments in their relationship, but Waite
has chosen for the most part to let her heroines face real vicissitudes together instead of manufacturing melodrama.
Utterly charming and subtly subversive.

arc wobbles into backstory and tangent: Each page is a bustle of
small and large frames, sometimes telling several stories at once
in the way that things buzz around us all the time, demanding
notice. Joanne’s story is perhaps the best developed, but the
picked-on if aspirational Rusty (“I appear as a mortal, but…I
may not be…”), the dweeby Woody, the beleaguered Chalky, and
other players are seldom far from view.
An overstuffed, beguiling masterwork of visual storytelling from the George Herriman of his time.

WANDERERS

Wendig, Chuck
Del Rey (800 pp.)
$28.99 | Jul. 2, 2019
978-0-399-18210-5
What if the only way to save humanity was to lose almost everyone?
This was kind of inevitable: Wendig (Vultures, 2019, etc.) wrestles with a
magnum opus that grapples with culture,
science, faith, and our collective anxiety
while delivering an epic equal to Steven King’s The Stand (1978).
While it’s not advertised as an entry in Wendig’s horrifying
Future Proof universe that includes Zer0es (2015) and Invasive
(2016), it’s the spiritual next step in the author’s deconstruction
of not only our culture, but the awful things that we—humanity—are capable of delivering with our current technology and
terrible will. The setup is vividly cinematic: After a comet passes
near Earth, a sleeping sickness takes hold, causing victims to
start wandering in the same direction, barring those who spontaneously, um, explode. Simultaneously, a government-built,
wickedly terrifying AI called Black Swan tells its minders that a
disgraced scientist named Benji Ray might be the key to solving
the mystery illness. Wendig breaks out a huge cast that includes
Benji’s boss, Sadie Emeka; a rock star who’s a nod to King’s
Springsteen-esque Larry Underwood; a pair of sisters—one of
whom is part of the “herd” of sleepwalkers and one who identifies as a “shepherd” tending to the sick; and Matthew Bird, who
leads the faithful at God’s Light Church and who struggles with
a world in which technology itself can become either God or the
devil incarnate. Anyone who’s touched on Wendig’s oeuvre, let
alone his lively social media presence, knows he’s a full-voiced
political creature who’s less concerned with left and right than
the chasm between right and wrong, and that impulse is fully on
display here. Parsing the plot isn’t really critical—Wendig has
stretched his considerable talents beyond the hyperkinetic horror that is his wheelhouse to deliver a story about survival that’s
not just about you and me, but all of us, together.
Wendig is clearly wrestling with some of the demons of
our time, resulting in a story that is ambitious, bold, and
worthy of attention.

RUSTY BROWN

Ware, Chris
Illus. by the author
Pantheon (356 pp.)
$35.00 | Sep. 24, 2019
978-0-375-42432-8
Ware (Building Stories, 2012, etc.) fans
rejoice: The long-rumored and hinted-at adventures of Rusty
Brown finally come to the page after years in the making.
If Ware’s Jimmy Corrigan is indeed the smartest kid in the
world, Rusty Brown is perhaps among the least comfortable
inside his own skin: He lives a life of quiet desperation in a
snowy Midwestern suburb, obsessed with comic heroes such
as Supergirl, who he’s sure would melt away the snow with her
heat vision (“maybe she has problems shutting it off sometimes”); for his part, he wonders whether, in the quiet after a
snowfall, he might have developed superhearing. Rusty’s dad,
Woody, is no more content: A sci-fi escapist, he teaches English alongside an art teacher who just happens to be named Mr.
Ware but seems happy only when he’s smoking a cigarette and
drinking coffee in the teachers’ lounge even if Mr. Ware is given
to bewildering him there with talk of Lacan, Baudrillard, and
ennui. Joanne Cole, an African American third grade language
teacher, gently empathizes with her angst-y little charges while
nursing an impulse to learn how to play the banjo; it being the
civil rights era, the music store owner who sells her an instrument asks, without malice, “So how’d you get interested in the
banjo, anyway? Folk music? ‘Protest’ songs?” The lives of all
these characters and others intersect in curious and compelling
ways. As with Ware’s other works of graphic art, the narrative
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OVAL

Whitehead, Colson
Doubleday (224 pp.)
$24.95 | Jul. 16, 2019
978-0-385-53707-0

Wilk, Elvia
Soft Skull Press (352 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Jun. 4, 2019
978-1-59376-405-0
Deeply weird and unsettlingly hilarious, Wilk’s dystopian debut pushes the
grim absurdities of the present just a
little bit further, into a near future that’s
too plausible for comfort.
Anja and her boyfriend, Louis, live
together, inconveniently but rent-free, on the side of an (artificial) mountain in an experimental zero-waste eco-colony—
a welcome escape from Berlin’s skyrocketing rents. And yes,
their house doesn’t really work, exactly—though it monitors
them constantly, it is in a perpetual state of decay—and yes, it
is a project of Finster, the all-knowing corporation where Anja
works as a lab scientist. Or she did, until her division is suddenly shut down and she’s promoted to “Laboratory Knowledge Management Consultant,” where she’ll “do nothing for
more money.” (“That’s how companies run,” her mentor/exlover advises, brightly.) But when Louis, an American “artistconsultant” with a prestigious NGO gig, where it is his job
to produce exactly nothing with explicit applications—“his
creativity,” Wilk explains, “was both the means and the end”—
returns from his mother’s funeral, he’s changed somehow, in
ways that Anja cannot pinpoint. Instead of grieving, as she
imagines grief to be, he immerses himself in a new and secret
creative project: a drug called Oval that gets people high on
generosity. “Generosity is already in the brain, just waiting
to be unlocked,” Louis tells her. “It takes the tiniest change to
make giving feel better than taking.” It could be the solution
to inequality. After all, he says, “Capitalism—it’s in the brain.”
With Louis consumed by his project, and the eco-colony all
but condemned, Anja—who has developed a mysteriously
vicious rash— is left to navigate an increasingly sinister reality. If the novel sounds dangerously on-the-nose, it isn’t thanks
to Wilk’s off-kilter humor. But the book’s true surprise is its
startling emotional kick: If the circumstances are heightened
to extremes, the relationships—with their delicate dynamics—
are all too real.
Witty and alarming, a satire with (unexpected) heart.
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The acclaimed author of The Under
ground Railroad (2016) follows up with a
leaner, meaner saga of Deep South captivity set in the mid-20th century and
fraught with horrors more chilling for
being based on true-life atrocities.
Elwood Curtis is a law-abiding, teenage paragon of rectitude, an avid reader of encyclopedias and after-school worker
diligently overcoming hardships that come from being abandoned by his parents and growing up black and poor in segregated Tallahassee, Florida. It’s the early 1960s, and Elwood
can feel changes coming every time he listens to an LP of his
hero Martin Luther King Jr. sermonizing about breaking down
racial barriers. But while hitchhiking to his first day of classes
at a nearby black college, Elwood accepts a ride in what turns
out to be a stolen car and is sentenced to the Nickel Academy,
a juvenile reformatory that looks somewhat like the campus
he’d almost attended but turns out to be a monstrously racist
institution whose students, white and black alike, are brutally
beaten, sexually abused, and used by the school’s two-faced
officials to steal food and supplies. At first, Elwood thinks he
can work his way past the arbitrary punishments and sadistic
treatment (“I am stuck here, but I’ll make the best of it…and
I’ll make it brief ”). He befriends another black inmate, a streetwise kid he knows only as Turner, who has a different take on
withstanding Nickel: “The key to in here is the same as surviving out there—you got to see how people act, and then you got
to figure out how to get around them like an obstacle course.”
And if you defy them, Turner warns, you’ll get taken “out back”
and are never seen or heard from again. Both Elwood’s idealism and Turner’s cynicism entwine into an alliance that compels
drastic action—and a shared destiny. There’s something a tad
more melodramatic in this book’s conception (and resolution)
than one expects from Whitehead, giving it a drugstore-paperback glossiness that enhances its blunt-edged impact.
Inspired by disclosures of a real-life Florida reform
school’s long-standing corruption and abusive practices,
Whitehead’s novel displays its author’s facility with violent
imagery and his skill at weaving narrative strands into an
ingenious, if disquieting whole.
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SUPPER CLUB

IN WEST MILLS

Williams, Lara
Putnam (304 pp.)
$26.00 | Jul. 9, 2019
978-0-525-53958-2

Winslow, De’Shawn Charles
Bloomsbury (288 pp.)
$26.00 | Jun. 4, 2019
978-1-63557-340-4

Two young women launch a supper
club that lets its female-only members
embrace their appetites in British writer
Williams’ (A Selfie as Big as the Ritz, 2017)
delicious first novel.
Before Roberta meets Stevie, she is
disconnected, depressed, a person to whom life mostly happens,
and not always in a good way. Having left the cozy home she
shared with her mother for an urban university, she is disappointed to find herself not joyously liberated, as she had imagined she would be, but emotionally confined and isolated from
her peers. To kill time, satisfy a hunger for comfort, and buffer
herself from academic life and social interactions, she takes up
cooking, spending hours in the kitchen of her shared flat conjuring increasingly elaborate dishes and then eagerly devouring
them. Roberta lives furtively, apologetically, in time moving on
to a generally solitary job at a fashion website. It is there she
first encounters Stevie, an aspiring artist who is as free-spirited
as Roberta is inhibited, and with whom she forms an immediate bond. “I liked Stevie so much I felt embarrassed….It was
like falling in love,” Roberta muses as their friendship deepens, quickly transitioning into a roommate relationship with a
distinctly “matrimonial dynamic,” with Roberta delighting in
cooking for someone she cares about. Not long into their headover-heels friendship, the young women hatch an idea that
combines Roberta’s knack for cooking and Stevie’s artistic sensibilities and skill for forging social connections: They will form
“Supper Club,” an initiative to intermittently bring together
women in a bacchanalian celebration of appetite—for food, for
connection, for breaking boundaries and occupying space and
approaching life on their own terms, without asking permission
or offering apology. Eventually, however, in the midst of these
energetic enactments of emancipation, Roberta is compelled
to confront and contend with the difficulties in her past—especially those related to men who have disappointed and degraded
her—and decide where, for what, and with whom she stands.
Mixing together insights about food and friendship, hunger and
happiness, and the space women allot themselves in the world
today, Williams writes with warmth, wit, and wisdom, serving
up distinctive characters and a delectably unusual story.
Williams’ debut novel will satisfy your craving for terrific writing and leave you hungry for more from this talented writer.
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This tender, exuberant, and impressively crafted debut novel spans decades
of family upheaval and painful secrets
in telling the story of a freethinking
black woman in a tightly knit Carolina
community.
Someone as widely read and as fiercely committed to moonshine and serial relationships as Azalea “Knot” Centre would fit
snugly within the sophisticated confines of a major metropolis,
even in the early 1940s when this saga begins. But Knot lives
and teaches school in the rural hamlet of West Mills, North
Carolina, and is viewed by the locals as (at best) something of
a crank, a solitary eccentric gruffly determined to live life her
way. Knot is in her 20s when, the same month Pearl Harbor is
attacked, she discovers she’s pregnant by a man who’s left town
for the military. As determined as she is to go through this ordeal
on her own, especially given her estrangement from her family,
Knot is nonetheless besieged by the kindness of her neighbors
two doors down, the aptly named Otis Lee Loving and his wife,
Penelope (or “Pep,” as he calls her), who agree to find a local
couple to adopt the child. That’s the kind of man Otis Lee is,
somebody who arranges and fixes things for others, especially
those he’s closest to. And in Knot, Otis Lee finds a person who
needs his help whether she admits it or not. They forge a lifelong platonic bond that can’t be shaken even when Otis Lee has
to do the same thing all over again when Knot has another baby
by yet another man she’s not marrying. Through Winslow’s
evocative writing and expansive storytelling, the layers of Otis
Lee’s past life, as troubled and heartbreaking as Knot’s, peel
away to reveal how hard it has been for him to remain steadfast
and strong to those within and outside his immediate family.
And in the brave, hard-bitten, but deeply vulnerable Knot, Winslow has created a character as memorable and colorful as any
created by Knot’s favorite writer, Charles Dickens. Through
more than 40 years of ups and downs, Knot and Otis Lee’s story
makes you feel the enduring grace and potential redemption to
be found in even the unlikeliest of extended families.
Winslow’s heroine isn’t easy to like. But over time, she
reaches into your heart and touches it deeply. So does this
book.

|

With her delicate prose, arch tone, and mischievous storytelling,
Wunnicke proves herself a master of the form.
the fox and dr. shimamura

pictur e books

RED AT THE BONE

THE FOX AND DR.
SHIMAMURA

Woodson, Jacqueline
Riverhead (208 pp.)
$26.00 | Sep. 17, 2019
978-0-525-53527-0

Wunnicke, Christine
Trans. by Boehm, Philip
New Directions (160 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Apr. 30, 2019
978-0-8112-2624-0

Woodson sings a fresh song of Brooklyn, an aria to generations of an African
American family.
National Book Award winner Woodson (Harbor Me, 2018, etc.) returns to her
cherished Brooklyn, its “cardinals and
flowers and bright-colored cars. Little
girls with purple ribbons and old women with swollen ankles.”
For her latest coming-of-age story, Woodson opens in the voice
of Melody, waiting on the interior stairs of her grandparents’
brownstone. She’s 16, making her debut, a “ritual of marking
class and time and transition.” She insists that the assembled
musicians play Prince’s risqué “Darling Nikki” as she descends.
Melody jabs at her mother, Iris, saying “It’s Prince. And it’s
my ceremony and he’s a genius so why are we even still talking
about it? You already nixed the words. Let me at least have the
music.” Woodson famously nails the adolescent voice. But so,
too, she burnishes all her characters’ perspectives. Iris’ sexual
yearning for another girl at Oberlin College gives this novel
its title: “She felt red at the bone—like there was something
inside of her undone and bleeding.” By then, Iris had all but
abandoned toddler Melody and the toddler’s father, Aubrey, in
that ancestral brownstone to make her own way. In 21 lyrical
chapters, readers hear from both of Iris’ parents, who met at
Morehouse, and Aubrey’s mother, CathyMarie, who stretched
the margarine and grape jelly sandwiches to see him grown.
Woodson’s ear for music—whether Walt Whitman’s or A Tribe
Called Quest’s—is exhilarating, as is her eye for detail. Aubrey
and little Melody, holding hands, listen to an old man whose
“bottom dentures were loose in his mouth, moving in small circles as he spoke.” The novel itself circles elegantly back to its
beginning, Melody and Iris in 2001 for a brava finale, but not
before braiding the 1921 Race Massacre in Tulsa, Oklahoma, to
the fires of 9/11. The thread is held by Iris’ mother, Sabe, who
hangs on through her fatal illness “a little while longer. Until
Melody and Iris can figure each other out.”
In Woodson, at the height of her powers, readers hear
the blues: “beneath that joy, such a sadness.”
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An elusive little novel about medicine, memory, and fox possession
Dr. Shun’ichi Shimamura, a young
physician, is sent to the provinces to
treat the scores of young women who appear to be suffering
from fox possession. Shimamura, a bright, ambitious student,
is flummoxed by the assignment: Why give credence to a superstitious belief out of Japanese folklore? It’s summer, it’s hot out,
and all the young women turn out to have only “the most annoying diseases (dipsomania, cretinism, an ovarian abscess…).” But
then Shimamura comes to the last patient. As he examines her,
she begins to writhe and convulse; Shimamura can plainly see,
moving beneath her skin, a fox. German writer Wunnicke’s
(Missouri, 2010) second novel to appear in English is a marvel,
a wonder—and deeply strange. After his fox excursions, Dr.
Shimamura sets off to study in Europe. In Paris, he becomes
acquainted with Dr. Charcot and his dubious work on hypnosis and hysteria. When afflicted, Charcot’s female patients—he
parades them around in front of a lecture hall—bear a remarkable resemblance to the woman who’d been possessed by a fox.
Oddly, in the midst of all this, Shimamura’s memory seems to be
fading—particularly his memory of one crucial night with that
last fox-possessed patient. In any case he goes on to meet other
masters of early neurology and psychiatry (Freud and Breuer
each make an appearance) before returning home. Ultimately
Shimamura retires to a remote area where he waits for death.
It is from this standpoint—a few decades after his European
sojourn—that the rest of the novel is narrated. Shimamura is
cared for by his wife, his mother, his wife’s mother, and a housemaid—no one can remember whether the housemaid was once
a nurse or a patient herself. Gradually it emerges that Shimamura’s wife may be tampering with his memory, conducting little
experiments of her own. What is real and what isn’t? What is
superstition, what is medicine? Wunnicke’s sly novel offers a
great deal of mystery and humor but no hard answers.
With her delicate prose, arch tone, and mischievous
storytelling, Wunnicke proves herself a master of the form.
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HOW TO READ A BOOK
Alexander, Kwame
Illus. by Sweet, Melissa
Harper/HarperCollins (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 18, 2019
978-0-06-230781-1

A linguistic and visual feast awaits in
Alexander and Sweet’s debut collaboration.
If the mechanics of deciphering
words on a page is a well-covered topic, the orchestration of
finding magic between pages is an art emphasized but unexplained…until now. First things are first: “find a tree—a black
tupelo or dawn redwood will do—and plant yourself.” Once settled, take the book in hand and “dig your thumb at the bottom
of each juicy section and pop the words out…[then] // Squeeze
every morsel of each plump line until the last drop of magic /
drips from the infinite sky.” Reading, captured here in both content and form, is hailed as the unassailably individual, creative
act it is. The prosody and rhythm and multimodal sensuousness
of Alexander’s poetic text is made playfully material in Sweet’s
mixed-media collage-and-watercolor illustrations. Not only
does the book explain how to read, but it also demonstrates
the elegant and emotive chaos awaiting readers in an intricate
partnership of text and image. Despite the engaging physicality
of gatefolds and almost three-dimensional spreads, readers with
lower contrast sensitivity or readers less experienced at differentiating shapes and letters may initially find some of the more
complex collage spreads difficult to parse. Children depicted
are typically kraft-paper brown.
New readers will be eager to follow such unconventional instructions, and experienced readers will recognize
every single step. (Picture book. 4- 7)

THE UNDEFEATED
Alexander, Kwame
Illus. by Nelson, Kadir
Versify/HMH (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-328-78096-6

Past and present are quilted together
in this innovative overview of black Americans’ triumphs and
challenges in the United States.
Alexander’s poetry possesses a straightforward, sophisticated, steady rhythm that, paired with Nelson’s detail-oriented
oil paintings, carries readers through generations chronicling
“the unforgettable,” “the undeniable,” “the unflappable,” and
52
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“the righteous marching ones,” alongside “the unspeakable”
events that shape the history of black Americans. The illustrator layers images of black creators, martyrs, athletes, and neighbors onto blank white pages, patterns pages with the bodies of
slaves stolen and traded, and extends a memorial to victims of
police brutality like Sandra Bland and Michael Brown past the
very edges of a double-page spread. Each movement of Alexander’s poem is a tribute to the ingenuity and resilience of black
people in the U.S., with textual references to the writings of
Gwendolyn Brooks, Martin Luther King Jr., Langston Hughes,
and Malcolm X dotting stanzas in explicit recognition and
grateful admiration. The book ends with a glossary of the figures acknowledged in the book and an afterword by the author
that imprints the refrain “Black. Lives. Matter” into the collective soul of readers, encouraging them, like the cranes present
throughout the book, to “keep rising.”
An incredible connector text for young readers eager to
graduate to weighty conversations about our yesterday, our
now, and our tomorrow. (Picture book/poetry. 6-12)

B IS FOR BABY

Atinuke
Illus. by Brooksbank, Angela
Candlewick (40 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 12, 2019
978-1-5362-0166-6
A circular tale of family love with
visual rewards for sharp-eyed listeners.
In this story that looks like an alphabet book but focuses
exclusively on the letter B, a smiling woman, probably mama,
stands in a yard, holding Baby cheek-to-cheek, as another
woman chats with four children under the awning of a small
tin-roofed house in the background. Many visual details hint
at this book’s African (probably Nigerian) setting. After Mama
Beads Baby’s hair, Brother loads a Basket of Bananas onto his
Bicycle while bopping to the beat of what’s playing through
his headphones, oblivious to everything else—especially the
fact that Baby climbed into the Basket to have a Banana for
Breakfast. On the road, he passes a Baobab tree, Birds, a Butterfly, Baboons, a Bus brimming over with brown-skinned riders crossing a Bridge, and more sights—few of which Brother
notices. Nothing, however, escapes the keen eyes of Baby. Only
when Brother lifts the Bananas from the Bicycle rack does anyone discover the stowaway. A surprised Baba happily welcomes
both grandchildren, who join him for Biscuits and bottles of
something bubbly. Brooksbank effectively avoids stereotypes
while adding humor and cultural specificity to the story with
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Text and visuals work together beautifully to
generate excitement and confidence.
the king of kindergarten

WAIT, REST, PAUSE
Dormancy in Nature

THE KING
OF KINDERGARTEN

Barnes, Derrick
Illus. by Brantley-Newton, Vanessa
Nancy Paulsen Books (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Jul. 2, 2019
978-1-5247-4074-0
Newbery honoree Barnes (Crown,
illustrated by Gordon C. James, 2017) shows a black boy what to
expect on his first day as “king” of kindergarten.
A young boy greets the reader with a sweet smile. “The
|

THE IMPORTANT THING
ABOUT MARGARET
WISE BROWN

Barnett, Mac
Illus. by Jacoby, Sarah
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (48 pp.)
$17.99 | May 21, 2019
978-0-06-239344-9

special issue: best books of 2019

Plants and animals have many different ways to enter dormancy, using minimal energy when weather
extremes or seasonal changes require a pause.
Many books for young children address the concept of
hibernation, but Atkins develops the concept further, introducing the many different forms dormancy takes. Her simple, second-person text asks readers to imagine being a tree, ladybug,
Arctic ground squirrel, chickadee, or alligator in cold weather
or an earthworm in a drought. She describes the situation that
leads to a timeout, repeating the line, “You would pause,” then
tells what happens next: Leaves unfurl, ladybugs “wiggle awake,”
ground squirrels’ heartbeats “quicken,” chickadees fly, alligators
come out to sun themselves, and earthworms “moisten [their]
skin…and squirm.” She makes clear that this resting state may
last anywhere from a few hours to a season. Large, close-up photographs from various sources show the trees and animals and
the weather conditions that prompt these activities. Helpful
backmatter explains the different forms of dormancy, including
diapause, hibernation, torpor, brumation, and estivation, for
older readers. Here, the author gives further detail about dormancy in volcanoes as well as seeds and deciduous trees, and she
mentions that, contrary to popular knowledge, some scientists
use the word “torpor” to describe bears in winter. The attractive
design uses display type to highlight the action words.
A refreshingly original exploration of a physical process both common and important in the natural world.
(further reading, photo acknowledgments) (Informational
picture book. 4-9)

morning sun blares through your window like a million brass
trumpets. / It sits and shines behind your head—like a crown.”
The text continues in second person while the boy gets ready
for his first day—brushing “Ye Royal Chiclets,” dressing himself, eating breakfast with his mother and father before riding “a
big yellow carriage” to “a grand fortress.” The kind teacher and
the other children at his table are as eager to meet him as he is to
meet them. Important topics are covered in class (“shapes, the
alphabet, and the never-ending mystery of numbers”), but playing at recess and sharing with new friends at lunch are highlights
too, followed by rest time and music. The playful illustrations
use texture and shadow to great effect, with vibrant colors and
dynamic shapes and lines sustaining readers’ interest on every
page. Text and visuals work together beautifully to generate
excitement and confidence in children getting ready to enter
kindergarten. The little king’s smiling brown face is refreshing
and heartwarming. The other children and parents are a mix of
races; the teacher and staff are mostly brown.
Necessary nourishment, infectiously joyous. (Picture
book. 3-6)

middle gr a de

Atkins, Marcie Flinchum
Millbrook/Lerner (32 pp.)
$27.99 PLB | Sep. 3, 2019
978-1-5415-6192-2

pictur e books

her detailed and lively, colorful, mixed-media images. Safetyconscious caregivers may suck their teeth, but there’s no denying the joy in this book.
Atinuke has bottled the delightful energy of the Anna
Hibiscus books and poured it into this treat for younger
readers. (Picture book. 3-6)

The important thing about this
review is to say this picture book is great.
Here and now, we say to Barnett and Jacoby: We SEE what
you’ve done. You’ve paid tribute to a woman who changed picture books. Forever. You’ve acknowledged her queerness, telling
readers she fell in love “with a woman called Michael / and a man
called Pebble.” You’ve honored her words with references to
such titles as Goodnight Moon, The Runaway Bunny, The Little Fur
Family, and more. You’ve sat with her respect for child readers as
thinking, feeling, whole beings, and you’ve invited us, your readers, and hers, to do the same. You’ve framed her conflict with a
stuffy librarian as an epic, funny battle. Just like Brown’s texts,
yours is quirky, and sweet, experimental, funny, and at times
heartbreakingly gorgeous. And Jacoby channels Clement Hurd,
and Leonard Weisgard, and Garth Williams, and so many other
Brown collaborators—and yet? Jacoby remains herself. Just like
Margaret Wise Brown was herself, her whole life long. Or her
whole life short, really, right? Isn’t it a shame she died so young?
At 42—as you document in this picture-book biography, this
love letter to her life, and to her astonishing legacy to children’s
literature. Honestly? We don’t know what more to say. But we
guess we will say this: have a carrot. You’ve earned it. And so
much more. The important thing is that you wrote this picture
book—this picture book about Margaret Wise Brown.
A runaway success. (Picture book/biography. 5-adult)
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the picture-book magic of 2019
Leah Overstreet

Every year the ritual is the same. I
sit surrounded by precarious stacks of
picture books, going through starred
titles to select the best of the year. It
is at one and the same time exquisitely pleasurable (picture books!) and excruciating, because even if 75 sounds
like a lot, it isn’t, not when you consider the some 2,000 eligible titles we’ve
reviewed this year. Even when you
narrow that pool down to the 263 titles we’ve starred,
that’s still a lot of fabulous books I can’t include.
It. Is. So. Hard.
Picture books and their cousins, board books and
early readers, are the first books children encounter on
their paths to literacy. For far too many children, picture
books may be the closest they’ll come to fine art. Picture books need to delight both the children they are
for and the grown-ups who are reading them…over and
over and over and over. They need to build from the getgo a strong relationship between child and book, firmly
establishing for the child the truth that reading is one of
life’s keenest pleasures. They need to maintain a delicate
balance between picture and text, the one ever playing
off the other in a delicate narrative dance so the story
unfolds seamlessly, as a unitary whole. And they do all
of this while carefully, consciously inculcating in little
listeners the awareness that different sounds make different words, and that different words have different
meanings, and that those little collections of letters on
the page make those different words, and that when you
put all those words together you have a story.
A picture book, in other words, is magic.
And, wow, do the Best Picture Books of 2019 ever
deliver it.
They range in linguistic complexity from Mike
Wohnoutka’s six-word So Big!
(Bloomsbury, July 2), which
masterfully applies its minimalist, monosyllabic text to
evoke all the big feelings and
events that make up a little
bear’s first day at school, to Allan Wolf ’s poetic exploration
of astronomy in The Day the
Universe Exploded My Head (Candlewick, March 5), illustrated by Anna Raff, a text that confidently mixes scientific concepts and vocabulary with SAT–worthy words.
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In a concrete poem, a “Black Hole” tells readers that
“nearly instantaneously, this density became, in me, an
ever- / growing gravity, insatiable and greedy, with a never-ending/ need to draw entire galaxies, through a huge
and ruthless/ black galactic straw.”
The artistic styles on display dazzle. Illustrating Eloise Greenfield’s The Women Who Caught the Babies (Alazar,
Sept. 1), Daniel Minter applies pattern and form to depict the African American
midwives celebrated, broad
background strokes of the
brush evoking the waters of
the Middle Passage while
fluid lines link the women
across generations. Louie Chin lightly inflects his
cartoon style with a graffiti
aesthetic to help Chip the
Bodega Cat (POW!, Sept. 24)
tell its story of life in a bustling bodega; it’s the perfect
combination of friendliness
and urban grit for the subject. Isabelle Simler’s closeup illustrations of sleeping animals in Sweet Dreamers
(Eerdmans, March 26) are appropriately dominated by
somnolent greens, blues, grays—and touched with DayGlo orange, which should totally not work but, amazingly, does. And in Birdsong (Greystone Kids, Sept. 24), Julie
Flett applies her characteristically spare style to her story
of intergenerational friendship between a young Cree girl
and an older, brown-skinned artist neighbor; by paring
what she depicts down to the barest necessities, she lets
the emotions in the book range freely across the page.
And then there are
the stories. Bob Shea and
Zachariah OHora combine hilarity with compassion in Who Wet My Pants?
(Little, Brown, Sept. 17);
Jakob Kramer and K-Fai
Steele combine pasta and
revolution in Noodlephant
(Enchanted Lion, Jan. 29);
Uk-Bae Lee combines seasons, a family story, and geopolitics in When Spring Comes to the DMZ (Plough, March 1).
Like I said: magic. —V.S.
Vicky Smith is the children’s editor.
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Cao Wenxuan
Illus. by Yu Rong
Trans. by Yan Ding
Imprint (48 pp.)
$18.99 | May 7, 2019
978-1-250-31006-4

Carballido, José Luis & Pol, Diego
Illus. by Gigena, Florencia
Orchard/Scholastic (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 26, 2019
978-1-338-20739-2

Argentine scientists involved in the actual dig describe one
of modern paleontology’s most titanic discoveries.
“Excuse me,” says a Patagonian gaucho, stopping to view
a dinosaur exhibit on a visit to town. “I found a bone just like
that one on my ranch. But it’s much bigger than that one.” And
so it is, as investigating paleontologist José (lead author Carballido) demonstrates in a memorable, money-shot illustration by
Gigena, by lying down beside a 7-foot, 10-inch fossil femur—the
largest of over 180 bones to be excavated, carefully preserved,
hauled away from their remote site, and copied so that an exact
replica of the humongous new species, Patagotitan mayorum,
could be assembled. Running sidebar definitions and explanations of, for instance, how scientists can estimate a dinosaur’s
|

FREEDOM SOUP

Charles, Tami
Illus. by Alcántara, Jacqueline
Candlewick (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Dec. 10, 2019
978-0-7636-8977-3
A Haitian grandmother and granddaughter share a holiday, a family recipe,
and a story of freedom.
It’s New Year’s Day, and Belle and Ti Gran are sharing in the
annual tradition of making Freedom Soup. Though Belle jokes
that the dish is named because “It’s free,” Ti Gran informs her
that it is anything but. What follows is a breathless recounting
of family slave history before the Haitian rebellion, with Freedom Soup as the conduit between the historical past and present
day. Charles’ prose and Alcántara’s illustrations work perfectly
in tandem to re-create a Haiti that is heartbreakingly lush and
tropical. The mellow brown of the main characters’ skin contrasts with the darkness of their slave ancestors’, and the vibrant
blue waters and endless yellow sugarcane fields are both breathtaking and oppressive when viewed through this historical lens.
One particularly affecting double-page spread uses the sweep
of the fields to draw readers’ eyes up to the white slave-owning
family, to whom the soup is served by a girl young enough to be
Belle herself. This tale features characters for whom cooking is
an elaborate dance as well as family bonding, and the soup looks
so tempting readers will swear they smell it.
A stunning and necessary historical picture book.
(Picture book. 5- 9)
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TITANOSAUR
Discovering the World’s
Largest Dinosaur

body mass by measuring its arm and leg bones and what a single
fossil tooth can tell scientists about a dinosaur’s eating habits
enhance the third-person account, as does the mix of photos
and painted views of women and (mostly unshaven) men at
work in the field and lab. The story and pictures culminate in a
jaw-dropping double-page–spread portrait of the finished dino
model. “It’s the biggest dinosaur ever found,” concludes José’s
partner Diego (co-author Pol). “For now,” replies José.
Everyone who reads this case study in paleontology’s
methods and awesome rewards will want to grow up to be a
dinosaur scientist. (jacket poster) (Informational picture book.
6-9)

middle gr a de

In the spirit of Aesop, the 2016 Hans Christian Andersen
winner weaves an animal fable set in the grasslands.
Seven creatures are desperate for relief from the sweltering
sun. After they argue and vie for a spot under the single tree,
the elephant muscles his way underneath. The sight of the giant
trying to cool off under several tiny leaves is so hilarious the animals burst into laughter. Their attention is diverted by the sight
of a child walking by in his father’s shadow. In a brilliant design
feature, the next six pages are cut to gradually increase in width,
moving from 3 ½ inches to 10 inches, as each creature, starting with the lynx, crosses the gutter to offer shade to smaller
beings. Yu cleverly contrasts a lineup of wilting figures rendered
in pencil on the verso with smiling, colorful, cut-paper versions
on subsequent rectos. Before the page turns, viewers can spot
a silhouetted portion of the next animal’s shadow, setting up
a guessing game. Ultimately, a natural solution offers coolness
for all. Touches of internal rhyme, alliteration, foreshadowing,
and descriptive specificity elevate the telling: “Hens doze in the
dusty shade of haystacks, and the melon farmer fans himself,
under a canopy.” As in fables of yesteryear, Cao holds a mirror to
selfishness as well as to an individual’s ability to transcend that
tendency.
Children will return often to enjoy the interactive
opportunities and the harmony that prevails. (Picture book.
3-6)
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SUMMER

BODEGA CAT

Chin, Louie
Illus. by the author
POW! (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 24, 2019
978-1-57687-932-0
A spunky bodega-dwelling kitty
describes the ins and outs of a bustling neighborhood market.
Life for Chip the bodega cat is full of interesting new
friends, great food, hard work, and a lot of fun. A bodega, Chip
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A crucial, insightful, and timely light shone
on a sensitive, highly relevant subject.
my shoes and i / mis zapatos y yo

explains, is a “store that sells a little bit of everything you could
need!” From tasty snacks to laundry detergent, the bodega
has you covered 24 hours a day. The feline narrator details the
rhythm of the day, which includes working diligently through
the early-morning deliveries, the busy breakfast rush, the lunch
crowd, and the lively after-school hours. Chip helps out around
the store, at least in theory, by counting up inventory and lending a paw at the cash register. Of course, the friendly feline is
never too busy for a round of hide-and-seek with its many “adoring fans,” the neighborhood kids. Characters depicted in the
book represent many cultures and ethnicities, including Chip’s
Latinx human family, headed by Papi, who’s from the Dominican
Republic. Chin’s vibrant illustrations are touched with a graffitiartist vibe and bring the world of the bodega to life with engaging
full-color spreads. Details will feel perfectly executed to those
familiar with bodegas already and will quickly transport those
who haven’t yet had the pleasure. Readers’ mouths will water at
the delicious-looking food prepared in the bodega’s kitchen.
This cute cat seamlessly works an education on bodegas
into a playful story. (Picture book. 6-10)

SURVIVAL

Claybourne, Anna
Illus. by McNaught, Louise
Running Press Kids (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Sep. 17, 2019
978-0-7624-9637-2
Twenty endangered species from
around the world are highlighted in this picture book allied with
the African wildlife charity Tusk.
Despite the spare title and black endpapers, it’s not all doom
and gloom in this large, square, gorgeously illustrated picture
book. This effect is accomplished by matching McNaught’s
stunning illustrations with Claybourne’s concise text—a combination that delivers both visual and textual information, leaving readers feeling knowledgeable and empowered. The book’s
appealing and effective design presents double-page spreads
with a full-page illustration on the recto and text on the verso.
The illustration shows a finely wrought portrait of the animal or
insect emerging from a bright, solid-colored background even as
areas of background color fill in as negative space within the portrait—a technique that brilliantly underscores the evanescence
of the species. Upward drips of paint visually connect the animal/
insect to the greater world at large. The verso presents a silhouette of the world with icons pegging the areas the species inhabits and concisely relates its Latin name, status, population, size,
habitat, and location. Below, further paragraphs tell readers why
the animal or insect has declined in population (always human
activity). But hearteningly, each section ends with the conservation efforts now being undertaken. The final page, “How You
Can Help,” sets black text against a bright, visually optimistic
yellow background and lists accessible activities readers can participate in to promote conservation.
Informative, empowering, and gorgeous. (Informational
picture book. 4-12)
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MY SHOES AND I / MIS
ZAPATOS Y YO
Crossing Three Borders
/ cruzando tres fronteras
Colato Laínez, René
Illus. by Vanden Broeck, Fabricio
Piñata Books/Arté Público (32 pp.)
$17.95 | May 31, 2019
978-1-55885-884-8

A pair of shoes serves as the constant
in a grueling trek across three borders.
Young René and Papá together begin a northbound journey,
by foot and bus, away from their native El Salvador. As they cross
into Guatemala, then Mexico, and finally the United States, the
story repeats a chorus of “Uno, dos, tres,” representing the number of borders they must cross. It is uncertain whether the fatherson team is crossing these borders with required documentation
until they are waist-deep in a rushing river before joining Mamá
on the other side. If there’s a moment when readers realize the
perils of their journey, it’s here. Nevertheless, Colato Laínez
handles the narration gently. Framing the narrative deliberately
and at the center of Vanden Broeck’s illustrations are René’s
shoes, often depicted from low angles or bird’s-eye views. Brushstroked spreads depicting various landscapes—lush, green
scenes, muddy trails, mountains, cities, the river—are reminiscent of Central American artwork often depicted on murals,
souvenir trinkets, or postcards. Not until the last spread does
Vanden Broeck finally unveil René’s smiling face in its entirety.
The bilingual narrative is told in short sentences and enlivened
with repetition, running metaphors, and sound effects, easily
engaging readers.
Inspired by the author’s own story, this tale of a young
boy’s arduous escape serves as a crucial, insightful, and
timely light shone on a sensitive, highly relevant subject.
(author’s note) (Bilingual picture book. 6-10)

RIVER

Cooper, Elisha
Illus. by the author
Orchard/Scholastic (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Oct. 1, 2019
978-1-338-31226-3
A woman travels the length of the
Hudson River by canoe in Cooper’s (Train,
2013) latest, a 12-inch-square picture book.
“Morning, a mountain lake. A traveler, a canoe.” Cooper’s
text is spare in style yet detailed and lengthy: Paragraphs on each
spread compete with pencil-and-watercolor illustrations that
alternate among double-page panoramic landscapes of impressive views, smaller scenes against white space, and miniature
vignettes of the faceless traveler in motion. The 300-mile solo
journey itself begins with a question: “Can she do this?” A rock
rises out of the water—no, “a moose.” There are rapids to brave,
thunder, cold, a bear cub to avoid, a dam around which to portage
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Cyrus, Kurt
Illus. by the author
HMH Books (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Nov. 26, 2019
978-1-328-90408-9
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Three young builders repair a rundown clock housed in a wooden tower.
The rickety wooden tower stands
alone, paint peeling, stairs broken. The
gears in the clock have rusted; most of the numbers have fallen
off. Three determined young people clad in overalls and toting tools arrive to restore it. Two present as male—one tall,
thin, and black, the other shorter and white. The lone girl has
straight, dark hair cut in a short bob and olive skin. The rhyming text has an appealingly singsong nursery-rhyme cadence
as it chronicles their arrival, the work they do, and the host of
small animals that have made the clock tower their home. It
also offers opportunities for interaction by describing details

«
«
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«
«
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(such vocabulary is made clear in context), and many more challenges to face. There are also the peaceful joys of “paddling,
sketching, eating, camping, paddling again,” friendly faces at
stops along the way, and the assurance that “she is strong, and
she knows what she’s doing.” The myriad details about the journey will interest slightly older, outdoorsy children interested in
adventure and travel. At the conclusion of this beautiful book,
when the water-weary traveler ends her journey in the arms of
her loved ones, ready to turn her sketches and words into paintings and a story, readers will feel they have traveled a journey
themselves, and they just may wonder if they would ever have
the strength, endurance, bravery and know-how to undertake
such an endeavor themselves.
Expansive content impressively and beautifully presented. (author’s note, note on the Hudson River, sources,
further reading, map) (Picture book. 6-12)
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in ways that encourage children to observe closely and to count.
Variations in the style, size, and color of the typeset add emphasis and visual interest and contribute to the playful feel. Crisp,
colorful illustrations enhance and extend the text. In addition to
depicting the action and individuals described (down to the last
of 20 mice who race to escape the demolition), they reveal subtle
patterns in the trees, shrubs, and clouds and the details of the
clock face and its gears.
With lots to look at and a pleasing rhythm, this energetic repair project ticks along very nicely indeed. (Picture
book. 4-8)

ANGRYMAN

Dahle, Gro
Illus. by Nyhus, Svein
Trans. by Chace, Tara
NorthSouth (48 pp.)
$17.95 | Mar. 5, 2019
978-0-7358-4340-0
As with many Norwegian imports,
this one—an exploration of domestic violence—packs an emotional wallop.
At first, Daddy is “cheerful as a bag of lemon drops.” After
a sudden, apparently unprovoked mood change, his voice “gets
padlocks,” and a closed door behind the voice hides a dark cellar where “someone is waiting.” Little Boj’s fear is palpable; the
third-person narration describes his attempts to be quiet and
good, to silently plead with Daddy not to let “Angryman” out.
The enraged father outgrows the page, his monstrous body filling with fiery strokes of color as he lifts the mother while the
boy cowers in the corner of the mixed-media compositions.
Boj’s desperate feelings overtake instructions to be silent, and
help comes from a caring neighbor. Father, mother, and son have
straight, dark hair and creamy skin that darkens or reddens as
emotions play out. The text and images combine in surreal fashion what is actually happening with what the son is feeling/imagining—an effective strategy to maximize impact while avoiding
displays of physical contact. While the number of sentences and
pages are longer than in most American picture books, the story
conveys the complexity of the protagonist’s exterior and interior worlds, realistically capturing the perception of time and
repeated refrains that accompany fear.
Not for the timid, this may be most appreciated as bibliotherapy, its powerful saga signaling to hurting readers
that they are not alone—and that asking for help can bring
relief. (Picture book. 7-11)
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PAWS + EDWARD

Dekko, Espen
Illus. by Johnsen, Mari Kanstad
Kids Can (40 pp.)
$16.99 | May 7, 2019
978-1-5253-0135-3
This picture book, a Canadian import
originally published in Norway, tells the
story of Paws, a dog, and Edward, a child,
who have shared a good life together.
Paws is old and prefers to spend his days sleeping and dreaming, mostly about rabbits, while Edward, his beloved human,
cuddles close and reads books. When Edward invites Paws for
a walk, Paws goes because, he thinks, “Edward could use some
fresh air.” The two are inseparable until the inevitable occurs and
Paws falls into a sleep “without dreams.” Edward is so, so sad,
but when he finally falls asleep (in the park, on the bench Paws
used to lie on) he dreams—of Paws, tail wagging, happy—and
readers will be uplifted, understanding that Edward’s love for
Paws cannot be erased by death. Johnsen’s warmly hued illustrations give Paws such a large presence that he often spills out
over the boundaries of the page—a visual manifestation of the
story’s theme of love unconstrained by the boundary of death.
Each illustration is a full-bleed double-page spread, a choice that
emphasizes expansiveness. Edward’s skin is shown as a different
shade on each page, a device that allows Edward to approach
universality while visually highlighting, once again, the theme of
limitlessness.
A truly brilliant contribution to the genre and a must for
any child who has lost a beloved pet. (Picture book. 4-8)

WHEN SADNESS IS
AT YOUR DOOR
Eland, Eva
Illus. by the author
Random House (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 29, 2019
978-0-525-70718-9

Many books for young readers tackle
terrible tantrums, but few address sadness that surfaces perhaps
for no reason at all; this gives that muted malaise a shape, an
identity, and love.
A child tentatively opens the door and finds Sadness, a towering, amorphous, pale teal figure, waiting on the other side. It
has arm and leg stumps but no neck or waist. Text set in a type
that emulates handwriting tells children what they already know:
“Sometimes Sadness arrives unexpectedly.” The playful interplay
between the literal and the figurative makes engaging a tough
topic pleasurable. In casting melancholy not as an enemy but
as a sometime companion, this powerful picture book inspires
empathy and action. The hand-drawn illustrations’ extremely
limited, three-color palette (a washed-out blue for Sadness’
ghostly, blobby body, subdued circles of pink on the child’s
cheeks, and chocolate brown for the lines that etch their world)
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Engle’s free verse whirls and twirls while López’s vivid, colorful
artwork elevates this story to heavenly heights.
dancing hands

Engle, Margarita
Illus. by López, Rafael
Atheneum (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 27, 2019
978-1-4814-8740-5

|

Flett, Julie
Illus. by the author
Greystone Kids (48 pp.)
$17.95 | Sep. 24, 2019
978-1-77164-473-0
A young girl misses her urban home
by the sea but soon discovers an unlikely friend who helps her
to adjust.
After Katherena and her mom settle into their new rural
home, Katherena visits the neighboring house and meets aging
neighbor Agnes, an artist who works in clay. The seasons flow
one into another. Katherena draws what she sees and grows ever
closer to Agnes. Agnes tells Katherena about her art and about
rural life; Katherena shares Cree words with Agnes. By the time
it is fall, she’s helping Agnes in her garden. However, by winter,
Agnes has become too weak to be outside much. Katherena and
her mother make a salmon stew that Katherena takes over for
Agnes and her daughter to enjoy. When spring returns again,
Agnes continues to weaken, but Katherena has a plan to help
her friend enjoy spring without going outside. Flett’s simple
story explores the difficulties of moving but also shows young
readers how new friends can sometimes ease them; that this
friendship is an intergenerational one between fellow artists is
an especially sweet touch. Flett (Cree/Métis) employs her characteristically minimalist style, placing Katherena against flat
expanses of greensward that changes with the seasons, birds
wheeling above in silhouette. Katherena and her mom both
have brown skin and straight, black hair; Agnes has brown skin
as well, but she does not speak Cree.
Emotionally stunning. (Picture book. 5-8)

special issue: best books of 2019

Venezuelan pianist Teresa Carreño performs for President
Abraham Lincoln amid a raging Civil War in Engle and López’s
portrait of an artist.
Thanks to parental encouragement, Teresita learned about
“all the beautiful / dark and light keys / of a piano” at an early
age. By the age of 6, she composed original songs. Revolución
in Venezuela soon drove an 8-year-old Teresa and her family to
sail across the stormy sea to the United States, but the Carreño
family arrived only to find another violent conflict—“the horrible Civil War”—in their adopted country. Despite the initial
alienation that comes from being in an unfamiliar country, Teresita continued to improve and play “graceful waltzes and sonatas, / booming symphonies, and lively folk songs.” The Piano
Girl’s reputation spread far, eventually garnering the attention
of Lincoln, who invited the 10-year-old to perform at the White
House! Yet the Civil War festered on, tormenting Teresita, who
wished to alleviate the president’s burdens for at least one night.
“How could music soothe / so much trouble?” Half biographical
sketch, half wide-eyed tribute, Engle and López’s collaboration
endearingly builds to Teresa’s fateful meeting with Lincoln like
a gravitational pull, with bursts of compassion and admiration
for both artist and public servant. Engle’s free verse whirls and
twirls, playful and vivacious, while López’s vivid, colorful artwork elevates this story to heavenly heights.
Like a concerto for the heart. (historical note) (Informa
tional picture book. 4-6)

BIRDSONG
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DANCING HANDS
How Teresa Carreño
Played the Piano for
President Lincoln
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similarly channels depression in its constriction of color. The
ungendered, light-skinned child trudges alongside Sadness with
slumped shoulders as they enact the sound, practical coping tactics introduced by the narrative voice. “Try not to be afraid of
Sadness. Give it a name.…Find something that you both enjoy,
like drawing.” Front endpapers show depressed people ignoring
their sadnesses, while back endpapers show these same characters interacting with them and feeling better.
Children will feel better, too, knowing they have a helpful, honest, and empathetic picture book ready for the next
time Sadness shows up for a visit. (Picture book. 4-10)

LITTLE DOCTOR AND
THE FEARLESS BEAST
Gilmore, Sophie
Illus. by the author
Owlkids Books (32 pp.)
$17.95 | Mar. 15, 2019
978-1-77147-344-6

A young girl must figure out a way to
help a sharp-toothed and fearsome creature many times her size.
Crocodiles come from all over the
jungle to see the child they call Little Doctor, who attends to
a variety of ailments: splinters, sprains, and self-esteem issues.
In return for her ministrations they regale the girl with stories
of adventure and fearless beasts. Then an enormous crocodile
known as Big Mean appears at the girl’s door, and it takes some
patience and an accidental trip inside Big Mean’s jaws to diagnose the problem. Little Doctor frees four hatchlings (carried
gently inside Big Mean’s mouth) tangled and trapped by a plastic beverage yoke. Gilmore’s crocodiles, both large and small,
are reptilian and sly, even dangerous-looking, accentuating
the child’s devotion to these far-from-cuddly creatures. The
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AUTHOR SP OTLIGHT

Ka t h e r e n a V e r m e t t e
Katherena Vermette’s work has
always been a synthesis of the various aspects of her identity as a poet,
writer, activist, and educator. In The
Girl and the Wolf (Theytus Books,
Feb. 5), Vermette offers an extended
exploration of the Indigenous mythology and folklore she set out to
introduce to young readers in a series of picture books called the Sev-

en Teachings Stories.
Vermette says she has always been fascinated by the
story of “Little Red Riding Hood”—and how at odds it
was with the teachings of her own Métis people. “Indigenous teachings,” she explains, “have a very different take
on the wolf and what it does.” Rather than something
threatening and dangerous, wolves, like many other animals in these traditional stories, are helpful and wise creatures. “I liked the idea of offering a kind of Indigenous version of ‘Little Red Riding Hood,’ ” she says.
The Girl and the Wolf is beautifully illustrated by
Cree-Métis artist Julie Flett. (Flett’s own picture book,
Birdsong, is also on our Best Books of 2019 list—see
page 59.) A young girl gets lost in
the woods just as night is beginning to fall. When she sees a wolf
approach, the girl, like the reader, is
struck with a pang of fear. But the
animal tries to help, not eat, her.
His advice: “Take a deep breath.”
You know the answers to your questions, he tells her—how to get back
Katherena
to camp, what berries are safe to
Vermette
eat, what water is fresh to drink—
you just need to calm down and listen to yourself.
That message comes from Vermette’s own experience as a kindergarten teacher. “So many kids, young
kids, have so much anxiety,” she says. “So much of my
work as a teacher was helping kids calm down and trust
themselves.”
Vermette is part of a wider movement to reclaim Indigenous practices and relearn teachings as a way to ensure
her own daughters have a greater understanding of their
culture than she did. “I want Indigenous readers to see
themselves in these stories,” she says, “and I want every
child to have something here to connect to.” —J.F.

girl is light-skinned, slim, determined, and serious. Her house
in the jungle is filled with crocodile-themed art, including diagrams of the crocodilian life cycle and anatomy, and tools of the
doctor’s trade—clipboards, a reflex hammer. The art is angular
and detailed, with fine lines and subtle colors. The use of the
word “fearless” instead of “fearsome” to describe the crocodiles
emphasizes the courage it takes both humans and wild creatures to trust. Big Mean repays with a tale of “great daring and
determination”—a story about the Little Doctor herself.
A rousing, toothy adventure. (Picture book. 4- 7)

RED HOUSE, TREE
HOUSE, LITTLE BITTY
BROWN MOUSE
Godwin, Jane
Illus. by Gómez, Blanca
Dial (40 pp.)
$16.99 | Aug. 27, 2019
978-0-525-55381-6

Preschoolers can follow a little brown
mouse on its traveling adventures in this engaging color concept
book.
As the book starts, a little mouse can be seen packing up her
equally itty-bitty suitcase. Rhyming text with a wonderful readaloud rhythm introduces readers to the little mouse’s street:
“Red house / Blue house / Green house / Tree house! / See the tiny
mouse / in her little brown house?” Clean-lined, colorful illustrations in Gómez’s signature style lead readers along: into a flowerfilled garden; on a ride on a red city bus; in a potted windowsill
plant attended by a child; on the curb where a group of people
wait to cross a street; in an underwater scene with “one gigantic
whale!”; and on a jolly ride that employs a string of vehicles. The
little mouse is not mentioned again, making it easy for readers
to forget it as they get caught up in the myriad delightful details
of each illustration. No problem there. The book ends with “and
did you spot that mouse?” This should send children back to the
beginning, this time in earnest search of the little mouse and her
itty-bitty suitcase. Should children need further enticement to
read the book again, travel patches on the endpapers invite readers to match them to the relevant part in the story. The people
depicted are diverse both racially as well as in physical ability.
Delightful and engaging. (Picture book. 3-5)

James Feder is a New York-born, Scottish-educated writer based
in Tel Aviv.
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Greenfield, Eloise
Illus. by Minter, Daniel
Alazar Press (32 pp.)
$17.95 | Sep. 1, 2019
978-0-9977720-7-4

Guest, Patrick
Illus. by Bentley, Jonathan
Eerdmans (32 pp.)
$17.00 | Mar. 5, 2019
978-0-8028-5520-6
A penguin longs to fly.
A half-hatched penguin peers out
from his cracked-open egg on the title
page, sharing his first view of the world with readers on the following double-page spread. The shell’s hole faces upward, so Gilbert sees only sky. “The moon glowed. The stars sparkled. The
birds wheeled.” Gilbert’s enamored. He needs to fly. But…he’s
a penguin. “[T]he storm petrels, the shearwaters, and the wandering albatross” soar “Up Up Up,” those three words marching
upward on the page. Gilbert, in contrast, flaps, waddles, slips,
spins, and tumbles. The harder he tries, the more he falls, and
|

STORMY
A Story About Finding
a Forever Home

Guojing
Illus. by the author
Schwartz & Wade/Random (40 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | Sep. 17, 2019
978-1-5247-7176-8
978-1-5247-7177-5 PLB
This wordless story details the developing friendship
between a homeless dog and a kind, patient young woman.
The scruffy dog has floppy ears and long, reddish hair, and
the light-skinned woman has long hair of the same auburn
shade. The story is set in a modern city and a nearby park with a
huge tree and a wooden bench that serves as the only shelter for
the dog at night. When the woman comes to read on the bench,
she spots the shy dog, gradually befriending the appealing
canine over several visits by playing with a tennis ball. One night
the dog follows the woman to her apartment building, waiting
outside in the rain for her to reappear even as the woman goes
back to the park in the pelting rain to search for the dog. In an
emotionally satisfying reunion they find each other outside the
apartment, and the woman takes the dog into her home. The
heartwarming conclusion shows the dog sleeping on the end of
the woman’s bed as morning sunlight streams in the windows.
Skillfully composed illustrations in a muted palette alternate
between small panels in rows and full-page spreads with dramatic effects in mood and lighting. The narrative is conveyed
so capably through the compelling illustrations that not a word
is needed.
A touching tale about the strong emotional connection
between dog and human. (Picture book. 4-8)
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the more renditions of him appear, emphasizing his failure—
even 19 at once. He looks like he’s dancing across the spread,
but dancing isn’t his goal. Family is unhelpful: “Give it up, Gilbert,” and, “You’re a penguin, not a goose,” Uncle Crabstack and
Aunt Anchovy say quellingly. Gilbert is undeterred. Trudging up
a rocky, snowy height, he watches the albatross soar away “over
the sparkling ocean.” He jumps to follow—and inadvertently
finds his heart’s desire: the penguin version of flying, which is
underwater and, it turns out, equally glorious. With masterful
composition and scale changes, Bentley creates a white and gently patterned icy world where flying birds wing in elegance both
near and far. He renders Gilbert’s fluffiness brilliantly in watercolor and pencil—Gilbert appears soft, not wet—while giving
adult penguins sleek edges and flying birds a fine delicacy.
Like Gilbert, this soars. (Picture book. 3-6)
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This poetic tale chronicles the presence and contributions of African American midwives.
A five-page historical introduction explains a few specific
details of the role of the midwife, including noting their contributions dating back to the time of slavery; this is accompanied by archival, black-and-white photographs. Seven poems
follow, celebrating midwives through history. First, Greenfield
describes the trans-Atlantic slave journey and how, in America, the elder women taught the younger girls the knowledge
and skill of assisting in childbirth, or “catching the babies.”
The poem “After Emancipation, 1863” speaks to the special
exuberance expressed by parents whose children were at last
born free from slavery: The midwife “felt the / excitement
circling through / the room. / …it was more than / the joy of
a new baby coming.” In “The Early 1900s,” the midwife now
had more than her hands for the job; she had a stethoscope,
scales, and, most likely, her husband, who would transport her
via horse and buggy to deliver babies. The poems are accompanied by colorful, symbolic artwork by Minter. One striking image depicts five women connected by sinuous, draping
robes, heads bowed in concentration, “gentle, loving” hands
at the ends of muscular arms “guid[ing babies] into the world.”
Greenfield also includes black-and-white photographs of her
childhood self, a nod to “Miss Rovenia Mayo,” the midwife
who “caught” her in 1929.
Rites of passage incandescently brought to light. (Pic
ture book/poetry. 7-12)
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THE WOMEN WHO
CAUGHT THE BABIES
A Story of African
American Midwives
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Jacoby’s smudgy, delicate illustrations depict changes with an
evocative, textural style that heightens the story’s emotion.
rabbit and the motorbike

RABBIT AND
THE MOTORBIKE
Hoefler, Kate
Illus. by Jacoby, Sarah
Chronicle (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 10, 2019
978-1-4521-7090-9

A fearful rabbit finds the courage to broaden his horizons in
this picture book.
Rabbit, anthropomorphically attired in overalls, lives in a
wheat field that he never leaves. Instead, he waits for Dog—
more sartorially adventurous in a black leather-fringed jacket,
appropriate for motorbike travel—to visit and tell him stories of
the road. But one day Dog dies, an event touchingly illustrated
with an image of Rabbit sitting on his porch steps with drooping
ears and drooping flowers. Rabbit is surprised that Dog leaves
his motorbike to him, and he stores it away, admitting that he
is too scared to use it. Author Hoefler takes a well-used theme
and infuses it with a graceful poetic cadence that reads like a
firelight tale as she relates how, yes, Rabbit does eventually work
up the courage to travel on the motorbike, and yes, does come
home again, enriched and changed. Illustrator Jacoby’s smudgy,
delicate illustrations depict these changes—both in Rabbit’s
appearance and demeanor and in the story’s landscape—with
an evocative, textural style that heightens the story’s emotion.
One illustration, a double-page spread of a beach from an overhead perspective, is initially disorienting, then exhilarating.
The book adroitly combines spot illustrations and double-page
spreads to establish and control the story’s elegant, thoughtful
pace.
Graceful text and evocative illustrations combine in
this story about the rewards of facing fears and trying
something new. (Picture book. 3- 7)

I REMEMBER
Poems and Pictures
of Heritage
Ed. by Hopkins, Lee Bennett
Lee & Low (56 pp.)
$19.95 | Sep. 10, 2019
978-1-62014-311-7

Curated by poet Hopkins, a collection of poems and illustrations sourced
from a diverse pool of creators.
Each double-page spread or multipage sequence captures a
childhood memory, an artist paired with a poet welcoming readers into an expansive space of youth and memory. Storyteller G.
Neri describes his “Creole, Filipino, and Mexican” heritage as
a “great example of globalization,” and other contributors celebrate their mixed cultural heritages: Juliet Menendez (Guatemalan/Irish), Janet S. Wong (Korean/Chinese), Janine Macbeth
(Asian/black/white/Native), and Nick Bruel (Chinese/Belgian).
Insoo Kim doubles down as a poet and illustrator in “Speak Up,”
in which a young boy challenged to “say something Korean”
62
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confronts his dual identity as a U.S.–born Korean American.
Poets and artists are generally paired loosely by identity, with
Naomi Shihab Nye’s Palestinian heritage and Sawsan Chalabi’s
Lebanese background contributing to their collaboration, for
instance, and Abenaki author Joseph Bruchac’s poem “Rez
Road” juxtaposed with Mohawk artist David Kanietakeron
Fatdden’s symbolic painting. Brief statements by each creator
accompany their contributions, and select vocabulary is defined
discreetly in tiny type at the ends of poems. The compilation
ends with a wonderful section that includes child and adult photos and bios of all of the book’s contributors, a nice touch that
inspires, as it puts names to faces for youth to see that people of
all cultures are accomplished artists.
A perfect addition to the bookshelves of culture, poetry,
and art. (Picture book/poetry. 8-12)

HELLO

Ikegami, Aiko
Illus. by the author
Creston (34 pp.)
$17.99 | Oct. 1, 2019
978-1-939547-58-3
Friendship can truly be out of this
world.
A pale-faced, antennaed intergalactic
explorer zooms through space in a red
and blue rocket. Landing in the countryside on Earth, the visitor first discovers a colorful, welcoming world. But in town, the
color disappears, and gray adult humans stride past one another,
staring at their handheld devices. Only the explorer is still
shown in color, staring up in bewilderment and lost in the sea of
gray. Ignored, the explorer sits alone until an Asian-presenting
human child offers a red crayon and paper. Together they draw
pictures and fold them into paper airplanes that fly through the
air, until the human’s becomes stuck in a tree. The explorer uses
a gadget first to rescue the airplane and again when the child’s
ice cream falls off its cone. When the explorer receives a message on the gadget and gets back into the rocket, the two friends
say goodbye. Once home, however, the explorer misses the
friend left behind on Earth and sends a star-studded message
of greeting—the only word in the book. Vivid illustrations are
often multipaneled, like a graphic novel, and vary in perspective for storytelling and cinematic effect. The presumably adult
explorer and human child are similarly short and sturdily built,
lending them a pleasing visual consonance.
Although wordless, this deftly expresses our simple
need to build connections that can endure across a galaxy.
(Picture book. 4-8)
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Ed. by Janeczko, Paul B.
Illus. by Jones, Richard
Candlewick (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 12, 2019
978-0-7636-8168-5

Robert Louis Stevenson’s brilliantly evocative “The Swing”
proves how a great poem endures. Children will soar hearing,
“Up in the air I go flying again, / Up in the air and down!” All
of the poems offer exhilarating construction while speaking
directly to children about topics young people hold close to their
hearts (haircuts, riding a new bike, rules). Depicting a diverse
gathering of children, these mellow painted illustrations feel at
once soft and gravely, with crosshatching, textures, and lines.
The engaging artwork nudges the poems into the foreground,
giving them ample room to breathe. The collection closes with
“How to Pay Attention,” just two lines that are almost a sacred
offering. “Close this book. / Look.”
Young people lucky enough to find this miraculous collection in their hands will indeed look. (Picture book/poetry.
6-11)
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This anthology provides instruction on an eclectic sprawl
of topics: walking on Mars, toasting marshmallows, telling the
difference between goblins and elves, and more.
A table of contents readies readers and makes this zany collection feel orderly. “How to Build a Poem” comes first, celebrating the craft that underpins poetry and “words that hammer, /
words that nail, / words that saw, / words that sail, / words that
whisper, / words that wail.” Children immediately feel the pull
of all the verse ahead. Contemporary poems make up the bulk
of this collection, but a few poems reach across swaths of time.
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THE PROPER WAY TO
MEET A HEDGEHOG
And Other How-To
Poems

special issue: best books of 2019

Going
Down
Home
with
Daddy
is a Kirkus Best Children’s Book of 2019!
★ “Warm, loving, necessary.”

—Kirkus Reviews, STARRED REVIEW

★ “Joyful...moving...

Highly recommended.”

—School Library Journal, STARRED REVIEW

“A lushly illustrated tribute
to family history.”

—Publishers Weekly

800-241-0113 • www.peachtree-online.com

HC: $16.95 / 978-1-56145-938-4
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AUTHOR SP OTLIGHT

S u s i n Ni e l s e n
It all began with author Susin
Nielsen’s two cats: a tortoiseshell
named Emily Brontë and an orange
tabby named Erwin Schrödinger. In
real life they are biological siblings,
but in Nielsen’s Kirkus-starred picture book they become Princess
Puffybottom…And Darryl (Tundra, Feb. 5)—a feline aristocrat and a
feisty black puppy, respectively.
As is often the case in cat-dog relationships and newsibling narratives, Puffybottom balks when her “subjects”—aka the couple that adopted her—bring Darryl
home. But as the animals’ reckoning unfolds, there’s another subplot developing in the background: Their humans are preparing for the birth of their first baby. And
they happen to be an interracial, same-sex couple.
“I was mainly thinking more about the new-sibling story,” says Nielsen, reflecting on the earliest iterations of the
book. “But I also knew that what was going to make the
story hopefully stand out was the inclusion of a same-sex couple who are
about to start their own family, beyond their pet family. I knew from
the very beginning that the pets’
parents would be two women. But I
wanted to represent them in a very
quiet way. I didn’t want their relationship to be the story; I just wanted it to be.”
Susin Nielsen
Nielsen, who has penned several YA novels, handed off an early manuscript to her
editor, Tara Walker, who selected Olivia Chin Mueller to
bring the story to life through illustrations. “I think the
best illustrators are the ones who bring a whole other layer to the story,” says Nielsen.
Nielsen remembers making a note that it would be nice
to have some racial diversity in the human relationship and
was absolutely thrilled when she saw how Mueller developed the characters. “I’ve actually had same-sex couples
reach out to me on Facebook and Instagram who said that
they teared up when they read the book because they’d never seen themselves represented in this way,” says Nielsen.
“There are obviously other books—even picture books—
that have same-sex couples. But in our story, they’re just
there. They are the subjects, not the story.” —L.J.
Laura Jenkins is a writer and photojournalist based in the Texas
Hill Country.
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MY GRANDMA AND ME
Javaherbin, Mina
Illus. by Yankey, Lindsey
Candlewick (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Aug. 13, 2019
978-0-7636-9494-4

Love, childhood adventures, religion, and tradition are the centerpieces
of this book about the author and her
late grandmother, with whom she grew up in the same household in pre-revolutionary Iran.
The narrator joins her grandmother, whom she loves dearly,
in everything as she goes about her day. When grandma sweeps,
she does too; when grandma wakes up for prayer at dawn, she
does too; and when grandma sews herself a chador, she helps,
even if nominally. The delicately lined illustrations gracefully
evince both the mundane and the magic in the details of the
narrator’s everyday life as a child: the boy delivering towers of
bread on his bike; Ramadan meals with her grandma, both at
home and at the mosque; and playtime with her friend Annette
while both of their grandmothers chat, knit blankets, and drink
coffee. This sweet story is intermingled naturally with details
about Iranian and Islamic traditions and values and supported
by such visuals as an easy mix of traditional and Western attire
and thoughtful inclusion of Persian design elements. It peaks
in a moment of solidarity between the two grandmothers, each
praying for the other to go to heaven, but via their different
Muslim and Christian religions: a poignant, inclusive note. In
its celebration of specific manifestations of universal love, this
is highly recommended for families and educators, Muslim and
non- alike, looking to teach children about Islam.
A deep and beautiful book modeling grandmothers as
heroines. (Picture book. 4-9)

LITTLE MOLE’S WISH

Kim, Sang-Keun
Illus. by the author
Trans. by Kim, Chi-Young
Schwartz & Wade/Random (40 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | Nov. 19, 2019
978-0-525-58134-5
978-0-525-58135-2 PLB
Befriending someone made of snow holds certain risks.
Heading home to his grandmother, Little Mole finds a small
snowball. He greets it, pushes it along so it grows far taller than
him, and tells it a secret: “ ‘I just moved here. I don’t have any
friends.’ / The snowball listened quietly.” He wants to bring this
new friend home with him on the public bus, but these buses
are for animals, not snow, and each driver nixes the idea. What
if Little Mole shapes the snow into a bear? Gives it a snowbackpack or his own hat? Finally aboard a warm bus with his
friend, Little Mole dozes off. When he wakens, the worst has
happened. Most readers will understand why the snow-friend’s
gone, but Little Mole doesn’t, and a great sadness ensues. Kim’s
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What really creeps up on readers is the Laceras’ deep sense of fun.
zombies don’t eat veggies!

Kramer, Jacob
Illus. by Steele, K-Fai
Enchanted Lion Books (80 pp.)
$18.95 | Jan. 29, 2019
978-1-59270-266-4

|

Kügler, Tina
Illus. by the author
HMH Books (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Sep. 24, 2019
978-0-358-06364-3

All day, every day, is a good time for reading about Snail and
Worm.
Geisel honoree Kügler returns with her third hilarious early
reader in this series about odd-couple pals Snail and Worm.
Three stories, “Best Day Ever,” “The Spooky Cave,” and “A
Bedtime Story,” make up the book and deliver laugh-out-loud
moments courtesy of affable, daffy Snail’s antics. Worm is a
loyal and supportive friend who never condescends to Snail
despite misunderstandings and blunders, instead appreciating
Snail’s generous, guileless, big heart. And what’s not to appreciate? When Snail declares it’s the “best day ever,” it’s on a day of
small personal disasters that are overshadowed by others’ good
fortune. When Snail mistakes a turtle in its shell for a spooky
cave with a dragon inside, their first thought is to save the turtle
Worm mentions. And when Worm offers to tell a bedtime story
about Snail, Snail frets about being lonely without Worm in the
story, too. Expressive watercolor-and-ink illustrations make
particularly great use of Snail’s eyestalks and Worm’s coiling
body to ratchet up the humor and heart of every single scene.
“I like everything you do,” the friends affirm to each other at
book’s end, a sentiment readers will share about Kügler’s work.
Run (faster than Snail ever could) to get a copy of this
winning early reader. (Early reader. 5-8)

special issue: best books of 2019

The ruling kangaroos of Rooville have successfully practiced apartheid…until they try to ban Noodlephant’s beloved
pasta parties.
“Once there was an elephant who loved noodles. She loved
noodles so much that all her friends called her Noodlephant.”
This quirky, imaginative tale includes a playfulness in both text
and artwork, balancing its serious themes. From the beginning,
readers learn that the bossy kangaroos have “deep pockets” and
have privileges over all the other animals. These animals know
the laws are unfair, but they don’t want to be thrown into the
Zoo. They find ways to enjoy life despite being restricted from
the beach, the Butterfly Garden, and law-making. One day, a particularly nasty, violent kangaroo destroys Noodlephant’s recent
purchase of pasta ingredients and declares that noodle-eating
is illegal for all but kangaroos. In a moment of literal navel-gazing, Noodlephant is inspired to build a magical machine that
turns anything into pasta. Readers follow her through a kangaroo court(!)—including a rudimentary introduction to the
nolo contendere plea—to the dreaded Zoo and her subsequent
hunger strike. Help from her loyal, clever friends leads finally
to a bloodless but pasta-filled revolution. Accessible sentences
are peppered with spurts of couplets, wordplay, and culinary
vocabulary. The art is perfect: pen-and-ink and colorful washes
show numerous, wide-eyed animal citizens, anthropomorphic
and, sometimes, laugh-out-loud funny.
“Yes, noodles are for me’s and you’s”…humor cushions
timely views. (Picture book. 4-9)

SNAIL & WORM
ALL DAY
Three Stories About
Two Friends

middle gr a de

NOODLEPHANT

pictur e books

textual refrains (“Little Mole had a brilliant idea”; “He and his
friend waited patiently”) are gently reassuring. The illustrations—done in colored pencil, pastel, and pen—are quiet and
spare, showing snowy wilderness expanses with only a few trees
and bus-stop signs. White snow blends softly into blue skies,
with pale yellow used for warmth. Everything seems headed
to the saddest possible ending, for how could a melted friend
return? But after Little Mole’s sleepless night, the friend does
return—or its likeness does—sitting across a snowy field, waiting. Did it come from magic or Grandma? Is there a difference?
Stillness, tenderness, and hope are the essence of this
quiet gem. (Picture book. 4- 7)

ZOMBIES DON’T
EAT VEGGIES!

Lacera, Jorge & Lacera, Megan
Illus. by Lacera, Jorge
Children’s Book Press (40 pp.)
$18.95 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-62014-794-8
A young boy who happens to be undead reveals himself as
a vegetarian to parents who are not about to stop eating people
parts.
Mo, a greenish, bespectacled kid, has an idea to share his
love of the veggies he grows in secret: He’ll make a bloodylooking gazpacho, one that might fool mom and dad into appreciating tomatoes, cucumbers, onions, garlic, and cilantro. The
gambit fails. But even if the rotting folks can’t accept heaps
of vegetables in their diet, they can learn to honor their son’s
dietary desires. That’s an admirable message, but what really
creeps up on readers is the Laceras’ deep sense of fun. Gravestone puns are to be expected, but to sneak in a reference to Jonathan Saffron Gore hits all the right geek buttons, at least for
the kind of parent who’d gravitate to a zombie-themed picture
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AUTHOR SP OTLIGHT

Jorge & Megan
La c e r a
Megan and Jorge Lacera have
a thing for scary shows and classic
horror movies. They also have a son
who has to go to bed before they
can watch them.
“From a kid’s point of view,”
says Jorge, “shows like The Walking
Dead or Stranger Things seem exciting and attractive. But they are not
made for young children.”
“Our son is 6, but he really likes creepy things—in a
safe way,” adds Megan. “He would talk about being a zombie; he dressed up as a vampire. We realized that there’s not much stuff for
him that’s not totally violent. So we
wanted to do something that fed his
interest in the genre.”
The Laceras’ entertaining debut,
Zombies Don’t Eat Veggies (Children’s Book Press, April 2), is about a
young zombie named Mo who adores
vegetarian cuisine. “Zombies are fun;
we can make a lot of really funny
Megan Lacera
jokes, we can introduce the basic idea
of goofy/scary stuff to our son or to other kids,” says Jorge.
The Laceras met while working
at American Greetings—he as an artist and she, a writer. After marrying
and working on everything from video games to Bibles, the duo decided
it was time to tell their own stories.
But for them, part of storytelling is listening to their characters and letting
them help drive the narrative.
“[Mo] really doesn’t like not being
able to talk about” being a vegetarian
Jorge Lacera
zombie, Jorge explains. At first Mo
tries to trick his parents with gazpacho disguised as “blood
bile bisque.” But he eventually comes out as a vegetarian
to his shocked parents, which turns the narrative toward
themes like authenticity, compromise, tolerance, and love.
“When society, friends, family, or the world at large is
trying to push you to do something you don’t want to do, it
becomes untenable,” says Megan. “If you accept who you
are, that may lead you to be a rebel, whether you want to
be or not.” —L.J.
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book. And while understated, the family’s effortless use of occasional Spanish phrases (“arm-panadas”!) in a primarily Englishspeaking household feels true. The Spanish-language version
(translated by Yanitzia Canetti) has its own specific jokes and
reads just as smart and funny. The artwork throughout manages
to make zombie-grown produce look appealing.
Tasty and homegrown, this hits a strange and specific
trifecta: a lightly bilingual book that feels inclusive not
only for Latinx kids, but also for different eaters and for
those who aren’t afraid of gory, monster-themed humor.
(recipes) (Picture book. 4- 7) (¡Los Zombis no comen verduras!:
978-1-62014-851-8)

WHEN SPRING COMES
TO THE DMZ

Lee, Uk-Bae
Illus. by the author
Trans. by Won, Chungyon & Won, Aileen
Plough (40 pp.)
$17.95 | Mar. 1, 2019
978-0-87486-972-9
This bittersweet picture book walks through the four seasons at Korea’s heavily weaponized demilitarized zone, celebrating the nature that thrives there while mourning the human
cost of this border wall.
Although the story does not even define or discuss the
DMZ or the Korean War, colorful illustrations reveal to young
readers the long fences of razor wire hugging a beautiful mountainside. But because no humans are allowed in this 2.5-milewide, 150-mile-long buffer zone, the area has unintentionally
become a nature sanctuary. The water deer, striped salmon, and
mountain goats know no limitations to their habitat, crossing
borders, swimming under barbed wire, and nesting near land
mines. Their freedom, together with many references to home
and family, stand in stark contrast to the military exercises that
have continued through the cease-fire since 1953. Lee views this
irony through the character of elderly Grandfather, who makes
his way to the wall every season, gazing longingly upon his inaccessible former homeland. A foldout reveal at book’s end is symbolic of the hope of a reunified Korea, with a simple reunion
embrace representing the dreams of families separated since
the 1950s. The endnote provides needed background along with
a plea for peace and freedom.
The cupboard is nearly bare of children’s books about
the DMZ, making this an excellent introduction to the crises on the Korean Peninsula as well as a great choice for
social justice collections, peace promoters, and animal lovers. (Picture book. 4-12)
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WHEN AIDAN BECAME
A BROTHER

and pecans dot the pages alongside images of family members in
sepia and blue-black hues. One striking spread details silhouettes
of Lil Alan, Sis, and Momma layered on top of one another, same
eyes, lips, and textured hair and same reunion T-shirt imprinted
with a simple, familiar, deeply rooted tree.
A warm, loving, necessary reminder of the power in
families coming together. (Picture book. 4-11)

Lukoff, Kyle
Illus. by Juanita, Kaylani
Lee & Low (32 pp.)
$18.95 | May 7, 2019
978-1-62014-837-2

Lyons, Kelly Starling
Illus. by Minter, Daniel
Peachtree (32 pp.)
$16.95 | Apr. 1, 2019
978-1-56145-938-4

A young boy ponders the perfect
tribute to his great-grandma for their annual family reunion.
This year everyone’s prepared something special for Granny’s anniversary celebration “down home”—everyone except Lil
Alan. As he considers what to give, Lil Alan’s weekend is marked
by memories connected to the land and his family, those who are
still alive and ancestors that have passed on. Ultimately, he gifts an
object lesson that emphasizes the legacy of love that brings them
together as a “mighty family.” Imagery is presented in marvelous metaphors (“I watch as we drive from city streets to flowing
highways under a sweep of sparkling stars”), while lighthearted
ribbing (“ ‘Got a head just like your daddy,’ Uncle Jay teases me”)
and soul food ( “smoked turkey, mac and cheese, okra and tomatoes, and biscuits oozing mayhaw jelly”—yum) set the scene for
a celebration of myriad African-American and family traditions.
Minter’s acrylic-wash prints soar as stenciled cotton bolls, okra,
|

Maclear, Kyo
Illus. by Morstad, Julie
Harper/HarperCollins (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Oct. 8, 2019
978-0-06-244762-3
Pencil in hand, faced with an unjust world, Gyo Fujikawa
created a new future.
At 5, Japanese American Gyo Fujikawa didn’t yet know what
she wanted to be. She knew a pencil fit well in her hand, and she
liked to fill empty pages with pictures of her world. As she grew,
Fujikawa used her passion for art and her mother’s activism to
guide her education and inspiration. Defying gender conventions, Fujikawa attended college in 1926, when few American
women did. Studying in Japan, she exchanged restrictive art
classes for travel and aesthetic immersion. Back in the U.S., her
family was sent to an internment camp on the West Coast while
she began an art career at Disney on the East Coast, causing
Fujikawa to lose her desire to draw. Eventually, she found a way
to wield her craft to fight injustice. Her first book, Babies, published in 1963, featured racially diverse babies playing together
and became a huge success despite publisher prejudice and
misgivings. Morstad’s artwork precisely balances white space
with vignettes, black-and-white illustrations with eye-catching
color. Often mimicking Fujikawa’s style, Morstad layers engaging details and deep emotional resonance onto Maclear’s spare,
poetic text. Backmatter includes a detailed timeline with
photos and quotes, an extensive note from the creators, and a
selected bibliography and sources list.
A splendid picture-book celebration of an artist and
activist. (Picture book/biography. 5-8)

special issue: best books of 2019

GOING DOWN HOME
WITH DADDY

IT BEGAN WITH
A PAGE
How Gyo Fujikawa
Drew the Way

middle gr a de

A transgender boy anticipates his new job as a big brother
by helping his parents prepare for his baby sibling’s arrival.
Aidan “felt trapped” in his old name, clothes, and room
before he told his parents “what he knew about himself.” Some
girls never wore dresses, “but Aidan didn’t feel like any kind of
girl” because he was “another kind of boy.” With his parents’
support, he embraces his identity and takes on a new, important
role, becoming a big brother. More than anything, he wants the
baby to feel loved and understood. This picture book sets a new
standard of excellence in transgender representation by centering the feelings of Aidan, a biracial (black and South Asian)
transgender boy. Juanita’s (Ta-Da!, 2018) digital illustrations
have the look of ink and watercolor, and they bring the love in
Aidan’s family to life. Bright, mixed patterns in Aidan’s clothes
capture the vibrancy of his personality and his excitement to
welcome a baby into the family. Lukoff (A Storytelling of Ravens,
2018) breaks away from binary language and stereotypical gender roles, highlighting within the text and in an author’s note
that there is more than one way to be a person of any gender.
The hopeful message at the end emphasizes love and the importance of staying open to learning.
Joyful and affirming, Aidan’s story is the first of its kind
among books for welcoming a new baby. (Picture book. 3- 7)

FRY BREAD
A Native American
Family Story

Maillard, Kevin Noble
Illus. by Martinez-Neal, Juana
Roaring Brook (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Oct. 22, 2019
978-1-62672-746-5
A bright picture book invites kids to cook with a Native
American grandma.
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Kids of all races carry flour, salt, baking powder, and other supplies into the kitchen to make dough for fry bread. Flour dusts the
counter as oil sizzles on the stove. Veggies, beans, and honey make up
the list of toppings, and when the meal is ready, everyone is invited to
join the feast. Community love is depicted in this book as its characters gather on Indigenous land across the continent—indoors, outdoors, while making art or gazing at the night sky. This is about more
than food, referencing cultural issues such as the history of displacement, starvation, and the struggle to survive, albeit in subtle ways
appropriate for young children. With buoyant, heartfelt illustrations
that show the diversity in Native America, the book tells the story
of a post-colonial food, a shared tradition across the North American continent. Broken down into headings that celebrate what fry
bread is, this story reaches readers both young and old thanks to the
author’s note at the back of the book that dives into the social ways,
foodways, and politics of America’s 573 recognized tribes. Through
this topic that includes the diversity of so many Native peoples in
a single story, Maillard (Mekusukey Seminole) promotes unity and
familiarity among nations.
Fry bread is much more than food, as this book amply
demonstrates. (recipe) (Picture book. 3-8)

WHAT IS GIVEN FROM
THE HEART

McKissack, Patricia C.
Illus. by Harrison, April
Schwartz & Wade/Random (40 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | Jan. 8, 2019
978-0-375-83615-2
978-0-375-93615-9 PLB
A boy who has little learns that he
can still give.
James Otis and his mama have fallen on hard times. His
father died, and they had no suit in which to bury him; they lost
their farm, their new “run-down shotgun house in the Bottoms”
flooded, and his dog ran away. Though they have very little, his
mama says, “Long as we have our health and strength, we are
blessed.” As Valentine’s Day approaches, their pastor announces
that “love boxes” will be delivered to the needy in the community, including a mother and daughter who have lost everything
in a fire. He reminds them that “what is given from the heart
reaches the heart.” Mama gets right to work sewing her best
tablecloth—the one nice thing she owns—into an apron that
she hopes will please the mother, Irene. But James Otis can’t
think of anything he has that the little girl would want. Finally,
he comes up with a plan, and what he gives from the heart, little
Sarah cherishes. Debut illustrator Harrison’s heartfelt mixedmedia illustrations, which include collage, acrylic, and found
objects, emphasize the closeness between James Otis and his
mother. The full faces of the characters and the muted palette
and spare backgrounds reflect the dignity and joy to be found
within black culture and community life even in lean times.
A sweet story, one of the legendary McKissack’s last,
enhanced by delectable art from a prodigious new talent.
(Picture book. 4-10)
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LUBNA AND PEBBLE
Meddour, Wendy
Illus. by Egnéus, Daniel
Dial (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 5, 2019
978-0-525-55416-5

Lubna navigates the challenges of
being a refugee: keeping happy—or
rather, surviving—and passing the courage on.
She arrives with her dad as refugees to their temporary
home, “a World of Tents,” with no visible toys and perhaps nothing at all. Lubna latches onto a pebble she finds on the beach
after their crowded boat arrives at the shore. After this find,
she “clutched Daddy’s hand and gripped her pebble. Somehow,
she knew they’d keep her safe.” The larger-than-life, almost
dreamy illustrations show readers what Lubna sees and feels,
and the rawness of both text and images penetrates the heart.
Lubna and Pebble become best friends, and she and her lovingly
understanding father even create a nice home for it to face the
cold winter, a shoebox with a tea towel. Then she meets another
friend, Amir, a little boy who is alone. “This is my best friend,
Pebble,” Lubna says. Amir smiles, and together they play under
the stars, the illustrations taking on jewel tones that contrast
their imaginary play with the drabness of the refugee camp.
When Lubna hears the happy news about resettlement to a better place, she is first happy, then sad about leaving Amir behind.
She makes a hard and selfless decision that night, to share her
treasure with her young friend who needs to hang on. Lubna,
her father, and Amir have olive skin and dark hair; their circumstances hint at Syrian origins, but no country is named.
A true celebration of the endless creativity and resilience of children. (Picture book. 5-12)

WHERE ARE
YOU FROM?

Méndez, Yamile Saied
Illus. by Kim, Jaime
Harper/HarperCollins (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 4, 2019
978-0-06-283993-0
After being repeatedly asked variations on “Where are you
from?” the narrator finds out that “I’m from here, from today,
same as everyone else,” is not an answer that will satisfy those
asking. They want to know “where are you really from.”
The child, who has light-brown skin and hair worn in two afropuffs, turns to Abuelo for help. He in turn “looks inside his heart
for an answer.” Lyrical language and luminous illustrations convey his thoughtful response. “You’re from the gaucho, brave and
strong.…But you’re also from the warm, blue oceans the copper
warriors tried to tame…where our ancestors built a home for all,
even when they were in chains because of the color of their skin.”
By pointing out the child’s Argentinean and Puerto Rican cultural
heritage as well as mixed racial makeup, Abuelo’s answer addresses
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Nelson puts as much effort into developing the
broncs as characters as she does the humans.
let ‘er buck!

Messier, Mireille
Illus. by Luxbacher, Irene
Orca (32 pp.)
$19.95 | Sep. 10, 2019
978-1-4598-1734-0

SATURDAY

Mora, Oge
Illus. by the author
Little, Brown (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Oct. 22, 2019
978-0-316-43127-9
Caldecott Honoree Mora (Thank You,
Omu!, 2018) returns in this sophomore offering about a mother
and daughter’s special Saturday.
|

LET ’ER BUCK!
George Fletcher,
The People’s Champion
Nelson, Vaunda Micheaux
Illus. by James, Gordon C.
Carolrhoda (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-1-5124-9808-0

special issue: best books of 2019

From tiny discoveries to one big treasure, the natural world delights at every turn.
In simple yet engaging dialogue, two children set out on a
treasure hunt, through a meadow and a wood, in search of something “shiny and mysterious and precious…and always hidden.”
The younger one finds a feather (“not shiny enough”), an acorn
(“not mysterious enough”), and a milkweed pod (“not precious
enough”); all while they play in the grass and trees around them.
Ready to give up, the younger child is sure they’ll never find the
too-well-hidden treasure, but the tenacious older one takes a
few steps more. At last, they discover something truly shiny,
mysterious, precious, and hidden, which won’t fit in pockets
but instead will live on in the memories of these young explorers. Softly muted, colorful illustrations feature treasures big and
small to discover on each detailed spread. Perspective changes
throughout, with close-ups, faraway landscape spreads, and a
lovely look down at one child’s feet immersed in water as the
two children hold hands. The children are depicted nearly constantly in motion, with the older child’s long, black hair often
flowing sideways in the wind. (Both have pale skin and straight,
black hair.) The companion French title offers a superb translation (also by Messier), with its own lively phrases—perfect for
building language skills in young readers.
A gentle exploration, using a child’s words and told at a
child’s pace, of a marvelous world. (Picture book. 4-8) (Trésor:
978-1-4598-2327-3)

Young protagonist Ava and her mother love their Saturdays
together. Ava’s mother works, “Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday,” so Saturday is their special day. The
pairs’ smiles and Ava’s outflung hands convey excitement, while
realistic details such as Ava’s mother’s sleep scarf add authenticity. In vignettes, Mora’s collage art chronicles some of their past
adventures and shows them performing various actions in a circle
of repeated figures (clearly intended to convey the passage of time),
preparing for their day. Discerning readers may spy something left
behind as they head out. Things start to go awry almost immediately, but Ava’s mother is full of reassurances, and they have a
strategy for dealing with disappointment: pause, close their eyes,
breathe deep, and move on. But after the biggest disappointment
comes at the end of a daylong string of them, it’s Ava who brings
comfort to her mother in a touching moment that may bring tears
to readers’ eyes. Though not a preachy book, it offers lessons that
are both beautiful and useful. Ava and her mother are black, with
skin of different hues of browns, while other characters are an array
of skin tones. How wonderful: a book with both racial diversity and
class diversity that feels authentic.
Special and splendid. (Picture book. 4-9)
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the multilayered and varied possibilities of a Latinx identity. Ultimately, Abuelo points out, the questioning child comes from his
love and that of all those who came before. The question of where
someone is “really” from, in the United States, is too often understood as meaning: You look different; you must be from somewhere
else. In this case, the illustrations portray a very diverse group of
children and adults posing that very question, demonstrating the
particular frustrations often experienced by people of mixed race.
An ideal vehicle for readers to ponder and discuss their
own identities. (Picture book. 4-8)

Honing skills first learned from
Umatilla, Walla Walla, and Cayuse friends in eastern Oregon,
African-American cowboy George Fletcher bucked his way
into legend at the 1911 Pendleton Round-Up.
Nelson introduces readers to George as a boy learning his
craft on the Umatilla Indian Reservation near Pendleton, where
his family settled after moving from Kansas. Racism from the
local whites cemented his friendship with the Native kids, and
he absorbed their lessons in horsemanship. From the age of 16,
he competed in rodeos that didn’t exclude black competitors.
Nelson plaits her narrative with Western lingo and homespun
similes: “Ranching fit George like made-to-measure boots.” The
centerpiece of her narrative is the 1911 Pendleton Round-Up,
where 21-year-old George competed against Nez Perce cowboy
Jackson Sundown and white rancher John Spain. Here, Nelson
puts as much effort into developing their broncs as characters as
she does the humans, drawing from meticulous primary-source
research to place readers in the moment. Although George
mesmerized the audience with his skill, Spain was awarded first
place—an act of unfairness recognized by the local sheriff, a
decent white man, who spontaneously led a successful effort to
anoint George “People’s Champion.” James’ painterly oils swirl
with energy, visible daubs creating the dusty, monumental landscape and equally monumental horses and humans. Six pages of
backmatter include a glossary, bibliography, further information
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AUTHOR SP OTLIGHT

Ky l e L u k o f f
A trans man and a librarian, Kyle
Lukoff has also often found himself acting as an unofficial authority on books for transgender
children. Unenthused by the current offerings, he long felt that he
ought to write a children’s book
himself, but he was cautious—so
many books he saw relied on simplistic tropes or seemed more interested in teaching lessons than in telling stories. Then
the seed of a story lodged itself in his mind over breakfast one day.
In When Aidan Became a Big Brother (Lee and Low,
May 7), we follow the eponymous character, a preschoolage trans boy, as he undergoes a monumental shift in his
young life: He is going to become a big brother. Beautifully illustrated by Kaylani Juanita, the book offers an
endearing and intimate portrayal of a family (refreshingly, all people of color) learning to adapt to new realities. And without being too obvious in the delivery, the
story relays the important message that stories about
trans people don’t need to be restricted to their coming
out as trans.
“There is real art and real literature that we trans people create
about our lives, and it’s as rich and
complex and nuanced as anything
cis people can write,” says Lukoff.
“I wanted to write a picture book
about a trans kid that really felt
like a picture book.”
For Lukoff, that meant crafting
something with a plot and illustraKyle Lukoff
tions that would capture children’s
minds and leave them coming back to the story more
than once. Noting that “picture books are written as
much for children as they are for the adults who read
them to those children,” he also included specific messages for older readers.
“I wanted to show a loving and supportive family
that also still makes mistakes,” he says of his portrayal of Aidan’s parents. “I wanted to acknowledge it can
be hard and that it’s OK—but only if you acknowledge
that it’s hard and then work at loving your kid as best
you can.” —J.F.
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on Fletcher and other key players, and a fascinating discussion
of the research challenges Nelson encountered.
A champion indeed. (Picture book/biography. 6-10)

PRINCESS
PUFFYBOTTOM…
AND DARRYL

Nielsen, Susin
Illus. by Mueller, Olivia Chin
Tundra (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-1-101-91925-5
Princess Puffybottom’s purrrrfect
life is spoiled by a puppy named Darryl.
Fluffy, black kitty Princess Puffybottom’s two female “subjects” pamper her appropriately. They feed her yummy meals
(even if they sometimes need reminding) and take care of
“delicate matters” (litterbox, you know). Princess Puffybottom
indulges their whims, the petting and the play, until they surprise her with Darryl, a dog! “He was horrible. He was disgusting. He was an animal!” Illustrating this in sequential vignettes,
Darryl eats a sock, vomits it up, and eats it again. The princess tries everything from hypnosis to sabotage to rid herself
of Darryl, but nothing works. Her subjects notice nothing of
her shenanigans—they seem preoccupied with other matters.
Eventually familiarity does its work. Yes, Darryl’s annoying, but
Princess Puffybottom finds he has uses (such as liberating tasty
morsels from the trash), and he does worship her, so life’s “good
again. At least her subjects wouldn’t be bringing home any more
surprises.” Readers, however, will have noticed that what her
two subjects—a black woman and an Asian woman—have been
occupied with in the background are preparations for a baby.
Nielsen’s tale and Mueller’s digitally created pooch and puss pair
perfectly, the princess acting as a nice stand-in for a pampered
first child. The light touch of humor and twist at the end make
this a must for storytime collections.
Princess and Darryl need a sequel. (Picture book. 3-8)

DINOSAUR FEATHERS
An Epic Rhyme

Nolan, Dennis
Illus. by the author
Neal Porter/Holiday House (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Sep. 24, 2019
978-0-8234-4330-7
Viewers get ringside seats as dinosaurs march past in an evolutionary
parade, giving way to their modern avian representatives.
Nolan crafts a rhymed cadence that is itself an achievement—“Ceratosaurus / Allosaurus / Archaeopteryx / Mamenchisaurus / Kentrosaurus / And Caudipteryx”—but pales next
to the brightly patterned, hyper-realistically detailed, and,
increasingly often, gloriously feathered dinos marching by the
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A priceless lesson for any child—or adult—conveyed
in a beautifully child-friendly manner.
ruby finds a worry

Ouyessad, Myriam
Illus. by Badel, Ronan
Schiffer (28 pp.)
$16.99 | Aug. 28, 2019
978-0-7643-5780-0
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Paul, Miranda
Illus. by Chin, Jason
Neal Porter/Holiday House (32 pp.)
$18.99 | Apr. 23, 2019
978-0-8234-4161-7
What happens when a new baby is
on its way? This touching book describes
milestones both inside and outside of a mother’s belly over the
course of nine months.
A small family consisting of a mother, a father, and a small
girl (all people of color with light skin and black hair) are having a fine winter’s day out. Meanwhile, detailed illustrations of
a single egg and its divisions begin the story of what’s happening inside the mother. Each page turn brings spare, poetic text
that illuminates another month of the baby’s development on
the left side and that also complements the scenes unfolding on
the right side: a new “big sister” T-shirt, seeing the ultrasound,
putting together a crib. Captions also inform readers about the
timeline of fetal development and sizes. As the mother’s belly
grows, the verso illustrations begin to expand, and by the eighth
and ninth months, an actual-size painting of a fully developed
fetus takes up most of the spread, while a grandmother arrives
in the squished panel on the right. Then, finally, “Loved ones
arrive”: both baby and family. As usual, Chin’s (Pie is for Sharing,
2018, etc.) watercolor-and-gouache paintings are exquisite, conveying both scientific details and a loving extended family. Four
pages of backmatter about gestation and babies follow, including a sensitive paragraph on “What if…something goes wrong?”
Children both young and old will be captivated by the
details of fetal development and the story of a family preparing for and welcoming a new member. (bibliography)
(Informational picture book. 3-8)

special issue: best books of 2019

In a bedside conversation originally
published in French, a bunny frets about
a wolf ’s coming while Mom tallies all the obstacles that will
keep it away.
Badel’s loose, humorous cartoons extend Ouyessad’s alldialogue exchange with opposing tongue-in-cheek scenes of
two very long-eared rabbits—one huddled anxiously beneath
the sheets, the other puttering about the cozy bedroom—on
verso and a feral-looking wolf on recto. The latter can be seen
evading hunters blasting away at random, sneaking into the city
by pretending to be just a large dog, adroitly avoiding traffic,
creeping into a certain building…but “he would not get to our
apartment.” “How can you be sure?” “We live on the fifth floor,
and wolves do not know how to take the elevator!” “Mom! Do
you really think that a wolf who has already managed to do all
this will stop because of an elevator?” Finally a firm “Goodnight,
my rabbit,” would seem to settle the matter…until there comes
a knock at the door followed by the revelation that it was all
a setup; the little bunny hurtles across a living room where
a birthday party has plainly just taken place, throws open the
door, and gives the gift-bearing wolf standing there a mighty
hug: “I was sure you would come!” Young audiences sure that
the young bunny was about to become a menu item will happily
request repeat readings.
This mischievous bit of topsy-turvy is a thoroughgoing
delight. (Picture book. 5- 7)

NINE MONTHS
Before a Baby Is Born

middle gr a de

THE WOLF WILL
NOT COME

pictur e books

dozens in close company across spacious pages. Just over halfway through, a flaming asteroid descending in the background
signals a sudden change to an equally magnificent, more-contemporary cast whose feathers likewise “grew, and grew, and
grew. / Flamingos, Owls, / Guineafowls, / And the Marabou.”
The portraits are all full-body, rendered (at least roughly) to
scale, and with a low or level angle of view that sets them off
to fine effect. Dino names throughout are matched to phonetic
spellings, and a visual index at the back offers additional quick
facts for every marcher. Following the image of a sinuous tree of
life being studied by a racially diverse group of human offspring,
a final rank of sprightly sauropod hatchlings fondly supervised
by a humongous parent finishes off the parade on a homey note.
A prehistoric progress that takes flight in more ways
than one. (recommended books and museums) (Informa
tional picture book. 5-10)

RUBY FINDS A WORRY
Percival, Tom
Illus. by the author
Bloomsbury (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 3, 2019
978-1-5476-0237-7

Ruby is an adventurous and happy
child until the day she discovers a Worry.
Ruby barely sees the Worry—depicted
as a blob of yellow with a frowny unibrow—at first, but as it hovers, the more she notices it and the larger it grows. The longer
Ruby is affected by this Worry, the fewer colors appear on the
page. Though she tries not to pay attention to the Worry, which
no one else can see, ignoring it prevents her from enjoying the
things that she once loved. Her constant anxiety about the
Worry causes the bright yellow blob to crowd Ruby’s everyday
life, which by this point is nearly all washes of gray and white.
But at the playground, Ruby sees a boy sitting on a bench with
a growing sky-blue Worry of his own. When she invites the boy
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Saeed’s inclusion of a South Asian father engaged
in domestic work is radical and welcome.
bilal cooks daal

to talk, his Worry begins to shrink—and when Ruby talks about
her own Worry, it also grows smaller. By the book’s conclusion,
Ruby learns to control her Worry by talking about what worries her, a priceless lesson for any child—or adult—conveyed in
a beautifully child-friendly manner. Ruby presents black, with
hair in cornrows and two big afro-puff pigtails, while the boy has
pale skin and spiky black hair.
A valuable asset to the library of a child who experiences
anxiety and a great book to get children talking about their
feelings. (Picture book. 4-6)

THE BELL RANG

Ransome, James E.
Illus. by the author
Caitlyn Dlouhy/Atheneum (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-1-4424-2113-4
A girl’s family life and plantation
routines are interrupted when three
enslaved boys run away.
Most days start the same way: The bell rings, Daddy collects wood, Mama prepares breakfast, they eat together. The
narrator’s brother, Ben, her parents, and the other slaves go
to the fields while the girl stays with the young ones to play.
On Wednesday, Ben surprises her with a handmade doll. On
Thursday, Ben and his two friends are gone. There are tears;
the narrator’s parents are beaten, and other slaves look mad or
sad. On Friday, the girl cannot eat or talk. On Saturday, there
are horses and dogs; Ben’s friends have been caught, but there
is no sign of Ben. “Out comes the whip. / All night we cry and
pray for Ben.” On Sunday, Big Sam preaches near the creek,
“of being free. / We sing. / We hope. / We pray / Ben made it.
/ Free like the birds. / Free like Moses. / No more bells.” The
final spread shows the girl looking out, with the single word
“Monday…” and a bird flying away on the endpaper. The richly
textured paintings make masterful use of light and space to
create the narrator’s world and interior life, from the glimmer
of dawn as her father chops wood to her mother’s fatigue and
her own knowing eyes. Ransome’s free-verse text is as accomplished as his glowing acrylics.
With spare text and gorgeous illustrations, this work
represents a unique and engaging perspective on enslaved
families. (author’s note) (Picture book. 4-8)

TRUMAN

Reidy, Jean
Illus. by Cummins, Lucy Ruth
Atheneum (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Jul. 9, 2019
978-1-5344-1664-2
A tiny tortoise discovers just how
brave he is when his girl unexpectedly takes a bus headed away
from home.
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Truman, like his girl, Sarah, is quiet, “peaceful and pensive,” unlike the busy, noisy city outside their building’s
window. In just the first few spreads, Reidy and Cummins
manage to capture the close relationship between the girl
and her pet, so it’s understandable that Truman should worry
when he adds up the day’s mysterious clues: a big backpack, a
large banana, a bow in Sarah’s hair, extra green beans in Truman’s dish, and, especially, Sarah boarding the No. 11 bus.
He’s so worried that he decides to go after her, a daunting
feat for a tortoise the size of a small doughnut. Cummins’
gouache, brush marker, charcoal, colored pencil, and digital
illustrations marvelously convey both the big picture of Truman’s navigation of the house and his tortoise’s-eye view of
things. And the ending, when Sarah arrives home in time to
scoop him up before he slips under the front door, stuttering her amazement at his brave feats, is just right. Sarah and
her mother have pale skin and straight, black hair; other city
dwellers are diverse. Peaceful and pensive like Truman himself, this book charms; there’s just something uplifting and
wonderful about the whole package.
Never underestimate the feats an animal will brave in
order to be reunited with their loved ones. (Picture book. 4-8)

BILAL COOKS DAAL

Saeed, Aisha
Illus. by Syed, Anoosha
Salaam Reads/Simon & Schuster (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 4, 2019
978-1-5344-1810-3
Novelist Saeed makes her picture-book
debut with this delicious tale about a boy and his beloved daal.
When Bilal’s father begins to make the South Asian
legume stew, Bilal and his friends Morgan and Elias are eager
to help, but Abu tells them, “This dish takes patience.…This
dish takes time.” The children choose to make chana daal
(with split chickpeas) and line up the spices: turmeric, chili,
cumin. But when Morgan and Elias wonder aloud why the daal
“looks” and “smells” funny, Bilal becomes concerned that his
friends won’t like his favorite food at all. The daal simmers all
day—as Bilal, Morgan, and Elias play hopscotch, swim, and
hike and other friends join them—and once the sun begins to
set, Bilal’s father calls them all home. They break naan around
the table and share the steamy, soupy, garlicky, salty, sweet,
creamy daal. “Bilal, you were right—daal tastes great!” they
say. The tale centers on a situation familiar to many children of
immigrants—the othering of the foods of their homes—and
validates young readers’ cultural experiences. Saeed’s inclusion
of a South Asian father engaged in domestic work is radical
and welcome, and Syed’s inviting, bold, cartoonlike illustrations depict brown-skinned Bilal surrounded by children of a
variety of skin tones (Morgan presents white and Elias presents black).
A quietly radical, eminently delightful book. (author’s
note, recipe) (Picture book. 4-8)
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Salas, Laura Purdie
Illus. by López, Mercè
Millbrook/Lerner (32 pp.)
$19.99 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-5124-9809-7

Santat, Dan
Illus. by the author
Hyperion (64 pp.)
$9.99 | May 7, 2019
978-1-368-02716-8
Series: Elephant & Piggie Like Reading!
This meta–early reader begins (between
the end pages and the title page) with the
famous duo Elephant and Piggie expressing excitement about
reading a book about a pig and an elephant who happen to be best
friends, just like them.
Piggie holds a copy of Harold & Hog Pretend for Real!—which
is identical to the book readers are holding, leading them to
believe that the characters are reading the same book. Piggie
and elephant Gerald then open the cover of the book just as
elephant Harold and Hog push it open from the inside, and the
story seamlessly shifts to the latter pair’s perspective. Harold and
Hog—illustrated with depth and fairly realistically, compared
|

DID YOU BURP?
How To Ask Questions
(or Not!)
Sayre, April Pulley
Illus. by Hernandez, Leeza
Charlesbridge (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 6, 2019
978-1-58089-737-2

What are questions, and what are they good for?
On a beach, in a garden, visiting a museum, sitting in class
with the president of the United States (a woman of color, as
it happens), and elsewhere, a racially diverse and compulsively
inquisitive group of children demonstrate the ins and outs of
productive questioning: “Are you the new teacher?” “Is this a
veggie burger?” “Do you know if walruses have ears?” “Where
do you park Air Force One?” Sayre describes how speakers
use words such as “who” or “where” plus intonation to formulate questions in English (with a brief excursion into Spanish:
“Where is the gerbil?” “¿Dónde está el jerbo?”). In explaining
that questions can express curiosity or care for others as well as
simply act as requests for information, she also points out situational subtleties: “Did you burp, Madam President?” can be
discomfiting in some contexts, for instance, but appropriate in,
say, the course of a medical exam. She also suggests that “How”
questions can “ask in a gentle way about feelings, tender topics,
and complicated subjects,” and that it’s OK to make mistakes
in the course of learning what works and when. Younger audiences, hard-wired to start asking questions from an early age, at
last have a toolbox for formulating more and better ones. “So be
brave,” the author concludes. “Be bold. Ask questions!”
Funny, thoughtful, and rewarding to read, no question.
(Informational picture book. 6-9)
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HAROLD & HOG
PRETEND FOR REAL!

to the cartoonlike Piggie and Gerald—are excited to see the
famous duo, and Harold suggests they pretend to be them. Harold then produces round, wire-rimmed glasses for himself and a
cartoon pig’s snout for Hog so that they can pretend “for real.”
Unfortunately, Hog is “too CAREFUL to be Piggie,” and Harold is “too CAREFREE to be Gerald!” The question then arises:
Can Harold and Hog’s friendship survive this game? Building
on the popular Elephant and Piggie books and with the frame
story contributed by Mo Willems, Santat creates yet another
early reader that is at once playful, self-aware, and perceptive in
its exploration of the differences of personalities and the complications (or simplicities) of friendship.
A hoot for readers who already know Elephant and Piggie. (Early reader. 5-8)

middle gr a de

In this spirited collaboration, Salas and López present 24
suggestive poetic snapshots chronicling the cycle of a year.
Highlighting season-appropriate objects for spring,
fall, summer, and winter, Salas magnifies the spareness of
the haiku form by turning each concentrated first-person
portrait into a riddle as she tantalizingly omits naming the
subject describing itself. Meanwhile López offers young and
pre-readers florid visual hints, depicting in deft brush strokes
and lush colors the author’s hidden subjects. Combined,
these artists render objects gentle as summer’s fireflies (“fire
in our bellies / we FLICKER-FLASH in twilight— / rich
meadow of stars”) or winter’s snowflakes (“I’m cold confetti /
falling from a crystal sky, / blanketing the town,” here shown
as a white-roofed town in a snow globe painted against a
wintry verdigris sky spackled with haphazard white blots) or
bold as a fall jack-o’-lantern (“I perch on the porch, / spooky
face frozen in place, / fire BURNING inside”—glowering
large with flaming orange eyes as the finger of a ghostly trickor-treater rings the doorbell in the background). What sets
this volume apart from similar haiku explorations of the seasons is the tight synthesis of visual object and oblique verbal
depiction, making for both wonderfully contemplative experiences of each illustrated poem and the seamless progression of nature’s cycle through the year.
Richly rewarding and clever: a visually arresting, inventive treatment of a popular subject. (Picture book/poetry. 5-10)
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LION OF THE SKY
Haiku for All Seasons
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WHO WET MY PANTS?
Shea, Bob
Illus. by OHora, Zachariah
Little, Brown (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 17, 2019
978-0-316-52521-3

Kindness is revealed to be the best
answer to embarrassment and anger in
this funny take on peeing in your pants.
“Somebody better come clean about
my wet pants.” Reuben, a bear in a scouting uniform, interrogates the whole forest troop to determine who wet his pants.
He even holds the doughnuts hostage until he can flush out the
guilty party and get what he wants: justice and dry pants. The
animals of Troop 73, all blushing with blame (or perhaps embarrassment for their friend?), are dressed in khakis and kerchiefs
and sit around a warm campfire. “I’ll get to the bottom of my wet
pants if it’s the last thing I do!” yells Reuben. The illustrations
are as insistent as Reuben. OHora’s pink, brown, and green–
dominated color scheme gives the pages an indie vibe; they’re
full of cool things that catch the eye: a potable-water pump, the
string-tied doughnut box, and plenty of perfect mushrooms.
The scout badges—on both the uniforms and the endpapers—
delight in their quirky charm. But this is more than a potty book
for scouts. With each accusation, it becomes clear that Reuben
will do anything to avoid blame—a character trait familiar to
readers, no doubt. Luckily for Reuben, his empathetic friends
treat him with kindness, and forgiveness ultimately leaks from
the pages.
It is not an accident that there is more here than meets
the eye. (Picture book. 5-8)

THE PHONE BOOTH IN
MR. HIROTA’S GARDEN
Smith, Heather
Illus. by Wada, Rachel
Orca (32 pp.)
$19.95 | Sep. 17, 2019
978-1-4598-2103-3

When tragedy strikes a Japanese fishing community, a young boy navigates
grief with the help of a neighbor.
Every day, Makio and his elderly neighbor, Mr. Hirota, play
a game spotting family members working on the shore cleaning the catch of the day. Suddenly an earthquake strikes, and
the two watch in horror as their loved ones are caught in the
ensuing tsunami. “Everyone lost someone the day the big wave
came. / Silence hung over the village like a dark, heavy cloud.”
Makio has not spoken since but curiously watches as Mr. Hirota
builds a telephone booth in his garden to talk to his lost daughter, Fumika. Soon other members of the community use the
booth to talk to their lost ones: “Hello, cousin. Today I fixed
the boat. I will fish again soon.” Intrigued, Makio sneaks into
the booth, finding a disconnected phone and the courage to
74
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finally say aloud, “I miss you, Dad.” Basing her story on the tsunami that struck Otsuchi, Japan, in 2011, Smith uses a reverent,
poetic tone that is heightened by Wada’s mixed media illustrations. Wada uses a hybrid of Japanese art styles to mirror the
grieving process, with the tragedy expressed in a dark gray palette, gradually underlined by pops of color and eventually giving
way to a warmly colored pastel spread.
A beautifully rendered tale of loss, love, grief, and gentle healing. (author’s note) (Picture book. 6-8)

SMALL IN THE CITY

Smith, Sydney
Neal Porter/Holiday House (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Sep. 3, 2019
978-0-8234-4261-4
A child navigates the city’s relentless
sights and sounds.
The child, light-skinned but with
race and gender ambiguous under layers of winter outerwear, pulls the stoprequest string inside the bus and trundles
into the midtown maw. A savvy kid, but so small within the double-page spread of skyscrapers, commuters, stoplights, and construction. Text appears in the white space between buildings,
“I know what it’s like to be small in the city.” Young readers will
feel their hearts constrict, as they all know what it’s like to confront a towering, intimidating world. Hand-drawn frames, presented in quadrants, contain both powerful close-ups and wider
scenes (taxi taillights, crosswalks, chain fencing, the child’s bobbing pom-pom) that mark time and distance. A page turn delivers full-page pictures of the looming city, with dizzying linework
and detail. Cinematic scenes feel at once atmospheric and photorealistic. With snow accumulating and light dwindling, the
narrator gives voice to the reader’s concern: “People don’t see
you and loud sounds can scare you, and knowing what to do is
hard sometimes.” This incisive language distills the hardest part
of childhood: the precarious hold small people have on their
own agency. A brilliant narrative twist reveals itself at the end
of this tender picture book, which stretches readers’ concern
painfully as the voice begins warning of dark alleys and dogs,
and points to warm churches and free food.
Extraordinary, emotional, and beautifully rendered.
(Picture book. 6-10)
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Insightful use of Sáenz’s war-diary entries boldly introduces
this extraordinary American’s triumphs and struggles.
soldier for equality

IT FEELS GOOD TO
BE YOURSELF
A Book About
Gender Identity

Thorn, Theresa
Illus. by Grigni, Noah
Henry Holt (45 pp.)
$17.99 | May 14, 2019
978-1-250-30295-3

This expansive, straightforward framing of gender emphasizes curiosity, joy, and positive self-expression.
In Thorn’s uplifting picture-book debut, young readers meet
four children: Ruthie, a thin, transgender girl with light brown
skin; Xavier, Ruthie’s cisgender brother, who also has brown
skin; Alex, a pale-skinned, round-bodied kid who is “both a boy
and a girl”; and JJ, a brown-skinned child who uses a wheelchair
and who is “neither a boy nor a girl.” Through plain, intentional
language, Thorn normalizes each child’s gender identity and
skillfully introduces the multifaceted concept of nonbinary
|

SOLDIER FOR EQUALITY
José de la Luz Sáenz
and the Great War
Tonatiuh, Duncan
Illus. by the author
Abrams (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Sep. 3, 2019
978-1-4197-3682-7

In 1918, José de la Luz Sáenz left his
teaching job and enlisted in the United States Army, where he
joined thousands of other Mexican American soldiers.
“He wanted to demonstrate that Mexican Americans loved
America and would give their lives fighting for it,” writes Tonatiuh. Luz felt that the white people of Texas would start treating Tejanos (Texans of Mexican descent) fairly after seeing their
sacrifice. Once in France, Luz taught himself French and was
assigned to the intelligence office to translate communications, but he was not given credit or promotions for this vital
work. After the war, he and other Tejano veterans found prejudice against them unchanged. They organized and became civil
rights leaders. In 1929, 10 years after the end of World War I,
they formed the League of United Latin American Citizens.
Together they fought against school segregation, racism, prejudice, and “for the ideals of democracy and justice.” The author’s
insightful use of Sáenz’s war-diary entries boldly introduces this
extraordinary American’s triumphs and struggles. In Tonatiuh’s
now-trademark illustrations, Luz crouches with other stylized
doughboys in French trenches as shells explode in no man’s
land and mourns a fallen fellow Mexican in a French cemetery.
Extensive backmatter includes an author’s note, war timeline,
timeline of LULAC’s successful civil rights lawsuits, glossary,
and bibliography.
An important contribution to this volatile chapter in
U.S. and Mexican American history. (Picture book/biography.
6-8)
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A chorus of drums, woodwinds, strings, creoles and indigenous languages will delight the ears at bedtime.
The rich sounds collected by Soussana travel between the
West African coast and the Caribbean. From the dark and painful history of slavery and colonization, these lullabies give melody and rhythm to cultural values, traditions, fables, and familial
struggles shared by the diaspora. “Lóba” speaks of the wonders
of nature and calls on the people to protect it. “Oyiri Marie”
tells the story of a hairdresser and a man who turns into a lion.
In “Hormiguita Retozona,” an ant has every excuse not to help
her mother do chores. The book provides further education on
the languages spoken and a map of the countries represented;
accompanying each song are the lyrics in both English and the
original language, along with beautiful illustrations by Gueyfier.
African and Afro-Caribbean children adorned in bright prints
and patterns dance, play, sleep, and sing across the pages. Other
songs have images of indigenous flora and fauna, city skylines,
the sea, and the forest. The vibrant colors mirror the diversity
of each country and ethnic group, and the tunes are catchy and
easy to hum.
Readers will dance in their dreams. (Picture book. 3- 7)

gender: “Just like there are many different ways to be a boy or a
girl, there are many different ways to be non-binary—too many
to fit in a book!” As the main characters move through their
vibrant neighborhood, families and children are portrayed with
a prismatic array of gender expressions, skin colors, and physical features. Nonbinary illustrator Grigni’s full-bleed images are
magical in their jewel-toned palette. Among gender-centered
picture books, this one stands out for its dazzling #ownvoices
art and its simple yet nuanced phrasing—particularly when
Ruthie shares her true gender with her family, and her parents
(an interracial couple) respond with a loving group hug. “Oops!
Ruthie was a girl all along—they just didn’t know it at first.” Giving kids and adults a hopeful model for discussing (and embracing) one another’s gender is just one of the gifts offered by this
valuable narrative.
Exceptional. (glossary, resources, note on pronouns,
author’s note, illustrator’s note) (Picture book. 3-9)
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Soussana, Nathalie & Hoarau,
Jean-Christophe
Illus. by Gueyfier, Judith
Trans. by Roulston, Hélène & Lytle, David
The Secret Mountain (80 pp.)
$16.95 | Oct. 1, 2019
978-2-924744-53-3
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Vo employs color, plot twists, and dramatically changing
perspectives to elicit surprise and maintain suspense.
the ranger

CRAB CAKE
Turning the Tide
Together

despite the impending transition. Simms’ paintings capture the
spirit of the quiet yet emotionally layered text, providing colorful patterns atop simple shapes and compositions. The result is
an understated story that delivers a powerful message of love.
Mayumi is biracial, with a white father and Japanese mother.
Like a garden, this meticulously composed work will
bring readers serenity and joy. (Picture book. 4-8)

Tsurumi, Andrea
Illus. by the author
HMH Books (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-0-544-95900-2

Sea creatures fortified by pastries work together to clean up
their home.
“Under the sea, where sunlight touches sand,” aquatic animals live mostly in peace. “Scallop does loop-de-loops,” “Octopus
hides in a coconut,” “The venomous Lionfish does whatever she
pleases,” and “Crab bakes cakes.” Each full-page spread is a delight
of detail, with adorable, expressive creatures that kids can pore
over at length. The bright colors suddenly darken, though, when
“one night, there’s a BIG SPLASH!” and a barge dumps a load of
trash into their habitat. The animals freeze, horrified, but Crab
gathers its fortitude and bakes yet another cake. The sea creatures
collect as a community, eating and discussing what to do next, and
they come up with a plan to send the trash back to the humans.
Each animal does what it can to help (each with its own distinctive, vigorous verb), and soon life under the sea is back to normal.
The tone shifts dramatically in this surprising story, from light and
fun to serious and upsetting, gently but clearly showing children
how everyone has unique skills and interests that they can use in
support of community or a common goal. Just baking a cake might
seem frivolous, but readers come away with the idea that nourishing and supporting one another is the only way to change the world.
A kid-friendly yet profound confection. (Picture book. 4-8)

OJIICHAN’S GIFT

Uegaki, Chieri
Illus. by Simms, Genevieve
Kids Can (36 pp.)
$16.99 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-77138-963-1
A young girl finds a new way to stay
connected to her ojiichan, or grandfather.
When Mayumi van Horton was born, her ojiichan in Japan
built her a garden. Instead of flowers, “Ojiichan had made the
garden out of stones—big ones, little ones and ones in between.”
The gently flowing narration continues as watercolors illustrate
how Mayumi grows between each summer visit with Ojiichan.
Mayumi also gains insight as they care for the garden together. As
a toddler she learns “that moss on a rock was a gift of time.” As
a school-aged child she learns “that clipping shrubs to look like
clouds was the best of all reasons to prune.” But later Mayumi
notices that Ojiichan’s house, once full of life and luster, is now
“dusty and dull” and the garden “left alone.” Realizing she is powerless to meet Ojiichan’s changing needs, she directs her frustrations on their once fastidiously maintained garden, kicking and
“spraying gravel everywhere.” Eventually she finds solace in creatively preserving their beloved project, cementing their bond
76
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THE GIRL AND
THE WOLF

Vermette, Katherena
Illus. by Flett, Julie
Theytus Books (32 pp.)
$19.95 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-1-926886-54-1
A berry-picking excursion turns potentially frightening
when a girl wanders from her mother and encounters a wolf.
Despite her mother’s warning to stay close as night
approaches, the girl finds herself lost in the woods and feeling
“cold and scared.” In classic wolf-narrative style, a “tall grey wolf
with big white teeth” appears, but unlike those in many traditional tales, this lupine offers help. Only by balancing experiential knowledge (identifying berries that are safe to eat) with
instinctual trust (following the wolf ’s guidance) can the girl
hope to reunite with her family. Poetic descriptions and spare
prose combine with simple yet textured mixed-media illustrations to create a story with a deeply cinematic quality. Readers
will likely infer the girl and her mother are First Nations peoples due to illustrator Flett’s (Cree-Métis) visual cues of brown
skin, black hair, and moccasins and through author Vermette’s
(Métis) textual reference of tying tobacco in cloth to leave as a
thank-you. Muted, earth-toned images give depth while allowing the girl to stand out in her red dress. Though similar to stories from the oral tradition or even the European canon, this is
“a completely made-up story.” It’s got a worthy message for any
reader to enjoy, and Indigenous and First Nations readers will
especially connect with characters who nourish traditional ways
of knowing while existing in an active, contemporary present.
A tale about knowledge, power, and trust that reminds
readers we used to speak with animals and still do—it
already feels like a classic. (author’s note) (Picture book. 3-5)

THE RANGER

Vo, Nancy
Illus. by the author
Groundwood (44 pp.)
$17.95 | Aug. 6, 2019
978-1-77306-128-3
Series: Crow Stories, 2
Following The Outlaw (2018), this second title of a trilogy offers a new character to ponder.
Various elements link this to the first book, such as the pacing; limited palette, with an abundance of gray, green, and black;
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Morrison’s illustrations set the stage for Weatherford’s
rhythmic history in verse, breaking from hip-hop’s early influences to today’s global hip-hop takeover.
This celebration begins, appropriately, with the ancestors.
An homage to Afro-descendent “folktales, street rhymes, and
spirituals,” along with images of Langston Hughes and Paul
Laurence Dunbar, is juxtaposed with a backpack-toting black
male with a crisp fade and T-shirt emblazoned with the signature words of Notorious B.I.G.: “It was all a dream.” This slogan
recalling the dream of Martin Luther King Jr. highlights how
the art form has served a dual purpose for hip-hop heads to get
down at the party as well as to unify on the streets. Weatherford
demonstrates how James Brown’s funk matched with Jamaica’s
dub was present in DJ Kool Herc’s Bronx block parties, at which
hip-hop’s birth is formally credited. But Weatherford and Morrison don’t stop at the music. Graffiti artists on the subway lines
of NYC, B-boys and B-girls on the cardboard dance floors, and
the unforgettable hip-hop fashion are featured prominently,
albeit with a heavy regionalist emphasis on its East Coast–reppin’ legends. Bronx-born superproducer Swizz Beatz provides
the foreword, honoring the role models that paved the way
to his flourishing artistic career. (There are relatively few artists from outside New York and New Jersey featured, though
some come through in thumbnail biographies of both male and
female artists in the backmatter.) A glossary of classic hip-hop
|

A RAY OF LIGHT

Wick, Walter
Photos by the author
Scholastic (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 26, 2019
978-0-439-16587-7
An exploration of the workings and
gifts of light.
Matter can be solid, liquid, or gas—
but what about light? “What is it made of? How does it fit alongside everything else in the world?” Light is energy, and Wick’s
photographs—huge, glossy, and crystal clear—glow with it. On
the first spread, a shaft of light, a beaker of water, and some
rocks appear almost mystical. Next, a close-up of a candle with
its wick aflame is downright hypnotic; across from it, a sequence
of small photos show a match striking a rock and flaring up.
Later, another progression shows three incandescent sources—
candle, bulb, sun—each in turn lighting a teacup-saucer-spoon
arrangement that never varies in placement, effectively demonstrating how lighting alters color. The text examines incandescence, iridescence, refraction, the relationship between light
waves and colors, pigments, magnification, heat, fire, and the
sun—always clearly and in concert with spellbinding photographs. The radiant illustrations show color spectrums, light
shining through and across various objects, almost-magic tricks
of light, and demonstrations of light waves that use water as a
visible symbol. Scrupulously, Wick acknowledges that photographs in books “cannot fully capture the purity and intensity
of color that’s observed directly by the human eye”—but these
will enrapture even readers too young to fully comprehend the
science. A meticulous, adult-directed author’s note elaborating
on the principles covered will help caregivers answer curious
children’s further questions.
A love story to light and color, both educational and
visually stunning. (Informational picture book. 6-12)
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Weatherford, Carole Boston
Illus. by Morrison, Frank
Little Bee (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-1-4998-0411-9

terminology is included along with an author’s note and an illustrator’s note.
No way around it, this book is supa-dupa fly, with lush
illustrations anchored in signature hip-hop iconography
for the future of the global hip-hop nation. (Picture book.
4-14)
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THE ROOTS OF RAP
16 Bars on the 4
Pillars of Hip-hop
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incorporation of newspaper fragments and 19th-century fabric
patterns. Nevertheless, such knowledge is not necessary for
comprehension. Readers first see the back of the protagonist—
a figure rendered in watercolor that bleeds into the scene, masking identity. The page turn reveals a female of indeterminate
race with long black braids. Vo employs color, plot twists, and
dramatically changing perspectives to elicit surprise and maintain suspense. While moving through the forest, Annie discovers an orange fox, trapped and suffering. She releases the animal
and binds its wound but resolves not to tame it. Her emotional
position is underscored by her physical one. Seen from the
fox’s perspective, Annie appears as tall and unapproachable as
the parallel tree trunks disappearing off the page. The creature
accompanies the ranger on her journey; when a bear attacks and
Annie is knocked unconscious, she is cared for by a mysterious
woman, dressed in orange, casting the shadow of a fox. The
ranger must then come to terms with her stubborn stance on
independence in the face of friendship’s rewards.
A restrained text fuses with visually arresting and enigmatic interactions to open a welcoming space for contemplation. (Picture book. 4- 7)

A PLACE TO LAND

Wittenstein, Barry
Illus. by Pinkney, Jerry
Neal Porter/Holiday House (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 27, 2019
978-0-8234-4331-4
The backstory of a renowned address
is revealed.
Martin Luther King Jr.’s “I Have a Dream Speech” is one of
the most famous ever given, yet with this book, Wittenstein and
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Pinkney give young readers new insights into both the speech
and the man behind it. When Dr. King arrived in Washington,
D.C., for the 1963 March on Washington, the speech was not yet
finished. He turned to his fellow civil rights leaders for advice,
and after hours of listening, he returned to his room to compose,
fine-tuning even the day of the march. He went on to deliver
a powerful speech, but as he closed, he moved away from the
prepared text and into a stirring sermon. “Martin was done circling. / The lecture was over. / He was going to church, / his place
to land, / and taking a congregation / of two hundred and fifty
thousand / along for the ride.” Although much hard work still
lay ahead, the impact of Dr. King’s dramatic words and delivery
elevated that important moment in the struggle for equal rights.
Wittenstein’s free-verse narrative perfectly captures the tension leading up to the speech as each adviser urged his own ideas
while remaining a supportive community. Pinkney’s trademark
illustrations dramatize this and the speech, adding power and
further illuminating the sense of historical importance.
Gives readers a fresh and thrilling sense of what it took
to make history. (author’s note, lists of advisers and speakers, bibliography, source notes) (Informational picture book. 7-10)

SO BIG!

Wohnoutka, Mike
Illus. by the author
Bloomsbury (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Jul. 2, 2019
978-1-5476-0079-3
Using just six words, Wohnoutka
manages to spin a complete school story.
The sunshiny gouache illustrations do the heavy lifting, supporting the words “so,” “big,” “not,” “too,” “just,” and
“right” that are repeated throughout. The first spread shows
Bear waking up in a sunny bedroom. A red star marks Sept. 4
on the wall calendar, and there’s a backpack on the floor: “So
big.” Bear continues to feel capable and confident while dressing, eating breakfast, packing a bag, tying shoes, and standing at the bus stop (there is nary an adult in sight) next to a
nervous elephant and squirrel. Then the bus arrives, dwarfing
Bear, and this contrast and the font indicate a change: “SO big.”
The other students on the bus (rhino, hippo, giraffe…) are “So
BIG,” and the school is “SO BIG!” Bear is suddenly “Not so
big.” But then Bear spies Squirrel, who is crying and feeling
even smaller and less ready than Bear. Wordlessly, Bear, a model
of empathy, holds out a hand, and together, the two brave the
hallways, which are “Not so big…,” meet their teacher, and find
that their classroom is “Just right!” Wohnoutka’s animal cast is
beautifully expressive, and his use of relative size within compositions is masterful, easily getting across to readers how the
world feels to Bear and Squirrel.
Even the most school-ready kid can have doubts, but
with a friend, nothing will seem too big to handle. (Picture
book. 3-6)
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THE DAY THE UNIVERSE
EXPLODED MY HEAD
Poems To Take You Into
Space and Back Again
Wolf, Allan
Illus. by Raff, Anna
Candlewick (56 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 5, 2019
978-0-7636-8025-1

Poems about stars, planets, moons, and other astronomical
wonders, accompanied by stylish anthropomorphic illustrations.
Opening with a “Solar Sunnet” (“Next time you want to
wish upon a star, / you need not even wait for night to fall”)
and a spectacularly silly “Moon Buffet” (“Ophelia’s made of
tacos / and Europa’s made of Spam”), this versified tour of the
solar system and beyond offers both astronomical and metrical
delights. Of the latter, Wolf ’s frequent use of multiple voices
(cued by lines in different colors) plays to fine effect in zippy
exclamations by three shooting stars from the Perseid shower,
the measured strains of tidally locked Pluto and Charon as they
whirl in a stately do-si-do, and an effervescent rap on astronomical distances: “They call us DJ Energy / and MC Square! /
Physics is our business. / We’re a relative pair.” Raff puts faces,
generally with goofy expressions, on nearly all of the cartoonish
heavenly bodies she depicts posing against starry backdrops,
including both light- and dark-skinned human figures in some
scenes. The author unpacks select facts and concepts on each
poem in closing notes, and he also identifies his meter, poetic
type, and any literary references. His comment on the title
poem’s climax is a cogent one: “If it hasn’t happened to you yet,
it will eventually.”
A giddy ride through our stellar neighborhood and
beyond. (glossary, URLs) (Picture book/poetry. 7-13)

I MISS MY GRANDPA
Xiaojing, Jin
Illus. by the author
Little, Brown (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Sep. 3, 2019
978-0-316-41787-7

A grandmother tells a young child all
the amazing pieces that were a part of the
grandpa the child never met.
One by one, Grandma points out each
element of Grandpa’s appearance in a living relative: youngest uncle Mason’s moonlike face, cousin Aiden’s listening ears, and on until she finally comes to the wavy hair
the child she addresses inherited. Grandma assures the child that
Grandpa can be found in their hearts: “He is still living within us
who love him.” Layers of media, including colored pencil, watercolor, oil pastel, and dip pen, are applied and then scratched
away, creating bold, striking textures and patterns. The strong
use of shapes, in both positive and negative space, draws readers’
eyes and creates a compelling visual throughline. For instance,
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A terrific reminder for readers of all ages
that boredom is always optional.
the boring book

Yang, Kao Kalia
Illus. by Kim, Seo
Carolrhoda (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Oct. 1, 2019
978-1-5415-3836-8
A young Hmong American girl shares
the small things of wonder that make up

|

Yolen, Jane & Stemple, Heidi E.Y.
Illus. by Nobati, Eugenia
Millbrook/Lerner (32 pp.)
$19.99 PLB | Oct. 1, 2019
978-1-5124-8201-0
What is that pong? These critters smell wrong!
“Eek, you reek, / You made a funk. / Where you have been /
Things stink, stank, stunk.” Yolen and daughter Stemple (Mon
ster Academy, 2018, etc.) team up again for a collection of poems
that…um, celebrate those animals large and small that make the
world a smellier place. The requisite skunk and stinkbug are
joined by their lesser-known putrid pals. There are the stinkpot turtle, or Sternotherus odoratus (“There you are, oh odoratus,
/ With your musky turtle status. / Small mud-loving omnivore
/ That raccoons equally adore. / You pump out bad perfumes
galore / When chased down by a predator”), and the hoatzin,
a very smelly bird that digests like a cow and smells so foul no
animal will eat it. A trio of haiku about icky insects adds to the
fun (and info), as do longer poems on ferrets, musk oxen, wolverines, Tasmanian devils, and more. Nobati’s green-tinged,
digitally painted pencil drawings depict the reeking wretches
and virtually make the stink visible. A paragraph of information
on each creature graces the close, as does a glossary of smelly
words and a fetid further reading list. The tone is fresh, however, and the foolish foulness may just hook those who think
poetry stinks.
Rancid rhymes and syncopated stank and plenty of
eeeew just for you. (Informational picture book/poetry. 6-12)
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her world.
When Paj Ntaub moves into a new green house with big
windows with her family, the garden grows with “tomatoes,
green beans, and a watermelon as round as my mother’s belly.”
Soon, the green house becomes their house. Paj Ntaub helps
“Tais Tais hang the special story cloth about how the Hmong
got to America.” She exchanges waves with her neighbors Bob
and Ruth, an elderly white couple even older than Tais Tais. And
changing seasons usher in life and death. In gentle prose, Yang’s
picture-book debut explores nature, community, and connection. Twin brothers are born amid the summer bounty in the
garden. On a snowy, cold morning, loss arrives, and bare gingko
trees “[reach] for the sky with their thin fingers” against the
new emptiness of the house across the street. When the world
becomes green again, Paj Ntaub draws together these connections in a neighborly gesture of comfort. Using digital graphite,
pastels, watercolor, and scanned handmade textures, Kim brings
detailed dimension to the green house and the world around it.
Alternating perspectives capture the expansiveness of the outside as well as the intimacy of Paj Ntaub’s observations.
Contemplative, curious, and kind. (Picture book. 5-9)

EEK, YOU REEK!
Poems About Animals
That Stink, Stank,
Stunk

middle gr a de

A MAP INTO
THE WORLD
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tiny dots of light create constellations depicting how aunt Zaizi can turn her voice into a duck or a lion or the wind, just as
Grandpa did. The appearances of the child and grandmother,
both paper-white and outlined with a rainbow of swift, simple
lines, are racially ambiguous, but the mixed Chinese and Western names of relatives point to a multicultural family. Although
her works have been published in China, this title marks New
York City–based Xiaojing’s U.S. picture-book debut. The text
appears in Mandarin translation (both characters and pinyin) on
the rear endpapers.
A luminous celebration of what we share and inherit
from our elders. (Picture book. 3-9)

THE BORING BOOK
Yoshitake, Shinsuke
Illus. by the author
Chronicle (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 6, 2019
978-1-4521-7456-3

The oft-heard childhood phrase “I’m
bored” becomes the jumping-off point
for this philosophical picture book.
There is nothing to entertain or distract this child today, and so the protagonist becomes inquisitive about boredom. What does it mean exactly? Does everyone
experience it? Even animals? Is life a continual dichotomy
between fun and boring? Is boredom a matter of perspective?
As the child demonstrates with bemusement, sometimes wandering through such answerless wonderings can itself be the
antidote to boredom. Each page offers a thought experiment
examining the nature of boredom sure to provoke curiosity and
insight. This English translation of a book originally published
in Japan in 2017 makes reference to Japanese culture through
the illustrations; school children wear traditional uniforms, and
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Zhang’s buoyant, bubbly text is complemented
by Chua’s charming, animated characters.
amy wu and the perfect bao

adults sit cross-legged at tables low to the ground. All characters have the same paper-white skin, simple facial features, and
brown or gray hair; the repetition of hairstyles, clothing, and
facial expressions on the people emphasizes a sameness that
is characteristic of boredom, yet even so, the illustrations are
interesting and evocative. Adults and children will find this boring book a wonderful resource for sparking conversation. It’s a
terrific reminder for readers of all ages that boredom is always
optional.
A perfectly mild unpacking of the nuances and subtleties of boredom. (Picture book. 6-10)

AMY WU AND THE
PERFECT BAO
Zhang, Kat
Illus. by Chua, Charlene
Aladdin (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Oct. 1, 2019
978-1-5344-1133-3

A little girl wants to make perfect bao, just like the ones her
mom, dad, and grandma make.
Making bao is a multigenerational affair in the Wu family.
Amy’s mom, dad, and grandma make perfect bao that come out
“soft and fluffy, and so, so delicious.” Amy “could eat them all
day.” However, the bao that Amy makes are always too small or
too big, and sometimes they “fall apart before they reach her
mouth.” One day, Amy is determined “to make the world’s
most perfect bao.” (The typeface is determined too.) First,
Amy’s dad mixes flour, water, and yeast to make dough for the
bread (yay for dads in the kitchen!). Then “Amy’s mom seasons
meat for the filling.” Finally, everyone gathers around the table
to work. Everyone makes perfect bao…everyone except Amy.
Amy is about to give up when she thinks of the perfect “Amysize” plan and gets to work! Zhang’s buoyant, bubbly text is
complemented by Chua’s charming, animated characters, who
include an equally expressive kitty as sidekick. In one scene,
Amy slumps on the floor with flour-covered face and clothes,
cradling a misshapen bao. Her forlorn face exemplifies despair,
while kitty mirrors her. Step-by-step illustrations, combined
with the author’s family recipe, provide readers with a guide to
making bao. The Wus all appear to be East Asian.
An extra-tasty book for bao lovers everywhere. (Picture
book. 4-8)
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THE CROSSOVER

THE LINE TENDER
Allen, Kate
Illus. by the author
Dutton (384 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-0-7352-3160-3

Lucy finds solace in her late mother’s
passion for shark biology during a summer that brings a new grief.
First-person narrator Lucy and neighbor Fred are compiling a field guide to animals they find near their Rockport, Massachusetts, home. Lucy is
the artist, Fred the scientist, and their lifelong friendship is only
just hinting that it could become something more. Lucy’s mother,
who died of a brain aneurysm when Lucy was 7, five years earlier in
1991, was a recognized shark biologist; her father is a police diver.
When a great white is snagged by a local fisherman—a family
friend—video footage of an interview with Lucy’s mother surfaces
on the news, and Lucy longs to know more. But then another loved
one dies, drowned in a quarry accident, and it is Lucy’s father who
recovers the body—in their small community it seems everyone is
grappling with the pain. Lucy’s persistence in learning about the
anatomy of sharks in order to draw them is a kind of homage to
those she’s lost. Most of the characters are white; a marine scientist woman of color and protégée of Lucy’s mother plays a key role.

THE LIBRARY OF EVER
Alexander, Zeno
Imprint (208 pp.)
$16.99 | Apr. 30, 2019
978-1-250-16917-4

A bored preteen discovers that
there’s more to library work than
developing a world-class “SHUSH” or
shooting through librarian-sized pneumatic tubes.
|
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This graphic-novel adaptation of
Alexander’s 2015 Newbery Medal winner offers powerful visuals to an alreadycherished narrative of teenage black boys
navigating the game of life.
The tale follows a year in the life of the Bell family, with Chuck
“Da Man” Bell at the helm as he teaches his twin sons, Josh and
Jordan, how to follow in his star-studded footsteps. Josh “Filthy
McNasty” Bell takes the lead in narration, providing readers with
in-depth court play-by-play as he deals with the growing pains of
adolescence, balancing brotherhood and his own becoming. Myriad poetic forms appear throughout. A portion embrace rhyme,
with a hint of old-school flow recalling hip-hop’s golden era.
Veteran comics illustrator Anyabwile brings an expansive range
of black-boy emotional expressiveness to the page, accompanied
by a striking attention to detail and pop-cultural reference. Just
check the fresh barber lines on display or the true-to-life illustrations of beloved athletes and musicians such as LeBron James,
Kevin Durant, Lil Wayne, 2 Chainz, and more. Eschewing the traditional paneled look of the graphic-novel form creates a dynamic
flow between the scenes. These are sectioned out into basketballappropriate quarters and dotted with Chuck’s inspirational Basketball Rules, such as this excerpt of No. 3: “The sky is your limit,
sons. Always shoot for the sun and you will SHINE.” These messages grow ever more resonant as readers approach the climax of
this heartwarming story.
Flashy and engaging with emotional depth—a slamdunk thrill. (Graphic fiction. 10-12)

middle gr a de

Indeed, hardly has 11-year-old Lenora stepped through the
mysterious portal that connects her public library to a much, much
larger one then she is invited to take the librarian’s oath (“Do you
swear to venture forth bravely and find the answer to any question,
no matter the challenge?”). She’s given a Fourth Assistant Apprentice Librarian badge and whirled off on a series of assignments that
take her from the year 8000 to correct a leap-year misconception
to a near stranding on a massive globe as she searches for the place
with the world’s longest name. And as if such realistically typical
reference work isn’t hard enough on its own, along the way she
is repeatedly attacked by bowler-wearing villains (some of them
robots) collectively known as the Forces of Darkness and dedicated to the suppression of intellectual freedom. Fortunately, being
the resourceful sort who gets a thrill of pleasure from realizing that
she is lost, Lenora is well up to most challenges—and for the rest
she gets solid support from a multispecies supporting cast led by
her supervisor, Chief Answerer Malachi. Lenora presents white;
Malachi is a 10-foot-tall, dark-skinned woman.
Not the first tale to be set in a universal library but
unusually clever in the details and commendably accurate
in its own way. (Fantasy. 9-11)

Alexander, Kwame
Illus. by Anyabwile, Dawud
HMH Books (224 pp.)
$22.99 | $12.99 paper | Sep. 24, 2019
978-1-328-96001-6
978-1-328-57549-4 paper
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making middle-grade memories
Among an adult reader’s most indelible memories are those moments spent
reading in childhood. Simply thinking
about my childhood favorites summons
for me images of where I was when immersed in those stories: a bedroom or a
kitchen I haven’t seen in decades, surrounded by the sounds and smells of
those places. Forget madeleines; these
characters and plots serve as their own
time machines to my increasingly distant past.
That’s what a good middle-grade book can to: plant itself in the cerebral cortex, supporting the developing reader as they climb, and rooting the reading mind as the years
pass. And this year’s good middle-grade books are very,
very good.
Some describe the everyday lives of children, validating readers who share their protagonists’ experiences
and illuminating those who
do not. Only a year in the
United States after moving
from Tlaquepaque, Mexico,
the eponymous main character of Angela Cervantes’ Lety
Out Loud (Scholastic, Feb. 26)
spends her summer volunteering at the animal shelter, plying her newfound command of
English as a writer of profiles
for the potential adoptees. Like
Lety, Jude, the Syrian protagonist of Jasmine Warga’s Other
Words for Home (Balzer + Bray,
May 28), is newly arrived in the U.S. and attends classes with
other English-language learners, navigating a world where
she is identified as “from somewhere else” and asserting
that she is “here now” by winning a role in the school musical. While Lety and Jude manage their new language with
increasing confidence, for Jingwen, just arrived in Australia from an unidentified Asian country in Remy Lai’s Pie
in the Sky (Henry Holt, May 14), English might as well be
Martian. He watches with incredulity as his booger little
brother soaks English up and make friends, even translating for Jingwen’s teacher when she decides Jingwen needs
after-school help.
Others are more fantastic, placing child protagonists in
settings that are far from everyday. For the African American cousins who anchor Lamar Giles’ The Last Last-Day-ofSummer (Versify, April 2) the extraordinary is the ordinary,
as their home of Logan County, Virginia, is something of
Leah Overstreet

a weirdness magnet. And on the
titular day, into it drops Mr. Flux,
who’s determined to stop time,
and it’s up to Otto and Sheed to
start it back up.
Erin Entrada Kelly takes readers into a wholly created world in
Lalani of the Distant Sea (Greenwillow, Sept. 3), pitching her fatherless protagonist into conflict
with her community and forcing
her to venture ever farther in a
magical island landscape, plaiting traditional Filipinx motifs into the story much as Western fantasists employ European ones. Yoon Ha Lee leaves
Earth altogether with Dragon Pearl (Rick Riordan Presents,
Jan. 15), a rip-roaring space opera grounded in Korean traditions, in which gumiho Min must use all her shape-shifting powers and foxy smarts to sneak her way into the Space
Forces and find her beloved older brother, who’s missing in
action and been branded a traitor.
For readers who like to keep it real, we have some tremendous nonfiction. In Reaching for the Moon (Atheneum,
July 2), NASA mathematician
Katherine Johnson invites readers into her story of growing up
“colored” in segregated West Virginia and striving to fulfill her
genius in the twin faces of racism and sexism. Deborah Heiligman places readers on the decks
of the City of Benares, a passenger ship carrying child evacuees
from England to Canada that
was Torpedoed (Henry Holt, Oct.
8) by the Nazis in the North Atlantic. Drawing on survivors’
firsthand accounts, she helps
readers feel their terror. And Sy Montgomery places them
in the middle of a herd of wildebeest in The Magnificent Mi
gration (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, June 11), contextualizing her adventure with accounts of other migrations and an
exploration of the many forces that affect the movements
of the wildebeests today.
For some kid somewhere, one or another of these
books—or one of the other books on our list of Best Middle-Grade Books of 2019—will become that book that
carries them back across the decades. —V.S.
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THIS WAS OUR PACT

Andrews, Ryan
Illus. by the author
First Second (336 pp.)
$21.99 | $17.99 paper | Jun. 11, 2019
978-1-250-19695-8
978-1-62672-053-4 paper
Two reluctant friends—and a talking bear—journey deep into the night in
search of answers. 
The night of the annual Autumn Equinox Festival unfolds as
the villagers cast hundreds of lanterns down the river in honor of
a local folk legend. For Ben, this year will be different from the
rest. He and his friends make a pact to follow the lanterns until the
unknown end of their voyage. One by one Ben’s friends give up and
return home, all except for Nathaniel, whose love for the cosmos
and nerdy ways ostracize him from the group. In spite of his misgivings, Ben decides to uphold the pact with Nathaniel. A third, unexpected member joins the adventure when the boys come across a
talking fisherbear who’s on a quest to fish as his ancestors did. The
trio eventually loses track of the path, and an unplanned encounter
with the feisty Madam Majestic leads to even greater escapades.
To shed more light on the story risks spoiling Andrews’ marvelously melancholic, earnest graphic novel, at its core an exercise in
whimsical self-reflection. This story’s a quiet one in which danger
flickers and hope flares at odd but fruitful moments. The core relationship between Ben (a dark-haired, light-skinned, bespectacled
boy) and Nathaniel (a dark-skinned boy with puffs of hair) never
veers into pure mawkishness. Likewise, the primarily blue and
red mixed-media pictures underscore how nighttime sometimes
promises transformation.
Brilliantly enchanting. (Graphic fabulism. 10-14)

ORANGE FOR
THE SUNSETS

Athaide, Tina
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins (336 pp.)
$16.99 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-0-06-279529-8

Argueta, Jorge
Illus. by Vanden Broeck, Fabricio
Trans. by Bell, Elizabeth
Piñata Books/Arté Público (96 pp.)
$10.95 paper | Nov. 30, 2019
978-1-55885-889-3

Argueta tells the story of 10-year-old
Jimena Pérez, who unexpectedly journeys from her home in El
Salvador to the U.S.
Told in a sequence of short poems first in Spanish and consequently in English, this poignant story introduces Jimena’s
|
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In 1972, the president of Uganda,
Idi Amin, ordered the expulsion of the
country’s “foreign Indians,” giving them
90 days to leave the country.
In alternating chapters, Athaide tells
the story of best friends Asha, who is Indian, and Yesofu, who is
African and whose mother is a servant in Asha’s home, as they
navigate this xenophobic, nationalist chaos. Yesofu is influenced by Mamma’s words—“You and Asha are from different
worlds,” she warns him—but Asha is determined to prove him
wrong: “Black. Brown. Indian. African. She’d…[s]how him these
differences didn’t matter.” Yet when Asha sees Yesofu “cheering, waving, and hollering” at an anti-Indian rally, she is hurt
and confused. When, shortly after, at school during a heated
argument, Yesofu snarls at her, “Don’t [my family] deserve more
than being your slaves—don’t I?” Asha is incredulous. As the
novel progresses, however, Yesofu, too, has misgivings about
this Ugandan nationalism and the possible loss of his dearest
friend. Drawing on Athaide’s own childhood experiences as a
Ugandan-born British-Indian whose family was affected by the
expulsion, the story does not shy from the violence and death of
the episode. The use of the alternating perspectives helps readers unfamiliar with the era understand both it and the feelings
on both sides; an author’s note provides further context.
Though based in history, this novel is timely, addressing
the human complexity of literal borders and figurative walls
and lives that are irrevocably and heartbreakingly changed
in crises. (bibliography, further resources) (Historical fiction.
9-13)

JIMENA PÉREZ PUEDE
VOLAR / JIMENA PÉREZ
CAN FLY
MIDDLE GRADE

middle gr a de

home through her senses: “Me gusta / el color de las zanahorias…. / Pero más me gusta / el olor de los marañones”; “I like the
color / of the carrots…. / But what I like most / is the smell of
the cashew fruit.” When young boys from a neighborhood gang
threaten Jimena’s schoolmate, Jimena’s parents, fearing for their
own daughter, decide that Jimena and her mother will join family living in Texas. After exiting El Salvador and later Guatemala,
Jimena and her mother climb atop a train—La Bestia, known
for its ruthlessness and peril—and later trek by foot. Authorities find Jimena and her mama and pull them from each other. “I
feel alone. / Other kids are crying. / We’re little birds / alone and
sad / in a metal cage.” The harrowing tale ends in a detention
cell for children, yet in this realistic hell, Jimena manages to find
some small hope. It leaves Jimena scared and uncertain, and it
won’t be a stretch for readers to understand that the questions
they have about Jimena apply to far too many real-life children
like her.
A poignant, sincere, empathetic glimpse at family border separation. (Verse fiction. 8-14)

pictur e books

Allen offers, through Lucy’s voice, a look at the intersection of art,
science, friendship, and love in a way that is impressively nuanced
and realistic while offering the reassurance of connection.
Rich, complex, and confidently voiced. (Historical fiction.
11-14)
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The novel is rare for the ease with which it combines ancient
Greek studies with modern-day issues such as bullying and change.
the next great paulie fink

MONSTROUS
The Lore, Gore, and
Science Behind Your
Favorite Monsters

to hold a contest to name the next great Paulie Fink. Caitlyn, as
the most objective person in the class, serves as organizer, judge,
and jury. But by the time the next great Paulie Fink is named,
Caitlyn understands that it’s far more than one person they’re
trying to save. A story with massive heart, Benjamin’s follow-up
to The Thing About Jellyfish (2015) proves this writer’s incredible
wit, charm, and ability to navigate deep questions while tapping
directly into the middle school mindset. The novel is rare for
the ease with which it combines ancient Greek studies with
modern-day issues such as bullying and change, helped along by
a delightful multiracial cast. Diversity is communicated mostly
via naming convention; Caitlyn seems to be default white.
A book to make readers think, question, reach, laugh,
and strive harder. (Fiction. 9-14)

Beccia, Carlyn
Illus. by the author
Carolrhoda (148 pp.)
$19.99 | Sep. 3, 2019
978-1-5124-4916-7

Eight renowned monsters of film, fantasy, and folklore offer
gateways to scientific fields and enquiries.
“The real magic is science,” writes Beccia (They Lost Their
Heads!, 2018), and to back up the claim, she surrounds introductions to familiar fantastic creatures, from Dracula to Bigfoot, the Kraken, werewolves, and King Kong, with excursions
into diverse scientific topics relevant to each. After leading off
with a look at the chemical bases of fear and other emotions,
for instance, an account of Mary Shelley’s creation of Frankenstein’s monster serves as entree for discussions of electricity,
the experiments of Galvani and others, how defibrillators work,
glowing pigs and other products of genetic experimentation,
lobotomies, head transplants, and how certain breakfast-cereal
dyes turn poop pink. Moreover, later chapters invite readers
to sink their teeth into a vampiric timeline from ancient Babylonia and the Twilight saga, weigh King Kong’s unlikely mass
ratio (“Did Beauty or Math Kill the Beast?”), glimpse a deep-sea
“bone-eating snot-flower worm” chowing down on a dead whale,
and assemble an official Centers for Disease Control zombiepreparedness kit that would, uncoincidentally, be just as useful
in a pandemic or other natural disaster. The monsters are more
comical than scary in the author’s painted illustrations, and
though her (living) cast defaults to white, she does include some
brown-skinned figures.
Informative and entertaining throughout for readers
undead or otherwise. (index, glossary, large bibliography)
(Nonfiction. 10-13)

THE MIGHTY HEART OF
SUNNY ST. JAMES
Blake, Ashley Herring
Little, Brown (384 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 26, 2019
978-0-316-51553-5

Sunny St. James has just had a heart
transplant and is ready to take three crucial steps into her New Life.
Step No. 1: Do “awesome amazing things” her cardiomyopathy kept
her from doing. Step No. 2: “Find a new best friend” to replace
Margot, who betrayed her trust. Step No. 3: “Find a boy” to
kiss, “because kisses.” Sunny achieves the first two steps almost
simultaneously: She goes swimming in the ocean for the first
time since her diagnosis and she meets blue-haired Quinn Ríos
Rivera, and the two agree to be best friends. The third proves to
be difficult, because Sunny finds she doesn’t want to kiss a boy.
She wants to kiss Quinn. Sunny’s struggles are numerous but
well-balanced and never overwhelm readers. The 12-year-old’s
mother, Lena, who gave Sunny to her best friend, Kate, to raise
eight years ago, is ready to be part of Sunny’s life. Sunny isn’t sure
she wants to know Lena, a recovering alcoholic. She’s also uncertain as to which feelings are hers and which ones belong to her
unknown heart donor, but her thoughtful, present-tense voice
as she parses these feelings is all hers. Quinn is Puerto Rican;
Kate’s boyfriend is black; and Lena’s husband is South Asian.
Assume whiteness for everyone else.
A sweet and gentle story of self-discovery and a beautiful addition to the growing genre of middle-grade realism
featuring girls who like girls. (Fiction. 8-13)

THE NEXT GREAT
PAULIE FINK
Benjamin, Ali
Little, Brown (384 pp.)
$16.99 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-0-316-38088-1

Starting at a new middle school can
be a horrifying experience for anyone.
Seventh-grader Caitlyn finds it harder
than she ever imagined. For one thing, she’s
expected to help take care of the goats—
and the kindergartners. Plus, none of her new classmates appear
to play by the same social rules as her old middle school. Instead
of trying to be cool, everyone at Mitchell stands out, and they
do it on purpose. Even a kid who’s no longer there stands out.
When Paulie Fink, legendary for his pranks, doesn’t return for
seventh grade, his old classmates miss him so much they decide
84
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Yo o n H a L e e
THIS PROMISE
OF CHANGE
One Girl’s Story in the
Fight for School Equality

A prolific writer of science fiction and fantasy, Yoon Ha Lee is
widely acclaimed for his short stories and novels—his debut novel
was even nominated for a Hugo
Award. In Dragon Pearl (Rick
Riordan Presents/Disney, Jan. 15),
however, Lee strayed from his
comfort zone of adult fiction in order to cater to a very different (and
very specific) audience.
“I wanted this book to be for my daughter,” says Lee,
who describes her as a big fan of Rick Riordan’s various
middle-grade series. Dragon Pearl is the third novel published under Riordan’s imprint, Rick Riordan Presents,
which was founded with the express purpose of showcasing “diverse, mythology-based fiction by new, emerging,
and under-represented authors.”
Lee set out to tell a female-driven space opera grounded in Korean mythology. His protagonist, Min, is a teenager living with her family on an impoverished world
when news arrives that her older brother is suspected of
having deserted the Space Force. She realizes that there’s
more to the story than is being told, and so she travels off
Jinju to track him—and the truth—down. The perilous
journey is made somewhat easier by the fact that she’s a
fox spirit—a supernatural being capable of transforming
her body into anything. Along the way she crosses paths
with a dazzling array of supernatural beings, ghosts, and
ancient powers.
Lee admits that for a long time, it didn’t occur to him
to include elements from his own heritage in his writing.
That changed as he watched the
debate unfold online about the
diversity of stories being told in
science fiction and fantasy. “I
had this kind of really obvious
realization, of, Hey, I’m not white,
I don’t have to write about white
characters.
“I really hope that people
who read this book are inspired
to see what else is out there,”
Yoon Ha Lee
says Lee, “because the diversity
in voices, from disabled characters to characters with different body types, different sexualities, ethnicities, religions—it’s really reassuring.”—J.F.

Boyce, Jo Ann Allen & Levy, Debbie
Bloomsbury (320 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-68119-852-1

An autobiographical account in verse
of a teen pioneering school desegregation in the South.
Jo Ann Allen lives up on a hill with the other black residents
of Clinton, Tennessee. They travel to Knoxville to attend the
black schools, but in 1956, two years after the Brown v. Board
of Education decision, a judge in Knoxville tells Clinton officials that they must integrate immediately. Jo Ann is one of 12
black students who enroll in the all-white Clinton High School.
With co-author Levy, she tells her story of that year in poems
grouped by her relationship to her town (“Mine, Theirs and
Ours”; “Fear,” etc.). Most of the white people who support
the black students do so only out of civic duty to obey the law.
Still, there are moments of hope, as when her white classmates
elect her vice president of their homeroom; it seems she might
make friends. But then hatred and violence overtake the town
of Clinton, necessitating federal law enforcement to keep the
peace. Readers will empathize with Jo Ann’s honest incredulity:
“Mouths spewing insults. / (Do these mouths sing hymns on
Sunday? / Do they say ‘I love you’?)” One timely poem remembers a local election in which “every single / white supremacist/
segregationist / candidate / lost.” Such gems relevant to today’s
politics, along with the narrator’s strong inner voice, make this
offering stand out.
Powerful storytelling of a not-so-distant past. (epilogue, authors’ notes, photos, timeline, sources, bibliography, further reading) (Verse memoir. 9-14)

Jeff Mann

THE USUAL SUSPECTS
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Broaddus, Maurice
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins (288
pp.)
$16.99 | May 21, 2019
978-0-06-279631-8
When a gun is found near their
school, seventh-grade pranksters Thelonius Mitchell and his best friend, Nehemiah Caldwell, must work together to
solve the mystery before being blamed
for something they didn’t do.
Thelonious narrates: “I’ve seen this movie play out many
times before. Something goes missing? Must be one of us.
Something gets broken? Must be one of us.” On the other
hand, their innocence is not so easily proven given their track
record of pranks. How do they manage to pull off such hijinks
as borrowing the homeroom teacher’s credit card to pay for
|
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The author uses restrained colors and loose, fluid modeling to give
his mildly cartoonish depictions an engagingly informal air.
rocket to the moon!

Brown, Don
Illus. by the author
Amulet/Abrams (136 pp.)
$13.99 | Mar. 5, 2019
978-1-4197-3404-5
Series: Big Ideas That Changed the
World, 1

boots on the moon.
Brown assumes the narrative voice of Rodman Law, a wisecracking professional daredevil who attempted to ride a rocket
in 1913 (“Yeah, this oughta work”) and beat the odds by surviving
the explosion. He opens with a capsule history of rocketry from
ancient China to the Mercury and Gemini programs before
recapping the Apollo missions. Keeping the tone light and
offering nods as he goes to historical figures including Johann

middle gr a de

Brown launches the Big Ideas That
Changed the World series with a graphic
commemoration of the program that put

pictur e books

ROCKET TO THE MOON!

online poker? They are severely underestimated as students
“warehoused” in the Special Ed room, where the revolvingdoor administration hopes to “fix” them instead of listening to
and supporting them. This old-school system of rules enforced
upon them, which Thelonius frequently compares to prison,
ignores their gifts, such as Nehemiah’s computer wizardry.
There is righteous rebellion within their mischief; as Thelonius
explains, “sometimes we have to turn the system on itself for us
to get by.” But that gun in the park is much more intense than
their usual antics. Yet and still, they ain’t no snitch. Broaddus
spins a hilarious, honest tale that sees Thelonius wrestle with
circumstances beyond his control and grow into a leader while
doing so. His cleareyed narration describes an unjust system too
many kids know intimately.
Readers will love watching these two uniquely gifted
black boys explore the complicated tensions between
impulses and choices, independence and support, turnin’
up and getting through. (Fiction. 8-13)

special issue: best books of 2019

$18.99
Kirkus Best Children’s Books of 2019
“[A] triumphant tale of fairness
trumping prejudice” —PW
Booklist

Kirkus

$17.99

SLJ

Kirkus Best
Children’s Books
of 2019
”Contemplative,
curious, and kind.”
—Kirkus
PW

$19.99
Kirkus Best Children’s Books of 2019
Booklist

Celebrating 60 years

“Informative and entertaining throughout
for readers undead or otherwise.” —Kirkus
MK333-1019
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Writing with sensitivity and respectful complexity,
Cartaya tackles weighty issues.
each tiny spark

THE LONG RIDE

Schmidlap (“rhymes with ‘Fmidlap’ ”), “cranky loner” Robert
Goddard, and mathematician Katherine Johnson, he focuses
on technological advances that made space travel possible and
on the awesome, sustained effort that brought President John
F. Kennedy’s “Big Idea” to fruition, ending the narrative with
our last visit to the moon. Aside from the numerous huge, raw
explosions that punctuate his easy-to-follow sequential panels, the author uses restrained colors and loose, fluid modeling
to give his mildly cartoonish depictions of figures and (then)
cutting-edge technology an engagingly informal air. He doesn’t
gloss over Laika’s sad fate or the ugly fact that Wernher von
Braun built rockets for the Nazis with “concentration-camp
prisoners.” Occasional interjections and a closing author’s note
also signal Brown’s awareness that for this story, at least, his cast
had to be almost exclusively white and male.
A frank, often funny appreciation of our space program’s high-water mark. (index, endnotes, resource lists)
(Graphic nonfiction. 8-11)

Budhos, Marina
Wendy Lamb/Random (208 pp.)
$16.99 | $19.99 PLB | Sep. 24, 2019
978-0-553-53422-1
978-0-553-53423-8 PLB
A quiet but stirring historical novel
about the awkward, thrilling, and often
painful moments that make middle
school a pivotal time.
It’s 1971, and best friends Jamila,
Josie, and Francesca are excited to start seventh grade. But
when their school district decides to bus the students in their
northern Queens neighborhood to a middle school in predominantly black southern Queens in an attempt to desegregate New York City schools, their trio threatens to fall apart.
Though their multicultural identities in a predominantly white
neighborhood have united them in the past—Jamila is white
and Bajan, Josie is Latinx and Jamaican, Francesca is black and
white—their families’ and community’s divisions over the new
policy chip away at their camaraderie. Along with all of the usual
adolescent milestones, including first love, juggling old friendships and new, and moments of burgeoning independence from
parents, Budhos deftly explores the tensions that pulled at the
seams of the fraught and divided city during this time. Jamila’s
narration is thoughtful, capturing the growing pains of seventh
grade and the injustices, big and small, that young adolescents
face. She portrays with nuance the ways multiracial identities,
socio-economic status, microaggressions, and interracial relationships can impact and shape identity.
Readers will find a powerful window into the past and,
unfortunately, a way-too-accurate mirror of the present.
(Historical fiction. 9-12)

INFINITE HOPE
A Black Artist’s
Journey From World
War II to Peace

Bryan, Ashley
Illus. by the author
Caitlyn Dlouhy/Atheneum (112 pp.)
$19.99 | Oct. 15, 2019
978-1-5344-0490-8
Renowned artist and children’s-book creator Bryan shares
his journey through World War II.
Best known for his brightly colored paintings of flowers and
joyful scenes, here Bryan shares a part of his life that was less
bright. Bryan was in his third year of art school when he was
recruited to join the U.S. Army in 1943. Training for service in an
all-black battalion, being deployed to Europe to fight with the
Allied Forces on D-Day, and spending months trying to get his
men back home—these experiences did not stop Bryan from
pursuing his development as an artist. He was always drawing
and sketching, and his fellow soldiers and even some of his superiors encouraged him to do so. His years in the Army are effectively detailed in a multimedia format that has the intimate feel
of a scrapbook being shared by the author. The main text is a
retrospective narration surrounded by extensive primary documents: old photographs and documents, handwritten letters
(whose contents are also set in a small blue type for easier reading), paintings, and sketches, both standing alone and overlaid
on top of photographs. So many unique yet universal aspects of
the human experience are touched upon in this lovingly shared
memoir: the passion that kept an artist going through the most
difficult times, the contradictions of war against Nazism with
segregation at home and within the U.S. Army.
Watching Bryan generously transform the bittersweet
into beauty is watching the meaning of art. (note, sources,
index) (Memoir. 10-adult)
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EACH TINY SPARK
Cartaya, Pablo
Kokila (336 pp.)
$16.99 | Aug. 6, 2019
978-0-451-47972-3

A nuanced novel about a neurodiverse
preteen’s political and social awakening by
a Pura Belpré Honor–winning author.
Sixth grader Emilia Rosa Torres
sometimes has a hard time keeping up
with schoolwork and concentrating on
one thing at a time, but her software-developer mother and
superinvolved abuelita help her keep on task. Days before her
father’s return to their Atlanta suburb from his most recent
deployment, her mother goes on a business trip, leaving the
middle schooler to juggle his mood swings, her friend troubles,
and her looming assignments all on her own. When a social studies project opens her eyes to injustices past and present, Emilia
begins to find her voice and use it to make an impact on her
community. Writing with sensitivity and respectful complexity,
|
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NEW KID

Craft, Jerry
Illus. by the author with
Callahan, Jim
Harper/HarperCollins (256 pp.)
$21.99 | $12.99 paper | Feb. 5, 2019
978-0-06-269120-0
978-0-06-269119-4 paper
Jordan Banks takes readers down
the rabbit hole and into his mostly white
prep school in this heartbreakingly accurate middle-grade tale of race, class, microaggressions, and the
quest for self-identity.
He may be the new kid, but as an African-American boy
from Washington Heights, that stigma entails so much more
than getting lost on the way to homeroom. Riverdale Academy Day School, located at the opposite end of Manhattan, is
a world away, and Jordan finds himself a stranger in a foreign
land, where pink clothing is called salmon, white administrators

LETY OUT LOUD

Cervantes, Angela
Scholastic (208 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 26, 2019
978-1-338-15934-9
A bilingual girl named Lety volunteers at an animal shelter where she gets
drawn into a competition with a boy she
finds unkind.
Lety signs up to be the animal shelter’s scribe, writing biographies for cats
and dogs that are up for adoption. It’s a tough job—she is an
immigrant from Tlaquepaque, Mexico, and she and her best
friend are still taking special classes to improve their English.
Drawing attention to bilingual learning, the slipperiness of colloquialisms, and the power of dictionaries, Cervantes deftly
engages young readers in Lety’s predicament through the device
of a crabby white boy named Hunter, who challenges her for her
position. As the two of them enter into a competition for the
job, Lety worries about breaking the rules, encountering prejudice, becoming competent in English, and convincing the shelter’s veterinarian that she is the right girl to take home a very
special dog. Just as all seems lost, Lety proves her intelligence
and willingness to serve by suggesting a solution that benefits
immigrants in her community as well as animals in the shelter.
At its heart, this is a sweet, entertaining story about a kindhearted girl who has compassion for both animals and people.
Young readers will be drawn in by the sweet pet portraits yet
they will leave with much more: an empathetic understanding
of the immigrant experience in America.
A touching story about the power of language, pets, and
friendship. (Fiction. 8-12)

middle gr a de

Cartaya tackles weighty issues, such as immigration, PTSD, and
microaggressions, through the lens of a budding tinkerer and
activist who has ADHD. The members of this Cuban American family don’t all practice the same religion, with Emilia’s
Catholic grandmother faithfully attending Mass multiple times
a week and the protagonist’s mother celebrating her culture’s
Yoruba roots with Santería. Conversations on race and gender
crop up through the narrative as Emilia’s grandmother likes to
emphasize her family’s European heritage—Emilia can pass
as white, with her fair complexion, light eyes and auburn hair.
All of these larger issues are effortlessly woven in with skill and
humor, as is the Spanish her family easily mixes with English.
A pitch-perfect middle-grade novel that insightfully
explores timely topics with authenticity and warmth.
(author’s note) (Fiction. 9-12)

CONGRATULATIONS !

9781624146916 • Ages 8+ • $18.99
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A Boy, a Protest,
and the Photograph that
Changed Apartheid
by Adrienne Wright

 “A tragic but inspiring story about an event in South Africa’s
history that must never be forgotten.”

—Kirkus Reviews, starred review

 “Nzima’s

powerful photograph—the one that caught the
world’s attention—is distinct yet seamlessly integrated in
this unique account.”
—Booklist, starred review

CLASSROOM GUIDE AVAILABLE!
Distributed by Macmillan
PageStreetPublishing.com
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Pa d m a
Venkatraman
Padma Venkatraman was 8 years
old when her parents separated. She
went from a relatively wealthy home
to living with a single mother (practically unheard of in India, she says)
who was struggling to make ends
meet. Still, Venkatraman’s mother
always made time to help those who
had even less—especially children.
Through her mother’s charity work,
Venkatraman met and befriended orphans and runaways,
kids who had been failed profoundly by the adults in their
lives. “I always thought I would write a book with [their]
stories, somehow, someday,” Venkatraman says.
The result is Venkatraman’s first middle-grade novel,
The Bridge Home (Nancy Paulsen Books, Feb. 5). To escape their abusive father, 11-year-old Viji and her developmentally disabled sister, Ruku, leave home for the streets
of Chennai. The sisters, along with a pet dog and two helpful boys, build a life on an abandoned bridge until a series
of misfortunes forces Viji to grapple with whom she can
trust and what she’s willing to give up to survive.
Sexual violence is a harrowing, if never explicit, threat
for the girls. Venkatraman felt strongly that it was something she needed to include. “It’s very much part of those
children’s lives, right?” she says. Yet the book is far from
bleak—the children take great pride in their independence and find plenty of opportunities to celebrate or
just be a bit silly.
Like her characters, Venkatraman has been fiercely
protective of her independence. She left home (and India) at 19, determined to make her own way in the world.
Working as an oceanographer
for many years, Venkatraman
became convinced fiction was
the best way to change people’s
minds about the environmental and social problems facing
our planet. “I’m a writer because I want people to feel,” she
says, “and I realized somewhere
along the way as a scientist that
no matter how much you know,
Padma Venkatraman
the world isn’t going to change
unless people start to feel differently, and if they feel differently maybe they’ll think differently—and then maybe they’ll act differently.” —A.H.

mistake a veteran African-American teacher for the football
coach, and white classmates ape African-American Vernacular
English to make themselves sound cool. Jordan’s a gifted artist,
and his drawings blend with the narrative to give readers a full
sense of his two worlds and his methods of coping with existing
in between. Craft skillfully employs the graphic-novel format to
its full advantage, giving his readers a delightful and authentic
cast of characters who, along with New York itself, pop off the
page with vibrancy and nuance. Shrinking Jordan to ant-sized
proportions upon his entering the school cafeteria, for instance,
transforms the lunchroom into a grotesque Wonderland in
which his lack of social standing becomes visually arresting and
viscerally uncomfortable.
An engrossing, humorous, and vitally important
graphic novel that should be required reading in every middle school in America. (Graphic fiction. 10-14)

I CAN MAKE
THIS PROMISE

Day, Christine
Harper/HarperCollins (272 pp.)
$16.99 | Oct. 1, 2019
978-0-06-287199-2
A Suquamish/Duwamish girl uncovers her tragic family history in this contemporary tale of adoption.
Edie’s idyllic life in a Seattle neighborhood is upended when she realizes
her parents have been telling lies. Biracial 12-year-old Edie has
always known her mother was Native American but adopted
into a white family. Due to this, her mother has claimed to be
ignorant about her birth family and tribe. (Edie’s father is white.)
While the ambiguities of Edie’s family history make her uncomfortable, she accepts the story until the day she searches the
attic while working on a film project with her two best friends.
They discover a box there with photos of a woman who looks
exactly like Edie. Opening letters in the box, the friends realize
the woman shares Edie’s name. Even as preteen tensions begin
to pull her friend group apart, young Edie struggles as she seeks
to discover the truth about her past without asking her parents
directly. Preteen anxiety gives way to daunting maturity as she
learns about the misrepresentation of Native Americans in film,
the activism of the American Indian Movement, and the reason
her parents decided to keep her family connections a secret for
so long. The novel is enlightening and a must-read for anyone
interested in issues surrounding identity and adoption.
Debut author Day (Upper Skagit) handles family separation in Native America with insight and grace. (Fiction.
8-12)

Alex Heimbach is a writer and editor in California.
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Gerber’s tender first-person narrative perfectly
resonates with the ADHD experience.
focused

Desjardins, India
Illus. by Ferrer, Marianne
Trans. by Ouellet, Solange
Frances Lincoln (96 pp.)
$14.99 | Jan. 29, 2019
978-1-78603-977-4
After five years of leukemia treatments, a 15-year-old gets her prognosis.
“In just a few minutes, they’re going to tell me how much
time I have left to live,” opens this slim volume holding a fullbodied story. As the narrator walks down a hospital corridor,
the door at the end appears so small it almost vanishes, showing how far away her fate still feels. While waiting, she takes
readers through her years of treatment, touching on medical,
emotional, and social aspects as well as hospital smells and
sounds. She experiences romance; she has strong but unidealized parents. Cancer clichés receive welcome push back: Her
best friend’s death was “definitely not because she wasn’t strong
enough or didn’t fight hard enough,” and her own process isn’t
a “battle…because there was nothing I could do to fight it. All I
could do was let everything happen.” The titular spoiler sets this
reassuringly apart from cancer stories that lean on suspense.
Ferrer illustrates every page in pen and watercolor, using mostly
reds and greens of low intensity that range dramatically from
pale to dark; blacks and browns are secondary. Some visual elements are unnerving and fantastical—doors and tiles at a slant,
bodies boneless or full of Swiss cheese–like holes. Compositions
are ever shifting. Most characters’, including the protagonist’s,
skin tones range from pallor to healthy pink.
Visually dreamlike, textually grounded: a deft balance
proving that a single-issue exploration needn’t be formulaic or dry. (Picture book. 9-15)

THE LAST LAST-DAYOF-SUMMER
Giles, Lamar
Versify/HMH (304 pp.)
$16.99 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-328-46083-7

greatness.
These two black boys are coming to terms with the end of
their brave, heroic summer at Grandma’s, with a return to school
just right around the corner. They’ve already got two keys to the
city, but the rival Epic Ellisons—twin sisters Wiki and Leen—
are steadily gaining celebrity across Logan County, Virginia, and
have in hand their third key to the city. No way summer can end
like this! These young people are powerful, courageous, experienced adventurers molded through their heroic commitment
to discipline and deduction. They’ve got their shared, lifesaving
maneuvers committed to memory (printed in a helpful appendix) and ready to save any day. Save the day they must, as a mysterious, bendy gentleman and an oversized, clingy platypus have
been unleashed on the city of Fry, and all the residents and their
belongings seem to be frozen in time and place. Will they be
able to solve this one? With total mastery, Giles creates in Logan
County an exuberant vortex of weirdness, where the commonplace sits cheek by jowl with the utterly fantastic, and populates
it with memorable characters who more than live up to their
setting.
This can’t be the last we ever hear of the Legendary
Alston Boys of the purely surreal Logan County—imaginative, thrill-seeking readers, this is a series to look out for.
(Fantasy. 10-12)

Gerber, Alyson
Scholastic (304 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 26, 2019
978-1-338-18597-3
Gerber, who tackled scoliosis with
Braced (2017), turns her lens on a young
woman with ADHD.
Massachusetts seventh-grader Clea
loves magic and chess, hates math, and
wants to be a better friend, sister, and
student. No matter how hard she tries, she struggles to finish
homework and tests on time, putting her spot on the chess
team in jeopardy. Meanwhile friendships hit a snag when she
impulsively blurts out sensitive information her best friend
and chess teammate, Red, would rather keep secret. When
teachers and the school counselor suggest her struggles may be
related to ADHD, Clea is resistant to diagnosis and treatment,
kirkus.com
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Can this really be the first time readers meet the Legendary Alston Boys of
Logan County? Cousins and veteran
sleuths Otto and Sheed Alston show us
that we are the ones who are late to their
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considering it a black mark and further evidence that she is
somehow broken. Through it all a friendship blooms with
Sanam, another chess teammate, who encourages Clea with her
own story of learning differences and her persistent optimism.
Though not a biographical story, Gerber’s tender first-person
narrative perfectly resonates with the ADHD experience,
which she knows firsthand. The supportive world Clea inhabits both at home and at school is an ideal place free of stigma;
would that all students with learning differences experience
such in real life. Gerber’s text and author’s note feature excellent information and resources for ADHD brains and the hearts
who love them. Clea and Red present as white while Sanam’s
name suggests she’s Middle Eastern or South Asian.
An accurate and compassionate picture of growing up
with ADHD is the icing on the cake of this well-told novel.
(Fiction. 8-12)
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A customarily masterfully paced and beautifully designed book.
torpedoed

RABBIT’S BAD HABITS

her stories, Elodee begins to notice imperfections and question
her surroundings—the weeds in their yard, how she and Naomi
are drifting apart, what exactly her family wanted to forget. It’s
the last that drives Elodee to search for the truth about her past.
In the process, she awakens Eventown’s citizens to their feelings
and connects her family through their shared stories. Although
not as dark as The Giver, the narrative will evoke comparisons
about the nature of perfection and the importance of memories. The Livelys present white, as does most of Eventown; one
family integral to the plot is originally from India.
At once enchanting, heart-rending, and bittersweet—
just as Elodee would want it. (Fiction. 9-12)

Gough, Julian
Illus. by Field, Jim
Silver Dolphin (112 pp.)
$9.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-68412-588-3
Series: Rabbit & Bear

A bear’s kindness and generosity
sweeten a grumpy rabbit’s sour outlook
in this wintry woodland encounter.
Gough aims both high and low. On the one hand, he shows
how the peaceable responses of Bear, equanimity unshaken
despite discovering that her food stores have disappeared, to
Rabbit’s rude comments and behavior gradually work a profound change in his character—and on the other, in the course
of their exchanges, he has the long-eared lagomorph deliver a
clinically explicit, hilariously extended disquisition on why his
kind eats its own poo. Bear goes even further, saving Rabbit
from an attacking wolf and then, when he shamefacedly produces the food that he had (yes) stolen earlier, inviting him to
join her for a moonlit picnic and a snuggle in her cozy den. The
narrative, laid out in short, well-leaded lines, likewise snuggles
on every page with Field’s duotone cartoon scenes of the two
furry figures meeting, parting, starting separate snowmen but
ultimately coming together to finish one, and finally sharing
a honeycomb and other goodies before bedding down in the
warm den. When, showing a newly awakened sense of compassion, Rabbit wonders if the snowman is lonely, Bear has the perfect solution: “In the morning,” she murmurs drowsily, “we can
make him a friend.”
Young readers will come away with fresh insights into
both poo and peacemaking. (Animal fantasy. 6-8)

TORPEDOED
The True Story of the
World War II Sinking of
“The Children’s Ship”

Heiligman, Deborah
Illus. by Lee, Lawrence
Godwin Books/Henry Holt (288 pp.)
$19.99 | Oct. 8, 2019
978-1-62779-554-8
Heiligman recounts the little-known
World War II maritime disaster of the
sinking of the passenger ship City of Benares, which was evacuating children from England to Canada.
In 1940, with German air raids reducing many of England’s major cities to smoldering ruins and a threatened invasion looming, thousands of British parents chose to send their
children to safety in Canada through a program called the Children’s Overseas Reception Board. On Sept. 13, 1940, the passenger liner departed Liverpool in a convoy bound for Canadian
ports. Onboard were 90 CORB children, their chaperones,
crew, and paying passengers. Their Royal Navy escort left it on
Sept. 17, and that night, unaware of the refugee children aboard,
the commander of German submarine U-48 ordered three
torpedoes launched at the Benares, the third hitting its target
with devastating effect. Heiligman makes the story especially
compelling by recounting the backstories and experiences of
several of the children and their chaperones. These characters
are presumably white; Heiligman takes care to note that the
overwhelming majority of the crew were South Asian Muslims whose stories were not collected after the disaster. It’s a
customarily masterfully paced and beautifully designed book,
with reproductions of archival photographs and documents
complemented by original pencil art by Lee that captures the
action aboard the Benares and afterward. Expansive backmatter
includes interviews conducted with Heiligman’s sources, several
by her.
An exceptionally well-researched and impressively
crafted tale of desperation, tragedy, and survival. (bibliography, notes, index) (Nonfiction. 10-14)

EVENTOWN

Haydu, Corey Ann
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins (336 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 12, 2019
978-0-06-268980-1
Does perfection mean the erasure of
all pain? Elodee wonders.
Elodee’s family needs a fresh start;
everyone says so. The Lively family relocates to Eventown, a planned utopia
where there’s no internet, TV, or cars,
and all the houses look the same. Fifth-grader Elodee can’t wait
to bake, while her identical twin sister, Naomi, looks forward to
gymnastics. Part mystery, part fabulism, with a dash of dystopia,
this story is as layered and delicious as one of Elodee’s concoctions. In the preteen’s narration, readers immediately see the
town’s appeal. Who could resist a special, personalized event
in Eventown’s Welcoming Center? After telling your stories—
the scariest, most embarrassing, most heartbreaking, loneliest,
angriest, and most joyful—your memories are locked away, freeing you for the happiness of Eventown. Reluctant to give away all
92
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Hernandez, Carlos
Rick Riordan Presents/Disney (400 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 4, 2019
978-1-368-02282-8
Series: Sal and Gabi, 1

MUMMIES EXPOSED!
Hollihan, Kerrie Logan
Abrams (208 pp.)
$16.99 | May 7, 2019
978-1-4197-3167-9
Series: Creepy and True, 1

Hollihan unwraps the skinny on
human mummies of both the distant
past and more recent times.
Leaving few if any double-entendres unturned, the author highlights
prominent examples of both artificially
preserved corpses and those that have
survived (so to speak) due to natural
causes. The roster includes the familiar likes of King Tut, Lenin,
and China’s Lady Dai as well as lower-profile remains such as the
tattooed Altai Princess, the “Moche muchacha” Lady of Cao, and
the 262 former residents of Vác, Hungary, found during a church
renovation in 1994. In introducing her subjects, she recounts
initial encounters, describes sites and physical states in “easy
queasy” detail, and clearly explains the techniques researchers
use in field and lab to reconstruct each discovery’s life, demise,
and culture. Complex issues of cultural appropriation raised by
disturbing and removing the dead versus preserving the safety
of ancient sites, particularly in the face of climate change, also
receive respectful notice. Along with an array of boxed side
notes—a bulleted list of the stages of decomposition (“The skin
turns blue-green”) being typically informative—and numerous close-up color photos of variously decomposed bodies and
body parts, generous chapter-by-chapter sets of endnotes and of
print and web resources add further layers of interest and value
to this series opener.
Mummy books cram the shelves, but this one won’t stay
buried for long. (index) (Nonfiction. 10-13)

BERNARD PEPPERLIN

Hoffman, Cara
Illus. by Demidova, Olga
Harper/HarperCollins (224 pp.)
$16.99 | Sep. 17, 2019
978-0-06-286544-1
In this spinoff of Alice’s Adventures
in Wonderland, the Dormouse longs
to escape “liv[ing] forever at half past
teatime.”
His chance comes when, during an argument with the
March Hare and the Mad Hatter, the Dormouse is dropped in a
teapot, and he is pulled by a strong current, swims through endless, bottomless liquid, and surfaces in a river beneath a bridge
with huge, strange buildings on both shores. Of course this is
modern-day New York City—or really two intertwining, parallel cities, one an accurate depiction of real places and the other
populated by varieties of rodents, birds, bugs, and many other
creatures, all living mostly unnoticed by almost all humans.
|
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Salvador Vidón is the new kid at
Miami’s magnet school Culeco Academy
of the Arts, but being at a special school
doesn’t protect Sal from trouble.
Bullies are everywhere, but seventh-grader Sal knows just
how to handle a difficult kid like Yasmany Robles. Obviously,
you deal with a bully by opening a portal into another universe,
taking a raw chicken from it, and planting it in the bully’s locker.
But you cannot just go opening portals into other universes
without some consequences. For one, Sal gets sent to the principal on only his third day at Culeco and in the process meets
Gabi Reál, who isn’t buying Sal’s innocent-magician act. The
more pressing issue is that when Sal opens portals, sometimes
his deceased mother comes through from alternate universes
where she still exists—Mami Muerta, in Sal’s words. But if you
could bring your dead mother back, wouldn’t you? The story
moves quickly, with lots of multiverse traffic, school hijinks, and
strong, smart, diverse characters. Most are Cuban-American in
various shades of brown, like Sal, Gabi, and Yasmany, and Hernandez effortlessly folds in multiple intersectionalities, including Sal’s diabetes and Gabi’s unusual, delightfully matter-of-fact
family structure. Secondary characters receive as much care and
love as the primary cast, and readers will find themselves laughing out loud and rooting for Sal, Gabi, and even Yasmany until
the very end.
This book, drenched in Cuban Spanish and personality,
is a breath of fresh air. (Science fiction. 10-13)
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They speak, wear clothes, have jobs, use their own transportation system, and enjoy interspecies friendships as well as share
a dangerous common enemy. They welcome the Dormouse and
introduce him to the delights and perils of this strange new
world. Bernard, using his actual name for the first time ever,
finds a sense of purpose in joining the fight to stop the dreaded
Pork Pie Gang of weasels from achieving their goal of halting
time. In this parallel New York City, Hoffman deftly creates a
compellingly different kind of Wonderland, a place with its own
set of realities and whose residents understand that, in spite of
their differences, they are stronger together than apart.
Everything a fantasy should be and more. (Fantasy. 8-12)

pictur e books

SAL AND GABI BREAK
THE UNIVERSE
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AUTHOR SP OTLIGHT
To n y J o h n s t o n & M a r í a
E l e n a Fo n t a n o t D e Rh o a d s
THE POISON EATERS
Fighting Danger and
Fraud in Our Food
and Drugs

Tony Johnston and María Elena Fontanot de Rhoads met over 50 years ago
in Mexico City at the foot of El Angel,
the Angel of Independence, a monument that sits at the center of a roundabout located in a main thoroughfare
of the city. The friends experienced
maternity together, raised their children together, and traveled all over
Mexico together.
But the duo’s middle-grade novel,
Beast Rider (Amulet/Abrams, March 19), is their first venture
into crafting a novel toether. The book is a moving, harrowing story about a young boy who jumps
aboard one of the treacherous U.S.–
bound freight trains known as La Bestia.
Beast Rider’s first draft was penned
by Johnston—on Post-its. (She refers to
herself as a Luddite and does not have
email.) To make matters more complex,
Fontanot de Rhoads lives in Mexico’s
Yucatán Peninsula, so their collaboration
and exchanges were possible only when
a phone connection was successful or by
mail—that’s if the mailed manuscripts Tony Johnston
even arrived at their destination in the Yucatán.
Johnston provided the foundation of the prose and the
plot, while Fontanot de Rhoads contributed expertise on Mexican culture and landscape. Johnston speaks Spanish, but it’s
not her first language, so she relied on Fontanot de Rhoads for
knowledge of Spanish idiom. Friends offered insights into migrants’ experiences and government laws. The co-authors are
vocal about the teamlike efforts that
went into building the novel.
Johnston says of herself that she
is a very nonpolitical person, but she
realizes that due to the environment
we live in today, “we can’t be nonpolitical.” Beast Rider depicts the human element of what viewers merely
glimpse in television and in the news.
“I don’t think you need to be political
to understand what these [migrants]
María Elena
are going through,” Johnston says. “If
Fontanot De Rhodes
somebody could put [him/her]self in
the position of Manuel—on that train, what he gives up, the
isolation he endures—I hope they have a better understanding….It’s not just Mexicans and Salvadorans; it’s people all
over the world.” —S.O.

Jarrow, Gail
Calkins Creek/Boyds Mills (176 pp.)
$18.99 | Oct. 15, 2019
978-1-62979-438-9
If every dish on your table was poisoned, would you be so quick to jump at the call to dinner?
In posing this question via an extended opening scene, Jarrow vivaciously draws readers into a world of horrors hiding in
plain taste. The first half of the book plunges into the story of
U.S. Department of Agriculture chemist Harvey Wiley, who
devoted the majority of his working life to combating food
adulteration. After he conducted a series of studies designed to
illustrate the “highly poisonous and injurious” nature of preservatives, his subjects, dubbed the “Poison Squad,” gained national
fame. A nearly Dickensian display of Congressional stalling was
subverted when renowned magazines corroborated Wiley’s findings, and the publication of Upton Sinclair’s The Jungle finally
pushed into effect the ineffectual but seminal Food and Drugs
Act of 1906, which marked the first tangible progress toward
improved food safety. The book’s second half traces a thorny
path to the workings of the modern FDA, and Jarrow doesn’t
hesitate to point out ongoing limitations alongside advances.
Maintaining a matter-of-fact, conversational tone throughout,
she presents a tantalizing flood of anecdotes and facts, text peppered with old magazine adverts, photographs, and gory details
aplenty; extensive backmatter encourages further research into
a subject more than fascinating enough to warrant it. Revolting
and riveting in turns, Jarrow’s masterfully crafted narrative will
fundamentally alter how readers view their food.
Though laced with toxins, this is anything but toxic.
(Chemical descriptions, glossary, timeline, info links,
author’s note, source notes, bibliography, index) (Nonfiction.
10-17)

REACHING FOR
THE MOON
The Autobiography of NASA
Mathematician Katherine
Johnson
Johnson, Katherine
Atheneum (256 pp.)
$17.99 | Jul. 2, 2019
978-1-5344-4083-8

Much has been written about the
black women mathematicians who worked
behind the scenes at NASA; now young readers can hear Katherine
Johnson’s story in her own words.
Johnson begins her autobiography with her decision, at
the age of 4, to start attending school with her brother so she
could help him with his math. Impressed, the teacher opened

Sara Ortiz is the program manager for the Believer Festival.
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Superb characterization and an evocative
sense of place elevate this story.
a place to belong

Kadohata, Cynthia
Illus. by Kuo, Julia
Caitlyn Dlouhy/Atheneum (416 pp.)
$17.99 | May 14, 2019
978-1-4814-4664-8

BEAST RIDER

Johnston, Tony & Fontanot de
Rhoads, María Elena
Amulet/Abrams (192 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 19, 2019
978-1-4197-3363-5
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Manuel follows in his brother’s footsteps as he jumps a train that will take
him to the U.S.–Mexico border.
“Call me Manuel.” Johnston and
Fontanot de Rhoads evoke Moby-Dick’s
iconic opening in setting the scene for Manuel, a 12-yearold Mexican boy, to conquer The Beast and reunite with his
brother Toño. Leaving behind his corn-farming family and the
milpita they work in Oaxaca, Manuel rides The Beast, a name
given by locals to the many trains traveling north. For many The
Beast is a vehicle that will lead them to their hopes and dreams.
For others, it is a monster that will tear away their limbs and disable them for life. With danger lurking on each train car, Manuel must be cautious of the brutal gangs that prey on the weak
and rely on the bond that unites migrants on their harrowing
journey and the patrons who help riders tame The Beast. Like
the chugging of The Beast, Johnston’s poetic prose permeates
Manuel’s journey and gives a steady rhythm to the story even
as Oaxaca-based psychotherapist and translator Fontanot de
Rhoads provides details to ground it. Without shying away from
the cruel and often crude journey that migrants experience, the
authors deliver a captivating story of travelers dreaming a better
future and their incandescent fight to achieve it.
A beautiful, visceral plunge into the perils that the
train-jumping migrant brotherhood experiences. (Fiction.
12-14)
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A family battered by war crosses an
ocean to settle in a land still mired in
suffering.
Twelve-year-old Hanako, her 5-yearold brother, and her parents were
interned along with over 110,000 other Japanese-Americans
during World War II. Papa, who agitated for the internees’ civil
rights, was separated and targeted for especially harsh treatment. Having lost their restaurant and now disillusioned by
America, they become expatriates, traveling to Hiroshima Prefecture to live as struggling tenant farmers with Hanako’s paternal grandparents. There they confront harsh social inequities,
the impact of the atomic bomb, and the privations of postwar
life. Even as she is embraced with warm, unconditional love by
Jiichan and Baachan, Hanako struggles to adjust. She is clearly
a foreigner in the land of her forebears, an identity crisis that’s
exacerbated by extreme hunger, encounters with survivors of
the bombing, and her loving parents’ emotional stress. The
third-person limited narration vividly captures Hanako’s literal
and figurative journeys as she faces complex moral dilemmas,
deals with cultural dislocation and terrible uncertainty, and tries
to lift the spirits of those around her. Superb characterization
and an evocative sense of place elevate this story that is at once
specific to the experiences of Japanese-American expatriates
and yet echoes those of many others. Final art not seen.
Full of desperate sadness and tremendous beauty.
(afterword) (Historical fiction. 10-14)

pictur e books

A PLACE TO BELONG

a kindergarten class, but soon Katherine was skipping entire
grades. Her family relocated so that she and her siblings could
attend high school and college (beyond seventh grade, there
was no school for “colored” youth in their hometown). Johnson
graduated college at 18 with degrees in French and mathematics
before going on to teach and pursue her now-famous career at
NASA, yet she comes across as humble and warm, passing on
to her children the refrain her father taught her as inoculation
against racism: “You are no better than anyone else, but nobody
else is better than you.” Johnson describes the culture and way
of life in each of the places where she lived and worked, with an
honest portrayal of the common racial injustices and indignities alongside the shared humanity that also existed. She artfully
weaves in the heart of how African American communities have
survived and advanced—through “self-help and sacrificing” for
the next generation. Her writing style is comfortable and conversational, making the book feel like a visit over tea that you
wish would never end.
From a long-lived American legend, this rich volume is
a national treasure. (Memoir. 9-adult)

LALANI OF THE
DISTANT SEA

Kelly, Erin Entrada
Illus. by Cho, Lian
Greenwillow (400 pp.)
$16.99 | Sep. 3, 2019
978-0-06-274727-3
A young girl goes on an epic journey
across the sea.
Twelve-year-old Lalani Sarita lives on
the fictional island of Sanlagita, where
people say benedictions to the foreboding Mount Kahna and
dream of sailing to paradise on Mount Isa. But sailors who journey to Isa never return. When a strange creature on Mount
Kahna grants Lalani a wish, she discovers magic comes with a
price. After her mother falls ill, the villagers turn on her, and
with everything in ruins, she runs away in search of Isa and the
flower that might save everyone. Along the way, she encounters
creatures and plants, some friendly and some deadly. Lalani
must overcome many hardships and challenges to create her
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The story will captivate contemplative and creative young readers.
wild honey from the moon

WILD HONEY FROM
THE MOON

own path. Inspired by Filipino folktales, Newbery Medalist
Kelly (Hello, Universe, 2017) writes a heroic fantasy about making choices, going on a quest, and conquering evil. Though the
tale is told primarily in the third person, characters develop
deeply through revealed thoughts and actions. Each character adds another layer to the story, all facing their own issues,
such as finding courage, patriarchy, and gender roles. Scattered
throughout the novel are short, beautifully illustrated secondperson vignettes allowing readers to imagine they are the mythical creatures Lalani encounters, adding yet another layer of
depth and fantasy to the story.
Fast-paced and full of wonder, this is a powerful, gripping must-read. (Fantasy. 9-12)

Kraegel, Kenneth
Illus. by the author
Candlewick (64 pp.)
$17.99 | Nov. 5, 2019
978-0-7636-8169-2

A determined mother embarks on a
surreal adventure.
Kraegel’s format-defying tale is an
unexpected story of love, determination, and parenting. Mother
Shrew’s son, Hugo, is taken ill on the last day of January with a
rare illness that makes him lethargic, with hot feet and a cold
head. From “Dr. Ponteluma’s Book of Medical Inquiry and Physiological Know-How,” Mother Shrew learns that the only cure
for this odd, unnamed illness is a spoonful of honey from the
moon. Ferociously determined to cure Hugo, she sets out to
save her son. In each new chapter, Mother Shrew faces a new
obstacle or not-too-scary adversary as she braves the moon’s
unusual environment—its verdant fields and lush forests make
a stark contrast to the wintry landscape Mother Shrew has left
behind—and its madcap inhabitants. Divided into seven heavily illustrated chapters, the story is one that will captivate contemplative and creative young readers. Caregivers may find this
to be their next weeklong bedtime story and one that fanciful
children will want to hear again and again. Kraegel’s ink-andwatercolor illustrations are reminiscent of Sergio Ruzzier’s but
a bit grittier and with a darker color scheme. The surreal landscapes are appropriately unsettling, but a bright color palette
keeps them from overwhelming readers.
This odd story is not for every reader, but those who
enjoy it may find a friend for life. (Fantasy. 5-8)

DISASTER STRIKES!
The Most Dangerous
Space Missions of All Time
Kluger, Jeffrey
Philomel (224 pp.)
$18.99 | May 7, 2019
978-1-9848-1275-9

Twelve harrowing episodes in the history of space travel.
Beginning with the hatch that prematurely blew off Gus Grissom’s Liberty
Bell 7 capsule, Kluger (To the Moon!, 2018) offers a truly terrifying
tally of catastrophes or near catastrophes—basing each incident
on authoritative sources and relating each with melodramatic
flair: “It can be oddly peaceful inside a dying spacecraft.” To
requisite accounts of the Apollo 1 fire, the Apollo 13 thriller, and
the destruction of the space shuttle Challenger, he adds the lesswell-known tragedies of the Soyuz 1 crash and the asphyxiation
of the three cosmonauts of Soyuz 11 as well as such near misses
as Gene Cernan’s first extravehicular venture (“The Terrible,
Horrible, No-Good, Very Bad Space Walk”), the lightning bolt
that struck Apollo 12 as it was taking off, and the space-suited
Italian astronaut who (ironically) narrowly escaped drowning
outside the ISS when his helmet filled with water. The author
analyzes the causes of each explosion or snafu, and his view
of early spacecraft as exciting but chancy death traps riddled
with flawed, often hastily designed technology will be an eyeopener for readers schooled on blander space-program narratives. Sharp black-and-white photos at the chapter heads depict
the actual disasters or earlier views of the affected spacecraft or
astronauts (where faces are discernible, all present white).
A thrill ride punctuated with spectacular failures—but
also spectacular successes. (sources, glossary, index) (Non
fiction. 11-14)
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PIE IN THE SKY

Lai, Remy
Illus. by the author
Henry Holt (384 pp.)
$21.99 | $12.99 paper | May 14, 2019
978-1-250-31409-3
978-1-250-31410-9 paper
Two brothers navigate a new country,
a new language, and grief through cake.
In this graphic/prose hybrid novel,
12-year-old Jingwen, his little brother,
Yanghao, and their mother immigrate to Australia. The family
is Chinese, though their home country is never specified. The
boys start at the Northbridge Primary School not knowing any
English, which has Jingwen feeling they have just arrived on
Mars. Quickly he realizes it is he and Yanghao who must appear
to be the Martians to everyone else, comically literalized with
pictures of a four-eyed, antennae’d Jingwen. While Yanghao
quickly picks up English, Jingwen resists, struggling in lessons
and to make friends. Piece by piece readers learn it was Jingwen’s father’s dream to open a cake shop called Pie in the Sky in
|
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Lee, Yoon Ha
Rick Riordan Presents/Disney
(320 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-1-368-01335-2

MIDSUMMER’S MAYHEM
LaRocca, Rajani
Illus. by Suggs, Rachel
Little Bee (352 pp.)
$16.99 | Jun. 4, 2019
978-1-4998-0888-9
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Eleven-year-old Mira “Mimi” Mackson is a baking prodigy from a small Massachusetts town called Comity (a thinly
disguised Concord).
Mimi is the youngest member of
a large family: Her Indian American mom is a successful software consultant, her white dad is a renowned food writer and
critic, and her three older siblings (all biracial, like Mimi) excel
at acting, dance, and soccer. Although Mimi enjoys creating
new treats for her family and experimenting with uncommon
flavors, she sometimes feels out of place and invisible amid her
accomplished siblings. When a new bakery in town, the While
Away Bakery and Café, announces a baking contest for children,
Mimi is excited to compete and show off her talents. Things
get complicated, however, when Mimi’s father falls under an
enchantment that causes him to not only lose his refined sense
of taste, but also eat everything in sight. Loosely based on A
Midsummer Night’s Dream and inspired by TV shows like The
Great British Baking Show, LaRocca’s debut is original and compelling. The realistic characters and complex family dynamics
augment the tightly knit plot, and the mouthwatering descriptions of food are guaranteed to make readers hungry. Three
recipes at the end of the novel (based on the characters’ concoctions) are an added bonus for those interested in developing
their culinary skills.
A delectable treat for food and literary connoisseurs
alike. (Fantasy. 8-12)
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This latest in the Rick Riordan Presents imprint launches Korean mythological creatures into outer space.
Thirteen-year-old Min cannot believe
her older brother, Jun, has deserted his
Space Force post, as he’s been accused of doing. Naturally, Min
runs away from home to clear her brother’s name. It’s a Rick Riordan trademark to thrust mythological figures into new settings.
Fans will breathlessly watch while fox-spirit Min charms her way
onto a hijacked starship, ending up on her brother’s military star
cruiser on the way to the lawless Ghost Sector. Lee has created an
adrenaline-filled space opera with mythological creatures living
alongside humans. Min and her family are gumiho, or shapeshifting foxes, but they present as human to hide their magical
natures. She takes on the identity of Jang, a male cadet killed in
battle, and enlists the aid of two other supernatural Space Force
cadets: Haneul, a female dragon, and Sujin, a nonbinary goblin.
Min is first and foremost a teenager on a mission and a magical
being second. The ambivalence of her identity (fox or human,
male or female, hero or traitor) echoes ethical questions that
many kid readers face. It is refreshing to see both Korean elements and a nonbinary character seamlessly integrated into the
storyline. Narrator Min explains Korean mythology smoothly
as the action progresses for readers with no previous knowledge.
A high-octane, science-fiction thriller painted with a
Korean brush and a brilliant example of how different cultures can have unique but accessible cosmology and universal appeal. (pronunciation guide) (Science fantasy. 8-12)
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Australia before he suddenly passed away. After finding the family’s cookbook, the boys decide to secretly bake all the Pie in the
Sky cakes. Jingwen especially takes it to heart, pouring his grief
and frustrations into every frosted layer, believing that it “will
fix everything.” Herself an immigrant to Australia from Singapore, Lai unfolds the story like a memory, giving brief flashbacks interspersed throughout the daily musings and nuanced
relationships among family members. Jingwen’s emotional journey is grounded in honest reality; it ebbs and flows naturally
with strategic spots of humor to lighten the overall tone.
Like salted caramel, a perfect balance of flavors, this
deftly drawn story is a heartfelt treat. (Graphic/fiction hybrid.
10-13)

THE FIRST DINOSAUR
How Science Solved the
Greatest Mystery on Earth
Lendler, Ian
Illus. by Butzer, C.M.
McElderry (224 pp.)
$24.99 | Oct. 8, 2019
978-1-5344-2700-6

How does a new, truly revolutionary
idea become established scientific fact?
Lendler spins his account of how the awesome age and significance of fossils came to be understood into a grand yarn that
begins 168 million years ago. He fast-forwards to 1676 and the
first recorded fossil fragment of what was later named Megalosaurus and builds on the premise of “The Blind Men and the
Elephant” to trace the ensuing, incremental accretion of stunning evidence over the next two centuries that the Earth is far
older than the Bible seems to suggest and was once populated
by creatures that no longer exist. It’s a story that abounds in
|
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AUTHOR SP OTLIGHT

Sh a r o n Ro b i n s o n
Baseball legend Jackie Robinson, the first black player in the
sport’s major league, is well known
for breaking the color barrier—but
less so for his behind-the-scenes
role as a civil rights activist who
encouraged his children to foster
their own relationship to the burgeoning movement for equality.
Child of the Dream: A Memoir
of 1963 (Scholastic, Sept. 3) is his daughter Sharon Robinson’s vividly rendered middle-grade narrative inspired
by the family’s curation of her father’s personal effects
for the opening of the Jackie Robinson Museum in New
York, named in his honor and scheduled to open in December 2019.
The book—which took two years to write—centers on
the Robinson family’s respect for and support of the oftoverlooked Children’s Crusade in Birmingham, Alabama,
in May 1963. Civil rights leaders in the city put thousands
of their youngest citizens in the spotlight to showcase their
courage; they were met with fire hoses, police dogs, and
jail. Child of the Dream details how Sharon and her brothers, David and Jackie Jr., raised money for the Birmingham
children through jazz concerts in Stamford, Connecticut,
where they were living at the time. The book also features
rare, intimate photographs of the Robinson family.
“We always had the public in on some of the great moments and some of the most painful moments of my life,”
says Robinson. “My dad shared comfortably….The reason
he shared comfortably, what I learned from him—many of
our experiences can help other
families. I grew up with that philosophy.”
Robinson says that today’s generation reminds her of
her young self. When she visits young people in classrooms,
learning about their lives, she
says she is inspired by their “lifting their voices and creating
Sharon Robinson
their own fundraisers. I wanted
to share that that is a value our family shared. I love that
I can go back to a personal story but it’s a contemporary
problem. We’ve been through this before. We do make
progress.” —J.S.

smart, colorful characters including Mary Anning, Richard
Owen (a brilliant scholar but “a horrible human being”), and
Gideon Mantell, “a dude who really, really loved fossils.” Along
the way the author fills readers in on coprolites (“the proof was
in the pooing”), highlights the importance of recording discoveries, and explains how the tentative suggestion that certain
fossils might have come from members of the “Lizard Tribe”
morphed into the settled concept of “dinosaur.” Though he tells
a Eurocentric tale, the author incorporates references to sexism
and class preconceptions into his picture of scientific progress.
Butzer’s illustrations add decorative and, sometimes, comical
notes to sheaves of side notes, quotations, charts, maps, and
period portraits and images.
An outstanding case study in how science is actually done: funny, nuanced, and perceptive. (bibliography,
index) (Nonfiction. 10-15)

VOYAGE OF
THE FROSTHEART
Littler, Jamie
Viking (448 pp.)
$17.99 | Nov. 5, 2019
978-0-451-48134-4

John Vecchiolla

Exiled from his home among the Fira
people, young Ash braves the wild Snow
Sea and the ferocious Leviathans in pursuit of his long-lost parents.
Ash’s status as a Song Weaver rouses
fear and dread throughout the Fira Stronghold, where rumors
of the potentially destructive power of Song Weaving abound.
After all, a Song Weaver can communicate with the deadly Leviathans, making them vulnerable to the loathsome creatures’
influence. When an aggressive Leviathan assault forces the Frostheart, a massive sleigh crewed by traders known as Pathfinders,
to take momentary refuge in the Fira Stronghold, Ash spots an
opportunity to embark on his quest. Accompanied by his stoic
guardian, a powerful yeti named Tobu, the young Song Weaver
joins the Frostheart’s peculiar crew, including a feisty, walruslike
captain named Nuk, a bold, young Drifter named Lunah, and a
mysterious archeomek expert named Shaard. Full of intriguing
worldbuilding details, as well as a cast of memorable, enchanting characters, Littler’s saga offers oodles of thrilling moments
of danger interspersed with an acute understanding of heartfelt storytelling. The inclusion of striking illustrations, which
heighten reader immersion, further delineates each character’s
charm. (Ash is depicted with pale skin; some others have darker
skin.) Equipped with a song left to guide him along the way, Ash
uncovers secrets about his parents and powers in equal measure
while new friends and foes—human-kin and Leviathan alike—
join him on his adventure.
The enthralling dawn of an unmissable voyage. (Fantasy.
8-12)

Joshunda Sanders is the author of the children’s book I Can
Write the World.
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In today’s political landscape, this volume is a lesson
in the courage to live according to one’s truth.
troublemaker for justice

Long, Michael G. & Houtman, Jacqueline &
Naegle, Walter
City Lights (168 pp.)
$12.95 paper | Aug. 13, 2019
978-0-87286-765-9
Readers are introduced to Bayard
Rustin, a brilliant, black, gay civil rights leader.
Principle organizer of the 1963 March on Washington, Rustin
was a landmark contributor to many of the turnkey moments of
the civil rights movement, though his name and the fullness of his
life have been relegated to the shadows due to his personal commitment to living as an out gay black man and his youthful relationship with communist organizing which he later renounced.
Over time many people would attempt to weaponize these facts
against him, yet Rustin remained true to his convictions, and his
wisdom and clarity would ultimately be valued by many of those
same people and institutions. This brief but comprehensive biography, written with the help of Rustin’s longtime partner, Naegle,
and featuring stunning archival photographs, covers the legacy of
a man who utilized the roots of his Quaker faith to uplift movements throughout the world. In clear prose with informative
sidebars that provide important context, it follows Rustin from
his pacifist beginnings to his work mentoring Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. and his later years traveling the world to support the
rights of refugees. In today’s political landscape, this volume is
a lesson in the courage to live according to one’s truth and the
dedication it takes to create a better world.
An essential guide to the life of Bayard Rustin, architect
of critical movements for freedom and justice. (endnotes,
timeline, discussion questions, bibliography) (Biography.
10-18)

CATERPILLAR SUMMER
McDunn, Gillian
Bloomsbury (304 pp.)
$16.99 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-68119-743-2

Mbalia, Kwame
Rick Riordan Presents/Disney (496 pp.)
$16.99 | Oct. 15, 2019
978-1-368-03993-2
Series: Tristan Strong, 1
Chicago seventh grader Tristan Strong
travels to Alke, where African American
folk characters are gods.
Tristan has just lost his first boxing match. It’s unsurprising, given he’s mourning the death of his best friend, Eddie,
and struggling with accompanying survivor guilt, but unacceptable for someone from a boxing family. On the ride to summer
exile with his grandparents in the Alabama countryside, Tristan
begins reading Eddie’s story journal. Somehow, the journal
kirkus.com
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A sudden change in vacation plans
leads to an unforgettable summer for
11-year-old Cat and her younger brother,
Chicken, who has special needs.
Cat and Chicken are the namesakes
of characters in their mother’s picturebook series, Caterpillar & Chicken. In the books, Cat looks out
for Chicken and does everything she can to make him happy.
This is true in real life as well: Chicken has special needs (undefined, but he is sensitive to noise and touch, has difficulty governing himself, and has a tendency toward fixations), and Cat
is responsible for taking care of him while their mother works.
Cat and Chicken are biracial; their mother is white and their
late father was black. Cat can’t wait to visit her best friend,
Rishi, in Atlanta during summer vacation. But when Rishi’s
parents are suddenly needed in India, Cat and Chicken find
themselves staying on Gingerbread Island, North Carolina,
with their mother’s parents—grandparents they’ve never met
before. Cat’s mother is tight-lipped about why she’s estranged
from her parents, but Cat is determined to protect Chicken,
like she always does. The poignant story of Cat’s unexpected
adventures on Gingerbread Island is told with tenderness and a
keen sense of what can make—and break—family bonds. While
race isn’t central to the story, it’s also not incidental. Through
debut author McDunn’s vivid storytelling, issues related to race
and bias are deftly woven into the larger narrative.
An engrossing, heartwarming, beautifully written
debut about building and rebuilding family ties. (Fiction.
8-13)

TRISTAN STRONG
PUNCHES A HOLE IN
THE SKY

|
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allows Tristan to see folk heroes John Henry and Brer Rabbit
sending an unseen someone off on a mission. That night, Gum
Baby (a hoot and a half—easily the funniest character in the
book), from the Anansi story, steals Eddie’s journal. Needless
to say, things go awry: A hole is ripped in the sky of Alke, and
Tristan (but not only Tristan) falls in. The people of Alke are suffering, but grieving, reluctant hero Tristan’s unwilling to jump
right in to help those in need, even when it becomes clear that
he’s partly responsible, making him both imperfect and realistic. Mbalia’s African American and West African gods (with
villains tied to U.S. chattel slavery and the Middle Passage specifically) touch on the tensions between the cultures, a cultural
nuance oft overlooked. Readers who want more than just a taste
of Alke will be eager for future books. Most human characters,
like Tristan, are black with brown skin.
A worthy addition to the diverse array of offerings from
Rick Riordan Presents. (Fantasy. 10-14)
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TROUBLEMAKER
FOR JUSTICE
The Story of Bayard
Rustin, the Man Behind
the March on Washington
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Gray-toned thumbnail sketches can only
hint at the devastating emotions.
it rained warm bread

QUEEN OF THE SEA

the wildebeest hordes elude them for days. Finally, a dramatic
car breakdown in the wilderness is followed by “immersion” in
an ocean of migrating gnus—a climax that would be unbelievable in fiction. Setting this particular safari in a larger context,
and heightening the suspense, are interspersed short segments
about Serengeti wildlife, poachers’ snares, the role of fire, “other
magnificent migrants,” and more. The overall design is inviting
and appropriate to the subject. There are maps, plentiful photos of African animals, and pictures and minibiographies of
Montgomery’s all-white safari companions, both American and
Tanzanian. Montgomery touches on the white-directed nature
of much scientific research in Africa as well as pressures from
colonialism and climate change but keeps her focus tightly on
the wildebeest.
A splendid wildlife adventure skillfully conveyed.
(acknowledgments, selected bibliography, note on wildebeest conservation and tourism, photo credits, index)
(Nonfiction. 11-adult)

Meconis, Dylan
Illus. by the author
Walker US/Candlewick (400 pp.)
$24.99 | Jun. 25, 2019
978-1-5362-0498-8
A young orphan’s and an exiled
queen’s fates intertwine on a remote
island.
Loosely based on the childhood of
Elizabeth I, Meconis’ rich historical fantasy centers on young Margaret, an orphan taken while a baby
to live on a nearly forgotten island in the kingdom of Albion. Its
only inhabitants are a small order of nuns dedicated to helping
anyone “whose life or love is at the mercy of the sea,” a hapless
priest, a couple servants, some farm animals, and a cat. Margaret, who’s been on the island for six years, thrives in the simplicity of her idyllic existence. Nevertheless, she eagerly anticipates
the semiannual visits of the lone ship that docks on the island’s
shores and finds her prayers for companionship answered when
a young boy and his mother are sent to the island for opposing
the king. Margaret then slowly learns the true nature of the convent’s existence and begins to question her own lineage when a
mysterious visitor named Eleanor is banished to the island by
her sister, the queen, and kept under constant watch. Meconis’
humor and storytelling gifts here wed seamlessly with her evocative pen-and-ink and gouache illustrations, which are rendered
in warm earth and sea tones and brim with movement, expressively capturing even Margaret’s interior monologues.
With its compelling, complex characters and intrigueladen plot, this will have readers hoping it’s only the first
of many adventures for Meconis’ savvy heroine. (Graphic
fantasy. 10-adult)

IT RAINED
WARM BREAD
Moishe Moskowitz’s
Story of Hope

Moskowitz-Sweet, Gloria &
Smith, Hope Anita
Illus. by Lyon, Lea
Christy Ottaviano/Henry Holt (160 pp.)
$16.99 | Aug. 13, 2019
978-1-250-16572-5
Moishe Moskowitz’s painful experiences in the Holocaust are expressed in brief, gut-wrenching poems.
Moishe knows fear; he must avoid the Polish boys who will
beat him for being Jewish. When the Nazis come in 1939, the
danger grows exponentially, but they “could not have imagined
such evil” would engulf them. Moishe views the Nazis as prowling, voracious wolves, and that metaphor is used throughout
the poems. Changes come quickly: yellow stars, disappearances,
and forced labor. They are driven from their home and pushed
into a ghetto, followed by liquidation, murders, and deportation
to the concentration camps. His family is torn from him, as “the
Nazis peel us like onions,” his mother and sister, father, brother.
He endures unending deprivation and starvation. Kindness is
rare and punishable by death, but a Christian friend hides the
family in the early days, a political prisoner gives him a bit of
extra food, and, near the end, a group of Czech women throw
warm, fresh bread into the cattle cars. Gray-toned thumbnail
sketches can only hint at the devastating emotions. Moishe’s
daughter provides the story, as told to her by her father, and
entrusts Smith to pen poems that strike at the heart of each
moment, each fear, each horror and make it personal for readers
even as time erases witnesses.
A deeply moving, beautifully written portrayal of an
evil that cannot be allowed to be forgotten. (author’s note)
(Historical verse fiction. 10-adult)

THE MAGNIFICENT
MIGRATION
On Safari With Africa’s
Last Great Herds

Montgomery, Sy
Photos by Wood, Roger & Wood, Logan
HMH Books (176 pp.)
$24.99 | Jun. 11, 2019
978-0-544-76113-1
Montgomery journeys into the heart of the wildebeest
migration with a wildlife biologist who has been studying these
African mammals for more than 50 years.
Eleven chapters and a reflective epilogue chronicle a twoweek visit to Tanzania’s northern plains with a small group led
by Richard Estes, “the guru of gnu.” Montgomery, who has
described many remarkable scientific field trips for the Scientists in the Field series, aims this report at older readers who
can take in and act on her underlying message: “Throughout the Serengeti, our kind threatens the very survival of the
migration we’ve come so far to witness.” Tension heightens as
100
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Near the end of seventh grade, a girl
tangles with her family’s changing shape,
her friendships’ changing shapes, and
a professional advice column that’s left
temptingly unguarded.
Sweet Pea lives in Valentine, Texas. Her therapist mother
and housepainter father are divorcing—so amicably that Dad
moves only two houses away, into a house almost identical in
both structure and décor. This “twinning-parent-freak-show” is
meant to keep Sweet Pea’s life stable, but it doesn’t. An ex–bestfriend reenters Sweet Pea’s life; a current best friend feels (justifiably) unappreciated; and Sweet Pea’s job facilitating paperwork
for a newspaper advice columnist—the peculiar old woman living between Sweet Pea’s two “mirror” houses—gives Sweet Pea
unfettered access to the incoming letters and the columnist’s
typewriter. What’s a girl to do? Sweet Pea’s first-person narration is endearing and funny while her oblivious self-absorption
on certain topics lets readers figure out connections first. Murphy’s portrayal of a fat protagonist whose body is neither symbolic nor problematic is cheerworthy; a scene about the juniors’
section carrying only sizes too small for Sweet Pea is the only
one that shows discrimination, and her parents and community
support her. Sweet Pea, her parents, and the advice columnist
are white (refreshingly, specified rather than assumed); one best
friend is Mexican, the other mixed-race (black/white). A few
characters are gay.
An excellent blend of eccentricity, humor, genuine
sweetness, and mild drama. (Fiction. 8-12)

PLANET EARTH IS BLUE

Panteleakos, Nicole
Wendy Lamb/Random (240 pp.)
$16.99 | $19.99 PLB | May 14, 2019
978-0-525-64657-0
978-0-525-64658-7 PLB

Ogle, Rex
Norton Young Readers (208 pp.)
$16.95 | Sep. 10, 2019
978-1-324-00360-1
Recounting his childhood experiences in sixth grade, Ogle’s memoir
chronicles the punishing consequences
of poverty and violence on himself and
his family.
The start of middle school brings
about unwanted changes in young Rex’s life. His old friendships devolve as his school friends join the football team and
slowly edge him out. His new English teacher discriminates
against him due to his dark skin (Rex is biracial, with a white
absentee dad and a Mexican mom) and secondhand clothes,
both too large and too small. Seemingly worse, his mom enrolls
him in the school’s free-lunch program, much to his embarrassment. “Now everyone knows I’m nothing but trailer trash.” His
kirkus.com
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In Panteleakos’ debut, a nonverbal,
autistic astronomy enthusiast counts
down to the space shuttle Challenger’s
launch—and her runaway sister’s return—
in January 1986.
Twelve-year-old Nova Vezina hates deviating from routine,
which makes moving from 11 foster homes in seven years challenging. But each new school’s verdict is the same: “Cannot
read. Cannot speak. Severely mentally retarded.” A “thinker,
not a talker,” Nova can’t explain that her big sister, Bridget,
taught her the alphabet and read her novels, such as Peter Pan.
Bridget disappeared after they ran from their last home, but
she’d promised they’d watch the Challenger’s launch together. As
Nova counts down the remaining 10 days, third-person chapters alternate with Nova’s printed letters to Bridget (“scribbles”
to everyone else), which grow uneasy as Bridget doesn’t appear.
Interspersed flashbacks reveal the sisters’ turbulent past and
sensitively illustrate the uncertainty of foster care. The author
poetically immerses readers in Nova’s mind as Nova endures
“the constant scratching of sounds that [invade] her brain,”
befriends fellow special education classmates, and struggles to
be understood by both well-meaning and patronizing adults.
Bursting with worry, joy, empathy, humor, and even mischief,
Nova is endearingly nuanced. The countdown’s multiple conclusions dovetail in an ending Nova might call “Crayola Pine
Green”: a mixture of conflicting emotions that will linger long
after the last page. An author’s note provides background on
autism and the Challenger disaster. Nova and Bridget are ethnically ambiguous; Nova’s foster mother is light-skinned, her foster father dark-skinned, and her foster sister biracial.
Stellar. (author’s note) (Historical fiction. 8-12)

FREE LUNCH
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painful home life proffers little sanctuary thanks to his mom,
who swings from occasional caregiver to violent tyrant at the
slightest provocation, and his white stepdad, an abusive racist whose aggression outrivals that of Rex’s mom. Balancing
the persistent flashes of brutality, Ogle magnificently includes
sprouts of hope, whether it’s the beginnings of a friendship with
a “weird” schoolmate, joyful moments with his younger brother,
or lessons of perseverance from Abuela. These slivers of relative
levity counteract the toxic relationship between young Rex,
a boy prone to heated outbursts and suppressed feelings, and
his mother, a fully three-dimensional character who’s viciously
thrashing against the burden of poverty. It’s a fine balance carried by the author’s outstanding, gracious writing and a clear eye
for the penetrating truth.
A mighty portrait of poverty amid cruelty and optimism. (author’s note, author Q&A, discussion guide, writing guide, resources) (Memoir. 9-12)

Murphy, Julie
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins
(288 pp.)
$16.99 | Oct. 1, 2019
978-0-06-247307-3
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DEAR SWEET PEA
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STRANGE BIRDS
A Field Guide to
Ruffling Feathers

sister, Hana, and she doesn’t sit with the black kids at lunch, but
why does that matter? But then the United Nations is threatened when Isabella gets her braces off and catches the eye of
Shayla’s crush and Julia starts hanging out more with her Asian
friends. Suddenly, everything is changing—including Shayla
herself as concern mounts over cases of police brutality in the
news. Realizing that race does matter and that sometimes you
have to break the rules, Shayla wears a Black Lives Matter armband. Trouble follows, bringing with it important lessons about
friendship and courage. Awkward, endearing, and memorable,
Shayla navigates the world of middle school and the troubled
world beyond with wit and endless heart.
A timely, funny, and unforgettable debut about friendship, facing your fears, and standing up for what’s right.
(Fiction. 8-12)

Pérez, Celia C.
Kokila (384 pp.)
$16.99 | Sep. 3, 2019
978-0-425-29043-9

A quartet of mismatched girls find
themselves united for unforgettable
summer adventures.
Lane DiSanti wants to avoid boredom
during her summer at Sabal Palms. Her grandmother, Mrs. DiSanti, wants her to join the Floras, a beauty pageant/girls club Mrs.
DiSanti’s family helped found. Instead, Lane forms the Ostentation of Others and Outsiders, her own version of the Floras,
by leaving secret messages for potential friends to find. At first,
rebel/artist Lane, foodie Aster Douglas, aspiring-journalist Ofelia
Castillo, and bird-watcher Cat Garcia cannot seem to find common ground. However, Cat, a Floras defector, informs them the
ancient hat used to crown the Miss Floras is made of real bird
feathers. Finally united, the quartet of strange birds begins campaigning to get the Floras’ leader to stop using the hat. Their
plans backfire one after the other as the Miss Floras pageant
grows closer. Soon, the Ostentation must choose to either give
up the fight or escalate their efforts. Shifting perspective girl
by girl and writing with wry restraint that’s reminiscent of Kate
DiCamillo, Pérez doesn’t shy away from acknowledging that the
consequences might not be equal for each girl, as they differ in
background—Lane presents white, Aster is Bahamian, and Ofelia and Cat are both Cuban—and socio-economic status. As their
friendship develops, the secrets they hide from their families and
each other might grow large enough to tear them apart.
A beautiful tale of the value of friendship against
unconquerable odds. (Fiction. 9-12)

LOOK BOTH WAYS
A Tale Told in
Ten Blocks

Reynolds, Jason
Illus. by Nabaum, Alexander
Caitlyn Dlouhy/Atheneum (208 pp.)
$17.99 | Oct. 8, 2019
978-1-4814-3828-5
In each of 10 stories, kids reentering
the neighborhood from their school day
reveal their unique narratives.
BFFs T.J. and Jasmine find their yearslong friendship getting them through parental separation, illness, and foster
care. A group of four, all children of cancer survivors, has been
brought together by a school counselor. A female skateboarder
is the target of a bully—to the relief of his usual victim. A teen
with the signs of OCD meets a street musician who changes
her outlook. Two ardent gamers are caught up in the confusion of sexual questioning, and there’s an odd couple of friends
whose difference in size is no barrier to their bond. A teen with
a fear of dogs devises an elaborate plan to get past his neighbor’s new pet, and the class clown tries to find a way to make
her overworked mother laugh. Three boys work to make their
friend presentable enough to tell a classmate that he likes her.
An accident sustained by the school crossing guard causes her
son significant anxiety. There are connections among some of
the stories: places, people, incidents. However, each story has
its own center, and readers learn a great deal about each character in just a few lines. Reynolds’ gift for capturing the voices
and humanity of urban teens is on full display. The cast adheres
to a black default.
The entire collection brims with humor, pathos, and
the heroic struggle to grow up. (Fiction. 10-14)

A GOOD KIND
OF TROUBLE

Ramée, Lisa Moore
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (368 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 12, 2019
978-0-06-283668-7
Twelve-year-old Shayla finds herself
in trouble when she wears a Black Lives
Matter armband, which violates her
school’s dress code
In her first year of junior high, Shayla
follows all the rules. And things are going well—though she’d
be happy if the boy she has a crush on would notice her. She
eats lunch in the same spot every day with her best friends, Isabella, who is Puerto Rican, and Julia, who is Japanese-American.
Shayla is African-American, and she’s content with their “United
Nations” trio. But when some start to question whether she’s
black enough, Shayla’s not sure what that even means. Sure, she’s
not involved in the Black Lives Matter movement like her older
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Rodkey deftly mirrors recent debates about refugees and
immigrants, twisting them into a black comedy–sci-fi mashup.
we’re not from here

Roberts, David
Illus. by the author
Walker US/Candlewick (128 pp.)
$25.00 | Oct. 8, 2019
978-1-5362-0841-2
The struggle to achieve voting rights
for women in both the United States and
the United Kingdom is told in this illustrated book first published in the U.K.
Readers who may be skeptical that a man—as author/
illustrator Roberts is—can do justice to the story of women’s
suffrage will be happily proved wrong. Not only does Roberts
bring his well-researched story to life, but his Edward Gorey–
like watercolor portraits (some based on period photographs)
both enlighten and entertain. Though primarily focused on
the struggle in the U.K., the narrative in this large, sumptuously illustrated book nonetheless inserts U.S. suffrage activities in a natural way. Young readers will be amazed to learn
that women’s suffrage in both countries took decades of organizing, demonstrating, marching, and educating—and that
it was not a completely unified endeavor. The schism in the
U.K. between factions who believed in peaceful demonstration and those who subscribed to more violent (although not
against human lives) measures is presented factually, as is the
discrimination in United States suffrage organizations that
discouraged or denied participation by women of color. This
cleareyed, evenhanded presentation gives the overall story a
veracity that lets shine the bravery of all the women (and men)
who were ridiculed, imprisoned, force-fed, and beaten for
their determination to win the franchise.
This compelling story of determination and persistence
can’t help but inspire today’s readers. (foreword, introduction, bibliography) (Nonfiction. 8-14)

WE’RE NOT
FROM HERE

Rodkey, Geoff
Crown (256 pp.)
$16.99 | $19.99 PLB | Mar. 5, 2019
978-1-5247-7304-5
978-1-5247-7305-2 PLB

Robinson, Sharon
Scholastic (240 pp.)
$16.99 | Sep. 3, 2019
978-1-338-28280-1

“Sharon, I cannot promise you that
the passage of any law will eliminate hate.
But the laws will give Negroes full citizenship and bring us closer to equality.”
Legendary baseball player Jackie
Robinson—most famously known for breaking baseball’s racial
barrier when he played with the Brooklyn Dodgers in 1947—
gave this nuanced benediction to his only daughter, 13-yearold Sharon, as the family heard the disheartening news of the
bombing of the 16th Street Baptist Church in Birmingham,
Alabama. What the memoirist also beautifully and accessibly
conveys is how her parents succeeded—and, by their admission,
kirkus.com
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Who knew the survival of the human
race would depend on fitting in at school?
With Earth destroyed, humans have
successfully petitioned Planet Choom to
take them in as refugees. Narrator Lan Mifune and their family (Lan is never gendered in the text) travel there, arriving to a
surprise. During the 20-year journey in bio-suspension asleep,
Choom’s government has changed, along with their acceptance
of humans, and they are asked to leave immediately. With no
other alternative, Lan’s mom, Amora Persaud, who’s on the
ship’s Governing Council, is able to negotiate a trial run, in
which the Mifune family will prove humans can peacefully
assimilate. Being the new kid at school is tough anywhere, but
on Choom, Lan must navigate the cultures of the werewolflike Kriks; Ororos, who resemble giant marshmallows; and the
Zhuri, who resemble giant mosquitoes and express emotions
by secreting specific scents. Things get complicated when the
Zhuri government executes a smear campaign against humans
even as some privately believe humans can be peaceful if given
the chance. It’s up to Lan and their family to prove humans can
contribute to society. Rodkey deftly mirrors recent debates
about refugees and immigrants, twisting them into a black
comedy–sci-fi mashup. Racial and ethnic diversity is purposely
shown solely through names, hinting via surname that Lan’s
family shares mixed Japanese and Indian heritage. The abrupt
resolution might leave some in disbelief, but that’s a small price
to pay.
A quirky sci-fi adventure with a surprising layer of
political irony. (Science fiction. 9-12)

CHILD OF THE DREAM
A Memoir of 1963

|

middle gr a de

sometimes failed—in rooting her and her two brothers, 10-yearold David and 16-year-old Jackie Jr., in the realities of pater
Robinson’s renown, Connecticut’s 1960s-style racial microaggressions, and the seismic social and political shifts augured by
the emerging civil rights movement. Thanks to the author’s deft
and down-to-earth style, readers understand how the personal
and political converge: When her brother runs away from home
in order to get away from his father’s shadow, she muses on the
social pressures of a school dance in the midst of midcentury
U.S. racism; it is at a jazz fundraiser her parents coordinate for
the Southern Christian Leadership conference that she finally
meets Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
A lovingly honest memoir of a racial—and social activist—past that really hasn’t passed. (Memoir. 8-14)
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The Battle for Equality
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The pacing is masterful, maintaining the tension and mystery
of each story thread until the tapestry is complete.
sincerely, harriet

THE MOON WITHIN

Meanwhile, Mr. Bowles-Fitzpatrick (amusingly snobby about
pizza, television, and American slang) encourages Carter to
step up, to play a bigger role in his sisters’ lives—and to learn
to play cricket. Schmidt convincingly conveys the zany elegance
and appeal of the game without excessive explanation. Though
the newly formed middle school cricket team includes boys surnamed Yang and Singh, none of the characters are described by
race, and the primary cast is assumed white. Schmidt gracefully
weaves together the humor of school, siblings, and a dachshund
with a delicate digestive system with deeper themes of family
connection, disappointment, anger, and grief.
The result is wonderfully impressive and layered. (Fic
tion. 10-13)

Salazar, Aida
Levine/Scholastic (240 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 26, 2019
978-1-338-28337-2
A worthy successor to Are You There
God? It’s Me, Margaret set in present-day
Oakland.
Eleven-year-old Celi, mixed black–
Puerto Rican–Mexican, dreads the
imminent arrival of her period, less because of the menstruation itself and more because her mother insists that Celi have
a “moon ceremony,” in which the members of her mother’s
“women’s circle” will mark the transition from childhood to
womanhood. Meanwhile, her best friend is going through a different transition—from girl to xochihuah, “neither / female nor
male but both.” While Celi is initially shocked by the adjustment, she loves Mar, as her best friend now prefers to be known,
no less. But when other kids, including her crush, Iván, say cruel
things about Mar, Celi is torn between the possibility of a first
kiss and loyalty to her friend. Salazar’s verse novel is sensitive
and fresh, featuring modern interpretations of pre-Columbian
coming-of-age traditions that arise organically from the characters. Mar’s heritage is Mexican, and Iván is mixed, black and
Mexican; Celi and Mar’s participation in a Puerto Rican performance group and their mothers’ shared, deeply felt Xicana
identity allow Salazar to naturally explore cultural nuances not
often seen in middle-grade fiction. Genderfluid Mar takes both
that name and the masculine pronoun midway through the
book, and Celi’s narration adjusts accordingly even if some of
their peers’ attitudes do not.
An authentically middle school voice and diverse Latinx
cast make this book a standout. (Verse fiction. 8-12)

SINCERELY, HARRIET

Searle, Sarah Winifred
Illus. by the author
Graphic Universe (180 pp.)
$11.99 paper | $29.32 PLB | May 7, 2019
978-1-5415-4529-8
978-1-5124-4019-5 PLB
Searle writes and illustrates her first
graphic novel for middle-grade readers.
Whiling away the long summer days
alone in a new apartment in a new city,
Harriet “Harry” Flores begins to spin stories. Perhaps the nice
mail carrier has nefarious intentions for the neighborhood
dogs. Maybe the house is haunted. The old woman who lives
downstairs? Probably a murderer. Though her tales frustrate
her parents, the escapism this storytelling offers seems to comfort Harry as she faces an uncertain future with a chronic illness. Begrudgingly, Harry begins to spend time with Pearl, the
mysterious old woman from downstairs. Through that budding
relationship, and the memories and books they share, Harry
finds the courage to be honest with her parents and to face what
lies ahead. The subtle absence of cellphones and computers as
well as pop-culture references place the story in the 1990s, yet
it feels incredibly current. The pacing is masterful as the truth
behind Harry’s many fears is slowly and poignantly revealed,
maintaining the tension and mystery of each story thread until
the tapestry is complete. Searle tackles Harry’s anxiety about
her illness as well as common adolescent concerns about friendships, school, and family with an honesty and tenderness that
will resonate with readers. Harriet’s biracial: Her mother is
white while her father is Mexican; Pearl is black.
Heartfelt and heartwarming, highlighting the power
of story to both conceal and reveal. (Graphic historical fiction.
8-12)

PAY ATTENTION,
CARTER JONES
Schmidt, Gary D.
Clarion (224 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 19, 2019
978-0-544-79085-8

Carter Jones’ family inherits the services of a “gentleman’s gentleman” with a
passion for cricket just when they most
need him.
Mr. Bowles-Fitzpatrick arrives in a
purple Bentley at their New York state home during a downpour
on the morning of Carter’s first day of sixth grade. The Butler, as
Carter thinks of him, helps with Mary Poppins–like efficiency
and perceptiveness to organize and transform the chaos of a
household with little money, four children, a father deployed
overseas, and a gaping hole. Six-year-old Currier died three
years ago, and Carter carries his brother’s green shooter marble
like a talisman. Carter’s memories of a more recent wilderness
trip with his father are filled with deep sadness and foreboding.
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Grandpa happily reverts to his old clothes, savors Grandma’s
last jar of lingonberry jam, and says farewell to his old life before
returning to the hospital. Gottfried’s accessible, unadorned,
heartfelt first-person narration reveals the depth of his bond
with his grandfather as well as his insightful understanding of
his father’s limitations. Linear, colored-pencil drawings capture
key interactions between characters and revel in Grandpa’s choler. Characters are white (or, in Grandpa’s case, grouchily pink).
A touching, realistic, gently humorous story of how
a sensitive boy copes with his treasured grandfather’s
decline. (Fiction. 8-11)

Sorosiak, Carlie
Candlewick (192 pp.)
$16.99 | Dec. 24, 2019
978-1-5362-0769-9

LIZZIE FLYING SOLO

Steveson, Nanci Turner
Harper/HarperCollins (336 pp.)
$16.99 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-0-06-267318-3

THE RUNAWAYS

Stark, Ulf
Illus. by Crowther, Kitty
Trans. by Marshall, Julia
Gecko Press (144 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-776572-33-5
A boy helps his ailing grandfather
go home one last time in this Swedish
import.
Gottfried finds life enlivened by his feisty grandfather, who’s
always been “difficult.” They are true kindred spirits. Confined
now to the hospital with a broken leg and weak heart, Grandpa’s
“worse than ever.” Gottfried’s dad avoids hospital visits because
Grandpa’s naughty behavior and declining condition make him
“tired and sad.” He rejects Gottfried’s plea to bring Grandpa to
live with them, insisting he’s “too sick and angry and stubborn
and crazy.” Pretending to be at football training, Gottfried visits Grandpa in the hospital and suggests they should run away.
Lying to his parents about where he’s going overnight, Gottfried
surreptitiously transports Grandpa to the island house where he
lived with Grandma until she died. Back home for one night,
|
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When her dad is arrested for
embezzlement, life changes abruptly for
12-year-old Lizzie and her mother.
Their home repossessed, they are
forced into a shelter for homeless families.
Lizzie’s mother quickly finds work, while
Lizzie spends most of the summer silently watching, sketching,
and writing poems about the ponies at a teaching stable near
the shelter. When a frightened, unbroken young pony arrives,
Lizzie feels an instant connection and vows to do whatever it
takes to make him hers. At this point, readers might think they
know where the story’s going, but they don’t. Lizzie begins working at the barn in exchange for lessons and gradually comes out
of her self-imposed isolation, emerging as strong, determined,
and empathetic, but the horses are not the solution: Lizzie is.
She relates the story of her rough transition from innocence to
experience in an emotional yet measured first-person. Steveson’s
nuanced portrayals of the many ways families can be in crisis and
her unflinching honesty toward her characters elevate this book
into something unexpectedly full of grace. They are always people who exist independently of their problems, and that’s a rare
and beautiful thing. Lizzie and her family are white, while some
important secondary characters are black and Latinx.
Well done. (Fiction. 8-14)
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Cosmo has the soul of a dancer.
There’s just one problem—dogs can’t
dance…can they?
Ever since Mom and Dad picked
him out of the litter 13 years ago, Cosmo
has vowed to protect the Walker family,
whom he loves more than anything, until his dying day. Trouble
lurks, however, behind the household’s closed doors. Mom and
Dad are fighting more and more, leaving 12-year-old Max, his
younger sister, Emmaline, and Cosmo scared and confused,
wary of the dreaded d-word, divorce, hounding their heels.
When Mom’s brother, Reggie, returns from Afghanistan and
brings Max and Cosmo to a special club for dogs, the inseparable pair discovers that dancing may be the only way to try and
hold the family together. Cosmo must battle shyness, the pains
of age, and demonic neighborhood sheepdogs (both real and
imagined) to try and save what he and Max love most. Cosmo’s
narration combines wit, heart, stubbornness, and a grouchy
dignity, all ably tugging at funny bones and heartstrings alike.
Sorosiak’s author’s note is a joyful celebration of dogs’ hidden
humanity, one that’s reflected in her joyfully and painfully realistic tale of a struggling family and doggedly persistent canine
companion. The family itself is biracial (white dad, black mom),
and both kids have brown skin and curly black hair.
Love might not last forever, but it can certainly teach an
old dog new tricks. (Fiction. 8-12)
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I, COSMO

RIGHT AS RAIN

Stoddard, Lindsey
Harper/HarperCollins (304 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 12, 2019
978-0-06-265294-2
Rain, 11, knows that only a quarter
of marriages survive a child’s death; she’s
determined to make her parents “one out
of four.”
The family members mourn separately. Rain’s burdened by guilt over
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A stirring Southern middle-grade book that burns
brighter than fireworks on the Fourth. (Supernatural adven
ture. 8-12)

the loss of her teenage brother, Guthrie; her dad’s withdrawn,
angry, and depressed; her mom, briskly efficient, has forced a
fresh start, finding a job in New York, where Rain must finish
sixth grade 288 miles away from her old school in Vermont. Rain
misses her best friend and the track team. Their new apartment
is tiny; Frankie, the Dominican super’s daughter, is unfriendly;
the urban density’s overwhelming. Her family is white and
doesn’t speak Spanish, and their new neighborhood is a Latinx
one. The only place Rain spots other light-skinned people is at
the trendy cafe where they sip espresso. Through communityservice projects, a school requirement, Rain slowly finds her
footing. The track coach recruits her to run the 100-meter relay
with Frankie, Amelia, and Ana for a city meet—that’s scheduled
on the anniversary of Guthrie’s death. Realistic explorations of
how grief divides a struggling family and gentrification erodes
a community are balanced by the love and friendship among
these diverse characters. Rain likes to count things and loathes
dresses. Like Frankie and her friend who’s moved away, Rain
might be gender nonconforming. Amelia stutters; Nestor might
be homeless; Casey dislikes being touched. Each is seen whole.
Timely, well-integrated themes, a vibrant setting, and
well-drawn, likable characters—the diversity’s unlabeled,
but it’s there—make this a winner. (Fiction. 8-12)

HOBGOBLIN AND THE
SEVEN STINKERS
OF RANCIDIA
Sullivan, Kyle
Illus. by Sullivan, Derek
Hazy Dell Press (180 pp.)
$15.95 | Sep. 17, 2019
978-1-948931-04-5
Series: Hazy Fables, 1

A “Snow White” parody—substituting smelling grossest for fairest—about

taking down a tyrant.
The seven districts of Rancidia once existed in harmony, the
people enjoying the blend of everyone’s individual odors and
governed by democracy. This putrid peace was shattered when
ogre Fiddlefart conquered Rancidia and declared himself both
king and Grossest Smelling in the Land. When Fiddlefart’s magical Burping Bullfrog sees a new challenger for stinkiest—the
humble Hobgoblin, a bean farmer from the neighboring Unincorporated Mucklands—the outraged ogre sends his top scentassassin, Huntress, to scrub Hobgoblin so clean he’ll never stink
again. Instead of de-odorizing Hobgoblin, Huntress whiffs him
into hiding with the Seven Stinkers, the ousted elected former
government of Rancidia, who invite him into the resistance.
Amiable but essentially an isolationist who tries “to stay out
of politics,” Hobgoblin initially takes action only for self-preservation (while Huntress warns: “Anytime a creature is treated
unjustly—no matter who they are or where they’re from—it’s
everyone’s business”), but the fairy-tale plot trajectory pulls him
in so he can join the effort to liberate Rancidia. The bodily functions and other stinky-things–based humor amp the kid-friendliness, frequently put the “pun” in pungent, and occasionally
dip into parody musical numbers and sly self-awareness. Happy,
rounded, nonthreatening cartoon illustrations make Hobgoblin’s delighted tooting downright charming. Some of the Seven
Stinkers are female, and one has two mothers.
As the stench-loving Rancidians would say: It stinks!
(Fantasy. 7-12)

JUST SOUTH OF HOME
Strong, Karen
Simon & Schuster (320 pp.)
$17.99 | May 7, 2019
978-1-5344-1938-4

Twelve-year-old aspiring astrobiologist Sarah Greene digs into a dark history
to help heal her family, both those present and from the past.
Sarah’s thieving cousin, 11-year-old
Janie, a “citified” Chicago native, stays
with her family in their small, country town of Warrenville,
Georgia, for the summer and continuously uses her “five-finger
discount” whenever she wants. When Janie disturbs the town’s
haints, restless spirits with unresolved business on this spiritual
plane, by taking a necklace from the haunted ruins of a black
church burned down by the Klan, Sarah must lead her cousin,
little brother, Ellis, and their friend Jasper into the woods during the dangerous Witching Hour in order to communicate with
and save the souls trapped there. Strong’s prose pours from her
pen like iced sweet tea on an August afternoon—it’s refreshing,
steeped in tradition, and mixed with love. Many characters are
familiar Southern staples in black communities. Devoted deaconess Mrs. Greene, the children’s paternal grandmother, whom
they always address formally, with her loose, wavy hair and light
skin, leans deep into colorism; her nemesis, Mrs. Whitney, the
town conjuring woman, is dark-skinned and always adorned in
all white, and she memorializes the victims of lynchings in their
county. No punches are pulled when these personalities collide
in this sometimes-spooky ode to how an unacknowledged past
can come back to haunt us.
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ROLL WITH IT

Sumner, Jamie
Atheneum (256 pp.)
$17.99 | Oct. 1, 2019
978-1-5344-4255-9
A middle schooler with cerebral palsy
faces a new school and family upheaval in
Sumner’s debut.
Twelve-year-old Ellie Cowan dreams
of becoming a great baker; when she’s
|
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A host of honest, flawed, deeply sympathetic
characters are at once unique and familiar.
all the greys on greene street

when the day of the gala arrives, will Oliver have what it takes to
save the day? A white default is assumed.
An uplifting gem. (Fiction. 8-11)

ALL THE GREYS ON
GREENE STREET

TITO THE
BONECRUSHER

Thomson, Melissa
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (240 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 5, 2019
978-0-374-30353-2
To rescue his father from prison,
11-year-old Oliver “Spaghetti-O” Jones
tries to get a little help from his favorite
luchador.
After months of legal woes, Oliver’s father ends up in a Florida correctional center despite
his assurances to Oliver and his irritable big sister, Louisa, that
“[e]verything was going to be fine.” Now Louisa won’t even talk
to their father, but Oliver’s not giving up that easily. Inspired by
his favorite luchador-turned–action hero, Tito the Bonecrusher
(motto: “Never quit trying!”), Oliver needs to concoct a plan
to bust his father out of prison. To do so, he must infiltrate a
charity gala to meet the bombastic action star, who holds the
know-how required for such a daring caper. Thomson’s excellent middle-grade debut plumbs the absurdity and desperation
inherent in a painful situation. Throughout the ordeal, Oliver
battles and suppresses his grief and pain in a way that younger
readers can recognize and perhaps understand amid the humor;
more than anything, it’s this implicit focus that makes this novel
a great one. Going along for the tumultuous ride is Oliver’s best
friend, Brain (a girl genius), and some unexpected allies. Each
scheme (celebrity photos with forged signatures, skipping
detention via a decoy) seems more outrageous than the last, but
|
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Sixth-grader Olympia—called Ollie
by her best friends, Richard and Alex—is
left fending for herself when her father
disappears and her mother experiences a
major depressive crisis.
A vividly depicted urban landscape firmly establishes this
novel in the SoHo of 1981, where Ollie lives in a converted
industrial loft and picks up packs of cigarettes and Tab at a store
on Broadway for her mom. A talented artist, Ollie’s mom has
stopped getting out of bed since Ollie’s father, an art restorer,
embarked on a clandestine trip to France a week before. At
first glance, this elegantly nostalgic and leisurely paced story,
sparingly illustrated with delicate pencil drawings, is a mystery
involving a valuable wood carving on which Ollie’s dad and his
business partner, Apollo, were working. However, there are so
many other themes at play—including the intricacies of friendships, the pain of living with depression, and art’s ability to
create meaning out of life’s ordinary and sometimes-difficult
circumstances—that it defies simple genre categorization. A
host of honest, flawed, deeply sympathetic characters that are
poignant and funny are at once unique and familiar. Ollie, her
parents, and Alex seem to be white by default, Apollo grew up in
Poland, and Richard is a black boy of Haitian heritage. There is
realistic ethnic diversity reflected in secondary and background
characters.
Lovely, sad, hopeful, and memorable. (Historical fiction.
9-12)
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Tucker, Laura
Illus. by Murphy, Kelly
Viking (320 pp.)
$16.99 | Jun. 4, 2019
978-0-451-47953-2
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not penning letters to celebrity chefs, she’s practicing recipes.
But sometimes—especially when her single mom’s protectiveness goes overboard—her CP feels like “the Go to Jail card in
Monopoly: No matter where you are, it always shoots you back
to zero.” When Ellie and her mom temporarily move from
Nashville, Tennessee, to Eufaula, Oklahoma, to help care for
Grandpa, who suffers from Alzheimer’s disease, Ellie struggles
with being not only “the new kid in the wheelchair” at school,
but one of the ostracized “trailer park kids.” But after Ellie
befriends outspoken aspiring singer Coralee and fact-reciting
“mega geek” Bert (who is, Ellie observes, “probably on the spectrum” but undiagnosed in this small town with little support),
the quirky trio find themselves cooking up ways for Ellie to
stay—“maybe forever.” Her voice equal parts vulnerable, reflective, and deliciously wry, Ellie is refreshingly complex. Kids
navigating disabilities may find her frank frustration with inaccessibility, illness, and patronization particularly cathartic, but
readers with and without disabilities will recognize her desire to
belong. The mother of a son with CP, the author portrays Ellie
and her mom’s loving but fraught relationship with achingly
vivid accuracy, bringing the tension between Ellie’s craving for
independence and her mother’s fears to a satisfying resolution.
Characters, including Ellie, appear white.
An honest, emotionally rich take on disability, family,
and growing up. (Fiction. 10-14)

THE BRIDGE HOME

Venkatraman, Padma
Nancy Paulsen Books (208 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-1-5247-3811-2
Venkatraman’s middle-grade debut
tackles sisterhood, chosen families, and
loss.
Eleven-year-old Viji and her sister,
Rukku, flee their abusive father after he
breaks Amma’s arm and kicks Rukku.
They find themselves, overwhelmed, in the big city of Chennai,
where they are temporarily employed by kind Teashop Aunty,
who offers them bananas and vadais, and fall in love with a puppy,
|
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Shirli’s voice is true and strong.
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Kutti, who becomes their constant companion. The sisters
meet Muthu and Arul, two boys who live under an abandoned
bridge, and join them; Viji tells Rukku elaborate stories to reassure herself and her sister that they will be OK. Soon, Viji finds
herself telling the young boys her stories as well; in return, the
boys show the girls how to earn money on the streets: by scavenging for resalable trash in a very large garbage dump Muthu
calls “the Himalayas of rubbish.” When tragedy strikes, it is this
new family who helps Viji come to terms. Craftwise, the book is
thoughtful: Venkatraman employs the second person throughout as Viji writes to Rukku, and readers will ultimately understand that Viji is processing her grief by writing their story. Viji’s
narration is vivid and sensory; moonlight “slip[s] past the rusty
iron bars on our window”; “the taste of half an orange…last[s]
and last[s].” The novel also touches on social justice issues such
as caste, child labor, and poverty elegantly, without sacrificing
narrative.
A blisteringly beautiful book. (Fiction. 10-14)

Walters, Eric & Kacer, Kathy
Puffin/Penguin Random House
Canada (288 pp.)
$16.99 | Sep. 10, 2019
978-0-73526-624-7
Zayde’s memories profoundly affect
his young granddaughter.
In the aftermath of 9/11, the school’s
annual musical is to be Fiddler on the Roof,
because its themes resonate. Eighth
grader Shirli is a very talented singer and actor who is disappointed to be given the lead part of Tevye’s wife, Golde, who has
no solo. She believes that her beloved grandfather can help her
research background for the play, although she knows almost
nothing of his past. Zayde has never allowed any form of music
in his home, and when Shirli finds an old, damaged violin in the
attic, it causes him great pain. As the play begins to take over
Shirli’s life, she shares it all with Zayde, who finds he is able to
recount bits of their family history. His mother barely survived
the pogroms in Russia. When he was a child, he played violin in
his family’s klezmer band. And then came the Holocaust and
the hell that was Auschwitz, where he lost them all and was
forced to play music as his fellow Jews went to the gas chambers. Shirli’s voice is true and strong as she narrates her own tale
of rehearsals, her very ethnically diverse friendships, her deep
distress as she witnesses Zayde’s pain, and her joy as he reconnects with his music.
A beautiful, painful, heartfelt reminder that the past
is with us still. (authors’ note, acknowledgements) (Fiction.
10-14)

MY FATE ACCORDING
TO THE BUTTERFLY
Villanueva, Gail D.
Scholastic (240 pp.)
$17.99 | Jul. 30, 2019
978-1-338-31050-4

A superstitious girl tries to fix her
broken family before death catches her.
Ten-year-old Filipina Sabrina “Sab”
Dulce believes all the superstitions her
artist dad used to tell her before he and
Mom split up. So, when she sees the Butterfly, a giant black
omen of death, she knows she only has a week left to live. Determined to make the most of her last days, she convinces her
American best friend, Pepper, a white girl, to help her reunite
her family. Sab must uncover the truth behind the broken relationship between her college-age sister, Ate Nadine, and their
father. Spying on her sister’s journalism work and adventuring
across Manila, Sab discovers family secrets that change her forever. Villanueva’s debut is a beautiful #ownvoices middle-grade
novel. Tough topics—the brutal war on drugs in the Philippines,
family reconciliation, and recovery—are addressed, but warmth
and humor, often in the vehicle of Sab’s pet duck, bring lightness to Sab’s story. The detailed writing offers a true look at life
in Manila, with alluring descriptions of Filipino foods and landscape. The text is interlaced with Tagalog phrases and words,
especially cultural honorifics. Sab’s father is now in a same-sex
relationship with a man Sab considers Dad No. 2, while her
mother’s boyfriend is Dad No. 3, details shared matter-of-factly
and with love.
This immersive novel bursts with life. (Fiction. 8-12)
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Wang, Jen
Illus. by the author
First Second (224 pp.)
$21.99 | $12.99 paper | Sep. 10, 2019
978-1-250-18387-3
978-1-250-18388-0 paper
Friendships can be complicated—
sometimes in the best way possible.
Following The Prince and the Dressmaker
(2018), Wang takes bits of inspiration from
her own life in her new graphic novel. Christine is a Chinese American girl living in an Asian suburb who’s focused on her music
and grade school work. Change comes when her parents offer
the in-law apartment her grandpa used to live in to a struggling
Chinese American mother and child from church, encouraging
Christine to befriend Moon, the daughter. The only thing is,
they are complete opposites. Moon is vegetarian, rumored not
afraid to use her fists, does not attend Chinese class, and certainly is “not Asian” according to Christine’s standards. Despite
all that, the two become fast friends, stretching each other’s
interests with K-pop, art, and the like. Moon later shares a deep
|
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Williams, Alicia D.
Caitlyn Dlouhy/Atheneum (400 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-1-4814-6580-9

OTHER WORDS
FOR HOME

Warga, Jasmine
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (352 pp.)
$16.99 | May 28, 2019
978-0-06-274780-8

special issue: best books of 2019

A story about war and displacement,
resilience and adjustment.
Warga portrays with extraordinary
talent the transformation of a family’s life before and after the war began
in Syria. Living in a tourist town on the Syrian coastline, Jude
experiences the inequalities in her society firsthand. With the
unfolding of the Arab Spring, her older brother, Issa, wants to
join protests against the Syrian regime. The parents are in favor
of staying out of it, but with news of a new baby and nearby
towns turning into battlegrounds, Jude and her mother travel
to join her uncle, a medical doctor, and his family in the American Midwest. Her free-verse narration cuts straight to the bone:
“Back home, / food was / rice / lamb / fish / hummus / pita bread
/ olives / feta cheese / za’atar with olive oil. / Here, / that food is /
Middle Eastern Food. / Baguettes are French food. / Spaghetti is
Italian food. / Pizza is both American and Italian, / depending on
which restaurant you go to.” Jude, who has always loved American movies, shares her observations—often with humor—as she
soaks everything in and learns this new culture. Only when she
starts feeling comfortable with having two homes, one in Syria
and one in the U.S., does a terrible incident make her confront
the difficult realities of being Muslim and Arab in the U.S.
Poetic, immersive, hopeful. (Historical verse fiction. 11-adult)

middle gr a de

Thirteen-year-old Genesis Anderson
is a black girl who has been dealt a heavy
hand in life.
She’s had to move several times
because her family keeps getting evicted
thanks to her alcoholic, gambling father, who defaults on the
rent. Genesis hates her circumstances, and even more, she
hates the skin she’s in. Dark-skinned like her father—who
takes no pride in their resemblance, especially when he’s drunk
and mean—Genesis wants nothing more than to look like her
light-skinned mother. With kids calling her names (Charcoal,
Eggplant, Blackie) and a chiding grandmother who spouts
backward colorist ideologies, it’s no wonder. Genesis desperately wants to be accepted, even causing herself physical pain
to change the look of her skin and hair in order to attain it. But
Genesis has a talent that demands that she stand out. With the
help of her chorus teacher, Genesis discovers a way to navigate
the pain she carries. With smooth and engrossing prose, debut
novelist Williams takes readers through an emotional, painful,
yet still hopeful adolescent journey. Along the way she references accomplished black activists, athletes, artists, and, notably, musicians such as Billie Holliday, Ella Fitzgerald, and Etta
James, all in a way that feels natural and appropriate. This book
may bring readers to tears as they root for Genesis to finally
have the acceptance she craves—but from herself rather than
anyone else.
It’s a story that may be all too familiar for too many and
one that needed telling. (Fiction. 10-14)

pictur e books

GENESIS BEGINS
AGAIN

secret with Christine: She receives visions from celestial beings
that tell her she belongs with them. Trouble soon follows, with
struggles with jealousy, social expectations, and devastating
medical news for Moon. Wang is a master storyteller, knowing
when to quietly place panels between each moment to sharpen
the emotional impact or to fill it with life. It is so very rare and
refreshing to see diversity within the Asian American community authentically portrayed; Wang allows each character complete ownership of their identity, freeing their truths and, in the
process, allowing readers to do the same.
A shining gem of a book. (author’s note) (Graphic novel.
8-12)

HECTOR
A Boy, a Protest,
and the Photograph That
Changed Apartheid
Wright, Adrienne
Illus. by the author
Page Street (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Jun. 4, 2019
978-1-62414-691-6

A white South African who grew up
in apartheid, Wright captures the largely untold story of Hector Zolile Pieterson, who died in the Soweto student protest
against mandatory lessons in Afrikaans in 1976 and whose photograph alerted the rest of the world to apartheid’s impact on
black children.
Told graphic novel–style through dialogue and narrative in
frames illustrated in pastel colors and earth tones, this story
emerged from interviews Wright held with Pieterson’s family
members as well as from research on the photographer of the
|
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WHAT THE EAGLE SEES
Indigenous Stories of
Rebellion and Renewal

historic photo, Sam Mzima, and Mbuyisa Makhubu, a teenage
good Samaritan who carried Hector’s limp body from the scene
where the police threw tear gas and shot and killed children.
This powerful story offers three perspectives: Hector’s, his sister, Antoinette’s, and photographer Sam’s, respectively. Sam hid
his most important roll of film in his sock to keep it from the
Afrikaner police, who ruined his other rolls of film to prevent
public awareness of this massacre. While the details of Hector’s
life help readers realize that he was just a regular boy who didn’t
deserve to die under this unjust system of segregation, this portrayal of the protesting teens also emphasizes how much power
children can have when they stand up for their rights.
A tragic but inspiring story about an event in South
Africa’s history that must never be forgotten. (historical
note, author’s note, biographies, glossary, bibliography)
(Graphic biography. 8-12)

Yellowhorn, Eldon & Lowinger, Kathy
Annick Press (132 pp.)
$14.95 paper | Nov. 12, 2019
978-1-77321-328-6
The co-authors of Turtle Island: The
Story of North America’s First People (2017)
team up again, this time addressing encounters between the
Indigenous people of North America and European invaders.
A standout overview of Indigenous struggles, this slim volume highlights the scope of influence Europeans had on this
continent by going beyond the standard story of English Pilgrims to include the Vikings and Spanish. The book follows a
series of nonconsecutive events that highlight the resistance
strategies, coping mechanisms, and renewal efforts undertaken
by Indigenous nations primarily in present-day Canada and the
U.S. Visually engaging, with colorful maps, drawings, photos,
and artwork, the book includes modern moments in Native culture as well as history based on archaeological findings. Young
readers will be introduced to an Indigenous astronaut and
anthropologist as well as musicians, social activists, Olympians,
soldiers, healers, and artists. The chapter titled “Assimilation” is
a fine introduction to Indigenous identity issues, covering forcible conversion, residential schools, coercive adoption, and government naming policies. By no means comprehensive in their
approach, Yellowhorn (Piikani) and Lowinger have focused on
pivotal events designed to educate readers about the diversity of
colonized experiences in the Americas. Sections in each chapter
labeled “Imagine” are especially powerful in helping young readers empathize with Indigenous loss.
Essential. (author’s note, glossary, selected sources,
image credits, index) (Nonfiction. 10-13)

SPY RUNNER

Yelchin, Eugene
Illus. by the author
Godwin Books/Henry Holt (352 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 12, 2019
978-1-250-12081-6
It’s 1953, and Jake just knows that the
new boarder is a Communist spy.
The 12-year-old fan of Commiefighting comics hero Spy Runner has
no trouble finding plausible evidence,
either, from the unkempt stranger’s comment that his parents
were Russian to mysterious phone calls in the night and a scary
interview with a pair of heavies who claim to be FBI agents. But
suspicion proves (then, as now) contagious, and suddenly Jake’s
own best friend is shunning him, he’s ostracized at school, and
a black car is following him around Tucson. On top of all that
comes the emotionally shattering discovery that his mom, solitary since his dad was declared MIA in World War II, has let the
stranger into her room. At this point, having set readers up for a
salutary but hardly unique tale about prejudice, misplaced suspicion, and the McCarthy era, Yelchin briskly proceeds to pull
the rug out from under them by pitching his confused, impulsive protagonist into an escalating whirl of chases, crashes,
threats, assaults, abductions, blazing gunplay, spies, and counterspies—along with revelations that hardly anyone, even Jake’s
mom, is what they seem. The author includes a number of his
own blurred, processed, black-and-white photos that effectively
underscore both the time’s fearful climate and the vertiginous
quality of Jake’s experience. The book assumes a white default.
An imagined adventure turned nightmarishly real
leads to exciting, life-changing results. (Historical adventure.
10-13)
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Th e G i f t O f A B o o k
Our editors select favorite art and photo books, cookbooks,
special editions, and other titles perfect for holiday giving
Kwame Brathwaite:
Black Is Beautiful
Photographs and
foreword by Kwame
Brathwaite
Essays by Tanisha C.
Ford & Deborah Willis
Aperture, $40.00
Inspired by jazz and
the teachings of Marcus Garvey, New York artist/activist Kwame Brathwaite (b. 1938) showcases the beauty
and creativity of the African diaspora. This gorgeous
monograph, featuring 91 black-and-white and four-color
images, focuses on Brathwaite’s photos of 1950s and ’60s
Harlem. Published in tandem with Brathwaite’s first solo
museum show earlier this year, the book vividly explores
his substantial contributions to art and culture, including
co-founding the African Jazz-Arts Society and Studios, a
Harlem-based artists’ collective, and Grandassa Models, a
black modeling agency.

Nothing Fancy:
Unfussy Food for Having
People Over
By Alison Roman
Clarkson Potter, $32.50
Do away with dinner party
stress—while still thrilling
friends—with this wellseasoned sequel to Alison
Roman’s bestselling “lo-fi”
cookbook, Dining In (2017).
“I have always been allergic
to the word ‘entertaining,’ ” Roman writes in Nothing Fancy,
“which to me implies there’s a show, something performative at best and inauthentic at worst.” She suggests you
strip away the BS, focus on flavor, “ask for help,” “pick
your battles,” and “never apologize.” 127 low-key recipes
include revolutionized classics (“The Greatest Creamed
Greens”), flavor combinations that will change your life
(“Tomatoes Dressed in Toasted Fennel and Anchovy”),
and perfect desserts (“Torn Plum Brown-Buttered Cake”).
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Lizzie Fitch & Ryan
Trecartin: Whether Line
Ed. by Chiara Costa
Foreword by Miuccia Prada
& Patrizio Bertelli
Fondazione Prada, $70.00
In November 2016, American artists Lizzie Fitch (b.
1981) and Ryan Trecartin (b.
1981) (“the most consequential artist to have emerged
since the 1980s,” according
to the New Yorker) relocated from Los Angeles to a 32-acre
parcel in rural Ohio. The duo commenced transforming the land into a queer artists’ colony/amusement park/
movie set in the heart of a Trump-won swing state. The
result of a three-year collaboration with Fondazione Prada
in Milan, Whether Line interrogates borders—internal and
external, real and imagined—exclusion, and entertainment. This curious softcover book, housed in a textured
pink box, contains interviews with the artists, essays, and
glossy photos of their works in progress.

Atlas of Mid-Century
Modern Houses
By Dominic Bradbury
Phaidon Press, $150.00
This stately compendium
of mid-century modern
homes (from the late
1940s to the early 1970s)
is a must-have for lovers of architecture and
design. Author Dominic
Bradbury takes readers
on a fascinating tour of
400 “one-off, single-family residences” around the world,
featuring the work of more than 290 architects, from big
names to obscure geniuses. Together they illustrate how
much we owe our current mode of living to the pioneering open-plan layouts, indoor/outdoor spaces, and multipurpose rooms that typify this “golden age of architecture
and design.”
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A Game of Thrones
By George R.R. Martin
Illus. by Jonathan
Burton
The Folio Society,
$195.00
The Folio Society is
known for luxurious
editions of classic
books, with a special
interest in science fiction and fantasy novels; it’s outdone itself this year with
a slipcased copy of A Song of Ice and Fire, the first book in
Martin’s A Game of Thrones series, split into two volumes
for easier handling. Illustrations by Burton create their
own phantasmagorical Westeros, which will look familiar
to viewers of the TV series without slavishly copying it.
The paper is so thick and creamy you may want to eat it,
and every detail feels perfectly considered, from the jaunty
typeface to the full-color map given its own hard covers.
There’s even a picture hidden on the inside of the box.
Later books in the series are forthcoming.

Great Women Artists
Phaidon, $59.95
This year, an exhibition of
paintings by Hilma af Klint
became the most-visited
show in the history of the
Guggenheim Museum. An
expansion of the Museum
of Modern Art has added
great works by female artists to its once largely male
survey of modernism. And now we have this book, a collection of more than 400 artists organized alphabetically,
with each getting a large page featuring full-color artwork
and a biographical sketch that explores her work and
places it in context. Af Klint is here as well as names both
familiar and less so; the book will provide hours of fascinating reading and introduce you to artists such as Gluck,
who was born Hannah Gluckstein in London in 1936 but
preferred to work under a gender-neutral single name.

Morning Glory on the
Vine: Early Songs &
Drawings
By Joni Mitchell
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt,
$40.00

The Jewish Cookbook
By Leah Koenig
Phaidon, $49.95
If you think Jewish food
means only brisket and
kugel, think again. This
encyclopedic cookbook
includes not only the
Eastern European dishes
that most Americans
think of as Jewish food
and Middle Eastern
dishes like shakshuka
that have been popularized recently by Yotam
Ottolenghi, but more unusual delicacies such as Adjaruli
Khachapuri, a cheese-filled Georgian pastry, and T’fina
pakaila, a white bean and meatball stew from Tunisian
Jewish cuisine. Before you even start cooking, reading
the recipes will give you a peek into Jewish communities
around the world, from Rome to Mumbai to Montreal.
The focus is on home cooking, but there are also a number of recipes from contemporary chefs.
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Give the gift that peerless singer/songwriter Joni
Mitchell herself gave friends
for the halcyon Christmas
of 1971: a collection of handwritten lyrics and drawings
she made with colored pens. (“All my friends were kind of
nouveau riche,” Mitchell explains in a foreword, “so buying Christmas presents was going to be really difficult.”)
That book, originally compiled in a three-ring binder, has
now been reproduced in a high-quality coffee-table volume
perfect for the Joni devotees in your life. Here are the lyrics to “Woodstock,” “Big Yellow Taxi,” “A Case of You,” and
“River” (“It’s coming on Christmas / They’re cutting down
trees”); along with portraits of Judy Collins, Graham Nash,
and James Taylor; the cover illustration for Court and Spark;
and more.
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Mister Rogers’
Neighborhood:
A Visual History
By Melissa Wagner,
Tim Lybarger, & Jenna
McGuiggan
Clarkson Potter, $35.00
With the film A Beautiful
Day in the Neighborhood
coming to theaters, starring Tom Hanks as children’s television icon Fred Rogers, nostalgia for Mr. Rogers’
Neighborhood may be at a high-water mark. This illustrated
volume, full of stills from the show, photos from behind the
scenes, interviews with cast and crew, and a rundown of all
the puppets (Lady Elaine Fairchilde, Daniel Striped Tiger)
and special guests (Julia Child, Margaret Hamilton), will
have a Proustian effect on anyone who grew up watching
the beloved program. Hanks supplies a foreword.

The Art of Nothing: 25
Years of “Mutts” and the
Art of Patrick McDonnell
Abrams ComicArts,
$40.00

The Hours by Michael Cunningham
The Great Fire by Shirley Hazzard
A Single Man by Christopher Isherwood
The Lottery and Other Stories by Shirley Jackson
Picador Modern Classics, $16.00 each
These irresistible pocket-sized books—just 5.8 by 3.7
inches—make for a charming little library that takes
up less space on your shelves and travels easily. With
simple, colorful cover illustrations by Anna Parini, the
latest editions comprise a treasury of great fiction: Cunningham’s clever and moving gloss on Mrs. Dalloway;
Hazzard’s lyrical novel of an English soldier and a young
Japanese woman after World War II; Isherwood’s classic of a middle-aged gay Englishman making his way in
1960s Southern California; and Jackson’s most famous
and macabre story.
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“Mutts,” Patrick McDonnell’s daily comic strip,
first appeared in 1994 and now runs in more than 700
newspapers around the world. Like George Herriman’s
“Krazy Kat” and Charles M. Schulz’s “Peanuts” before it,
the strip—focused on the adventures of Mooch the cat
and Earl the dog—manages to be both playful and philosophical. This volume collects some of McDonnell’s
best strips along with original sketches, commentary
from the artist, and a look at his children’s books. The
book concludes with several pages of McDonnell writing and drawing about his inspirations, as requested
and compiled by fellow cartoonist Lynda Barry.
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fiction
DJINN PATROL ON THE
PURPLE LINE

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Anappara, Deepa
Random House (352 pp.)
$27.00 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-0-593-12919-7

DJINN PATROL ON THE PURPLE LINE by Deepa Anappara.........114
THE REGRETS by Amy Bonnaffons................................................... 115
THE GREAT CONCERT OF THE NIGHT by Jonathan Buckley........ 115
EDEN MINE by S.M. Hulse................................................................124
APEIROGON by Colum McCann...................................................... 127
CARTIER’S HOPE by M.J. Rose......................................................... 135
MINOR DRAMAS & OTHER CATASTROPHES by Kathleen West...139
A DREDGING IN SWANN by Tim Garvin...................................... 144
REALM OF ASH by Tasha Suri..........................................................152
WICKED BITE by Jeaniene Frost........................................................152
THE ONE FOR YOU by Roni Loren................................................... 153

APEIROGON

McCann, Colum
Random House (480 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 25, 2020
978-1-4000-6960-6
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A debut novel by an Indian journalist
tells a story full of humor, warmth, and
heartbreak about children growing up in
a Delhi shantytown.
The narrator of most of this entrancing novel is 9-year-old Jai, who lives with his parents and older
sister, Runu-Didi, in a basti, or slum, near the terminus of
Delhi’s Purple Line train tracks. When a school friend, a shy
boy named Bahadur, disappears, Jai, an avid fan of TV crime
shows, goes into action. He and his two best friends, a bright
girl named Pari and a hardworking boy called Faiz, investigate.
Young as they are, they know all too well how little regard the
police have for people like them. Their basti is reminiscent of
the Mumbai neighborhood depicted in Katherine Boo’s Beyond
the Beautiful Forevers: riven with grinding poverty yet bursting
with life and always under threat of being bulldozed if the powers that be are unhappy. Jai has loving parents who work tirelessly to support their two kids, but he also knows how to chew
a twig “to fool my tummy into thinking more food is on its way”
when his next meal is uncertain. There’s an almost Harry Potter–ish vibe to the relationship among the three intrepid kids,
and Jai’s voice is irresistible: funny, vivid, smart, and yet always
believably a child’s point of view. Anappara paints all of her characters, even the lost ones, with deep empathy, and her prose is
winningly exuberant. But she also brings a journalist’s eye to her
story, one that is based on the shocking numbers of children
who disappear from Indian cities every day. Jai wants to believe
that Faiz is right when he says Bahadur was spirited away by a
mythical djinn because the reality of his fate, and those of other
children even closer to Jai, is too dreadful.
Engaging characters, bright wit, and compelling storytelling make a tale that’s bleak at its core and profoundly
moving.
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THE REGRETS

Bonnaffons, Amy
Little, Brown (304 pp.)
$27.00 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-0-316-51616-7

y o u n g a d u lt

A surreal love story about the courtship between a living woman and a dead
man.
Rachel is a dark-haired, red-lipped
reference librarian living in Brooklyn for
whom romance, so far, has been a general
disappointment. “I have fallen in love with my own daydreams,”
she explains, “and then they have gone out into the world and
returned to me embodied as men.” But the men disappoint, in
the end. “It was not that the men themselves were realer than
the daydream,” she says, but rather that the men were too weak
to “withstand the daydream’s reality.” And then, at the bus stop,
she sees Thomas and becomes fascinated by this electric, sadseeming man. He notices her, too, drawn to her perpetual air of
alert discomfort, “like a squirrel, or some other kind of nervous
prey,” and one Saturday, she follows him onto his bus instead of
her own and their courtship begins. (“Men like to believe that
they initiate things, but often they only initiate when the fruit
is very low-hanging,” she observes, in one of the book’s many
delightfully blunt and correct observations.) The problem, of
course, is that Thomas is dead. But because of an “institutional
error”—the institution being death—he is “insufficiently dead”
and so must be temporarily “re-manifested,” returned to a body
that “exactly resembles” his own until “the Office” is able to
“complete the procedures necessary to process” his arrival. They
have issued a set of instructions designed to help him navigate
this new phase of his not-quite-existence, all designed to prevent him from incurring regrets. “Sexual contact” is not advised
in this state; it is “the most efficient way to incur regrets.” And
also, his body is beginning to dissolve. It is a plot that could
be—that should be—unbearably twee, oppressively quirky, in
love with its own melancholy. Instead, Bonnaffons’ (The Wrong
Heaven, 2018) first full-length novel is a rare pleasure: a philosophical rom-com too weird, too bodily, too precise, too fun to
get bogged down in trembling sentiment.
Deep and deeply funny.

diary into which he pours a lyrical disorder of fragments: He
describes Imogen’s often risqué, avant-garde films; he meditates
on the Catholic veneration of saints and relics; he describes the
financially ailing Sanderson-Perceval Museum, where the items
on display—“the velvet mushrooms, the glass jellyfish,” the
“excavated” remains of a stillborn child—“belonged together
only because they had been collected”; he writes about Imogen’s long decline through illness to death; he charts the progress of a homeless man working to put his life back on track;
and, collected alongside one another in David’s diary, these
disparate writings slowly refract back to Imogen, adhering into
something of a reliquary of words. Novels made of nonlinear
fragments—see Jenny Offill’s Department of Speculation, Peter
Rock’s The Night Swimmers, or David Markson’s Wittgenstein’s
Mistress—tend to self-consciously declare their form as their
philosophy; Buckley’s (The River Is the River, 2015, etc.) latest novel is no exception. Through David, Buckley meditates
on the unbridgeable gap between thoughts and expressions:
“Words do not preserve the person; they are not held in a colorless medium of language.” Later the topic is the unbridgeable
gap between memory and life: “When I think of Imogen, what
presents itself to my mind is not a story….A story, a life, is something one makes; it is not what one remembers.” Readers who
dislike artsy books told in nonlinear fragments will undoubtedly
dislike this one; but for the rest of us, David’s diary is actually
something of a triumph. It contains moments of astonishing
lyricism: A museum’s objects “are like stars, small pieces of light
from distances that cannot be bridged.” It contains moments of
dark humor: Imogen (an actress, remember) “did not feel that
she was an insecure person. On the contrary, she said, she was
absolutely secure in the knowledge that there was no secure
entity behind the name Imogen Gough.” And, ultimately, Buckley’s novel is both very entertaining and very sad—a book of
high artifice that feels true.
Addictive, elegiac, and pristinely paced.

INDELICACY

Cain, Amina
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (176 pp.)
$25.00 | Feb. 11, 2020
978-0-374-14837-9
An aspiring writer finds a way to live
the life she’s always wanted.
In A Room of One’s Own, Virginia
Woolf wrote that “a woman must have
money and a room of her own if she
is to write fiction”—and that sentiment echoes through Cain’s (Creature, 2013, etc.) debut novel.
The protagonist, Vitória, a young and bright museum cleaning woman, spends her days dreaming about writing. In the
moments between scrubbing toilets and floors, she writes
descriptions of paintings and notices the world around her.
Soon she is plucked from her life by a rich husband and placed
into another. Her new life is complete with a large house, a personal study, and a maid, who serves as a constant reminder of her

THE GREAT CONCERT
OF THE NIGHT

Buckley, Jonathan
New York Review Books (304 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Jan. 14, 2020
978-1-68137-395-9
A diary-keeping museum curator
builds a relic of words for his dead lover.
Having spent a solitary New Year’s
Eve alone watching a film in which his
former lover Imogen starred, David—a
middle-aged man who’s “happier living in the past”—begins a
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A chilling view of womanhood—made up of lies,
secrets, and fear—expressed in elegant prose.
adults and other children

ADULTS AND
OTHER CHILDREN

own upward social mobility. Despite her good fortune, Vitória
is unhappy. At one point, Vitória wonders about her good luck
and how she was “saved” from a wholly different life. She writes
about a glue factory where women work and horses are sacrificed: “We should memorialize the horses, remember them
truthfully, and the women who have to spend their days in that
way....I have benefited from a woman who never stops working,
walking back from the factory in the morning and the night.”
She recognizes the sacrifices women make and, more importantly, the ones she no longer has to make. Deeply rooted in the
literary tradition, the novel inconspicuously references works
like Jean Rhys’ Wide Sargasso Sea and Octavia Butler’s Kindred
and explores themes like class and gender. With its short, spare
sentences, Cain’s writing seems simple on the surface—but it is
deeply observant of the human condition, female friendships,
and art.
A short, elegant tale about female desire and societal
expectations.
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Cohen, Miriam
Ig Publishing (234 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Jan. 14, 2020
978-1-63246-099-8
While the girls and women who
inhabit Cohen’s 14 stories share tangential relationships, what most binds this
collection together is a sense of overpowering dread.
“Naughty,” about a little girl named Amelia who’s convinced her infant sister is a changeling, sets the horror-story
tone for what follows. Nothing supernatural, or exactly murderous, happens, but the emotional menace swirling under the
characters’ skins continually threatens to erupt—and sometimes does—into public chaos. So in “Bad Words,” second
grader Yael reacts to her Orthodox Jewish parents’ impending
divorce with a taboo dinner request, fully aware that “eating
a cheeseburger is the same thing as killing someone.” By “A
Girl of a Certain Age,” Yael has grown into a young woman
fascinated by the murder of a co-worker by her seemingly
normal fiance. In “Guns Are Safer for Children Than Laundry Detergent,” she creates an imaginary child with her boyfriend to avoid having a real baby. College student Sophie,
who is Amelia’s former classmate and Yael’s future roommate,
becomes the surrogate mother for a creepy professor and his
wife in “Surrogate”; years later, in “Odd Goods,” she accuses
another creepy academic of sexual harassment, exaggerating
the details if not the truth. Meanwhile, Amelia reaches adolescence with a serious eating disorder. In “Expecting,” she’s
described as “more virus than girl” by the teacher whose life
spirals into lies after she and Amelia catch each other puking
in the bathroom. Cohen’s girls and women are damaged but
not evil. Addicted to small lies and thievery, Amelia’s sister,
Karin, is also drawn to protecting others: a sometime classmate “allergic to the sun” in “Recess Brides”; a severely disabled child in “Old for Your Age, Tall for Your Height”; and
skeletal Amelia in “Care.” Years later, in “Wife,” Karin has an
epiphany: “She wasn’t going to be a filthy whore. It was a terrible thing to realize, that she actually was what everyone took
her for: wife, mother, schoolteacher.” Being ordinary is what
scares these troubled women most.
A chilling view of womanhood—made up of lies, secrets,
and fear—expressed in elegant prose.

|

GENESIS

Cook, Robin
Putnam (400 pp.)
$27.00 | Dec. 3, 2019
978-0-525-54215-5
Cutting-edge DNA database techniques are put to work by a foulmouthed
troublemaker in the office of New York
City’s chief medical examiner.
Medical thriller pioneer Cook (Pan
demic, 2018, etc.) kicked off his Laurie
Montgomery/Jack Stapleton series in 1992 with Blindsight.
By now—the current book is the 12th in the series—the two
autopsy mavens are married and she is New York’s chief medical examiner. They are raising one kid with autism, another
with potential ADHD, and Laurie herself may have to have
a double mastectomy. But forget all that, because nobody is
reading these books for the character development (“It was
hopelessly clear to her that she would most likely never get

over her aversion to speaking in front of groups, just like she
was likely never to get over her fear of authority figures thanks
to her emotionally distant and domineering father”) or for
the writing (“She could see that sun had cleared the horizon,
again bathing that water tower on the neighboring building in
golden light. To Laurie it seemed symbolic of having come to
a decision”). See, he writes just like a real doctor. On the other
hand, the plot is gangbusters. The death of a 10-weeks-pregnant social worker looks like an opioid overdose, but since the
woman was not a drug user and there’s no daddy on the scene,
something seems a little off. Particularly to the brilliant, misanthropic, sociopathically rude and self-important Dr. Aria
Nichols, who’s been sent over from NYU for her pathology
residency. The minute she sees the fetus in the uterus they’re
dissecting she has an insight. “This wasn’t a sperm donor pregnancy. Some bastard had his way with this woman and then
abandons her. I can just feel it. Hell, he might have even supplied the drugs or been the reason she decided to take them.”
The technique she employs to track down that sperm donor
is similar to that used in the real-life Golden State Killer case
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and even more like the method memoirist Dani Shapiro used
to find her real father, as described in Inheritance.
Cook’s spot in the pantheon of page-turning, bestselling thriller authors who write like Siri is secure.

boys and girls in the village ABC and 123 on market days,” she
says. “I like the way their eyes be always so bright, their voices
so sharp.” But in her village, girls are supposed to marry early,
have babies, and take care of the men. With her supportive
mother dead and a father who doesn’t believe daughters need
schooling, she is forced into a brutal, unhappy marriage with a
much older man who already has two wives. One wife befriends
her and tries to ease Adunni’s loneliness and suffering. But
when tragedy ensues, Adunni flees to the crowded city of Lagos
in hopes of finding a better future. Instead, she ends up as an
indentured servant in an abusive household, where her hopes
for learning are further stifled. Daré, who grew up in Lagos and
now lives in the U.K., paints a bleak and vivid portrait of the
expectations and sexual dangers for rural Nigerian girls, who are
exploited as workers and punished for having “a louding voice”
(meaning they dare to want a say in their own future). Adunni’s
dialect will be unfamiliar to some readers, but the rhythm of her
language grows easier to follow the more you read, and her courage and determination to make her own way in life despite terrible setbacks are heartbreaking and inspiring. Daré provides

THE GIRL WITH THE
LOUDING VOICE

Daré, Abi
Dutton (336 pp.)
$26.00 | Feb. 25, 2020
978-1-5247-4602-5

A Nigerian teenager determined to
get an education escapes an arranged
marriage in her village but finds that life
in the city is dangerous, too.
Adunni, the 14-year-old protagonist
of Daré’s moving first novel, longs to be educated and dreams
of one day becoming a teacher. “I even been teaching the small
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Enough mayhem to raise the dead and delight the living.
naked came the florida man

a valuable reminder of all the young women around the world
who are struggling to be heard and how important it is that we
listen to them.
A moving story of what it means to fight for the right to
live the life you choose.

NAKED CAME THE
FLORIDA MAN

Dorsey, Tim
Morrow/HarperCollins (336 pp.)
$26.99 | $28.99 lg. prt. | Jan. 7, 2020
978-0-06-279600-4
978-0-06-279596-0 lg. prt.

y o u n g a d u lt

Veteran chaos magnet Serge A. Storms
(No Sunscreen for the Dead, 2019, etc.) tours
the gravesites of famous Floridians from
Flipper to Zora Neale Hurston.
Having done all in his power to amuse, confuse, and bamboozle those still living, Serge turns his attentions to the
departed, dragging his best pal, Coleman, on a cemetery tour of
the Sunshine State starting near mile marker 58 on Grassy Key,
the marine life research center where America’s most famous
dolphin is laid to rest. As he wends his way northward, Serge
faces the usual Florida challenges: A hurricane is bearing down
on him, and an assortment of petty grifters keep on preying on
the innocent, requiring Serge to stop periodically and mete out
ingenious and increasingly gory punishments. Serge’s greatest
challenge, however, may come courtesy of pint-sized Chris, one
of a squad of urchins who chase the jackrabbits flushed out when
cane growers set their fields ablaze to clear the leaves and weeds
just before harvest. Bullied by older classmates, scrawny Chris
longs to develop enough speed chasing rabbits to join the high
school football team and earn a college scholarship. But discovering a gold coin buried near a cane field suggests another option to
finance Chris’ dream. Too bad notorious shipwreck salvager Capt.
Crack Nasty is also after the gold. As Dorsey weaves back and
forth in time between Serge and Chris, patient readers can enjoy
a well-anticipated jolt when their paths finally cross. Meantime,
there’s a treasure trove of trivia for Florida fans to savor.
Enough mayhem to raise the dead and delight the living.

Grace moves Lucia from the institution their mother
secretly funded to care for girls with special needs to the
secluded beach house she’s inherited. Here, on the outskirts of
rural life, she tries to cultivate a sibling bond. The novel unfolds
from Grace’s first-person perspective and in the present tense,
which can sometimes be cumbersome but feels poignant here
for the way it creates immediacy in an otherwise meandering
tale. Grace’s lonely childhood is newly refracted by Lucia’s existence; she recalls her parents’ story, examining how a couple
might decide to allow an institution to raise one of their children and the consequences of that decision on their marriage
and the child they kept. Grace’s own marriage is failing because
she doesn’t want children and her husband does. Feelings of
alienation stemming from her childhood and worry about the
fate of the planet, among other things, have led her to choose a
life at the edge of the world. She makes her own nuclear family
with Lucia and a pack of energetic dogs, a precarious existence
at best. Doshi (Girls Are Coming Out of the Woods, 2017, etc.) is
excellent at conjuring atmosphere, particularly a sense of menace regarding the dangers that confront women in both rural

SMALL DAYS AND NIGHTS

Doshi, Tishani
Norton (272 pp.)
$25.95 | Jan. 21, 2020
978-1-324-00523-0

Grace Marisola returns to India from
the U.S. upon her mother’s death, leaving behind a crumbling marriage, only to
discover that her mother has left her a
beach house in Madras—and, even more
surprisingly, that she has a sister she
never knew about, Lucia, who has Down syndrome.
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and cosmopolitan India. She needs few words to breathe life
into her characters and setting, the stars of the story. Grace can
be judgmental and mean, but Doshi has also endowed her with
intelligence and sensitivity. All of these qualities make Grace a
worthy prism for the profound questions of what it means to
belong to a family and a community.
This exploration of loneliness is a feat of lyricism.

SHOW THEM A GOOD TIME

Flattery, Nicole
Bloomsbury (256 pp.)
$24.00 | Jan. 28, 2020
978-1-63557-429-6

If gender is a performance, then
the Irish women in Flattery’s disarming
debut collection veer wildly off script.
In “Not the End Yet,” a hilarious
look at dating at the end of the world,

middle-aged Angela commits one faux pas after another: She
admits that she dates all the time, loves superficial connections,
and, worst of all, doesn’t judge the men who claim they could
pursue much younger women: “It’s a grand historical tradition,”
she remarks. The young woman in “Parrot” who falls in love
with an older man and tries to parent his son is paralyzed by the
cliché she’s become. Two college students in “Abortion, A Love
Story” stage a play of the same title in which they raucously
refuse to perform the self-loathing and penitence expected of
women who make certain choices. Plot is not the engine here.
Instead, Flattery’s prose—absurd, painfully funny, and bracingly original—slingshots the stories forward. These female
characters never say what you’re expecting, and their insights
are always incisive. As the teenage narrator of “Sweet Talk” gets
a ride home from an older man whom she likes, for example,
she imagines different pamphlets designed to keep girls safe,
including “the greatest pamphlet never written: a warning of
the romantic danger of being left alone in a car with someone
you’re attracted to.” Though Flattery’s characters are often
recovering from bad boyfriends, abuse, and even prostitution,

A thriller

MIKE BROGAN
“A frighteningly realistic, entertaining story.
Well-developed characters in a convincing
real-world menace!”
– Kirkus Reviews
“Compulsive new page-turner from a
Writer’s Digest award-winner. Suspense
from a master...”
– Midwest Book Review
“Tense and engaging journey through
corporate espionage and revenge.
A timely mystery thriller.”
– Foreword Reviews
“Buckle up for a wild ride!”
– Loren D. Estleman,
Four-time Shamus Award Winner

How to order: Ingram, Amazon, mikebroganbooks.com
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they maintain self-deprecating resilience: “Usually when he was
halfway through hitting me,” the narrator of “Show Them a
Good Time” explains about her ex-boyfriend, “it would occur to
him just how obvious he was. Then he would curl up, say sorry,
baby....Baby this, baby that...It was possible that this person
who owned me didn’t even know my name.”
Nervy, audacious stories in which women finally get to
speak their minds.

FISH SOUP

García Robayo, Margarita
Trans. by Coombe, Charlotte
Charco Press (212 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Dec. 19, 2019
978-1-9998593-0-5
In her first book to be published
in English, Colombian author García
Robayo plunks readers into nine seemingly mundane lives.
In the opening novella, Waiting for
a Hurricane, a young woman aches to escape the world she has
been born into: a coastal Colombian city where the lagoon,
“because it was full of crap,” overflows when it rains and a “common as muck” family that refuses to face reality. Since the age
of 7, the narrator has seen herself as different from the “lost
causes” around her and so she makes bold personal and professional choices in order to forge her own path in the world. As
the book moves into its second section, a collection of short
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A collection of wonderfully warped characters is
on display in this dark, entertaining comedy.
heart of junk

stories published in Spanish as Worse Things, it continues to follow individuals eager to escape the frustrations of life. In “You
Are Here,” for instance, a salesman winds up in the “biggest
hotel in Europe” after an accident at the Madrid airport results
in all planes being grounded. All the man wants to do is wash
up, have a smoke, and fly home to his wife, but the insistent
hotel staff blocks even his small attempts to find comfort. In
another story, “Worse Things,” an adolescent named Titi finds
ways to slowly withdraw into himself as his family monitors the
space he takes up in the world. At first glance, the two novellas and seven short stories of this collection might appear to be
quiet slices of everyday life. García Robayo’s thoughtful prose,
however, which expertly combines playful wit with careful
restraint, infuses each story with a powerful undercurrent of
desire that can turn ordinary events like skipping school, chatting with neighbors, or stomaching an unexpected layover into
surreal, often unnerving, encounters. While this emphasis on
yearning appears most explicitly in the second novella, Sexual
Education—an often humorous, refreshingly frank depiction of
the expectations of chastity, pulls of desire, and atmosphere of
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confusion that encircle the lives of teenage girls—the unspoken
longings and unanswered questions of the other tales similarly
leave readers eager for more work from García Robayo.
An evocative collection that conveys the potency of
desire in even the most ordinary lives.

HEART OF JUNK

Geddes, Luke
Simon & Schuster (256 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 21, 2020
978-1-9821-0666-9
A collection of wonderfully warped
characters is on display in this dark,
entertaining comedy.
At the Heart of America, the largest
year-round antiques mall in Kansas, the
tacky postcards, decorative sugar bowls,
and vinyl copies of Whipped Cream & Other Delights might be

|

beguiles her; indeed, Mary Magdalen’s attraction to this charismatic cypher is her least compelling feature. At the end of
Psyche’s tale, the author switches to a sort of postmodern voice
that doesn’t feel so much like an intriguing stylistic choice as
like the author has lost interest in the story. And “Actaeon” suffers from two issues that are endemic in this collection. There
is a heavy reliance on exposition, to the point that these tales
read more like outlines for novels than short fictions. And these
stories only come to life when knowledge of the source material isn’t necessary to find the story compelling. “Orpheus” is a
fantastic piece of short fiction even if you don’t know anything
about this musician as he appears in Greek poetry and multiple
modern iterations. Hughes-Hallett’s Oz is an old man among
many old men hanging around a hospital ward. “Some of them
had big trainers, shiny white shoes made for athletes, but here
nobody sprang, nobody leapt.” That’s excellent anyway, and it’s
gorgeous if you know Oz’s Greek antecedent.
A writer adept at long-form narrative delivers an
uneven collection of short stories.

y o u n g a d u lt

in fine condition, but the dealers are all slightly damaged, or
worse. There’s uptight and very white Margaret, who disdainfully judges new dealers by their stock (“There were artifacts
and then there were knickknacks. There were knickknacks
and then there was junk”). Delores, whose Barbies are wayyyyy
closer to her than anybody realizes. Desperately hopeful mall
owner Keith, who’s struggling with his eBay-addicted wife, Stacey, and hilariously bitter college-age daughter, Ellie. Seymour
and Lee, whose relationship might not survive their recent
move from Cambridge, Massachusetts. And Ronald, the awkward widower who’s got something extremely unusual hidden
in storage. These eccentric losers may not always be likable, but
they are delightfully readable. Geddes (I Am a Magical Teenage
Princess, 2012) dissects their obsessions while acerbically, and
knowingly, eviscerating collectors in general and Wichita in
particular. (“In truth, Seymour felt more a victim of discrimination here as someone who preferred to walk or take public
transportation than as a gay man. Which was not to say he
and Lee didn’t get ugly looks on occasion. But he soon realized
that here everyone got that look.”) The barbs can be cruel, and
things wrap up in a way that could generously be considered
perfunctory. By that point, fans of snarky, bizarre humor will
have laughed enough that most won’t complain.
Readers who’ve gasped at a record-bin discovery or
elbowed someone out of the way at an estate sale will enjoy
this find.

FABULOUS

Hughes-Hallett, Lucy
Harper/HarperCollins (224 pp.)
$25.99 | Jan. 14, 2020
978-0-06-294009-4
The author of Peculiar Ground (2018)
reimagines familiar stories in the contemporary United Kingdom.
The Pied Piper of Hamelin, Orpheus,
and Mary’s husband, Joseph, are among
the figures Hughes-Hallett lifts from
mythology, fairy tales, and other traditional forms for this collection. In reimagining these characters, the author is participating in a tradition as old as storytelling itself. Much of the
appeal of borrowing well-known characters and time-honored
tropes lies in making the familiar fresh again. Writers from
Ovid to William Shakespeare to Angela Carter show readers
why particular narratives and narrative types endure by making
them newly relevant. Hughes-Hallett’s efforts to perform this
same magic are mixed. Here, Mary Magdalen is a prostitute—
not asserted in the New Testament but definitely an element of
her legend—as well as an aesthetician who performs intimate
waxes on clients. Psyche is a young woman so self-possessed
and beautiful that she terrifies and enrages men. Actaeon is a
wildly successful real estate agent and committed voyeur. Each
of these stories has its charms, but none is particularly successful. Hughes-Hallett doesn’t seem to grasp that her Mary Magdalen is so much more interesting than the Jesus figure who
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Reflective, evocative, and quietly moving.
eden mine

EDEN MINE

Hulse, S.M.
Farrar, Straus and Giroux
(272 pp.)
$27.00 | Feb. 11, 2020
978-0-374-14647-4
Hulse follows up her strong debut
(Black River, 2015) with an even stronger
novel about the fallout from an act of
domestic terrorism.
When Josephine Faber learns that
her brother, Samuel, has fled after bombing a Montana district
courthouse, it caps the string of losses that have shaped her
life. Her father was killed in a mine collapse when she was a
baby, and an enraged ex-boyfriend shot and killed their mother
when Jo was 10 and Samuel, 17; a stray bullet left Jo paralyzed.
Samuel’s terrible act—12 people at a nearby storefront church
were injured, and the pastor’s young daughter is in critical condition—was provoked by the impending loss of their house,

about to be torn down by the state to build a new highway. Jo
is horrified but not surprised; Samuel was a virulent racist in
high school, and although he burned his Nazi flag and wears
long-sleeved shirts over his swastika tattoo, she’s aware that
his anti-government ideas remain the same. But her brother
has tenderly cared for her for more than a decade, and she can’t
stop loving him. The story unfolds slowly, mingling Jo’s account
with Samuel’s explanatory missive to her (written on a map she
will later find) and the anguished internal monologues of pastor
Asa Truth, whose faith has been badly shaken by his daughter’s
injuries. He won’t get any help from Jo, a confirmed nonbeliever since her mother’s death, but they form a bond forged by
mutual grief; Jo’s connection to protective Sheriff Hawkins is
another relationship Hulse limns with sensitive acuity. Several
harrowing scenes underscore Jo’s vulnerability due to her physical disability, but she still rides a cherished mule and tends to
outdoor chores thanks to the various devices Samuel has rigged.
Her struggles to paint pictures more meaningful than the pretty,
sanitized canvases she sells to tourists form another strand of
Hulse’s dense yet lucid narrative. The nail-biting denouement is
violent yet restrained, an additional sign of this young writer’s
mature artistic powers.
Reflective, evocative, and quietly moving.

INTO THE FIRE

Hurwitz, Gregg
Minotaur (400 pp.)
$27.99 | Jan. 28, 2020
978-1-250-12045-8
This fifth in the Orphan X series
(Out of the Dark, 2019, etc.) features
one deadly crisis after another for a
killer who’d really just like to retire and
become human.
In a spectacular opening scene, a
man who has supposedly rescued rich businessman Grant Merriweather from a car crash and brought him to an urgent-care facility pulls out a gun and murders him along with the doctors who
helped him regain consciousness. Now the bad guys are after Merriweather’s downtrodden cousin Max, whom most of his family
doesn’t like and “no one would miss.” Meanwhile, Evan Smoak is
Orphan X, or the Nowhere Man. He was raised and trained as a
killer for a secret government program but has been entirely on
his own for years. A desperate person who calls his secret number,
1-855-2-NOWHERE, will hear him say, Do you need my help?” Then,
if he so chooses, he will take any risk to help that stranger. Evan
receives technical help from smart-mouthed 16-year-old genius
geek Joey, who can hack into anything and even control surveillance cameras. The plot unfolds in the same pattern as the first
four in the series: Evan slays bad guys with uncanny skill, but, like a
bloody game of whack-a-mole, the threats keep popping up. What
makes this mission different is that he wants it to be his last. The
government has been trying to eliminate him—lots of backstory
there—and now retirement is beckoning. If only he could sit in
his elaborate condo and sip CLIX vodka while he heals from his
124
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numerous concussions. Evan is devoid of social skills, and it’s fun
to watch him dodge small talk with his homeowners association.
Other men had once chosen his life and molded him into a killer.
Now he’d like “a life of his own making,” but “without the Nowhere
Man, who the hell was Evan Smoak?” Give him a day with his boring neighbors and he’ll un-retire in a hurry.
Kudos to Hurwitz for creating this series. Let’s hope
the Nowhere Man’s phone rings again.

LITTLE GODS

Jin, Meng
Custom House/Morrow (288 pp.)
$26.99 | Jan. 14, 2020
978-0-06-293595-3
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Love and ambition clash in a novel
depicting China’s turbulent 1980s.
Jin’s debut is at heart a mystery, as
a young Chinese American woman
returns to China to try to understand her

recently deceased mother’s decisions and to find her biological
father. Liya grew up with a single mother, the brilliant but troubled physicist Su Lan, who refused to talk about Liya’s missing
father. Mother and daughter grew increasingly estranged as Su
Lan obsessed over her theoretical research. Complicating Liya’s
search for truth is the fact she was born in Beijing on June 4,
1989, the very night of the government crackdown on the protesters at Tiananmen Square. Su Lan changed Liya’s birth year
on her papers to obscure this fact in America. The reader is
meant to wonder if Liya’s father perhaps died during the crackdown. However, this is not a novel about the idealism of the
student reform movement or even the decisions behind the
government’s use of lethal force. Instead Jin focuses on the personalities of three students: the young Su Lan as well as Zhang
Bo and Li Yongzong, two of her high school classmates who
were rivals for her affection. The novel shifts point of view and
jumps back and forth in time, obscuring vital pieces of information from the reader in order to prolong the mystery. Not all
the plot contrivances make sense, but Su Lan is a fascinating
character of a type rarely seen in fiction, an ambitious woman
whose intellect and drive allow her to envision changing the

125

very nature of time. The title refers to the thoughts of a nurse,
musing about the similarities that she sees between the Tiananmen student demonstrators and the Red Guards of the Cultural
Revolution: “A hunger for revolution, any Great Revolution,
whatever it stands for, so long as where you stand is behind its
angry fist. Little gods, she thinks.”
While the love triangle is interesting, perhaps most
compelling is the story of one woman’s single-minded pursuit of her ambition.
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TYLL

Kehlmann, Daniel
Trans. by Benjamin, Ross
Pantheon (352 pp.)
$26.95 | Feb. 11, 2020
978-1-5247-4746-6
One of Germany’s most celebrated
young novelists updates and transforms
the 16th-century classic Till Eulenspiegel.
The story is now set during the Thirty
Years’ War, 300 years after the time of the
original story. And the boy protagonist’s name is now spelled Tyll
Ulenspiegel. After his Lutheran father, Claus, a miller, is hanged
by the fanatical Jesuit inquisitor Oswald Tesimond for possessing books on black magic, Tyll escapes his village with his sister,
Nele. A precocious kid with an obsession for tightrope walking, he
becomes a prankish entertainer and provocateur who can transfix
crowds with his act and create chaos. Told through multiple points
of view, the novel mixes such historical figures as Elizabeth, exiled

|

An ambitious novel about an Israeli, a Palestinian,
and the grief they share in common.
apeirogon

Winter Queen of Bohemia, with folkloric characters including a
talking donkey named Origenes. Parts of the book could hardly
be more relevant to the present, including this circular exchange
on torture: “Without torture no one would ever confess anything!”
“Whereas under torture everyone confesses.” In exploring the borders between history and myth, Kehlmann (You Should Have Left,
2017, etc.) sometimes risks putting off readers with his intellectual
gamesmanship. More often, he creates odd, darkly entertaining
scenes. The miller is at the center of several of them. He is executed for possessing a book of spells that he can’t read because it’s
in Latin. And no one has ever faced the gallows as sated as Claus,
who pushes an all-you-can-eat last-meal policy to the max.
A richly inventive work of literature with a colorful cast
of characters.

THE JANES

An ambitious novel about an Israeli,
a Palestinian, and the grief they share in
common.
Rami Elhanan and Bassam Aramin
both lose their daughters when the girls
are still young. Rami’s Smadar dies in an
explosion caused by suicide bombers; Bassam’s Abir is killed by
a rubber bullet. Rami is Israeli, Bassam Palestinian. They both
become advocates for peace in the Middle East. McCann’s (Thir
teen Ways of Looking, 2015, etc.) latest novel is a soaring, ambitious
triumph: It tells the stories of Rami and Bassam, both based on
real people, and their daughters and their land and much else,
besides. The novel is splintered into short, numbered segments
that count up to 500 before crawling back down to 1. The effect

y o u n g a d u lt

Luna, Louisa
Doubleday (368 pp.)
$26.95 | Jan. 21, 2020
978-0-385-54551-8

APEIROGON

McCann, Colum
Random House (480 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 25, 2020
978-1-4000-6960-6

A former police officer and a forprofit vigilante reunite to fight crime and
corruption on the southern border.
Divorced ex-cop Max “Cap” Caplan
is on the verge of accepting a full-time
PI position with a Denville, Pennsylvania, law firm when he receives an email from bounty hunter
Alice Vega: She’ll pay him $10,000 if he’ll join her on a job in
San Diego. Even though his last collaboration with Vega (Two
Girls Down, 2018) imperiled both him and his teenage daughter, Nell, Cap drops everything and hops a plane to California,
where he learns that he and Vega will be working as off-book
consultants for the Drug Enforcement Administration with
assistance from the San Diego Police Department. Both agencies suspect that two murdered Jane Does—young Latinas
with almost sequentially numbered IUDs—were being trafficked for prostitution but are too busy dealing with Mexican
drug tunnels to investigate. Despite having received pledges
of full support, Vega senses their employers are hiding something, and her suspicion is confirmed when the pair uncovers
a lead and gets kicked off the case. Undeterred, Cap and Vega
redouble their efforts to find any remaining women and bring
everyone involved to justice, consequences be damned. Luna
delivers nearly 200 pages of by-the-numbers mystery before
launching headlong into an intricately plotted, adrenalinefueled conspiracy thriller. The stakes escalate as the odds
against Cap and Vega mount, ratcheting up tension and intensifying drive while developing the characters. In contrast with
her debut, Luna this time develops the burgeoning attraction between empathetic Cap and Jack Reacher–esque Vega,
resulting in a series duo with legs.
Luna’s latest entertains while subverting gender stereotypes and confronting the politics of immigration.
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is kaleidoscopic. McCann wheels outward in a widening circuit,
not unlike the birds that form a central metaphor that recurs
throughout the book. Some segments describe Israeli-Palestinian politics; others are composed of photographs; still others are
made up entirely of quotes from figures as disparate as Picasso
and Mahmoud Darwish. The result is a sprawling masterpiece
but not a perfect one. Rarely does McCann incorporate the
voices of women. Smadar and Abir are necessarily rendered silent
by their deaths, but McCann doesn’t make much space, either,
for Rami’s and Bassam’s wives to inhabit. Nor does he assemble
women writers, artists, and intellectuals with anything approaching the frequency with which he defers to figures like Darwish
and Borges. Still, his writing on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict is
deeply nuanced and sensitive to the afflictions of both sides. As a
whole, the book is a remarkable achievement.
Imperfect but ultimately triumphant, McCann’s latest
novel might be his finest yet.

THE OPPOSITE OF FATE

McGhee, Alison
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (272 pp.)
$26.00 | $14.99 paper | Feb. 18, 2020
978-1-328-51843-9
978-0-358-17247-5 paper
The author of Never Coming Back
(2017) and Shadow Baby (2000) takes on
reproductive freedom—and a lot more—
in her new book.
The reader learns two things about
this novel’s protagonist at the outset. One is that Mallie Williams has been in a coma for months and months. The second
is that she’s pregnant. From that arresting opening, the story
jumps ahead to the moment when, a year and a half after having been raped and beaten, Mallie wakes. She struggles to deal
with the knowledge that she has given birth to a child she would
not have chosen to keep had she been capable of making decisions for herself. In alternating chapters, we follow William T.,
a neighbor who has been like a father to Mallie since her own
father died. And when Mallie decides to create an identity and
a narrative for the unknown assailant who almost killed her, we
see that, too. Through William T.’s recollections and newspaper
clippings, we learn how Mallie’s body became a battleground
for the friends and family members who were certain that she
would have wanted an abortion and her mother, whose faith
makes abortion anathema. McGhee handles this conflict with
considerable care and without taking sides. But this novel is
about much more than a divisive issue. The courtroom drama
and the media frenzy take place, for the most part, offstage.
This is, at its heart, a novel about family—including chosen
family—autonomy, and identity. While most of the novel’s characters are carefully drawn, Mallie’s mother remains an enigma.
She never has the chance to speak for herself, and, without
understanding her motivations, some of her choices seem more
convenient than believable. Also, it’s noticeably odd that Mallie
seems to have no friends outside of William T., his girlfriend,
and another older neighbor. The only peer with whom this
young woman seems to have any connection is her boyfriend.
Thoughtful and moving.

IT’S NOT ALL DOWNHILL
FROM HERE

McMillan, Terry
Ballantine (368 pp.)
$28.00 | Mar. 31, 2020
978-1-9848-2374-8

A close-knit group of 60-something
black women deals with loss, illness,
addicted family members, and the neverending challenges of diet and exercise.
In her 10th novel, McMillan (I Almost
Forgot About You, 2016, etc.) joins long-career novelists such as
Philip Roth and Anne Tyler as she sails her protagonists with
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wonder Loretha’s ignoring her diabetes diagnosis and putting
on pounds like crazy, and the only exercise she gets is walking
her dog, B.B. King.
If only things went so well in real life! Enjoy the wish
fulfillment of ready cash and ideal outcomes.

THE WAGERS

Michaels, Sean
Tin House (416 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Jan. 21, 2020
978-1-947793-63-7
A quiet part-time comedian leaves
his family grocery business to try his luck
at what turn out to be two bizarre pursuits in this thoughtful, offbeat novel.
Every Friday, Theo Potiris goes to
the racetrack and places a bet to see how
his luck is holding before deciding whether or not he should
take the stand-up stage or go home to his apartment above
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her into older age. Southern California beauty supply mogul
Loretha Curry is about to celebrate her 68th birthday with her
doting, still-hot third husband, and she begins by watching the
DVD of her 67th. Here we meet her gal pals: Sadie, the church
lady who might be a lesbian; Korynthia, the gorgeous 6-foot1-inch-tall exercise instructor; Lucky, married to a white architect and with a weight problem like Loretha’s; and Poochie, a
cruise-loving widow rolling in dough, now living in Las Vegas
to care for her ailing mother. Loretha has told Carl that she’s
sick of parties, so the dear man surprises her with a weekend at
a favorite Palm Springs resort, where less happy surprises await.
Speaking of hot husbands and hotel rooms, the little blue pill
plays a humorous role throughout the novel, which is sprinkled
with comments like “And he knows how to take just the right
amount of Viagra, not like Mr. Roto-Rooter.” After Loretha’s
world takes a devastating hit in Chapter 1, all her problems
become much more pressing. She’s completely alienated from
her twin sister and her alcoholic daughter; her son lives in Japan,
and she’s never met her grandkids; her 86-year-old mother is
eager to leave the nursing home; many people in her life need
money and plan to get it from her. With all this pressure, it’s no
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his family’s old supermarket, Provisions K. This unprepossessing Greek Jewish Quebecois on the brink of middle age is the
protagonist of Michaels’ (Us Conductors, 2014) second novel.
With his girlfriend, Lou, on a retreat in a distant desert, Theo
emerges from his cocoon into two odd worlds of adventure.
Prompted by his mother’s death and his young niece’s massive
win while under his care at the racetrack, Theo finds his gateway to novelty is a trio of Italian French-Canadian sisters and
a weather-obsessed statistician named Matisse. Matisse works
for one of the sisters, who has built up an empire founded on a
computer algorithm that makes money betting that it can predict the future better than the bookies. After a short spell working with them, Theo leaves to join the other two sisters, who are
part of a criminal gang that steals luck worldwide. Luck looks
like and is forensically indistinguishable from sand but makes
the owner lucky. Despite these characters of slippery panglobal
provenance, a paranoid millionaire, a mysterious billionaire,
and some thrilling action in Taiwan, Michaels maintains a calm,
quiet tone for Theo that’s “neither panicky nor proud.” Theo
mentions the work of Paul Auster, and this book feels like an
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homage to The Music of Chance—with its strange biographical
tangents and theme of fortune. We see glimpses of the comedy,
but sadly, though Michaels was himself an occasional onstage
comedian, we never quite see the philosophical insight he claims
for Theo’s comedy. Our hero is, in the end, inscrutable in ways
that are psychologically convincing but narratively unsatisfying.
Constantly fascinating but never quite remarkable.

THE GNOME STORIES

Monson, Ander
Graywolf (176 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Feb. 4, 2020
978-1-64445-012-3

Cozy domestic lives are routinely
unsettled, sometimes violently, in this
dystopian set of stories by seasoned
experimenter Monson (How We Speak to
One Another, 2017, etc.).

|

A young concentration camp survivor is sentenced
to 15 years’ hard labor in a Russian gulag.
cilka’s journey

camp hospital under the supervision of a sympathetic woman
doctor who tries to protect her. Cilka also begins to feel the stirrings of romantic love for Alexandr, a fellow prisoner. Though
believing she is cursed, Cilka shows great courage and fortitude
throughout: Indeed, her ability to endure trauma—as well her
heroism in ministering to the sick and wounded—almost defies
credulity. The novel is ostensibly based on a true story, but a
central element in the book—Cilka’s sexual relationship with
the SS officers—has been challenged by the Auschwitz Memorial Research Center and by the real Cilka’s stepson, who says it
is false. As in Tattooist, the writing itself is workmanlike at best
and often overwrought.
Though gripping, even moving at times, the novel
doesn’t do justice to the solemn history from which it is
drawn.

y o u n g a d u lt

The “gnome” of this book’s title is a garden gnome, which
intermittently appears here as a symbol of the intersection of
weirdness and allegedly “normal” suburbia. In “Believing in
the Future With the Torturer’s Apprentice,” a female narrator
recalls her husband’s secret life producing torture porn. In “The
Reassurances,” a man begins working at the cryogenic facility
that’s preserving his girlfriend, who was killed in a car wreck.
The glib narrator of “It Is Hard Not To Love the Starvationist’s
Assistant” works at an extreme weight-loss facility where amputation is mandatory if goals aren’t met. And in the concluding
“Our Song,” a man working on tools to archive and tweak our
memories roams around the troubled psyche of a popular singer,
attempting to seed her mind with a song idea. Some of the
stories’ conceits are high-concept to a fault; one, for instance,
takes on the format of a patent document. But the virtue of the
best stories is Monson’s capacity to bridge unusual setups with
compassionate storytelling. “The Reassurances,” in particular,
blends its science-fiction milieu with the narrator’s repeated
reckoning with loss, and Monson delivers that feeling with both
heart and humor. (The narrator sponsored a stretch of highway
in his late girlfriend’s name before she died, and he’s now legally
bound to tidy it.) Sometimes the mood is openly comic: In
“Everyone Looks Better When They’re Under Arrest,” the narrator bemoans a never-arriving stove that would complete his
family’s obligation to a reality show: “We are on the pointy end
of some long existential stick.” But the atmosphere is generally
more muted as Monson contemplates how suffused with loss,
fear, and mortality our everyday lives are.
Bemusing SF-tinged fare echoing the tone and spirit of
Saunders and Vonnegut.

CILKA’S JOURNEY

Morris, Heather
St. Martin’s (352 pp.)
$27.99 | Oct. 1, 2019
978-1-250-26570-8

In this follow-up to the widely read
The Tattooist of Auschwitz (2018), a young
concentration camp survivor is sentenced to 15 years’ hard labor in a Russian gulag.
The novel begins with the liberation
of Auschwitz by Soviet troops in 1945. In the camp, 16-year-old
Cecilia “Cilka” Klein—one of the Jewish prisoners introduced
in Tattooist—was forced to become the mistress of two Nazi
commandants. The Russians accuse her of collaborating—they
also think she might be a spy—and send her to the Vorkuta
Gulag in Siberia. There, another nightmarish scenario unfolds:
Cilka, now 18, and the other women in her hut are routinely
raped at night by criminal-class prisoners with special “privileges”; by day, the near-starving women haul coal from the local
mines in frigid weather. The narrative is intercut with Cilka’s
grim memories of Auschwitz as well as her happier recollections
of life with her parents and sister before the war. At Vorkuta,
her lot improves when she starts work as a nurse trainee at the
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A 12-year-old boy is the sole survivor of a
plane crash—a study in before and after.
dear edward

DEAR EDWARD

(Dreamlives of Debris, 2017, etc.), whose work often makes use
of innovative structures, pays homage to the creative figures
who populated that world. Structurally, it moves from artist to artist—including Käthe Kollwitz, looking back on her
life; Rosa Luxemburg, pondering the volatile politics of the
time; and Billie Wilder, considering the nature of desire and
taking a historic view of the making of art. Olsen employs an
array of literary styles, moving from prose to newsreels to a
screenplay and a shot-by-shot breakdown of a short film. At
times, it reads like a postmodern take on modernist fiction, a
contemporary homage to the work of John Dos Passos. The
vignettes following these characters sometimes leap headlong
into their pasts or futures even as the action of the book confines itself temporally to one day, and the narrative itself is
well aware of the horrors to come in Germany: One newsreel
alludes to a series of newborns as being “every one an Aryan
King or Queen!” The combined effect of the different styles
on display here is virtuosic, but Olsen never loses sight of the
bigger scope of history—or the tragedies the future will hold
for most of these characters.
This novel manages the impressive task of being both
experimental and accessible—and thoroughly moving to
boot.

Napolitano, Ann
Dial (352 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 14, 2020
978-1-9848-5478-0
A 12-year-old boy is the sole survivor
of a plane crash—a study in before and
after.
Edward Adler is moving to California with his adored older brother, Jordan,
and their parents: Mom is a scriptwriter
for television, Dad is a mathematician who is home schooling
his sons. They will get no further than Colorado, where the
plane goes down. Napolitano’s (A Good Hard Look, 2011, etc.)
novel twins the narrative of the flight from takeoff to impact
with the story of Edward’s life over the next six years. Taken
in by his mother’s sister and her husband, a childless couple
in New Jersey, Edward’s misery is constant and almost impermeable. Unable to bear sleeping in the never-used nursery his
aunt and uncle have hastily appointed to serve as his bedroom,
he ends up bunking next door, where there’s a kid his age, a
girl named Shay. This friendship becomes the single strand
connecting him to the world of the living. Meanwhile, in alternating chapters, we meet all the doomed airplane passengers,
explore their backstories, and learn about their hopes and
plans, every single one of which is minutes from obliteration.
For some readers, Napolitano’s premise will be too dark to
bear, underlining our terrible vulnerability to random events
and our inability to protect ourselves or our children from the
worst-case scenario while also imagining in exhaustive detail
the bleak experience of survival. The people around Edward
have no idea how to deal with him; his aunt and uncle try their
best to protect him from the horrors of his instant celebrity
as Miracle Boy. As one might expect, there is a ray of light for
Edward at the end of the tunnel, and for hardier readers this
will make Napolitano’s novel a story of hope.
Well-written and insightful but so heartbreaking that it
raises the question of what a reader is looking for in fiction.

MY RED HEAVEN

Olsen, Lance
Dzanc (264 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Jan. 21, 2020
978-1-950539-03-1
Olsen’s latest novel details the lives
of formally inventive artists over the
course of a day in 1927 while deploying
some literary innovations of its own.
Berlin in 1927 was home to a number
of thinkers, writers, artists, and filmmakers whose work would change the 20th century. Berlin in
1927 was also a liberated society on the brink of falling prey to
fascism, adding a harrowing sense of tension to any retrospective account set in that time and place. This novel from Olsen
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THE AUTHENTICITY PROJECT

Pooley, Clare
Pamela Dorman/Viking (368 pp.)
$26.00 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-1-9848-7861-8

A group of strangers who live near
each other in London become fast
friends after writing their deepest secrets
in a shared notebook.
Julian Jessop, a septuagenarian artist, is bone-crushingly lonely when he
starts “The Authenticity Project”—as he titles a slim green
notebook—and begins its first handwritten entry questioning
how well people know each other in his tiny corner of London.
After 15 years on his own mourning the loss of his beloved wife,
he begins the project with the aim that whoever finds the little
volume when he leaves it in a cafe will share their true self with
their own entry and then pass the volume on to a stranger. The
second person to share their inner selves in the notebook’s
pages is Monica, 37, owner of a failing cafe and a former corporate lawyer who desperately wants to have a baby. From there
the story unfolds, as the volume travels to Thailand and back
to London, seemingly destined to fall only into the hands of
people—an alcoholic drug addict, an Australian tourist, a social
media influencer/new mother, etc.—who already live clustered
together geographically. This is a glossy tale where difficulties
and addictions appear and are overcome, where lies are told and
then forgiven, where love is sought and found, and where truths,
once spoken, can set you free. Secondary characters, including
an interracial gay couple, appear with their own nuanced parts
in the story. The message is strong, urging readers to get off
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their smartphones and social media and live in the real, authentic world—no chain stores or brands allowed here—making
friends and forming a real-life community and support network.
And is that really a bad thing?
An enjoyable, cozy novel that touches on tough topics.

THE PRESIDENT’S ROOM

Romero, Ricardo
Trans. by Coombe, Charlotte
Charco Press (82 pp.)
$13.95 paper | Jan. 30, 2020
978-1-9997227-2-2

Every house in the country keeps a
room ready in case the president should
need it. He never enters most of them, so
what happens when the president does
come to call and an ordinary boy from an
ordinary house becomes “the boy the president visited,” singled
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out by an attention he cannot hope to understand?
In his first novel to be translated into English, Argentine
writer Romero advances a conversation begun by Camus, Kafka,
and Calvino. Every household here keeps a carefully curated
room set aside in anticipation of the president’s visit. Though
the poorer apartments in the city center do not adhere to this
tradition, the book’s teenage narrator, an avatar of unconscious
suburban affluence, assures the reader that every house “owned
by people like us” keeps a room reserved or “they lose their
privileges.” What these privileges are no one knows. How the
custom began no one remembers. Just as no one recalls what
led to this unnamed country’s banning basements in the narrator’s grandparents’ time because “terrible things used to happen before, in the basements,” and no one seems to quite know
how old the president is, how long he has been in power, or
anything else about him other than the size of his nose, which
“looks like a potato, and…that’s why he has a moustache.” In this
way, Romero weaves together the implacably known world of
late childhood—a place of favorite household nooks, favorite
vantages in front yard trees, uncontemplated routines that are

|

ordered according to the mysterious reasoning of parents and
teachers—with all that is impossible to know about the adult
world that looms on the narrator’s horizon. Romero’s unnamed
narrator is believable and affecting—filled with the bodily
insouciance of his age as he shinnies up trees and pads around
the house in the dark—but also afflicted with the feverish dread
of the eternal questions: Why this life? Why these customs?
When the president finally does come to make use of his room,
the narrator is pushed out of observation and into a kind of nebulous action, coming to no definitive conclusions but placing
himself in a position where enlightenment will have to find him,
if only because he is standing in its way.
A taut, appealing, and often quite funny exploration of
existential angst.

CARTIER’S HOPE

A crusading Gilded Age journalist
makes a soul connection with a jeweler,
who unwittingly helps her leverage the
mystique of the Hope Diamond as she
fights for justice.
New York heiress Vera Garland has
a secret: She’s also the popular female journalist Vee Swann, a
secret identity she maintains through a no-nonsense disguise
and backstory that depends on her living in a significantly less
upscale part of town than her family. She feels it’s necessary to
stay in touch with the stories of the day, especially those that
deal with tenements, immigrants, and the struggles of the less
privileged, including working women. Her mother disapproves
of her work, so Vera depends on the love and approval of her
father, Granville Garland, owner of a Fifth Avenue emporium.
Going undercover in a tenement, Vee befriends a young neighbor, but when the girl falls ill and Vee offers to pay for a doctor,
the child’s drunk, enraged father throws her down a stairway.
Severely injured and emotionally wounded by the child’s death,
Vera moves into the beautiful Tiffany-designed penthouse
apartment above her father’s store. She is just beginning to feel
herself again when her father dies from a heart attack. Vera
inherits the apartment and, in clearing out his things, discovers a letter that makes her realize her father had deep secrets,
including a love affair with a man that predated his marriage.
She suspects he died of a broken heart since his lover committed suicide to protect them both from a blackmailer. Meanwhile,
the Hope Diamond has come to New York, residing in Cartier’s
Fifth Avenue shop. Vera suspects Cartier is playing up the jewel’s dramatic history to try to increase its value. She effects an
accidental meeting with Jacob Asher, an enigmatic jeweler whose
renowned family was decimated in the Russian pogroms and
who now works with Cartier. When the two become close, she
blurs the lines between her professional and personal lives, gaining information from their relationship that reflects badly on
|

BLUE FLOWERS

Saavedra, Carola
Riverhead (208 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 28, 2020
978-1-59463-175-7
A recently divorced man begins
receiving letters from an anonymous
woman.
“My darling,” begins the letter that
opens Saavedra’s slim novel and all the
letters that follow. One morning, Marcos,
a newly divorced father, discovers a light blue envelope tucked
inside his mailbox. Even though it’s addressed to someone else,
Marcos opens the letter and discovers a love letter signed by A.
The rest of the novel alternates between the daily letters from
A. and Marcos’ perspective. Marcos constantly feels like an
outsider who is unable to understand (or be understood by) the
women in his life. One morning, while watching his ex-wife and
daughter leave for a visit with the girl’s grandmother, he thinks:
“A kind of female clan, with a matriarchal lineage, a bond that
united them and made them mysterious, inaccessible—he just
stood there, forever excluded from their pact.” In A.’s first letter, she writes, “I remember, and I’m remembering again now.”
The letters remember and relive the last days and moments of
the doomed relationship in detail. Steeped in eroticism and violence, A.’s letters slowly reveal the shocking events that finally
destroyed her relationship. As the letters become increasingly
disturbing, Marcos falls deeper under their (and her) spell.
While Saavedra’s sparse writing style may be polarizing, the
novel’s themes reward rereading—particularly the refrains that
echo in both Marcos’ thoughts and A.’s letters. Late in the book,
Marcos—who has been struggling with insomnia—begins to
remember painful moments from his marriage: “remembering
only halfway, there was always something missing, memory just
a nagging question.” Unfortunately, the abrupt ending leaves
readers with more than a few nagging questions of their own.
A sparse novel about desire, abuse, and gender.
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Rose, M.J.
Atria (334 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 28, 2020
978-1-5011-7363-9

Cartier in order to expose her father’s extortionist. When justice is served, however, Vera must decide what she’s willing to
fight for in her personal life. Rose’s newest title is complex and
compelling, with many threads of history, plot, and character
that weave together into a bold, satisfying tapestry. Along the
way, she touches on issues society still faces: power, privilege,
anti-Semitism, women’s sexual, social, and professional rights,
and the never-ending struggle for tolerance and equality.
Smart, fierce, lovely, and intricate.
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A quirky period fairy tale laced with female
networks and glamorous gowns.
the women in black

ALMOST JUST FRIENDS

Shalvis, Jill
Morrow/HarperCollins (384 pp.)
$26.99 | $15.99 paper | Jan. 28, 2020
978-0-06-296139-6
978-0-06-289780-0 paper
Piper Manning is determined to sell
her family’s property so she can leave her
hometown behind, but when her siblings
come back with life-changing secrets
and her sexy neighbor begins to feel like
“The One,” she might have to redo her to-do list.
As children, Piper and her younger siblings, Gavin and Winnie, were sent to live with their grandparents in Wildstone, California, from the Congo after one of Gavin’s friends was killed.
Their parents were supposed to meet them later but never made
it. Piper wound up being more of a parent than her grandparents,
though: “In the end, Piper had done all the raising. It’d taken forever, but now, finally, her brother and sister were off living their
own lives.” Piper, the queen of the bullet journal, plans to fix up
the family’s lakeside property her grandparents left the three siblings when they died. Selling it will enable her to study to be a
physician’s assistant as she’s always wanted. However, just as the
goal seems in sight, Gavin and Winnie come home, ostensibly
for Piper’s 30th birthday, and then never leave. Turns out, Piper’s
brother and sister have recently managed to get into a couple
buckets of trouble, and they need some time to reevaluate their
options. They aren’t willing to share their problems with Piper,
though they’ve been completely open with each other. And Winnie, who’s pregnant, has been very open with Piper’s neighbor
Emmitt Reid and his visiting son, Camden, since the baby’s father
is Cam’s younger brother, Rowan, who died a few months earlier
in a car accident. Everyone has issues to navigate, made more
complicated by Gavin and Winnie’s swearing Cam to secrecy
just as he and Piper try—and fail—to ignore their attraction to
each other. Shalvis keeps the physical and emotional tension high,
though the siblings’ refusal to share with Piper becomes tedious
and starts to feel childish.
Shalvis’ latest retains her spark and sizzle.

black frocks before going home.” The opening sentence of
Australian novelist St John’s (A Pure Clear Light, 1996, etc.)
first novel, originally published in 1993, instantly transports
readers back to a more genteel era. The setting is Sydney, the
era post–World War II, and the cast of characters a mix of middle- and working-class locals and bohemian refugees. Teenager
Lesley Miles, an aspiring poet who prefers to be called Lisa,
lands a Christmas job at Goode’s while waiting to see if she
has passed the Leaving Certificate exam and qualified for a
university place. Employed partly in Ladies’ Cocktail, she is
also seconded to Model Gowns, where she meets Magda (“no
one could even try to pronounce her frightful Continental
surname”), a formidable, sensuous, shrewd figure whose social
gatherings will introduce Lisa and Fay Baines to a new world
of sophistication and possibility. Patty Williams, meanwhile,
is the character with the most intractable problem, namely
her husband, Frank, whose dim libido leaves her despairing at
the unlikelihood of children. St John, who died in 2006, has
created a meld of New World naiveté and old European wisdom, its simplicity punctured with enduring savvy: “The point
is they are happy together now. It is the only possible beginning. The middle and end must take care of themselves as they
always do. Or not, as the case may be.”
A quirky period fairy tale laced with female networks
and glamorous gowns.

HUNTER KILLER

Taylor, Brad
Morrow/HarperCollins (432 pp.)
$27.99 | Jan. 7, 2020
978-0-06-288602-6
Out for vengeance, an off-the-books
task force of American special operators
sets their crosshairs on a Russian clandestine hit squad.
With his experience in Special
Forces, retired Lt. Col. Taylor (Daughter
of War, 2019, etc.) brings an unquestionable level of authenticity
to his Pike Logan series of military thrillers. Relaxing alongside
Jennifer Cahill, his romantic and business partner, Pike is at
home in Charleston, South Carolina, when a dear mentor and
brother in arms is killed in a car-bomb explosion that Pike is
sure was meant for him. Then, Pike’s sense of hypervigilance is
piqued further when a Thai mercenary and old friend reaches
out from the shadows to warn him that the threat is far from
over. The web of intrigue becomes increasingly layered when
Pike’s elite unit, the Taskforce, which is already working in
the tri-border region between Argentina, Brazil, and Paraguay
to quell Hezbollah activity, finds itself in the midst of a thick
Russian plot. When the same ex–Russian Spetsnaz soldiers who
were behind the attack at Pike’s home also attempt to gain control of the Brazilian economy and political structure through a
series of coordinated assassinations, Pike’s quest for personal
retribution and his sense of service to American foreign interests commingle. Throw in some former Israeli Mossad agents

THE WOMEN IN BLACK

St John, Madeleine
Scribner (224 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Feb. 11, 2020
978-1-9821-3408-2

In this witty little gem of a tale,
reminiscent of Barbara Pym and Muriel
Spark, three women working at a posh
department store see their lives turn
important corners while a fourth lends a
helping hand.
“At the end of a hot November day Miss Baines and Mrs.
Williams of the Ladies’ Frocks Department at Goode’s were
complaining to each other while they changed out of their
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and the cast of international elite operators along with the level
of bone-crushing violence is almost overflowing.
A surefire hit for those who like contemporary foreign
affairs spiced heavily with page-turning action.

THE WORDS I NEVER WROTE

Thynne, Jane
Ballantine (400 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 21, 2020
978-1-5247-9659-4

Two English sisters become estranged
during the Second World War while, in present-day New York, a photographer pursues
the dramatic story behind their rift.
When Juno Lambert buys a vintage typewriter previously owned by
esteemed newswoman Cordelia Capel, she finds an unfinished
manuscript inside. Intrigued, Juno reads the novel (or is it a

memoir?) and resolves to uncover what happened between
Cordelia and her older sister, Irene. The chronicle begins in
1936, when Irene marries a German industrialist and moves to
Berlin. At first, Irene is entranced by her handsome husband
and the glamorous life they lead. Soon, though, she develops
misgivings about him and his attachment to Nazi bigwigs.
Cordelia, meanwhile, lands a job at a Paris newspaper and falls
for the bureau chief, who leaves her, and his job, to fight Franco
in Spain. The sisters correspond at first, but Cordelia becomes
disillusioned with her sister’s sunny reports—unaware that
Irene is not free to write what she wishes. Cordelia eventually
returns to England to train as a spy while Irene’s life in the warravaged German capital deteriorates—though she too finds a
way to undermine the Nazi effort. The book begins awkwardly,
and the many hairpin plot turns are a little dizzying. It also
covers some familiar turf—author Thynne (Solitaire, 2016,
etc.) herself has written books with a similar setting—and
flirts with melodrama. But this is a satisfying book, filled with
vivid historical detail and surprisingly nuanced characters. It
effortlessly integrates real-life figures, including the notorious
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double agent Kim Philby, who plays a small but pivotal role,
and Martha Dodd, daughter of America’s ambassador to Germany, who befriends Irene.
An engrossing, suspenseful page-turner that defies
expectations.

to live, but Gabe, who is a shadow of his former self, sees it as
penance. During the attack on his family three years ago, Gabe
wasn’t home. He was on the M1, where he insists he caught a
glimpse of Izzy in an old car. His father-in-law identified their
bodies, but Gabe’s sighting of Izzy that day, and a few other
things, has convinced him that she’s still alive. He was a suspect
for a short time but was cleared and couldn’t convince the police
of his sighting. A tip on Izzy from a mysterious man who calls
himself the Samaritan leads to a submerged car, a dead body,
and an underground network that calls itself The Other People.
Its website is only accessible via the dark web, and it offers a
very exclusive service for victims of crime who feel robbed of
the justice they feel they deserve. But the group’s help comes
at a terrible price. Meanwhile, a woman named Fran is on the
run with a little girl named Alice, who has terrifying visions of
a girl and an eerie beachscape. Who is the girl, and what is she
trying to tell Alice? Tudor’s (The Hiding Place, 2019, etc.) narrative is saturated in menace, and the action, once it starts, barely
lets up. Gabe’s urgency becomes the reader’s as he gets closer
to finding out the truth about the horrible day that he lost his

THE OTHER PEOPLE

Tudor, C.J.
Ballantine (288 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 28, 2020
978-1-984824-99-8

A few years ago, Gabe Forman’s wife,
Jenny, and 5-year-old daughter, Izzy, were
killed in their home, but Gabe is convinced that Izzy is still alive.
Traversing England’s M1 in a camper
van (which doubles as his home) in an
endless search for clues to his daughter’s whereabouts is no way
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An excellent, nuanced exploration of the world of high school
and the students and adults who live within it.
minor dramas & other catastrophes

THE WICKED REDHEAD

family, and Tudor skillfully weaves in poignant observations on
the nature of justice and the power of grief. However, while the
supernatural storyline is certainly creepy, it could have used a
bit more meat on its bones—but that’s a quibble.
Dean Koontz fans, in particular, will find much to enjoy
in this sinister, unsettling treat. Tudor just keeps getting
better and better.

Williams, Beatriz
Morrow/HarperCollins (432 pp.)
$16.99 paper
Dec. 10, 2019
978-0-06-266032-9

MINOR DRAMAS &
OTHER CATASTROPHES

West, Kathleen
Berkley (384 pp.)
$26.00 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-0-593-09840-0
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A mother who lives for, and through,
her high school children suffers the consequences of her all-consuming obsession while she tries to oust a beloved
teacher.
Julia Abbott, a middle-aged stay-at-home mom in the elite
enclave of Liston Heights, Minnesota, has an overflowing calendar and a laser focus on her children. Her days are filled with
volunteer activities related to their high school and its theater
department, catty coffees with fellow moms, and arguments
with teachers who deign to give her children anything less than
an A. When a gossipy secret Facebook group pops up with the
inside info on teachers and school machinations, of course she
jumps right in. Isobel Johnson, on the other hand, is an English
teacher beloved by students who has devoted her life to social
justice issues. She mentors new teacher Jamie Preston and pushes
her students to interrogate multiple perspectives such as queer
theory, the motherhood penalty, and white savior complexes in
the curriculum-mandated novels. And then there is the incident:
Julia elbows a student (or is it a punch?) on school grounds in the
middle of the school day, and the video goes viral. In a book that
deals with dramas minor rather than major but is just as good as
Liane Moriarty’s Big Little Lies, debut author West offers a sharp,
unflinching look at her characters: teachers and administrators
trying to do—and keep—their jobs; busy, high-powered parents
who buy the best they can for their families; helicopter mothers
who see themselves as the omniscient beings who control their
children’s lives; and the high school students themselves, who
sometimes have to learn about kindness and mentoring, bullying
and inappropriate behavior by judging their parents’ and teachers’
actions rather than those of their peers.
An excellent, nuanced exploration of the world of high
school and the students and adults who live within it.

Williams’ follow-up to The Wicked
City (2017) continues the Prohibitionera adventures of a young woman torn
between two brothers.
We last saw titular redhead Geneva
“Ginger” Kelly on the lam with her new boyfriend, Prohibition
agent Oliver Anson, after a violent altercation with Appalachian
bootleggers, including Ginger’s villainous stepfather, Duke
Kelly, who died in the melee. Another casualty of that violence,
Oliver’s younger brother, Billy, jaw shattered by Duke’s brass
knuckles, is now under the care of the brothers’ mother, the
imperious blueblood Mrs. Marshall. This novel opens as Oliver
and Ginger have taken refuge in Cocoa Beach, Florida, with the
Fitzwilliams, whom readers will recall from another Williams
series (Cocoa Beach, 2017, etc.). In a continuing storyline from
the first installment, Ella Gilbert, in 1998, is trying to sort out
her love life with soul mate Hector, particularly now that she’s
learned she’s pregnant by her soon-to-be-ex hubby, Patrick.
Ella’s story is still tangential to Ginger’s tale despite stronger
hints of linkages between the two women. Since nothing much
is going on in Florida except an ominous, too-brief introduction to the armada of rum-running vessels lurking just outside
coastal waters, the action (such as it is) shifts to the Marshalls’
Manhattan and Southampton manses. Mrs. Marshall, aware
that Ginger and Billy were once lovers, has summoned Ginger
to help with Billy’s recovery—by pretending to be his pregnant
fiancee. Unhelpfully, Ginger’s soul mate, Oliver, has gone back
undercover and is oddly cold toward her. Ginger’s first-person
voice, that of a feisty hillbilly–turned–Manhattan flapper, is
authentic enough, if a bit stilted, as if too much research had
gone into imagining her argot. And Ginger’s mental observations are recounted with a degree of detail that, while fulfilling
its intended effect of re-creating the period and social milieu,
does little to advance the story. There really is no throughline
here—this novel is largely an extended anticlimax to Volume 1.
After 400-plus pages, many loose ends remain, perhaps auguring a third book.
A seemingly superfluous sequel.
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REMEMBRANCE

Woods, Rita
Forge (416 pp.)
$27.99 | Jan. 21, 2020
978-1-250-29845-4

Four gifted women of color inhabit a
multigenerational saga of slavery, rebellion, and magic.
The novel begins in present-day
Cleveland, as nursing home worker
Gaelle is tending to a mysterious resident,
known to staff only as Jane Doe, who has an uncanny ability to
generate heat—an ability that Gaelle shares. The mute, ancient
woman seems to understand Gaelle’s Creole. Gaelle’s story will
recur, but the past predominates here. In 1791, Haiti’s slave
rebellion is beginning, as escaped slaves known as maroons are
mustering forces. Abigail, whose husband, a rebel, is executed
by the whites, is taken by her mistress, Ninette, to New Orleans.
Soon after arriving, though, Abigail is rescued from slavery by

an ancient crone and a seemingly ageless man named Josiah,
who educate her in the dark arts. As yellow fever grips 1850s
New Orleans, the Hannigan family repairs to their summer residence, Far Water, with enslaved sisters Veronique and Margot in
tow. However, the Hannigan fortunes fail thanks to the feckless
husband of Catherine, Ninette’s granddaughter, and Veronique
and Margot are sold. They embark on the Underground Railroad but only Margot survives the trek to Ohio. There, Margot
is ushered into a magical, Shangri-La–like realm called Remembrance, which was founded by Abigail, now a fearsome priestess. She has erected the Edge, an invisible force field around
the black community of Remembrance, barring any whites
from entry. Josiah is now her chief henchman. However, white
bounty hunters are near, and the Edge, due to Abigail’s increasing dementia, is fraying. Abigail strives to pass the torch to her
adopted daughter, 18-year-old Winter, who exhibits powers of
psychokinesis. (Margot too has a gift, for visceral empathy.) But
before Winter is ready, disaster looms. Scenes drag on as characters ruminate over various courses of action. Plans are too often
interrupted by happenstance, which, though realistic, is not all
that interesting. And the novel subverts its own suspense by
revealing crucial facts way too early.
Despite a few rookie missteps, the novel’s originality
makes it worth reading.

INTERIOR CHINATOWN

Yu, Charles
Pantheon (288 pp.)
$25.95 | Jan. 28, 2020
978-0-307-90719-6

The inspired author of How To Live
Safely in a Science Fictional Universe (2010)
delivers another inventive drama about
an Asian actor who dreams of becoming
a star.
Like his contemporary Jesse Ball,
Yu is a novelist who plays endlessly with style, genre, and nonlinear narratives. Here, the story is delivered in seven distinct
“acts” depicting the arc of Willis Wu, a young actor of Taiwanese descent who dreams of graduating from the pigeonhole of
“Generic Asian Man” on television to “Kung Fu Guy,” a shining
star on the silver screen equal to the legendary Bruce Lee. Yu
splits his storytelling between Willis’ internal monologue, during which he talks to himself about what he’s experiencing and
how he feels, and the script for the TV show he appears on in a
small role, Black and White, a police procedural featuring Sarah
Green, an accomplished young detective, and Miles Turner, her
African American partner. In spare but moving prose, Willis
describes life among Asian Americans living as so-called foreigners, examines the history of bigotry against immigrants in
the West for centuries, tells the sweet but sensible story of how
his parents met, and relates how his part on the show evolves
over time. It can be funny, as Willis explains the vagaries of the
actor’s life: “When you die, it sucks. The first thing that happens is that you can’t work for forty-five days.” The book could
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Gutsy stories from one of our most fearless writers.
verge

m ys t e r y

have ended more straightforwardly but the author couldn’t
resist an elegant twist, merging Willis’ increasingly complicated
emotional life with the plot of the show. As it all comes to a
close, the author delivers a bittersweet yet affectionate ending
for his endearing, unlikely doppelgänger.
An acid indictment of Asian stereotypes and a parable
for outcasts feeling invisible in this fast-moving world.

VERGE

Yuknavitch, Lidia
Riverhead (208 pp.)
$26.00 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-0-525-53487-7

A 12th round of vaguely homicidal
doings for the worthies of Virginia’s Jefferson Hunt (Homeward Hound, 2018, etc.).
What is it with antiques shop owner
Harry Dunbar? First he finds a Louis XV
desk just like the one that was stolen
from Master of Foxhounds Jane “Sister” Arnold years ago. Then
he tells Sister that he’s willing to sell it to her and her partner,
retired D.C. accountant Gray Lorillard, for a mere $20,000,
since it’s only an 18th-century replica. Then, before she can
make up her mind, he’s found dead at the bottom of the side
staircase at Horse Country, Marion Maggiolo’s plush equinethemed gift shop. Did he fall, or was he pushed? That question
would be front and center among a more déclassé crowd, but the
question of foul play hardly seems to arise among the members
of the Hunt, whose preoccupation with the avocation around
which so many of them have organized their lives has left precious little time for extraneous gossip. And what gossip there is
has focused on Morris Taylor, whose former career working on
nuclear reactors has been overshadowed by the onset of a senile
dementia whose main symptom is that “he says what everyone
else is thinking.” While Morris’ older brother, insurance executive Drew, and Morris’ motherless son, Bainbridge, whose own
favored avocations favor drugs and liquor, fret over what to do
about their increasingly unpredictable relative, Sister, assisted
by a gallery of regulars, from Gray’s 94-year-old aunt, Daniella Laprade, to Anne “Tootie” Harris, a divorcing ex-model’s
daughter who dropped out of Princeton to come home and
hunt, makes the most ritualistically discreet inquiries imaginable about a body count that will soon include more than Harry
Dunbar’s body.
The cast of characters includes 28 foxhounds, 20 horses,
16 foxes, 3 birds, 3 house pets, and 25 humans. Tally-ho!

y o u n g a d u lt

Characters from the fringes of society grapple with desire and fury in this
collection of short stories.
Early on in “The Pull,” a story about a
young swimmer from a war-torn country,
the narrator describes her childhood as the
“kind of story that makes your chest grow tight as you listen.” The
stories here are exactly that kind: insistently visceral, pushing into,
and past, the reader’s comfort zone. Many of the stories center
erotic experiences. In “The Garden of Earthly Delights,” Bosch
works in a modern-day fish processing plant, and he finds boundless pleasure in the arms of a young male co-worker. In “Cusp,” a
teenage girl smuggles drugs into a local prison and shares her body
with the prisoners as a way of being closer to her incarcerated
brother. But if these stories teach us about lust, they also flip to
the other side of that same coin: These are narratives full of deep
rage. Some of this rage takes place inside of intimate relationships,
as in “A Woman Signifying,” in which the protagonist deliberately
burns her face against a radiator to create a “symbol” of her anger
at her lover. Sometimes this rage is social, as in “Drive Through,”
about an encounter with a panhandler at a McDonald’s drive-thru.
Yuknavitch (The Misfit’s Manifesto, 2017, etc.) keeps readers’ heads
pressed against what is hardest to see, and this doesn’t always
land. Some of the rage can feel self-righteous; some of the desire
pushes deep into taboo and veers toward unpalatable. But where
there are risks, there are rewards, and these howls from the throats
of women, queer characters, the impoverished, and the addicted
remind us of the beauty and pain of our shared humanity.
Gutsy stories from one of our most fearless writers.

SCARLET FEVER

Brown, Rita Mae
Ballantine (304 pp.)
$28.00 | Nov. 26, 2019
978-0-593-13000-1

A FIELD GUIDE TO HOMICIDE

Cahoon, Lynn
Kensington (288 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Jan. 28, 2020
978-1-4967-1685-9

The road to true love is both rocky
and dangerous for a Colorado widow.
Cat Latimer is a successful author
who unexpectedly inherited her ex-husband’s Victorian house, which she uses
as a writers’ retreat with help from her
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former high school love, Seth Howard, and her friend Shauna.
Cat and Seth are slowly working their way back to the love
they once had before Cat dumped Seth and married the wrong
man. Seth’s a handyman, driver, and hiking guide; Shauna’s a
fabulous cook. This particular retreat starts out a bit unusual,
for it includes two married couples and Brodie Capone, a
student from the local college who may have a difficult time
fitting in with the self-sufficient couples. But it really runs
off the rails when the delightful hike Seth had planned turns
into a murder investigation after Cat spots a body and calls
her Uncle Pete. Head of the local police, he’s never surprised
when Cat finds a body (Sconed to Death, 2019, etc.). This time,
though, he’s unhappy about being distracted from a visit by
his girlfriend, Shirley, a retired deputy from Alaska. When the
body is identified as that of Chance McAllister, a member of
Seth’s former Army platoon reported to have died years before
in Germany, Seth is flabbergasted. Seth, who hasn’t said anything to Cat about an upcoming platoon reunion in town (she
found out about it when she heard him talking to someone on
the phone), is disturbed when she suggests that some of his
buddies may know something about why Chance apparently
staged his own death, returned to his hometown, and settled
down in a remote mining camp. When Uncle Pete leaves
Chance’s journal for Cat to read in hopes that it might contain
a clue, she can’t resist sleuthing.
The best entry in this character-driven series mixes a
well-plotted mystery with a romance that rings true to life.

STATUE OF LIMITATIONS

Collins, Kate
Kensington (336 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Jan. 28, 2020
978-1-4967-2433-5

Dirty deals are covered up by murder.
In a departure from her Flower Shop
series (Tulips Too Late, 2018, etc.), Collins introduces a divorced mother who’s
returned to Michigan and the suffocating bosom of her Greek family. Athena
works at her father John Spencer’s garden center along with her younger sister, Delphi. Under the
name Goddess Anon, she blogs out her frustrations with her
family, who, failing to recognize that they’re the subjects of the
blog, find it highly amusing. Working late one night, Athena disturbs a man trying to remove something from a life-size marble
statue of her namesake that her grandfather had recently purchased, planning to use it to adorn his diner. Talking to strange
men alone is not a wise idea, but Case Donnelly’s extraordinary
good looks and his tale that the valuable statue actually belongs
to him turn her head. The statue, however, is the least of her
worries, for all the shops on Greene Street, known as Little
Greece, are about to be torn down by powerful developer Grayson Talbot Jr., whose late father had planned to cancel the project. Athena, who’s dating annoying lawyer Kevin Coreopsis to
keep her mother happy, soon becomes involved in protecting
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Case, who’s been seen leaving the scene of Talbot employee
Harry Pepper’s murder. It seems a strange coincidence that
everyone who was opposed to tearing down Little Greece has
suddenly died. Believing Case innocent, Athena hides him on
her grandfather’s rarely used boat, and a haircut, a beard, and
some bronzer turn him into a Greek fisherman. As the leaders of the Greek community fight to save their shops, Athena
attracts Talbot’s interest. He tries to bribe her by offering both
an area for the diner and a large apartment for her grandparents
in the new construction he plans. Her refusal puts her in danger
from someone who’s already killed twice.
The charming heroine has all too little to work with in
this overlong and not very mysterious series opener.

DARK TRUTHS

Cross, A.J.
Severn House (240 pp.)
$28.99 | Jan. 7, 2020
978-0-7278-8906-5
DI Bernard Watts must break in a
new team as he tracks a serial killer.
It’s bad enough that his trusted
forensic psychologist, Kate Hanson, has
gone off to Boston with Lt. Joe Corrigan,
the American cop she met on the Della
Harrington case (Cold, Cold Heart, 2018). Now Watts has to deal
with rookie PC Chloe Judd, whose enthusiasm far outstrips her
expertise, as he explores the murder of Zoe Roberts, killed during an early morning run down a public trail. This new murder
is particularly unpleasant all on its own, since the killer took
the trouble to remove the jogger’s head from her body. But the
discovery of several more skulls buried in shallow earth not far
from the scene of Zoe’s murder lets poor Watts know that he’s
now faced with a detective’s worst nightmare—an active serial
killer. Watts’ investigation becomes still more complicated
when the higher-ups who’ve decided to bring in a criminologist
to profile the killer insist on choosing William Traynor, whose
keen insight is paired with an obsession over the unsolved murder of his own wife, Claire. Between Traynor, who sees every
murder as Claire’s, and Judd, who’s seen exactly zero murders
before these, methodical Watts has his hands full.
Watching an old pro herd cats as he cracks a tough case
should tickle procedural fans everywhere.
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In the wake of family tragedy, does an oldest sister’s
disappearance point to something even more nefarious?
the last sister

THERE’S A MURDER AFOOT

SECRET REMAINS

Delany, Vicki
Crooked Lane (336 pp.)
$26.99 | Jan. 7, 2020
978-1-64385-034-4

Dornbush, Jennifer Graeser
Crooked Lane (336 pp.)
$26.99 | Jan. 7, 2020
978-1-64385-122-8
The death of her father opens both
new heartaches and new opportunities
for surgical resident Dr. Emily Hartford.
A providential unannounced visit
on her way back to Chicago puts Emily
on the scene in time to call an ambulance for Dr. Robert Hartford, the veteran coroner of Freeport
County, Michigan, but although the prompt medical attention he receives enables him to tell his daughter, “The day…
your mom died…I was meeting…a woman,” it isn’t enough to
save his life. No sooner has Emily, shocked at the death of her
long-estranged father so soon after they’d tentatively reconciled (The Coroner, 2018), arranged for his funeral than County
Sheriff Nick Larson begs her to identify a collection of bones
that’s been unearthed in the excavation for a new housing
development. Nick arranges for University of Michigan forensic anthropologist Dr. Charles Payton to make the identification, and he confirms Nick’s hunch about the bones: They’re
human, they’re female, and in life they belonged to Sandi Parkman, a high school student who went missing 10 years ago. Now
Emily finds herself pressed from every side imaginable. Brandon, the Chicago surgeon she just broke up with, wants to go
through with their wedding and indicates that he’s willing to
bend over backward to accommodate her. Dr. Claiborne, her
retiring supervisor in Chicago, wants to know if she and Brandon are interested in taking over his practice. Freeport County
commissioner Hank Wurthers wants to know if she intends to
stand for election to coroner in her father’s place. On top of
everything else, her father’s will reveals that she has a half sister, Anna Johnson, whom she’s never heard of, much less met.
Despite her grief, Emily disguises herself on two separate occasions to visit the Silver Slipper, where Sandi’s kid sister, Tiffani,
interrupts her pole dancing long enough to intimate that Nick
killed her sister.
More interested in the heroine’s amatory adventures
and future home than in a piddling murder or two.

y o u n g a d u lt

A group of friends traveling to England use their diverse skills to solve a
murder.
When Gemma Doyle’s great uncle
Arthur, who owns the Sherlock Holmes
Bookshop on Cape Cod with her (A
Scandal in Scarlet, 2018, etc.), wins an award to be presented in
England at an academic conference on Sherlock Holmes, she
takes advantage of the slow winter season to go to London to
pick it up for him, taking along several friends: Jayne Wilson,
her partner in Mrs. Hudson’s Tea Room; rare book dealer Grant
Thompson; Donald Morris, retired lawyer and fanatical Sherlock-ian; and Ryan Ashburton, her boyfriend. Soon after they
arrive, while they’re having a drink with Gemma’s parents—
Henry, who’s retired from the Metropolitan Police, and Anne,
an attorney—they’re approached by Randolph Denhaugh,
Anne’s younger brother, an art forger who’s the black sheep of
the family. Gemma has never met Randolph before, since the
family cut him off when he stole his parents’ valuable Constable painting. Later, at the conference hotel, Gemma runs into
Randolph while searching vendor booths for possible buys for
her shop. He’s selling cleverly executed pastiches of classic
Sherlock-ian illustrations and making enemies of other vendors. After Gemma’s acceptance speech at the award ceremony,
as the group is about to get their coats, a waitress finds a dead
body in a nearby meeting room: It’s Randolph with a rope tied
around his neck, and Henry is kneeling by his side holding the
rope. It’s especially unfortunate that Henry’s been coshed and
remembers nothing, because the officer assigned to the case is
Inspector Sam Morrison, who’s long disliked Henry and longs to
find him guilty. Gemma’s sister, Pippa, who holds a mysterious
government job, uses her considerable pull to get their father
released. Gemma won’t leave England until Henry’s cleared,
and her friends rally around to support her. Randolph was evidently up to his old tricks and had enough enemies to provide
reasonable suspects if only Morrison were looking for them.
Since he isn’t, it’s up to Gemma’s group of amateur sleuths and
Pippa’s mysterious contacts to find the real killer.
A treat for Holmes fans with plenty of twists and turns
in the best Sherlock-ian style.

THE LAST SISTER

Elliot, Kendra
Montlake Romance (336 pp.)
$24.95 | Jan. 14, 2020
978-1-5420-0672-9
In the wake of family tragedy, does
an oldest sister’s disappearance point to
something even more nefarious?
As a child in Bartonville, Oregon,
Emily Mills saw something terrible that
she hasn’t been able to forget for 20 years.
Even worse than seeing the body of her father, who was white,
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hanging from a tree in the backyard was seeing her older sister,
Tara, at the scene of the crime. Tara leaves town and isn’t heard
from again, so Emily can’t ask what she was doing there the fateful night their father was murdered. When their mother takes
her own life shortly afterward, Emily and her youngest sister,
Madison, never recover from the multiple traumas. Although
they do their best to go on running Barton Diner, the family restaurant, Emily fears that her questions may never be answered.
Though Chet Carlson was caught and eventually confessed
to the crime, he’s still in prison when history seems to repeat
itself through a double murder of interracial couple Sean and
Lindsay Fitch, with Emily once again cast as the person who
finds the bodies. Sean has a KKK sign carved into his head,
which reminds Emily of whisperings about her father’s racist
connections. How else might the crimes be related? Rightfully
not trusting the police to do a thorough investigation, Emily
calls the FBI, which dispatches agents Zander Wells and Ava
McLane to investigate. Elliot (Bred in the Bone, 2019) seems less
interested in setting Emily up as part of the crime than in pairing her romantically with Zander. That’s just as well, because
the who and why of the crimes feels almost incidental rather
than displaying a deeper connection to any larger theme.
Part budding romance, part compelling backstory, part
prescient tale of racism: provocative on all fronts without
being quite satisfying on any.

THE MITFORD SCANDAL

Fellowes, Jessica
Minotaur (352 pp.)
$26.99 | Jan. 21, 2020
978-1-250-31680-6

Louisa Cannon, still in the orbit of
the inimitable Mitford sisters in 1928
London, finds herself caught in their
mysteries for the third time—and longing to be reunited with her partner in
sleuthing, Guy Sullivan of the CID.
Since leaving her job as a servant with the Mitford family
(Bright Young Dead, 2018), Louisa’s been scraping by. One odd
job finds her serving at a grand party in the London Season,
where wealthy, debonair Bryan Guinness is wooing Diana Mitford when, suddenly and horribly, a maid peering at the glamorous scene falls through a skylight to her death. It seems a
tragic accident, but Louisa had noticed Rose Morgan, another
maid, accepting a mysterious packet from a rough-mannered
stranger at the back door. When Rose disappears after the party,
newly promoted Guy Sullivan refuses to let the matter drop.
In a stroke of good fortune, Diana offers Louisa a position as
her lady’s maid, and they set off together on Diana and Bryan’s
honeymoon in Paris. Guy, acting on a tip about Rose, follows
a hunch and his heart to find Louisa in Paris despite his own
engagement to another woman. His presence is both a relief
and a complication for Louisa, for he appears the morning after
the sudden death of Shaun Mulloney, one of the Bright Young
Things who attend Bryan and Diana. Was his death merely an
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allergic reaction mixed with excessive drink, or was it something more sinister, perhaps arranged by his jealous wife? The
gendarmes think it’s a case of allergic reaction; Guy and Louisa
find only traces of Rose; and Diana, Bryan, and their friends,
accompanied by Louisa, embark on a trip to Venice. But this
adventure is marred by tragedy as well, as yet another Bright
Young Thing dies of opium overdose. And this time, Nancy Mitford is placed under arrest.
A richly detailed period piece whose implausible solution is outweighed by its deft weaving of historical fact and
imagined intrigue.

A DREDGING
IN SWANN

Garvin, Tim
Blackstone (350 pp.)
$25.99 | Jan. 28, 2020
978-1-9825-5084-4
When a man who’s recently been
released from prison is found hanged
in a well, North Carolina detective Seb
Creek must figure out if it was an accident or murder—and what about those
missing Stinger missiles?
Former Marine MP Sebastian Creek enjoys his work as a
detective in Swann County. His dry humor works well with the
locals and the local criminals, and he’s started a singing group
for anyone with post-traumatic stress disorder. He’s even gotten the courage to ask a beautiful potter to have coffee with him.
But then Leo Sackler, who is black, is found hanged in a well he
was digging on a property left to him by a rich white woman in
her will. He had recently been released after decades in prison
for killing a white man, a crime he claimed he never committed.
At the same time, two helicopters from a nearby military base
crash, and several Stinger missiles are missing. Investigating
the two mysteries will take Seb all over the county, giving debut
author Garvin a chance to display a true ear for dialogue and a
talent for character portrayal, creating people who range from
the comedic to the poignant. If Seb muses a little too often on
the vagaries of life, well, he can be forgiven considering the
vagaries of life he encounters.
This polished, beautifully written novel makes one
hope Garvin keeps exploring Swann County for a long time.

|

Mystery and detection compete with a gorgeous swarm of
supercharged personalities on their own wild rides.
hi five

GIVE THE DEVIL HIS DUE

Gentill, Sulari
Poisoned Pen (400 pp.)
$26.99 | Jan. 6, 2020
978-1-4642-0701-3

MURDER AT THE CAPITOL

Gleason, C.M.
Kensington (304 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 28, 2020
978-1-4967-2398-7

July 4, 1861, finds the U.S. teetering
on the brink of the First Battle of Bull
Run, an engagement many think will end
the Civil War quickly.
Washington is bursting with Northern troops waiting to fight. But the longer
nothing happens, the more trouble they cause in a sleepy town
woefully unprepared to feed and house them. Aspiring reporter
Sophie Gates is on her way to attend a session of Congress when
she runs into Constance Lemagne, a Southern belle she’d met
while helping presidential aide Adam Quinn solve several murders. Adam’s a frontiersman and old friend of President Abraham
Lincoln’s, who’s given him the power to investigate all sorts of
|
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Fascists, bookmakers, and unhappy
Italians are all out to get a wealthy Australian artist.
It’s 1934, and Rowland Sinclair’s rich,
well-connected family (A Murder Unmen
tioned, 2019, etc.) heartily disapproves of
his career as an artist and even more emphatically of the leftist
friends who live with their black sheep on his family’s Sydney
estate: Milton Isaacs, Clyde Watson Jones, and sculptress Edna
Higgins, the woman Rowly loves. After Rowly arranges to drive
his 1927 Mercedes S-Class in a race to raise money for the Red
Cross, he’s interviewed by reporter Crispin White, who wonders
aloud why Rowly drives a German car and whether he knows
that the racetrack is cursed. It turns out that Milton, a poet,
knew White, who had deserted Milt’s pregnant cousin. When
White is found murdered in Magdalene’s House of the Macabre,
Milt is a prime suspect. Just as Hitler is consolidating his power,
Rowly, who has suffered physically and mentally at the hands of
Nazi bullies during a trip to Germany, plans to reveal their evil
doings through an art exhibit portraying the horrible things he
saw there. But first he must finish the paintings and get through
the race. His team includes Joan Richmond, an accomplished
race car driver, and the actor Errol Flynn, who’s more at home
on boats. Once Rowly’s team becomes the favorite, bookmakers who stand to lose a great deal try to intimidate them into
throwing the race. Not even getting shot at and involved in a
deadly accident deter Rowly from trying to protect his friends
by solving the murder while revealing the dangers of fascism.
A riveting look at Australian life and politics between
the great wars through the eyes of a gentleman hero.

problems (Murder in the Oval Library, 2018, etc.). When Sophie
and Constance find a man hanging from a crane in the Rotunda,
they know just whom to call. Adam, an expert tracker, can tell
by the footprints at the scene that the man was murdered and
calls upon his friend George Hilton, a black man constantly in
danger despite his status as a physician, to help prove it. The dead
man, Pinebar Tufts, worked at the Patent Office. His wife, who
claims that he had no enemies, admits that he recently had more
money and hinted at plans for a better future. When Constance’s
father is gravely injured in a carriage accident and the doctor caring for him wants to amputate his leg, a desperate Constance
goes to Hilton for help, arriving just in time to save him from
thugs who have already beaten him badly. Sophie doesn’t trust
Constance, who fiercely believes in the Southern way of life, but
still befriends her, along with Felicity Monroe, a stunning young
society woman whose upcoming nuptials are the talk of the town.
The next to die is the night watchman at the Capitol. Soon after,
Sophie discovers a dangerous secret involving Felicity, and Constance undertakes a spy mission for the Rebels. Adam may have
his hands full, but plucky Sophie is always there to help as their
romantic feelings blossom.
A clever mystery whose historical setting painstakingly
dramatizes the many evils of slavery.

HI FIVE

Ide, Joe
Mulholland Books/Little, Brown
(352 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 28, 2020
978-0-316-50953-4
Unlicensed, untrammeled, uncensored
South Central shamus Isaiah Quintabe’s
fourth case could be his toughest—and not
because it’s so hard to figure out whodunit.
Nobody says no to arms dealer Angus
Byrne, and he certainly doesn’t intend for IQ to be the first. So
when East Long Beach’s premiere unofficial investigator, who’s
been kidnapped and marched into the dealer’s presence after
declining an earlier invitation from his goons, indicates in no
uncertain terms that no, he’s not interested in clearing Angus’
daughter, custom tailor Christiana Byrne, from suspicion
of shooting Tyler Barnes, Angus’ very best employee, Angus
promptly turns up the heat, threatening to break the hand of
IQ’s girlfriend, violinist Stella McDaniels, if Christiana is so
much as arrested for murder. Not enough pressure for you? Well,
IQ’s attachment to Stella is about to be seriously tested by the
return of his lost love Grace Monarova, who took off for New
Mexico with IQ’s dog in the wake of his last adventure (Wrecked,
2018). And Christiana turns out to be not one but five suspects,
including homebody Pearl, seductive Marlene, adolescent Jasper, and guardian Bertrand, all fighting for attention and control inside Christiana’s tormented psyche. Figuring out which
of the five personalities witnessed which events on the night
of the murder and which of them can remember and describe
anything about what really happened would be a tall order for
kirkus.com
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any sleuth. But although he isn’t just any sleuth, IQ has to juggle
a record number of subplots and distractions, from his buddy
Thomas Kahill’s sudden yearning for true love to the maneuvering of Angus’ lieutenants for control of his arms empire to a
series of increasingly intemperate skirmishes over a particular
prize, a modern rendition of a Gatling gun.
Mystery and detection compete with a gorgeous swarm
of supercharged personalities on their own wild rides.

CARELESS WHISKERS

James, Miranda
Berkley Prime Crime (304 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 21, 2020
978-0-451-49115-2
An impossible actor’s career ends
when he dies midperformance, leaving
a cast and crew who would have been all
too willing to have done the deed.
Charlie Harris and his feline sidekicks, Maine coon Diesel and kitten
Ramses, are all excited that Charlie’s daughter, Laura, and her
husband, Frank, will be headlining Athena College’s spring production as lead actress and director in a homegrown new play,
Careless Whispers. Laura was excited too until the male lead, who
had to bail suddenly, is replaced by someone she knows all too
well: Luke Lombardi. Laura’s had run-ins with Luke in the past
and knows that he’s a drama queen in all the wrong ways. When
Luke shows up in Mississippi, Charlie and his partner, Helen
Louise Brady, are suitably unimpressed with his imperious attitude and clueless mini-entourage, but both figure there’s little
to worry about until a string of pranks seems to escalate to
Luke’s onstage murder. Though Charlie is concerned that Laura’s dislike of Luke might point to her as a suspect, c’mon! Chief
Deputy Kanesha Berry, whom Charlie’s earlier investigations
(The Pawful Truth, 2019, etc.) have made something of a family friend, doesn’t think Laura is guilty either, though she does
have to follow procedure and question anyone with means and
motive. While there aren’t many folks in the means category,
Luke’s volatile and narcissistic manner has heaped the motive
category with suspects—and can anyone blame them? It may
all come down to unraveling the mystery behind the identity
of the playwright, Finnegan Zwake, a pseudonym no one had
thought to question until Charlie decides he can’t help but,
once again, get involved.
Like her cast, James gets in a little more drama for a
lively continuation of her series.
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PLAYING THE DEVIL

Lee, R.J.
Kensington (304 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Jan. 28, 2020
978-1-4967-1916-4
A Mississippi reporter investigates
the murder of a victim nobody mourns.
Hooray for Wendy Winchester. She
has a simpatico new boss, and she’s managed to start a bridge club at the Rosalie
Country Club after the previous quartet she was hoping to play with were all murdered (Grand Slam
Murders, 2019, etc.) in a case she helped her father, Capt. Bax,
and her boyfriend, Ross Rierson, solve. The new director,
Deedah Hornesby, is trying to broaden the club’s appeal, much
to the disgust of obnoxious ex-jock Brent Ogle, who’s already
furious that she hired a female golf pro. The first meeting of the
bridge group—Wendy; Deedah; her son, Hollis Hornesby; and
Brent’s wife, Carly—seems to be off to a good start until a storm
rolls in, the lights go out, and Brent is found dead in the hot tub.
Before retiring to the tub, Brent had had a nasty fight with his
two golf partners, Tip Jarvis and Connor James, over an ancient
football game in which Brent was the quarterback, the rival
team lost, and the time on the clock may have been changed to
give Brent the chance for a last-second touchdown. Now that
someone’s smashed in Brent’s head with the bartender’s pestle,
the eight people in the club at the time are prime suspects. Even
the bartender, Carlos Galbis, was constantly picked on by the
racist, sexist, homophobic Brent, an equal opportunity hater.
Mystified by a crime that took place in the dark, Bax invites
Wendy to use her considerable sleuthing talents to help him
while pursuing her story for the newspaper. Everyone Wendy
interviews comes across as innocent, but an idea she borrows
from the rules of bridge helps her pinpoint the guilty party.
A brainy heroine, quirky characters, a thorny mystery,
and insights into small-town Southern life combine for a
pleasing read.

AND THE SEA BECAME BLOOD

Lister, Michael
Pulpwood Press (342 pp.)
$27.99 | Dec. 10, 2019
978-1-947606-36-4

A detective sweats to solve a murder
as a killer storm bears down.
John Jordan—sheriff’s investigator,
prison chaplain, recovering alcoholic, doting husband and father—(Bloodshed, 2019,
etc.) is called to check on Andrew Irwin,
a retired Catholic priest, after an anonymous tip claims he’s dead.
Before he reaches Irwin’s former mission church, he receives a panicked call from Carla, the babysitter whose inability to cut ties with
her addict father, who drops in at will, puts both Jordan’s daughters and her own son in danger. Finally arriving at the church, he
|

finds Irwin dead and Mary, his beloved mastiff, missing. There are
no signs of violence, but there’s a sweet-smelling plastic cross in
Irwin’s mouth. The manager of a nearby hardware store who saw
Irwin the day before looking dizzy and pale sent Levi, one of her
employees, to walk him home. Irwin evidently died a painful death
from drinking antifreeze, an odorless, sweet-tasting liquid easily
masked in many drinks. Irwin was a quiet man who had few enemies, none of whom seemed to dislike him enough to kill him. But
Jordan conscientiously looks into every possible suspect before the
approach of Hurricane Michael sidelines his investigation. Before
he can pack off his wife and children to her mother’s inland home,
a hysterical Carla calls to tell him that while she slept, her father
took all three children with him to check on his brother in Mexico
Beach. Driving through unimaginably difficult conditions to the
devastated beach town, Jordan enlists help from a pair of wannabe
storm chaser twins who desert him just as he finds the girls. Feeling
lucky to be alive, he returns to his ravaged town to ponder a murder
that seems to have no motive.
A brutally realistic look at the devastation hurricanes
cause neatly melded with a mystery that keeps you guessing.

Lloyd, Catherine
Kensington (304 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 28, 2020
978-1-4967-2322-2

A mix-up in the nursery forces two
married Regency sleuths (Death Comes to
Bath, 2018, etc.) to hunt down a killer.
Lucy, Lady Kurland, is expecting her
second child. Looking for extra help in
the nursery, she decides to give Polly Carter, the cousin of her current nursery maid, Agnes, a try despite dire warnings about hiring
someone so beautiful. Polly does very well with little Ned, but her
beauty causes so many problems among the male staff that Lucy
and Sir Robert would dismiss her if it weren’t for their strong sense
of fairness. Even Bert Speers, one of the ostlers from the inn in
town, has been seen following her home. When Polly and James,
who’s understudying the butler’s job, both vanish, it’s assumed that
they’ve run off until James is discovered dumped at his father’s
farm after having been bashed on the head and Polly’s found strangled in a ditch. Feeling responsible for her, Robert and Lucy resolve
to unmask her killer, but they don’t reckon with the surprises coming their way. Agnes admits that Polly isn’t her cousin and she’s not
even named Polly, though her cousin did ask Agnes to help the
imposter get the job. Who is the mysterious stranger, and why did
she want to work at Kurland Hall? Searching her room, Lucy finds
some memorabilia that suggest she may be the actress Flora Rosa.
Burt Speers is being held in the cellars at the inn as the most likely
suspect, but his guilt is in doubt. Despite being weighed down by
her pregnancy, Lucy refuses to let Robert go it alone, and they use
all their resources to uncover a killer.
A charming Regency mystery/romance with plenty of
local color and unexpected twists and turns.
|

A young girl’s concern for a missing
friend plunges her and her mother into
a perilous situation in another of Mark’s
haunting psychological thrillers (The
Mausoleum, 2019, etc.).
Hilda leads an odd life with her
mother, Molly, a former police officer
who runs a pub in the heart of Jack the Ripper’s London. The
Jolly Bonnet’s morbid exhibits draw people with similar interests. When Meda Stauskas, an awkward Lithuanian girl Hilda’s
befriended, doesn’t turn up for their dance class, Hilda urges
Molly to visit Meda’s parents. A tough-looking man named
Karol tells them nothing is wrong. Molly, who isn’t buying it,
enlists her best friend, Lottie, a pathologist and vlogger interested in the macabre, who remembers the police telling her that
a local gang has targeted immigrants. When the pub is visited
by three heavies who attack after accusing them all of snooping,
Karol turns up and throws them out. He says that Meda’s been
gone three days and that her parents have called him instead of
the police. Karol describes himself as a fixer of problems who
expects to make a payment to get Meda back. As Molly grows
more intimate with Karol, he admits that Meda may be dead,
since only a fake call for money has ever come. Unknown to
Molly’s crew is the mysterious bibliophile Mr. Farkas, who has
a special interest in the works of Jean Denys, best remembered
for transfusing blood from animals to humans using goose quills
as hypodermics. Farkas has a particular reason to learn more
about Denys’ work. So does Lottie after she recalls the case of a
young girl, similar in appearance to Meda, who was found dead
with a goose feather in a puncture wound. Farkas may be the
key to Meda’s whereabouts once they learn of his existence.
Don’t expect a happy ending in this twisty, chilling tale.

y o u n g a d u lt

DEATH COMES TO
THE NURSERY

A RUSH OF BLOOD

Mark, David
Severn House (224 pp.)
$28.99 | Jan. 7, 2020
978-0-7278-8905-8

THE ART OF DYING

Parry, Ambrose
Canongate (416 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 7, 2020
978-1-78689-669-8

When Will Raven returns to Edinburgh in 1849 as a medical doctor, he
finds that sometimes there is no cure for
damages inflicted in the past.
Raven is cautiously optimistic, and
why wouldn’t he be? After having studied
abroad, he is now the newly appointed assistant to the famous Dr.
James Simpson, who pioneered the use of chloroform. Despite
problems in his past, Raven hopes his life at Queen Street will
settle into a respected routine, but one glance at the woman
he left behind when he went on his travels and he knows that’s
kirkus.com
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The Witch Detective of Cambridge, Massachusetts, has two clients
knocking at her door, each one suspicious of the other.
an incantation of cats

unlikely. Beautiful, intelligent Sarah Fisher was only a housemaid,
although her keen intelligence had helped him in the past (The
Way of All Flesh, 2018). Feeling the difference in their status would
always be a deterrent, Will left her and went abroad. Another
man, though, felt no such hesitation. In Raven’s absence, a rich
doctor fell in love with Sarah, and she is now married. However,
when several patients die of unexplained causes and Dr. Simpson’s expertise is questioned, Raven and Sarah will again join
forces to find out why. The author deftly weaves history into this
lively tale, unfolding facts about medicine and misogyny with
equal ease. Making Raven and Sarah such stubborn characters
only increases their believability, and a twist at the end nicely
increases the pleasure of this story.
This is historical fiction at its most enjoyable, with facts
smoothly blended into a clever plot.

AN INCANTATION OF CATS

Simon, Clea
Polis Books (288 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 14, 2020
978-1-947993-80-8

The Witch Detective of Cambridge,
Massachusetts, has two clients knocking
at her door, each one evidently suspicious of the other.
Since losing her job with the Cambridge Historical Society, Becca Colwin
has been hoping that the paranormal powers she’s advertised
in venues like Charm and Cherish, the New Age boutique that
offers one-stop shopping for the local Wiccan community, will
help turn her fledgling detective agency into a moneymaker.
Among all the other difficulties of launching such a questionable venture, two are especially troubling. One is that minutes
after Gaia Linquist, an aspiring herbalist who works at Charm
and Cherish, leaves after asking her help in determining who left
poisonous wolf ’s bane in her coffee mug, Becca gets a visit from
Margaret Cross, the co-owner of Charm and Cherish, who wants
her to get the goods on the person who’s been stealing money
from the till for the past three weeks—a thief she strongly suspects is Gaia Linquist. This question of how to decide between
the two cases or how to juggle them both is daunting enough, but
the second problem would be even more vexing if Becca had the
slightest awareness of it. She doesn’t have any special powers at
all; whatever success she’s enjoyed as a crime solver (A Spell of
Murder, 2018) is due entirely to her three cats, littermates who
actually do have them. Harriet can conjure physical objects; Laurel can manipulate human minds; and Clara can leap through
solid objects. Although the mystery soon deepens to include the
death of Margaret’s philandering husband, car dealer Frank Cross,
it’s not at all clear whether he was felled by his heart condition or
poisoned by wolf ’s bane. Simon expertly casts suspicion on one
member of her tiny human cast after another, but this series is
really for readers who want all cats, all the time.
The three paranormally empowered feline detectives
carve out a niche within a niche.
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FACETS OF DEATH

Stanley, Michael
Poisoned Pen (336 pp.)
$15.99 paper | Jan. 7, 2020
978-1-4642-1127-0
New challenges and a baffling mystery face a charismatic detective when
he joins the CID.
David Bengu, nicknamed Kubu—
that is, “hippo” in Setswana—for the
size of both his person and his personality, beams with joy on being appointed a DS with Botswana’s
Criminal Investigative Division. But Kubu (Dying To Live, 2017,
etc.) learns immediately that his expansive manner is not appreciated in the regimented, by-the-book CID. His first case is a
baffling one that concerns disappearing luggage on a transcontinental flight. Kubu is sent back to headquarters to track
missing items while senior officials get the more glamorous job
on the scene. Lax security allowed the robbers to pull off the
crime. The case becomes more urgent when three guards are
killed, giving Kubu his chance at the limelight. Might one of
the guards have been among the robbers? The stolen baggage
contained diamonds, and the complex scheme to steal them
involves multiple airports, a polishing facility near the airport,
and operatives in Botswana’s capital city of Gaborone. How
did the robbers even know which box contained the diamonds?
Kubu takes the lead in questioning witnesses, from the head of
security at the diamond mine to the plane’s pilot. Meanwhile,
Stanley also takes the reader inside the thieves’ den, where paranoia and discord grow in tandem with the investigation. While
the veteran CID detectives express pessimism about the case,
an invigorated Kubu is optimistic and determined to unravel it.
Series fans take note: This seventh Kubu mystery is set at the
beginning of the detective’s storied career.
Stanley’s 95 short chapters underscore the hypereagerness of the charismatic young detective.

THE BLACK HILLS

Trow, M.J.
Severn House (224 pp.)
$28.99 | Jan. 7, 2020
978-1-78029-121-5

Victorian sleuths get a request from
controversial Gen. George Armstrong
Custer for help.
Just as the killing of several Indians
by American soldiers has prompted Chief
Gall, “the worst Indian living,” to stand
watch conspicuously on the hills nearby,
Custer is called back to Washington by the secretary of state for
war himself to testify in a fraud investigation. Custer’s fluttery
wife, Libbie, excited to leave the frontier for the capital, insists
on accompanying him. Custer sends a vague request for help to
his West Point classmate Matthew Grand. Though Grand deems
|

Custer a nearly illiterate idiot, his partner, James Batchelor (The
Ring, 2019, etc.), is intrigued by the prospect of seeing the Wild
West. Will Custer pay handsomely? They’re in. The quartet connects in Washington, where Custer triggers government outrage
when his testimony implicates President Grant’s brother Orvil in
corruption. It falls to Grand to convince the president to reinstate
Custer in his Dakota command. Putting his own reputation on the
line, Grand succeeds. Then it’s off to the Black Hills with Custer,
who’s excited to showcase his regiment. An inept blowhard, Custer
handles his command with breathtaking incompetence. There’s an
angry confrontation with Thompson, a belligerent soldier. Later,
while scouting the hills, the company finds a dead Indian boy and,
not far away, Custer’s horse, Vic. Near the horse is a dead soldier,
Trooper McGee. Where to start investigating?
Trow’s latest meanders a bit but provides juicy portraits of several historic figures.

DOUBLE FEATURE

Hard Case revives a pair of movierelated novellas originally published
under the cryptic title Enough in 1977.
A Travesty, the first and longer of these
stories, opens with movie reviewer Carey
Thorpe standing over the dead body of
actress Laura Penney, the lover with whom his quarrel had suddenly and fatally escalated. Even though her death was technically an accident, Carey, who doesn’t want anyone connecting
him with it, immediately begins concealing all indications that
he was ever in her apartment. It’s all for naught: Soon he finds
himself blackmailed by private detective John Edgarson and
having to commit another felony to satisfy his demands. From
that point on, his dilemma rapidly spirals into one of the comic
nightmares in which Westlake (Brothers Keepers, 1975/2019, etc.)
specialized: Moments in which he’s threatened with exposure
alternate with long intervals in which NYPD DS Al Bray and
especially DS Fred Staples, who’ve decided that he’s innocent,
take Carey under their wings, marveling at his ability to solve
murders committed by other people; then he caps his transgressions by taking Staples’ wife, Patricia, to bed. The second
novella, Ordo, couldn’t be more different. The naval mates of
Ordo Tupikos, a deeply ordinary San Diego sailor, tell him that
Estelle Anlic, the woman whose marriage to him was annulled
years ago when the courts, egged on by her mother, discovered
that she was underage, has transformed herself into movie star
Dawn Devayne. Against all odds, he manages to reintroduce
himself to Estelle, or Dawn, but although her agent plays it as a
storybook reunion, Orry just can’t find Estelle in Dawn, who’s
changed a lot more than he has, and the tale ends on a note of
sad resignation.
Neither story is anywhere near Westlake’s best work,
but they still make a terrific tragicomic pair.
|
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When Melbourne resident Kate
Keddie learns her missing husband has
been lying to her about having gone to
London for work, she looks for answers
on a small Australian island, where local
woman Abby Gilpin is also dealing with
consequences from her husband’s secrets.
The two women are strangers, but they won’t be for long.
Kate, a passive, go-along sort of spouse, is stunned to find that
her husband, John, has been lying to her about work; he hasn’t
been there for three months. She and her gruff father-in-law
leave Melbourne for Belport Island, where Kate and John have
a summer home, in search of answers. Meanwhile, Abby, a crude
but tough mother, is trying to work extra shifts at the grocery
store to help with finances. Her husband Ray’s job as a caretaker
for unoccupied vacation houses is seasonal and uncertain, and
he’s been moodier than usual. The novel is told in alternating
chapters from each woman’s point of view. There are so many
twists and turns that to reveal more of the plot would be unfair;
suffice it to say that the story doesn’t go where most readers will
expect it to. The author does a vivid job of creating real characters and captures the alternately calm and claustrophobic feeling of island life.
Some readers will find the twists fair and others, infuriating, but no doubt all will hang on to discover the ending.
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Westlake, Donald E.
Hard Case Crime (256 pp.)
$10.95 paper | Feb. 4, 2020
978-1-78565-720-7

THE WIFE AND THE WIDOW

White, Christian
Minotaur (320 pp.)
$26.99 | Jan. 21, 2020
978-1-250-19437-4

ECHOES AMONG THE STONES

Wright, Jaime Jo
Bethany House (384 pp.)
$15.99 paper | Dec. 3, 2019
978-0-7642-3388-3

An unemployed realtor confronts her
grandmother’s obsession with a decadesold crime.
Wright (The Curse of Misty Wayfair,
2019, etc.) glosses over the reason Aggie
Dunkirk was fired from her high-powered job—something to do with expired licenses for the agents
she supervised. The real reason for her career’s demise is to get
her back home to live with her strong-willed, imperious grandmother Mumsie. Aggie finds work at a local cemetery trying
to recatalog gravesites disturbed by a recent flood, a job that
gives her the chance to meet Collin O’Shaughnessy, a charming
archaeologist with an accent that places his background somewhere in the former British Empire. Collin helps her cope with
the shock of finding a dollhouse diorama in her grandmother’s
attic depicting a young girl killed in her bedroom at the end of
the Second World War. Wright toggles back and forth between
Aggie’s grisly discovery and the story of Imogene Grayson,
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sister of a girl also murdered in her bedroom at the end of the
war, until the two narratives intersect. Both past and present
stories feel seriously underrealized because both the settings
and events are described mainly in terms of the feelings they
provoke in the characters. Even physical traits, like Mumsie’s
flashing emerald eyes and Collin’s glowing copper hair, seem
proxies for emotions. Where will all this trauma lead? It takes
forever to find out.
Reads like therapy notes by a clinician who needs better supervision.

THE BEST OF ELIZABETH BEAR

Bear, Elizabeth
Subterranean Press (568 pp.)
$45.00 | Jan. 31, 2020
978-1-59606-940-4

From the award-winning author of
The Red-Stained Wings (2019, etc.), a collection of 27 tales published between 2005
and 2019, spanning most of Bear’s career.
Readers familiar with Bear’s novels
soon learn to expect the unexpected,
with characters, worlds, and ideas eyed from drastically skewed
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A fun, unusual contemporary fantasy that
doesn’t skimp on violence.
highfire

off his fellow dragons but finds himself in need of a helper,
or “familiar.” Vern may be a dragon, but he has a taste for TV,
vodka, Flashdance T-shirts, and all sorts of things he can’t get
for himself. Vern reluctantly lets Squib work for him, and over
time they develop a camaraderie. But when Hooke sees Vern
for himself, he decides to use Squib to force the dragon to do
some of his dirty work. Colfer’s best-known writing is geared
toward young adults (The Fowl Twins, 2019, etc.), but between
some of the gorier scenes and Hooke’s sinister inner monologue, you wouldn’t know it. He writes this book in a folksy
Louisiana voice that drawls right off the page: “Squib was as
jumpy as a cat in a doghouse traversing the river.” Vern’s taste
for modern life (he’s on the Keto diet) is clever, and he is a
prickly but lovable foil to the unholy terror that is Constable
Hooke.
A fun, unusual contemporary fantasy that doesn’t
skimp on violence.

y o u n g a d u lt

perspectives. Who else would dream up a lactating vampire to
whom the sun is no enemy, as Bear did in “Needles”? Or imagine a mortal Loki, banished from the Norse pantheon, as a god
of rock music, as in “Hobnoblin Blues”? Mark Twain makes a
guest appearance in a chewy murder mystery, “The Body of the
Nation,” set in the author’s remarkable New Amsterdam universe and featuring the splendid Detective Crown Investigator
Abigail Irene Garrett. We’re offered an early yet highly effective
glimpse of the universe that will evolve into the stunning Steles
of the Sky series, “Love Among the Talus,” while “Okay, Glory”
shows us a reclusive, solipsistic genius forced to reinvent himself and the AI that’s imprisoning him. Elsewhere, “The Bone
War,” Bear’s wry commentary on the real-world Bone Wars
between 19th-century paleontologists O.C. Marsh and E.D.
Cope, evokes a wide grin. Two tales would wring tears from a
stone: “Tideline,” about a dying battle machine whose last purpose is to memorialize her dead crew members, and “Orm the
Beautiful,” an exquisitely fashioned fable of the last dragon—
that’s also, possibly, a genuflection to Ursula K. Le Guin’s Earthsea tales. Not everything here is a howling success, though.
Even Bear’s formidable talents can’t always rescue creaky ideas
from banality: Tubercular dentist Doc Holliday investigates a
crashed alien spaceship (“Faster Gun”); gigantic Zeppelin–like
Jovians rescue foolhardy human scientists (“The Deeps of the
Sky”); and an amoral mercenary gets his comeuppance (“Perfect
Gun”). A handful of others are more effect than story or strain
to make a point. While Bear doesn’t preach or hector, there’s a
message implicit in much of the work here: As individuals and
as a species, we adapt, or we die.
Eclectic and insightful, mostly, and well worth dipping
into.

HIGHFIRE

Colfer, Eoin
Harper Perennial/HarperCollins
(384 pp.)
$19.99 | Jan. 28, 2020
978-0-06-293855-8
An accident-prone teenage boy named
Squib forms an unlikely friendship with a
dragon living in a Louisiana bayou.
Squib Moreau can’t catch a break.
His kindhearted single mother, Elodie,
works long hours as a nurse, and when she’s not worrying
about what her son is up to, she’s fighting off the advances of
the local constable, Regence Hooke. Elodie and Squib both
get the feeling that Hooke is something more dangerous than
a sleazy cop, and they’re right: He’s murderous, corrupt, and
out to take over the local drug-running business. When Squib
sees something he shouldn’t late at night out on the water and
Hooke goes after him with a grenade launcher, Squib suddenly
finds himself being rescued by a dragon. The dragon in question, Vern (short for “Wyvern, Lord Highfire”), believes he
is the last of his kind and lives in secret deep in the swamp.
Vern holds a centuries-old grudge against the race that killed
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BUZZ KILL

Sosnowski, David
47North (460 pp.)
$24.95 | $14.95 paper | Jan. 28, 2020
978-1-5420-0502-9
978-1-5420-0504-3 paper
Sosnowski (Happy Doomsday, 2018, etc.)
channels his inner Asimov with a quirky
story about two young hackers who attempt
to create a fully conscious artificial intelligence—with unforeseen consequences.
Pandora Lynch is a 16-year-old who lives with her father in
Fairbanks, Alaska. A self-taught hacker, her only real friend is
her paternal grandmother, a World War II codebreaker who’s
battling dementia in an assisted living facility. George Jedson
is a street-smart homeless kid and computer wunderkind who
is offered a job at a San Francisco–based social media giant
after hacking into the CEO’s luxury vehicle. When Pandora’s
father—an online therapist for the company—begins counseling George, the two young people eventually cross paths
online and immediately connect “like quantum particles that
had become entangled.” Pandora, who has watched her grandmother’s essence slowly deteriorate, wonders if cybernetic
immortality is indeed possible, and together the duo create
Buzz, a baby artificial intelligence that they hope will eventually attain consciousness. Fans of Sosnowski’s previous works
will find his sardonic wit and social commentary an obvious
strength in this narrative (a particular gun in a gruesome meme
racks up more likes than “they’d seen since white polo shirts
and tiki torches showed up half-price at Big Lots”). Additionally,
the novel explores (albeit superficially) a variety of potentially
intriguing ideas and issues, including the looming singularity,
the dystopic potential of social media dependence, and humans’
corruption of reality. Ultimately though, the overall storyline
feels directionless, lacking immediacy and any real emotional
intensity. Although some central characters are authentic and
identifiable—Pandora’s grandmother steals the show—George
is two-dimensional, a forgettable cardboard character who has
almost no internal arc. The biggest disappointment, however, is
the conclusion, which, while contemplative, has very little thematic impact.
Although conceptually tantalizing, this novel never
delivers the goods.

Unlike her sister, Mehr, who remembered their Amrithi
birth mother and the rituals of their people, Arwa has done her
best to embrace the Ambhan heritage of their nobleman father
and follow the guidance of her Ambhan stepmother. But when
a dark force slaughters her husband and all the soldiers under
his command, Arwa owes her survival to her Amrithi blood, literally, as shedding it can ward off the spirits known as daivas.
The new widow resolves to put the magic of her blood into the
service of the Ambhan Empire, which has suffered a material
and spiritual decline since the death of the Maha, the empire’s
near-immortal founder. She joins the emperor’s bastard, Zahir,
in a dangerous quest in the titular realm of ash, a dream world
where one can encounter and absorb the memories of the dead.
Arwa’s blood eases the path to the Maha’s memories, which
Zahir believes can save the empire. But the other memories
they encounter, and the political turmoil surrounding the
emperor’s decline, send them on an even more dangerous—but
far more redemptive—journey. Arwa’s gradual rebellion against
the society that crushed her mother’s people is an intriguing
counterpoint to her older sister’s more overt resistance in Book
1; Arwa must battle her own ignorance of her heritage as well as
the forces arrayed against her due to prejudice and her placement in a noble court during a fight for the succession. She is
a well-drawn and sympathetic character; even in 2019, readers
will understand a situation in which a woman is forced to suppress personal qualities to fit an approved model of a smiling,
submissive helpmeet. The novel is also a nicely crafted exploration of the implications of the previous volume; after centuries
in which the gods were impelled to dream the positive fortunes
of the Ambhan Empire, more negative forces are now in play to
balance the scales.
Sharp worldbuilding, authentic characters, and thoughtful explorations of prejudice and misogyny bode well for
future volumes.

r om a n c e
WICKED BITE

Frost, Jeaniene
Avon/HarperCollins (384 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Jan. 28, 2020
978-0-06-269563-5

REALM OF ASH

Suri, Tasha
Orbit (480 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Nov. 12, 2019
978-0-316-44975-5

Vampires Ian and Veritas continue
their quest to slay an evil demon, encountering friends and enemies who help and
hinder them, while Ian encourages Veritas to embrace her shadow self, elements
of which she’s convinced will make him
despise her.
When last we met Ian and Veritas (Shades of Wicked, 2018),
she was convinced he wouldn’t remember her after she called

This second installment of an epic
fantasy series that draws on the history and culture of the Mughal Empire
(Empire of Sand, 2018) takes place a
decade later.
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on some dark powers to save him from death and he’d lost his
memory. Traveling across the globe to fulfill obligations from
the event, she’s stunned when Ian not only remembers her,
but demands they publicly avow their marriage. Determined
to save him from himself, she’s stymied when he refuses to
let her face danger—including a demon determined to kill
her—on her own. Together again, the couple seeks out ways
to thwart the demon and kill him, and on their way, they are
well-served by friends who love them, unexpected allies, and
some magical artifacts that could be the unexpected weapons
they need to accomplish the hunt. As intense as Ian claims
his feelings are for her, Veritas fears that once he knows her
darkest secrets, he’ll shun her. Ian, however, has an inkling
of what those secrets are, and he argues that she’s perfect
the way she is—but she needs to embrace her whole self
before she’ll be truly happy. Frost’s second Night Rebel title
is a fierce and satisfying sequel, brilliantly fleshing out two
vibrant characters in ways that feature their surface power
and irreverent attitudes but also spotlight the internal courage and nobility which make them perfect for each other.
The hurtling plot and outstanding worldbuilding frame a
poignant, character-driven romance that explores unconditional love and self-acceptance. The book stands alone, but
reading the first title is recommended.
A breathtaking paranormal romance.

them freshen up the bookstore, preparing it to sell. They quietly bury the hatchet, though proximity brings attraction. Ash
has always secretly been in love with Kincaid, and she finds the
older, sexier version of Ash hard to resist. Falling in bed feels
inevitable, but falling in love is a minefield neither wants to risk.
Or do they? Loren wraps up The Ones Who Got Away with
another powerhouse romance that explores guilt, forgiveness,
honesty, and how being true to oneself can be the key to love
and happiness.
A worthy conclusion to a phenomenal series.

THE ONE FOR YOU

Loren, Roni
Sourcebooks Casablanca
(448 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Dec. 31, 2019
978-1-4926-9319-2
Two estranged mass-shooting survivors have processed the experience in
very different ways, but when they rekindle their friendship, it turns out that they
might have a future together.
Former best friends Ashton Isaacs
and Kincaid Breslin worked at a bookstore together in high
school and helped each other cope with complicated home
situations. When Kincaid started dating Graham Lowell, the
son of the shop owners, she was pretty sure she’d found “The
One.” After all, he was devoted to her and wrote her such lovely
and romantic letters, and since he and Ash were friends, too, he
didn’t grumble too much about their friendship. However, after
Graham was killed during the mass shooting at their prom, Ash
and Kincaid’s relationship became more complicated. Kincaid
couldn’t remember some vital moments during the shooting,
and then, soon after, she and Ash took comfort in each other
through sex. Angry and confused, Kincaid blamed Ash for taking advantage of her, and Ash left town, ultimately traveling
around the world and becoming a popular fiction writer. The
two have both remained close to the Lowells but have barely
spoken to each other since high school. When Mr. Lowell has a
health scare while Ash is in town, he and Kincaid agree to help
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THESE FEVERED DAYS
Ten Pivotal Moments in
the Making of
Emily Dickinson

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:
THESE FEVERED DAYS by Martha Ackmann.................................154

Ackmann, Martha
Norton (288 pp.)
$26.95 | Feb. 25, 2020
978-0-393-60930-1

START BY BELIEVING by John Barr & Dan Murphy.....................156
A BLACK WOMEN’S HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES
by Daina Ramey Berry & Kali Nicole Gross....................................158
CONGRESS AT WAR by Fergus M. Bordewich................................159
FULL DISSIDENCE by Howard Bryant............................................160
AMERICAN SHERLOCK by Kate Winkler Dawson......................... 163
TRY TO GET LOST by Joan Frank...................................................... 170
THE LAST NEGROES AT HARVARD by Kent Garrett &
Jeanne Ellsworth................................................................................. 171
THE SECOND CHANCE CLUB by Jason Hardy............................... 173
OPERATION CHASTISE by Max Hastings....................................... 173
UNMAKING THE PRESIDENCY by Susan Hennessey &
Benjamin Wittes.................................................................................. 174
THE NAPOLEONIC WARS by Alexander Mikaberidze................... 181
BOYS & SEX by Peggy Orenstein........................................................184
SOMETHING THAT MAY SHOCK AND DISCREDIT YOU
by Daniel Mallory Ortberg................................................................185
THE HISTORY OF ROCK & ROLL, VOLUME 2 by Ed Ward............190
RUNNING AGAINST THE DEVIL by Rick Wilson............................192
SOMETHING THAT
MAY SHOCK AND
DISCREDIT YOU

Ortberg, Daniel Mallory
Atria (256 pp.)
$26.00 | Feb. 11, 2020
978-1-982105-21-1
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The reclusive American poet emerges
vividly in an imaginative examination of
her life.
The subject of many biographies, critical studies, and a
one-woman show, as well as the protagonist of several novels,
Emily Dickinson (1830-1886) has remained an enigmatic figure:
a shy wraith, dressed in white, refusing to allow publication
of her poems—nearly 2,000, discovered after her death. Guggenheim fellow Ackmann (Curveball: The Remarkable Story of
Toni Stone, 2010, etc.), who has taught a Dickinson seminar at
Mount Holyoke College, persuasively counters that view with
a fresh approach to Dickinson’s life and work. Focusing on 10
turning points, she creates in each chapter “a snapshot” of that
moment “with the past in dissolve like a multiple exposure.”
Drawing largely on Dickinson’s poems and letters, the author
portrays the young Emily, surrounded by family, corresponding with friends, growing into self-awareness of her creativity.
“She wanted to understand the particles of moments that others
could not see or grasped with a faith she found too easy,” writes
Ackmann. When she was pressed about her religious conviction, Dickinson admitted doubt: “I both believe and disbelieve
a hundred times an Hour.” Her poetry, though, probed the ineffable, aiming for “evanescence like the brilliance of lightning,
the flash of truth, or a transport so swift it felt like flight.” By
the time Dickinson boldly sent four poems to Atlantic editor
Thomas Wentworth Higginson, she was composing nearly a
verse a day: “My business is to sing,” she announced. Even more
than her sister-in-law, among the few with whom Dickinson
shared her poems, Higginson recognized, admired, and nurtured Dickinson’s “strange power.” Perhaps, he wrote to her,
“if I could once take you by the hand I might be something to
you.” After eight years of corresponding, when they finally met,
Dickinson effusively confided in him intimate details about her
family, poetry, and dreams. Afterward, she felt “elated, emboldened, and slightly off-kilter.” As for Higginson, her intellectual
intensity exhausted him.
Radiant prose, palpable descriptions, and deep empathy for the poet’s sensibility make this biography extraordinary. (16 pages of b/w illustrations)
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EVERYTHING I KNOW
ABOUT LOVE
A Memoir

BUILDING AMERICA
The Life of Benjamin Henry
Latrobe

Alderton, Dolly
Harper/HarperCollins (368 pp.)
$22.99 | Feb. 25, 2020
978-0-06-296878-4

Baker, Jean H.
Oxford Univ. (304 pp.)
$34.95 | Jan. 3, 2020
978-0-19-069645-0

|

The life and times of America’s first
professional architect.
Baker (Emerita, History/Goucher
Coll.; Margaret Sanger: A Life of Passion,
2011, etc.) offers up another solid historical biography with this
insightful portrait of the early republic’s greatest architect. The
last biography of Benjamin Henry Latrobe (1764-1820) was published more than 60 years ago, and, as the author notes, “little
or nothing is remembered of his works.” Baker clearly portrays
Latrobe as instrumental in shaping not only the republic’s
buildings and physical landscape, but also “American habits and
beliefs.” He apprenticed in London at one of the city’s most
active architectural practices and was soon designing private
homes for the wealthy. Unfortunately, Baker writes, there were
also “disturbing signs of Latrobe’s inability to manage his financial affairs,” something that would plague him throughout his
life. After he went bankrupt, he sought new opportunities in
America’s fledging republic. He designed Virginia’s state penitentiary and the Bank of Philadelphia. In 1803, his friendship
with Thomas Jefferson led the president to appoint him “surveyor of public buildings.” Primarily tasked with designing the
then-under-construction U.S. Capitol, including the House of
Representatives and Senate wings and the Supreme Court’s
meeting room, he also designed the main gate of the Washington Navy Yard and the Washington Canal. Although he “abominated” slavery, slaves were used extensively in the construction
of Latrobe’s works. Budgetary issues resulted in his termination.
While in Pittsburgh, working with Robert Fulton on steamboats, he was called back to Washington to supervise repairs
to a Capitol that had been burned by the British during the
War of 1812. Again, he was fired over budgetary problems. His
final years were spent designing Baltimore’s Basilica, a “technical marvel of the time,” and much-needed waterworks to help
New Orleans fight its yellow fever epidemics. Latrobe’s designs,
writes the author, “conveyed an inspirational message to his new
countrymen about the worthiness of their great experiment.”
A fluid, much-needed biography of a remarkable man.
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A Sunday Times columnist draws her
coming-of-age story with tender flair.
“We were the worst type of students
imaginable. We were reckless and selfabsorbed and childish and violently carefree. We were Broken
Britain,” writes Alderton, a TV writer and co-host of the podcast The High Low, in this incisive tribute to women’s friendships. The collection gathers essays from a variety of eras of
her life: her teen years, when she attended an all-girls school,
cemented her fascination with boys, and dreamed about being
a grown-up (“I was desperate to be an adult”); her chaotic 20s,
which proved some of her fantasies wrong; and the dawning of
her 30s, when she found some semblance of wisdom. The narrative is also a splendid mashup of recipes (“hangover mac and
cheese”), hyperbolic group e-mails mocking the smugness of
the coupled and the resentment of singles; and lively recollections on everything from awkward online encounters to body
image and blackout drunkenness. Alderton paints British suburbia in hypercolor while drawing herself as a woman who’s
prone to excess. How her view of love matured is steeped
in anxious charm, striking a clever balance between painful
humor and self-forgiveness. “Dating had become a source of
instant gratification, an extension of narcissism, and nothing to do with connection with another person,” she writes.
“Time and time again, I had created intensity with a man and
confused it with intimacy.” But it’s the author’s relationship
with best friend Farly—“there isn’t a pebble on the beach of
my history that she has left unturned. She knows where to find
everything in me and I know where all her stuff is too”—that
inspires the most poetic passages. Whether excavating the
turmoil of seeing Farly fall in love and get her heart broken,
writing about the significance of her support when Farly’s sister died, or revisiting the many everyday moments that have
made up their 20 years together, Alderton’s portrait exemplifies love.
A poignant breath of fresh air for those who struggled—
or are struggling—with the dramedy of early adulthood.
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The go-to book about a horrific series of crimes.
start by believing

START BY BELIEVING
Larry Nassar’s Crimes,
the Institutions That
Enabled Him, and the Brave
Women Who Stopped a
Monster

Barr, John & Murphy, Dan
Hachette (352 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 14, 2020
978-0-316-53215-0

Larry Nassar, the Michigan State
University doctor who sexually abused hundreds of girls and
young women—mostly gymnasts—will remain in prison until
he dies. Peabody Award–winning ESPN journalists Barr and
Murphy illuminate how he managed to assault unsuspecting
victims for decades.
Recent books on the Nassar case have included Abigail
Pesta’s The Girls and Rachael Denhollander’s What Is a Girl
Worth? While those accounts provide urgent reading about
the massive sex abuse scandal, this one features reporting so
deep, broad, and incisive that it is unlikely to be surpassed. The
patients Nassar abused were mostly preteens and teenagers,
many of them virgins, who sometimes failed to recognize that
legitimate treatment by Nassar should never have included the
vile, penetrative actions he took. The few victims who tried to
express their discomfort before 2016 suffered a different sort
of abuse: being disbelieved by their parents, their gymnastics
coaches, university administrators, police detectives, and even
fellow gymnasts. Nassar was mild-mannered and married with
children, and he had earned a reputation as a healer. However,
it’s unquestionable that the doubters should have known better, and the authors provide copious evidence that shows negligence on the parts of countless individuals. Nassar might have
continued his assaults for years were it not for a 2016 exposé by
three newspaper reporters at the Indianapolis Star, a lawyer in
California who was already suing abusive Catholic priests, and
a police detective at Michigan State University. The graphic
evidence and the attitudes of the enablers are almost certain to
produce rage among readers, but the book is a must-read “about
power and control.” Ultimately, write the authors, “this remarkable group of survivors took back control, spoke truth to power,
toppled the leadership of [MSU and USA gymnastics], and, in
so doing, empowered countless others.”
The go-to book about a horrific series of crimes.
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THE LAST WINTER OF THE
WEIMAR REPUBLIC
The Rise of the Third Reich
Barth, Rüdiger & Friedrichs, Hauke
Trans. by Waight, Caroline
Pegasus (384 pp.)
$29.95 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-1-64313-333-1

A sharply focused study of the many
poor decisions that ended with Hitler’s
taking power.
German journalists Barth and Friedrichs deliver a day-today chronicle of events from Nov. 17, 1932, when the cabinet
concluded that Germany needed a government of “national
aggregation,” until Jan. 30, 1933, when Hitler became chancellor. Depression-era elections vaulted the Nazis from an obscure
fringe into the largest party in the republic, but few paid attention when a journalist wrote, “fifty thousand Bolsheviks made
the Russian revolution….Five hundred thousand Fascists put
Mussolini in power in Italy. Adolf Hitler has a possible twelve
million voters behind the National Socialist Party in Germany.
How long can the life of the German republic last?” Worsening unemployment and violence between left and right stirred
fears of a civil war, which would have overwhelmed Germany’s
army, kept small by the Treaty of Versailles. President Paul von
Hindenburg considered the Nazis vulgar riffraff, but not all fellow conservatives agreed. After an inconclusive early November election, Chancellor Franz von Papen wanted the Nazis
to join a coalition government, but Hitler refused any office
besides chancellor. Von Papen then resigned, and Hindenburg
appointed the defense minister, Gen. Kurt von Schleicher. Still
close to the president and yearning to regain power, von Papen
worked hard to frustrate Schleicher while appealing for Nazi
support. Hitler refused to budge, and in January, von Papen convinced himself that he could control Hitler. He agreed to serve
under him as vice-chancellor and persuaded Hindenburg to
make the appointments. It was a mistake. In this meticulously
researched narrative, the authors emphasize that stupidity, not
destiny, led to the Third Reich. Hitler’s party could never win a
majority in free elections, and many high-ranking Nazis, yearning for power, were on the verge of rebellion due to Hitler’s
refusal to join the government. A left-center coalition offered
hope, but the Communists took orders from Stalin, who hated
rival leftist parties and forbade it.
An expert and highly disheartening history of a dictator’s early rise. (maps)
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CHILD OF LIGHT
A Biography of Robert Stone
Bell, Madison Smartt
Doubleday (608 pp.)
$35.00 | Mar. 17, 2020
978-0-385-54160-2
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Comprehensive life of the late novelist Robert Stone (1937-2015), victim and
chronicler of an excessive era.
“Nothing is free.” So, writes novelist Bell (Behind the Moon, 2017, etc.), ran
a mantra of Stone’s. It’s fitting. Stone grew up fatherless, with a
mother who may have been schizophrenic, in and out of orphanages and shelters, and he responded with a need to fight for every
achievement. So he did, joining a gang, showing up drunk to
high school—and somehow arriving in Wallace Stegner’s famed
writing workshop at Stanford. There, Stone fell in with the likes
of Ken Kesey and Neal Cassady and spent much of the 1960s
zonked out, lending irony to the subtitle of his memoir Prime
Green: Remembering the Sixties. But as Bell clearly shows, Stone
was still capable of marvels: His Vietnam War novel Dog Soldiers,
published in 1974, was “regarded as the definitive work of fiction
on the war by readers who found it both curious and curiously
appropriate that only a small percentage of its action took place
in Vietnam, and practically none of it in combat.” Other hallmark
novels were Children of Light and A Flag for Sunrise, a Pulitzer
finalist. Stone arrived at a state of solvency and relative fame in
midcareer, hampered only by his prodigious appetites: The end
of the 1990s found him suffering from many illnesses, some selfwrought, as his “drug and alcohol problems were still hovering
at crisis level.” Bell’s approach seems formulaic after a time: He
writes of a period of time, offers a sometimes-too-detailed summary of the plot of a given book or story, surveys the criticism
(Michiko Kakutani being a special bête noire), and finally looks
at the till. It’s a lot of inside baseball. Though perhaps too much
for civilian readers, the business end in particular will fascinate
working writers. For all Stone’s flaws, Bell makes a solid case for
the importance of his work.
Perhaps not the last word on Stone but essential for students and fans of the writer’s works.

Informal Work in Jamaica, 2011, etc.), Jackson (Violence, Visual
Culture, and the Black Male Body, 2010, etc.), and Williams
(co-editor: Representing Segregation: Toward an Aesthetics of
Living Jim Crow, 2012) gathered informally for several years
to discuss the novels of the iconic Nobel laureate: “Morrison
is our griot, a singer and social commentator, the keeper of
traditions and the exemplary engaged citizen of our world.”
Black and white, three women and one man, all parents
anxious about their children’s futures, they discovered that
Morrison’s works spoke to each of them directly, helping
them to understand what it means to be black in America
and to “live whole in times of uncertainty.” To structure the
conversations conveyed in this insightful group memoir, they
agreed to focus on four novels—The Bluest Eye, Song of Solomon,
Beloved, and A Mercy—assigning each to two writers to show
how the same novel affects different readers. Besides offering close, fresh readings of Morrison’s narratives, the authors
share personal stories about the experiences that have shaped
them as readers. Bennett, for example, grew up knowing he
was an anomaly in his racist military and law enforcement

THE TONI MORRISON
BOOK CLUB

Bennett, Juda & Brown-Glaude, Winnifred
& Jackson, Cassandra & Williams, Piper
Kendrix
Univ. of Wisconsin (192 pp.)
$17.95 paper | Feb. 4, 2020
978-0-299-32494-0
Toni Morrison’s novels elicit powerful feelings of fear, grief, and anger.
Friends and colleagues at the College
of New Jersey, Bennett (Toni Morrison and the Queer Pleasure of
Ghosts, 2014, etc.), Brown-Glaude (Higglers in Kingston: Women’s
|
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A vital book for any library or classroom—and
for foot soldiers in the fight for racial justice.
a black women’s history of the united states

family. Reading Song of Solomon, he writes, gave him a “feeling
of floating outside myself ” that allowed him “to feel comfortable as an outsider.” Jackson, writing about Beloved, and
Brown-Glaude, about Song of Solomon, reveal their fears as
mothers, consumed by worry about how to keep a child safe
in a world where so many unarmed young black people have
been killed by police. “My fear is borne out of the unpredictability of those deaths,” Brown-Glaude writes. “And my fear,
at times, turns to anger toward those mothers of white sons
who do not have to live this way.”
Intimate responses to fiction cohere into a moving
meditation on race.

A BLACK WOMEN’S
HISTORY OF THE
UNITED STATES

Berry, Daina Ramey & Gross, Kali Nicole
Beacon (288 pp.)
$27.95 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-0-8070-3355-5
A compact, exceptionally diverse introduction to the history of black women in
America, rooted in “everyday heroism.”
As Berry (History/Univ. of Texas;
The Price for Their Pound of Flesh: The Value of the Enslaved,
From Womb to Grave, in the Building of a Nation, 2017, etc.) and
Gross (History/Rutgers Univ., New Brunswick; Hannah Mary
Tabbs and the Disembodied Torso: A Tale of Race, Sex and Violence
in America, 2016, etc.) persuasively argue, black women have
“significantly shaped” our nation—and fought for their rights—
throughout every period of American history. Yet their contributions often have been overlooked or underappreciated.
In the latest book in the publisher’s ReVisioning American
History series, the authors offer a selective but wide-ranging
search-and-rescue mission for black female activists, trailblazers, and others who have left a mark. In the first chapter,
they introduce Isabel de Olvera, who became one of the first
black women to set foot on what is now American soil after
joining an expedition from Mexico in the early 17th century.
From there, Berry and Gross proceed chronologically, opening each chapter with a vignette about a signal figure such
as Shirley Chisholm, the daughter of Caribbean immigrants
who became the first black female member of Congress.
Along the way, the authors frequently discuss members of traditionally underrepresented groups, among them the lesbian
blues singer Gladys Bentley and the conjoined twins Millie
and Christine McKoy, whose exploitation by mid-19th-century showmen suggests the perils faced by black women with
disabilities. The result is a narrative that highlights both
setbacks and achievements in many spheres—sports, business, education, the arts, military service, and more. While
their overall approach is celebratory, Berry and Gross also
deal frankly with morally complex topics, such as women
who committed infanticide rather than see a child enslaved.
Amid their gains, black women face enduring challenges that
158
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include police brutality and other forms of “misogynoir,” or
“gendered, anti-Black violence.” For anyone hoping to topple
the remaining barriers, this book is a font of inspiration.
A vital book for any library or classroom—and for foot
soldiers in the fight for racial justice. (8-page photo insert)

THE SELF-HELP COMPULSION
Searching for Advice in
Modern Literature

Blum, Beth
Columbia Univ. (368 pp.)
$35.00 | Jan. 28, 2020
978-0-231-19492-1

Blum (English/Harvard Univ.) argues
that a literary perspective offers crucial
insight into the ongoing appeal and evolution of modern advice books.
In this erudite volume, the author suggests that “self-help’s
most valuable secrets are not about getting rich or winning
friends but about how and why people read.” The genre has
operated “as an alternative pedagogic space to the academy—
one whose breezy, instrumental reading methods contrasted
with the close, disinterested paradigms” of the university setting.
Self-help has a long history—as Blum notes, “what is…Ovid’s
Ars Amatoria but an ancient Men Are From Mars, Women Are From
Venus?”—and it offers a reminder of the promises of transformation, agency, culture, and wisdom that draw readers to books.
Moreover, there is the issue of self-help’s “overlooked embroilment in speculation, imagination, the fantastical, and counterfactual.” In exploring both the history of self-help books and
their continued rampant popularity, Blum often wades through
thickets of academese—“the self-help hermeneutic binds in
unexpected ways a nonsynchronous, cross-cultural community
of practical readers”—to get to a point. But the points are well
taken. Self-help books have a history of being promoted as antidotes to intellectual bombast and aesthetic idealism, whereas
serious literature has railed against instrumental pedantry.
However, that doesn’t have to be the case. Indeed, self-help
can display emancipatory potential and tap “a progressive, even
radical, agenda.” Blum offers close analyses of selected works
of a wide variety of authors—including Flann O’Brien, Edith
Wharton, Henry James, and Virginia Woolf—to discover “the
troubling affinities between charismatic literary authorship and
the spiritual manipulation of popular guides.” She uncovers the
influence of early self-help on the literature of James Joyce—the
modernist critique of instrumentalism is a thread through the
book—finds interesting parallels in the work of Samuel Beckett
and Timothy Ferriss, and examines how modern fictional works
use “self-help as an opportunity to modernize a potentially
maudlin textual ethics.”
A deep scholarly probe into self-help’s inextricable
influence on the history and future of literature.
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CONGRESS AT WAR
How Republican
Reformers Fought the
Civil War, Defied Lincoln,
Ended Slavery, and Remade
America
Bordewich, Fergus M.
Knopf (480 pp.)
$30.00 | Feb. 18, 2020
978-0-451-49444-3

Abraham Lincoln led the nation,
but Congress actually directed the Civil War; this fine history
describes how.
Veteran historian Bordewich (The First Congress: How James
Madison, George Washington, and a Group of Extraordinary Men
Invented the Government, 2016, etc.) writes that it was our elected
legislators that raised an immense army, enacted the first draft,
and pushed a reluctant Lincoln for “more aggressive generals, a harsher strategy against the South, and the recruitment

of African Americans.” Congress financed the war and in the
process created a national currency. Furthermore, “long before
Lincoln became willing to contemplate the emancipation of
slaves, members of Congress demanded it, enacting an incremental series of laws that turned abolitionism from a fringe
belief into public policy.” Looking to the future, it passed the
Homestead Act, the Pacific Railway Act to build the transcontinental railroad, and the Land-Grant College Act, which
created the state university system. A skilled storyteller, Bordewich builds his narrative around four congressmen. Perhaps his
hero is Rep. Thaddeus Stevens, who, almost unique for his time,
considered blacks the equal of whites. The others are Sen. Ben
Wade of Ohio; William Fessenden of Maine, a conservative who
gradually became militant; and Rep. Clement Vallandigham, a
Northern Democrat sympathetic to the South with offensive racial views but considerable public support. Despite the
absence of Southern members, Congress was not a like-minded
body, and Bordewich delivers a steady stream of colorful, bitter, sometimes-humorous stories of the abuse that lawmakers
exchanged, much of which—unlike more recent debates—led
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Another illuminating social and cultural critique
from an important contemporary voice.
full dissidence

to useful legislation. Lincoln biographers portray him as a
shrewd statesman in touch with public opinion but harassed by
radical lawmakers. Bordewich’s Congress is on the side of the
angels. Unlike the cautious president, Congress began in 1861 to
foreshadow emancipation and showed less tolerance for phlegmatic generals who feared its Joint Committee on the Conduct
of the War far more than their commander in chief.
A riveting history of the Civil War that argues convincingly that Congress got it right. (16 pages of illustrations; 3 maps)

FULL DISSIDENCE
Notes From an Uneven
Playing Field

Bryant, Howard
Beacon (200 pp.)
$24.95 | Jan. 21, 2020
978-0-8070-1955-9

A series of forceful, justifiably angry
essays connected by the theme of white
supremacy negating the full citizenship
of black Americans.
In his latest, ESPN The Magazine senior writer Bryant (The
Heritage: Black Athletes, a Divided America, and the Politics of
Patriotism, 2018, etc.), who is also a correspondent for NPR’s
Weekend Edition, argues that no matter how faithfully black
Americans observe the rules established by privileged whites,
they—plus other people of color—will never be fully accepted
in any part of American society. Perhaps the most apt brief
phrase to summarize the author’s admirably detailed analysis
is “white racial aggression.” Because much of Bryant’s recent
journalism has been published by ESPN, he regularly refers to
famous athletes such as LeBron James, Tiger Woods, and Colin
Kaepernick to illustrate sweeping cultural phenomena that
involve skin color. Bryant’s bitterness—like that of so many
Americans of all races—ratcheted up after the hint of a postracial society following the election of Barack Obama morphed
into the hate-filled presidency of Donald Trump. The author
cannot accept any statement that racism has demonstrably
decreased compared to some indefinite past era. The only other
option presented to him, he writes, is to “get over it,” which he
finds both condescending and impossible when that admonition ignores “what it means to be part of a lost tribe.” One of
the most thought-provoking—and freshly argued—essays centers on how whites who violate society’s norms regularly achieve
rehabilitation while blacks rarely do. He constructs that essay
around the reputational rehabilitation of ice skater Tonya Harding despite her assault on Nancy Kerrigan. Ultimately, Bryant
believes that what many white Americans want is “the day when
black people will finally stop talking about race, which will also
mean the arrival of the day when white people can stop listening to it.”
Another illuminating social and cultural critique from
an important contemporary voice.
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FATHER OF LIONS
One Man’s Remarkable Quest
To Save the Mosul Zoo
Callaghan, Louise
Forge (400 pp.)
$27.99 | Jan. 14, 2020
978-1-250-24894-7

A chronicle of a dark period for the
beleaguered zoo of Mosul when a longtime denizen and family man tried to
keep the animals safe during the brutal
two-year occupation by the Islamic State group.
In June 2014, the Iraqi forces fled the strategic city of Mosul,
“Iraq’s second city and home to over half a million people,” leaving IS to move in. Sunday Times Middle East correspondent
Callaghan tells the story of the self-appointed zookeeper at the
local zoo, Abu Laith, his second wife, Lumia, and their many
children, who were suddenly subsumed under the laws of Sharia.
This meant complying with numerous arbitrary statutes about
dress and mores to which they were unaccustomed. Moreover,
the animals’ cages were inexplicably moved next to Abu Laith’s
house, near the park and mosque. Afraid the owner was plotting
to sell them off, he needed “a spy” to keep an eye on them and
help feed and care for them—especially his favorite family of
lions, Mother and Father and baby Zombie, whom Abu Laith
had cared for since a cub. Marwan, the young assistant, and Abu
Laith went to enormous measures to try to keep the animals
fed as well as safe from visitors, efforts that the author narrates
capably. In brisk chapters that move back and forth among her
protagonists, Callaghan also tells the story of Hakam Zarari, a
former government scientist, and his family, who were horrified
by the brutal methods of IS. As the liberation of the city began
in late 2016, the dangers of violent death increased, as did the
trauma and threat to the vulnerable, starving animals. Yet it was
not Abu Laith who ultimately “saved” the animals but Egyptianborn, Austria-trained vet Dr. Amir—previously the rescuer of
the Baghdad Zoo’s remaining animals—who was informed of
the Mosul zoo’s lot by Hakam and swept in to help.
An engaging yet heartbreaking narrative that reads
like fiction.

THE FERRANTE LETTERS
An Experiment in Collective
Criticism
Chihaya, Sarah & Emre, Merve &
Hill, Katherine & Richards, Jill
Columbia Univ. (280 pp.)
$25.00 paper | Jan. 7, 2020
978-0-231-19457-0

Four female scholars reflect in “sociable cacophony” on Italian novelist Elena
Ferrante’s Neapolitan Quartet.
When English professors Chihaya, Emre, Hill, and Richards decided to exchange letters about the Neapolitan Quartet,
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they hoped that “each letter would build on the arguments of
previous letters.” They posted their correspondence, which
took place during the summer of 2015, on a blog dedicated to
their unique experiment in collective critical inquiry. Their
primary goal was “the cultivation of a distinct ethical subject: a
reader who was deliberately oriented to the ongoing and pleasurable labor of criticism.” This book, which developed as an
afterthought, gathers together those correspondences while
offering one essay by each professor on different facets of the
quartet. In the first section, readers are immediately immersed
in a series of short exchanges among the professors that are as
literarily engaged as they are engaging. The authors intermingle
critical meditations on meaning, structure, and themes like
friendship, motherhood, and authorship with observations on
their own lives as women, mothers, lovers, and writers. Each
author then takes ideas forged within this epistolary crucible
and develops them into the essays that make up the second
section of the book. Where Chihaya considers the pleasure of
“rupture and dissolution” in Ferrante’s work, Hill examines the
interplay of the fictive and the real. Richards explores what she

calls Ferrante’s “counterfactual imagination” while speculating
on the queer subtext of the quartet. Emre concludes the section with consideration of Ferrante’s elusiveness as a literary figure and her choice to remain known only by the words behind
which she so often hides. While it is primarily Ferrante devotees who will find this book most intriguing, those interested in
alternative modes of critical inquiry should take a look as well.
A sharp and lively book for fans and scholars, but it will
have limited appeal among general readers.
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Fierce and diverse, these essays tell personal stories that
humanize immigration in unique, necessary ways.
a map is only one story

INSIDE THE CRITICS’ CIRCLE
Book Reviewing in Uncertain
Times
Chong, Phillipa K.
Princeton Univ. (176 pp.)
$29.95 | Jan. 14, 2020
978-0-691-16746-6

A clinical exploration of how books get
reviewed, what the consequences are, and
whether any of it means anything at all.
In her first book, Chong (Sociology/McMaster Univ.) turns her critical eye to the art of book
reviews and the conceptual insights that go into each review.
“Book reviews matter,” writes the author at the beginning.
“Getting a review in a high-status publication…regardless of
whether the review is positive or negative increases the odds
that a writer will go on to publish future books.” Some readers
(and critics) will question the breadth of her study—the New
York Times and the Atlantic are wonderful platforms, but most
book reviewers won’t see their names in those pages—but
Chong works diligently through the review process, starting
with a consideration of “aesthetic quality” before moving on to
the idea that while “reviewing is utterly subjective…this is not
to say that reviewing is utterly unreasoned or idiosyncratic.”
The center of the narrative focuses on consequences—believe
it or not, even negative reviews can help sell books—and the
author also takes into consideration the symbiotic nature
of bylined reviews. Many critics are also authors, of course,
and Chong notes the tendency of “playing nice” among writers reviewing under their own names. (Anyone reading this
review knows that Kirkus reviews are anonymous.) The most
intriguing question comes in Chapter 7: “Do We Need Book
Reviews?” Whether it’s the threat posed by “amateur reviewers” on Amazon, Goodreads, or other online platforms or
the existential threat that keeps reviewers up at night, “irrelevance,” these are questions worth pondering. However, noncritics and other lay readers aren’t likely to find much value in
this speculative dissection of a complicated and evolving trade,
“a highly uncertain endeavor.”
Useful reading for book critics and journalists who
cover books, but the audience likely ends there.

A MAP IS ONLY ONE STORY
Twenty Writers On
Immigration, Family, and the
Meaning of Home
Ed. by Chung, Nicole & Demary, Mensah
Catapult (240 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Feb. 11, 2020
978-1-948226-78-3

lished women writers.
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Chung (All You Can Ever Know, 2018) and Demary (coauthor, with Common: Let Love Have the Last Word, 2019) select
personal reflections from writers such as Victoria Blanco, Shing
Yin Khor, Cinelle Barnes, and Porochista Khakpour, all of whom
are “immigrants, the children of immigrants and refugees, [and/
or] people directly affected by immigration policy and how this
country treats those who come here.” The book opens with
Blanco’s “Why We Cross the Border in El Paso,” which establishes the overarching theme of crossing cultural boundaries.
The author revisits childhood memories of watching Mexican
families “rush across the Rio Grande” on the way into El Paso.
Blanco then muses how, two decades later, a dam that regulates
water flow and a tall steel fence now act in concert with border guards to “turn families away.” Khor’s graphic essay, “Say
It With Noodles,” explores the emotionally liminal space the
author inhabited as the English-speaking daughter of a Chinese
family and how food was the medium for how they communicated feelings among their family and to others. In “Carefree
White Girls, Careful Brown Girls,” Filipina American author
Barnes writes about the meaning of being undocumented. A
brief friendship with a former drug delivery girl made her
understand how being “cute [and] blonde” allowed her white
friend to “get away with danger” while she had to live “forever
clean” in order to stay safe from the inevitable judgments others
passed on Barnes’ immigration status. In “How to Write Iranian
America; Or, The Last Essay,” Khakpour discusses the exhausting burden of being an Iranian-born refugee living in America.
With origins that have been “obsessed over” by the news, she
must continually explain herself and the “Iranian America” of
which she is part. Fierce and diverse, these essays tell personal
stories that humanize immigration in unique, necessary ways.
A provocatively intelligent collection.

EXTREME ECONOMIES
What Life at the World’s
Margins Can Teach Us About
Our Own Future

Davies, Richard
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (416 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 14, 2020
978-1-250-17048-4

A gimlet-eyed look at developments
in the global economy, in which interesting and sometimes ominous things are

happening.
Former Economist editor Davies opens his account in Aceh,
Indonesia, where, following the 2004 tsunami, devastation was
met with surprising elasticity on the part of local entrepreneurs, such as one who “ignored advice to relocate away from
the coast and instead returned quickly to his village to rebuild
his life.” Responding immediately to disasters is a hallmark of
an agile economy, and, as other economists have noted, disaster
can be a strange kind of positive externality, since it provides
opportunities to rebuild with newer and better methods and
materials. Glasgow conversely suffered because it was slow to
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never uses the crutch of false suspense but also doesn’t skimp
on valuable details. The author explains Heinrich’s deductive
reasoning matter-of-factly, succinctly, and with the proper
respectful attention to the victims while acknowledging the
complex hubris of such an adept detective. When he heard of
his nickname, the “American Sherlock,” Heinrich is reported
as saying, “Not Sherlock Holmes….Holmes acted on hunches.
And hunches play no part in my crime laboratory.” Readers see
the development of each crime through victim and suspect profiles that read as objectively as Heinrich’s methods. We come
to respect him, his scientific brain, and his integrity despite his
mistakes. How do detectives understand what pieces relate to
one another? Heinrich taught them how.
An entertaining, absorbing combination of biography
and true crime. (b/w photo insert)
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rebuild following World War II, like much of Britain, leading
other nations to surpass it in such things as shipbuilding and
making autos. Davies examines nine places that illustrate economic choices for failure or success, from the disaster economies of a Syrian refugee camp and a Louisiana prison to a
modern Japanese town whose population is rapidly aging and
the capital of Estonia, a nation at the forefront of modern technology. His case studies represent challenges that include natural disaster, economic inequality, and the rise of robotics and
artificial intelligence and their displacement of human workers. Lessons abound, including the remarkable fairness with
which Acehnese gold traders repurposed traditional methods
of finance and “provided its entrepreneurs with rapid access to
cash.” Contrast this with the predatory nature of the Chicago
School economics visited on Chile after the military coup of
1973, with Milton Friedman et al. delighting in an experimental setting “untroubled by democracy.” Chile’s economy finally
grew, becoming a success story, at a price: Inequality is extreme,
and services such as health care are delivered only to those who
can afford them. Davies concludes that a decade hence, given
the trends he remarks on, most people on Earth will live in “an
urban society that is old, technologically advanced and economically unequal.”
Highly recommended, sobering reading for anyone
interested in the economic future, for good and bad. (10
maps; 14 graphs/charts/tables)

AMERICAN SHERLOCK
Murder, Forensics, and
the Birth of American CSI

Dawson, Kate Winkler
Putnam (336 pp.)
$27.00 | Feb. 11, 2020
978-0-525-53955-1

A biography of a little-known but
influential forensic scientist told through
the crimes that he helped solve.
Documentary producer Dawson (Journalism/Univ. of Texas; Death in the Air: The True Story of a Serial
Killer, the Great London Smog, and the Strangling of a City, 2017)
tells the story of detective and chemist Oscar Heinrich (18811953), “the most famous criminalist you’ve likely never heard of,”
the man who helped found modern forensic science through his
pioneering work solving infamous cases. Though Heinrich had
little use for the media, which he viewed as a tool, Dawson’s
chapters all have fun Sherlock Holmes–esque titles, including “The Case of the Baker’s Handwriting,” “The Case of the
Star’s Fingerprints,” and “The Case of the Calculating Chemist.” In each, the author tells vivid details of a wide variety of
infamous crimes—e.g., those alleged of Fatty Arbuckle—not
revealing all the secrets or indulging in conspiracy theories
but still developing suspense and, most importantly, reporting
the scene clearly with both the history accepted at the time
and revisionist reflection. While many true-crime books suffer from stale prose, Dawson’s writing is remarkable in that it
|
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Clear reporting that wisely urges careful
decision-making by clinicians and parents alike.
early

CHANEL’S RIVIERA
Glamour, Decadence and
Survival in Peace and War,
1930-1944

EARLY
An Intimate History of
Premature Birth and What
It Teaches Us About Being
Human

de Courcy, Anne
St. Martin’s (304 pp.)
$28.99 | Feb. 11, 2020
978-1-250-17707-0

A gleaming social history of the
French Riviera in the 1930s, “probably the
heyday of the Riviera in its modern sense.”
In her latest, De Courcy (The Husband Hunters: American
Heiresses Who Married Into the British Aristocracy, 2018, etc.)
delivers portraits of a variety of wealthy social circles with the
voyeurism of a who’s-who society column. The author portrays
American vacationers and European artists, writers, socialites,
intellectuals, and public figures, including the Prince of Wales,
Wallis Simpson, Jean Cocteau, and Winston Churchill. Coco
Chanel—who, according to De Courcy, embodied “France’s
prestige”—is an alluring if elusive narrative hook. Accounts
of her La Pausa home, her lovers, and her stays at the Ritz in
Paris punctuate the text, from which she’s often absent. The
author gives much attention to extramarital affairs, entertaining affectations, and opiate addictions. Quotations from period
diaries and letters enliven the narrative, though the overall
effect is light and gossipy. De Courcy’s discussion of Chanel’s
fashion rival, Elsa Schiaparelli, briefly brings the focus back to
the titular character. At times, the author fetishizes the bygone
glamour that characterized the landscape; Marlene Dietrich,
for example, is deemed “the blonde to end all blondes.” The
rise of the Nazis serves mostly as historical background, and
the author offers a reasonable consideration of Chanel’s antiSemitism. Later sections about English expatriates’ struggles
to flee, deportations, and collaborators in France revisit horrors and miraculous survivals, showing a clear rift between
the rich—who experienced minor deprivations yet carried on
much as before—and the people who were severely impacted.
The unavoidable disjuncture between Chanel’s privileged world
and the one just outside it leads to a somewhat uneven narrative
that will turn off many readers but appeal to those fascinated by
the rich and famous.
In its copious details, this lovingly researched portrait
of paradise highlights the colorful glitz and too-familiar
blindness of the ultrarich.
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DiGregorio, Sarah
Harper/HarperCollins (368 pp.)
$28.99 | Jan. 28, 2020
978-0-06-282030-3

Impelled by the premature birth of
her daughter, a journalist explores how
modern medicine has changed regarding the care of babies
born too early and of the ethical issues that can be involved.
In the prologue, DiGregorio, a Brooklyn-based freelance
journalist (New York Times, Wall Street Journal, Food & Wine, etc.),
describes the experience of having an extremely-low-weight
child in the hospital’s neonatal intensive care unit. Her focus
then broadens from memoir to journalistic report. In the first
chapter, she reveals how common preterm births are: 15 million
annually worldwide, with the United States having “the worst
rate in the industrialized world.” Throughout, DiGregorio provides illuminating chronicles of her interviews with neonatal
care professionals. She examines the development of incubators and then looks into the future, when we may see the use of a
biobag, a sort of artificial womb that has been used successfully
with premature lambs. The author also explores such issues as
retinopathy and breathing problems and the techniques that
doctors have adopted to handle them. In this section, she shows
how the death of Jaqueline Kennedy’s premature son, Patrick,
led to greater funding for research into respiratory care. DiGregorio makes clear that the problems facing preterm babies can
be enormous, that consequences may not be apparent for years,
and that the appropriateness of treatment can be debated, and
she argues for deep consideration of the question of whether to
use or to withhold life support for extremely premature babies.
The author then turns to the causes of prematurity. One among
the many factors is stress, leading her to suggest that the higher
rate of premature births among African American women is a
result of living in a racist environment; a separate chapter on
prematurity in Mississippi illuminates this issue. Finally, DiGregorio gives voice to grown preemies and their parents, selecting
a few of them to share their stories with readers.
Clear reporting that wisely urges careful decisionmaking by clinicians and parents alike.
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GOLDEN GATES
Fighting for Housing
in America

999
The Extraordinary Young
Women of the First Official
Jewish Transport to
Auschwitz

Dougherty, Conor
Penguin Press (288 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 18, 2020
978-0-525-56021-0
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A fresh, remarkable story of Auschwitz
on the 75th anniversary of its liberation.
Dune Macadam (co-author: Rena’s Promise: A Story of Sisters in
Auschwitz, 1995) chronicles the tale of nearly 1,000 Jewish women
from Slovakia, the first women to be shipped to the German
death camp. While not the majority of inmates, a majority of
the Slovakian Jews were sent there. The author makes great use
of her “interviews with witnesses, survivors, and families, and
USC Shoah Archive testimonies.” Most readers have learned
about the many shocking aspects of the camps, including slave
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A New York Times economics reporter
illuminates why affordable housing is scarce
for tens of millions of Americans, with a
focus on the San Francisco metro area.
As Dougherty explains in his first book, the cost of buying a
single-family home or even renting a small apartment in a convenient, desirable location is one of the most pervasive conundrums facing Americans today. Perhaps no other phenomenon
drives income inequality as starkly as housing. In addition,
the price and location of housing affects quality of education
from preschool through high school; exposure to clean air and
drinkable water; racial and ethnic segregation; crime rates; and,
perhaps most significantly, the availability of employment at a
livable wage. While Dougherty provides plenty of macro-level
research about housing across the nation—and especially in
San Francisco—the major strength of the narrative occurs at
the micro level. The author located individual players on various sides of housing debates, and he compares and contrasts
their advocacy from diverse perspectives. The most memorable
protagonist is Sonja Trauss, a young Bay Area resident who surprised everybody, including herself, by emerging as the leader of
an aggressive, innovative affordable-housing coalition, the San
Francisco Bay Area Renters’ Federation (SF BARF). As Dougherty notes, Trauss never opposed expensive homes for the
wealthy as long as low-income residents could find affordable
rental units that were at least somewhat convenient to their
places of employment. If Trauss is considered a hero, the author
understands that few of those battling her should be considered
fully evil villains. What occurred to cause the unconscionable
housing gap, writes the author, “was less a calculated conspiracy
than it was best-laid plans.” After all, zoning restrictions and
other factors can be viewed as one person’s protection—or
another’s exclusion. The narrative will be especially poignant
and thought-provoking for readers who rely on nannies, home
health aides, construction workers, landscapers, and other lowpaid occupations—where will they reside?
A readable, eye-opening exploration of “what is fast
becoming a national housing crisis.”

Dune Macadam, Heather
Citadel/Kensington (400 pp.)
$28.00 | Dec. 31, 2019
978-0-8065-3936-2
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labor and other countless deprivations, but the author shows us
how every time a train pulled in, there would be a selection, for
work or extermination; the same would occur at morning roll
call. There was no rhyme nor reason to the selection process;
it was often just a whim. Those women in this first shipment
were tattooed beginning with the number 1,000, but within a
year, they were numbering nearly 39,000. As Dune Macadam
notes, there were some work assignments that were safer and
slightly more comfortable: sewing, laundry, mail, clerical, and
hospital. The most sought-after assignment was sorting the
clothes of new arrivals. Often, the women would find a piece
of bread or other contraband they could carefully smuggle out.
One woman found a tube of diamonds. When she was caught,
she claimed she was saving it for one of the Nazis in charge; she
got off, and he took leave, bought a farm, and never returned.
Throughout the book, readers will be consistently astounded
by the strength of these women. They fought desperately to
survive and supported each other, often literally holding up
friends and hiding sick inmates. “My goal,” writes Dune Macadam in an author’s note, “is to build as complete a picture as
I can of the girls and young women of the first ‘official’ Jewish
transport to Auschwitz.” It’s not easy reading, but consider that
goal achieved.
An uplifting story of the herculean strength of young
girls in a staggeringly harrowing situation. (16-page photo
insert)

BY CHANCE ALONE
A Remarkable True Story
of Courage and Survival at
Auschwitz
Eisen, Max
Hanover Square Press (304 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Jan. 7, 2020
978-1-335-05014-4

A horrifying yet inspiring story of a
young man’s life before, during, and after
the Holocaust.
Eisen was living in Czechoslovakia when the Nazis began
their sweep across Europe. He points out that many did not
believe that the roundup would include them, but, of course, it
eventually did. He spends some 50 pages discussing his preHolocaust life—school, summers working on a farm—and then
tells about his family’s arrest, the train to Auschwitz, and the
“cruelty of the SS guards.” Those familiar with the vile history of
the camp will recognize the routines and indignities (and worse)
that the author and his family experienced. Eventually, all of his
family members were “selected” for murder, and he records his
sad farewell with his father, who implored him to tell the story.
As the war wound down, the prisoners were moved, occasioning
yet more unspeakable horrors, including some starving, desperate prisoners’ resorting to cannibalism. Eisen had just turned 16
when the Americans liberated the camp. In the final third of the
book, the author deals with the immediate post-Holocaust years:
his struggles to get back to his town and decision to leave, the
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kindness (and unkindness) of strangers, his re-arrest by the communists, his fortunate release from prison, and the complicated
and highly risky decision to leave Europe for Canada. Eisen subsequently married, had a family, found a career in bookbinding,
and, in 1988, began speaking frequently about the Holocaust to a
wide variety of groups. His research has taken him back to Auschwitz numerous times. He acknowledges at the outset that he
cannot, of course, remember everything that happened in 1944,
but, as readers will quickly discover, so much of what happened
to him resides firmly in the category of unforgettable.
More gruesome evidence of what we will do to one
another; more sanguine evidence of the determination to
remain human.

THE MAKING OF A MIRACLE
The Untold Story of the
Captain of the 1980 Gold
Medal–Winning U.S. Olympic
Hockey Team
Eruzione, Mike with Boudette, Neal
Harper/HarperCollins (288 pp.)
$27.99 | Jan. 28, 2020
978-0-06-296095-5

The captain of the 1980 “miracle on
ice” turns in his account of that victory.
In a moment that’s lodged in the memories of millions, Eruzione recounts how a team of American amateur hockey players,
a couple of them still teenagers, faced off against a veteran Russian squad made up of professionals. It was a long shot, reckoned
the author, who captained the American Olympic team at Lake
Placid, and scarcely believable when the scoreboard turned 4-3
in favor of his team. Forging them into a unit was the work of
coach Herb Brooks, who had a curious method: “he made us a
close-knit team by making himself everybody’s enemy.” When
his team won, he went off alone, not joining in the celebration.
It was strange behavior, but it worked, and, as Eruzione allows,
nobody was better than Brooks at getting inside a player’s head
and pushing the right buttons to achieve the desired results.
Some of the book, charming but hardly indispensable, concerns the author’s childhood in a poor but aspirational Italian
American family in Boston, where “my mother had a pot with
sausage and gravy on the stove every day.” Students of athletic
development will be interested in his observation that he came
to excel in hockey because he played two other sports, baseball
and football, that taught him transferrable skills. But the best
part of the narrative is the you-are-there, blow-by-blow account
of that Lake Placid game of 1980, told with verve and a sharp
eye for the right detail, which served him well in a later career as
a sports commentator: “Mark picked up the puck and hit Robby
McClanahan on the left wing. His shot went wide. Back the
Soviets came to our side. Alexander Golikov tried a backhander.
Jimmy sticked it aside. The puck got tied up along the boards.
Another whistle. And an incident.”
Fans of Olympic hockey will delight in Eruzione’s spirited memoir. (8-page color photo insert)
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SOVIETISTAN
Travels in Turkmenistan,
Kazakhstan, Tajikistan,
Kyrgyzstan, and Uzbekistan
Fatland, Erika
Trans. by Dickson, Kari
Pegasus (448 pp.)
$28.95 | Jan. 7, 2020
978-1-64313-326-3

A colorful, often bizarre, sometimes
grim journey through five Central Asian
nations that emerged from the breakup of the Soviet Union.
“Although the five countries are in many ways very different,” writes Norwegian journalist Fatland in her first book in
English, “they share the same origin and fate: for almost seventy
years, from 1922 to 1991, they were part of the Soviet Union, a
gigantic social experiment without parallel in history.” Conquered by czarist Russia in the 19th century, this area was a vast
territory with an ancient history and a tribal, largely nomadic,

livestock-based economy. This culture mostly disappeared after
the 1918 revolution when Stalin and his successors introduced
modern technology but little prosperity and no personal freedom. Local strongmen enjoyed a good deal of independence
from Moscow and took over as dictators when its influence
vanished. Taking a page from Paul Theroux, Fatland delivers
a capsule history of each place and then chronicles her travels across immense distances, often in the company of chatty
provincials, rarely concealing her low opinions of local lodging,
food, hygiene, infrastructure, politics, and architecture. It may
not be exotic, but it’s unquestionably eye-opening. Mostly desert but rich in oil, Turkmenistan is a bizarre, Orwellian despotism not unlike North Korea’s, with a similarly wacky autocrat
surrounded by an apparently worshipful citizenry. Immense
Kazakhstan, the world’s ninth largest nation, is the strongest
economy of the five, rich in oil and gas. As befits its size and
wealth, its dictator lacks the worst eccentricities of his four colleagues, but his hand is equally iron. Tajikistan is a dirt-poor, corrupt dictatorship; corruption is perhaps all five nations’ leading
legacy from the Soviet Union. Uzbekistan, an oppressive police
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Fehrman’s illuminating blend of presidential and
publishing history with literary criticism will appeal to
amateur historians and bibliophiles alike.
author in chief

SHORT LIFE IN A
STRANGE WORLD
Birth to Death in 42 Panels

state, does not break the mold. Kyrgyzstan, also poor and corrupt, is a quasi-parliamentary democracy, although not notably
stable or free.
A lively, if rarely cheerful, travelogue that fills a yawning knowledge gap for readers concerned with international affairs. (maps)

AUTHOR IN CHIEF
The Untold Story of Our
Presidents and the Books
They Wrote

Fehrman, Craig
Avid Reader Press (416 pp.)
$30.00 | Feb. 11, 2020
978-1-4767-8639-1

A lively account of the literary
achievements (and failures) of America’s
presidents.
Though countless books have been published on nearly
every presidential topic imaginable, journalist Fehrman (Home
Grown: Cage the Elephant and the Making of a Modern Music Scene,
2013) has found one yet to be covered in-depth: the books that
the presidents wrote. While George Washington wasn’t much
of a writer, the tradition of the U.S. president’s donning his
influential pen started early and has remained strong, with just
a handful of exceptions. Nearly every POTUS has written—or
had written for him—either a campaign book or a legacy book.
The author provides both backstories and modern critiques of
well-known books such as The Personal Memoirs of Ulysses S. Grant
and Barack Obama’s Dreams From My Father as well as less familiar titles, including Calvin’s Coolidge’s surprisingly well-written
autobiography. “As a writer and public speaker,” notes Fehrman,
“Coolidge could be funny, imaginative, even rhetorically forceful
when it served his ambitions.” Throughout, the author offers
highly personal looks at the men who have occupied the White
House: “Examining presidents as they write means examining
them at their most human.” Consider, for instance, John F. Kennedy, who “craved literary fame” but “lacked the discipline to do
literary work.” Beyond just presidential authorship, Ferhman
also paints inspiring portraits of how our presidents consumed
books, from Grant (“America’s first fiction-loving president”)
to Theodore Roosevelt (“Reading, to him, was living”) to Harry
Truman, who “read a stunning number of books.” The author
goes even further, providing insight on the general history of
reading and publishing in America. Overall, the author covers a
great deal of ground that even major biographers have skipped
over in favor of “sexier” storylines, yet to the book lover, these
stories will be unquestionably enticing. Even the footnotes,
appendix, and sources offer bookish gems.
Fehrman’s illuminating blend of presidential and publishing history with literary criticism will appeal to amateur historians and bibliophiles alike. (photos)
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Ferris, Toby
Harper/HarperCollins (336 pp.)
$32.50 | Feb. 25, 2020
978-0-06-293175-7

An obsession with Pieter Bruegel the
Elder elicits a vibrant portrait of the artist’s work and world.
Ferris, creator of the web-based
Anatomy of Norbiton, which he describes as “essays on suburban life and universal failure as seen through the lens of Renaissance art,” makes his book debut with a captivating chronicle of
his journeys to collections around the world in search of paintings by Bruegel. In 2012, the 42-year-old author became overwhelmed by “a mania for Bruegel,” incited by Landscape With
the Fall of Icarus—not an authentic Bruegel, he discovered, but
more likely a copy—which he saw at the Musée des Beaux Arts
in Brussels. “Why Bruegel?, why all of it? and why now?”: Ferris
never fully answers those questions as he embarks on his quest,
revealing only that at the time he felt at loose ends, “on the payroll of a dying software company,” and working mostly at home,
tinkering with Anatomy of Norbiton. Tracking down works by
Bruegel gave him “a defined and manageable project.” Ferris
does not explain why he juxtaposes his insights into Bruegel’s
work with a memoir about his father, an engineer who worked
for the General Electric Company and who died in 2009. The
author portrays his father with affection but strains to connect
him to Bruegel. Documentary evidence for his father’s life is
scant, Ferris admits, consisting of a few methodically kept lists;
similarly, for Bruegel, there is “only the vivid remnant flesh of
the paintings and drawings and engravings.” The author illuminates those works with an astute, knowing eye and penetrating
insight, admiring Bruegel’s precision in rendering scenes of
peasant life: “the marginalized, the outcast, the strange,” whom
the artist depicted “not necessarily with sympathy”; or “the
great theatre of suffering,” such as bear-baiting, “which kept the
sixteenth century amused.” Along with reflections on artworks,
Ferris shares sharp, often amusing details of ambience, hotels,
trains, meals, and much beer in each city he visits.
A profusely illustrated, deeply thoughtful meditation
on art. (66 color photos)
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CROSSING THE RUBICON
Caesar’s Decision and the
Fate of Rome

Fezzi, Luca
Trans. by Dixon, Richard
Yale Univ. (384 pp.)
$35.00 | Jan. 7, 2020
978-0-300-24145-7

An academic study centered on the
events of 49 B.C.E., when Julius Caesar marched his army into Rome and
destroyed the republic.
Fezzi (Roman History/Univ. of Padua) begins with more
than most readers want to know about Roman governmental
structure. Although a republic (a nation without a king), it
barely qualified as a democracy. Every citizen could vote, but
in its complex, corrupt electoral system, only the very wealthy
could win high-level positions, which were unpaid. Being a victorious general has been a vote-getter throughout history, and

Caesar took full advantage. By the first century B.C.E., murderous generals dominated the republic, which was on its last
legs. Fezzi examines the period after 60 B.C.E., an era that
featured three strong men: Caesar, then engaged in conquering Gaul; Pompey, an older general already famous for his victories; and the fabulously wealthy Crassus. They cooperated
only as far as it served their interests. Fezzi’s favorite source,
Cicero, was a senator and lawyer who sometimes opposed
Caesar. As a lawyer, he often prosecuted or defended and
then wrote about it. Trials in ancient Rome were often openair spectacles where crowds occasionally rioted and killed
participants. Aiming to leave no stone unturned, the author
recounts so many of Cicero’s legal actions that readers may
lose track and likely interest. Matters came to a head in 49
B.C.E., with Crassus dead and Pompey and the Senate scheming against Caesar, still occupied in Gaul. Ordered to return,
he was obligated to come alone because no general could bring
his army into Italy—at that time bounded on the north by the
river Rubicon. Apparently fearing for his life, he brought his
army, beginning a vicious civil war that ended with his victory
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Philosophical, sophisticated literary forays
that are a pleasure to dwell in.
try to get lost

THE ESCAPE ARTIST

and, a year later, assassination. General readers take note: This
is a dense, bookish history; Tom Holland’s Rubicon delivers a
far more lucid but still intelligent account of this period.
For scholars of ancient history.

TRY TO GET LOST
Essays on Travel and
Place

Frank, Joan
Univ. of New Mexico (208 pp.)
$19.95 paper | Feb. 18, 2020
978-0-8263-6137-0
A gathering of honest, luminous
essays on home and travel.
“Place is identity, style, faith, cosmology,” writes Frank (All the News I Need,
2017, etc.) in her latest book, the winner of the River Teeth
Literary Nonfiction Prize. From this assured, thoughtful view,
the author reveals how traveling as an older adult has brought
shifting perspectives. In a piquant opening essay, Frank considers First-World complaints on the inconvenience of going
anywhere paired with the still-held romantic belief in travel’s
worth. A humorous piece on shopping for the right bag morphs
into memories of childhood, linking present and past through
ideas of containment, organization, and portability. The sights
of Firenze, Italy, inspire separate impressions that show the city
as a place both marred and upheld by tourism. Frank skillfully
uses the ordinary aspects of traveling to segue into wide-ranging insights on belonging, longing, and home, with occasional
familiar laments. These include the embarrassing behavior
of Americans and timely comments on the current Trumpian
moment (“when surroundings dazzle, Blue-leaning humans
romanticize. We assume that a landscape’s loveliness seeps into
its inhabitants”). It’s the autobiographical essays, though, that
linger the most. The aching standout, “Cave of the Iron Door,”
features a return to the author’s hometown, Phoenix. Frank
overlays a familiar yet alien, desert landscape with memories
of her parents’ strained marriage. The nostalgic, elegiac movement from childhood magic to hindsight about her mother’s
isolation in the 1950s is heartbreaking, and the essay culminates
in her mother’s death from a barbiturate overdose. For all its
attentiveness to beauty and loss, this wise and humorous collection is also a moving record of anticipation and expectation.
Each place, taken on its own terms, yields up its own flavors and
character, but everyone is bound by one eloquent fact: “time is
the vastest real estate we know.”
Philosophical, sophisticated literary forays that are a
pleasure to dwell in.
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Fremont, Helen
Gallery Books/Simon & Schuster
(352 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 11, 2020
978-1-982113-60-5
Fremont (After Long Silence, 1999) continues—and alters—her story of how memories of the Holocaust affected her family.
At the age of 44, the author learned
that her father had disowned her, declaring her “predeceased”—or dead in his eyes—in his will. It was
his final insult: Her parents had stopped speaking to her after
she’d published After Long Silence, which exposed them as Jewish Holocaust survivors who had posed as Catholics in Europe
and America in order to hide multilayered secrets. Here, Fremont delves further into her tortured family dynamics and
shows how the rift developed. One thread centers on her life
after her harrowing childhood: her education at Wellesley
and Boston University, the loss of her virginity to a college
boyfriend before accepting her lesbianism, her stint with the
Peace Corps in Lesotho, and her decades of work as a lawyer in
Boston. Another strand involves her fraught relationship with
her sister, Lara, and how their difficulties relate to their father,
a doctor embittered after years in the Siberian gulag; and their
mother, deeply enmeshed with her own sister, Zosia, who had
married an Italian count and stayed in Rome to raise a child.
Fremont tells these stories with novelistic flair, ending with a
surprising theory about why her parents hid their Judaism. Yet
she often appears insensitive to the serious problems she says
Lara once faced, including suicidal depression. “The whole
point of suicide, I thought, was to succeed at it,” she writes.
“My sister’s completion rate was pathetic.” Key facts also differ from those in her earlier work. After Long Silence says, for
example, that the author grew up “in a small city in the Midwest” while she writes here that she grew up in “upstate New
York,” changes Fremont says she made for “consistency” in the
new book but that muddy its narrative waters. The discrepancies may not bother readers seeking psychological insights
rather than factual accuracy, but others will wonder if this
book should have been labeled a fictionalized autobiography
rather than a memoir.
A vivid sequel that strains credulity.
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HALF BROKE
A Memoir

THE LAST NEGROES
AT HARVARD
The Class of 1963
and the 18 Young Men Who
Changed Harvard Forever

Gaffney, Ginger
Norton (256 pp.)
$25.95 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-1-324-00307-6
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An alumnus of the Harvard class of
1963 recounts an experiment in affirmative action and its lasting effects.
Before 1959, the African American presence at Harvard
was minimal to the point of being practically nonexistent. That
year, the university recruited 18 young black men—women did
not yet enter into the picture—one of them Garrett, who went
on to excel in TV news and documentary-making. “I was by no
means the first Black at Harvard,” he writes. “That was Richard
Theodore Greener, who graduated in 1870. From then until the
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An engaging debut memoir about
the rehabilitation of damaged horses—
and humans.
The Delancey Street Foundation’s
New Mexico ranch is an alternative
prison facility where drug offenders can serve out their sentences. Gaffney, a horse trainer and riding instructor, has volunteered at the ranch since 2013. It initially presented “the most
dangerous horse situation I had ever encountered,” she recalls:
The herd had gone feral, raiding dumpsters and threatening
their keepers. Two mares, including Luna, who had an infected
facial injury, were still on the loose. The author believed that
livestock team members like Tony, an ex-junkie with anger
issues, and Sarah, a former addict and prostitute who’d survived
multiple near-fatal attacks, were “unknowingly communicating
their pain to the horses.” Gaffney’s first task, then, was to teach
the inmates to walk with confidence. Horses “keep us present,
keen, concentrating,” she writes. They help Randy conquer his
fears and Eliza snap out of her depression. Former addictions
remain strong temptations for these residents, though. In a
major setback, Gaffney found a stash of drugs and condoms
under the barn floorboards, and most of the livestock team
got kicked off the ranch. Sharp descriptions bring the book’s
human and equine characters to life while present-tense narration animates vivid vignettes: rescuing one horse from a
septic field and training another in a 100-day Santa Fe Horse
Shelter competition. The book shifts easily between the ranch
storyline and the author’s history of extreme introversion and
fraught lesbian relationships. The first horse she owned, highstrung Belle, “hinged the broken parts of me back together,” as
did her long-term partner, Glenda. This 1990s-set strand feels
less essential, but it helps build a solid trajectory of recovery as
Gaffney, like the ranch’s residents and horses, changes “into a
softer creature…one who can finally trust others and feel like
she belongs.”
A heartening story of healing and interspecies
connection.

Garrett, Kent & Ellsworth, Jeanne
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (320 pp.)
$27.00 | Feb. 11, 2020
978-1-328-87997-4
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mid-twentieth century, there were sometimes one or two in a
class, and often none.” The other 17 men were just as capable.
In a kind of modern rejoinder to Michael Medved and David
Wallechinsky’s What Really Happened to the Class of ’65? Garrett
traces their lives and careers. All acknowledge that a Harvard
education had its uses, but most also allow that during their student years, they kept quiet and did their work, careful not to
give any reason to be forced out. Some of the former students
are expatriates, having found other countries more congenial
than the still racially troubled United States. One gentleman
who has long lived in Austria after a career at IBM remembers
going to student mixers and having classmates rush out to find
a black girl for him to dance with: “There we were, the two of
us, and all these whites just standing there glowing, saying ‘Isn’t
it great?’ It was very embarrassing for her and for me.” Rueful
reminiscence sometimes shades into anger, but for the most
part, these extraordinary men chart life journeys that were full
of challenges—as with a closeted gay classmate who went on
to careers in the aerospace, banking, and advertising sectors—
but also full of accomplishments. Garrett writes with an easy,
charming style (“In the spring of 1962, I was still trying to climb
the steep and slippery slope of organic chemistry”), but the
sense of injustice is palpable.
A fine contribution to the literature of civil rights and
the African American experience. (58 b/w photos)

18 TINY DEATHS
The Untold Story of
Frances Glessner Lee and
the Invention of Modern
Forensics
Goldfarb, Bruce
Sourcebooks (336 pp.)
$25.99 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-1-4926-8047-5

The eye-opening biography of Frances Glessner Lee (1878-1962), who brought
American medical forensics into the scientific age.
As journalist and former paramedic Goldfarb (Health Care
Defined: A Glossary of Current Terms, 1997, etc.) explains, coroners,
responsible for investigating unexplained deaths, originated in
the Middle Ages; in America, they often paid little attention
to medical progress. In the 1800s, all were political appointees, often the local undertaker or a party hack who needed a
job. Incompetence was universal, and scandals and corruption
were commonplace. Observers complained that “the cause of
death certified by coroners was so untrustworthy that health
department officials testified that the city’s vital statistics
would be more accurate if death certificates signed by coroners
were excluded altogether.” Worse, sloppy investigators allowed
criminals to escape and often ensnared the innocent. By 1900,
only a few large cities required a medical examiner with medical
training. The daughter of a wealthy Chicago industrialist, Lee
showed little interest in good works until, in her 50s, she spent
a long period in a luxury convalescent hospital with George
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Magrath, an acquaintance and a medical examiner in Boston.
A dedicated investigator, he regaled Lee with gruesome tales—
generously recounted by Goldfarb—and made no secret of his
despair over the state of his profession. Inspired, Lee took up
the cause. In 1931, she approached Harvard’s president, offering to pay for a chair in legal medicine, the first in the U.S. For
the rest of her life, Lee lobbied energetically and spent liberally
to reform the coroner system and promote education in death
investigation, sponsoring seminars that continue to this day.
She died with many honors—Erle Stanley Gardner wrote an
obituary—but her battle is far from won. Coroners still serve
about half the U.S. population in less than 30 states, and less
than a third of those require scientific training.
A genuinely compelling biography.

CITIZEN REPORTERS
S.S. McClure, Ida Tarbell, and
the Magazine That Rewrote
America
Gorton, Stephanie
Ecco/HarperCollins (384 pp.)
$28.99 | Feb. 18, 2020
978-0-06-279664-6

A history of McClure’s magazine, its publisher, and its most important contributor.
While employed on the editorial
side of magazines and book publishing, Gorton began wondering about the motivations and interpersonal dynamics of
writers and editors. When she discovered a century-old professional relationship between magazine publisher Samuel Sidney
McClure and his star writer, Ida Minerva Tarbell, she began to
conduct research for this book. Both born in 1857, McClure
and Tarbell met in 1892 as he sought to hire her for the editorial staff of his nascent, eponymous monthly magazine. That
magazine would become hugely successful from 1893 until
about 1906, when internal and external forces caused a decline,
leading to eventual closure. In Gorton’s wide-ranging book,
the magazine does not make its debut until nearly 100 pages
in. Before that, the author lays out a dual biography, alternating chapters between the two outsized personalities. While
McClure was restless, Tarbell was steadier in nature. Gorton
conducted primary documents research in archives filled with
papers from McClure (mostly in Indiana) and Tarbell (mostly
in Pennsylvania). The author also cites liberally from a previous
McClure biography as well as two previous Tarbell biographies
and her memoir, All in a Day’s Work, originally published in 1939.
Tarbell’s fame rests largely on her accomplishments as a muckraking woman journalist in the male-dominated industry while
McClure was well known for his ability to lead “by enthusiasm,
rather than by example.” The best-known content—an exposé
of Standard Oil Company and John D. Rockefeller researched
and written by Tarbell—appeared in installments published
between 1902 and 1904 and was later published in 1904 as The
History of the Standard Oil Company. Though Gorton offers a
sturdy portrait of Tarbell and McClure for a new generation
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Throughout, the author is refreshingly candid with readers,
who will realize that his ultimate goal is to prevent his clients
from continued lives of crime, violence, or even death.
the second chance club

OPERATION CHASTISE
The RAF’s Most Brilliant
Attack of World War II

of readers, much of the information she provides has already
appeared in previous books and historical journals. The author
variously refers to Tarbell as “Miss Tarbell,” “Ida Tarbell,” or simply “Ida,” which becomes distracting.
An adequate resource for readers new to this piece of
the history of American journalism.

THE SECOND
CHANCE CLUB
Hardship and Hope After
Prison

Hardy, Jason
Simon & Schuster (288 pp.)
$27.00 | Feb. 11, 2020
978-1-982128-59-3
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The master of military history takes
on Britain’s celebrated May 1943 Dam
Buster air attack.
As his latest skillful history demonstrates, Hastings (Vietnam: An Epic Tragedy, 1945-1975, 2018) is
still on top of his game, showing once again that the preparations, participants, and consequences of a military action are
as fascinating as the fireworks. By the outbreak of World War
II, British intelligence had figured out which German targets
were most essential to its war effort. Near the top were several
dams in the Ruhr valley. Destroying such massive structures
required explosives and accuracy beyond current technology,
but officials listened when engineer Barnes Wallis proposed
a huge bomb that would skip along the water, strike its target,
and sink to allow surrounding water to multiply the explosive
force. Skeptics abounded, but many leaders cherished fantasies
about a dramatic stroke that would bring a quick victory. Wrote
one, “if this new weapon is intelligently used…industry in Germany would be so crippled as to have a decisive effect on the
duration of the war.” Hastings delivers his usual expert account
of the preparations, which involved two years of testing and two
months of training. Although described as a “crack squadron,”
the fliers were a mixed group. Some volunteered, but many
crews were simply transferred to the unit. Flight leader Guy
Gibson was a genuine hero, fearless and keenly appreciated by
superiors but not popular with his subordinates. The author’s
gripping account of the mission features many errors, heroics,
and terrible losses. Bombs destroyed two dams, and the survivors returned to universal acclaim. Many historians look unfavorably on the results, but Hastings maintains that the raid was
among the most damaging of the war. Sadly, Allied commanders continued their inexplicable habit of not following up successes. Continued conventional bombing would have hampered
repair work, but it was absent; the dams were back in operation
within months. The author also provides a list of the crew and
two clear timelines of significant events.
Another Hastings must-read. (three 8-page b/w photo
inserts; 6 maps)
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A former parole officer illuminates
numerous significant flaws in the American criminal justice system.
After teaching high school English and then earning a
master’s degree, Hardy took a job as a parole officer in his
hometown of New Orleans, which “has become emblematic
of institutional decay in America.” Carrying a gun and wearing
a bulletproof vest, he spent most of his days in the povertystricken sections of New Orleans, checking on convicted criminals paroled after serving prison time. When not meeting with
parolees, Hardy was dealing with clients on probation after they
had been arrested and brought before a judge but before being
incarcerated by the state of Louisiana, which was “the world’s
leading incarcerator” until 2018. The author understood that
he would be paid modestly, work long hours, and encounter
potentially dangerous situations. What he did not anticipate
was the crushing case load: about 220 parolees and probationers, four times the number suggested by agency standards. To
tell the narrative cohesively, Hardy focuses on seven of his clients—six men and one woman, black and white, all involved in
some manner with illegal drugs. A few of the seven seem sincere about cleaning up, finding stable housing, and accepting
minimum wage jobs that might lead to exiting probation or
parole; the other clients show no real commitment to escaping
the criminal justice system. Hardy quickly realized that budgetary constraints would severely limit the alternatives he could
provide. In addition to telling the often harrowing stories of his
clients, Hardy offers insights into police officers, social workers,
prosecutors, judges, and, especially, his PO colleagues. In brief
passages, he also illuminates how the relentlessly depressing job
affects his life at home with his wife. After four years, Hardy
resigned to become a special agent for the FBI. Throughout,
the author is refreshingly candid with readers, who will realize
that his ultimate goal is to prevent his clients from continued
lives of crime, violence, or even death.
A powerful, necessary book with revelatory passages
on nearly every page.

Hastings, Max
Harper/HarperCollins (400 pp.)
$35.00 | Feb. 18, 2020
978-0-06-295363-6
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WHITE FEATHERS
The Nesting Lives of Tree
Swallows

UNMAKING THE
PRESIDENCY
Donald Trump’s War on
the World’s Most
Powerful Office

Heinrich, Bernd
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (256 pp.)
$27.00 | Feb. 18, 2020
978-1-328-60441-5

A search for the answer to a seemingly trivial question—why do tree
swallows line their nests with white
feathers?—reveals much about the nesting behavior of these wild birds but even more about the lifestyle of a dedicated scientist.
Heinrich (Emeritus, Biology/Univ. of Vermont; The Natural
ist’s Notebook: Tracking Changes in the Natural World Around You,
2017, etc.), a prolific author and naturalist, is no casual observer
of nature. Each spring from 2010 to 2018, the now-retired professor sat quietly for hours watching tree swallows, counting,
measuring, recording, and conducting experiments. He focused
on a single pair of tree swallows, first in Vermont and then from
his cabin in Maine. Rising sometimes before dawn, he recorded
to the minute the birds’ behaviors: “Finally, at 6:46 a.m., he
landed on the box, peeked in, and flew back up to perch quietly
on the locust tree until 7:12 a.m.” Heinrich kept precise tabs on
when the migrating birds returned, mated, built a nest, and laid
eggs as well as when the eggs hatched, how often the chicks
were fed, and when they fledged. The affinity of tree swallows
for white feathers puzzled him, and he conducted experiments
with feathers of various sizes and colors, even with strips of
toilet paper when no feathers were available. The answer to
the white feather puzzle he offers here is appealing but one
that he admits needs further testing. As he writes, “eight years
observing ‘my’ swallows’ behaviors related to white feathers
yielded both fascination and frustration.” The author provides
more information about the nesting behavior of tree swallows
than most general readers will want to know, but the picture
that emerges of a naturalist at work is impressive. Illustrations
include eight pages of his own black-and-white close-up photographs and a scattering of delightful drawings of trees, nests,
birds, feathers, and eggs.
Definitely one for dyed-in-the-wool bird lovers. (8-page
4-color insert; 12 b/w images run-in)
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Hennessey, Susan & Wittes, Benjamin
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (416 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 21, 2020
978-0-374-17536-8
Two Lawfare editors and senior fellows at the Brookings Institution trace the
crumbling integrity of the U.S. presidency.
As former National Security Agency attorney Hennessey
and Wittes (Notes on the Mueller Report: A Reading Diary, 2019,
etc.) show, early on in Donald Trump’s presidency, the initial
hopes that the office would tame his baser instincts quickly
evaporated. The authors quote legal scholar Jack Goldsmith’s
assessment of the man: “so ill-informed…so openly mendacious,
so self-destructive, so brazen in his abusive attacks.” From the
beginning, Trump proposed making the office a vehicle for his
own self-expression, sublimating proper management functions, good faith execution of law, ethical conduct, truthfulness,
and service. The authors effectively tap a wealth of material,
including administration leaks, comments from ex-staffers, and
Trump’s own words. They argue convincingly that Trump’s fracturing of the executive branch necessitates control mechanisms
that continue to erode. Trump’s mendacity is a key feature of his
incompetence, and the culture of lying that he has fostered has
produced more leaks than usual. In the past, leaks have often
served to bolster government credibility by reducing the incidence of lying; now, however, they lead to more lies and extensive coverups. As staff and Cabinet members quit or are fired,
the control mechanisms have all but disappeared. If the presidency is beginning to look like an autocracy, it is because Trump
has assumed the power to protect the guilty while cultivating
impunity for and from friends. As the authors consistently
demonstrate, his view of justice is to reward friends and punish enemies. Though the authors acknowledge that tensions in
Korea have lessened and the current economic and trade policy
hasn’t led to economic ruin (yet), their opinion of the president
is clear. “If a first step is rejecting and repudiating Trump himself and facilitating his actual exit from office,” they write, “the
second key step is fortifying the presidency’s institutional protections using well-designed laws.”
An incisive, frightening picture of a toxic environment
in which “the presidency…needs a champion.”
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Fresh, whip-smart wisdom that will appeal most to
women battling weight and self-esteem issues.
f*ck your diet

F*CK YOUR DIET
And Other Things My Thighs
Tell Me

THE SCIENTIST AND THE SPY
A True Story of China, the FBI,
and Industrial Espionage

Hilliard, Chloé
Gallery Books/Simon & Schuster
(336 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 7, 2020
978-1-982108-61-8

Hvistendahl, Mara
Riverhead (336 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-0-7352-1428-6

Comedian and former journalist Hilliard shares embarrassing and empowering
moments throughout a life obsessed with
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body image and food.
In her first book, the author delivers a highly personal
assessment with self-deprecating humor and frank honesty. As
a “chunky” only child raised in Brooklyn, Hilliard was relentlessly bullied in school due to her statuesque size (6 feet, 1
inch) and higher-than-average weight. Early depression and
self-loathing habits soon followed. The author shifts partial
blame for her negative relationship with her body and food
to biological growth spurts and an upbringing in which her
working-class parents succumbed to the easy conveniences of
processed fast food, an eat-everything-you-are-served mentality, and ignorance about exercise and balanced nutrition. This
uncomfortable reality solidified itself into Hilliard’s psyche as
an adult, when she continued wrestling with the scale and her
self-image as a black woman. Her book addresses “nearly forty
years of failures” and episodes of yo-yo dieting and struggling
to thoroughly love herself. She chronicles her first encounters with love, her brief idea of pursuing a basketball career, a
brush with a near-fatal infection, and her liberating defiance in
the face of societal standards of beauty and body size. “White
women get to be plain-Janes,” writes the author. “Women of
color have to be exotic in order to be celebrated.” Though the
author engages in plenty of chatty digressions—she takes due
time to contribute spirited commentary on “Black Girl Magic,”
fad diets, and the complexities of singledom and masturbation
(“for far too long, women have downplayed their sexual satisfaction in order to boost their partner’s ego”)—these expository
detours don’t detract from her core message of unconditional
self-acceptance at any age in a woman’s life. Hilliard’s narrative,
though occasionally scattershot, is informative, inspiring, and
often hilarious.
Fresh, whip-smart wisdom that will appeal most to
women battling weight and self-esteem issues.

Chinese spying meets American
incompetence in a story of several gangs
that couldn’t shoot straight.
Practitioners of industrial espionage
don’t just skulk around factories photographing blueprints and
machinery. In the case that journalist Hvistendahl (Unnatural
Selection: Choosing Boys Over Girls, and the Consequences of a World
Full of Men, 2011), a former Shanghai correspondent for Science,
brings to light, a Chinese national was found wandering in an
Iowa cornfield, looking for samples of Monsanto’s genetically
modified corn to take home and decode. Iowa was a natural
ground zero for a crop that covers more than 93 million acres,
“a swath nearly the size of California.” The would-be spy was a
disaffected researcher who had lost a job in an American lab
and been recruited by his sister, who in turn was married to
the CEO of a giant Chinese agribusiness, part of an effort to
make China the undisputed leader in exporting food around the
world. Arrested in the U.S., the sister went free over botched
police procedures. Her brother wasn’t so lucky even though
helpful police officers who found him in that Iowa field referred
him to local farmers and agricultural extension agencies with
any questions he might have about the corn in question. As
Hvistendahl observes, connecting many dots, the case had
numerous implications, fueling Donald Trump’s nativist threats
of trade war with China and China’s retaliation with a 25% tax
on American corn. “When the measures finally took hold,” she
writes, “it was clear that farmers in Iowa—the same people
who helped to elect Trump—would be hard hit.” And so they
were, to the tune of hundreds of millions of dollars. The author
doesn’t diminish the presence of Chinese spies, who have been
exposed in numerous enterprises; she also digs deep into the
rather nefarious business of genetic modification, which so tarnished the Monsanto name that the brand name is being retired
under new ownership, “an unusual move in the acquisition of an
established firm.”
A capable work of cat-and-mouse espionage that suggests that industrial spying is just business as usual.
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IMPERFECT UNION
How Jessie and John
Frémont Mapped the West,
Invented Celebrity, and
Helped Cause the Civil War

Inskeep, Steve
Penguin Press (480 pp.)
$32.00 | Jan. 14, 2020
978-0-7352-2435-3

A biography of explorer John C.
Frémont and his equally adventurous

wife, Jessie.
John C. Frémont (1813-1890), born out of wedlock to an
aristocratic American mother and a lower-echelon French
immigrant named Frémon, was a self-invented and self-inventing American archetype, unafraid of the hard work of building
reputation and fortune. As a young military officer, he mounted
surveying expeditions of the American West that opened the
door to westward expansion—and, writes NPR Morning Edition
host Inskeep (Jacksonland: President Andrew Jackson, Cherokee
Chief John Ross, and a Great American Land Grab, 2015, etc.), may
even have been “secretly told to conquer California,” picking a
fight with Mexico in order to do so, even though Frémont had
previously been opposed to a war that would enable “the extension of slavery.” John and Jessie, daughter of a prominent senator, were creatures of endless ambition, and between them, they
gained and lost staggering amounts of money while engaging
in quixotic gambles to attain the presidency. Though a unionist at heart, Frémont wasn’t shy about finding allies among the
pro-slavery figures in office in the years leading up to Southern secession. He then rejoined the Army but was ineffective
enough that Lincoln relieved him of any real responsibilities.
Inskeep is a little more free-ranging in his view of Frémont than
Tom Chaffin, whose 2002 study Pathfinder: John C. Frémont and
the Course of American Empire is the last major study of the man.
Inskeep extends the story to suggest that Jessie and John were
the first modern celebrities—though Daniel Boone probably
deserves that honor—and that John was instrumental in laying
out the foundations for the Civil War, which had been cooking before his birth. Still, the book is highly readable, and the
author draws renewed attention to these undeniably important
historical personages, who are too often forgotten among the
likes of Kit Carson, Ulysses S. Grant, and Horace Greeley.
A lively introduction to a pair of flawed yet extraordinary figures in the nation’s movement westward.
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THE ENEMIES OF ROME
The Barbarian Rebellion
Against the Roman Empire
Kershaw, Stephen P.
Pegasus (508 pp.)
$35.00 | Jan. 7, 2020
978-1-64313-310-2

A history of Rome built around the
empire’s battles against internal and
external enemies.
Kershaw (Classics/Oxford Univ.; The
Search for Atlantis: A History of Plato’s Ideal State, 2018, etc.) begins
with the “founding of the city” in 753 B.C.E. and traces his theme
through the fall of Rome in 476 C.E. Each chapter covers one of
Rome’s major adversaries. The list of characters includes many
of the best-known names in ancient history—Hannibal, Spartacus, Cleopatra, and Attila the Hun—along with others many
readers will probably encounter for the first time. The author
provides solid minibiographies of most of them, sometimes
making a point of debunking popular wisdom—e.g., Hannibal
and Cleopatra were not black. Kershaw also gives us a good
look at a number of prominent Romans (Pompey, Julius Caesar, Constantine) and at the early history of other parts of the
world, notably the Middle East. A recurring theme is the question of what the ancients meant by “barbarian,” a definition that
shifted as Rome absorbed Greek culture and then as the empire
expanded to take in much of Western Europe, the Middle East,
and parts of Africa. The Romans tended to draw highly stereotyped portraits of barbarian characters; their descriptions of
the Goths and Huns make their enemies seem little better than
animals. An exception was when one of them defeated a Roman
general deemed to lack the proper Roman virtues; in this case,
the “barbarian” is portrayed as an example of what his adversary should have been. Kershaw draws liberally on the original
sources, including Plutarch, Livy, Tacitus, and other historians,
with occasional references to modern research. Given the enormous swath of history the book covers, it almost inevitably
lacks a certain cohesiveness as the narrative moves from one
threatened frontier to another, often skipping several generations. Readers will find themselves referring frequently to the
maps. Though this isn’t the first Roman history one should read,
it adds a fascinating dimension for anyone with a broad knowledge of the subject.
An interesting take on Roman history focused on the
peoples that resisted its growth and eventually brought
about its destruction. (maps)
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The book contains twin delights: Kleeb’s sensible approaches to
bridge building and a pleasing, conversational writing style.
harvest the vote

STRUNG OUT
One Last Hit and Other Lies
That Nearly Killed Me
Khar, Erin
Park Row Books (352 pp.)
$27.99 | Feb. 25, 2020
978-0-7783-0973-4

HARVEST THE VOTE
How Democrats Can Win
Again in Rural America
Kleeb, Jane
Ecco/HarperCollins (224 pp.)
$26.99 | Jan. 21, 2020
978-0-06-296090-0

A grassroots Democratic organizer
suggests how rural and urban voters
can find common ground on a variety of
issues and perhaps wrest elective offices
from the Republican Party.
|
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A deeply confessional memoir by a
widely published advice columnist who
went all the way down the rabbit hole.
In her first book, Khar, who writes
the “Ask Erin” column on Ravishly, opens with a stark question
from her 12-year-old son, Atticus: “Mom, did you ever do drugs?”
It turned out to be a question with a voluminous answer from
a woman who had kept her secrets close. The author started
stealing pills in her early teens, experimented with other drugs,
and ended up addicted to heroin for 15 years. Those who have
read addiction memoirs before will recognize the pattern in this
story: Eventually, the addict must take dope not to get high but
to get “straight” enough to pretend to be a functioning human
being. Then they usually suffer multiple relapses, which only
add to the grief of their loved ones. Hopefully, like Khar, they
can kick the habit and emerge on the other side with a semblance of a life intact. Now that she has gained some distance
from her addiction, Khar is able to describe her behavior with
refreshing perspective, and she is candid throughout, especially
about how she continually drew people into her dangerous
orbit before spontaneously pushing them away. While not as
blisteringly shocking as some addiction memoirs, this contemporary take on an unfortunately too-common experience is eyeopening and relevant, especially as we continue to witness the
escalation of the opioid epidemic. “I have compared my years
spent in active addiction to being in a room on fire. With each
passing year, with each line I crossed that I’d said I wouldn’t,
those flames got bigger….And I couldn’t figure a way out of the
room….The last time I detoxed—when I was pregnant with
Atticus—I knew…that staying in that room would kill us both.
I made a decision to walk through the flames and fortunately
made it out.”
A necessarily honest and emotional account that ends
in earned redemption.

Though Kleeb’s extended essay is candidly partisan, her
overarching message often transcends political party and
approaches why-can’t-we-all-just-get-along territory. “At my
core…is a desire,” she writes, “more than anything, to have our
country work for everyone, not just for a few people at the top.”
Using her personal life as an example in numerous extended
passages, the author discloses how she morphed from someone who knew nothing about farming or ranching or Native
American tribal land to someone happily married to a Nebraska
man, living enthusiastically in a rural sector of the country. Currently, Kleeb is the chair of the Nebraska Democratic Party and
founder of Bold Nebraska, a “grassroots advocacy group” that
welcomes not just Democrats, but also Republicans, Independents, and even nonvoters. The author expresses alarm that
outside of Nebraska, few federal policymakers understand the
lives and challenges of farmers and ranchers. She illuminates
how farmers of all political persuasions pulled together in the
1980s to descend on Washington, D.C., by way of a tractor brigade, which resulted in new legislation and government regulations ameliorating a farm crisis. Today, however, only one U.S.
senator is an active farmer back home: Jon Tester, a Montana
Democrat. As Kleeb notes, while helping organize rural residents against the massive Keystone XL energy pipeline project,
she found common ground among unlikely allies. She wants to
build similar alliances to bridge an urban-rural divide on other
issues, including affordable health care, the abuse of eminent
domain land grabs to undergird deleterious corporate projects,
the looming extinctions of climate change, sensible gun control,
and much more.
The book contains twin delights: Kleeb’s sensible
approaches to bridge building and a pleasing, conversational writing style.

BLOSSOMS AND BONES
Drawing a Life Back Together

Krans, Kim
Illus. by the author
HarperOne (208 pp.)
$28.99 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-0-06-298638-2

A graphic memoir that seems to capture the artist in the midst of a nervous
breakdown.
This book is not easy to read, partly because Krans (The
Wild Unknown Archetypes Deck and Guidebook, 2019, etc.) was in
the throes of such a painful period in her life, struggling with
a persistent, pernicious eating disorder along with related psychological and spiritual crises; and partly because the structure
of the text and illustrations consistently resist attempts to read
it in a linear fashion, with so many words often going in so many
different directions that it can prove difficult to read them all
and to digest what has been read. All of this seems to be intentional; Krans writes that her artistic aim was to maintain a raw
graphic sketchbook while dealing with the eating disorder. “I
could not recognize my body, my thoughts, or my actions,”
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writes the author. “Nor could I control them.” For a stretch of
30 days that turned into 40, she committed herself to “drawing the feeling,” which she “tried to do with all the courage I
could muster.” Her feelings were urgent and all over the place,
and the text reflects this immediacy. The author chronicles the
lure of and resistance to food, elaborate dream sequences, films
that she conjured in her head, and the prayers that helped her
work toward healing. There are long lists of Google searches
and things she was thinking about while writing and drawing
her journal. There are explosions of thoughts that scatter across
the page and that occasionally require readers to turn the book
sideways to try to make sense of them. The frenzied illustrations sometimes overwhelm as the author pursues the darker
depths of her psyche in search of wholeness.
Krans seems to have emerged feeling somewhat hopeful, and readers will feel that they have been through something as well.

FRANKLIN & WASHINGTON
The Founding Partnership
Larson, Edward J.
Morrow/HarperCollins (352 pp.)
$29.99 | Feb. 11, 2020
978-0-06-288015-4

The latest addition to the relatively
new genre of dual biographies of Founding Fathers.
Pulitzer Prize–winning historian Larson (History and Law/Pepperdine Univ.;
To the Edges of the Earth: 1909, the Race for the Three Poles, and the
Climax of the Age of Exploration, 2018) writes that both Benjamin Franklin and George Washington rose to prominence in
the 1750s during the French and Indian War. Already in his 50s,
Franklin had grown wealthy in the printing business, retired to
make a worldwide reputation as a scientist, and become a power
in Pennsylvania politics. Three decades younger, Washington
used family connections to obtain a Virginia military command.
More through luck and self-promotion than competence, he
became a nationally known military figure. During this period,
the two met in Philadelphia several times and exchanged letters relating to the war. There followed nearly 20 years apart.
Sent to England in 1757 to represent Pennsylvania’s and then the
Colonies’ interests, Franklin traveled back and forth until 1775.
Washington married a rich widow, became a wealthy planter, and
served in the Virginia House of Burgesses. Franklin returned to
join the second Continental Congress in May 1775. During the
six weeks before Washington left to command the army, they
worked together, but details are scant. Franklin sailed to France,
where he remained until 1785, lobbying for French aid. He and
Washington exchanged a few letters. Their closest interactions
came during the 1787 Constitutional Convention where they
(with James Madison) were the most influential figures. Larson’s Washington is not the traditional passive father figure but
rather an energetic proponent of a strong presidency. Franklin
believed the final product gave the president too much power,
178
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but he supported it anyway. Despite Larson’s efforts, few readers will fail to note that the pair were never a close-knit team
(à la Washington/Hamilton or Jefferson/Madison) or rivals (à
la Jefferson/Adams or Jefferson/Hamilton) but national icons
who knew and respected each other. To call them partners is
a stretch.
Few original insights but fine biographies. (10 illustra
tions and photos)

A TIME TO BUILD
From Family and Community
to Congress and the Campus,
How Recommitting to Our
Institutions Can Revive the
American Dream
Levin, Yuval
Basic (256 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 21, 2020
978-1-5416-9927-4

The conservative political historian
and founding National Affairs editor surveys a nation whose
institutions are in crisis.
Continuing a project begun in 2016 with The Fractured Repub
lic, Levin observes that contemporary Americans are “living
through a social crisis,” one that manifests in gridlock, bitterness, and “a culture war that seems increasingly to be dividing us
into two armed camps angrily confronting each other in every
corner and crevice of American life.” It’s not so much that we’ve
lost faith in and patience with people who disagree with us,
writes the author, but that we’ve witnessed the disintegration
of the institutions that sustained us: journalism, which tends
to an urban elitism; education, which imposes orthodoxies of
political correctness; and government, which has descended
into a cesspool of do-nothingism. Even after Richard Nixon
left office in disgrace, he observes, more than half of Americans
“expressed confidence in the presidency”; the current figure has
fallen to a third. As for Congress, only 11% of respondents think
it’s doing anything positive—small wonder, Levin writes, since
the members of that body “have come to understand themselves most fundamentally as players in a larger cultural ecosystem, the point of which is not legislating or governing but rather
a kind of performative outrage for a partisan audience.” It is
perhaps to the benefits of the elites—who, Levin writes, used
to number different casts of characters: one for education, one
for politics, one for media, and the like, but who now largely
comprise a single body—that Americans are divided and that
institutions are weak. The revival of the pure, original notion
of what our institutions are meant to do—the judiciary being a
rare but not wholly uncompromised exception—“is essential to
the revival of legitimate authority,” the implication being that
much present authority is not legitimate, and the charge falls
on every citizen to do something about the mess by becoming
active in reform.
A provocative, inspiring look at the underlying cause of
our polarization and dysfunction.
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Sensitive testimony to the arduous process of mourning.
nobody ever talks about anything but the end

NOBODY EVER TALKS ABOUT
ANYTHING BUT THE END
A Memoir

READY OR NOT
Preparing Our Kids To Thrive
in an Uncertain and Rapidly
Changing World

Levine, Liz
Simon & Schuster (304 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Jan. 28, 2020
978-1-982109-33-2

|

Why young adults are not ready for
adulthood and what parents can do to
help prepare them.
Political unrest, rapid technological advances, massive
shifts in demographics, and climate change: These and many
other factors mean that we live in remarkably unpredictable
times, which has caused significant spikes in anxiety for both
parents and teens. In her latest book, clinician and consultant
Levine (Teach Your Children Well: Parenting for Authentic Success,
2012, etc.) shows parents how to address these concerns so that
their children can have a “hopeful future they will both inherit
and invent.” Because parents feel immense pressure to ensure a
stable future for their child—good education, reliable employment, etc.—they often do too much, micromanaging every
moment of their child’s life, which usually hinders the child’s
ability to learn, experiment, and function on their own. “If our
children are to thrive in a world that is rapidly evolving and full
of uncertainty, they need less structure and more play,” writes
the author. “They need to become comfortable with experimentation, risk-taking, and trial-and-error learning. Shielding
them from failure is counterproductive. Our kids need to spend
less time burnishing their resumes and more time exploring
and reflecting.” Bolstering her arguments with research statistics and case studies, Levine offers readers a concrete review of
what is working and, more importantly, what is not working for
parents and young adults. She analyzes the paralyzing effects
of excessive stress and depression, suggests age-appropriate
responsibilities for children as young as toddlers (put toys away,
for example), and encourages parents to step back and try to
refrain from engaging in helicopter parenting. Despite the
author’s conversational tone, she imparts a strong and convincing message: Parents must let their children develop their independence in order to greet their futures with confidence and
the skills necessary to survive.
Rock-solid advice for harried parents in a world that
shows no signs of slowing down.
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Two deaths inspire a moving meditation on loss.
In an affecting debut memoir, producer and journalist Levine reflects on overwhelming and protracted grief. Her beloved friend Judson succumbed to a rare,
virulent cancer, and her sister Tamara, mentally ill for much
of her life, committed suicide. Her computer reminds her of
each “death-iversary.” Written in fragments—some as short as
a phrase—that are loosely related to letters of the alphabet, the
author explains, “my alphabet isn’t a history of death. It’s a collection of the things that make up loss. It is about defining the
abyss.” The abyss of mourning, though, defies definition. “I’m
used to stories,” Levine writes, “stories with endings, stories
with stakes, stakes that I can control and manipulate.” But
the story of personal grief has “no end in sight.” She remembers her friendship with Judson with warmth and joy, and his
suffering haunts her: “I wonder what it was like to lose his
muscle, his physical power, his privacy, his independence.” She
wonders if he believed those who told him “it would be OK.”
Her sister’s death reveals far different feelings: resentment,
anger, and, finally, powerlessness. “Violent,” she writes: “What
it feels like on the inside.” Tamara was diagnosed as psychotic
and delusional, but although her erratic behavior went on for
decades, her parents refused to accept that she was mentally
ill. “Dealing with someone with severe mental health issues is
indescribable to those who haven’t experienced it,” writes the
author. “In our family, it was also indescribable to those who
refused to acknowledge it or see it.” Even as a child, Levine
refused any connection with her sister; as an adult, she ignored
Tamara’s paranoid, incoherent outbursts and emails filled with
vitriol and nastiness. Now she realizes, with regret, that Tamara
“reached out for help everywhere,” but everyone had stopped listening. Levine feels “desperate for something we had together,
something that would make us a ‘we,’ ” struggling to find in loss
more than “an endless hollow absence.”
Sensitive testimony to the arduous process of mourning.

Levine, Madeline
Harper/HarperCollins (288 pp.)
$27.99 | Feb. 11, 2020
978-0-06-265775-6
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COMING FULL CIRCLE
From Jim Crow to Journalism

MENGELE
Unmasking the
“Angel of Death”

Lloyd, Wanda Smalls
NewSouth (288 pp.)
$28.95 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-1-58838-407-2

A pioneering newspaper editor illuminates the importance of racial diversity in newsrooms and the difficulties
of achieving that diversity, especially for
black women.
In a memoir that runs from her birth in 1949 to 2019, Lloyd
(co-editor: The Edge of Change: Women in the Twenty-First-Century
Press, 2009) offers hundreds of anecdotes and scenarios about
how she managed to ascend to the top spots at major newspapers in an industry dominated by white males. The author had
one advantage that many black women of her generation lacked
due to pervasive racial segregation and gender inequities: She
was born into a well-educated, economically comfortable family. Her upbringing—mostly in Savannah, Georgia—qualifies as
unconventional (no spoilers here), but she never lacked for support from her close-knit relatives. After excelling in a severely
segregated public school system, Lloyd entered Spelman College in Atlanta, an elite liberal arts institution for black women.
There, she expanded her horizons by mingling with classmates
who, unlike her, had attended schools with nonblack students
and teachers. As the author notes, she had never crossed paths
with whites in her daily life. After graduating from Spelman,
Lloyd knew she wanted to become a journalist, but such a
career seemed highly unlikely for a black woman. Though newspapers often publicly advocated for integration throughout
society, their editors and publishers rarely practiced what they
preached. Impressively, Lloyd managed to break through. With
a combination of her unquestionable talent and fortuitous timing, she broke a series of glass ceilings until she became executive editor of the Montgomery Advertiser. Along the way, she had
also achieved influential editing positions at the Washington Post,
Miami Herald, and USA Today, the flagship of the Gannett chain,
a company that was ahead of its competitors in its practice of
promoting women. Though Lloyd is not always self-effacing
about her accomplishments, it’s not bragging if you have done
it—and she has done a lot.
Inspiring reading for aspiring journalists and students
of civil rights.
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Marwell, David G.
Norton (496 pp.)
$32.00 | Jan. 28, 2020
978-0-393-60953-0

A chilling biography of the terrifying
doctor who led a charmed life through
the Nazi ranks—and eluded justice for
decades.
“In 1985,” writes Marwell, “while working in the Office of
Special Investigations at the U.S. Department of Justice, I was
assigned to the international investigation to locate Mengele
and bring him before a court of law.” Though the author, the
former director of the Museum of Jewish Heritage, explores
Mengele’s life and experiments at Auschwitz, he concentrates
on his postwar flight and his ability to resist detection as a war
criminal and reinvent himself in South America—a journey
largely funded by his family’s manufacturing firm back in Germany. Trained in Germany’s finest schools, Mengele became a
medical doctor with an intense interest in anthropology and
racial science, and he was influenced by the prominent anthropologist Theodor Mollison, who focused on “racial science.” At
the infamous Frankfurt Institute in the late 1930s, Mengele’s
dissertation on the heritability of oral clefts “served to underpin” the Nazi legislation enforcing sterilization to prevent “diseased offspring,” resulting in 375,000 forced sterilizations. As
World War II intensified, Mengele transitioned from scientist
to soldier and became a combat physician. After experiencing
“extreme brutality” with the SS Viking Division, he was transferred to Auschwitz in May 1943. There, he conducted scientific
experiments with “unprecedented resources,” which allowed
him to “surmount the barriers that traditional medical ethics
and basic humanity placed in his way.” His heinous experiments
are well documented, as are his movements in the final days of
the war and afterward. How did it take so long to find such a
highly ranked Nazi war criminal who had reestablished his
name in 1956 in Argentina and resumed practicing medicine?
Marwell engrossingly describes the capture process as highly
political, involving American, Israeli, and German government
groups. He ends with an account of the unsettling visit (revealed
in letters) by Mengele’s son to see his unrepentant father in 1977.
An eerily engaging life’s work by a dogged researcher
that adds materially to the Holocaust documentation. (8
pages of b/w photos)
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Sharp, broad-ranging techno-criticism that merits attention.
lurking

FAILURE TO LAUNCH
Why Your Twentysomething
Hasn’t Grown Up...And What
To Do About It
McConville, Mark
Putnam (320 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 7, 2020
978-0-525-54218-6

McNeil, Joanne
MCD/Farrar, Straus and Giroux
(304 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 25, 2020
978-0-374-19433-8

When the product is free, you are the
product.
Writer and art critic McNeil acknowledges that the term “users” is problematic,
if only because consumers of social media are the ones being used,
“as scrap metal, as data in a data set, as something less than human,
as actual tools.” Everything that is priceless, such as friendship
and knowledge, carries a price tag; every boundary is transgressed. When we do a Google search, Google is searching us
for preferences, interests, worries, and concerns. “It would like
to predict what you want to know with the data is has collected
from you and about you,” she writes. In that milieu, there is a
difference between anonymity and privacy—but is one ever
truly anonymous given all the tracking and big data crunching
and aggregation surrounding us? There may be ways, but to
trust the system is to have one’s privacy eroded at every step, as
when McNeil writes of a friend who, on social media, found her
father in the “People You May Know” box, a father whom she
hadn’t seen for three decades and didn’t want to know about.
Facebook’s assumption, as that friend wrote, is that everybody
wants to be connected to everyone else, when of course that’s
not true: One doesn’t want to be confronted by angry exes,
stalkers, rapists and other agents of past traumas. Artificial
intelligence doesn’t know about all that—yet. AI doesn’t rule
everything—yet. As the author writes, the editors of Wikipedia
represent a very human phenomenon, interpolating technology
with their own prejudices as (mostly) white males who are vocal
about biases and tend to shout down “newbies” who may be of
other ethnicities and genders: “There’s a learning curve, after
all,” writes McNeil, “and it is accelerated by the vicious pedantry of the fervid.” In our brave new world, everybody wants
something, and ferreting out the identity of the former wallflowers who lurk quietly in the corners of discussion rooms is a
particularly desired prize.
Sharp, broad-ranging techno-criticism that merits
attention.

y o u n g a d u lt

A clinical psychologist analyzes the
widespread problem of people “struggling with adolescent to adult transitions.”
The trajectory of most American teens is to finish high
school, attend college or get a steady job, and launch into the
world, standing on their own. However, as McConville (Adoles
cence: Psychotherapy and the Emergent Self, 1995, etc.)—who has a
private practice and is a senior faculty member at the Gestalt
Institute of Cleveland—shows in this apt analysis, many young
adults don’t follow this path and wind up back home with their
parents, unable to hold a job, maintain a steady relationship, or
thrive in a higher education program. The author points out
that teens are more anxious and “worry more and risk less” now
than in any previous generation, and he rightly suggests that
parents must avoid the temptation to micromanage every decision in their child’s life. McConville uses numerous case studies to back up his primary argument that there are three key
reasons why this “failure to launch” trend is happening: Young
adults don’t know how to assume responsibility for themselves
and their actions; they lack supportive relationships; and they
can’t locate a sense of hope and purpose regarding their future.
Once McConville breaks down these three elements, he provides readers with practical scenarios that demonstrate how
others have worked through these situations to become more
well-rounded and -adjusted young adults. The author believes
parents need to look at their own parenting behaviors and begin
treating their children as the adults they want to be by allowing them to have their own ideas, values, and priorities that are
separate from the parents. McConville concludes with a section addressed to the “struggling transitioner,” which focuses
on one main message: “If you want your parents to stay out of
your business, you have to learn to manage your business in a
way that doesn’t require them to get involved.”
A straightforward, helpful guide for families struggling with a child’s ability to make their own way.

LURKING
How a Person Became a User

THE NAPOLEONIC
WARS
A Global History
Mikaberidze, Alexander
Oxford Univ. (864 pp.)
$39.95 | Feb. 1, 2020
978-0-19-995106-2

A doorstop history of the series of
wars that represented “a contest of great
powers on a truly global scale.”
|
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Mikaberidze (European History/Louisiana State Univ.,
Shreveport; Burning of Moscow: Napoleon’s Trial by Fire 1812, 2014,
etc.) stresses that although the Napoleonic Wars, which lasted
from 1792 to 1815, were not the first truly worldwide conflicts,
their scale “dwarfed” those that came before. Taken together,
they became the “Great War” until a greater one broke out in
1914. “In his efforts to achieve French hegemony,” writes the
author, “Napoleon indirectly became the architect of independent South America, reshaped the Middle East, strengthened British imperial ambitions, and contributed to the rise of
American power.” Scholars have not ignored the war’s global
reach, but Mikaberidze turns up plenty of obscure campaigns
in a massive history that emphasizes politics over battlefield
fireworks, and he delivers the information in lucid, opinionated
prose that will keep the pages turning. The conflict began when
France’s Legislative Assembly, “fired up by revolutionary enthusiasm” and convinced they faced an “immense foreign conspiracy,” declared war on Austria and Prussia. Although proclaiming
that their armies were defending freedom and would be welcomed with open arms across Europe, French victories were so
satisfying that they became an end in themselves, even before
Napoleon arrived on the scene. Similarly, their opponents
denounced the revolution but gave national interests—trade,
territory, money—priority over ideology. The revolutionary-era
national interests of Russia, Prussia, Austria, Britain, Spain, and
America are no secret to educated readers, and many will have
a passing acquaintance with the travails of Denmark, Sweden,
Poland, and the Ottoman Empire. The painful experience (or
even the existence) of Persia may come as a jolt, but it occupies
its own fascinating chapter. Major campaigns involved several
still-unconquered Indian principalities, the East Indies, the
West Indies, and South Africa. Meanwhile, Spain’s South American colonies fended off multiple British invasions.
An entirely rewarding history of a Europe-based struggle that “influenced the course of events across the globe.”
(29 maps)

I WILL TAKE THE ANSWER
Essays

Monson, Ander
Graywolf (224 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Feb. 4, 2020
978-1-64445-011-6

Tragedy and its consequences are the
focus of this collection of essays.
Monson (English/Univ. of Arizona;
Letter to a Future Lover: Marginalia, Errata,
Secrets, Inscriptions, and Other Ephemera
Found in Libraries, 2015, etc.), a native of Upper Michigan’s Copper
Country, was so fascinated by a “storm sewer that is designed
to flush everything in its path” in his adopted hometown of
Tucson that, as he writes in the first of these essays, he walked
through it to explore its contents. This walk made him think
of a Minnesota bridge that had collapsed years earlier. He
compares structures that fail to groups of people considered
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“stable, impenetrable, and how quickly that unit can give way
into something else if stressed enough.” One such stressor was
the 2011 shooting of Gabrielle Giffords and 18 others, an event
that Monson references throughout the collection. The theme
of most of these pieces is tragedy in all its forms, from mass
shootings and mining disasters to floods and tsunamis. Even
when his topic is as seemingly frivolous as the Arizona Renaissance Festival, tragedy and loss are never far from his thoughts,
as when he notes that fairs, like video games and other diversions, are a way “to forget about yourself for a little while.” As in
previous collections, Monson experiments with the essay form,
with mixed results. Sometimes, he’s too clever—e.g., in an essay
about the quest for dominion over water, the text is printed to
simulate liquid pouring into the gutter of the book’s binding—
and frequent digressions diminish the power of his arguments.
However, the best essays start in one place and move in unpredictable, satisfying directions, as when a piece on mixtapes
given to him by friends leads him to ask a question that is especially moving given the collection’s emphasis on loss: “What do
we leave the world? What marks do we leave in snow among the
trees? What magnetic trace do we erase or tape over?”
Provocative if sometimes unfocused musings of a curious mind.

THE VIOLENCE INSIDE US
A Brief History of an Ongoing
American Tragedy
Murphy, Chris
Random House (384 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 7, 2020
978-1-984854-57-5

A rising presence in the Democratic
Party faces off against the current epidemic of mayhem in America.
Are Americans any more violent
than other people? Probably not, suggests Murphy, a senator
from Connecticut; the tendency, even instinct, to violent reaction is a human universal. Yet, he asks, “Why is America such a
disturbing outlier of violence in the industrialized world?” In
this broad-ranging study, his answers are various, from in- and
out-group rivalry in a nation of many ethnicities and cultures
to the plain fact that guns are entirely too accessible. Murphy’s
account proceeds from the grim realities of incidents such as
the slaughter of children at Sandy Hook Elementary School in
his home state, piled onto other mass shootings, to “the grudge
crimes, the domestic assaults, and the suicides” that end in gunshots. The author delivers a few rueful confessions along the
way: When he was a member of the House of Representatives,
he didn’t pay much attention to the question of gun violence
“because the one major city in my congressional district, Waterbury, had very few gun homicides.” Expanding his purview to
places like New Haven and Hartford expanded his view of the
problem. Murphy also delivers a couple of surprises, such as
his view that, for the most part, the current judicial position
that the Second Amendment covers individual gun owners is
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Natterson’s tone is comforting as she seeks to clue
readers in, in terms of perspective and advice, on the
physiological and emotional changes afoot.
decoding boys

correct—or at least a nonstarter to argue against, since other
preventive measures, such as monitoring would-be buyers for
criminal records and the like, are available. The author closes
his winding but effective narrative, which incorporates everything from the latest federal statistics to scholarly views of
human nature, with the observation that the National Rifle
Association is becoming politically marginalized and, with it,
GOP. Ultimately, Murphy hopes for the rise of a class of voters “who will decide never to support a candidate who doesn’t
support commonsense interventions like universal background
checks and assault weapons bans.”
A fair-minded view of a topic that’s as divisive as any in
the current political discourse.

DECODING BOYS
New Science Behind the
Subtle Art of Raising Sons

A pediatrician leads readers down the
fraught, confusing road of male puberty.
Pediatrician Natterson (Guy Stuff:
The Body Book for Boys, 2017, etc.) seeks to
“light a conversational route through puberty and adolescence
while acknowledging that everyone travels a slightly different
road.” Puberty, specifically, is the path to sexual maturity and
reproductive ability, but it draws in its wake plenty of challenges
and (mostly) minor crises. Natterson’s tone is comforting as
she seeks to clue readers in, in terms of perspective and advice,
on the physiological and emotional changes afoot. Central to
the process of physical maturation and the making of men is
the hormone testosterone, especially its role in the shutting
down of communication by boys during puberty. This is critical,
writes the author, because keeping open lines of communication is the single most elemental requirement for negotiating
puberty. Somehow, find a way to communicate: “the silence can
be deafening, not to mention dangerous.” It can be dangerous
because puberty is full of land mines, and adolescent boys can
simultaneously look smart and grown-up but still make numerous poor decisions. This has to do with brain maturation and
hormones, both of which Natterson discusses in enough detail
for readers to get a handle on the basic biology involved. Readers will learn about pertinent elements of the limbic system and
the role of the prefrontal cortex without having to earn a degree
in physiology. Sex plays a starring role, of course, and the author
examines consent, pornography, and the many positive and negative avenues through which boys learn the “facts.” Natterson
also addresses violent video games and guns, since puberty is
a time of heightened emotions and aggression, as well as acne,
body odor, unwanted erections, body hair, mood and voice
changes, and wet dreams.
A common-sensical, gently humorous exploration of
male puberty’s many trials.
|

Nelson, Megan Kate
Scribner (368 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 11, 2020
978-1-5011-5254-2

The fight between North and South
comes West.
Nelson’s (Ruin Nation: Destruction and
the American Civil War, 2012, etc.) cast of characters reads like
a John Ford film cast, featuring Mangas Coloradas, Kit Carson, and, in a cameo appearance, Geronimo. Added to it are
lesser known figures such as John Baylor, a Texas rancher who
became a Confederate, and James Henry Carleton, an agile foe
on the Union side. The setting is New Mexico Territory, with
a breakaway Arizona in favor of slavery and a nearby California founded as a free state. At the beginning of the Civil War,
Baylor, writes the author, “became the first Confederate to
lead a successful invasion of Union territory in the Civil War.”
He captured a Union fort and threatened others before being
relieved of command, in part because he had issued a no-quarter
call against “renegade” Apaches. The Union Army eventually
gained supremacy in the field with the arrival of columns from
California and Colorado and victories in fights with Confederate forces, but federal forces then continued the war against
the Apaches and Navajos to make the “three-cornered war”
of which Nelson writes. That war took savage turns with the
murder of Apache leader Mangas Coloradas, whose head was
removed by a Union surgeon and boiled in a large kettle until
“nothing but the skull was left.” It was a gruesome souvenir but
not the only atrocity of the campaign. The war in New Mexico
did not last long, with a “multiracial army of Union soldiers”
composed of Hispanic New Mexicans and newcomer Anglos
placing the territory firmly under Northern control by 1862.
Nelson is a touch florid at times (“their stories reveal how the
imagined future of the West shaped the Civil War, and how the
Civil War became a defining moment in the West”), and most
elements of her story are well known to students of the history
of the American West. She does a good job of setting them in a
coherent, if never particularly rousing narrative.
A useful survey for readers interested in the Civil War
in its short-lived southwestern theater. (maps)
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Natterson, Cara
Ballantine (256 pp.)
$27.00 | Feb. 11, 2020
978-1-984819-03-1

THE THREE-CORNERED WAR
The Union, the Confederacy,
and Native Peoples in the
Fight for the West
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SABOTAGE
The Hidden Nature
of Finance

1774
The Long Year of Revolution

Nesvetailova, Anastasia & Palan, Ronen
PublicAffairs (272 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 28, 2020
978-1-61039-968-5

Two London-based economics professors argue that banks make much of
their profit not by serving depositors and
borrowers fairly but rather by cheating.
Nesvetailova (Financial Alchemy in Crisis: The Great Liquidity
Illusion, 2010, etc.) and Palan (The Offshore World: Sovereign Mar
kets, Virtual Places, and Nomad Millionaires, 2003, etc.) explain
that they chose the title after extensive consideration about its
explosive implications. As the authors clearly show, the institutions highlighted in the book—Goldman Sachs, Wells Fargo,
Royal Bank of Scotland, Bear Stearns, Deutsche Bank, among
others—act dishonestly with their clients, their competitors,
and their national governments as a matter of everyday operations. Even if they observe the letter of the law, they rarely
observe the spirit of the law. At times, note the authors, the
cheating crosses into the realm of criminal conduct. Of course,
greed underlies much of this behavior; operating honestly
can lead to lower-than-desired earnings and limited bonuses.
Government regulators become so focused on maintaining
the financial stability of the banks—an admirable goal—that
unsavory practices go unnoticed or at least mostly unpunished.
The authors look backward for much of their evidence, relying
heavily on the economic theories of American economist and
sociologist Thorstein Veblen and on a congressional investigation from the 1930s led by Sen. Ferdinand Pecora. Nesvetailova
and Palan state that the findings from the Pecora investigation
closely resemble banking industry sabotage that is widespread
in the current markets. As the authors consider reform, they
insist that everybody involved must abandon the traditional
binary dichotomy of “market vs. regulation.” The dilemma of
excessive profitability should become the core of how to proceed with reform. They close with a series of “simple but important intellectual steps towards a more adequate regulatory
framework.” The last step is “to stop thinking about finance as
a business for managing ‘other people’s money.’ Finance is the
business of creating and managing our wealth, and it needs to be
understood and regulated as such.”
Useful reading for readers seeking a mostly accessible
overview of the banking industry.

Norton, Mary Beth
Knopf (528 pp.)
$32.50 | Feb. 11, 2020
978-0-385-35336-6

Study of a tumultuous time that
shaped 13 of Great Britain’s North American colonies into a breakaway nation.
The great takeaway from this deeply
researched, occasionally plodding history by Norton (Emerita, American History/Cornell Univ.,
Separated by Their Sex: Women in Public and Private in the Colonial
Atlantic World, 2011, etc.) is that taxation without representation is reason for restiveness and rebellion. Yet, as she notes,
Colonial Americans were not entirely indisposed to paying
taxes to the British Crown: The colonists were so enamored of
tea that it was difficult for even the most independent-minded
to avoid paying the consumption tax the British government
placed on it—twice, in fact: once when it arrived in England
and once when it arrived in the Colonies. One solution was to
acquire tea on the black market, brought in illegally from nonBritish Caribbean countries or from Holland. Boston alone,
writes the author, brought in 265,000 pounds of taxed tea in
1771—but another “575,000 pounds of smuggled tea.” Norton
delivers a densely argued account of the economy of tea and
other commodities, such as tobacco. The former, in particular, served as a flash point for revolution come the so-called
Boston Tea Party that closed the year 1773 and during much of
the turmoil of 1774, which would finally boil over in the armed
uprising at Concord and Lexington and its spread into revolutionary war. Though the book is most useful to specialist
readers, of particular interest are episodes that illustrate how
Colonial thinkers viewed the prospect of war with the mother
country in that climacteric period. These include a legally
minded cleric who calculated that since King George III had
effectively broken his bargain with America by “levying war
upon us,” all bets were off and the Colonies owed allegiance to
neither monarch nor Parliament.
Norton makes a good case for considering 1774 and not
1776 to be the foundational year of the new republic. (23
photos)

BOYS & SEX
Young Men on Hookups,
Love, Porn, Consent, and
Navigating the New
Masculinity
Orenstein, Peggy
Harper/HarperCollins (304 pp.)
$27.99 | Jan. 7, 2020
978-0-06-266697-0

Candid information on what boys
really think and do when it comes to sex.
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You’ll laugh, you’ll cry, often both at once.
Everyone should read this extraordinary book.
something that may shock and discredit you

SOMETHING THAT
MAY SHOCK AND
DISCREDIT YOU

Ortberg, Daniel Mallory
Atria (256 pp.)
$26.00 | Feb. 11, 2020
978-1-982105-21-1

The co-founder of The Toast and
Slate advice columnist demonstrates his
impressive range in this new collection.
In a delightful hybrid of a book—part
memoir, part collection of personal essays, part extended riff on
pop culture—Ortberg (The Merry Spinster: Tales of Everyday Hor
ror, 2018, etc.) blends genres with expert facility. The author’s
many fans will instantly recognize his signature style with the
title of the first chapter: “When You Were Younger and You
Got Home Early and You Were the First One Home and No
One Else Was Out on the Street, Did You Ever Worry That
the Rapture Had Happened Without You? I Did.” Those long
sentences and goofy yet sharp sense of humor thread together
Ortberg’s playful takes on pop culture as he explores everything from House Hunters to Golden Girls to Lord Byron, Lacan,
and Rilke. But what makes these wide-ranging essays work as
|

a coherent collection are the author’s poignant reflections
on faith and gender. Since publishing his last book, Ortberg
has come out as trans, and he offers breathtaking accounts of
his process of coming to terms with his faith and his evolving
relationships with the women in his life. The chapter about
coming out to his mother, framed as a version of the biblical
story of Jacob and Esau, is just as touching as a brief miniplay
entitled, “The Matriarchs of Avonlea Begrudgingly Accept Your
Transition.” Throughout, Ortberg’s writing is vulnerable but
confident, specific but never narrow, literal and lyrical. The
author is refreshingly unafraid of his own uncertainty, but he’s
always definitive where it counts: “Everyone will be reconciled
through peace and pleasure who can possibly stand it. If you
don’t squeeze through the door at first, just wait patiently for
Heaven to grind you into a shape that fits.”
You’ll laugh, you’ll cry, often both at once. Everyone
should read this extraordinary book.

CONSIDER THIS
Moments in My Writing Life
After Which Everything
Was Different

y o u n g a d u lt

After spending more than two decades examining the lives
of girls, Orenstein (Girls & Sex, 2016, etc.) realized that “if I
truly wanted to help promote safer, more enjoyable, more egalitarian, more humane sexual relationships among young people,
I needed to go back into their world and have the other half
of the conversation.” Boys and parents of boys will thank the
author for her work as she shares the complex sexual world
she discovered via interviews with more than 100 young men,
psychologists, and other experts. She exposes the trashy lockerroom talk prevalent in athletic circles and how it is difficult for
boys to speak up against such behavior for fear of losing their
own place in the male world. She gives graphic, sometimes
unsettling descriptions of boys and their consumption of pornography, which many use as their only source of information
on what a sexual relationship should entail. Orenstein also
shares numerous stories about boys realizing their inappropriate behavior with girls, and she chronicles how, even while they
feel shame and regret, they may still avoid self-criticism in order
to fit in with their peers. The author is inclusive in her study,
portraying the experiences of a wide variety of boys, including
people of color and gay, bisexual, and transgender individuals.
Orenstein effectively covers the issue of consent and includes
stories of men who have been aggressively forced into sex by
girls, and she also shows how girls can damage a boy’s reputation
by sharing specific details of an unsuccessful sexual encounter.
Ultimately, the author’s research opens up a welcome forum for
exploring “a hunger for more guidance about growing up, hooking up, and finding love in a new era.”
A highly constructive analysis that provides many topics for exploration and discussion by parents and others
who interact with boys.

Palahniuk, Chuck
Grand Central Publishing (256 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 7, 2020
978-1-5387-1795-0

Palahniuk (Adjustment Day, 2018, etc.)
offers a comradely handbook on writing.
After enduring a travesty of a writing
workshop, the author resolved to produce a tough-love manual
on fiction writing. Palahniuk’s own work had benefited immeasurably from a different workshop conducted by Tom Spanbauer,
whom he credits lavishly. A journalist by training, Palahniuk is
known for a minimalist, conversational writing style and transgressive fiction featuring marginalized characters, but the strategies collected here can benefit any student of writing. Ranging
from the nuts-and-bolts mechanics to the community of readers, his advice is highly detailed and practical, if occasionally
tinged with romantic notions that belie his literary reputation
for nihilism. And it’s more than merely the tricks of the trade.
Not surprising for a writer whose novel Fight Club was adapted
for a successful film, Palahniuk illustrates many of his points
using movie references and metaphors, sometimes to excess.
He reveals possibilities that are not merely off the beaten track
in publishing, but which possess a portion of originality. Many
writers have pioneered the use of fictional techniques in writing
nonfiction, but the author often reverses the process, to powerful effect. This is also a scrapbook of his writing life, brimming
with personal anecdotes instructive, amusing, or bizarre. As in
his stories, Palahniuk writes for the outsider in all of us, and
he wants our wellsprings of story ideas to come from as deep
a pool as his own. He closes with brief recommended fiction
and nonfiction reading lists and a useful guide to troubleshooting. Palahniuk is a savvy teacher, though one’s acceptance of the
complete body of his guidelines may hinge on the appeal of his
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THE FUTURE OF FEELING
Building Empathy in a
Tech-Obsessed World

own fiction, his minimalist bent, or his insistence that writing
also might be a form of exorcism: resolving intractable personal
issues through fiction. The author confides one key dictum: Do
not write to be liked but to be remembered.
Constructive and accessible.

THE BOOK YOU WISH YOUR
PARENTS HAD READ
(And Your Children Will Be
Glad That You Did)

Perry, Philippa
Pamela Dorman/Viking (320 pp.)
$24.00 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-1-984879-55-4

A veteran London-based psychotherapist uses her training and numerous
case studies to formulate advice on how
to develop strong and lasting relationships with your children.
“I take the long-term view on parenting rather than a tipsand-tricks approach,” writes Perry (How To Stay Sane, 2012, etc.).
“I am interested in how we can relate to our children rather than
how we can manipulate them….This book is for parents who
not only love their children but want to like them too.” At the
beginning, the author asks readers to examine their own childhoods—the good, bad, and everything in-between—and assess
what made them feel safe, nurtured, and loved unconditionally.
If one did not have a childhood that fostered these positive
emotions, as many have not, then she suggests that the emotional discomfort one feels is the clue to what not to do with
your own child. By identifying these difficulties, one is more
readily able to do the opposite and nurture positive feelings in
your child. Perry looks at pregnancy and the first few months of
life with a newborn, noting how the months prior to birth and
immediately after create significant changes in a parent’s life as
they assume one of life’s greatest responsibilities. The author
encourages parents to talk to and engage with their child as
soon as they can, accepting them as a fully aware person and
not someone to talk down to or ignore by constantly being on
the phone or by using electronic devices to entertain them. Her
common-sense advice is backed by research and case studies as
well as a variety of exercises for parents, including one about
“how to predict difficulties.” Although Perry’s theories are hardly
groundbreaking, the presentation of the information is friendly,
accessible, and candid, making it easy to digest and act on.
Solid, logical tips for readers to be better parents than
their own parents.
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Phillips, Kaitlin Ugolik
Little A (224 pp.)
$24.95 | Feb. 1, 2020
978-1-5420-4184-3

How empathy can be cultivated
amid an increasingly distracted, indifferent world.
In her persuasive debut, journalist
and editor Phillips criticizes a culture rampantly prioritizing
technology over real human connections, and she questions
whether the two can exist synergistically. The tech world relies
on detached communication while the roots of human-tohuman connection require interactive participation, concern,
and amity. To some, writes the author, technology has caused
a steady decline in human empathy. Phillips agrees, citing a
particularly vicious interaction on social media that was upsetting yet inspired her to delve into the subject matter headfirst.
She chronicles her interviews with researchers, psychologists,
and tech creators and users who impart their own perspectives, and she describes the efforts of a variety of tech-initiated
solutions—e.g., Faciloscope and Google’s Perspective API,
real-time online comment–moderating apps that systematically filter out toxic threads. Also contributing to the cause are
virtual reality games like Enter the Room, which enables players to perceive the feelings of other participants, and software
geared toward creating connections with kids on the autism
spectrum. Phillips provides a helpful discussion of empathybuilding training for corporate employees and medical professionals. The author isn’t just a journalist with an intense interest
in this modern conundrum; she’s also “a millennial in my early
thirties,” so her concerns about the importance of infusing caring and compassion into tech-saturated contemporary life are
particularly relevant. However, while the author’s concentration holds steady on methods to enable technology to rescue
modern-day empathy, a significant question lingers throughout: Can the tech world and its gadgets and gurus reverse the
hard-hearted trend it actually induced? Phillips is optimistic
as she covers a host of AI–based friendship and psychotherapy
alternatives, but a finer focus and tighter narrative arc would
have sharpened her message of encouraging and embracing the
power of empathic technology.
An unevenly presented but beneficial report sure to
spark discussion about integrating kindness into modern
technology.
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A bracing, highly useful tool for any
discussion of combating racism.
me and white supremacy

CAT TALE
The Wild, Weird Battle To
Save the Florida Panther

ME AND WHITE SUPREMACY
Combat Racism, Change the
World, and Become a Good
Ancestor

Pittman, Craig
Hanover Square Press (336 pp.)
$27.99 | Jan. 21, 2020
978-1-335-93880-0

|

An activist program for confronting
white privilege and dismantling white
supremacy.
Building on a workbook downloaded by nearly 90,000
readers, multicultural writer Saad, born in Britain and now living in Doha, Qatar, delivers “a one of a kind personal antiracism tool” that is meant foremost to teach white readers how
to recognize their privilege and “take ownership of their participation in the oppressive system of white supremacy.” Many
readers will likely recoil, protesting that they’re not racist, are
colorblind, have nothing but benevolent thoughts, and so forth.
The author is ready for them: White supremacy, she writes, is
not just a comprehensive system, but it also trains those who
benefit most from it to “keep you asleep and unaware” of the
power that whites hold relative to those of other races and
ethnicities: “BIPOC,” as in, “Black, Indigenous, and People of
Color.” Saad enumerates some of the features of that power:
Pulled over for a traffic violation, a white motorist doesn’t
usually have to fear for their life; any stylist can cut their hair;
popular culture considers people who look like them to be
representative; and so on. The author’s approach is at first
confrontational and righteously indignant, but as she guides
her readers—including BIPOCs who may for whatever reason benefit from systems of white privilege and supremacy—
through a monthlong series of lessons, including self-critical
journal prompts, one has the sense that her method is much
like that of Marine Corps boot camp: Tear down in order to
build up. A reader’s guilt may rise and crest, buttressed by
sweeping damned-if-you-do-or-don’t condemnation for such
things as “clinging to pink pussy hats, safety pins, and hashtags
over doing the real work.” At the end, however, that reader
is assured that even though they may be part of the problem,
“you are simultaneously also a part of the answer.”
A bracing, highly useful tool for any discussion of combating racism.
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How Florida’s panthers were saved
from extinction.
Sleek and elusive, panthers once
roamed across North America, and
Native people considered them spiritual beings. By the mid1990s, in South Florida, fewer than 30 of the wild, solitary animals survived, sustained by marshes and other habitats that
withstood the onslaught of suburbs, shopping centers, and
other human development. Pittman (Oh, Florida!: How Ameri
ca’s Weirdest State Influences the Rest of the Country, 2016, etc.) has
been covering these predators—the state’s official animal—for
20 years at the Tampa Bay Times, where he is an award-winning
reporter. In this lively, funny, detailed account of the Florida
panther’s brush with oblivion and the madcap human efforts
to rescue it, the author writes as an authority on both the animals and the uniquely Floridian men and women who have
decided their fate. The humans are drawn out of Florida central casting. They include a wealthy playboy/scientist, a retired
showman, a Santa Claus look-alike biochemist, and two former
Detroit bootleggers. One biologist, known as “Dr. Panther,”
threw things off with flawed habitat research; a wildlife biologist’s whistleblower suit corrected that. Veterinarian Melody
Roelke’s use of an electro-ejaculator to collect panther semen
revealed the panthers’ low genetic diversity. Drawing on dozens of interviews, Pittman weaves together stories of panther
hunts, court cases, scientific rivalries, and political mischief to
describe the activities of humans while panthers were being run
over regularly in highway traffic. Experts argued over ways to
help the cats; wildlife officials kept approving expanding development in prime panther habitat, such as the town of Ave Maria,
brainchild of the founder of Domino’s Pizza. Pittman clearly
traces important events, from failed efforts at captive breeding
to the introduction of eight female Texas cougars to reinvigorate the panther gene pool and mitigate inbreeding problems.
As a result, the panther population has grown to more than 200
today.
A bright, intriguing story of people and panthers with
strong appeal for readers interested in endangered species.

Saad, Layla F.
Sourcebooks (256 pp.)
$25.99 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-1-72820-980-7
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THE PROFESSOR AND
THE PARSON
A Story of Desire, Deceit,
and Defrocking
Sisman, Adam
Counterpoint (256 pp.)
$26.00 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-1-64009-328-7

An astonishing story of decades of
deception by a slithery English academic
and cleric.
It was during his research for his 2010 biography of noted
English scholar Hugh Trevor-Roper that Sisman (John le Carré,
2015, etc.) came across a dossier that Trevor-Roper had assembled on Robert Parkin Peters (born in 1918 as Robert Michael
Parkins), who, from young manhood on, tried (and sometimes
succeeded—though never for very long) to establish himself
as an academic scholar and theologian. He had in fact been
ordained, and he had obtained some degrees, but never the
weighty ones he claimed at various times to have earned. He
also married multiple times (at least seven), was imprisoned
for bigamy and deported from the United States and Canada,
made moves on about every woman who wandered into his
orbit, and was exposed as a fraud in newspapers. Somehow,
however, he slid along, moving from position to position.
He lied, plagiarized, stole, and fled his debts, jumping from
country to country. In the era before Google, it sometimes
took employers a long time to learn the truth about him
and fire him—or defrock him and otherwise attempt to clip
his wings, which always grew back very quickly. Peters was a
small, nondescript man—the photographs show him looking
a little like Mister Peepers—but he was utterly convincing in
his various guises. Trevor-Roper’s dossier ended abruptly in
1983 when he was humiliated by the Hitler diaries scandal (he
had innocently authenticated the forgeries), and Sisman had
to do some diligent digging on his own to unearth the rest of
this jaw-dropping tale. The author speculates only modestly
about why Peters behaved as he did, but he concludes that he
was a classic narcissist. “Studying Peters,” writes Sisman, “is
like tracking a particle in a cloud chamber: usually one cannot
see the man himself, but only the path he left behind.” The
appended chronology is also incredible.
A captivating true tale that makes even the most intricate con-artist movies look cartoonish. (illustrations)
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A WORLD WITHOUT WORK
Technology, Automation, and
How We Should Respond
Susskind, Daniel
Metropolitan/Henry Holt (320 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 14, 2020
978-1-250-17351-5

A report on how robotic automation
is displacing the need for human workers.
Oxford University economics fellow Susskind (co-author: The Future of
the Professions: How Technology Will Transform the Work of Human
Experts, 2016) spent nearly a decade researching how the rise
of mechanical manufacturing, computerized production, and
artificial intelligence is directly and unstoppably affecting the
human workforce. He delivers a worst-case scenario in the
form of an update on the economic and workforce landscape
upheaval that has been in motion for decades thanks to a steep
uptick in the integration of robotic production and AI. Sometimes densely academic, Susskind’s pragmatic narrative is bolstered by statistical charts and graphs supporting his theories.
The author diligently explains the history of these replacement technologies, the patterns they followed, and why their
impacts on the giants of industry should be taken seriously. The
threat of “technological unemployment” is very real, he writes,
and the problems it creates will consist of increased outperformance by automated workers and a subsequent dwindling array
of tasks that could be considered human-specific. Susskind
also addresses the growing problem of economic inequality by
way of the disparity between power-hungry, financially astute
“supermanagers” (so named by economist Thomas Piketty) and
stagnant workers with lower-paying jobs. Thankfully, the author
doesn’t deliver this grim prognosis without a proactive response
or hints at how a complementary workforce fueling economic
stabilization could be achieved in the long term. He posits a
multitiered approach involving new skills-based education
for laborers, increased regulatory control over larger technology companies, the introduction of a “robot tax,” and financial
incentives for employers using a sizable manual labor force.
Susskind’s economic perspective makes the conundrum crystal
clear, and he makes a convincing and illuminating argument to
decelerate the onset of global “automation anxiety.”
A complex yet lucid and surprisingly optimistic account
from the frontlines of technology addressing the challenges facing the human workforce. (31 b/w images)
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SCRATCHED
A Memoir of Perfectionism

THE UNEXPECTED SPY
From the CIA to the FBI, My
Secret Life Taking Down
Some of the World’s Most
Notorious Terrorists

Tallent, Elizabeth
Harper/HarperCollins (256 pp.)
$28.99 | Feb. 25, 2020
978-0-06-241037-5
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A former CIA agent chronicles her
story.
While attending a career-day event with her sorority sisters at the University of Southern California, Walder stopped
at a recruiting table for the CIA. One of her sisters challenged
her, “ ‘I thought you wanted to be a history teacher.’…‘I did,’ I
said. And then I thought, but making history would be way better
than teaching it.” The author was certainly there when history
was made. On 9/11, she was inside CIA headquarters in Langley when all the chatter they’d been hearing about Osama bin
Laden exploded into specific tragedy. In this debut memoir,
Walder brings a you-are-there intimacy to her accounts of visits
from George Bush (“he was always kind and cracked jokes, even
as the tension mounted”) and Thanksgiving dinner delivered by
George Tenet (“the food was amazing”). Often, the author was
the youngest person in the room and one of few females, and
she suggests that her politics were more liberal than those of
many of her colleagues. Throughout the narrative, she leaves
no question about her devotion to the agency and how misunderstood she feels its role has been. (She submitted her manuscript for CIA vetting and made the decision to publish it with
passages and even whole paragraphs redacted.) Indeed, Walder
fiercely defends the CIA, particularly as the Bush administration focused its attention on Iraq rather than targeting terrorists elsewhere. Regarding the CIA’s being blamed for faulty intel
about weapons of mass destruction, she writes, “not a single bit
of anything my team turned in was faulty. How it was changed
and twisted by the White House was faulty. The CIA did not
betray the White House. The White House betrayed the CIA.”
Walder subsequently shifted from the CIA to the FBI, which
she liked a lot less and eventually left. She now teaches at an allgirls high school, helping new generations prepare to confront
the institutional misogyny they will likely face.
A mostly breezy read through some undeniably challenging and threatening circumstances. (first printing of
75,000)
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A fiction writer explores the causes,
and consequences, of her desire to be
perfect.
Tallent (Creative Writing/Stanford
Univ.; Mendocino Fire: Stories, 2015, etc.)
makes her debut as a memoirist with an intimate examination
of her quest for perfection, which has dogged her since childhood. Perfectionism, she writes, “is set apart from other forms
of trouble by the inflamed genius of its self-abuse and its pleasurableness.” It tyrannizes her by “dangling before me flawless
elizabeths who would transcend limitations lightly, with every
hair in place”: a fantasy woman with the power “to intensify,
focus, motivate.” To those who do not suffer it, perfectionism
can seem like “ambition on steroids,” but Tallent is ever aware
of its debilitating effects. Early success as a writer caused her
to feel “quickened self-consciousness, elevated standards” that
led to an inability to write for more than 20 years. Sentences
she created “written in pursuit of transcendence were dull. For
the sake of perfection I took a voice, my own, and twisted until
mischance and error and experiment were wrung from it, and
with them any chance of aliveness.” Seeking the sources of her
obsession, Tallent learned that her mother, also a perfectionist,
refused to hold her newborn daughter because she saw a scratch
near the infant’s eyelid—self-inflicted in utero—that aroused
her revulsion. Nineteen when her mother disclosed this,
Tallent felt relief at knowing, at last, “a necessary piece of my
life.” Besides causing inhibition, self-doubt, mistrust, anxiety,
and depression, perfectionism is characterized by self-absorption—“the failure to be interested in things as they are, or
people as they are”—a trait that unfortunately focuses the narrative too narrowly on its wounded protagonist. As she portrays
herself as a girlfriend, wife, bookstore clerk, analysand, and
writing program director, Tallent admits that among her shortcomings was a tendency to judge others harshly “with perfectionist righteousness.” The author’s prose is dense, precise, and
often lyrical, but the relentless energy of her long sentences and
pageslong paragraphs sometimes feels overwhelming.
A candid, sharply etched self-portrait.

Walder, Tracy with Blau, Jessica Anya
St. Martin’s (272 pp.)
$27.99 | Feb. 25, 2020
978-1-250-23098-0
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Essential for deep-dyed rock fans, collectors,
and fans of literate music writing.
the history of rock & roll, volume 2

THE HISTORY OF
ROCK & ROLL,
VOLUME 2
1964-1977: The Beatles, the
Stones, and the Rise of
Classic Rock

Ward, Ed
Flatiron Books (336 pp.)
$29.99 | Nov. 19, 2019
978-1-250-16519-0

A sprawling yet strangely compact
history of the years of rock’s golden age.
Austin-based music journalist Ward, co-host of the Let It
Roll podcast, sets a daunting task: to say something new about
the likes of the Beatles and the Rolling Stones, each of which
fills libraries of criticism and biography. He answers by going
deep here and there while painting a big picture view of the
effect those groups had on the world, especially the United
States. The Beatles appeared on the Ed Sullivan Show in February 1964. By 1965, writes the author, “guitar bands were erupting
everywhere,” a pack headed by the Byrds but made up of groups
as various as the Lovin’ Spoonful, the McCoys, the Bobby Fuller
Four, and the bizarre Nightcrawlers, of “Little Black Egg” fame.
The Brits captured the most attention during that time, but
things were happening on plenty of peripheries: Memphis, for
instance, where Otis Redding was working hard to develop
an audience and write a hit, and American towns everywhere,
where one-hit wonders were doing their thing. “Who were Pidgeon? Rhinoceros? Kak? The Serpent Power? The Wildflower?
Zakary Thaks? The Harbinger Complex? Crow?” Ward asks,
answering, no one and everyone, sometimes capable of producing songs and artists that would go on to make history, such as
guitar wizard David Lindley and Captain Beefheart. Of course,
the Stones and the Beatles figure prominently in the narrative,
but so do whirlwinds of bands who sometimes turn up a dozen
to the page in Ward’s overstuffed narrative. As for the age-old
question, Beatles or Stones? Ward delivers a nicely oblique
answer: It depends on whether you like live or studio music. By
the end of the book, which is full of interesting surprises—e.g.,
it was Frank Sinatra’s label that took a chance on Jimi Hendrix—
readers will have encountered scores of bands they’ve never
heard of and plenty of grist for the playlist.
Essential for deep-dyed rock fans, collectors, and fans
of literate music writing.
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EXPLODING STARS AND
INVISIBLE PLANETS
The Science of What’s Out
There

Watson, Fred
Columbia Univ. (256 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 14, 2020
978-0-231-19540-9

British astronomer Watson (Why Is
Uranus Upside Down? And Other Questions
About the Universe, 2007, etc.) takes readers on a genial tour of the known—and imagined—universe.
“A typical place in the Universe is empty, cold and dark. And
nothing in our experience can quantify just how empty, cold and
dark it is.” So, with a nicely dramatic touch, writes the author,
a pioneer in optics, long resident as a researcher in Australia,
with an asteroid named in his honor. He has been on the astronomical scene for decades and is thus well positioned to track
the development of theories on such matters as the nature of
dark matter and, closer to home, the formation of the Earth’s
moon. On the latter, he discards older notions that the moon
was formed by accreted space debris and instead examines the
“most popular contemporary theory,” namely that some large
body, such as the “Mars-sized collider” called Theia, ran into
Earth early in the planet’s history and threw a moon-sized section into orbit around the planet. The theory is not without its
problems, but Watson is on the spot with research less than a
year old that indicates that the moon is made mostly of “terrestrial magma, rather than rocky debris from Theia.” The evolution-of-ideas theme carries over to the famed Big Bang theory,
which has been reverberating in one iteration or another for
a century but has recently been complicated by the notion of
“dark energy” and its role in the speed with which the universe
expanded during those billions of explosive years. “The acceleration kicked in,” writes Watson, “only when galaxies were
far enough apart for dark energy to begin to overcome gravity.”
The author writes accessibly, and though some of the discussions may be a touch dense for readers without a background in
astronomy, he doesn’t shy away from telling tales out of school,
as when he reveals that one supposed signal from across the universe turned out to be a burst of radiation from a microwave
oven in the lunchroom.
An up-to-the-minute, entertaining revelation for armchair explorers of deep space.
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STATE OF WAR
MS-13 and El Salvador’s
World of Violence

LE BOOGIE WOOGIE
Inside an After-Hours Club

Williams, Terry
Columbia Univ. (288 pp.)
$30.00 paper | Feb. 25, 2020
978-0-231-17789-4

Wheeler, William
Columbia Global Reports (150 pp.)
$15.99 paper | Jan. 14, 2020
978-1-73362-372-8
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Sociological research shines a light
on a nightlife culture in which sex and
drugs flourish openly.
Williams (Sociology/New School for
Social Research; Teenage Suicide Notes:
An Ethnography of Self-Harm, 2017, etc.) bridges the ivory tower
and the urban subculture, employing ethnographic research to
illuminate a world rarely glimpsed outside pulp fiction and film
noir. The after-hours club of the title flourished in 1980s and
’90s Harlem, before rampant gentrification had transformed
the neighborhood and cultural attitudes. “I live in two worlds,
the world of the academy by day and the life of the street by
night,” writes the author, “and I felt I had to reconcile them if
I was ever to be the writer—the sociologist—I wanted to be.”
In this book, he also has to reconcile then and now, because
most of his field work was conducted two or three decades
ago, before the internet, smartphones, and changing laws and
attitudes had transformed the world. His research took place
largely in loud and dark clubs, with subjects drunk or high on
cocaine, making it tough to tell what they were saying or whom
he could trust. He couldn’t tape or take detailed notes at the
time, so much of what he details had to be reconstructed from
memory. What he unveils is a subculture with its own codes
and language, with moral values at odds with society at large,
where drug use isn’t a sickness, addiction, or character defect
but rather an “example of present-day resistance to conservative values and the desire of human beings to seek pleasurable ways of being regardless of risk.” Williams explores the
cultural currency of cocaine, the commodification of sex by
women who do not feel that they are being exploited, and the
attitude of cool that pervades the after-hours atmosphere. He
admits to voyeurism and some conflicted attitudes about the
behavior he reports.
An admirable effort to illuminate a hidden world that
will be most useful to fellow researchers in the social
sciences.
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Brisk, chilling examination of El Salvador’s descent into violence and the role
of notorious transnational gang MS-13.
Journalist Wheeler combines a clear
sense of geopolitical history and gutsy on-the-ground reporting,
producing a compact tale of a slow-motion, violent societal collapse, termed by a political science professor he interviewed as
“Somalization,” which is “defined by the fragmentation of power.
Without the state. Here there’s no state.” The sad story has
sharp relevance in regard to Donald Trump’s attacks on migrants
and prior administrations’ treatment of the Central American “Triangle” as a political football, including Ronald Reagan’s
stoking of a brutal anti-communist civil war. Others argue that
the current crisis echoes a “culture of impunity fostered in the
Cold War hysteria of the past, when the U.S. government was
so focused on its enemies that it ignored the most shocking
crimes of its allies.” Since the Salvadoran civil war wound down,
cycles of corrupt, factionalized governments have alternately
warred against and attempted collusion with two hyperviolent
gangs—MS-13 and Barrio 18—both of which were essentially
exported from Southern California during waves of deportations in the 1990s. Wheeler argues that this is best seen as a
creeping extension of the civil war, with the gangs increasingly
resembling guerrilla movements. He effectively penetrates the
underworld, looking at how the gangs’ leaders learned to centralize power within prisons they controlled and how the gangs
moved into both neighborhood extortion and transshipment
deals with Mexican drug cartels. One MS-13 member Wheeler
interviewed noted that “extortion had another hidden cost.
It made the gangs parasites in their communities, exacerbating the cycle of residents informing and his clique murdering
informants.” The author’s writing is colorful and clear, though
a grisly hopelessness pervades his encounters—e.g., in the stories of devoted cops driven underground after participating in
extrajudicial death squads or a freelance forensic examiner who
believes the gangs will eventually kill him.
An urgent, digestible document of a violently failing
state, with clear connection to flawed American policies
past and present.
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A caustically funny, outraged, and deadly serious analysis.
running against the devil

RUNNING AGAINST
THE DEVIL
A Plot To Save
America From Trump—And
Democrats From Themselves

WHY GOOD SEX MATTERS
Understanding the
Neuroscience of Pleasure
for a Smarter, Happier, and
More Purpose-Filled Life

Wilson, Rick
Crown Forum (336 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 14, 2020
978-0-593-13758-1

A wily Republican strategist rings in on
the challenge facing Democrats in 2020.
Political campaign consultant Wilson (Everything Trump
Touches Dies: A Republican Strategist Gets Real About the Worst
President Ever, 2018), who airs his views in a variety of venues,
intensifies his strident excoriation of Trump with a hard-hitting
assessment of Democrats’ chances of winning the next presidential election—a victory that is crucial for saving the country.
The author decries Trump as “a flawed, awful shitbird of the
worst order” and a “political and moral monster” who will go
down in history “for endemic corruption, outrageous stupidity,
egregious cruelty, and inhumanity” and who has spread “moral
and political contagion” and caused the collapse “of a once-great
party.” Trump needs to go, but Wilson fears that Democrats will
hand him reelection unless they focus on 15 states critical for
an Electoral College win. “You’re not really running a national
campaign,” he insists. “You’re running fifteen state campaigns.”
After many chapters of “robust and richly deserved Trumpbashing,” the author turns to strategy, cautioning Democrats
against focusing on policy. Instead, they need to attack Trump’s
actions—e.g., a trade war that victimizes farmers, cruelty and
brutality toward immigrant children, unrepentant racism—and
personal failings to make their case to voters who can still be
swayed: “the large and growing cohort of Republican women
who broke away from the GOP, and the white, Democratic men
who broke for Trump in Ohio, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, Michigan, and Florida.” These voters want a moderate; they are not
youthful progressives, who, Wilson asserts, won’t win Democrats the states they need. The author suggests talking points
about abortion, guns, immigration, tax cuts, judges, and socialism. He warns Democrats of the threat of a third party run and
underscores the importance of “a real modern, data-driven
campaign” and deployment of surrogates, such as the Obamas.
He offers a state-by-state game plan, homing in on pertinent
issues and recommending liberal spending on targeted ads.
Democrats can win, Wilson maintains; but will they?
A caustically funny, outraged, and deadly serious analysis.
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Wise, Nan
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (272 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 28, 2020
978-1-328-45130-9

The fascinating science behind the
intersection of sexual pleasure and brain

functionality.
In her debut book, cognitive neuroscientist and sex therapist Wise presents the “culmination of many decades” of scientific study dedicated to sex and its effects on the human brain.
Findings from the author’s clinical neurobiological research
comprise the first sections of the book, in which Wise reveals
how the primal emotional brain and its serpentine circuitry
helps to drive our ability to experience joy. In many of her clients, the author recognized a “pleasure crisis,” whereby debilitating symptoms like anxiety, stress, and chronic depression
stifle one’s ability to feel gratification. Though addictive quick
fixes such as TV and social media have become exceedingly
popular, their effects are fleeting, and anhedonia—an inability to experience pleasure—briskly returns to dull the psyche.
Wise examines how we arrived at this crossroads by way of our
historic ambivalence toward pleasure; while “we are intrinsically sexual beings,” the number of roadblocks obstructing
the pathways to true sexual satisfaction increases with age
and the complexities of modern life. The author describes
our “seven emotional systems” and how understanding them
“is the first step to bringing your own brain-body into balance
and returning to pleasure.” Wise then introduces patients
from her psychotherapy practice whose personal happiness
has been hijacked by emotional imbalances and a lack of brain
pleasure chemicals such as oxytocin and dopamine, which are
released through touch and orgasm. For readers less scientifically attuned, the book’s second half clearly addresses core
issues of sex and pleasure through the practices of “good sex
tools” (yoga, breathing exercises, etc.) to promote better selfcare, erotic empowerment, and a heightened understanding of
what role sex plays in our lives. Featuring a harmonious blend
of clinical research and relatable instruction, the book will
appeal to sexuality specialists and lay readers seeking guidance
on matters of achieving pleasure.
A rewarding text steeped in laboratory analysis and
thought-provoking, motivating patient-based conclusions.
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These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Alemagna, Beatrice
Illus. by the author
Trans. by Bedrick, Claudia Zoe
Enchanted Lion Books (52 pp.)
$18.95 | Nov. 12, 2019
978-1-59270-303-6

THE GIRL WHO SPEAKS BEAR by Sophie Anderson..................... 194
ALL OF A SUDDEN AND FOREVER by Chris Barton;
illus. by Nicole Xu...............................................................................195
TWO LITTLE TRAINS by Margaret Wise Brown;
illus. by Greg Pizzoli...........................................................................197
BROWN BABY LULLABY by Tameka Fryer Brown;
illus. by A.G. Ford...............................................................................198

MAGNIFICENT HOMESPUN BROWN by Samara Cole Doyon;
illus. by Kaylani Juanita................................................................... 202
BEAR GOES SUGARING by Maxwell Eaton III.............................203
HONEYBEE by Candace Fleming; illus. by Eric Rohmann.............. 204
GET A GRIP, VIVY COHEN! by Sarah Kapit................................... 209
SHOW ME A SIGN by Ann Clare LeZotte........................................212
STORY BOAT by Kyo Maclear; illus. by Rashin Kheiriyeh............... 213
VOTE FOR OUR FUTURE! by Margaret McNamara;
illus. by Micah Player.........................................................................214
FACTS VS. OPINIONS VS. ROBOTS by Michael Rex......................218
RACE TO THE SUN by Rebecca Roanhorse........................................218
GO WITH THE FLOW by Lily Williams & Karen Schneemann;
illus. by Lily Williams........................................................................ 222
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NESTING by Henry Cole....................................................................199

Gisele, a miraculous girl born as
clear as a windowpane, must live with
her every emotion plain for the whole village to see in this
import, translated from French.
Flat matte artwork (a combination of paint and collage) creates Gisele’s provincial town “near the cities of Florence and Bilbao” as a jumble of narrow buildings and people while translucent
vellum paper and delicate blue linework relay her fragility and
transparency. With Gisele’s thoughts “on display [as if] in a shop
window,” she sometimes grows despondent, even furious. Readers, like the townspeople, might stare at Gisele’s flat features, her
helmet-shaped head, and her nudity. But once they accept this
fable’s premise, they quickly encounter wrenching, interesting
questions about emotions, communication, public opinion, and
acceptance. Both sensitive young people who broadcast their
feelings and those who clutch their emotional cards tightly to
their chests will reel at the overwhelming notion of having one’s
inner world exposed, revealed for others to dissect, criticize, or
coddle. “Aren’t you ashamed to show such awful things, Gisele?”
a monstrous, distorted crowd of clothed villagers sneers. Gisele’s
pain, articulated by double-page spreads of her wide, pale blue
face shedding a multifaceted crystal tear through powerful vellum page turns, will feel acute and familiar to adolescents.
Will reach both small and older readers struggling to
conceal, manage, and express complicated inner worlds.
(Picture book. 6-12)

NO MORE BULLIES! / ¡NO MÁS
BULLIES!

IN MY GARDEN by Charlotte Zolotow; illus. by Philip C. Stead....223

Anaya, Rudolfo
Illus. by El Moisés
Trans. by Lamadrid, Enrique R.
Museum of New Mexico (36 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Dec. 1, 2019
978-0-89013-642-3
Series: Owl in a Straw Hat

DAISY THE DIGGER by Peter Bently; illus. by Sebastien Chebret....223
ACROBAT FAMILY by Anouck Boisrobert; illus. by Louis Rigaud;
trans. by Kevin St. John..................................................................... 224
MARY ENGELBREIT’S A MERRY LITTLE CHRISTMAS
by Mary Engelbreit............................................................................ 224

An owl and a unicorn commit to helping a bullied jackalope.
This second entry in Anaya’s Owl in a Straw Hat series
takes on bullying with a cast of extremely self-aware creatures
|
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that includes Ollie the owl, Uno the unicorn, and Jackie the
jackalope. One morning, Jackie decides to leave school after
being bullied. In response, Nana—Ollie’s grandmother and the
teacher at the local animal school—performs an in-your-face
finger-wagging lecture for the already-knowledgeable children,
shaming them into acting to bring Jackie back from across the
Rainbow Bridge. In a weak plot that follows a formulaic and
unsurprising three-task arc, Ollie and Uno must deal with the
Three Guardians before reaching the land across the Rainbow
Bridge (not, here, a metaphor for death) and convincing Jackie
to leave the place where there is no “fear, envy, or greed” to
return to school, where she was sent by her parents to “learn
how others live” so “there will be less prejudice.” Popular Mexican characters such as La Llorona, La Huesuda, and El Kookoóee (El Cucuy) appear as the wise guardians. Evidently not
one to cull words, Anaya’s excessive text results in two-column
text-only spreads that will inspire readers to skip the page. El
Moisés’ illustrations feature many New Mexican, Mexican, and
American cultural elements yet they lack dynamism.
Pedantic and predictable. (Picture book. 3-6)

THE GIRL WHO
SPEAKS BEAR

Anderson, Sophie
Scholastic (304 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-1-338-58083-9
A young girl who was found as a toddler outside a bear’s den finds that her
connection with bears runs deep.
The villagers call her “Yanka the
Bear,” she explains, because of her foundling past but also because she towers over the other 12-yearolds “like a cuckoo chick in a nest of wrens.” Though her foster
mother is loving, and though Sasha, her best friend, is clearly
devoted to her, Yanka feels that something is missing from her
life and that she doesn’t truly belong. Yanka impulsively leaves
her home the morning after the festival celebrating Winter’s
end when she awakes to find her legs transformed into those of
a bear. The forest draws her, and she can suddenly understand
what some of the forest creatures are saying to her. She rescues
a young elk from the icy river and encounters a Yaga and a house
on chicken legs just when she needs help. Yanka and her companions in adventure retell the stories told by a woodsman who
frequently visited Yanka and her mother, revealing truths about
Yanka’s enchanted past. Anderson’s tale draws themes and
inspiration from Russian fairy tales, deftly weaving the threads
of these magical stories into Yanka’s adventure and evoking
the folklore, music, art, and customs of the Eastern European
north. The Russian/European setting suggests that the human
characters are white.
Marvelously charmed and charming. (Fantasy. 9-13)
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STUDIO
A Place for Art To Start

Arrow, Emily
Illus. by The Little Friends of Printmaking
Tundra (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-0-7352-6485-4
This picture-book debut by a children’s entertainer with a
focus on literacy features a child-and-mother bunny pair touring a collective studio space.
The furry white youngster, sporting a pink-and-white–
striped shirt and black skirt, eagerly follows the cat with the
keys who guides them. Activities range from photography and
dance to painting and singing. Some of the spaces, such as the
ceramics room and recording studio, offer hands-on opportunities. Cheerful, busy silk-screened scenes are unified by a limited
palette in the turquoise, coral, and yellow families. Black adds
definition and contrast. An artistic ladybug awaits discovery in
each spread. Rhyming verses (reminiscent of the author’s songs)
are presented in a variety of voices: first- or third-person plural,
first-person singular, second-person singular, etc., with two to
four lines per page. While “the studio” is understood to be the
book’s subject, the use of mixed viewpoints and short phrases
occasionally muddles meaning and makes for some awkward
textual transitions that are more noticeable than they might be
in a song. For instance, after phrases that dwell on “a habitat for
makers,” the turned page reads: “Perhaps an animator / Or an
actor with a part. / No matter who, they’re free to do / Whatever’s in their hearts.” Ultimately, listeners will enjoy seeing the
protagonist find a personal space for creation.
Despite textual issues, this window into process will be
welcomed in the current maker environment. (Picture book.
3-6)

LOONY LITTLE
The Ice Cap Is Melting

Aston, Dianna Hutts
Illus. by Murphy, Kelly
Charlesbridge (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 14, 2020
978-1-62354-117-0

“Chicken Little” for the environmentally aware.
When Loony Little feels a drop of water hit the top of her
head, she wails, “The polar ice cap is melting! I must go tell
the Polar Bear Queen!” She meets a dovekie, a puffin, and an
arctic hare along the way, several commenting about the effect:
“the sea will rise, and my den might flood!” But when the group
meets Sealy Sally, they rethink meeting the Polar Bear Queen,
who recently ate Sealy Sally’s cousin. Foxy Loxy offers to safely
escort them, but Loony Little puts paid to his nefarious plan
when she stumbles across the sign pointing to his den. A wellaimed piece of ice convinces Foxy Loxy the group is right, and he
takes the news to the Polar Bear Queen…who promptly solves
a more immediately pressing need than a melting ice cap. The
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Xu’s illustrations are dark and eerie, capturing the mood of loss.
all of a sudden and forever

four friends head off across the ice dolefully wondering what
they can do. “It’s up to us to find out,” says Loony Little. “All
of us.” Backmatter explains climate change and the greenhouse
effect, gives some ideas for ways kids can help—though many
are either educational/research-based or work-intensive (grow
a garden, plant trees)—and provides additional info about each
of the animals. The textured paintings don’t always match this
information, often showing the loon on solid surfaces standing
upright as a goose would, which is physically impossible.
Not the most satisfying, accurate, or entertaining
entrée to climate change. (resources) (Picture book. 5-9)

JACK GOES WEST
Barnett, Mac
Illus. by Pizzoli, Greg
Viking (80 pp.)
$9.99 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-0-593-11388-2
Series: A Jack Book, 4

ALL OF A SUDDEN
AND FOREVER
Help and Healing After
the Oklahoma City Bombing

Barton, Chris
Illus. by Xu, Nicole
Carolrhoda (40 pp.)
$19.99 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-1-5415-2669-3

The Oklahoma City bombing in 1995 killed 168 people, “but
the awfulness of that moment is not the end of the story.”
A man parks a truck in front of a big building and walks
away. The bomb explodes. And “all of a sudden—and forever—
so much was ruined.” Barton tells exactly what happened and
how it affected so many people. Xu’s illustrations, created with
ink and Photoshop, are dark and eerie, capturing the mood of
loss. Grief knows no boundaries, and white and brown-skinned
people walk through misty landscapes, as if the dust from the
bombing is still in the air. But an American elm near the blast
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That bad bunny Jack is back—and
he’s gone out West!
Jack and the Lady arrive at the dude
ranch for a three-day stay. Slim, the gold-toothed ranch hand,
immediately takes a liking to the Lady. He calls her “ma’am”
and kisses her hand, which makes Jack mad. That night, a bell
sounds the alarm at the bank next to the ranch. The Lady goes
to investigate only to find that Slim thwarted the theft but was
unable to capture the bandit. A wanted poster reveals the bandit’s long ears and scowling eyes. Could it really be Jack? Barnett
and Pizzoli are in apple-pie order in this Western for emerging
readers. The laugh-out-loud mystery unfolds over six chapters, breathing humor into genre tropes. With a vocabulary of
around 150 words and multiple sentences per page, the text is a
bit more complex than earlier series entries. The creators’ successful subversion of moralistic primers will inevitably delight
readers (though grown-ups may find the moral ambiguity unsettling). Jack at Bat, which publishes simultaneously, gives Jack a
chance to settle the score between rival baseball teams—provided he can follow the rules of the game. The humans in Jack
Goes West predominantly present white with the exception of
the Law Lady, a woman of color, but those in Jack at Bat are
diverse in skin tone. As with the other books in the series, each
book ends with drawing instructions.
Bank on fun with this one—it’ll rope readers in. (Early
reader. 5-8) (Jack at Bat: 978-0-593-11382-0)
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Leaves that whoosh with swirls of faint color through
the pages to connect readers Hosea’s music.
hosea plays on

survives, and its roots entwine scenes from page to page, as
if wrapping those still living in its embrace. The tree itself is
featured on the cover, its branches outstretched, welcoming all
who gather. This Survivor Tree is a generous one, offering seeds
for remembrance, a place for gathering, even a spot for a wedding. A touching final double-page spread represents the many
people—black and white, young and old, those who stand and
those who use wheelchairs—who assemble there. They hold
hands, their shadows reflected as if in a misty gray-blue pool,
the Survivor Tree’s roots swirling underneath. And the final
words: “We will remember.”
An affecting story of loss rooted in one specific tragedy.
(author’s note, illustrator’s note, interview subjects, bibliography) (Informational picture book. 7-11)

THE TRIUMPHANT TALE OF
PIPPA NORTH

Beltz, Temre
Harper/HarperCollins (416 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 24, 2020
978-0-06-283586-4

It would be possible to enjoy this fantasy novel for the names alone.
The people in this fantasy novel have
unlikely names: not just Pippa North,
but Council member Gulliver Slickabee
and a witch called Helga Hookeye. And the story centers on an
unusual subject: hats. Magicians in the kingdom of Wanderly
can’t perform spells until they’ve received their hats. Oliver
Dash is 11, and his hat has yet to arrive, so he comes up with
a far-fetched scheme to get one, in which he convinces Pippa
he’s her fairy godmother. (The characters’ race is almost never
described, but Pippa and Oliver appear white in the cover art.)
This all makes sense in context, although it requires many
improbable plot twists in rapid succession. That sometimes
leads to haphazard pacing, but the characters and events are
consistently engaging. The problem is: Sometimes they’re not
outlandish enough. The enchanted letters that children receive,
on gusts of wind, feel a little too much like J.K. Rowling’s Howlers. But even when elements seem too familiar, the jokes are
funnier than in Beltz’s first tale set in Wanderly, The Tragical Tale
of Birdie Bloom (2019). It’s hilarious that a peacock is named Bob,
for reasons too ridiculous to explain here but that are conveyed
in one of the many footnotes that festoon the book’s pages.
The plot, however messy, is so delightfully off-kilter
that the names may be the least outlandish part of the story.
(Fantasy. 8-12)
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PIG THE TOURIST

Blabey, Aaron
Illus. by the author
Scholastic (32 pp.)
$14.99 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-1-338-59339-6
Series: Pig the Pug

People who live in popular spots
always complain when human tourists invade, but when the visitor is an unruly dog like Pig the pug, the situation gets even worse.
The big-eyed, ill-behaved pug runs roughshod over everyone: his owner, a brown-skinned woman who remains faceless;
Trevor, his owner’s other dog, a big-eyed dachshund (every
human and animal has large eyes in Blabey’s amusing illustrations); and all the other people, animals, works of art, and
architectural marvels encountered in Pig’s world travels. Pig
disrupts a Japanese geisha’s lunch; he angers some scantily clad
Caribbean carnival dancers; he breaks the head off the Sphinx
in Egypt; and he disturbs the queen’s tea and menaces her
prize corgis, prompting the headline: “CHAOS AT THE PALACE: Queen shaken, not stirred.” (Young readers will likely be
unmoved by this joke.) Yes, the rhyming text is occasionally
clever and the pictures are full of action, but there is nothing
original in this skewed presentation of a few of the world’s
best-known, stereotypically presented tourist sites. Although
Pig does get a well-deserved punishment for his rude behavior
(piranhas attack when he least expects it), he still manages to
get the last word when he stinks up first class with a very explicitly visual fart. The moral of the story? Leave Pig in the kennel
when you travel.
Everyone except die-hard Pig fans may skip this installment. (Picture book. 5-8)

HOSEA PLAYS ON

Blasi, Kathleen M.
Illus. by Evans, Shane W.
Sterling (32 pp.)
$16.95 | Jan. 7, 2020
978-1-4549-2683-2

A fictional tribute to a local musician
whose dedication to music has a longlasting effect on his community.
Blasi’s narrative centers on a Rochester, New York, local who
plays his saxophone in an outdoor market for passersby every
day. Told through simple sentences and sound effects, the story
immerses young readers in the busy city life. There is a lot to
unpack in this book around socio-economic status as Hosea, a
white-bearded black man, passes a light-skinned neighbor kid,
Nate, who plays pretend trumpet to him. Hosea’s only stated
goal is to make “enough” money, but the text leaves readers wondering what he needs money for. Locals flock to Hosea as he
plays through the sunshine and rain. When Hosea has “enough”
money he heads back to present readers with a pleasant surprise
ending and a sweet reminder of the kindness that seemed to
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embody Hosea Missouri Taylor Jr., who died in 2016. An author’s
note closes the book, offering a brief biography and sharing the
immense impact he had on those around him. Evans employs a
bright color palette and leaves that whoosh with swirls of faint
color through the pages to connect readers to Hosea’s music.
Both a heartfelt eulogy and a musical inspiration for a
whole new generation of young readers. (Picture book. 3-8)

I AM ALLOSAURUS

Bradley, Timothy J.
Illus. by the author
Arbordale (32 pp.)
$17.95 | Mar. 10, 2020
978-1-64351-749-0

y o u n g a d u lt

An invitation to meet a prehistoric
predator and follow it from egg to
exhibit.
Sounding like a slightly more articulate version of Guardians of the Galaxy’s Groot (“I am Allosaurus. I can run”), a
theropod narrator hatches and survives. It avoids being eaten
by larger toothy prowlers while chowing down on a dragonfly
(when small) and a stegosaur (when fully grown), then passes in
an abrupt page turn from Jurassic landscapes to a museum setting, towering as a fossil skeleton over human silhouettes with
a final “I am Allosaurus. I am extinct.” The extreme terseness of
the text and patterned repetition makes this an ideal choice for
dinosaur lovers just stretching their own independent-reading
legs. Along with depicting his dino with an arresting pattern of
deep black stripes on a bright pink body, with vivid blue rings
around its eyes, Bradley follows a current train of paleontological thought by adding a ruff of hairy feathers that vanishes as
the animal matures. Dramatic shifts in perspective neatly capture scale as the reptile grows. Bradley also carefully keeps other
flora and fauna in his painted scenes true to period and closes
with notes on his subject’s anatomy, a map showing where Allo
saurus remains have been found, and related information.
Meat and potatoes—er, more meat for hatchling dinosaur fans, with unusually eye-catching art. (bibliography)
(Informational picture book/early reader. 5- 7)

two little trains to the West.” Over hills and through rain, snow,
night, and wind, the trains—one a steam engine, the other a
streamliner—travel. Brown uses onomatopoeia to punctuate
the narrative while Pizzoli exploits it to differentiate the two
locomotives. He makes every spread a visual play on contrasts,
from the different train stylizations and type styles (sans serif
for the streamliner’s “PUFF” and serif for the steam engine’s
“CHUG”) to the complementary color palettes. The bold illustrations, created with rubber stamps and Photoshop, are done
in a simplified style. Accessible, appealing, and understandable, both artwork and text are deceivingly simple, belying the
sophisticated nature of each. Lively, rhythmic, and often rhyming text propels trains and readers down the tracks while evocative descriptions work within the confines of a few phrases per
page. Skillfully designed and composed, Pizzoli’s cheerful interpretation is thoroughly modern and charming.
Swoonworthy for train lovers and preschoolers alike.
(Picture book. 3- 7)

TWO LITTLE TRAINS

Brown, Margaret Wise
Illus. by Pizzoli, Greg
Harper/HarperCollins (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 5, 2020
978-0-06-267651-1
First illustrated by Jean Charlot
(1949) and then by Leo and Diane Dillon
(2001) and now reimagined by Pizzoli,
Brown’s enduring classic follows two distinct trains on their
journeys west.
“Two little trains / went down the track, / two little trains
went West. // PUFF PUFF PUFF / CHUG CHUG CHUG /
|
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BROWN BABY LULLABY

Brown, Tameka Fryer
Illus. by Ford, A.G.
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 14, 2020
978-0-374-30752-3
A family goes through their evening routine, ending with
putting the “sweet brown baby” to bed.
A young black couple plays with their baby on a blanket on a
large expanse of grass in front of a white, two-story home. The
sun sets and they go inside, where rhyming verses bring the family through playtime with pots to a messy spaghetti dinner in
the high chair, followed by a bath, kisses, dancing to Coltrane,
a story, and a tuck-in. Spanish words are organically sprinkled
throughout the English text—“Look, mi hijo,” and “Vamos,
fussy baby”—making this one of few picture books to represent Afro-Latinx families. The mother and father, both dressed
in jeans, share the parenting time and duties equally, cooking,
cuddling, bathing, and tucking in the baby together. A bright
golden glow bathes the indoor scenes in a warm light. Details
such as the baby’s one tooth and the one-eye-open peek shared
with Papi during grace at dinnertime make Ford’s pictures palpably sweet. Brown’s simple text masters the rhythmic cadence
of a classic bedtime book, making this a likely new favorite for
many families.
A perfect read-aloud for bedtime. (Picture book. 1-5)

SKYCIRCUS

Bunzl, Peter
Jolly Fish Press (432 pp.)
$12.99 paper | Feb. 11, 2020
978-1-63163-431-4
Series: Cogheart Adventures, 3
In which two teens and a mechanical
pet fox are kidnapped into a flying circus.
Lily’s 14th birthday is a thorough letdown. Papa’s received an award from the
Mechanists’ Guild, so her celebration’s
been postponed until after the boring award ceremony full of
stuffy men who sneer infuriatingly about hybrids—humans
who have some mechanical parts. (None of them knows, of
course, that Lily herself is a forbidden hybrid, kept alive by the
Cogheart.) How convenient that someone unknown has left
her a parcel as an invitation to adventure, containing a creepy
rhyme, a notebook of her dead mother’s, and VIP tickets to
Slimwood’s Stupendous Skycircus. Accompanied by two human
friends, Robert and Tolly, and Malkin the mechanimal fox, Lily
attends this unpleasant show, where the attractions are miserable-looking hybrid teens. The kids resolve to rescue the show’s
star, the winged girl Angelique, but she, Robert, and Malkin
are nabbed themselves. In a heavy-handed disability storyline,
the circus owners treat the hybrid characters as grotesques on
display. Though the hybrids’ existence—with mechanical parts
as prosthetics, a pacemaker, or a post-human transcendence
198
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of brittle bones—raises interesting questions, they’re resolved
with a bland message of universal humanity. Angelique’s blackness in this overwhelmingly white world, on the other hand,
barely rates a mention. Still, the pacing is exhilarating despite a
surfeit of meaningful speeches.
Series fans will still enjoy this entry, though the earnest
overwhelms the playful. (map, glossary) (Steampunk fantasy.
10-13)

BLUE SKIES

Bustard, Anne
Simon & Schuster (224 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 17, 2020
978-1-5344-4606-9
Eleven-year-old Glory Bea believes
in miracles.
She’s convinced that her beloved
father, missing in action since D-Day,
more than four years ago, is about to
return home. Her small Texas town will
play host to a Merci Train boxcar filled with gifts from those
in France who were grateful for American help in the desperate period immediately after the war. Glory Bea’s belief in her
father’s return is strengthened when his best friend arrives
for a visit and then begins to court her mom. Even as she
does whatever she can to thwart their very unwelcome growing relationship, she struggles to serve as matchmaker for her
two best friends, ever loyal Ben and shy, slightly hapless Ruby
Jane. Although her warm, loving grandparents, mother, and
both friends support Glory Bea, it pushes credibility that she
sustains such an implausible delusion so long after the loss of
her father. The depiction of the flavor of a small town is nicely
managed, but the only reminder of the Texas setting is the rare
insertion of the contraction “Y’all,” more jarring in its infrequent occurrences than convincingly evocative of dialect. Even
if not fully believable, this effort still provides a heartening,
feel-good ending.
A tender story of grief and the gentle comfort of loved
ones. (Historical fiction. 9-12)

LET’S LEARN SPANISH
First Words for Everyone

Cacciapuoti, Aurora
Illus. by the author
Chronicle (48 pp.)
$12.99 | Mar. 10, 2020
978-1-4521-6626-1

Whimsical illustrations invite children to learn their first
Spanish words.
The book is set out in a simple and clear fashion, each section clearly identified. An introduction tells children “Spanish
is the second-most-spoken language in the world” and explains
there are regional differences in vocabulary. The “Spanish
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Beautiful, informative, and appropriate to the audience.
nesting

Basics” section explains the concept of a gendered language and
how gender and number must match. There is a cryptic note
about “la mano” (the hand) being an exception, with no further
explanation. Then comes the real focus of the book, everyday
words in a variety of areas: animals, body, food, colors, numbers,
school, home, garden, clothing, occupations, family, places,
transportation, and weather. Each topic is allotted a doublepage spread. The illustrations are whimsical and spare. English
is presented in a color matching the general color of the page,
followed by the Spanish in black. On occasion, more than one
word is given for the Spanish to allow for regional differences.
With no pronunciation guide to help children out, it is to be
assumed they will need someone who speaks the language to
guide them. A better use for the book might be as a picturedictionary reference tool. The children depicted in the illustrations are paper-white, purple, blue, and green, with no hint of
racial or ethnic differences.
Serviceable. (Informational picture book. 4- 7)

NESTING

BINKLE’S TIME TO FLY

Collins, Sharmila
Illus. by Rabei, Carolina
Flyaway Books (32 pp.)
$17.00 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-1-94-788822-7

A disabled butterfly’s dreams come true.
Through his time as an egg and caterpillar and then waiting
inside a cocoon, Binkle anticipates becoming a butterfly “with
big and beautiful wings.” But when he cracks the cocoon and
emerges, his wings aren’t what he expected. They’re “weak and
pale, silvery, wispy, and unfinished.” Binkle’s “sorrow and disappointed dreams” derive from his wings’ lack of both function—
they won’t let him fly—and decoration—they have “holes
instead of color.” In a plot straddling the line between magicaldisability cure and an insect version of a story about assistive
technology, silkworms and spiders weave new thread into his
wings, giving Binkle the power of flight; bees “inject” his wings
with colors (how?). Binkle says he’ll always be “different” from

y o u n g a d u lt

Cole, Henry
Illus. by the author
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-0-06-288592-0
Robin’s-egg blue highlights this account
of an American robin family’s year.
Cole uses thin black lines and crosshatching to limn the
tree, the tree branch from which a male robin sings in early
spring, the responding female, and the nest they build. The
first pages are entirely black and white; the first hint of color
appears as a blue-washed sky behind the tree as the birds begin
their nest; two page turns reveal the familiarly colored egg, its
bright color contrasting arrestingly with its black-and-white
surroundings. Then there are two, three, four eggs and the
mother robin’s patient incubation. After the nestlings hatch, a
12-panel spread shows the adult birds flying back and forth with
insects and worms for the babies. First a storm and then a hungry snake provide suspense, but the parents shelter and defend
their chicks successfully. Eventually the young robins fledge.
“Soon they grow strong and can feed themselves. Their wings
take them anywhere they want to go.” Cole varies the design
from vignettes and panels to full- and double-page spreads.
Sometimes viewers are close up; at other times they see the
scenes from a distance. The relatively simple text, expressed in
short sentences, is very accessible, and the natural history, ending with fall berries and the overwintering family, is accurate.
Aimed at a younger audience than Eileen Christolow’s Robins
(2017), this conveys essential information without the other
title’s anthropomorphism.
Beautiful, informative, and appropriate to the audience. (author’s note) (Informational picture book. 3- 7)
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The horizontal trim brilliantly showcases Oswald’s expansive art.
rita & ralph’s rotten day

other butterflies, but there’s no discernible difference aside
from uneven coloration post-transformation. Binkle and his
pals have expressive, mildly cartoony faces. Rabei textures her
backgrounds, leaves, and nondisabled butterfly wings by leaving gaps in the fill, an intentional style that unfortunately mutes
the visual difference between Binkle’s original flimsy, hole-filled
wings and everything else (including healthy wings). Collins’
author’s note explains her own daughter’s excruciatingly painful and disabling condition; unlike her daughter, Binkle isn’t in
pain, and his disability has no (named) material consequences.
Young readers will skip the note anyway—which is just as well,
because it romanticizes sick children and their “positive spirit.”
For an audience seeking a disappearing-disability arc.
(Picture book. 4-6)

SUCH A GOOD BOY

Coppo, Marianna
Illus. by the author
Chronicle (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 11, 2020
978-1-4521-7774-8

A pampered, purebred pooch escapes
from his owners and enjoys a taste of off-leash freedom.
Little Buzz has fluffy, snow-white fur and an aloof expression.
The brief text describes his highly controlled life in an elegant
mansion with his owners, who are heard issuing curt commands
but never seen. Buzz is taken on walks but isn’t allowed to interact with other animals, sniff at interesting items on the ground,
or romp with other dogs at the park. With the encouragement
of a friendly bird, Buzz escapes from a groomer’s shop and proceeds to enjoy some unsupervised independence. Bright illustrations in tempera and pastels use a flattened perspective that
reflects Buzz’s constrained emotional life. The little dog has
a resigned expression throughout until he finds freedom, and
only then does a tiny smile show on his face. An ambiguous
ending shows muddy Buzz rolling in the grass outside his house,
smiling with his bird friend. He’s unsure if he wants to return to
his previous life, and there’s a new complication—a white cat
staring out the window. This unusual, open-ended conclusion
requires readers to interpret Buzz’s situation and consider different ways the story might continue. Some young readers with
beloved pets of their own might find it hard to understand why
Buzz wouldn’t want to go back to a warm house with plenty of
food and his own special bed, prompting conversations.
An unusual, thoughtful tale exploring the canine call of
the wild. (Picture book. 3- 7)
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RITA & RALPH’S
ROTTEN DAY

Deedy, Carmen Agra
Illus. by Oswald, Pete
Scholastic (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-1-338-21638-7

Anger can sometimes cause ridiculous mishaps.
Rita and Ralph live some distance from each other, with
many hills between their two homes. Every day they travel
“down the hill, and up the hill, and down the hill, and up the hill,”
until they meet at the apple tree in the middle, where they highfive each other before playing. One day, they decide to play a
new game called Sticks and Stones. Rita ends up with a painful lump on her head, and they both run away. Ralph realizes
that he has hurt his best friend. He needs to apologize. So he
travels the entire distance to her house: “down the hill, and up
the hill, and down the hill…aaaaand up the hill.” By that time,
he is cranky and doesn’t sound very sorry while apologizing. He
runs all the way home. Rita realizes she may have been a bit rash,
so (including all of those hills, which will be a gas in storytime)
she goes to apologize to Ralph. But again, it doesn’t quite work.
“It has been a rotten day.” Luckily, the next one is much better!
The horizontal trim brilliantly showcases Oswald’s expansive
art and the distance between the two chums while the typography is set so it emulates the hilly path. Deedy’s author’s note
acknowledges inspiration from the popular hand game “Mr.
Wiggle and Mr. Waggle.” Rita and Ralph both have brown skin
and dark hair.
Humorous repetition lightens the quarrel, and readers
learn that forgiveness is a process. (Picture book. 3-6)

THE BOY WHO BECAME
A DRAGON
A Biography of Bruce Lee

Di Bartolo, Jim
Illus. by the author
Scholastic (240 pp.)
$27.99 | $14.99 paper | Feb. 4, 2020
978-1-338-13412-4
978-1-339-13411-7 paper
An ambitious graphic novel takes on
the life of Chinese American star Bruce

Lee.
A twisting red dragon looms over the Golden Gate Bridge
to mark Bruce Lee’s birth in San Francisco in 1940 before his
family returns to Hong Kong soon after. Di Bartolo paints colorful, realistically styled panels, his account of Lee’s early life
laced with frequent allusions to the Chinese zodiac. Concise
narration and dialogue chronicle Lee’s experiences growing up
in Hong Kong during the Japanese occupation and his many
street fights as an adolescent. He also has an early movie career
and eventually studies Wing Chun Kung Fu under revered master Yip Man. A brief overview covers his adult life in Seattle and
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Oakland before Lee lands his first movie deal. Here Di Bartolo
relates the storied fight between an adult Lee and martial artist Wong Jack Man in Oakland. It unfolds like a scene from a
kung fu movie, initiated by racial tension, but is a cinematic if
oft-retold departure from the less-dramatic reality of a combination of Lee’s confrontational personality, several messages
about a challenge, and weeks of planning. While readers may
gain insight to the early years of the martial artist, this artistic
liberty adds dramatic flair but flattens the complexity of Lee’s
character.
An entertaining but not entirely faithful account of the
movie legend. (Graphic biography. 11-14)

I DON’T LIKE RAIN!

Dillard, Sarah
Illus. by the author
Aladdin (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-1-5344-0678-0

A rabbit turns a rainy day into a play day.
A rabbit finds a pine cone and invites woodland pals to play
toss, but when one of them warns, “It’s going to RAIN,” the rabbit’s playmates scatter, leaving their friend behind to announce,
“I like rain.” Wondering “What’s wrong with rain,” the rabbit
watches drops drip. As the drip, drip increases, the bunny, too,
adopts an anti-rain attitude and takes shelter. Flopping about
inside, the bored rabbit spies a bird exuberantly splashing outside in a puddle. Donning rain gear, the rabbit heads out to join
the bird. Reaffirming, “I like rain,” the rabbit invites the others to return for rain play. The minimalist, hand-lettered text
relies on repetition of the onomatopoeic words “drip,” “drop,”
“splish,” and “splash” to convey weather-related mood swings.
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Hilariously, Dillard evokes the pouring rain with vertical repetitions of “d r i p” covering the page. Simple, gently humorous illustrations focus on the rabbit playing outdoors, initially
sporting a red-and-white–striped T-shirt and later protected by
spiffy red galoshes, raincoat, and hat. The rabbit’s metamorphosis from rain lover to rain hater and back to rain lover spins out
visually in a mix of close-up and aerial views against uncluttered
forest backgrounds. Sprightly closing scenes of anthropomorphic critters cavorting in their colorful rain gear end playtime
on a high note.
Attitude makes all the difference in this amusing,
cheery, weather-driven tale. (Picture book. 4-8)

CHIRRI & CHIRRA,
ON THE TOWN

Doi, Kaya
Illus. by the author
Trans. by Boyd, David
Enchanted Lion Books (40 pp.)
$16.95 | Nov. 19, 2019
978-1-59270-278-7
“Dring-dring, dring-dring!” Chirri and Chirra’s bicycle bells
summon readers on another serene adventure.
This fifth book about the imperturbable bicycle-riding
youngsters is something of a departure for the Japanese series,
taking them into the human landscape of a nearby town instead
of a tiny, fantastical one in surrounding nature. But that doesn’t
make it any less adorable. A shop of yarn and thread “in every
color!” offers the same visually detailed satisfaction as did
earlier outings to a moles’ peanut farm (Chirri & Chirra Under
ground, 2019) or a bumblebees’ kitchen (Chirri & Chirra in the
Tall Grass, 2017). The children each pick two balls of yarn and
bicycle to a weaver’s, where they fall asleep as their yarn is
woven into scarves. Following the faint sound of their names,
they bicycle to “a beautiful house,” where they are welcomed
in for soup. Lest children fear that the wee adventurers have
become terribly prosaic, in the house’s garden they find parent birds who welcome them to a party celebrating their new
babies. There is no danger in Chirri and Chirra’s world—just
welcome and delight. Doi employs her characteristic smudgy
style, rounded, flowing shapes surrounded by soft borders of
white that reinforce the cozy feel. Most shops’ signs display
Japanese characters, but the town’s denizens exhibit a variety
of racial presentations; the protagonists have pale skin, rosy
cheeks, black pageboys, and blue dot eyes.
Darling. (Picture book. 3- 7)
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MAGNIFICENT
HOMESPUN BROWN
A Celebration
Doyon, Samara Cole
Illus. by Juanita, Kaylani
Tilbury House (32 pp.)
$16.95 | Jan. 7, 2020
978-0-88448-797-5

A series of young brown girls admire the many different
browns in their environments and in their own images in this
poetic celebration of self and nature.
“Deep secret brown. / Like the subtly churning river currents / playfully beckoning me / through my grandmother’s
kitchen window….” A girl gazes, smiling, out the window at a
scene of the natural world. On the next spread, a close-up of
a bespectacled girl’s face is accompanied by the line, “Deep
secret brown…like my eyes.” Another girl admires the “feathery brown” of tree shadows on a hike with her daddy and then
the “feathery brown” of her eyelashes. Still another tastes the
“amber brown” of honey from her aunt’s hive and admires the
“amber brown” of her own hair. Each girl is featured with family
members or friends, relating to nature, and on her own having
fun or in a reflective moment. The text of the poem is delightfully filled with rich imagery and luscious language, complex
enough to grow into but familiar enough to enjoy at any age.
Juanita’s earth-toned illustrations are joyful and remarkably
inclusive. The girls and their friends and family wear a variety
of hairstyles; there are characters in hijabs, one with vitiligo, a
child in a wheelchair, and an adult without a hand. Readers may
find themselves wondering whether this is the same girl in many
aspects or many—and then contemplating their own multifaceted natures.
This “celebration” makes magic out of the everyday
joys of being in the world. (Picture book. 6-12)

THE HAUNTING

Duga, Lindsey
Scholastic (240 pp.)
$6.99 paper | Feb. 4, 2020
978-1-338-50651-8
A girl is adopted into a forever home.
But will the home adopt her back?
Of all the orphans at Evanshire’s
Home for Neglected Girls, 12-year-old
Emily feels like she’s the most hated.
When a wealthy couple comes to visit
the orphanage, Emily is sure they’ll choose a younger, prettier
girl with “soft curls and big blue eyes,” just like every other family seems to. To everyone’s surprise, the couple—a Mr. and Mrs.
Thornton—chooses Emily without skipping a beat. Almost as
quickly, a carriage whisks Emily off to her new home, Blackthorn Manor, and her “different, more beautiful life.” From
the outside, the manor (and Emily’s new family) is magnificent. But, inside, the cobwebs and stale scent tell a different
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The gentle cartoon illustrations perfectly match
the tongue-in-cheek humor of the text.
bear goes sugaring

story—one tinged with living shadows and bizarre happenings.
Determined to turn creepy into homey, Emily dares to learn
the manor’s secrets—even as the building seems to want her
out. Duga’s middle-grade debut paints a timeless, atmospheric
English setting. The slow pace, all chills and spooks, builds a
compelling (if a bit derivative) mystery. Third-person narration
focalizes through Emily, but weak characterization on all fronts
makes plot the clear driving force. The cast is presumed white
by default. Though the adoption mainly services the plot, this
ghost story scrapes together important themes of belonging
and family amid the melancholy of loss.
Good but not haunting. (Horror. 8-12)

JUST LIKE A MAMA

Follow along as Bear collects sap to
make maple syrup.
Even as Eaton folds in lots of information, diagrams, and solid vocabulary
(“spiles,” “brace,” “sugarbush”), the antics of Bear’s two sidekicks—Squirrel and Dog—will keep readers in stitches and
turning pages and learning a lot about the process of maple
sugaring. Eaton uses text boxes, vignettes, speech bubbles, and
comics-style panels to keep readers’ interest and break up the
information. A spread about maples shows four types and their
different leaves. The red maple is labeled “Distinct teeth on
leaves” while the dog in its branches is labeled “Distinct teeth
in mouth.” Bear patiently goes through the entire process, from
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Duncan, Alice Faye
Illus. by Barlow, Charnelle Pinkney
Denene Millner Books/Simon &
Schuster (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 14, 2020
978-1-5344-6183-3

BEAR GOES SUGARING

Eaton III, Maxwell
Illus. by the author
Neal Porter/Holiday House (32 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 7, 2020
978-0-8234-4448-9

Because Carol Oliva Clementine
cannot live with Mommy and Daddy, the
child lives with Mama Rose.
Carol Oliva Clementine, a light-brown–skinned child with
a sandy-red afro puff, describes life with Mama Rose, a darkskinned black woman. Readers don’t learn why Carol Oliva Clementine came to live with Mama Rose. While readers also aren’t
told how long they’ve lived together, Carol Oliva Clementine
describes two birthdays with Mama Rose: the fifth, when the
child received a watch and learned to tell time, and the sixth,
when Mama Rose gave her little one a yellow bicycle. Carol
Olivia Clementine is presented as a happy and carefree little
child who misses Mommy and Daddy but is also happy to live
with Mama Rose, who lovingly calls the child Lady Bug. The
illustrations are bright and playful, conveying the deep warmth
of affection between the two. One spread in which Mama Rose
does her charge’s hair and then swaddles Carol Olivia Clementine for winter play bears out the truth of the title. It is curious,
however, that Carol Olivia Clementine and Mama Rose wear
the same clothing throughout the book even though multiple
seasons pass. In an author’s note, Duncan tells of her own experience with a kinship adoption.
A beautiful story of love and kinship, so needed for the
many children living apart from their nuclear families.
(Picture book. 3-6)
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Rohmann rises to the challenge of a story set
mostly in dark, confined quarters.
honeybee

marking the trees and drilling the holes to collecting the sap,
building an evaporator and stacking firewood, filtering the
syrup and finishing it on the kitchen stove, and finally ladling
it into jars. But it’s not until the final pages that her two friends,
who are almost at their wits’ end by this point with how long
it’s taking to make one breakfast of pancakes, finally get their
much-desired treat. The gentle cartoon illustrations perfectly
match the tongue-in-cheek humor of the text. Bear wears clothing; Dog and Squirrel do not. The backmatter includes a map,
illustrations of evaporator and spile types and a traditional sugarhouse, an author’s note, and some resources.
Readers are sure to request both rereads and pancakes…
and maybe a few spiles and buckets of their own. (Informa
tional picture book. 4-9)

BEETLE BATTLES
One Scientist’s Journey of
Adventure and Discovery
Emlen, Douglas J.
Roaring Brook (176 pp.)
$18.99 | Dec. 24, 2019
978-1-250-14711-0

A biologist’s thoughts on the causes
and courses of arms races—in the natural
world and elsewhere.
Recasting his adult-oriented Animal
Weapons: The Evolution of Battle (2014) for a younger audience,
Emlen focuses on dung beetles, which he studied for many
years in locales from Panama to the Serengeti. He describes
in fascinating detail how he designed studies and experiments
that proved not only that horned varieties fought individual
duels over females underground, but that they also produced
offspring with larger or smaller weapons through a process of
natural selection. It’s a great account of science in the field and
in action…until, that is, he suddenly switches course, trying
to extend his findings to the history of human warfare with a
claim that “arms races” are effectively the same. This leads to
some questionable, not to mention sexist, claims, notably that
armored “knights errant” fought each other for “forty or more
years of continuous battle” to win “the hand of an heiress” and
that the Cold War was, like those battling beetles, a one-on-one
duel writ large. More defensibly, he also discusses how weapons systems, natural and high-tech alike, become ever more
unwieldy until rendered obsolete by “cheaters,” such as, in the
case of humans, guerillas and “cyberhackers” who refuse to fight
face to face. Maps, paintings, and photos, many drawn from the
previous edition, complement the text.
Entertaining and instructive, if more than a bit shaky
in its historical reaches (source note, index) (Nonfiction.
11-14)
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96 MILES

Esplin, J.L.
Starscape/Tom Doherty (272 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 11, 2020
978-1-250-19230-1
Brothers undertake a desperate desert journey during a long-term power
outage.
While their preparation-obsessed
father’s out of state on a business trip,
leaving 13-year-old John and 11-year-old
Stew under the loose supervision of their neighbors, a complete blackout hits. Days pass and it doesn’t let up; what little
news they hear implies a massive scale. In the opening sequence,
readers meet the brothers as they lower themselves to collecting toilet water to drink, as they were recently robbed of their
father’s entire (extensive) supply stash. They encounter a
sister-brother duo, Cleverly and Will, and—even though John
knows that they barely have the supplies to make the threeday, 96-mile titular journey to salvation—the brothers decide
allowing the other kids to join is what is right to do. Along the
journey, they face general hardships of desert hiking with insufficient water as well as human threats. Thankfully, these latter
are given conflicting motives, which increases tension. Another
conflict source is Stew’s defeatist behavior, which is at odds
with John’s descriptions of him—and, in a twist, is revealed to
have a very good cause. The story focuses on the themes of the
kids’ journey, and while the ending provides hope, readers looking for answers to the blackout will be disappointed. The characters default to white, though there’s disability representation
in the form of characters with Type I diabetes.
For readers thirsting for a fresh survival story. (Adven
ture. 8-13)

HONEYBEE
The Busy Life of
Apis Mellifera

Fleming, Candace
Illus. by Rohmann, Eric
Neal Porter/Holiday House (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-0-8234-4285-0

As they did in Giant Squid (2016), Fleming and Rohmann give readers a deep dive into the biology of a
creature so alien from humans it’s hard to imagine we all live on
the same planet.
The long, free-verse poem begins to unfold in the frontmatter when the protagonist emerges from the wax cell that protected her during metamorphosis “into… / a teeming, trembling
flurry. / Hummmmm!” Naming her subject Apis for her genus,
Fleming describes in meticulous detail many of the myriad roles
a worker honeybee plays in the colony, from cell preparation
through nursing, queen tending, comb building, nectar receiving, honey curing, guarding, and scouting to, finally, foraging.
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She maintains narrative tension through artfully deployed
delayed gratification, ending each topical spread by hinting that
Apis’ “new job” might involve “flying?” only to reveal a different nest-bound activity for Apis with a page turn. Rohmann
rises to the challenge of a story set mostly in dark, confined
quarters and a limited palette of black, brown, and honey yellow with stunning views of Apis and her sisters, each tiny hair
and segment lovingly delineated. Neither text nor illustrations
anthropomorphize their subject; Apis never complains. But an
astonishing double gatefold depicts her finally flying over a field
of purple and yellow wildflowers into an endless blue sky, liberating bee, creators, and readers alike. Several pages of backmatter offer further information about honeybees, online resources,
and child-appropriate books.
Like its subject, a wonder to behold. (Informational picture
book. 5-10)

CÉZANNE’S PARROT

Guglielmo, Amy
Illus. by Helquist, Brett
Putnam (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 11, 2020
978-0-525-51508-1

Guglielmo seizes on Bisou, Paul
Cézanne’s pet parrot, as an entree into
the life and work of the artist whom
Pablo Picasso acclaimed as the father of 20th-century painting.
Paul Cézanne was a nearly stereotypical struggling artist who abandoned his middle-class roots in Aix-en-Provence
to carve out an art career in late-19th-century Paris. Neurotic,
more than a bit depressed, and misanthropic, Cézanne was the
odd man out among the impressionists. He was stolid and solid;
they flew near the sun. Discouraged by his lack of conventional
success, he found a sassy studio companion. Bisou was a clever
mix of pet and service animal whom he trained to squawk an
affirmation: “Cézanne is a great painter!” It worked. Cézanne
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worked. He became obsessively devoted to modeled tabletop
still lifes, portraits, and figures (The Bathers, The Card Players,
etc.). He finally exhibited and…he sold. Guglielmo does a good
job focusing on the value of artistic persistence, but she relies
only on Bisou for a hook, not taking the opportunity to incorporate the very kid-friendly character of Cézanne’s son, Paul (the
subject of nine portraits and countless drawings). Helquist contributes oil-on-paper illustrations that approximate Cézanne’s
palette and still-life skills, though the figures sometime border
on the cartoony. Characters all present white.
Readers will find this portrait of an artist distinctive,
useful, and appealing. (author’s note, selected bibliography,
source notes, list of paintings) (Picture book/biography. 4-8)

ARE YOUR STARS LIKE
MY STARS?

Helakoski, Leslie
Illus. by Sheffield, Heidi Woodward
Sterling (32 pp.)
$16.95 | Jan. 7, 2020
978-1-4549-3013-6
No matter how different our lives are, some things are the
same.
A child’s world is full of color—and, if they look closely, full
of wonder. Most double-page spreads of this picture book feature rhyming verse set on the left-hand page that describes in
developmentally appropriate language how a child narrator
sees a color. Gold, for example, is “warm” and “full of sparkle,”
whereas blue is “deep, wide, and open.” Each stanza ends with
versions of the same question, which concludes across the gutter or after a page turn: “Is your gold… / …like my gold?” creating
a repetitive pattern that will delight young readers. The text is
accompanied by rich illustrations of diverse children from all
around the world, including South Asia, Latin America, East
Asia, and Western settings. The final page features a black child
and a white child sitting arm and arm on a hilltop, looking at the
same star, driving home the message that our similarities bring
us together and our differences make us more beautiful. The
best feature of the book is the highly textured, collage-style
illustrations, many of which contain soft strokes of color that
give the images a pleasantly dreamlike quality. Unfortunately,
the print is small, and the single lines that begin with “…like my”
often get swallowed up in the pictures and are difficult to find.
Design flaws aside, the book’s timely message of universality among diversity is a highly relevant one. (Picture
book. 2-5)
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MRS. PADDINGTON AND THE
SILVER MOUSETRAPS
A Hair-Raising History of
Women’s Hairstyles in 18thCentury London
Hennessey, Gail Skroback
Illus. by Cox, Steve
Red Chair Press (40 pp.)
$19.99 | Jan. 1, 2020
978-1-63440-900-1

The lengths that high-society women in the 1700s would go
to for their hairstyles….
Mrs. Muriel Paddington would like to win an award at the
Moonlight Ball. After some back and forth with her hairdresser,
she decides upon a windmill theme. The next spreads detail the
elaborate 3-foot-tall hairpiece’s construction. It includes a wire
frame, pillow, and hair extensions “donated” (read: demanded)
from her maid. Then there’s the beef-marrow and wax pomade,
the pound of flour per week that dusts the creation, and the
mixture of sugar water that solidifies the whole thing—no wonder Mrs. Paddington has a problem with mice when she finally
gets into bed and tries to sleep (sitting mostly upright with a
special pillow). A visit to the Silver Mousetrap Shoppe takes
care of the problem, and a pewter headscratcher gives some
relief from the insects infesting her hairdo. Readers will likely
either be laughing like the commoners on the street or shaking their heads in disbelief that rich grown-ups would actually
crawl in and out of a store because they couldn’t fit through the
door upright. Cox’s illustrations ably capture the whimsy and
creativity of the hairstyles while poking gentle fun at the same
time. Mrs. Paddington’s surroundings are suitably opulent, all
the people are pale, and the dialogue is aptly stuffy. Occasional
sidebars attest to the historicity that underlies the ridiculousness, but there is no explicit parsing of fact from fancy.
Readers will goggle at the very notion. (sources) (Picture
book. 8-12)

MR. PIG’S BIG WALL

Hernandez, Glenn
Illus. by the author
Random House (40 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | Feb. 25, 2020
978-1-5247-7206-2
978-1-5247-7207-9 PLB
A fable for our times….
Hardworking Mr. Pig loves his garden. He tends his flowers each evening—or at least that’s his
intention. His neighbor, Little Tortoise, interrupts his purposeful solitude with ceaseless chatter and exhortations to play. From
offering unsolicited help (Little Tortoise pulls up a potted plant
by its roots) to hitching a ride on some 2-by-4s that Mr. Pig has
thrown across his shoulder, the diminutive reptile is a clueless
nuisance. The porcine gardener reaches his limit and proceeds
to build a brick wall of epic proportions. To the pig’s chagrin,
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A good sense of movement and expression
animates the anthropomorphic characters.
the perfect birthday recipe

the wall is more effective than he imagined. It keeps everything
out—including sunlight. The lovely garden withers, and the pig
becomes despondent. With the help of some helium-filled balloons and a sunflower, the tortoise inadvertently takes Mr. Pig
soaring above a world free of walls and fences, demonstrating
that a diversity of elements is needed in order to thrive. Hernandez’s bright illustrations complement the text, from the
naïve tortoise’s toothy grin to the irritated pig’s perpetual grimace. The allegorical reference to the immigration policies of
the United States falls flat, however, because Little Tortoise,
while unfortunately conforming to many negative Latinx stereotypes, owns her own property and is not trying to move in
with Mr. Pig, the embodiment of the Protestant work ethic.
A testament to the folly of using extreme measures that
is itself flawed. (Picture book. 4-8)

MIDDLE SCHOOL’S A DRAG,
YOU BETTER WERK!

When your (current) dream is to
manage the stars, as RuPaul might say,
you’d better werk!
Middle schooler Michael Pruitt, 12,
white, and gay, wants to be an entrepreneur to impress his paternal grandfather, Pap. Sure, Michael
doesn’t really know what he wants to do, but he does know that
a good businessperson should always be ready to embrace the
next surefire scheme—a strategy that leads Michael to become
the agent for Coco Caliente, Mistress of Madness and Mayhem,
or, as she’s known around school, Julian Vasquez. While managing Julian/Coco, Michael picks up a handful of other acts, hoping that one wins the end-of-the-year school talent show and a
$100 prize. It’s an entertaining-enough setup, but the talented
secondary characters come across as much more interesting
and likable than wheeler-dealer Michael. He is written as an
unusual mix of savvy and naïve and has a distinctly odd understanding of contemporaneous culture, casually name-checking
the online Yellow Pages, the PennySaver, and the JCPenney
catalog but clueless about RuPaul. The plot driver—his desire
to make his already-proud grandfather…er…proud—diminishes
next to the quickly referenced and also quickly resolved family
issues of Julian and the family addiction problems of friend and
crush Colton (also white). In addition to Latinx Julian, prominent diverse characters include Michael’s two best friends, an
Indian American boy and a black boy.
Drag queens and their many fabulous readers deserve
better. (Fiction. 9-12)
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Hudson, Katy
Illus. by the author
Capstone Editions (32 pp.)
$17.95 | Feb. 1, 2020
978-1-68446-037-3
Can this birthday be saved?
Beaver is an exacting sort, and he’s planned the perfect
birthday cake for his upcoming celebration. Unlike a certain
little red hen, from the start he’d prefer to do it himself, but
his enthusiastic friends—Tortoise, Bird, Rabbit, and Squirrel—
are determined to help bake the cake. A series of mishaps on
the parts of these well-intentioned pals makes for a result that
is less than perfect according to Beaver’s perfectionist point
of view. In a rage, he tells everyone to leave and then starts all
over, following the complicated recipe to the letter and into
the night. This time, the cake is perfect, but when Beaver digs
into a slice, he also begins to sob with loneliness and regret. His
friends overhear his cries and graciously return to his side and
comfort him, resolving to celebrate the next day after everyone’s had a good night’s sleep. When they do celebrate, they use
the original cake (what becomes of the “perfect” one is unclear),
and all’s well that ends well. Throughout, Hudson’s accompanying illustrations use a nice balance of spot and full-page compositions to support pacing and offer faithful depictions of the
characters and events in the story. A good sense of movement
and expression animates the anthropomorphic characters, adding humor to the telling.
Sweet as cake. (Picture book. 4- 7)

ARCADE AND THE FIERY
METAL TESTER

Jennings, Rashad with Osborne, Jill
Illus. by Brown, Alan
Zonderkidz (256 pp.)
$14.99 | Feb. 11, 2020
978-0-310-76745-9
Series: Coin Slot Chronicles, 3

In Volume 3 of the Coin Slot Chronicles,
11-year-old Arcade Livingston and older
sister Zoe must harness their patience and

compassion.
Retired NFL running back Jennings, writing with veteran
children’s writer Osborne, developed the Arcade Livingston
series after finding success with his book for adults, The If in
Life (written with Michael Strahan, 2018). As the book opens,
the Livingston parents set goals with their children: to step
into the positive character traits of patience and compassion,
in accordance with their Christian faith (references to which
are lightly sprinkled throughout the text). These goals inform
the adventures that follow. The novels can stand alone but are
deepened when read together, so maybe that’s the best way
for readers to understand the full story behind this mysterious
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Howard, Greg
Putnam (304 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 11, 2020
978-0-525-51752-8

THE PERFECT
BIRTHDAY RECIPE

John’s good-hearted text makes some hay with the bean puns.
the cool bean

Triple T Token and its time-traveling powers. Readers learn
that it can take Arcade and Zoe to times and places they’ve
never been with strange people surrounding them, yet this
story isn’t always about what’s happening way out there.
There’s the serious inside things too. There’s Arcade’s best
friend, Doug, who is being moved to Florida when he wants
nothing more than to be close to his ailing grandmother. Is
there something that this mysterious Triple T Token can do
about that? Does trying to control the power of the token only
create further chaos?
Dotted with significant life lessons for young readers,
who might prefer to start with Volume 1. (Fantasy. 8-12)

THE COOL BEAN

John, Jory
Illus. by Oswald, Pete
Harper/HarperCollins (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Dec. 3, 2019
978-0-06-295452-7
A supposed “has-bean” shows that
coolness has more to do with deeds than
demeanor.
Offering further moral instruction in this leguminous
cousin to The Bad Seed (2017) and The Good Egg (2019), Oswald
portrays three beans—each a different species but all sporting boss shades, fly threads, and that requisite air of nonchalance—bringing the cool to streets, hallways, playgrounds,
and Leguma Beach. Meanwhile, a fourth (a scraggly-haired
chickpea), whose efforts to echo the look and the ’tude have
fallen flat, takes on the role of nerdy narrator to recall “olden
days” when they all hung out in the same pod. Still, despite
rolling separate ways (nobody’s fault: “That’s just how it is
sometimes. You spend less time together, even though you’re
not totally sure why”), when the uncool bean drops a lunch
tray, skins a kid knee on the playground, or just needs a
hint in class, one of the others is always on the scene toot
suite. No biggie. And passing those casual acts of kindness
forward? “Now that’s cool.” John’s good-hearted text makes
some hay with the bean puns while Oswald’s pipe-stemmed
limbs, googly eyes, and accessories give these anthropomorphic legumes lots of personality. As a fava to young audiences,
pair with Jamie Michalak and Frank Kolar’s Frank and Bean
(2019) for a musical combination.
Cool beans indeed. (Picture book. 6-9)
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HELP WANTED,
MUST LOVE BOOKS

Johnson, Janet Sumner
Illus. by Dawson, Courtney
Capstone Editions (32 pp.)
$17.95 | Mar. 1, 2020
978-1-68446-075-5
When her dad gets too busy for bedtime, Shailey gets busy
replacing him.
Shailey loves bedtime, basking in its rituals of sliding into
her PJ’s, brushing her teeth, and combing her bookshelf for the
perfect story. But then her dad gets a new job, and suddenly he
is either too busy or too tired to perform his bedtime duties adequately, leading Shailey to fire him and post an announcement
for his replacement. Shortly before bedtime, the interview process commences. Illustrations depict the casts of popular stories: the Three Little Pigs, Snow White and the Seven Dwarves,
the Big Bad Wolf, etc. The storybook characters, mostly white,
animal, or edible, create quite the ruckus, causing Shailey to
tweak the announcement again and again. Finally she finds a
promising job seeker. With his familiar looks, just-right voice,
and strawberries-and–chocolate chip cookies smell, Dad has
all the prerequisites for the job, provided he keeps work offlimits during bedtime! The HR jargon the book depends on
may sail over young readers’ heads, but the book’s saucy tone
has the potential to delight a broad audience. But even though
the book features a black protagonist and her father and a few
of the storybook characters are depicted as characters of color,
the latter all come from the Western European canon—a telling
detail that undermines the fun.
Cheery and lighthearted—and a lot less inclusive than
it thinks it is. (Picture book. 5-8)

WHEN YOU NEED WINGS

Judge, Lita
Illus. by the author
Atheneum (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-1-5344-3755-5

An invitation to wary children to find
strength within.
The author/illustrator advises kids
facing a loud, frightening, unfamiliar
situation, when “no one is listening” and when disappearing
seems like a good idea, to concentrate on “the sound of [their]
very own wings, beating within.” As depicted in the delightful, energetic pencil-and-watercolor illustrations, these invisible, though audible and palpable, wings help one fly away from
fearsome experiences and enter a blissful, imaginary realm of
“treasures” where anything’s possible. There, one might laugh,
dance, gambol, and even shout among assorted nonthreatening companions. Indulging in flights of fancy, the story assures
readers, can give one the strength and self-confidence to meet
erstwhile scary problems with aplomb. This simple, charming
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story presents a young white child who finds the first day of
preschool intimidating. Eyes closed and concentrating on the
beating wings within, the child enters an enchanting forest of
the mind filled with friendly, revelry-making wildlife. Once the
adventure’s over, the child, now confident enough to “fly” in the
real world, is shown having a genuinely joyful time with welcoming, diverse classmates. An especially captivating double-page
spread shows the child’s wide-eyed face smiling out at readers,
surrounded by the symbolic white doves that support her.
This sweet book offers a comforting and reassuring
idea to help children through a tough time—or any time.
(Picture book. 4- 7)

THE GENEROUS FISH

Jules, Jacqueline
Illus. by Tyrrell, Frances
Wisdom Tales (40 pp.)
$16.95 | Jan. 7, 2020
978-1-937786-79-3

|

Kid Coach and Dad learn the meaning of true championship in this debut
picture book.
Young Kid Coach trains his skinny, couch-potato dad for the
ultimate competition “in the grandest arena of them all—Wrestle-Rumble Mania Kingdom Tournament of Champions.” Dad
throws down against a series of flamboyant, muscled “guys”—
big, bad, and bald. Each time, Dad wins with his inescapable
“Tater Tangler,” but during all his training, Kid Coach forgot to
teach Dad how a victor treats fellow competitors. Dad dances
too long and refuses to shake hands. Large, flashy illustrations
capture the playful energy of the narration and lend to sharing
the book with a storytime audience. Repetition also increases
the read-aloud appeal. Mixing it with potato humor, Justus
presents a valuable lesson about integrity and kindness. The
wrestlers don’t care about the gifts or high-fives Dad offers to
make up for his behavior until he gives a sincere apology. Unfortunately, the book lacks diversity. Both Kid Coach and Dad are
white, and white (or, oddly, purple or pink) characters outnumber the two people of color depicted in the illustrations. One of
them is black, and the other wears a Mexican lucha libre mask.
Additionally, the text refers to all the wrestlers as “guys” and the
competition as a “Kingdom,” so there are presumably no other
genders represented in the story.
A lively story with a positive message—but not a true
champion of inclusion. (Picture book. 3- 7)

GET A GRIP,
VIVY COHEN!

Kapit, Sarah
Dial (336 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 25, 2020
978-0-525-55418-9
Eleven-year-old Vivian Jane Cohen
has autism but she also throws a mean
knuckleball and yearns to play baseball.
Vivy first learned of the knuckleball three years ago, at an autism event
where then–minor league pitcher VJ Capello showed her how
to hold the ball the right way, but she mastered it on her own.
Now a coach has seen her throwing to her older brother, Nate,
and invited her to join his team. Although she initially begins
writing to VJ to fulfill a school assignment, little expecting a
reply, magically, he begins to write back. This vivid epistolary
tale captures Vivy’s growing sense of her own capabilities as
she discovers that she can mostly hold her own on a boys’ team,
even though she has to deal with cruel bullying from the coach’s
obnoxious son. It helps that her catcher, Alex, accepts her fully
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A boy’s relationship with a fish results
in the town’s wealth and prosperity at
the expense of their generous benefactor.
Heeding the words of his father always to be good to others,
Reuven shares his daily bread with a talking golden fish, Nissim,
who befriends him at the shore and invites him to play in the
water. They roughhouse a bit, and one of Nissim’s scales falls off.
But the fish insists Reuven “Take it. My scales grow back.” In
the village, the townsfolk see the scale is real gold and envision
a richer life. Eager to help the villagers but reluctant to impose,
Reuven asks Nissim to give more scales to those in need. The
fish willingly complies, but with most of its scales gone, soon
it becomes dangerously weak. Alarmed, Reuven puts an end to
his friend’s self-destructive generosity and scolds the villagers
for their greed. Remorseful, the villagers, led by the rabbi, bring
food and love and help Nissim back to robust health. Inspired
by two Jewish folktales, one classic and one Hasidic, Jules has
crafted a clear metaphor for environmental destruction and
the need for healing. Tyrrell’s lovely, vivid, detailed paintings
depict an Old World Hasidic seaside town. Human figures are
pale-skinned and are arranged rather stiffly within intricately
bordered frames.
A well-told story with enough pathos to deliver its
underlying message of environmental stewardship. (Picture
book. 5-8)

KID COACH

Justus, Rob
Illus. by the author
Page Street (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-1-62414-886-6

and offers warm, believable encouragement as she finds ways
to push back against her overprotective mother’s smothering
management. Just as helpful are VJ’s insights on pitching, bullying, and life in general as he struggles with his own uncertainties.
Vivy, Nate, and their parents are white and Jewish. VJ is black
and Alex, Mexican American, offering opportunities for reflection on discrimination’s many facets, while in a subplot, Nate
comes out as gay to their accepting parents.
A satisfying baseball story that never minimizes the
challenges of autism but celebrates skill, determination,
and love for the game. (Fiction. 9-12)

DOCTOR MOUSE

Kempter, Christa
Illus. by Jackowski, Amélie
Trans. by Wilson, David Henry
NorthSouth (32 pp.)
$17.95 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-0-7358-4410-0
A white-coated mouse opens his
barn-cum-office daily to a variety of
equally anthropomorphic animals—all of whom benefit from
the good doctor’s unconventional methods.
On the first verso, readers see the diminutive doctor pushing open the doors of his large red barn while the text on the
stark-white recto explains his routine, which includes hanging
his sign: “Consultations from sunrise to sunset.” He then seats
himself on three cushions piled up on a chair and begins munching his breakfast cheese. Despite the annoyed clucks of his first
patient—Ms. Chicken—Dr. Mouse insists on waiting for his visitor chairs to fill up before beginning examinations. The strategy is clearly successful; Dr. Mouse facilitates healing, whether
medical or psychological, for each animal—and each therapy
conveniently comes from another patient. (Mr. Fox, who enters
late, denies an illness but acquires a needed snack—not, happily, a fellow patient—and just happens to have spectacles in his
backpack for Ms. Owl.) The comedy lies in the detailed, cheerful, and painterly illustrations as well as the funny, often surprising, conversations. Even the youngest readers will giggle at the
diet of Mr. Bear, whose complaint is a hurting stomach: cream
cake for breakfast, lunch, and supper. His cure will come from
Ms. Rabbit, and he in turn sweetly outlines a plan to help her
overcome shyness. The ending is a funny revelation.
Charming, upbeat quirkiness. (Picture book. 3- 7)
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ESCAPE FROM HAT

Kline, Adam
Illus. by Taylor, Brian
Harper/HarperCollins (176 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-0-06-283997-8
A lucky rabbit must escape from the
depths of a magic hat to reunite with the
boy he protects.
Cecil Bean has both bad luck and
good luck because everyone in the world,
according to this outlandish fantasy, has both a black cat that
crosses their paths and a personal lucky rabbit. In Cecil’s case,
Millikin the cat is determined to ruin the boy’s life while Leek
the rabbit wants to keep him safe. Their conflict comes to a head
when a traveling charlatan with a stolen magic hat puts Leek
into the hat during a performance. The act sends Leek to an
inhospitable realm called Hat, also Millikin’s homeland, where
he meets other rabbits who’ve suffered the same fate. The tale
picks up even more speed as Leek meets rabbit doe Morel, and
the two set out for the fortress of the black cats, where they can
return to their humans through magic. Nonstop action, with
plenty of excrement jokes, carries readers along as the rabbits
encounter unusual creatures, a few monsters, and an epic catand-mouse chase on their way. Meanwhile, Cecil, hoping to
save Leek, learns to make his own luck. Although Morel defies
gender stereotypes as a sword-wielding leader, a jungle-dwelling
community of pierced, tattooed, and breechcloth-clad potbelly
pigs reinforces those often assigned to Indigenous peoples. All
human characters assume the white default. Taylor’s full-color,
animation-inflected illustrations appear throughout.
Odd but not without some appeal. (Fantasy. 8-12)

RAISE YOUR VOICE
12 Protests That Shaped
America
Kluger, Jeffrey
Philomel (224 pp.)
$19.99 | Mar. 10, 2020
978-0-525-51830-3

In tribute to this country’s long tradition of grassroots protests, a dozen significant clashes.
Opening with a claim that we
humans are “hardwired” to respond with disgust to anything
seen as “fundamentally unfair,” Kluger offers a roster of flash
points—most of which marked change rather than directly
causing it but all milestones in the annals of American social
discourse and attitudes. Some, such as Stonewall, were more or
less spontaneous uprisings; others, from the March on Washington in 1963 to the 2017 Women’s March, were carefully (if
sometimes hastily) orchestrated. Likewise, if the Seneca Falls
convention and 1982’s immense anti-nuke rally in New York
were (relatively) peaceful, aggressive police responses made the
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Will hit the spot for quieter readers.
bug boys

demonstrations outside the Democratic National Convention
in 1968 and the Dakota Access uprising in 2016-17 anything
but. Unfortunately, Kluger never explains that in framing his
account of the Dakota Access Pipeline resistance as one battle
in a centurieslong struggle of the “Great Sioux Nation” against
a mythic “black snake,” he is not contriving a metaphor but
paraphrasing Native American protesters’ statements. Nevertheless, in every case he expertly brushes in historical contexts
and properly notes that not every proud “liberation tale” here
resulted in unqualified, or even partial, success. Photos at each
chapter head not seen.
Cogent reminders that armed rebellion isn’t the only
answer to social injustice. (source note, index) (Nonfiction.
10-16)

BUG BOYS

In this quiet graphic novel, two beetle buddies share gentle adventures.
Rhino-B is a bold rhinoceros beetle
who lives with his BFF, a stag beetle
named Stag-B, in their charming mushroom home in Bug Village. In a series of vignettes, the duo experience their world by
visiting the Insects’ Library, maintained by their friend Dome
Spider; helping a neighboring beehive to obtain a lost crown
from treacherous termites; and exploring the Deep Dirt Cave
with Dome Spider and finding themselves in a bizarrely psychedelic moment. The beetles’ exploits may be unusual, but their
friendship and its dynamics are familiar. While episodic, their
adventures are low-key, with a meditative feel and an emphasis
on staying focused in the present; one night, as the bugs gaze
into the night sky, reflecting on anxieties around growing up,
Stag-B sagely asserts, “The Earth is big and life is long. Just
appreciate where you are now.” Readers looking for fast pacing
or plot-driven works may be put off by the insistent introspection, but it will hit the spot for quieter readers. Knetzger’s background as a storyboard artist for the cartoon Adventure Time is
highly visible, sharing its playfully absurdist feel throughout
and even its dreamy pastel-hued aesthetic (supplied by Lynde).
Rhino-B and Stag-B both identify as male.
A whimsical rumination on friendship and being present in the moment. (beetle facts) (Graphic fantasy. 7-10)
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Kobayashi, Yutaka
Illus. by the author
Trans. by Gharbi, Mariko Shii
Museyon (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Nov. 1, 2019
978-1-940842-27-1
Series: Yamo’s Village
Following The Most Beautiful Village in the World (2018),
Kobayashi offers a second picture book featuring Yamo, a boy
who lives in a bucolic village in the Afghan mountains.
The opening spread depicts a scene of everyday village life:
men gathered in a pavilion drinking tea, a street vendor, donkeys laden with cargo, boys playing simple games. But the arrival
of the circus makes this day extraordinary, and an excited Yamo
runs home with the news. Yamo and his friend Mirado, however,
must work in the fields, harvesting wheat and yams. The following day they enjoy the circus, where the highlight for Mirado,
whose father “went to the war,” is playing his father’s flute with
the traditional instrumental band accompanying a “beautiful” singer. Mirado enchants the audience with his flute and is
invited to join the circus, prompting Yamo to wistfully tell him
that he may see his father as it travels. Yamo’s own future is significantly less hopeful, conveyed in an epilogue that brings the
war home. The colorful, detailed illustrations have a nostalgic
quality. Young readers/listeners will doubtlessly notice the simplicity of village life, with its low-tech pastimes and slower pace,
and the tinge of melancholy is pervasive. While the minimalist
text does not match the interest level of the illustrations, readers will be eager for the third volume, due in 2020, to see how
events for Yamo and his community unfold.
A humanizing glimpse into Afghan culture. (Picture book.
3- 7)

y o u n g a d u lt

Knetzger, Laura
Illus. by the author with Lynde, Lyle
Random House (272 pp.)
$13.99 | $16.99 PLB | Feb. 11, 2020
978-1-9848-9676-6
978-0-593-12522-9 PLB

THE CIRCUS COMES
TO THE VILLAGE

ME AND BANKSY

Kyi, Tanya Lloyd
Puffin/Penguin Random House Canada
(224 pp.)
$15.99 | Jan. 7, 2020
978-0-7352-6691-9
When her school’s state-of-the-art
security system becomes a vehicle for
cyberbullying, a fan of the activist artist
launches a rebellion.
Dominica, 13, is an aspiring artist
from a white, affluent Vancouver, British Columbia, family. Her
widowed mother runs a catering business; her grandmother,
an art gallery owner, pays the hefty tuition for Dom’s private
school, where cameras were recently installed throughout, an
initiative to keep students safe (the school’s Latin motto translates as “security breeds success”). After the security system’s
hacked, embarrassing, edited videos of individuals, including
Dom, are posted to the school’s student forum. She’s forbidden
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LeZotte weaves a beautiful and complex whole.
show me a sign

a social media account, but that doesn’t prevent Dom’s exposure on others’ social media feeds. PixSnappy alerts her when
she’s tagged: “see what your friends are up to.” The school
eliminates its student forum; the cameras remain. Dom mounts
secret, Banksy-inspired critiques of the surveillance, illustrating how privacy erosion facilitates cyberbullying. Meanwhile,
her friends help her seek the culprit. If some adult characters’
motives seem far-fetched, the students’ powerful, emotional
reactions to the amplified victimization are entirely credible.
The mystery of who’s behind the hacking (and their motives)
holds readers’ interest. When solved, questions linger: What
should happen to impulsive words and acts recorded, altered,
and immortalized on social media? How much privacy are we
willing to surrender for the promise of safety and security? Kyi’s
nonfiction exploration of high-tech spying, Eyes and Spies (2017),
makes a natural companion.
Appropriately provocative. (author’s note) (Fiction. 10-14)

A LITTLE COURAGE

Levi, Taltal
Illus. by the author
NorthSouth (48 pp.)
$17.95 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-0-7358-4394-3

A miniature child explores an apartment and makes friends with a cat.
First-person narration, generally limited to one or two sentences per doublepage spread, describes the child’s investigation of potted plants,
various small objects, and familiar household areas. Contrasts
between the straightforward text, which has a slightly formal
tone, and the lighthearted action depicted in the illustrations
provide humor, which helps mitigate the book’s plotless feel.
The last few pages repeat the text from the first section with
small variations as the child enjoys activities with the (initially
feared, now accepted) cat as companion. Small enough to dance
on a roll of toilet paper, the wide-eyed, apparently white child
wears a yellow shirt, black shorts, and a thimble as a hat. Some
of the items will be familiar to young listeners: paper clips, keys,
a safety pin; others, like the thimble, might be more obscure.
Background details suggest that the apartment’s occupants are
two adults and a child, obliquely raising the possibility that the
small-scale adventures depicted are imaginary. The artwork
has the appearance of colored-pencil drawings and features a
somewhat muted palette with splashes of red, yellow, and green
to enliven the pages. Levi makes the most of texture, size, and
perspective to create interest. Observant readers will see the
cat before it’s mentioned and may enjoy spotting the insect and
arachnid that appear throughout.
This Swiss import is mildly amusing, but even a final
twist fails to generate much excitement. (Picture book. 4- 7)
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SHOW ME A SIGN

LeZotte, Ann Clare
Scholastic (288 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-1-338-25581-2

A young girl living on Martha’s Vineyard in 1805 doesn’t think her community of Deaf and hearing signers is special
until the day the hearing world violently
intrudes.
In present-tense narrator Mary Lambert’s life, it is easy to forget who is Deaf and who is hearing.
Everyone she knows uses sign language, and a quarter of her
village is Deaf. Mary only learns how different her community is when a young scientist with disdain for the Deaf and
no understanding of their culture arrives, seeking to discover
the cause of their “infirmity”—using Mary as an experimental
subject. LeZotte weaves threads of adventure, family tragedy,
community, racism, and hearing people’s negative assumptions
about Deaf people into a beautiful and complex whole. Mary
overcomes her own ordeal with the support of her community,
but in the process she discovers that there is no silver bullet
for the problems and prejudices of the world. There is no hollow inspirational content to be found in this tale, even where
another author may have fallen into the trap. Though Mary
is white of English descent, LeZotte acknowledges the racial
tensions among the English, black, Irish, and Wampanoag residents of Martha’s Vineyard, creating a dynamic that Mary interacts within but cannot fix. Each element of the narrative comes
together to create an all-too-rare thing: an excellent book about
a Deaf person. A closing note provides further information on
Martha’s Vineyard Sign Language and the history of both Martha’s Vineyard and Deaf education.
A vivid depiction of Deaf community along with an
exciting plot and beautiful prose make this a must-read.
(Historical fiction. 8-14)

THE MESS THAT WE MADE

Lord, Michelle
Illus. by Blattman, Julia
Flashlight Press (32 pp.)
$18.95 | Jan. 1, 2020
978-1-947277-14-4

The cadences of a familiar nursery
rhyme introduce concerns about ocean garbage and what we,
who made the mess, can do to help clean it up.
With the rhyme and meter of “The House That Jack Built,”
Lord builds the problem of plastic waste in the oceans from the
fish that must swim through it to a netted seal, a trapped turtle,
and overflowing landfills before turning to remedies: cleaning
beaches and bays, reducing waste, and protesting the use of fishing nets. Two pages of backmatter describe problems in more
detail, while a third elaborates potential solutions; suggestions
for individual action are provided as well. Blattman’s images
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begin with a racially diverse group of youngsters in a small boat
in the center of a plastic trash gyre. The children, shown at different angles, bob spread by spread over trash-filled waters. To
accompany the words, “Look at the mess that we made,” she
adds a polluted city skyline and a container ship belching smoke
to the scene. Finally, the dismayed young boaters reach a beach
where a clean-up is in process. From their little skiff they help
scoop up trash, rescue the turtle, and wave protest signs. The
message is important, even vital in today’s world, but many caregivers and many environmentalists would eschew this doomful
approach as a means of introducing environmental concerns to
the early-elementary audience who might be drawn in by the
nursery rhyme.
Well-intentioned but likely to overwhelm the intended
readers and listeners. (map) (Informational picture book. 5-9)

THE SHADOW ARTS

Evildoers barely foiled in Monstrous
Devices (2018) are back in strength to
reopen an ominously named “Shadow
Gate” in this sequel.
In the wake of a series of seemingly
random art thefts, young Alex once again
finds himself recruited by his glib, inscrutable Granddad for a
running battle across Europe against mind-controlled robots
and razor-edged drones. This time most of the action takes
place in the Black Forest, where reality turns out to have thin
spots. Along with being charged to figure out how to use his
elusive, newly discovered powers to resurrect a dead man, Alex
must somehow stymie murderous foes bent on a Walpurgisnacht exploit that may confer immortality on them, open a
disastrous rent in the universe, or both. Though events set up
hard tests of his loyalty and moral fiber, just as in the previous
episode Alex comes off as a rather colorless protagonist next to
the adult characters—all of whom, on both sides, sport intriguing combinations of martial prowess and mysterious pasts.
Still, Love so packs his tale with car chases and wrecks, sudden
attacks, desperate battles, narrow squeaks, weird visions, and
startling discoveries, not to mention the occasional blast of
magic and tentacled monster from otherwhere, that readers
will be nonetheless swept along. Alex’s friend David and his
family are Haitian, but otherwise characters present as white.
Breathlessly paced adventure with rousingly eerie and
icky notes. (Horror/suspense/fantasy. 12-14)
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How do you navigate middle school
when you feel like you can’t be yourself?
Ali Sloane is starting seventh grade
at, once again, a new school. She’s sick
of constantly moving and starting over,
mainly because it’s always so much trouble to make new friends. Bolstered by her appreciation for rules
and list-making, her strategy is to be agreeable and get in with
the popular kids. Ali also has to deal with a complicated family:
Her father, Digger, and her great-grandmother Gigi are Copycats, able to change into other people or animals. But not Ali—
although some things may be about to change. Ali attempts to
connect with her second cousin, also recently moved to town
(who may or may not even know about Copycats), and to finally
rectify the generation-spanning Sloane Family Feud. The story,
much like the ever present New Brunswick fog, meanders and
drags through various plot threads. The fantastical elements are
few and far between, and the author at times provides unnecessary explanations to them with no follow-through or leaves
them unexplained (a book that can only be read by Copycats
who’ve come into their powers?). The content will most likely
be a disappointment to readers looking for a substantial fantasy
title. Likewise, there is little gravitas accompanying pivotal discoveries. The protagonist and her family are white, but there
are some secondary characters of color.
A pale imitation of a character-driven fantasy story.
(Fantasy. 8-13)

y o u n g a d u lt

Love, Damien
Viking (416 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-0-451-47861-0

THE COPYCAT

MacKnight, Wendy McLeod
Greenwillow (432 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 10, 2020
978-0-06-266833-2

STORY BOAT

Maclear, Kyo
Illus. by Kheiriyeh, Rashin
Tundra (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-0-7352-6359-8
A poetic distillation of the experience of a group of refugees, always moving from one “here” to another “here.”
A group of refugees is on a journey, with backpacks, bags,
babies, and a cat. It’s winter. Some people are sad, and a few
women wear loose headscarves. Two children chat along the
way about their movement through a quietly surreal landscape.
“Here is just here. / Or here. / Here is this cup. / Old and fine,
warm as a hug. / Every morning, / As things keep changing, / We
sit wherever we are / And sip, sip, sip, / Sippy, sip, sip / Ahhhh /
From this cup.” The children find home in rituals and tradition,
community, objects of warmth and memory, and hope. Maclear
and Kheiriyeh brilliantly portray refugees as people first. Their
child protagonists, possibly a girl and her young brother, dream,
sing, read, write, draw—even the cat draws—and make the best
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of what they have. In the end, the story about their journey
becomes the titular boat, which has carried them along. Kheiriyeh uses smudgy lines and a limited palette of orange, black,
brown, and white on blue negative space, refugee tent camps
giving way to fantastical land- and seascapes the children imagine. The love shared among the group is plain. When they get
to their destination, they don’t look too different from the few
people welcoming them—save hair color.
A timely and uplifting book about and for refugees. (Pic
ture book. 6-10)

THE IMAGINARIES
Little Scraps of Larger
Stories

Martin, Emily Winfield
Illus. by the author
Random House (80 pp.)
$18.99 | $21.99 PLB | Feb. 4, 2020
978-0-55-351103-1
978-0-375-97432-8 PLB
Addressed in an opening note to “the
one who finds this,” this collection of what Martin calls story
scraps invites readers to stretch their creativity.
Martin presents a “misfit” series of narrative fragments,
describing them as stories that don’t yet exist. Each spread features either a full-bleed or one-page illustration, rendered in
delicate gouache and acrylics and accompanied by an intentionally cryptic, hand-lettered note, as if jotted on a scrap of paper.
(“She hadn’t believed in the night garden.”) Most of the illustrations feature elegant portraits, many of tall, slender, doe-eyed,
pale girls and women (including a mermaid) in nature. Refreshingly, two of the nonwhite humans have very dark skin instead
of the lighter, ambiguous skin color used to signify diversity in
so many picture books today. Occasionally, massive and mysterious sea monsters appear; after all, “the sea gives up its secrets
slowly.” In both artistic style and tone, romantic is the vibe:
Martin writes that she found one story fragment “in the roots
of an English rose.” The tone momentarily shifts toward surreal
when she paints a young girl at a birthday party with friends
who have human bodies but large animal heads (a cat, a bear,
etc.), but the more wistful tone dominates.
Whimsical writing prompts in a vintage style for your
inner Wes Anderson. (Picture book. 8-15)
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THE QUEEN BEE AND ME

McDunn, Gillian
Bloomsbury (288 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-1-68119-751-7

It’s tough to stand up to the queen.
Anxious Meg has always deferred to
bold, popular Beatrix—knowing, unhappily, that Beatrix will quickly freeze her
out if she doesn’t. Beatrix dictates what
electives the two will share, what childhood traditions they will and won’t retain, and what Meg must
do or say to retain her favor. When Meg is one of four seventh
graders to be accepted into the competitive science elective,
the very thought of telling Beatrix that they will no longer
share dance brings unparalleled terror. However, it is eccentric,
bee-obsessed new girl Hazel who relates that ill news at a more
ill-fated neighborhood party, invoking Beatrix’s immediate animosity and Meg’s warring admiration and consternation. As
Meg and Hazel begin to forge a connection through a science
project featuring Hazel’s bees, Meg must find the courage to
face down her failing friendship with Beatrix, her town’s (and
her own) prejudices against the bees, and, ultimately, herself.
Meg’s first-person narration is emotive and candid, maintaining sympathy even as her occasional hypocrisy provokes outrage. Middle school drama, including concerns regarding the
legitimacy of its power, is tenderly treated, and the connections
between characters—family, friends, classmates, and teachers—
feel refreshingly genuine. The novel adheres to a white default,
with some ethnic diversity among the supporting cast.
McDunn’s tale of growing beyond a toxic childhood
friendship will ring painfully true for many a reader. (Fic
tion. 8-12)

VOTE FOR OUR FUTURE!

McNamara, Margaret
Illus. by Player, Micah
Schwartz & Wade/Random (40 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | Feb. 18, 2020
978-1-9848-9280-5
978-1-9848-9281-2 PLB
The children of fictional Stanton
Elementary School educate themselves
and their community about the vote in this picture book.
With its illustrations of simple shapes in bright colors imbuing a sense of positive action and a diverse cast of characters,
this picture book rocks—and that’s even before the narrative
takes hold. When Stanton’s students learn that their school
becomes a polling station every two years, they want to be part
of it—but learn they can’t vote until they are 18. Undeterred,
they take action. The kids do their research and then engage
their community to encourage those of voting age to go to the
polls. They go door to door with voter-guide pamphlets, they
hold a bake sale (with clever reminders like “Donut forget to
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This picture book plays on the universal
temptation to push buttons.
the button book

vote”), and remind their families to vote. Each child-empowering scenario is paired with an adult’s excuse (“I’ll be away”;
“I’m not even registered”; “I can’t walk so far”), and with each
comment, the kids have an answer that draws on their research:
“You can vote by mail”; “It’s not hard to register”; “A volunteer
can drive you!” These kids mean business; it’s their future after
all. Children and adults depicted represent a range of skin colors, hair textures, and gender presentations; one girl and her
aunt wear hijab. Backmatter includes a quick listing of kid-relevant federal legislation.
Essential—the energetic narrative and uplifting illustrations will inspire and empower young readers to get out
the vote. (Picture book. 5-9)

SIMON STEPS INTO THE RING

Regulating emotions can feel like a
never-ending boxing match.
Simon doesn’t know what to do; he’s lost his temper at
school again. Uncle Richard, who moved in with the family
when Dad left, says there are lots of different puppets inside of
Simon representing different aspects of his personality. There’s
Simon the Fearful, dreading the consequences of his actions;
Simon the Arrogant, who hurls insults at his classmates; Simon
the Good Student, who makes comics in art class; and so many
more. Like boxers, they compete for dominance. Uncle Richard
reminds Simon that all the puppets can be useful, but only at
the right time. The key is to listen to the “little referee” inside
to make the right decisions. It won’t be easy, but Uncle Richard
is proud of Simon for continuing to work at regulating his emotions himself. Originally written in French by a former teacher
and pedagogical counselor, the book offers backmatter activities that encourage socio-emotional exploration. The text toggles among first person as Simon describes moments from his
day, third person, when Simon introduces a particular puppet,
and snippets of dialogue. Although the boxing metaphor has a
strong start, it fails to follow a consistent pattern. Consequently,
the strong beginning and ending bookend a rather meandering
middle section. Stylized illustrations depict fair-skinned characters with round, rosy cheeks and black hair. The limited palette of gray, red, black, and white relies heavily on patterns and
shadows created with meticulous pencil strokes. Arbona uses
perspective and angle to draw focus, often exaggerating the size
of one element to emphasize Simon’s feelings.
A useful tool for instigating socio-emotional discussions with children despite the muddied metaphor. (Picture
book. 6-9)

|

Nicholls, Sally
Illus. by Woollvin, Bethan
Tundra (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 14, 2020
978-0-7352-6715-2

This picture book plays on the universal temptation to push buttons.
A squirrel—presumably the first-person narrator of the
book—finds a large, round, red button and wonders what would
happen when it’s pressed. The squirrel presses the button, and
a large rubber horn pops up and honks: “Beep!” The sound
attracts a bird and a dog, and together the three come across
a triangular orange button. “What does the orange button
do?” they wonder, and they discover that it causes them all to
clap. As the picture book progresses, other animals—including
an elephant, a tortoise, a deer, and a small dinosaur—join the
trio, and together they come across and press a giant hexagonal
blue button, a round green button, a yellow button (literally—it
looks as though it’s come off a coat), a square pink button, and a
small purple button that can only be reached by climbing a ladder. Each of the buttons makes the friends do something different, from singing and bouncing to blowing raspberries. British
writer Nicholls’ simple, silly narrative and Woollvin’s colorfully
childlike illustrations result in a fun picture book that incorporates shapes and colors and that can be used at home and
in libraries and classrooms. Pages are dominated by gray with
accents—including the animals’ fur and feathers—changing to
match the color of each button.
Should have readers and caregivers singing, clapping,
and bouncing along. (Picture book. 3-6)

y o u n g a d u lt

Monette, Marylène
Illus. by Arbona, Marion
Trans. by Watson, Sophie B.
Orca (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 17, 2020
978-1-4598-2181-1

THE BUTTON BOOK

THE SECRET OF WHITE
STONE GATE

Nobel, Julia
Sourcebooks Young Readers (320 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 1, 2020
978-1-4926-6467-3
Series: Black Hollow Lane, 2
An American schoolgirl in a British
boarding school battles a secret society
in this adventure.
In this trope-y sequel to The Mystery
of Black Hollow Lane (2019), the students at Wellsworth must
stay safe from the evil order that’s been there for generations
and still entangles their parents. Emmy, a white, well-to-do
Connecticut 12-year-old, is determined to return to Wellsworth
even though last year she was nearly killed. The Order of Black
Hollow Lane, the mysterious bad guys who are disguised as the
school’s Latin Society, want something from Emmy. Her longlost father, for one, and Emmy’s box of medallions, for another.
Why? Do they really need a reason aside from being an evil club
full of wickedness determined to find a whole box of MacGuffins
that will somehow make them even richer and more powerful or
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The singable songs are accessible to both
English and Spanish language learners.
sing with me / canta conmigo

at least propel the plot? In any case the dastardly fiends plague
Emmy, framing one of her best friends for theft and leaving
cryptic notes and computer files to threaten the lives of Emmy’s
loved ones. Though the Order has infiltrated this (nearly allwhite, wealthy) school for generations, Emmy must somehow
defeat them and save her dad. The quest is peppered with spythriller moments that are mostly only thinly sketched and go
nowhere, though some (such as a disguise right out of Scooby
Doo cartoons) are funny enough to keep the action moving.
Flimsily entertaining. (Adventure. 9-11)

COO

Noel, Kaela
Greenwillow (432 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-0-06-295597-5
Abandoned in Queens, a white
human infant was rescued and raised by
a flock of pigeons; now it’s her turn to
rescue them.
Occupying an old dovecote on an
abandoned factory roof, Coo’s flock survives on a dumpster’s stale bagels and doughnut crumbs, nesting on shredded newspaper and plastic bags. Coo earns her
keep shooing predators away. When Burr, the flock member
responsible for her survival, is savaged by a hawk, Coo, who
speaks only pigeon (represented as pidgin English), descends
to the ground for the first time in order to seek Tully, a human
woman (likely also white) who feeds pigeons, restoring injured
ones to health. Tully takes Burr and gives Coo her hat, scarf, and
food, but she fails to persuade the girl—thin, dirty, clothed in
plastic—to come too. Starvation threatens the flock when their
dumpster disappears. Again, Coo braves the human world; this
time, she lets Tully bring her home, where she finds Burr—alive
and healed but permanently flightless. Learning English, Burr
and a human friend help Coo adapt. When forces attacking city
pigeons threaten her old flock, Coo mounts a desperate rescue.
Despite a compelling setting and engaging characters, jarring
contradictions hobble this debut. Dumpster diving and scavenging nest materials are detailed with grim realism; bird (and
human) droppings are mentioned once. Fantasy’s soft focus
blurs the hard issues raised—child abandonment, the scourge
and plight of urban birds—diminishing their impact.
Lovers of animal fantasy may flock to it, but it’s not
likely to win over genre skeptics. (Fantasy. 8-12)
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THE LEGEND OF KING
ARTHUR-A-TOPS

O’Hara, Mo
Illus. by Joyner, Andrew
Harper/HarperCollins (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-0-06-265275-1
Arthurian legend takes a trip to the
Cretaceous in this rollicking reptilian reinterpretation.
O’Hara and Joyner follow up their Romeosaurus and Juliet
Rex (2018) by going farther back in time to the dino days of
yore. Three dinosaur squires in training for knighthood
attend the Festival of the Stone. There, knights from far
and wide attempt to pull a horn from a stone in the hopes of
being crowned king or queen if they succeed. All fail until the
clumsy-but-plucky triceratops, Arthur-a-tops, manages the
deed. Befuddled by the crowd’s jeering response, Arthur then
accidentally lodges his own front horn into the stone. Fortunately, a little help from his friends helps him become the king
everyone deserves. O’Hara peppers the old tale with some
nice updates, making Guinevere a “fast and fearless” raptor
and squire. And transforming Camelot’s cast to dino equivalents is a snap, since all it takes is to add an “o-saur” here or
an “a-tops” there. Joyner’s art gives the enterprise the jollity a
tale chock-full of knights and terrible lizards deserves—until a
flaming asteroid appears in the very last scene….
Truly this contains some knights to remember. (Picture
book. 4-8)

SING WITH ME / CANTA
CONMIGO
Six Classic Songs in English
and Spanish

Orozco, Jose-Luis
Illus. by Palacios, Sara
Scholastic (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-1-338-12118-6

Classic American English-language children’s songs appear
alongside Spanish versions as children’s performer Orozco give
some of his most popular adaptations a fresh face in this new
picture book.
Two charming siblings go about their day with songs to
sing all along the way. They begin it at school with renditions
of “The ABC,” or “El ABC,” and “Where Is Thumbkin?” or
“Pulgarcito,” then continue on their way via a bus ride with “Las
ruedas del camión” to Old MacDonald’s farm and then home to
bed for a lullaby. Palacios’ adorable illustrations bring in crayonlike textures to depict these brown-skinned, black-haired sibs
and their vibrant and diverse community. Though those familiar
with Orozco’s work will recognize the songs from earlier music
albums and print collections, the picture-book package also
lends itself to easier sharing than Orozco’s prior anthologies.
For the most part, the selected songs do not reflect traditional
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Spanish-language children’s songs but rather are Spanish versions of popular songs for children in the United States. Though
this collection lacks Latinx cultural authenticity, the singable
songs are accessible to both English and Spanish language learners, fostering a sense of common ground between different cultures and creating a truly Hispanic American songbook.
A must-have for bilingual homes, classrooms, and storytimes—and those that would like to be. (Picture book/songs.
2-5)

THE WHITE CARROT

Pascoe, Jim
Illus. by Arnhold, Heidi
First Second (272 pp.)
$19.99 | Feb. 18, 2020
978-1-62672-061-9
Series: Cottons, 2

|

Ravi is the smallest in his family—
even Biscuits the dog is bigger.
Most of the time, Ravi is happy with
his stature, but on one particular afternoon on the playground,
Ravi is frustrated by the too-high monkey bars and the too-big
slide. When his siblings race to the ice cream vendor before
him and the vendor runs out of ice cream, Ravi is enraged. “He
growled… / and a stripy tail popped out from the back of his
shorts. / Then… / he sprouted two furry ears, sharp, pointy teeth,
and stripy orange fur. // Ravi had turned into a TIGER!” Ravi’s
family is frightened: His brother hands the tiger his ice cream,
and everyone vacates a bench when the tiger roars. Emboldened,
Ravi conquers the monkey bars and slide but soon realizes that
nobody wants to play with him because he is irrationally angry.
All ends well with apologies and hugs. While unremarkable in
themes, Percival’s tale does depict a South Asian family engaged
in everyday activities; that it’s father-led normalizes the possibility that the family in the book is a single-father household.
The illustrations are also quite punchy and dramatically flip
from full-color to a very appropriate limited palette—orange,
black, white—when Ravi is depicted as a tiger.
An understated book about losing one’s temper and the
love of family. (Picture book. 3-6)

y o u n g a d u lt

Artist/magician Bridgebelle makes a
dangerous bargain in hopes of saving her
rabbit community from scheming foxes
and supernatural threats.
Having set up a complex backstory and elaborately
detailed animal societies in the opener, Secret of the Wind (2018),
summarized here in a prose lead-in, the author more or less
marks time in this follow-up with a fragmentary, disconnected
set of events. When her first megathokcha, a magical talisman
made from carrot extract, is stolen, Bridgebelle promises to
make another for vengeful fox Hollow even as the religious
authorities, or Windist Curatus, in her own settlement drive
her away with a decree that all thokchas should be destroyed.
Meanwhile, her friend Glee’s attempt to transport another
megathokcha known as the Black Sun to the isolated Vale of
the Clouds for safety falls afoul of trickster fox Sylvan’s nihilist scheme to summon the malign Broken Feather King from
the land of the dead. If the many quick cuts, flashbacks, and
scene shifts don’t leave readers bewildered, the cast of lookalike rabbits and foxes should do the trick—Arnhold’s efforts to
individualize her naturalistically drawn and colored creatures
with occasional accessories and subtle variations in facial features notwithstanding. In the end Bridgebelle is left holding
a legendary white carrot that may free either her or her furry
folk but not both. Stay tuned.
A muddled middle for a lagomorphic trilogy mired in
gloom and doom. (Graphic fantasy. 10-13)

RAVI’S ROAR

Percival, Tom
Illus. by the author
Bloomsbury (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-1-5476-0300-8

THE MIDNIGHT HOUR

Read, Benjamin & Trinder, Laura
Chicken House/Scholastic (288 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-1-338-56909-4
A young girl thrusts herself into a
magical, alternate London to find her
missing parents.
Emily was sent to bed without supper after a massive fight with her eccentric Irish mother the night her mother
disappears. Her quiet English letter-carrier father’s explanations don’t make sense; a week later, just before midnight, he,
too, vanishes. With a rescued hedgehog in her pocket and an
angry bearlike creature stalking her, she stumbles into, then
through the door to an alternate universe—a Victorian-era London populated entirely by diverse magical creatures and protected by an enchanted version of Big Ben. This realm, called
the Midnight Hour because it is frozen in time, connects with
Emily’s world only on the stroke of midnight, while Big Ben
chimes. Years ago, manifestations of Art and Language fought
their sister, Music, to create the Night World. Emily’s mother
was the hero of that battle, though her precise role is never
explained. Now Music, known as Nocturne, is waging war again,
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and Emily’s parents are her captives. This debut from collaborators Read and Trinder has several strengths: nimble wordplay,
fast pace, a breadth of creative detail, and a fearless, impetuous
heroine. Sometimes the details don’t quite coalesce—what’s
with that hedgehog, anyway?—and the narrative feels a little
overstuffed, but readers who don’t need every aspect of their
imaginary worlds spelled out for them will lose themselves in
the dreamlike rush of words. Emily and her family appear to be
white; many of the fantastical characters have darker skin; skin
color never signals virtue.
Enchanting. (Fiction. 8-12)

FACTS VS. OPINIONS
VS. ROBOTS

Rex, Michael
Illus. by the author
Nancy Paulsen Books (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 11, 2020
978-1-9848-1626-9
Charismatic robots populate this
primer for kids growing up in an era
when facts are considered debatable and
opinions are oft expressed loudly and without empathy.
Rex tackles a very serious topic infrequently addressed in
kids’ books: how to tell the difference between provable facts
and far-less-provable opinions. To do this, Rex employs a handful of colorful and chatty robot pals who run through enough
examples to make the distinctions clear. For instance, it’s a fact
that the blue robot has two arms while the gold robot has four.
However, while they both like to dance, it’s less certain there’s
a definitive answer to the question: “Which of them has the
coolest moves?” When the green and yellow robots share their
preferences for ice cream (yes, robots eat ice cream, just add oil
or nuts and bolts), it turns into a fight that might have come off
a Twitter thread (“We are getting chocolate!” “No way, buckethead!”). Via a series of reboots, the robots learn how to respect
opinions and engage in compromise. It’s a welcome use of skillbuilding to counter an information landscape filled with calls
of “Fake news!” and toxic online discourse. Rex never says that
these ’bots sometimes act like social media bots when they disagree, but he doesn’t have to. Perhaps most importantly, Rex’s
robots demonstrate that in the absence of enough information,
it’s perfectly fine to wait before acting.
Vital information for young media consumers; it
couldn’t be timelier. (Picture book. 5-8)

LOVE, SOPHIA ON THE MOON

Rissi, Anica Mrose
Illus. by Song, Mika
Disney-Hyperion (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 31, 2020
978-1-368-02285-9

Life is not fair on Earth, so Sophia runs away to the moon.
218
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When young Sophia is put in timeout, she decides to head
for the moon. Leaving a note for her mom, she boards a rocket
with her cat, Mr. Wubbles. In letters home to her mom, Sophia
shares all the great things about the moon: a new friend they’ve
made, riding moonicorns, having no bedtime, and eating starlight soup. Her mom writes letters back, making subtle comments trying to convince Sophia to come home. She tells Sophia
she’s making cookies, then she offers the cows that jump over
the moon Sophia’s bed to sleep in, and finally she invites Grorg,
a moon runaway, to have spaghetti and stay the night. Sophia
eventually invites her mom to bring Grorg back to the moon,
thinking he might be moonsick, leading to a happy reunion.
Related exclusively in the series of letters between Sophia and
her mom, this is a gentle, even adorable reminder for children
that their parent still loves them even if they yell. Song’s illustrations, figures drawn with her characteristically thick, smudgy
black line, add a bounty of extra details to the story, especially
in the pictures of Sophia’s mom at home, with glimpses into
Sophia’s room. The gentle, pastel colors of the moon add to
the sweetness of this mother-daughter reconciliation story.
Mom and daughter both have tan skin and straight, black hair;
Sophia’s eyebrows are fabulously emphatic.
Readers will love it to the moon and back. (Picture book.
3-5)

RACE TO THE SUN

Roanhorse, Rebecca
Rick Riordan Presents/Disney
(320 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 14, 2020
978-1-368-02466-2
A Diné teen teams up with her
younger brother and her best friend to
battle monsters threatening their world.
After seventh grader Nizhoni Begay
senses a monster lurking in the stands
during her basketball game, she tells her younger brother, Mac.
When the monster kidnaps her father as part of a multilayered
plot to lure her brother—the only one who knows her monsterspotting abilities—into servitude, kill her, and destroy the
world, Nizhoni seeks help from her biracial best friend, Davery,
whose mother is African American, his father, Diné. Aided by
Mr. Yazzie, a stuffed horned-toad toy that can talk, and a cast
of characters from Diné culture, the three kids embark on an
adventurous trek to free Dad and stop the monsters. But even
with powers inherited from monster-slaying ancestors, assistance from Holy People, and weapons fashioned from the Sun,
Nizhoni will need to believe in herself while sacrificing what’s
most important if she hopes to succeed. Fans of Hugo and
Nebula winner Roanhorse (Ohkay Owingeh) will appreciate her
fast-paced prose, page-turning chapter endings, and, most of all,
strong female protagonist. By reimagining a traditional story
in a contemporary context, populating it with faceted Native
characters, and centering it on and around the Navajo Nation,
Roanhorse shows that Native stories are active and alive.
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In both premise and detail, Rosenberg
employs a sly sense of the absurd.
cyclops of central park

Native readers will see themselves as necessary heroes
while readers of all walks will want to be their accomplices.
(glossary of Navajo terms, author’s note) (Fantasy. 8-12)

CYCLOPS OF CENTRAL PARK

Rosenberg, Madelyn
Illus. by Tentler-Krylov, Victoria
Putnam (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 11, 2020
978-0-525-51470-1

LEAVE IT TO ABIGAIL!
The Revolutionary Life of
Abigail Adams
Rosenstock, Barb
Illus. by Baddeley, Elizabeth
Little, Brown (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-0-316-41571-2

A picture-book portrait of an American heroine.
A secret scholar, quiet rebel, proto-feminist, staunch advocate for racial equality, unrecognized political powerhouse, and
creative problem-solver as well as a farmer, accountant, wife,
and mother, Abigail Adams, by her thoughts, actions, and writing, established a strong legacy and solid foundation for numerous American heroines to come. Covering her life from birth
to old age, this deceptively simple portrayal presents episodes
from her childhood, descriptions of her behind-the-scenes
work as the wife of and adviser to the second president of the
|

RED MENACE

Ruby, Lois
Carolrhoda (224 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-1-5415-5749-9

y o u n g a d u lt

Cyclops always opts for the safety of his cave in Central
Park, but Eugene has other ideas.
Cyclops lovingly cares for his sheep, always warning them
of the dangers all around, such as the “twirly” carousel and
the “sharp” grass right there in their own park. When Cyclops
counts his sheep one morning, Eugene is missing. He is not in
the park, and that means Cyclops must venture into the even
scarier city. He searches all over New York to no avail, then
brings in his flock of sheep to help. They head for the subway
and Coney Island, where they find their elusive friend riding the
Cyclone roller coaster and having a wonderful time. He convinces Cyclops and the sheep to try it, and after a shaky start,
Cyclops is ready for more adventures. In both premise and
detail, Rosenberg employs a sly sense of the absurd. Cyclops
strikes out in the Yankee dugout and mistakes a de Kooning
for a sighting of Eugene at the Guggenheim. Tentler-Krylov’s
wildly creative illustrations are fantastical renderings of New
York City as it exists in a kind of alternate reality. The Statue of
Liberty is right where she should be, but she is depicted leaning
over, amazed at the sight of Cyclops. Even if they miss some of
the gags, young readers will see Cyclops’ loving nature and cheer
his new bravery.
Delightful, witty, and not just for New Yorkers. (Picture
book. 7-10)

United States, examples of how she was able to achieve goals
unusual for a woman of her time period, and information from
her letters to build a clear and evocative picture of her personality, experiences, strengths, and various accomplishments. The
energetic illustrations capture the time period nicely, in part by
using cross-stitched samplers as backdrops for both text boxes
and vignettes. The informative author’s note provides accurate
and interesting historical context while the illustrator’s note
calls attention to the artistic decisions that went into some of
the book’s pictures and design. Overall, a worthy addition to
any collection, this shows the link between powerful women of
the past and present.
An engaging and illuminating depiction of a woman
whose story deserves to be known widely. (Picture book/
biography. 5-8)

Marty tries to overcome his fears by
withdrawing into his love for the Yankees, listening to the games, quoting statistics, and writing memos, never sent, to
his hero, Mickey Mantle.
And there is much to fear in 1953 during the months leading up to the imminent execution of accused spies Julius and
Ethel Rosenberg. Marty’s professor parents have refused to sign
loyalty oaths and are suspected of being Communists planning
to overthrow the government. The FBI watches day and night,
their mail and trash are searched, and their home is bugged. His
friend Amy Lynn is in the same situation. Could they lose their
parents like the Rosenberg children? Friends turn away, Marty is
thrown off his baseball team, his friend Connor’s father forces
them apart, and his mom and Amy Lynn’s dad are suspended
and later fired from their positions. The FBI threatens his mom
with deportation, claiming she isn’t a citizen. She is able to provide evidence to the contrary and is dismissed from the hearings,
but the Rosenbergs can’t be saved. Speaking through Marty’s
parents, Ruby demonstrates the escalating terrors endured by
people caught up in the destructive McCarthy era, stopping just
short of a dispiriting harangue. Marty is thoroughly endearing;
he is resourceful, knows his weaknesses, endearingly dislikes
studying for his bar mitzvah, and is a kind, caring friend. He
narrates his own story, careening among fear, anger, bewilderment, and hope.
Readers will root for the protagonist as hard as he roots
for his Yankees. (author’s note, acknowledgements, topics
for discussion) (Historical fiction. 10-14)
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A rollicking story that will especially resonate with
readers who are unapologetically messy.
roy digs dirt

SOOTYPAWS
A Cinderella Story
Rudy, Maggie
Illus. by the author
Henry Holt (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 28, 2020
978-1-250-18604-1

Mouse miniatures create a cinematic
“Cinderella” story with a soft twist.
“Ball! Palace! Prince!” cry the cruel stepsister rats, setting
up the main event of this murine twist on the familiar tale.
Sootypaws, a frankly mousy-looking mouse, longs for love from
a lonely fireside, orphaned and relegated to domestic chores.
Felt anthropomorphic mouse miniatures interact in spreads,
with lifelike shadows, varying depths of focus, and bird’seye views creating cinematic movement for the story. Rudy’s
detailed sets and varied perspectives may well resonate with
young readers accustomed to movie versions of “Cinderella.” A
theme of kindness and mutual aid surrounds the transformation
of Sootypaws from frumpy char-mouse to a ball-ready rodent.
Sootypaws’s rose-petal gown stands out from the more muted
and uniform costumes of the mouse gentry as she twirls into the
prince’s arms for a night of dancing. The standard lost-slipper
moment leads to a twist ending that rejects marriage but still
contains heteronormative implications. Decadent double-page
spreads, such as the scene of the prince’s ball, offer opportunities for readers to play an informal seek-and-find game: identifying the classical instruments in the band, counting the number
of wigs, or exploring the intricate design of the staircase could
occupy a whole sitting. Matter-of-fact text and a plain typeface
allow readers to focus on the elaborate images.
For fans of fairy tales and vibrant visuals. (Picture book.
4- 7)

THANK YOU, GARDEN

Scanlon, Liz Garton
Illus. by Shin, Simone
Beach Lane/Simon & Schuster (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-1-4814-0350-4
A diverse, intergenerational community works together in an urban garden.
Scanlon’s spare, rhyming text reads
like an upbeat playground chant: “Garden ready, / garden new // Garden so
much / work to do!” Verses cheerfully acknowledge the garden’s
denizens—humans, flora, and fauna—as well as the chores and
patience that yield the harvest. Shin’s flat, minimalist paintings
depict four square raised beds with a red picnic table at their
center. Stylized plants, some identifiable, most not, populate
the plots rather primly, with lots of soil in between; only the
tomatoes vine and twine with genuine exuberance as days pass.
Children work, but the littlest two primarily play—with small
vehicles, water, mud, and the garden’s critters. Though many
220
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skin tones are represented among the seven gardeners, facial
features are rudimentary: black dots for eyes, red triangular
noses, black crescents and triangles for mouths. Outfits change
throughout, adding interest, and readers can spot a toy garden
gnome that appears frequently. As the group prepares to gather
at the table for a big salad, veggies, and luscious strawberries,
Scanlon closes with lines of metaphor and gratitude: “Garden
growing like a child, / rosy, / leggy, / fresh, and wild— // Wild in
this muddy mess, / garden, thank you…. // Garden, yes!”
Joining a bumper crop of gardening titles, this suffices
without standing out. (Picture book. 3-6)

ROY DIGS DIRT

Shannon, David
Illus. by the author
Blue Sky/Scholastic (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 7, 2020
978-1-338-25101-2
Roy the dog seriously digs dirt.
Who can blame him? Sitting, rolling around, and lying in dirt make him
happy because dirt is so deliciously…well, dirty, and Roy loves
being dirty. Eating, sniffing, watching, and listening to dirt are
fantastic. Roy likes burying and unearthing cool, fun stuff in
dirt, including some crawly critters and an imaginary friend,
likewise named Roy. Surprisingly, there are things Roy doesn’t
dig about dirt, though: ants and mud. You see, rain makes mud,
or “dirt gravy.” Mud by itself is terrific; unfortunately, mud
plus Roy equals very dreaded baths. Roy. Doesn’t. Dig. Baths.
What does Roy dig when there’s no dirt around? Rugs, blankets, and newspapers suffice until he enters the jungle that is
the backyard. Sadly, encounters with smelly trespassers could
occur there, and—yep—baths might ensue! Still, all is well for
Roy as he awakens each morning to a day filled with new dirty
adventures. This is a rollicking story that will especially resonate with readers who are unapologetically messy. They’ll revel
in the delights of wallowing in grunge and may themselves sympathize with a bath-averse protagonist. Shannon’s illustrations
are comically energetic, and Roy’s expressions are hilariously
wild-eyed, tongue-lolling, and frenzied. Roy’s white coat helps
keep the focus on dirty patches.
Here’s the dirt on this one: Kids will dig it. (Picture book.
3-6)
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CLOSE CALLS
How Eleven US Presidents
Escaped From the Brink of
Death

Spradlin, Michael P.
Bloomsbury (128 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 7, 2020
978-1-5476-0023-6

Dramatic accounts of assassination
attempts and other brushes with death
in the lives of select serving or future

TINY T. REX AND THE VERY
DARK DARK

Stutzman, Jonathan
Illus. by Fleck, Jay
Chronicle (48 pp.)
$15.99 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-1-4521-7034-3

A first backyard campout can be very scary…even for
dinosaurs.
As in Tiny T. Rex and the Impossible Hug (2019), Fleck and
Stutzman really bring the cute—outfitting the anxious, squareheaded narrator and stegosaurian pal Pointy in fuzzy onesies
(Pointy’s actually patterned with dinos…awww) while Tiny,
clutching plush bear Bob (“my special squish”) frets about how
Grumbles and Nom-bies come out when there are no “nightylights.” Distrusting Tiny’s mom’s claim that there are always
lights shining somewhere, the campers haul out lamps from
the house and festoon the trees around their blanket tent with
|

THE STORY SEEKER
A New York Public Library
Book
Tubb, Kristin O’Donnell
Illus. by Bruno, Iacopo
Henry Holt (272 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 28, 2020
978-1-250-30109-3
Series: Story Collector, 2

y o u n g a d u lt

chief executives.
Four U.S presidents have been assassinated while in office,
but considerably more have had narrow squeaks, as Spradlin, writing with a sharp eye for colorful quotes and details,
chronicles. Most incidents occurred before or after their
terms—George Washington and Dwight Eisenhower, for
instance, were targeted by assassins in wartime; young officers
John Kennedy and George H.W. Bush were likewise nearly captured in the Pacific in World War II; Theodore Roosevelt was
shot in the chest on a campaign stop (and went on to deliver a
90-minute speech after examining his spittle to make sure his
lung hadn’t been punctured); and Navy officer Jimmy Carter
led a crew tasked with shutting down an unstable nuclear reactor (“I had radioactive urine for six months,” he recalls). The
author includes substantial asides on the motives and fates of
the would-be assassins, significant figures such as detective
Allan Pinkerton and his gifted associate Kate Warne, and like
high-interest topics. Nearly everyone here is or was white, but
though the author’s nods to Washington’s secret agents “Hercules Mulligan and his slave, Cato” are clumsy, he does note that
the GIs who blew the whistle on the Eisenhower plot by capturing a trio of German agents were African American.
Oddly compelling tales of disaster averted, sometimes
miraculously. (source notes, index) (Nonfiction. 10-13)

strings of colored bulbs. Now those Crawly-creeps don’t stand
a chance. But the relief only lasts until a fuse blows, and a page
turn brings sudden, total darkness. What now? Maybe, together,
the two can be brave enough to open their eyes and look for
lights? They are, and when they do, there is the shining moon
and a sky filled with glimmering stars. Tiny’s superserious narration carries the adorableness with ease, and young readers will
enjoy spotting the details that surround these anthropomorphic dinosaurs. The Grumbles and Nom-bies are revealed to be
Tiny’s snoring and snacking parents, respectively, which should
kindle recognition in many mammalian readers.
A reassuring promise for timorous toddlers with special squishes of their own. (Picture book. 2-5)

An intrepid lover of stories and her
two best friends crack the case of the

missing library books.
Viviani and her family, based in fact, live in the superintendent’s apartment of the New York Public Library in the 1920s.
She and her brothers and friends solved a spooky mystery in
their first outing, The Story Collector (2018). Now the librarians are dealing with the theft of several rare and irreplaceable
medical books. Noticing a pattern to the thefts, Viviani is determined to solve the case. At the same time, she is excited to enter
a writing contest for the New York Times about friendship. With
Millions of Cats as her inspiration, the proudly self-styled “story
collector” wins the contest. Tubb portrays the 11-year-old as an
unabashed book enthusiast with a fondness for codes. The major
characters all present as white with exceptions in the form of
friends Eva from Armenia and Merit from Egypt—with Viviani,
they become a trio known as the Moppets. With librarians who
possess a special shushing power, a tuberculosis epidemic, and
a theatrical outing, readers get a brief glimpse of period New
York City life. Each chapter is labeled with a Dewey Decimal
subject and number as well as see-also references. The answers
to the codes that help solve the crime are revealed in the back
of the book. (Black-and-white full-page line drawings not seen.)
Patterns, codes, mysteries, and storytelling are an
appealing middle-grade draw. (author’s note) (Historical
mystery. 9-12)
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MONSTER’S TRUCKS

effects. VanSickle writes a kind, fuzzy story, but readers will note
it’s very binary, evident in the repetition of phrases “his girl” and
“her boy” when referring to the bears’ charges. Amena has lightbrown skin and loosely curling dark-brown hair.
Sincerely celebrates kindness and comfort. (Picture book.
3-6)

Van Slyke, Rebecca
Illus. by Sutphin, Joe
Bloomsbury (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-1-68119-301-4

Three picture-book trends collide
when monster books meet interactive books meet construction books.
Now meet Monster. On the other hand, don’t meet Monster. He’s a bit of a greedy fellow (a sin that seemingly excuses
the tortures soon to be visited upon him), unwilling to share his
construction equipment. That won’t stop young readers from
messing with him, of course. Quite the opposite. One can imagine the glee with which kids will defy Monster’s howls of protest to pull a painted lever, push an arrestingly red button, tip
the book, and even sneeze in order to disturb their blue, furry
victim. In an impressive two-page display, kids are eventually
invited to play with all the levers, buttons, switches and nodules they like. In doing so they construct a tree fort for Monster,
who seems a little more willing now to share. Sutphin’s colorful
cartoons give Monster a wide-mouthed wackiness perfectly in
keeping with his trials. At times, it can feel as though readers
are putting poor Monster through too much, but the presentation has a distinct Wile E. Coyote vibe that alleviates some of
the discomfort. All interactions are imaginary, à la Hervé Tullet;
there are no tabs or flaps to manipulate (or tear off).
Is there a monster at the end of this book or a monster
reading this book? Your call. (Picture book. 2-4)

TEDDY BEAR OF THE YEAR

VanSickle, Vikki
Illus. by Hanson, Sydney
Tundra (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 21, 2020
978-0-7352-6392-5

Ollie, a friendly teddy bear, has the
best job ever: taking care of “his girl, Amena.”
One night while Amena sleeps, a silver sailboat appears at her
window with an old teddy bear at the helm, there to take Ollie
to the Teddy Bears’ Picnic for his very first time. At the picnic,
Ollie meets “teddies of all shapes and sizes” and is introduced to
some of them—“Scottie, from the Department of Bedtime Planning; Mr. Pants, Chief Cuddling Officer”—before participating
in “bearaoke” and the other activities. While VanSickle’s playful
use of corporate-speak describes and connects the personality of
each bear with its name, Hanson reinforces this, painting a tartan
bear and a bear with endearingly high-waisted pants; soft, warm
hues of greens and blues and bright lights illuminate this party
deep in the woods. During the meeting that follows the games,
bears are recognized for demonstrating “excellence in teddycare.” Hearing the encomiums, Ollie feels “smaller and smaller,”
thinking he is just an “ordinary bear.” Ollie is in for a surprise,
learning that small acts like cuddles and kind words can have big
222
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GO WITH THE FLOW

Williams, Lily & Schneemann,
Karen
Illus. by Williams, Lily
First Second (336 pp.)
$21.99 | $12.99 paper | Jan. 14, 2020
978-1-250-30572-5
978-1-250-14317-4 paper
Four friends protest period poverty
and inequality.
Sophomore Sasha Chen is the new girl at Hazleton High.
On her second day, she notices mean-spirited giggles and looks
of disgust while at her locker. Established friends Abby, Brit,
and Christine swoop in and introduce themselves, whisking
her away to the bathroom to calmly inform her that her period
has leaked through her white pants. The girls find the periodproducts vending machine to be empty. When Abby repeatedly asks the administration about reloading the machines or,
better yet, making period-care products free (since half the
school body bleeds), she is quickly dismissed by the older, white,
male principal who calls it “her little problem.” The girls want
to demolish the shame around menstruation, but when Abby
takes the protest too far, their friendship is tested. With its
alluring red-hued duotone art, this graphic novel successfully
empowers readers and guides them to speak up and reclaim
agency when they feel something is not right with not only their
own bodies, but with the world around them. The girls’ group
is inclusive, encompassing different heights, skin colors, races,
and body types; Brit, who openly discusses her struggles with
endometriosis, has brown skin and a full figure, Sasha is Asian
and petite, tall and lanky Christine, white, is coming to understand her same-sex attraction, and Abby is white with red hair
and a curvy figure.
Just bloody perfect. (author’s note, further resources)
(Graphic fiction. 9-14)

IT’S MY SAUSAGE

Willmore, Alex
Illus. by the author
Maverick Publishing (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-1-84886-473-3
Five hungry cats vie for one “yummy,
scrummy sausage.”
With a limited autumnal color palette, the cats and the
owner’s home are realized in rough but expressive fashion. The
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Matches the writing’s quiet tone without sacrificing visual interest.
in my garden

THE GIRL WHO SPOKE TO
THE MOON

Wilson, Land
Illus. by Cornelison, Sue
Little Pickle Press (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 1, 2020
978-1-4926-9873-9

A new perspective can sometimes work wonders.
Awakened one night by a noise, Sofia finds her gaze following a beam of light to the Moon’s winking eye, and they chat.
“From this night on, a friendship grew / into a bond both strong
and true.” Later, Sofia, presented with a light complexion and
dark hair and eyes, notices the Moon is sad and wants to help.
She follows the Moon’s suggestion and visits the Moon in a
dream. As Sofia looks from the Moon toward Earth, Moon
explains that Mother Earth is her “closest relative,” but Earth’s
“people seem so unaware / that what Earth needs is better care.”
Moon suggests simple things everyone can do to take care of
Mother Earth, and Sofia makes “a pledge of things to do / like
passing on these words to you.” While the often forced rhyme is
light on specifics, backmatter defines air, land, and water pollution, then presents a bulleted list of everyday activities that can
help keep “Earth clean and healthy.” Sidebars in the backmatter
include insightful reflections from male and female astronauts
who witnessed planet Earth from space. Realistic illustrations
mostly in neutral creams and grays capture the “pearl” and
“opal glow” of Sofia’s moon but may not capture the attention
of young readers.
Young activist dreamers will appreciate the new perspective and environmental call to action. (author’s note)
(Picture book. 4- 7)
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IN MY GARDEN

Zolotow, Charlotte
Illus. by Stead, Philip C.
Neal Porter/Holiday House (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 24, 2020
978-0-8234-4320-8
A picture-book update that does
Zolotow’s legacy proud.
Stead has carved out a spot in contemporary picture books after years of
study of the form. He says as much in his dedication to the late
author and editor Zolotow, noting that he began collecting picture books, including hers, as a teenager. His stunning artistic
interpretation of this text (first published in 1960) is a triumph
in how it matches the writing’s quiet tone without sacrificing
visual interest. Historians of the form may find it curious that
the original artist, Roger Duvoisin, is not acknowledged except
on the copyright page. But perhaps there is a visual tribute: Like
Duvoisin, Stead illustrates a black cat, unmentioned by the text,
who accompanies a young child (who appears white) through
the seasons and the garden. Stead adds a woman (also whiteappearing) to the illustrations, perhaps the child’s mother or
grandmother, whose presence enhances the sense of wonder
and quiet delight in the spreads. Her kindly ways offer steady
assurance that this child is safe and beloved while exploring the
world. What’s more than that, the woman clearly nurtures the
child’s love of nature, as when she hangs a birdhouse while the
child’s first-person narration reads “in the spring what I love
best in my garden are the birds building nests.”
A picture book to love best in all seasons. (Picture book.
3-8)

y o u n g a d u lt

text is short, with many onomatopoeic sounds and easy words
enabling children to read much of it themselves. The five cats
are distinct in color and variously accessorized, allowing readers to distinguish them and assign gender as they choose. The
plot essentially consists of the golden-haired cat’s titular assertion of ownership and defense of the meat product as each of
the other four attempts to steal it in various slapstick schemes.
Astute viewers will notice a spotted, brown shape in the corner
of a scene showing a living-room floor littered with mouse traps
and Lego blocks with yarn tangled all about. These are all booby
traps for the four cats trying to steal the sausage, wrapped with
a small string, from under its protective dome. The black cat
springs into action, makes it through the minefield, and almost
gets the sausage only to have it yanked away by the gold cat
once again. The greedy kitty prepares to gobble the treat down
but is stormed by the others, causing the sausage to bounce out
of the cat’s mouth and go right in the open mouth of—a large
brown, spotted dog.
Humorous, action-packed pictures combine with terse
text to create an engaging cautionary tale about greed. (Pic
ture book. 4-6)

b o a r d & n o v e lt y b o o k s
DAISY THE DIGGER

Bently, Peter
Illus. by Chebret, Sebastien
QEB Publishing (20 pp.)
$9.95 | Aug. 13, 2019
978-0-71124-332-3
Series: Whizzy Wheels Academy
At Whizzy Wheels Academy, Daisy the digger learns that
everyone has their own role to play and that she’s capable of
things she’d never dreamed she could do.
There’s a lot to like in this book for heavy-equipment–loving toddlers. First, it’s durable—close to indestructible, even.
Second, author Bently employs a broader vocabulary and more
complex sentence structures than in many similarly themed
offerings, making it a nice bridge to traditional picture books.
It’s also nice to see a book for truck-loving tots that skews away
b o a r d & n o v e lt y b o o ks
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A challenge to shelve…but it’s not likely
to stay on the shelf for long.
the acrobat family

from gender stereotyping of its characters and audience; here,
there are no fewer than three named heavy-equipment characters with traditionally female names: Daisy, Clare the crane, and
Tess the tractor. (Daisy and Clare both explicitly use feminine
pronouns.) The story effectively deals with themes of handling
disappointment, feeling left out, overcoming a lack of confidence, and recognizing that people (and trucks) have different
strengths and weaknesses. When academy instructor Rusty
announces that the vehicles will be taking a trip off the grounds
to practice driving on real roads, Daisy’s excited until she learns
that her heavy tracks aren’t built for roads. But when a landslide strands her friends, Daisy finds her heavy treads make her
ideal to come to the rescue. Companion title Dylan the Dump
Truck publishes simultaneously and introduces both Dylan and
Emma the excavator.
A sweet lesson in appreciating who we are rather than
focusing on what we are not. (Board book. 2-5) (Dylan the Dump
Truck: 978-0-71124-347-7)

THE ACROBAT FAMILY

Boisrobert, Anouck
Illus. by Rigaud, Louis
Trans. by St. John, Kevin
Little Gestalten (18 pp.)
$23.95 | Nov. 26, 2019
978-3-89955-835-7

A pop-up circus act featuring, luckily,
“the world’s strongest cat.”
It all begins with “Miss Prune! In
her lovely costume, / she has biceps
like moons”—and that’s a good thing,
because she is tasked with balancing an
immense tower of acrobats, 10 in all, that
rises in sections as each of five accordion-folded pop-ups opens up. But sacré
bleu! No sooner have Kevin and Kelvin,
the ninth and 10th performers, vaulted
to the top than an unexpected feline addition—“Ginger! No!
NO!”—heralds a catastrophic 3-D whirl of tumbling, airborne
acrobats and props. Is all lost? Fear not: One further, last page
turn, and there stands the cat…holding up all the acrobats, their
arms and legs flung wide. Bravo! A round of applause for the
Acrobat Family and Ginger the Red! Vaguely tent shaped, being
formatted with beveled edges running up to a tall, sharp peak,
the volume may be a challenge to shelve…but it’s not likely
to stay on the shelf for long. The stylized, uniformly orangeskinned daredevils, variously decked out in bright costumes as
well as bowl cuts, braids, tight curls, and other individualizing
features, present as nonspecific people of color.
Inventive paper engineering adds extra oomph to this
brouhaha under the big top. (Pop-up picture book. 5- 7)
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TWINKLE, TWINKLE, FAIRY
FRIEND

Burton, Jeffrey
Illus. by Waring, Zoe
Little Simon/Simon & Schuster (16 pp.)
$5.99 | Sep. 3, 2019
978-1-5344-3977-1
Cute fairies flit about rainbows and forest friends in a
rewritten song set to the tune of “Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star.”
Opening on a minute fairy with bubble-gum–pink hair,
light-brown skin, and a star-tipped wand, the book follows her
through a magical day seemingly designed to elicit squeals of
delight. Readers watch as she flies with butterflies, romps in
the rain with fellow fairies, and lunches with friendly mice and
chipmunks before finally returning home to be safely tucked
into bed. The fairies have round, oversized heads and a variety
of light and dark skin tones, and at least one fairy eschews pink
and purple. There’s no attempt at subtlety in the illustrations:
Pages burst with colors straight out of a candy store; the wideeyed fairies frolic about giant flowers and grinning insects; and
a glossy cover is plastered with iridescent sparkles. It’s not high
art, but it’s easy enough on the eye. Overwrought singable text
matches the art’s unabashedly enthusiastic tone, with lines
that gush about “sparkle magic in the sky” and “happiness that
never ends.” While the stanzas aren’t difficult to sing aloud, the
refrain drones, and the uninspired verses—with occasionally
strained rhymes such as “Twinkle, twinkle, come and play. / Oh,
what things you find today”—edge toward cloying.
All sparkle and no substance. (Board book. 1-3)

MARY ENGELBREIT’S
A MERRY LITTLE
CHRISTMAS
Celebrate From A to Z

Engelbreit, Mary
Illus. by the author
HarperFestival (32 pp.)
$7.99 | Sep. 17, 2019
978-0-06-074161-7

An alphabet book with Christmas-themed words, celebrated with a mouse family.
Engelbreit’s signature artwork is the focus in this board
book for young readers. Each letter has its own illustration populated by mice: mouse Santa, mice elves, and eager mice family
members. While the letters in the alphabet provide the anchors
for the text, the images have their own narrative thread, as readers see the mice preparing for the holiday. The level of detail in
the illustrations is astounding and completely captivating even
though the small trim of the format cramps the images. The
mouse world is fully realized and meticulously drawn. There’s
the face of a (presumably human-sized) wristwatch turned sideways on the shelf as a mouse-sized clock, the delicate knit pattern visible on the mother mouse’s sweater, and a child’s shoe
refashioned into a sled. The book is full of these gems, not least
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of which is the mouse family’s adorable pet ladybug, present
throughout. The ornate alphabet letter that accompanies each
illustration has its own darling dress-up action, festooned with
items that begin with the letter and not repeating what is featured in the main illustration. There is so much on each page
that readers will snuggle in and linger, sparking a little bit of
Christmas magic.
Rich illustrations that drive the narrative make this so
much more than a simple alphabet book. (Board book. 1-3)

ABC WHAT CAN HE BE?
Boys Can Be Anything They
Want To Be, From A to Z

Illus. by Ford, Jessie
Walter Foster Jr. (36 pp.)
$16.95 | Sep. 3, 2019
978-1-63322-724-8
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Geis, Patricia
Princeton Architectual Press (16 pp.)
$27.95 | Nov. 5, 2019
978-1-61689-593-8
A great architect’s development and
legacy, explored with help from pop-ups,
flaps, and other engineered effects.
Current or period photographs of
Wright’s projects are enhanced by special features, such as a
slider showing Fallingwater’s site before and after construction,
to capture a concrete sense of his aesthetic and show directly his
mastery of light and space. Aside from an insensitively phrased
account of his childhood near a farm his grandfather built in “the
lands of the Sioux,” Geis steers nearly clear of biographical detail.
Instead, she improves on her similarly designed but uneven portrait of Leonardo da Vinci (2018) by, for instance, pairing schematic
pop-up models of a simple cube and of 1908’s Unity Temple to
incisive observations about how playing with specially designed
“Froebel blocks” informed Wright’s profound understanding of
spatial relationships. New York’s Guggenheim Museum (another
pop-up) and other buildings are likewise examined. Despite marginal drawings of admiring young observers, all but one white, the
pages have an oddly empty look, as much of the narrative and
nearly all of the photos are hidden either on a card file in an interior pocket or behind folded or glued on flaps. Still, readers can’t
help but come away appreciating Wright’s, er, groundbreaking
genius. A rear pocket holds versions of Wright’s childhood toys
to punch out and assemble (and lose).
A boon to budding builders and architects in settings
where the loose bits won’t pose a problem. (Informational
novelty. 10-12)

y o u n g a d u lt

Appealing illustrations and a multiracial cast give kids an
opportunity to picture themselves in an array of career roles
that run the gamut from A to Z.
Like the earlier ABC What Can She Be? (2018), this follow-up
is designed to stimulate a child’s imagination and broaden their
sense of the possibilities before them. The overall message is
stated plainly on the cover: “Boys can be anything they want
to be, from A to Z.” There’s a deliberate gender neutrality in
the selection of career roles depicted even as the masculine pronoun is repeated over and over. “A is for Astronaut. He blasts
into space to explore new worlds” is followed by “B is for Ballet Dancer. He gracefully dances with leaps and turns. He is so
flexible and strong.” Other occupations presented include environmental engineer, fashion designer, jet pilot, karate instructor, nurse, quantum physicist, race car driver, yoga instructor,
and xenobiologist (less obvious than X-ray technician, if a bit
esoteric), to name a few. The artwork and lettering are brightly
colored; the illustrations make each occupation look appealing
and often exciting. The word “HE,” when it introduces each job
description, appears in varying colorful letters suggestive of the
rainbow pride flag, perhaps to underscore the book’s message
of inclusivity. Caregivers of nonbinary kids will be hoping, however, for a forthcoming ABC What Can They Be?
This positive compendium of possibilities should
encourage children to embrace their paths, wherever they
lead. (Board book. 3-6)

FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT
Meet the Architect

IF YOU’RE SCARY AND YOU
KNOW IT!

Gerber, Carole
Illus. by Ill, Noël
Familius (20 pp.)
$9.99 | Aug. 1, 2019
978-1-64170-146-4

A Halloween-themed variation on the traditional song.
A costumed cast of children acts out verses set to the familiar tune. The white type of the verse is easy to read against dark
backgrounds. One word in each verse is highlighted and set in
all-caps: “If you’re WITCHY and you know it, mix a brew” is
paired with a white child wearing glasses and a witch’s hat. A
light-skinned child with curly hair and false fangs is “fiendish”; a brown-skinned kid in a wolf costume howls with a dog
under a smiling moon; an Asian-presenting child wears a scarecrow costume. There’s also a “spooky” ghost, a “greedy” pirate,
etc. All eight characters appear for the last verse, which ends
predictably, “If you’re scary and you know it—Trick or Treat!”
The attempt to represent racial diversity is admirable, though
b o a r d & n o v e lt y b o o ks
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the drawings are little more than cartoon stereotypes. The
costumes (particularly the “frightful” scarecrow) may be puzzling for youngsters not already familiar with Halloween tropes,
making this an introduction to the observance, but the fiveline verses are wordy for toddlers for whom board books are
required. Maintaining the predictable rhyme scheme of the
original helps address that concern.
A totally unscary addition to the Halloween shelf, useful in the few weeks leading up to the holiday. (Board book.
2-4)

WHO SAYS HO HO HO?

Highlights for Children
Illus. by Kragulj, Vanja
Highlights Press (14 pp.)
$7.99 | Oct. 1, 2019
978-1-68437-646-9
Series: Baby Mirror Board Books
In trying to find out what Baby says
on Christmas, readers encounter lots of sounds animals make.
This board book follows a predictable question-andanswer format. “On Christmas, does Baby say MEOW MEOW
MEOW??” gives way with the page turn to “No! On Christmas,
Kitten says MEOW MEOW MEOW!” The text explores who
says “woof,” “tweet,” “ribbit,” and “glub,” at the end revealing
what a chubby, Santa hat–topped Baby says (“HO HO HO!”)
beside a tree-shaped mirror inviting readers to say it, too. The
structure is certainly appropriate for little readers, who will
enjoy playing along, but it comes across as a forced Christmas
version of Highlights’ Who Says Uh-oh? (2019). The illustrations
are largely photographs with added computer-generated, clip
art–style images of gifts, stockings, and snowflakes. If it weren’t
for those little touches, that last tot with the Santa hat (also the
cover picture), and the words “Ho ho ho,” the book wouldn’t
seem to be related to Christmas at all. The Santa baby and two
others are pale-skinned or present white; one other appears
Asian, and two seem black. While the babies and animals are
certainly cute, overall, the illustrations don’t rise above that.
This type of book is a dime a dozen, and this iteration doesn’t
do anything to stand out, charm, or grab readers.
More ho-hum than ho ho ho. (Board book. 6 mos-2)

NANCY’S GENIUS PLAN

Jaimes, Olivia
Illus. by the author
Andrews McMeel (14 pp.)
$7.99 | Oct. 1, 2019
978-1-5248-5180-4

Aunt Fritzi has made cornbread, and
Nancy has a genius plan to have it all for herself—or perhaps not?
Classic cartoon character Nancy has been given new life
under Jaimes (a pseudonym for the cartoonist), but keeping true
to her original characterization, Nancy remains immature and
226
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impulsive. In this story—told in full-bleed, single-page format
rather than the traditional paneled comic-strip format—Aunt
Fritzi has “made cornbread for everybody to share.” Nancy has
other plans. She wants it all for herself and enlists readers’ help
to carry out her “genius plan.” First, they must knock on the
window to distract Aunt Fritzi; turn the page slowly so as not
to wake up the dog; and finally turn the book upside down so
Nancy can sneak past her friends. Mission accomplished. The
cornbread, all “delicious” and “crumbly,” is hers. Yet it feels
lonely, so readers are now asked to “shake this book up and
down a couple of times.” When everyone comes “to see what
all the ruckus is” about, they can all sit down to enjoy the cornbread together. The book ends in true Nancy style with the
punchline “Just like I planned all along.” Nancy, Aunt Fritzi, and
Sluggo are white, and her other three friends are kids of color.
Simple, sweet, and entertaining. (Board book. 3-5)

BIBLE STORIES FOR
LITTLE HEARTS

Magsamen, Sandra
Illus. by the author
Cartwheel/Scholastic (10 pp.)
$6.99 | Dec. 26, 2019
978-1-338-58942-9
Five Bible stories are told in 10 short
pages and illustrated in Magsamen’s
characteristic faux appliqué style.
Each double-page spread is rendered
on narrow board pages and depicts a new
Bible story or parable. The top half of the
spread shares a summary of the story told
in forced rhyme hand-lettered in white.
The bottom half presents a brightlycolored illustration of the story employing cartoon animals and
humans with stitch-work borders. A heart in the bottom right
or left corner is emblazoned with text that presents the key lesson of the story. “The Parable of the Lost Sheep,” for instance,
shows a flock of white sheep with one black sheep in the middle. Written on the heart is the message: “This story reminds
us that everyone is important.” Some artistic license is taken.
The Creation story shows two children in modern dress, one
with a beige complexion and brown pigtails and another with
straight black hair and brown skin, enjoying the natural world.
(“God made everything for you and me / because He loves us
endlessly!”) In the Jonah story, a smiling man with a medium
brown skin tone happily topples into the whale’s mouth. Noah’s
Ark is populated by parent-child animal dyads rather than male
and female pairings. The text repeatedly emphasizes God’s love
for readers and employs male pronouns for God.
This kind and gentle introduction features endearing
art and clunky rhymes. (Board book. 1-3)
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The soothing, pastel palette is ideal for creating
a cozy, going-to-bed atmosphere.
sleepy time

SLIDE & SURPRISE IN
THE OCEAN

Marshall, Natalie
Illus. by the author
Cartwheel/Scholastic (12 pp.)
$7.99 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-1-338-36004-2

SLEEPY TIME

Martin, Patricia
Illus. by Bonilla, Rocio
Magination/American Psychological
Association (20 pp.)
$7.99 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-1-4338-3181-2
Series: Get Ready Board Books
This wordless going-to-bed board book is a cozy way to end
the day.
First published in Spain, the story follows a light-skinned,
ethnically ambiguous child through the bedtime routine. Children from Western countries will no doubt recognize the protagonist’s nighttime ritual as a mirror of their own, including
bathing in a bathtub full of water and bubbles, using a Western
toilet, and brushing teeth in front of a bathroom mirror. The
child’s adult caregiver is a loving secondary presence, there
to wash the child’s hair, read a bedtime story, and banish the
monsters from under the bed—without ever drawing attention away from the child. Although the protagonist ends the
book wearing pink pajamas and a barrette, laudably, both the
child and the adult can be read as gender neutral. The ink-andwatercolor drawings employ a soothing, pastel palette ideal for
creating a cozy, going-to-bed atmosphere. The images are full
|
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MY PEEKABOO THINGS
THAT GO

Marx, Jonny
Illus. by Wu, Yi-Hsuan
Tiger Tales (12 pp.)
$10.99 | Oct. 1, 2019
978-1-68010-593-3

Flaps within flaps offer fun and occasional frustration in this highly interactive, travel-themed tome for tots.
Several two-page set pieces depict a variety of conveyances
and heavy equipment in action, in tableaux depicting a city, harbor, airport, building site, railway station, and freeway. Scenes
are dense with detail, especially as readers begin opening the
many flaps built into the illustrations, affording peeks inside
vehicles, buildings, boxes, and baskets as well as behind clouds
and below the sea, for example. Vignettes are introduced in
rhyme: “This town is busy—everyone is on the go. How many
vehicles do you know?” In addition to the obvious—a bike, bus,
taxi, police car, and van—a cloud-shaped flap reveals an airplane, and one on the van folds back to show the scooter inside.
A flap on a building reveals a woman on an exercise bike; a door
beyond her conceals a person watching a televised stock-car race
in the next room. With more than 70 flaps and a multitude of
details, random facts, and vocabulary, this is a potentially longer
read than most board books. The art is simple, cartoonish, and
unambiguously representational; humans depicted represent a
range of races, ages, genders, and abilities. The book is sturdy
and the pages thick, but the flaps can be tough to operate, especially on first opening, and some will likely rip over time. Companion title My Peekaboo Farm publishes simultaneously.
Won’t last forever, but hours of entertainment while it
does. (Board book. 3-6) (My Peekaboo Farm: 978-1-68010-592-6)

y o u n g a d u lt

Every page of this pull-the-tab book features weird and
wonderful marine life hiding in a vibrantly illustrated underwater environment.
Many of the tabs reveal information about the creatures’
bodies, behaviors, and habitats. Revealed with an upward pull,
the father sea horse, for example, cares for his babies “behind
the seaweed,” referencing the phenomenon that sea horses
carry and hatch the young of the species. Similarly, a squirting
squid hides in a “cloud of ink,” referring to the squid’s ink sacs.
The bottom of each double-page spread also contains a more
explicit fact, such as the fact that squids have three hearts. The
illustrations are colorful and detailed, giving young children
plenty to look at while they are listening to the text. Some of the
text guides readers through the book by posing questions that
can be answered by pulling the tabs; other tabs ask readers to do
things like identify starfish by their colors or count sea gulls that
multiply with the pull of a cleverly telescoping tab. The book is
well designed—the tabs are furnished with grommets, and they
are large and easy to manipulate—and while the text is sparse,
its simplicity makes it perfect for very young children.
An entertaining, well-designed introduction to the
ocean world. (Board book. 2-3)

of movement and joy, and they provide the faintest outline of
plot. However, the large amount of white space may hinder the
book’s appeal for repeated readings: It only takes a few reads to
notice all of the details, and the lack of visual intricacy may limit
possibilities for creative storytelling, something that is particularly important for image-only texts like this one.
A sweet and simple look at bedtime in the Western
world. (Board book. 2-4)

EVERYTHING YOU

McPike, Elizabeth
Illus. by Fleck, Jay
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (32 pp.)
$7.99 | Dec. 10, 2019
978-0-374-31193-3
Cuddly animal parents gush over
their equally adorable offspring.
There are books for babies, and there are books for parents masquerading as books for babies. This is the latter. This
b o a r d & n o v e lt y b o o ks
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The words and the clay creations burst with color.
play with clay!

intentionally poignant board book speaks to the hope, joy, and
love parents experience as they anticipate or celebrate a new
baby’s arrival. The sweet, if occasionally strained rhyme bursts
with declarations of devotion: “You’re everything POSSIBLE, /
our miracle you.” Some of the effusions, such as “You’re everything MUSIC, / skip, skip to my Lou,” verge on nonsensical.
Images are designed to pull at adult heartstrings, but they do
work, with striking images of parental birdies watching their
precious fledging or elephants joining their small and large
trunks. With specific pages dedicated to discussing how a lion
cub resembles Daddy or a baby whale is like Mommy, it may
not be germane for single-parent or adoptive families. Sentimentality aside, it’s genuinely cute. The stylized animals are
adorable rather than cloying, and the artist uses two successful
color schemes, either brilliant, complementary colors as striking, fiery red foxes play peekaboo against a plain, richly teal
background, or harmonious, with a blue whale pair swimming
together against a pale, watery background, spouting a single
red heart.
While this is a board book for the grown-ups, babies
will still coo over the sweet animals. (Board book. 6 mos.-3)

CHRISTMAS TRAIN

Miles, David
Illus. by the author
Familius (14 pp.)
$12.99 | Sep. 3, 2019
978-1-64170-165-5

A Christmas counting adventure on a fold-out board-book
train.
There are 20 different holiday items on this particular train,
which folds out to a whopping 56 inches. A little clumsy to
manipulate, the folding feature allows readers either to spread
the book out across the floor or to hold it for a lap reading. The
rhyming text gives the book a nice pace, with alliteration and
rich vocabulary: “3 Christmas trees, sparkling spruce and pine. /
4 paper packages tied with festive twine.” Though the text is for
the most part well done, readers will note that one phrase just
doesn’t make sense: “10 shining stars, silent watches gleaming.”
The crisp illustrations are full of bright colors with some nice
details, like stained glass on a tiny church window and a little
rooster weathervane atop a house. Beyond the wheels, the train
cars don’t really resemble the real deal. Instead, the focus is on
the countable items, helping readers succeed in the challenge
of numbers beyond 10. It can be a challenge: “19 children nice
as can be” are difficult to count, as the children are represented
by small lines on a long and twisty list (presumably Santa’s). As
a holiday-themed book with a gimmick, this one succeeds, with
nice-enough text and illustrations.
The novelty of the fold-out train is really what keeps
readers chugging along. (Board book. 2-4)
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PLAY WITH CLAY!

Pinkerton, Jenny
Illus. by the author
Penguin Workshop (20 pp.)
$8.99 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-0-593-09441-9
Series: Lil’ SmARTies
It’s so much fun to play with clay!
There is so much that can be done with just a little bit of clay.
On each page of this board book, a piece of clay is transformed
into something new. It begins as a “blob” and then becomes
a “ball,” a “snake,” a “flowerpot,” and a “flower,” among other
things. Included among these intricate designs are images that
children could themselves easily create, such as a collection of
small, colorful pieces of clay and a “smushed”-up mess of “pink
and yellow.” Cleverly, the letters are themselves made from clay,
making the words feel like pictures: The characters in the word
“coiled,” for example, spiral and twirl, thereby both providing
a context clue as to the word’s meeting and creating a layered,
textured visual that feels like an illustration. The words and the
clay creations burst with color, and many of the sculptures—
such as the snake—have a sense of movement and silliness sure
to delight young readers. The simple, direct text is in first person, giving the book a sense of intimacy, as though the artist is
speaking directly to readers. The relative simplicity of the compositions, which float in white space, and the brevity of the text
gear this to a toddler audience.
A cleverly illustrated and simply told story best for the
youngest makers. (Board book. 1-2)

MEET BABY SHARK

Pinkfong
Illus. by the author
HarperFestival (18 pp.)
$8.99 | Oct. 1, 2019
978-0-06-296589-9

Little ones meet Baby Shark’s
extended family and friends in this board-book version of the
viral online Pinkfong video.
Sensibly, this offering does not attempt to replicate the
song, since readers have likely viewed it multiple times if the
3.5 billion views (and counting) are any indication. Each line of
this version is shared on a double-page spread featuring a character: Baby Shark, the rest of the Shark family (Mommy, Daddy,
Grandma, and Grandpa), and a couple of critters not mentioned in the song (Baby Turtle, a terrified fish named William,
and Pinkfong, the brand’s fox logo). The primary text will be
meaningful only to readers familiar with the song: “GRANDPA
SHARK DOO-DOO-DOO-DOO-DOO-DOO.” A few words
about each character and how they relate to Baby Shark accompany their appearance: “Grandpa Shark is wise and smart. He
enjoys sharing his cooking skills with Baby Shark.” Rounded
tabs at the top and the right margin of the book allow little
fingers to easily turn the pages and readily access their favorite
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spreads. The two-dimensional gum ball–colored art is true to
the source, and fans will not be disappointed. While Mommy
and Daddy are color-coded in pink and blue, respectively
and stereotypically, the rest of the creatures featured are not
assigned colors based on gender.
Fans of the earworm will enjoy Baby Shark’s expanded
universe. (Board book. 1-3)

BABY BOWIE
A Book About Adjectives
Illus. by Pintachan
Running Press Kids (24 pp.)
$9.99 | Sep. 3, 2019
978-0-7624-6801-0
Series: Baby Rocker

DINOSAUR, DINOSAUR, SAY
GOOD NIGHT AND OTHER
BEDTIME RHYMES

Illus. by Rešček, Sanja
Tiger Tales (22 pp.)
$9.99 | Sep. 1, 2019
978-1-68010-589-6

Nursery favorites “Humpty Dumpty,”
“Mary Had a Little Lamb,” and more are rewritten with dino
roars and stomps.
|
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Though this and other titles in the Baby Rocker series seem
aimed more at aging rocker parents than at toddlers, it’s undeniably charming.
The Onion once ran a story headlined, “Cool Dad Raising
Daughter on Media That Will Put Her Entirely out of Touch
With Her Generation.” The Baby Rocker books arouse a similar sense of irony despite being quite good for what they are.
Both this David Bowie–themed celebration of adjectives and
its companion volume, Baby KISS: A Book About Colors, are
visual delights, bursting with bright hues and simple but stylized renderings of the critical iconography of both acts. Bowie’s
“SPIKY hair” (with eye patch) and “SHINY lightning bolt” (à
la Aladdin Sane) and KISS’ “BLACK-AND-WHITE face paint”
and Gene Simmons’ “PINK tongue” all feature prominently,
for example. One stumble: using the phrase “SMOOTH costume” to describe an outfit that Bowie fans will instantly recognize from the Ziggy Stardust era. While in photos the outfit
is clearly shiny and reflective (and, therefore, smooth), it’s hard
for anyone, child or adult, to infer that from this matte cartoon
rendering. Bowie’s “THICK eyeliner” may prompt conversations about gender presentation. But the fundamental question
is whether kids should be reading about contemporary acts or
about their caregivers’ heroes? Will there be a Baby Rappers
series, too?
With its companion, fun for music-loving tots whose
grown-ups like these artists. (Board book. 2-5) (Baby KISS:
978-0-7624-6799-0)

This board book is a straightforward compilation of nursery
rhymes and songs. While many will be familiar after a few lines,
since many are renamed to suit the dinosaur theme, readers may
sometimes find themselves muddling through pacing, tune, and
rhythm until they catch on. Some changes are as simple as editing a single word. In “Rock-a-bye Dino,” all of the instances of
the word “baby” are changed to “dino”—nothing more. Others,
such as “Five Little Dinosaurs,” a take on “Five Little Pumpkins,”
are more elaborately reimagined. “Star Light, Star Bright” is the
only included rhyme with no edits; accompanying it is a picture
of a young regaliceratops clutching a teddy bear and looking out
the window at the titular star. Overall, Rešček’s illustrations
are sweet and suitable to a bedtime book for little ones. The
images include enough details to engage readers with thoughtful touches, such as a bird gently laying a leaf as a blanket across
a sleepy dinosaur. The colors are bright and child-friendly, and
the dinosaurs are all endearing, with perky noses and expressive
eyes. With a gift plate printed into the front endpaper, it’s clear
that this is designed to be a gift to a family for a new baby. It’s a
nice take on the standard book of lullabies even if the rewrites
sometimes make for slightly awkward read-alouds.
Nice-enough bedtime fare for toddler dinophiles.
(Board book. 6 mos.-2)

RIDDLE DIDDLE OCEAN

Shore, Diane Z. & Calvert, Deanna
Illus. by Bauer, Stephanie
Amicus Ink (10 pp.)
$9.99 | Aug. 6, 2019
978-1-68152-499-3
Series: Riddle Diddle Dumplings
Tongue-twisting, ocean-themed riddles help children guess
what marine creature is hiding under a flap.
In this busy board book, a lengthy, rhyming list of clues identifies a different sea animal on the verso, with the answer hiding
under a flap on the recto. While the verses mostly scan, some
vocabulary and syntax are fiddly, using unusual words like “landlubbers” or “spoutin’,” meaning that little ones parsing the complex rhyme may lose the thread of “tail” hinting at an answer of
“whale.” Helpfully, readers get a glimpse of a part of the hiding
animal on top of the flap to assist in solving the puzzle. Reading
the riddles aloud is complicated by tall, thin, serif typeset. Placed
upon a busy decorative border, it makes for a chaotic-looking
page, and the chunky animal name hiding under the flap is similarly visually overwhelming. The colorful art, done in a collage
style, is jaunty enough, with patterns and layering aplenty. It
places squiggly magenta lines atop a vibrant watermelon-pink
octopus and renders tentacles in plaid and stripes drifting off the
jellyfish. Some may find the rough-cut smiles on the sea creatures
creepy, not cute. The flaps are fairly strong, though the blunt
square edges can make it hard to grip and flip. A companion title,
Riddle Diddle Rainforest, shares the same style.
Flawed but playful enough to please riddle-loving youngsters. (Board book. 2-5) (Riddle Diddle Rainforest:
978-1-68152-500-6)
b o a r d & n o v e lt y b o o ks
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WELCOME TO JAZZ
A Swing-Along Celebration of
America’s Music, Featuring
“When the Saints Go
Marching In”
Sloan, Carolyn
Illus. by Gibson, Jessica
Workman (32 pp.)
$24.95 | Oct. 15, 2019
978-1-5235-0688-0

A slide through the foundational instruments and elements
of jazz, with push-button sound clips.
Three cats (of the feline sort) get hep (“This music makes
me wanna dance in my seat!” “That’s because it’s got a great
groove.” “It sure does. Wait! What’s a groove?”) as they take
in a jazz combo on a club stage and then follow the music out
onto the street. Sloan (Welcome to the Symphony, 2015) fills in the
bass line with historical notes, covering the development of
jazz as “an African American art form” from early days in New
Orleans’ Congo Square to the arrival of Louis Armstrong, and
explaining important terms such as “improvisation” and “scat
singing.” Prompts in the narrative lead readers to a dozen short
clips taken from an original recording of “When the Saints Go
Marching In.” Buttons that trigger the clips are lined up to the
side and produce isolated flurries from select instruments, a
snatch of clarinet solo, a bit of voiced scat, and a few seconds
of the main theme as an effervescent instrumental and also
with call-and-response lyrics. A portrait gallery in one cartoon
illustration that gives nods to five early jazz greats (all, like the
fictive modern band on stage, African American) is backed up
at the end with a limited but at least somewhat more expansive
playlist of classic tracks for further listening, though caregivers
who want to introduce kids to bebop and other later styles are
on their own.
A swinging invitation to get into the groove. (glossary)
(Informational novelty. 6-9)

BABY, SEE THE COLORS!

Illus. by Trukhan, Ekaterina
Workman (12 pp.)
$5.95 | Aug. 28, 2019
978-1-5235-0623-1
Series: Indestructibles

Identify and learn about colors in
this soft but durable book.
Designed by someone familiar with the particular kinds of,
erm, love and attention that babies give books, this offering
stands up to being chewed, moistened, and tugged upon. Less
successfully, it’s insubstantially thin, meaning it may quickly
vanish into a diaper bag’s detritus. However, if one can find it,
it’s a treat to share with a little one. Graphically simple domestic
and neighborhood scenes in lively primary colors are populated
with cheery, doll-like characters. The pages are organically filled
with circle-cheeked people of various skin tones and ethnicities
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as well as a person using a wheelchair. Simple text lyrically discusses the color featured on each double-page spread, engaging
kids through a patterned text that presents specific questions
followed by open-ended ones: “Feel the cool green grass? What
else is green?” There’s plenty to find amid the flat art, such as
green frogs and turtles or yellow bananas or giraffes, setting the
stage for meaningful interaction and vocabulary building. It
all wraps up on a sunny playground, with all of the colors surrounding the children in a “colorful world.” Companion books
about shapes and numbers are almost as successful; the art’s
clean lines work especially well in Baby, Find the Shapes. Baby Let’s
Count stars ever popular farm animals, but having the numbers
one to four sharing a double-page spread is confusingly busy.
Colorful fun for the littlest listeners. (Board book. 6 mos.2) (Baby, Find the Shapes: 978-1-5235-0624-8; Baby, Let’s Count:
978-1-5235-0622-4)

HANUKKAH BABY

Illus. by Trukhan, Ekaterina
Workman (12 pp.)
$5.95 | Oct. 15, 2019
978-1-5235-0804-4
Series: Indestructibles
Little ones can explore Hanukkah
traditions on “chew-proof ” pages, part of the Indestructibles
series.
A kippah-wearing toddler with white skin, brown hair, and
rosy cheeks greets older visitors (grandparents, perhaps?) from
a window adorned with a menorah. On the subsequent doublepage spreads, each with one or two sentences of spare, clear text,
this family enjoys latkes and other traditional treats, lights the
candles, spins the dreidel, sings songs, and more. Two younger
caregivers (likely the parents) fill out the scenes along with three
other preschool-age children, all of whom look to be white, and
a tag-along black and orange cat. Trukhan’s delightful and accessible imagery looks to be cut-paper collage employing simple
forms in bold colors. The “indestructible” format, using a Tyveklike material, is the trim size of a typical board book but has the
look and feel of paperback. It is sturdy enough to survive teething babies and enthusiastic toddlers alike.
A warm, family-centered introduction to the Festival
of Lights. (Baby book. 6 mos.-3)

A TO Z MENAGERIE

Ultman, Suzy
Illus. by the author
Chronicle (28 pp.)
$22.99 | Oct. 8, 2019
978-1-4521-7711-3

A picture dictionary with pullout
tabs that emphasize each letter.
Ultman’s distinct illustrations lead
the way through this alphabet board book. Each page features a
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TRIPLE TROUBLE

Allen, Elise & Connors, Daryle
Disney-Hyperion (288 pp.)
$16.99 | Nov. 19, 2019
978-1-368-05425-6
Series: Gabby Duran and the Unsittables, 4
(Science fiction. 8-12)

BAD KITTY JOINS THE TEAM

Bruel, Nick
Illus. by the author
Roaring Brook (144 pp.)
$13.99 | Dec. 31, 2019
978-1-250-20807-1
Series: Bad Kitty
(Graphic fantasy. 7-10)

JUST THE WAY I AM
Habit 1

Covey, Sean
Illus. by Curtis, Stacy
Simon Spotlight (32 pp.)
$17.99 | $6.99 paper | Nov. 5, 2019
978-1-5344-4445-4
978-1-5344-4444-7 paper
Series: The 7 Habits of Happy Kids
(Early reader. 5-7)

WHEN I GROW UP
Habit 2

y o u n g a d u lt

different letter-shaped cutout that fills in when readers pull the
tab located in the margin. The letter “K” becomes a K-shaped
brown “koala,” for example. An introductory page invites readers to “look & touch,” a kind invitation even though the book
is self-explanatory. While the tabs feature the usual alphabet
suspects—like “X is for xylophone”—the rest of the featured
vocabulary is very rich, providing important exposure to new
words for a young reader. Examples of these words include “axolotl,” “echidna,” and “xyris” (a type of flower), and the illustrations provide enough context for readers’ understanding. The
delicate line drawings feature pastel pinks and greens with bold
blues and yellows. There are some adorable touches when the
lettered items are doubled up, like the bear wearing a beret, the
cat wearing a Peter Pan collar, and the horse wearing high-tops.
Most items resemble their familiar form with some outlying
quirks, such as a blue squirrel and an armless mermaid. The
people featured in the book are shown to be paper white, pastel
pink, or warm brown.
More than the tabs, it’s the atypical vocabulary and
quirky illustrations that set this one apart from ordinary
alphabet books. (Board book. 2-4)

Covey, Sean
Illus. by Curtis, Stacy
Simon Spotlight (32 pp.)
$17.99 | $6.99 paper | Nov. 5, 2019
978-1-5344-4448-5
978-1-5344-4447-8 paper
Series: The 7 Habits of Happy Kids
(Early reader. 5-7)

A PONY WITH HER WRITER
The Story of Marguerite Henry and Misty
Feldman, Thea
Illus. by Sanson, Rachel
Simon Spotlight (32 pp.)
$17.99 | $6.99 paper | Nov. 5, 2019
978-1-5344-5154-4
978-1-5344-5153-7 paper
Series: Tails From History
(Informational early reader. 5-7)

BENEATH THE WEEPING CLOUDS

Alvarez, Jennifer Lynn
Harper/HarperCollins (416 pp.)
$16.99 | Nov. 5, 2019
978-0-06-249441-2
Series: Riders of the Realm, 3
(Fantasy. 8-12)

OFF I GO!

Greenawalt, Kelly
Illus. by Rauscher, Amariah
Acorn/Scholastic (48 pp.)
$4.99 paper | $23.99 PLB | Dec. 3, 2019
978-1-338-34003-7 paper
978-1-338-34006-8 PLB
Series: Princess Truly, 2
(Fantasy. 4-6)

THE FORBIDDEN EXPEDITION

Bell, Alex
Illus. by Tomić, Tomislav
Simon & Schuster (352 pp.)
$17.99 | Nov. 12, 2019
978-1-5344-0649-0
Series: The Polar Bear Explorers’ Club, 2
(Fantasy. 8-12)
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THE PRINCESS IN BLACK AND THE
BATHTIME BATTLE

BUNS OF STEEL

Skye, Obert
Illus. by Vieira, Eduardo
Harper/HarperCollins (208 pp.)
$12.99 | Nov. 12, 2019
978-0-06-239917-5
Series: Mutant Bunny Island, 3
(Graphic/adventure hybrid. 8-12)

Hale, Shannon & Hale, Dean
Illus. by Pham, LeUyen
Candlewick (96 pp.)
$14.99 | Dec. 24, 2019
978-1-5362-0221-2
Series: The Princess in Black, 7
(Fantasy. 5-8)

WONDER UNDERCOVER

BLOODSUCKERS AND BLUNDERS

Swanson, Matthew
Illus. by Behr, Robbi
Imprint (352 pp.)
$16.99 | Nov. 5, 2019
978-1-250-30782-8
Series: The Real McCoys, 3
(Graphic/fiction hybrid. 8-12)
(Graphic/adventure hybrid. 8-12)

LEGACY

Wetzel, Dan
Illus. by Fiadzigbey, Setor
Henry Holt (176 pp.)
$16.99 | Nov. 12, 2019
978-1-250-29580-4
Series: Epic Athletes
(Biography. 8-12)

Inkwell, Poppy
Illus. by Atze, Dave
West 44 (352 pp.)
$19.95 | $12.90 paper | Dec. 15, 2019
978-1-5383-8485-5
978-1-5383-8486-2 paper
Series: Alana Oakley, 2
(Paranormal mystery. 10-14)

LEBRON JAMES

Messenger, Shannon
Aladdin (816 pp.)
$21.99 | Nov. 5, 2019
978-1-5344-2733-4
Series: Keeper of the Lost Cities, 8
(Fantasy. 8-12)

THE BETRAYER

LIONEL MESSI

Pavlou, Stel
Harper/HarperCollins (304 pp.)
$16.99 | Nov. 12, 2019
978-0-06-212609-2
Series: Daniel Coldstar, 2
(Science fiction. 8-12)

Wetzel, Dan
Illus. by Fiadzigbey, Setor
Henry Holt (160 pp.)
$16.99 | Nov. 12, 2019
978-1-250-29581-1
Series: Epic Athletes
(Biography. 8-12)

IN THE SPOTLIGHT

Pearce, Jackson
Illus. by Mourning, Tuesday
Bloomsbury (208 pp.)
$15.99 | Nov. 5, 2019
978-1-5476-0185-1
Series: Ellie, Engineer, 3
(Fiction. 8-12)

OSTRICHES

Poliquin, Rachel
Illus. by Frith, Nicholas John
HMH Books (96 pp.)
$18.99 | Nov. 19, 2019
978-0-544-95040-5
Series: Superpower Field Guides
(Nonfiction. 7-10)
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SEVEN DEADLY SHADOWS

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Alameda, Courtney & Maetani, Valynne E.
HarperTeen (384 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 28, 2020
978-0-06-257081-9

MORE THAN ANGER by Lexi Bruce.................................................234
FOUND by Joseph Bruchac.................................................................236
NOT SO PURE AND SIMPLE by Lamar Giles..................................241
ALMOST AMERICAN GIRL by Robin Ha........................................ 242
HOW TO BUILD A HEART by Maria Padian.................................. 244

HOW TO BUILD A HEART

Padian, Maria
Algonquin (352 pp.)
$17.95 | Jan. 28, 2020
978-1-61620-849-3

y o u n g a d u lt

THE IRON WILL OF GENIE LO by F.C. Yee...................................... 245

In order to save her family’s shrine—
and the world—Kira must assemble an
unpredictable band of death gods to
stand against a demon.
Kira Fujikawa can see yokai, the
demons that walk the streets of Japan,
sometimes causing trouble and sometimes preoccupied with
the problems of their own world. Because of this ability, her
grandfather has trained her as a Shinto shrine maiden, tasked
with removing evil from the world and with one day taking
over the family’s shrine. When a yokai raid leaves the shrine
destroyed, Kira learns of a plot to resurrect an ogre king bent
on defeating the Sun Goddess, Amaterasu, and plunging the
world into darkness. With the help of the shrine’s guardian,
Shiro, Kira embarks on a quest to assemble a band of shinigami,
death gods who collect the spirts of the dead. Loosely based
on Akira Kurosawa’s Seven Samurai, all characters are Japanese,
and Alameda (Pitch Dark, 2018, etc.) and Maetani (Ink and Ashes,
2015) have taken care to present Shinto as a living religion with
modern-day practitioners while still building a lively supernatural world. Though more time spent developing the ensemble
cast’s interesting backstories would have benefitted the overall
narrative, Kira is a satisfying heroine, and her personal struggles between familial expectations and loyalty to the family
shrine add complexity to her journey.
Fresh urban fantasy grounded in Japanese culture.
(authors’ note, glossary) (Fantasy. 12-18)

THE NIGHT COUNTRY

Albert, Melissa
Flatiron Books (352 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 7, 2020
978-1-250-24607-3
Series: Hazel Wood, 2

A dark fantasy sequel asks whether
characters who flee their stories still
have a chance for a happy ending.
Once upon a time she was AliceThree-Times, a vengeful princess in a
grim fairy-tale world. Now she’s just Alice, trying to be human
in New York City even as her escape triggers a mass exodus
|
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Captures the pain of a girl who wants to connect with parents who
are too preoccupied to see the suffering they’re causing.
more than anger

from the Hinterland. Ellery Finch, the schoolmate who helped
free her, is growing weary of his travels through alternate
dimensions, finding his thoughts turning back to home—and
Alice. Meanwhile, someone is murdering ex-Stories in a very
Alice-ish way….This follow-up to the astonishing The Hazel
Wood (2018) displays the same lush prose, dizzying imagination,
and macabre sensibilities (along with the grisly body count).
Evocative details limn exotic fairylands and gritty New York as
equally magical. Personalities are more approachable: blonde,
white Alice is less rage-fueled than filled with confusion, frustration, and longing; brown-skinned Finch has grown beyond
his vacillating geekiness to courage and confidence. Alternating
between Alice’s first-person narration and Finch’s third-person
perspective, the twin plots don’t intersect until the surreal,
shattering climax; but since the romantic yearning that drives
both protagonists was scarcely hinted in the first book, it never
becomes convincing here. Still, they make a formidable team.
Plot bobbles aside, a necessary read for Hinterland
fans—and who isn’t? (Fantasy. 16-adult)

WONDER WOMAN
Warbringer

Bardugo, Leigh
Illus. by Seaton, Kit
DC Ink (192 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Jan. 7, 2020
978-1-4012-8255-4
A graphic adaptation of Bardugo’s
(Ninth House, 2019, etc.) 2017 novel of the
same name.
Diana was molded from clay by her
mother, Hippolyta, and given life by the goddesses. Because she
was made and did not earn her place in Themyscira, Diana is
determined to prove herself to her mother and her fellow Amazons by winning the race to Bana-Mighdall. Midway through
the race, Diana witnesses a ship exploding and sets aside her
desire for victory to save a girl, Alia. When Alia’s presence on
the island wreaks havoc, Diana learns she is a Warbringer, cursed
to bring death and destruction everywhere she goes. Diana and
Alia flee Themyscira, return Alia to New York City and, with
the help of Alia’s brother and two of their friends, work to break
the curse. The introduction of necessary background information doesn’t always flow well with the conversation bubbles,
and red-outlined text boxes showing Alia’s thoughts feel insufficient for the introduction of a second narrator. Well-paced and
funny, where this adaptation stands out is in the illustrations
that show people of color in a nuanced way. The cast is diverse—
Diana appears white, Alia and her brother are biracial (black
and Greek), their two friends are cued as South Asian, fat, and
queer and Afro-Latinx respectively. Readers need not have read
any other Wonder Woman stories to enjoy this one.
Diana’s lasso of truth shows this one is a winner. (Graphic
novel. 13-17)
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STELLA RISING

Belgue, Nancy
Orca (128 pp.)
$9.95 paper | Jan. 28, 2020
978-1-4598-2562-8
Sixteen-year-old Stella Connors is
the only child of flaky rock-star-groupie
mother Viv and an absent biker father.
Stella’s prospects seem pretty hopeless, but just as Viv is leaving her daughter alone to go on a typically impulsive
trip to South America with a new boyfriend, a YouTube video Stella has made of her cover of a song by
a famous rock band is going viral. Prompted by her childhood
friend Marnie and spurred by the prospect of making muchneeded cash, the talented but unconfident Stella accepts an
invitation to perform with her rock-star idol when his band does
a show in her hometown of Victoria, British Columbia. Stella
is initially flattered by the attention her performance receives,
but things turn sour. Another opportunity—and a difficult
choice—comes in the form of fellow student Max, who invites
her to sing in his successful local band. Ultimately Stella learns
hard lessons about the perils of fame, the value of authenticity,
and the strength that comes from expressing herself through
her own music. Told in an engaging, first-person narrative using
accessible language, this novel will resonate with teens trying to
find themselves artistically and personally. All main characters
present as white and are Canadian.
A strong choice for reluctant readers who enjoy stories
that explore relationships. (Fiction. 14-18)

MORE THAN ANGER

Bruce, Lexi
West 44 Books (200 pp.)
$19.95 paper | Dec. 1, 2019
978-1-5383-8264-6
The misery of Anna’s home life is a
secret weighing heavily on her shoulders.
Only child Anna feels caught
between parents whose personal cold
war regularly erupts in outright, vocal
hostility. Once upon a time they had a
happy household, enjoying vacations together and silly laughter over meals. Now her kindergarten teacher mother is unemployed and her epidemiologist father works long hours. The
Atlanta teen, who aspires to become a globe-trotting journalist, tiptoes around on eggshells. The tension at home interferes with her schoolwork, resulting in angry lectures from
her father and disappointment in herself. Her mother drinks
too much and expresses her anger by aggressively cleaning the
house. Anna has a budding romance with classmate Dave and
a close relationship with her best friend, Jess, but as her home
life becomes increasingly unpredictable, her shame over hiding
the truth about her life increases. Debut author Bruce’s novel
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Ages 14-18
$18.99
“Doesn’t shy away from the
dark side of young adulthood”
—starred, Kirkus

y o u n g a d u lt

MK210-1119

Ages 14-18
$18.99
“Powerful.”
—Kirkus

Ages 13-18
PB: $14.99

Ages 11-18
PB: $14.99

“In an era of fake news . . .
this book demands to be read.”
—Kirkus

“A must-read for curious
queer teens.”
—Booklist

Celebrating 60 years

lernerbooks.com
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in verse exquisitely captures the emotional pain of a girl who
desperately wants to enjoy school dances, take pride in her academic work, and connect with parents who are too preoccupied
with their own conflict to see the suffering they’re causing her.
Anna’s direct, vulnerable first-person narration will draw in
readers as she attempts to navigate stressful situations on her
own. All characters seem to be white.
An emotionally layered, deeply affecting work accessible to reluctant readers. (Verse novel. 13-18)
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FOUND

Bruchac, Joseph
7th Generation (120 pp.)
$9.95 paper | Jan. 28, 2020
978-1-939053-23-7
A suspense thriller about an Abenaki teenager running for his life in the
wilderness.
From the moment Nick opens the
wrong compartment door on a train to
summer camp, his life is in peril. A man
he calls Dead Eyes is trying to kill Nick because he is the only
witness to the brutal murder of a Chinese Canadian passenger
with a beaded briefcase. Escaping into the Canadian wilderness, Nick hears his Grampa Elie in his head, offering him First
Nation survival tips about how to stay warm, start a fire, take
advice from the animals, and elude his captors. Smart prey run,
but they also turn the tables on those who hunt them by gaining
higher ground, and as Nick begins to realize the environmental

kirkus.com
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health of his Indigenous homelands is at stake in his race
against death, he becomes even more determined to gain the
upper hand on the killer who is threatening his life. The novel
offers a wealth of northern Indigenous wisdom even as its main
character is portrayed as a martial arts–loving boy in a contemporary world. Bruchac’s (Nulhegan Abenaki) (Two Roads, 2018,
etc.) taut pacing and clear prose make this an appealing choice
with strong reader appeal.
A fast and riveting read that puts an Indigenous spin on
the classic crime tradition. (Thriller. 12-18)

THE STORM OF LIFE

Capetta, Amy Rose
Viking (384 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 28, 2020
978-0-451-47847-4
Series: Brilliant Death, 2

|

Ed. by Cappiello, Katie
Dottir Press (200 pp.)
$19.95 paper | Jan. 14, 2020
978-1-948-34018-2

A theatrical consideration of contemporary masculinities sandwiched by
supplementary material.
In truly cathartic theater, the play’s
the thing, providing a subtle vehicle for audience engagement.
Artist/activist Cappiello’s SLUT (2015) did just that, spurring
frank discussions of cultural misogyny and consent. Her latest drama aspires to spark conversations about manhood and
masculinity and is deliberately challenging but never didactic.
Rather, it provides audiences and readers with space for discussing complicated constructs. It aims to promote roles for actors
of color; three characters—Marcus, Derek, and Evan—are

kirkus.com
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In this conclusion to an Italianinspired fantasy duology, Teo di Sangro
fights to save her home from invasion
and to free other magic users from living
in secrecy and oppression.
War and domination under the Eterran empire advance on
the land of Vinalia from the outside while the regime of powerhungry men wounds the people from the inside. Streghe (magic
users of Vinalia), like the ambitious “sun-browned” Teo, live
threatened by subjugation or death at the hands of the Capo,
the tyrant forcing Vinalia to unify under his banner. Having
escaped the Capo once, Teo and her lover, Cielo (a white genderfluid strega), seek to stop Vinalia’s cycle of violence. In the
midst of sizzling schemes and fiery romance, Capetta (The Lost
Coast, 2019, etc.) brings to light the pervasive damage that patriarchy inflicts on people and relationships. Another important
theme throughout the progression of the conflict is that in war,
“there is only a side that loses less.” The dialogue is witty and full
of cutting exchanges. Although the story’s pace never slows,
Capetta continues to expand on the world around Teo, showing glimpses of cultures beyond Vinalia and how magic changes
based on who uses it. Wild with thrilling shifts and electrifying
prose, this passionate storm carries the story to a worthy end.
A turbulent force driven by breathtaking, high-stakes
suspense that resolves with a satisfying sigh. (map) (Fantasy.
14-18)

NOW THAT WE’RE MEN
A Play and True Life Accounts
of Boys, Sex & Power
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Does a remarkable job of depicting the harsh
realities of life-changing trauma.
the ledge

black while the remaining two—Nick and Andrew—are not
described by race. The action unfolds on a minimalist set where
a cast of five NYC high school juniors negotiate their tenuous
understanding of gender and sexuality. Scenes are preceded
by projected text messages and punctuated with confessional
monologues touching on everything from casual homophobia
and penis size to familial relationships and consent. Informed
by conversations with teenage boys, Cappiello relies on raw
dialogue and rapid pacing to create realistic young voices—and
to jolt audiences awake. Primed by introductions and followed
by reams of pedagogical tools and commentary, the play itself
accounts for a mere third of the book. While its accompaniments aren’t groundbreaking, the mix of new (the play’s original
cast) and established (Eve Ensler) voices provides valuable context and models productions to emulate.
Nuanced, courageous, and urgently necessary—but
better performed than merely read. (Drama/nonfiction.
15-adult)
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THE LEDGE

Choyce, Lesley
Orca (144 pp.)
$9.95 paper | Jan. 28, 2020
978-1-4598-2461-4
Nick’s life comes to an abrupt turning point following a surfing accident.
When the wave Nick was surfing—of
the type ominously called a ledge for its
dangerous nature—rolls on top of him,
it sends his body crashing onto a rock,
and he ends up using a wheelchair for
an indefinite period. The prognosis is rather bleak: The active
and energetic teen who once exceled at football might never
recover the use of his legs….The road to recovery, while laborious and sad—with countless painful sessions of physical therapy and multiple letdowns from a continuously smaller circle
of former friends—is also marked with newly found and uplifting friendships: Ahmad, the physical therapist and a Syrian
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refugee, whose family quickly embraces the paralyzed teen;
Ahmad’s teenage cousin O.C., a partial amputee whose anger
and irascibility resonate all too familiarly with Nick; Arnie, the
drifter who saved Nick’s life by calling 911; and Keira, the goth
girl from school who went unnoticed for all these years. The
author does a remarkable job of depicting the harsh realities of
life-changing trauma, realistically taking readers through the
challenging and frustrating times that follow. Carefully chosen,
uncomplicated vocabulary doesn’t detract from the depth with
which each character is explored, making for an accessible and
engaging read. Nick, Keira, and Arnie are assumed to be white.
A realistic exploration of post-trauma life and the
power of friendships with appeal for reluctant readers.
(Fiction. 12-18)

THREE THINGS I KNOW
ARE TRUE
y o u n g a d u lt

Culley, Betty
HarperTeen (480 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 7, 2020
978-0-06-290802-5

After her brother is injured in a gun
accident, a teen—and her town—grapples with the aftermath in Culley’s debut.
Fifteen-year-old Liv’s older brother,
Jonah, had always been a daredevil—
until he accidentally shot himself with a gun belonging to his
best friend Clay’s dad. Now, severely brain damaged, he requires
expensive round-the-clock care. Despite Jonah’s largely passive
state, Liv accords him as much agency as possible, helping him
to “have his say.” As the trial to determine who’s responsible
approaches, residents of former mill town Maddigan, Maine,
vehemently defend their right to own guns. But firearm debates
are only the surface of this character-driven drama. Introspective and inquisitive Liv’s free-verse narration vividly explores the
rift between her family and Clay’s; memories of her late father;
and the difficulty of surviving in her economically depressed
small town. Above all, her spare, blunt lines convey her love for
Jonah; her exhaustion and loneliness as her friends and overworked, overwhelmed mother grow distant; and the nuances
of guilt and forgiveness. Liv’s struggle with the “little animal /
inside” her that yearns for attention even as she acknowledges
that Jonah “needs everything” is piercingly realistic. Fortunately,
kind—if somewhat one-dimensional—secondary characters
offer support, and Liv and Clay’s gradual romance is touching.
The ending offers bittersweet but satisfying closure. Most characters appear white; one of Liv’s friends is Indian American.
A poignant, humanizing exploration of a sadly timely
issue. (Fiction. 13-18)
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WITH A STAR IN MY HAND
Rubén Darío, Poetry Hero

Engle, Margarita
Illus. by the author
Atheneum (160 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 18, 2020
978-1-5344-2493-7

Multiaward-winning author Engle
presents the childhood and youth of
famed Nicaraguan poet Rubén Darío.
Engle tirelessly brings forth yet
another influential Latin American whose life is little known to
children in the United States. Based on Darío’s autobiography,
the free-verse novel is told in the voice of the poet as imagined
by Engle. Readers learn of the mother who abandoned him
at a young age under a palm tree; of the great-uncle who gave
him a home; and of learning “the essential skill of storytelling”
from this same great-uncle, “who tells tall tales / in a booming,
larger-than-life / story voice.” Darío started writing poetry as
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a child and was soon known as “el niño poeta” (the poet boy).
Impulsive and smart, Darío’s youth was both marked by events
out of his control and controlled by his emotions. At the age of
19 he left Nicaragua for Chile, and—aside from one last poem
briefly summarizing the rest of his life—it is here the novel
ends. Unfortunately, the book focuses more on the emotional
life that carried him forward than on the events surrounding
him, leaving readers with the need to go elsewhere for a more
complete picture.
Beautiful verse but insufficient depth. (author’s note,
references) (Historical verse fiction. 12-15)
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Takes on attitudes toward sex and relationships in a
way that is appealing and thought provoking.
not so pure and simple

DIAMOND CITY

Flores, Francesca
Wednesday Books (400 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 28, 2020
978-1-250-22044-8

y o u n g a d u lt

A trained assassin becomes the
hunted after she is given an almost
impossible target.
Eighteen-year-old orphan Aina Solís
grew up on the streets of the Stacks—a
mazelike neighborhood in Kosín, a city
full of diamond mines. That is, until she was rescued from being
blown up in a bar. Six years later, after being trained as a Blade
by Kohl—the Blood King, her rescuer, and leader of a gang of
hired assassins—Aina is given the task to murder Kouta Hirai,
a wealthy businessman who holds the monopoly on diamondmining tools. As she races to complete the assignment before
a week is over, Aina must also protect herself as she is wanted
by the Diamond Guards and rival assassin gangs. Aided by
Teo—her best friend, fellow assassin, and potential love interest—Aina lives in a constant moral conflict, as she can never
forget her parents’ teaching on the value of life and how their
unapologetic use of illegal blood magic helped people. However,
ever present in her mind are also Kohl’s lessons on survival and
her desire for his approval. Despite a compelling plot and array
of relationships, the book misses the mark in worldbuilding as
the time period and Latin American–inspired culture never feel
completely grounded. The diverse characters’ skin tones range
from ivory to copper.
An entertaining and action-driven tale of assassins and
magic. (Fantasy. 13-18)

plays spy in his high school class for his fellow Purity Pledgers.
When a teen mom fights back at the Baby-Getters Club label
they’ve been given and creates her own hashtag, members of the
community, including Del, have to face up to the double standards and inappropriate behavior boys get away with and are
even encouraged in. The novel takes on teen attitudes toward
sex and relationships and gender power dynamics in a way that
is appealing and thought provoking. Main characters are black.
Hilariously necessary. (Fiction. 14-18)

NOT SO PURE
AND SIMPLE

Giles, Lamar
HarperTeen (400 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 21, 2020
978-0-06-234919-4
Teen boy gets hard lessons on dating,
friendship, and toxic masculinity.
Delbert Rainey Jr. has never been
great at dating. He’s been in love with
the same girl since kindergarten—Kiera
Westing—but has never made a move. And despite his legendary reputation, thanks to an infamous basement party, he is still
a virgin. When Kiera and her boyfriend break up, Del seizes the
opportunity, even if it means accidentally joining the First Missionary House of the Lord’s Purity Pledge, created after nine
teens at Green Creek High School became pregnant, sparking pregnancy pact conspiracy theories. Additionally, the high
school has changed its abstinence-only sex ed elective, and Del,
enrolled by his parents, is surprised to see parallels—but with
advice framed as polar opposites. Del’s naiveté and missteps are
wonderful character flaws, and readers will laugh out loud as he
|
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Insightful, moving.
almost american girl

ALMOST AMERICAN
GIRL

Ha, Robin
Illus. by the author
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (240 pp.)
$17.99 | $12.99 paper | Jan. 28, 2020
978-0-06-268510-0
978-0-06-268509-4 paper
Transitioning from life in Korea to
America, a young woman struggles with
change and figuring out where she fits.
After her mother’s decision to marry a man in Alabama,
14-year-old Chuna, who thought she was just going on another
mother-daughter trip, grapples with culture shock, bullying,
and integrating into a new family. Her mother is still her hero,
and she recognizes the sacrifices she has made in order for them
to survive. It’s rough going though, especially when the rest of
the Kims, her new stepfamily, are not very supportive. She can’t
help but compare Korea to the U.S., the lively streets of Seoul
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and her many friends to her isolation in 1990s Huntsville. Bullying, though for different reasons—in Korea, for coming from a
single-parent home and in Alabama, for being Asian—is always
prevalent in her life. (Many of the people she interacts with at
school are white.) It isn’t until her mother reminds her of her
love of comics and drawing that Chuna, now going by Robin,
begins to thrive. Employing soft and subdued coloring for the
majority of the work, Ha (Cook Korean!, 2016, etc.) uses sepia
tones for recollections of her family’s history in Korea. This
heartfelt memoir from an author who shares her honest, personal experiences excels at showing how Ha navigated Asian
American identity and the bonds between mother and daughter.
An insightful, moving coming-of-age tale. (glossary)
(Graphic memoir. 12-adult)
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BLOOD SPORT

McAdam, Tash
Orca (128 pp.)
$9.95 paper | Jan. 28, 2020
978-1-4598-2436-2

THE FIRST CONSPIRACY
The Secret Plot To Kill George
Washington
Meltzer, Brad & Mensch, Josh
Roaring Brook (384 pp.)
$19.99 | Jan. 7, 2020
978-1-250-24483-3

Meltzer and Mensch’s melodramatic
2018 account of a plot that would have
definitely changed the outcome of the
Revolutionary War, reissued in modestly
tightened form for younger audiences.
In dozens of short chapters featuring barrages of orotund,
present-tense prose, the authors spin a scanty web of evidence
into a whirl of conspiracy. First, though, come paeans to George
Washington’s sterling character and irreplaceability along with
an extended overview of the war’s run-up from the occupation and abandonment of Boston to the British fleet’s arrival
in New York harbor. It’s in the stews of New York (“Drinking.
Disease. Filth. Secret plots”—but the syphilis and prostitutes
|

HEAT WAVE

Neal, Elizabeth
Darby Creek (96 pp.)
$26.65 | Jan. 1, 2020
978-1-5415-5687-4
A music festival road trip quickly
turns to disaster as best friends navigate
hazards and setbacks.
Marissa and her longtime friends
Tiago and Ben have been waiting all year
to see their favorite musicians perform at the big spring music
festival. Getting there, however, begins to feel impossible when
the trio encounters a string of difficulties on their desert route—
both natural and man-made. After car trouble finally leaves
them stranded, the friends must rely on their wits and work
with each other to get back on the road—and avoid the dangers
of the wilderness. The four books in the high-interest Road Trip
series offer different takes on the thrills and catastrophes that
teens can encounter during travel. In K.R. Coleman’s (Royal
Treatment, 2018, etc.) Off Course, twin sisters take a detour that
results in dire consequences and a surprising encounter. Spin
ning Out by R.T. Martin (Riptide, 2019, etc.) follows two couples
facing a deadly blizzard and a heavy dose of relationship drama.
In Stranded by Jannette LaRoche (Escape!, 2019, etc.), plans for
a weekend at a family cabin turn ugly for two friends when the
road is washed out and they encounter an aggressive wolf. The
plotlines move quickly and stay realistic while problems are
resolved with neat endings. Characters aren’t described physically, but authors include some diversity with ethnically Latinx
names, Jewish characters, and a character with two dads.
Reluctant readers with wanderlust will enjoy taking
a ride with these straightforward novels. (Fiction. 12-18)
(Off Course: 978-1-5415-5688-1; Spinning Out: 978-1-5415-5685-0;
Stranded: 978-1-5415-5686-7 )
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A teen takes on the fight to uncover
the truth about the sudden death of his
sister.
The police say that an overdose killed
white, transgender boy Jason’s older sister, Becca, but Jason knows better. Two
boxes of belongings are all Becca left
behind, but among them Jason finds a mysterious photograph
and more than two years of newspaper reports about missing
girls from Downtown Eastside, the same neighborhood in Vancouver as Jason’s group foster home. His sister was all he had, his
plan for the future. With nothing to lose and no one on his side,
Jason immerses himself in a dangerous investigation to bring
justice to Becca. This contemporary thriller offers suspense,
intense sports competition, and a fast-paced plot leading to a
resolution that emphasizes chosen family and inner-community
support. The investigation sends Jason to a boxing gym, where
he meets new friends who accept him without faltering when
they learn he’s transgender, something Jason is used to keeping
private for his safety. Unfortunately, the language choices are
not always affirming. Jason’s close, third-person narration labels
testosterone as “male hormones.” Additionally, the white protagonist uses African American Vernacular English in referring
to Downtown Eastside as his “’hood.” While full of heat and
high stakes, this plot-oriented adventure is not a knockout for
inclusion.
A gripping mystery for reluctant readers that loses
some appeal for invalidating language. (Mystery. 14-18)

to be found there in the adult edition seem to be absent) that
ousted Loyalist governor William Tryon hatches a scheme to
commit widespread sabotage and, as a hyperventilating contemporary dubs it, “SACRICIDE,” and also there that the conspirators give themselves away just prior to the disastrous Battle
of Long Island. Though most escape punishment, one prisoner
is hanged on the very day that the Continental Congress sees
the first draft of the Declaration of Independence. Further
chapters on Washington’s own spycraft, on his changing attitude toward allowing free blacks to enlist, and other conspiracies real or drummed up serve to enrich the page count as well
as, sometimes, the content. Massive sections of endnotes and
scholarly sources are carried over from the original.
Not much to choose between the two editions, for readers adult or otherwise. (index) (Nonfiction. 12-15)

HOW TO BUILD
A HEART

Padian, Maria
Algonquin (352 pp.)
$17.95 | Jan. 28, 2020
978-1-61620-849-3
High school junior Izzy discovers
that some secrets can’t stay hidden.
Isabella “Izzy” Crawford is caught in
between worlds, from her interracial and
interreligious family to her friendships
with wealthy classmates at school and her outspoken, socially
conscious best friend, Roz. Izzy describes herself as being able
to pass for white like her deceased father; her Puerto Rican
mother, Rita, and younger brother, Jack, cannot. New doors
open for Izzy as she befriends Aubrey, the new girl in her a cappella group and sister of Hot Sam, a wealthy basketball player
Roz obsesses over. As Izzy tries to figure out where she belongs,
she is trapped in a whirlwind of secrets as her worlds inevitably collide. Padian (Wrecked, 2016, etc.) masterfully portrays
the internal struggles Izzy goes through in her Catholic faith.
While navigating the remnants of her Methodist father’s legacy
and her mother’s deeply rooted Catholicism, Izzy must also
explore her relationship with both sides of her family. While her
mother, who “always doles out her wisdom—and warnings—in
Spanish,” works on their application for a Habitat for Humanity house in an attempt to move from the mobile home park,
Izzy begins to understand there is more to her deceased father’s
family than she first imagined.
An absolutely enthralling depiction of family and selfdiscovery. (Fiction. 12-18)

BLOOD COUNTESS

Popovic, Lana
Amulet/Abrams (304 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 28, 2020
978-1-4197-3886-9
Series: Lady Slayers, 1
In 16th-century Hungary, 16-yearold Anna Darvulia, a talented healer,
becomes a chambermaid to the notorious Countess Elizabeth of Bathory.
After her father dies, providing for
her family now falls to Anna; marriage is
not an option and holds no appeal. Scullery work is backbreaking, but Anna seizes on the opportunity to prove her worth
when the Countess falls ill. The vibrant, 19-year-old Elizabeth
awakens something in Anna, and she eventually becomes Elizabeth’s lover and pampered companion. But Elizabeth, who is
obsessed with youth, beauty, and the healthy bloom that blood
brings to the cheeks, has a dark side. Anna has difficulty reconciling the Countess’ vicious treatment of her staff with the
kind, generous Elizabeth she knows so intimately. However, as
Elizabeth spirals into full-blown madness, Anna comes to her
244
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senses and plans her escape—but can Anna also escape her own
complicity? Popovic (Fierce Like a Firestorm, 2018, etc.) masterfully conveys the genuine, visceral horror of Elizabeth’s actions
(and startling body count) without being gratuitous, though to
remain true to the Bathory legend, there must be blood. It’s
difficult to humanize a legendary monster like Bathory, but
Popovic gives it an admirable shot. She also touches on how a
patriarchal society can drive women to extremes without letting the truly terrifying Bathory, or Anna, off the hook for their
own actions. All characters seem to be white.
A lush and bloody historical thriller. (Thriller. 14-adult)

DON’T READ THE COMMENTS

Smith, Eric
Inkyard Press (320 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 28, 2020
978-1-335-01602-7

When a famous teen gamer and an
aspiring teen video game writer meet
online, sparks fly.
When aspiring game writer Aaron
Jericho meets gamer Divya Sharma
online, he can’t believe it. Divya’s Glitch
stream, where viewers watch her gaming, has over 100,000
subscribers, and sponsors constantly send her products like virtual reality devices and watches to review or wear (which she
then sells for income). Little does Aaron know that the money
Divya makes is critical—since her father left her mother, there’s
hardly enough to pay the rent—or that she is constantly terrorized by trolls. The two strike up an unlikely friendship with the
potential for romance, but threats from a group of trolls calling
themselves Vox Populi threaten Divya’s privacy and personal
safety. Smith’s (contributor: Color Outside the Lines, 2019, etc.)
characters are achingly sincere, and his smooth and witty dialogue’s a pleasure to read. He artfully immerses the reader in the
world of gaming, building characters and settings that are fun
and compelling to read. However, while Aaron’s home and family life are fully developed, Divya—whose conflict is, arguably,
the more interesting one—remains two dimensional. Particularly glaring are the minimal interactions between Divya and
her mother, although protecting her mother is Divya’s main
motivation for gaming. Aaron is of Honduran and Palestinian
descent, and Divya is cued as South Asian.
A witty, wonderful introduction to the world of gaming
that could have used more character development. (Fiction.
13-18)
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Packs a triple punch of action, humor, and heart.
the iron will of genie lo

FIND ME

THE IRON WILL OF
GENIE LO

Mafi, Tahereh
HarperCollins (224 pp.)
$10.99 paper | Oct. 8, 2019
978-0-06-290628-1
Series: Shatter Me, 4.5, 5.5
(Dystopian. 14-18)

Yee, F.C.
Amulet/Abrams (336 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 21, 2020
978-1-4197-3145-7
Series: Genie Lo, 2

DEMON

Genie Lo, Slayer of Demons and the
Divine Guardian of the Protectorate of
California, could really use a break.
Several months have passed since
Chinese American high schooler Genie and her boyfriend,
Quentin, the legendary Monkey King, prevented a heavenly
coup and subdued a legion of demons. With graduation looming, Genie and her Korean American best friend, Yunie, plan
one final vacation together: a long weekend getaway in the guise
of a college campus tour. The trip is cut short, however, when
a powerful demonic enemy overwhelms a vast army of warrior spirits, sending all of Heaven into crisis. When the Jade
Emperor refuses to emerge from his palace, he is deemed unfit
to be the ruler of Heaven and a Mandate Challenge is issued:
Whichever god eliminates the threat will replace him on the
throne. Genie is as tough as ever in this sequel, facing dangerous foes on the battlefield without clinching, but she balks at
addressing new tensions in her personal relationships and at the
uncomfortable realization that her future is full of uncertainty.
Fortunately, between descriptions of thrilling extradimensional
battles and inefficient celestial bureaucracy, Yee (The Rise of Kyo
shi, 2019, etc.) gives Genie just enough time to reflect on life’s
inevitable changes and the lengths she would go to protect the
people she loves.
A satisfying conclusion that packs a triple punch of
action, humor, and heart. (Fantasy. 13-18)

Peacock, Shane
Penguin Teen Canada (304 pp.)
$9.99 paper | Oct. 22, 2019
978-0-7352-6272-0
Series: The Dark Missions of Edgar Brim, 3
(Horror. 12-18)

DEAD MOON RISING

y o u n g a d u lt

Sangster, Caitlin
Simon Pulse (512 pp.)
$19.99 | Nov. 12, 2019
978-1-5344-2784-6
Series: Last Star Burning, 3
(Science fiction. 12-18)

continuing series
METAMORPHOSIS

Chan, Marty
Fitzhenry and Whiteside (216 pp.)
$12.95 | Sep. 20, 2019
978-1-55455-392-1
Series: The Ehrich Weisz Chronicles, 3
(Steampunk. 12-16)

HERO

Grant, Michael
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins (448 pp.)
$17.99 | Nov. 5, 2019
978-0-06-24690-4
Series: Monster, 3
(Science fiction. 14-18)
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indie
OVERSATURATED
A Guide to Conversations
About Fats With
Your Patients

Thess titles earned the Kirkus Star:
THE UNMARKED GIRL by Jeanelle Frontin......................................250

Allen, Evan
Lioncrest Publishing (236 pp.)
$19.99 paper | $9.99 e-book
Aug. 19, 2019
978-1-5445-0336-3

THE WILD HERD by Deborah Kalas.................................................256
THINGS THEY BURIED by Amanda K. King;
illus. by Michael R. Swanson.............................................................256
NORMAN’S GIFT by Michelle Olson; illus. by the author................259

In this debut guide for physicians,
a medical doctor argues that saturated
fat is killing people and that health care workers aren’t doing
enough to educate patients about its dangers.
Trendy diet plans, such as the ketogenic and Atkins diets,
have promised to help people shed pounds while loading up
their plates with steak, butter, and cheese. But there’s a problem,
argues Allen, a family practitioner and a member of the American Board of Obesity Medicine: An overwhelming body of scientific evidence indicates that a diet high in saturated fat raises
bad low-density lipoprotein, or LDL, cholesterol, and can lead
to serious ailments, including Type 2 diabetes, dementia, heart
disease, and gout. However, through a combination of clever
marketing and faulty studies, Allen asserts, the food industry
has “worked hard to distort the truth,” convincing people that
foods such as eggs and coconut oil are unambiguously healthy.
Popular diet gurus and news media willing to report the results
of any scientific study don’t help, but doctors share a big part of
the blame, he says. They can help by not only talking frankly to
patients about their diet, but also modeling good behavior: “As
healers, our disdain for saturated fat needs to be nearly as pervasive and persistent as our contempt for cigarette smoking,” Allen
writes. Some readers won’t want to hear the author’s blunt message that everyone should limit their saturated fat intake to 6%
of their daily calories. (He cites a 2017 American Heart Association study that lists the current average for Americans as nearly
12%.) A vegan himself, Allen cites a mountain of evidence that
significantly cutting back on animal products and eating more
fruits, vegetables, and grains is better for long-term health—and
that evidence is indeed persuasive. He also clearly highlights
flaws in research that purports to show the benefits of a highfat, low-carbohydrate diet. Vivid examples, such as a discussion
of the heart attack that killed Emmy- and Golden Globe–winning actor James Gandolfini, effectively drive the author’s point
home. Although this book is written for other doctors, its nononsense, conversational style will make it equally accessible to
readers who aren’t medical professionals.
An urgent wake-up call about the hidden dangers of
fad diets.

THE WILD HERD
A Vanishing American Treasure

Kalas, Deborah
Photos by the author
Val de Grâce Books (160 pp.)
$65.00 | Oct. 15, 2019
978-0-9976405-9-5
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DON’T SAVE FOR RETIREMENT
A Millennial’s Guide to
Financial Freedom

MISFITS, MYSTICS,
LOVE & LIFE

Bajwa, Raminder
Inkstate Books (237 pp.)
$5.00 e-book | Jul. 17, 2019

Ameduri, Daniel
Lioncrest Publishing (196 pp.)
$14.99 paper | $6.99 e-book
Jul. 13, 2019
978-1-5445-1376-8

Contrarian financial advice from a
multimillionaire millennial.
In this debut business book, Ameduri, who built a financial advisory business, Future Money
Trends, via a YouTube channel and a newsletter, offers the
millennial generation a pep talk about financial freedom. The
book begins with a frank discussion that puts wealth accumulation into perspective, with the author noting that “money is
an important tool…but it is not the end goal.” Rather, he says,
one’s priorities should be taking financial control of one’s own
life. He urges members of his generation to adopt a “sustainable, frugal mindset” with an emphasis on eliminating debt and
cutting expenses. When it comes to specific personal financial
strategies, the author leans away from conventional thinking.
For example, he suggests that “the majority of the general public has failed miserably” at retirement and that people should
“focus on capturing passive income” rather than pursue traditional retirement-savings approaches. In fact, generating such
passive income is a centerpiece of Ameduri’s financial plan; to
that end, he advocates and explains such tactics as crowdfunding, real estate investment trusts, and residential real estate
investment. The author is no fan of typical Wall Street investing, either; instead, he recommends considering investment in
micro-cap companies, precious metals, cryptocurrency, and,
intriguingly, whole life insurance policies as investment vehicles. Ameduri also views employment by a company as riskier
than being a freelancer or independent contractor, suggesting
that “everything about the market is pushing us toward independence and sovereignty.” It all adds up to a heady, provocative, and quietly radical worldview of work, money, and personal
freedom, and some millennial readers will no doubt find Ameduri’s approach tantalizing. Others, however, may be wary of
such nontraditional approaches. Still, the author’s candor is
refreshing, and his sweeping, lofty argument is compelling.
He’s passionate about his beliefs and writes with panache, and
additional, insightful observations by his wife, Jewel, add to the
book’s value.
A bold, fresh, and thought-provoking guide.

y o u n g a d u lt

Bajwa (The Flute Player, 2016, etc.)
seeks to thrill and inspire with an eclectic volume of poetry.
The poet opens his fourth collection
with a quote from the 1998 film Meet Joe
Black. In it, a father urges his daughter
to “find someone you can love like crazy,
that will love you the same way back.” From this line, one might
think the book will be about romantic love; however, Bajwa
instead takes on an ambitious variety of disparate topics. For
example, the collection features poems on the atrocities of the
Islamic State group, the joys of “Dungeons and Dragons”—a
reference to the role-playing game, presumably—the thrill
of riding a motorcycle, and the bravery of soldiers. If there’s
a single throughline, it’s that Bajwa is trying to create poetry
“to sweep you away,” as he states in the preface. At its best, his
verse succeeds ably, as in the collection’s title poem, which ends,
“The light within like a candle burns; / With each failure, more
wisdom you earn. / Some call it a rat wheel, some a sad spectacle / With faith, attitude, and prayers, life is a miracle!” Like
many other works in the volume, this poem about humanity’s
inner spark is infused with an infectious energy, and the fact
that Bajwa relies on commonplace images—a candle, a hamster wheel—doesn’t detract from his message. Throughout, the
author deploys potent but non-ostentatious rhyme schemes,
yet he wisely discards them when they no longer serve his purpose. For instance, in “Secret Garden,” a thoughtful exploration of privacy, “peek” leads to “sneak” and “need” to “lead,” but
Bajwa is canny enough to let the scheme go at the end, closing
the poem on the near-rhyme “tread.”
A set of poetic works with subtle moves that show the
intricacy of the author’s craft and his increasing mastery
of the form.

FREEDOM OF FAITH

Bernhards, GB
Black Lacquer Press & Marketing
(152 pp.)
$14.99 | $7.99 paper | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-948288-96-5
978-1-948288-95-8 paper
A poet sings of the liberating power
of religious devotion.
The relationship between lyrics and
poetry is a complex one. Does verse sing?
Is poetry like music? If so, how? Such questions will dance at
the fronts of readers’ minds as they read Bernhards’ (Mixed Emo
tions, 2011, etc.) deeply felt collection of poetry, as so many of the
pieces feel musical. The collection is a life’s work, written over
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decades, with some works dating back to the author’s teenage
years. As the title makes clear, many poems address Bernhards’
personal relationship with God. One of the great strengths of
this devotional verse is the author’s honesty as she lays bare the
difficulties of faith and writes openly about the challenges of
the religious life. In “The injuries,” for example, she addresses
God directly: “You are special to me / Your existence cures me /
So please have patience for me / The spark is still in me / I try to
hold on to my forgiveness / That I will be as long as I believe / …
/ I love you Lord / So don’t give up on me / I need you Lord / So
don’t be angry with me.” Her tone is plaintive but inviting, and
her willingness to open up to her readers may compel them to
open themselves up to her poetry. Most of the poems, like “The
injuries,” are worthy contributions, but a few feel insufficiently
developed, perhaps because they are the product of youth; “The
appearance of the Lord in my life,” for instance, opens awkwardly: “When I look up in the sky / I wonder why / I ask me
how / It’s all begun.” If such lines had been left out, the poet’s
strengths would have been even more apparent.
A moving, melodic culmination of a life of writing.

another through the tension over the ownership of Buddy’s
oil fields and mysteries about Mony’s past. The author deftly
reveals juicy tidbits, answering certain questions while creating new puzzles. Chock full of information about drilling and
ownership of mineral rights as well as details about the harsh
realities of life in rural North Dakota, the book is an education
on the oil industry. The volume ends with several unresolved
plotlines, intended to lead readers to the sequel.
A surprisingly compelling tale about family, loyalty,
North Dakota, and oil drilling.

DEAD OF WINTER

Brandon, Sam
CreateSpace (348 pp.)
$12.95 paper | $5.95 e-book
Feb. 22, 2015
978-1-5085-9081-1
In Brandon’s debut thriller, a military man–turned-psychologist searches
for a woman who went missing after the
9/11 attacks.
Tom Cavalier earned a doctorate in
psychology and is now a therapist back in his old hometown
of Rockland, Maine. He’d rebuilt his life following a scandal
at West Point, about which a classmate wrote a bestselling
book; Tom had refused to turn in a friend for cheating on a
test because the same man had saved his life during 9/11. Tom
became famous as a result, and one day, a man walks into his
office who wants him to find his daughter, Katie Cornwell, who,
he claims, may not have died—as presumed—in the twin towers disaster. Tom, who has military police experience, takes the
lucrative job. It turns out that Katie did indeed survive 9/11—
she wasn’t inside the World Trade Center—but chose a new life
and freedom under a new name. However, she may not be the
only person who has a secret identity, and as a result, Katie’s life
is in danger. Thus begins a thriller that offers one of the scariest, hairiest cat-and-mouse chases in many a moon. Brandon
may be a debut novelist, but he has a lot of experience writing
screenplays, and it shows in this novel, which has a plot that’s
like a fun-house ride. Tom is depicted as appropriately scarred
by his difficult life, and his self-deprecating demeanor hides a
tough resilience. Katie is portrayed as equally tough and smart,
although the villain is over-the-top cartoonish—a person who
“went off the deep end and couldn’t make it back to shore,”
according to one of Tom’s friends. Still, this type of antagonist
comes with the genre territory, and it’s all part of the fun.
Great entertainment featuring a well-developed
protagonist.

BENEATH THE BEDROCK

Bradley, Julien
Wise Ink (370 pp.)
$16.95 paper | $6.99 e-book
Jul. 24, 2018
978-1-63489-149-3

A middle-aged widow returns to
North Dakota for her father’s funeral
and rediscovers her attachment to her
hometown in this debut novel.
After receiving news in Minnesota that her father, Buddy Altman, has died, Ramona “Mony”
Brady-Strong boards a train to North Dakota. During the ride,
she meets a handsome man named John and decides to escape
her grief by spending the night in his sleeping car. Little does
she know that John is also traveling to Williston, North Dakota,
because of Buddy’s death. Mony has never shared the same last
name as her father, and the oil-drilling industry is abuzz thinking that Buddy has died without an heir “to the substantial
parcel of land he had owned, which included two producing
oil wells.” When Mony reaches Williston, she learns that she
stands to inherit unfathomable wealth from her father, but only
if she asserts her claim to his holdings. She also reconnects with
Nate Ferguson, her first great love, who is clearly still carrying
a torch for her. As the big city oil magnates attempt to steal
Mony’s birthright, her family and friends band together to protect their own. Yet as Mony lingers in Williston, painful secrets
from her past emerge, and she wonders whether she can ever
escape the mistakes of her youth. Bradley’s series opener suffers
from some narrative pitfalls, such as shifting abruptly between
differing perspectives and alternating precipitously between
flowery prose and starkly functional statements. But the author
has created complex characters who will keep readers turning
pages. Bradley also manages to wield one suspenseful scene after
248
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The author writes in an unadorned but crisp style that
effectively shows the characters to be everyday people.
circus folk

HYPERSANITY
Thinking Beyond Thinking

CIRCUS FOLK

Chin, Michael
Hoot n Waddle (219 pp.)

Burton, Neel
Acheron Press (188 pp.)
$14.99 paper | $1.99 e-book
Oct. 1, 2019
978-1-913260-00-2

A guide focuses on the factors that
influence human thought patterns.
Burton (For Better or Worse, 2017, etc.),
a British psychiatrist, borrows the manual’s title from a 1967 R.D. Laing book; the term referred to a
breakthrough to higher consciousness. To live up to their “full
human potential,” Burton insists that people must avoid common pitfalls in reasoning and recognize where prejudice or false
beliefs might be holding them back. He starts by exploring the
types of fallacies often found in arguments, illustrating them
with quotations from high-profile politicians such as President
Donald Trump. A set of 10 questions designed to be comparable
to the Thinking Skills Assessment (administered to would-be
students of philosophy, politics, and economics at Oxford University) is particularly illuminating. Though these seem like
straightforward logic problems, even sharp thinkers may struggle to score above 50%. The book’s other topics include intelligence, types of memory, rhetorical techniques, truth versus
“fake news,” intuition, wisdom, and more. Cognitive bias and
hallucinations are cited as instances of people’s brains tricking
them into making poor judgments. The author’s frame of reference is wide, ranging from the ancient Greeks to current events,
and he gives plenty of examples. He makes intriguing, if slightly
off-topic, observations about what a language’s grammar indicates about it: for instance, French tends to repeat personal pronouns, which Burton suggests might be a sign of egocentrism.
“Our language reflects and at the same time shapes our thoughts
and, ultimately, our culture,” he asserts. Certain sections seem
to have less obvious relevance, such as a discussion of snobbery
and a chapter on music, and the overall structure is fairly arbitrary. It feels as if pieces of various, vaguely familiar books—by
the likes of Daniel Kahneman and Oliver Sacks—have been
recombined. By contrast, the most useful parts offer practical
advice: 10 ways to improve the memory (for example, by involving the senses or making mnemonic devices) and seven tips
for being open to inspiration (including waking up without an
alarm clock and breaking free of routines).
A well-researched and helpful, if slightly jumbled, tour
through the brain’s workings.
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Chin’s (You Might Forget the Sky Was
Ever Blue, 2019) set of linked short stories look at the dark side of circus life.
In the opening story, “Forever,”
Verne meets and quickly falls for Penelope, who inherits her father’s circus and
names Verne its ringmaster. She also
makes him promise that he’ll want her
forever, and he soon learns how difficult forever can be. Subsequent stories follow different performers of the same traveling circus or others on the verge
of joining it. These tales also follow doomed relationships;
in “Attachments,” for example, conjoined twins Marco and
Lupus Iannatelli leave Marianne—the first woman to accept
them both—to become part of the circus. In “Clown Faces,”
Shanaran and Arabullonia are roommates at Spiddledy Clown
College in Shermantown, New York; Shanaran just wants to
make others happy, but an accident during a recital may transform Arabullonia into a somber clown. Several characters
recur, such as the “Tall Man,” who appears first in a supporting role and later in his own tale. The most common players,
however, are ringmaster Verne; his right-hand man, Claude;
and Lucille, a lioness without a lion tamer. In a series of brief
vignettes, the ringmaster attempts various training methods
from a pamphlet titled “Approaches to Taming Your Lion.”
These result in both dangerous and sweet situations; in one
story, the ringmaster and beast share a tender moment. The
book comes full circle with “White Space,” which returns to
the ringmaster’s unusual and undeniably turbulent romance
with Penelope.
Chin’s grim but engrossing stories generally take unexpected turns. In the case of “Bearded,” for instance, Ellie,
the circus’s new bearded lady, develops an act with Susan,
another, hairier woman who’s known as “Pepper the Dog.”
Their performance unsurprisingly hits some snags, but the
story’s biggest surprise occurs after a sudden assault. Many
of the tales are steeped in rich irony; in “Juggler,” for example, a talented woman named Jari finds juggling relationships
to be much harder than juggling mere objects, and in “The
Fat Lady Sings,” a character doesn’t want a titillating experience to end. Overall, the author writes in an unadorned but
crisp style that effectively shows its characters, whom some
audience members call “freaks,” to be everyday people with
familiar problems. For example, in one story, a contortionist
touchingly deals with anguish over an ailing loved one; and in
“The Tallest Man in the World,” the titular character, Travis,
has a father who seems disappointed that he isn’t the athlete
that he’d wanted. Although there are instances of violence,
Chin more often favors more affecting tales, such as “Fallen,”
in which a trapeze artist named Ulana has an apparently
fatal fall but is perfectly fine the next morning. Although
each story in the collection focuses on different characters, they’re mostly presented chronologically. Accordingly,
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readers will want to read them in order—particularly as one
character’s startling death will have a much greater impact if
one knows the backstory.
A lively gathering of compelling, down-to-earth tales of
the big top.

Frontin, Jeanelle
Mark Made Group (320 pp.)
$9.99 paper | $4.99 e-book
Jun. 29, 2018
978-976-8255-76-1

ATMOSPHERE

A debut YA novel sees a teen girl
fight for acceptance in a world of
ingrained prejudice.
The planet Mira is home to two
races—the sun-dwelling Photaks and
the light-averse Skotads. Sixteen-yearold Yara is a Photak, but unlike the rest of her tribe, she has
no birth markings. She was found as a baby in the Greens, a
shadowy realm where no Photak can remain long without falling to Light Blindness. Yara can live in the light so she cannot
be a Skotad. Yet she can never be a true Photak either. Taken
reluctantly into the tribe, she has remained an outsider to be
shunned, feared, and despised. Her adoptive parents love her,
as do the younger children, but apart from them, only Kristos,
the Chief ’s son, truly accepts her. Yara is training to be a warrior with Kristos. Driven by the need to prove herself, she has
become second to none in both the Photak fighting techniques
and her own secretly developed style that is “notoriously difficult to predict” (“The offbeat moves came with their own
rhythm, and from an outsider’s perspective, it looked like a
dangerous, deadly dance”). On the Day of the Calling, Yara is
chosen from all of the graduating trainees to defend the tribe
in a ritual combat known as the inner fight. It’s her proudest
moment, yet even in victory she faces disaster. For, unbeknown
to Yara, her secret style mirrors that of the Skotads. Suddenly
all of the tribe’s doubts come flooding back. With even Kristos now having second thoughts about her, Yara flees into the
Greens—and meets a Skotad hunter who makes her question
everything she’s been taught to believe. Frontin writes in the
third person, mostly from Yara’s point of view, and quickly constructs an effortless blend of SF scenario, social allegory, and YA
coming-of-age adventure. The prose is simple but effective, and
the dialogue functional (although some of the monologues are
a bit strained). But it is through characterization that the story
soars. The plot spirals upward through broadly predictable yet
still personal and distinctive patterns on the back of its character moments. As the first installment of a trilogy, the book lacks
closure. Nevertheless, Frontin establishes Yara as a protagonist
to follow and herself as an author to watch.
An engrossing SF/fantasy that breathes new life into
old tropes.

Clarke, John
Wet Street Press (402 pp.)
$16.95 paper | $5.99 e-book
May 28, 2019
978-0-9863749-4-4
In this conclusion of a techno-thriller
trilogy, two key humans who share a psychic bond with abandoned alien spaceships on Earth deal with a cosmic disaster.
In Clarke’s (Triangle, 2017, etc.) previous SF installment, U.S. Navy scientist and pilot Jason Parker
became the first human to successfully steer a lost alien spaceship, thanks to his interaction with ancient amphibious extraterrestrials—dubbed “Frogs”—hidden in Earth’s oceans and
lakes. Parker and fellow researcher Laura Smith may even be
reincarnations of aliens; they seemed to share otherworldly
psychic bonds, insights, and remote-viewing powers. The Frogs
harbored secrets: They genetically engineered a humanlike
species (nicknamed “Trolls”) as slaves. These beings remained
behind, along with much “Frogship” material, when the aliens
abruptly fled Earth (following their discovery during a RussianAmerican aquatic face-off). But why did the ETs really depart?
Disconcerting hints come in this volume, which begins with
more Frogships turning up, one mangled in Arctic ice, the
other in the South China Sea. Chinese Communists, of course,
would love to get their hands on the technology. But Clarke
has a yen for making readers look in one direction while taking
the story in another, and abruptly, Jason and Laura are forced
into a long-shot rescue mission. The U.S. maintains secret Mars
colonies, but some type of catastrophe or attack has occurred
there. Barely comprehending how to move a Frogship, Jason
must speed the giant metallic triangle to the red planet before
the survivors’ air runs out. Then there are the Trolls and what
they won’t tell humans. The author deftly brings the disparate
elements together in the end along with shoutouts to the reallife British paranormal journal Fortean Times and fantasy author
Robert Jordan’s Wheel of Time series and a strange aside that
a scientist happens to be married to a music/modeling superstar, no details given. While a lot of the questions in the series
are answered, much ambiguity remains. At times, it’s nice that
not every enigma gets dutifully checked off; at other times, it’s
frustrating. And perhaps not every reader will be as fixated as
Clarke (a proud Navy man) on aspects of deep-sea welding. Still,
it’s a satisfying trip for the mind that, in the long run, nicely
blends blazing adventure SF with the more thoughtful, speculative variety pondering humankind’s destiny.
An engaging wrap-up to an SF series that manages to
be apocalyptic, upbeat, intelligent, and pro–U.S. military.
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The overall family history—and the account of Goodwyn’s
rediscovery of it—gives readers a touching portrait.
kinfolk

SEEING REALITY AS IT IS
How Our Beliefs and Genetic
Chaperones Shape
Our Perceptions

KINFOLK
The True Story of an
American Family, 2nd Edition
Goodwyn, Michael H.
CreateSpace (510 pp.)
$26.00 paper | $9.99 e-book
May 15, 2019
978-1-950724-07-9

Giovannoli, Joseph L.
ResearchAssociates (145 pp.)

Giovannoli (The Biology of Belief,
2000) offers an explanation for the origin and diversity of human belief systems
in this work of anthropology.
Why do we all perceive reality so differently? Why does
a scientist see such a different world when she gets up in the
morning than a theologian might see—or even another scientist? “Our history appears to be a series of ongoing disagreements over what is real or true,” observes Giovannoli at the
beginning of this work, which seeks to synthesize the findings
of many separate fields of study—genetics, neuroscience, psychology, history, cosmology, and more—in order to put forth a
cohesive theory for our individualized perceptions. He argues
that our brains developed not to perceive the world accurately
but rather to help us survive, which isn’t at all the same thing.
While this reality-shaping instinct—Giovannoli calls it our
“chaperone”—aided our ancestors, it has proven in more recent
millennia to be highly susceptible to manipulation. The author
theorizes how such a function arose in the first place, how that
function operates in our brains, how a belief system comes to
be formed, and the ways that culture can be transmitted across
generations or groups. Giovannoli describes what he terms
“psychogenes,” units of belief that spread due to their perceived value. By taking this new approach to belief, the author
attempts to show not only how people can see things so differently, but why they shouldn’t allow that fact to make them enemies. Giovannoli’s prose is technical yet accessible, and he does
an admirable job explaining his theories to the general reader, as
when he demonstrates how psychogenes moved from ancient
Greece to Rome: “Within about one hundred years after conquering Greece, Rome had been influenced significantly by
the experience. As the Roman State assimilated its Greek gifts,
Roman psychogenes evolved into Greco-Roman psychogenes.”
Giovannoli admits to being a generalist, and experts in various
fields may take issue with part or all of his theory. Even so, there
is much here that is deeply fascinating and may prove to be very
persuasive—depending on the leniency of the reader’s chaperone, of course.
An original, highly intriguing theory on how and why
beliefs are formed, inherited, and transmitted.
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Goodwyn tells the story of an African American family in this debut blend
of history and memoir.
The author lost his mother to kidney disease in 1970, when
he was a high school freshman in Kalamazoo, Michigan. Soon
afterward, he was involved in a car accident that put him in the
hospital for six weeks. The shock of these events instilled in
him a great desire to find out where he came from: “Sometimes
Mama would talk about her ancestors,” he remembers. “Mama’s
great grandmother was a slave until she was twelve, when her
father bought her freedom.” Goodwyn set off on a decadeslong
genealogical journey to discover the story of his forbears, and
this book is an account of that search and a presentation of its
results. It includes the stories of Levin Huston and Esther Polk
Huston, married slaves who lived on a Maryland plantation;
their son, Solomon Huston, who was born in bondage and died
as the founder of a bank; and the author’s great-grandfather
Samuel Garnett Thomas, who, like the author’s father, eventually served as a high school principal. Goodwyn’s prose is conversational in tone and possesses a cheerful buoyancy, as in a
discussion of the Hustons’ children: “For whatever reason, Hester and her family never knew what happened to Levin Delans
Huston. But 158 years after Levin D. sent his niece, Willie, that
jade necklace, I now know what became of him.” It’s a long
read at more than 500 pages, and it feels more like two books
in one; the first half is essentially a memoir of Goodwyn’s life,
and the second is a series of profiles of his ancestors. None of
the individual stories are particularly compelling, but the overall family history—and the account of Goodwyn’s rediscovery
of it—gives readers a touching portrait of an American family.
The book, which includes occasional photos of family members, also effectively shows how ancestry-research websites
have helped many black Americans reconnect to their pasts.
Goodwyn is an empathetic guide, and although some sections
are more interesting than others, he manages to lend emotional
weight to the project as a whole.
An often charming family saga.
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KUMORI AND THE LUCKY CAT

INTOXICATION NATION

Gray, Wendelin
CreateSpace (244 pp.)
$9.95 paper | $2.50 e-book | Jun. 14, 2016
978-1-5335-8213-3

Graybill, Guy
Brown Posey Press (260 pp.)
$19.95 paper | $7.99 e-book
Nov. 8, 2018
978-1-62006-087-2

In this literary dystopian novel, a
young woman’s life changes radically as
she listens to the advice of her Japanese
cat figurine.
After World War III in 2090, three
super-states have gobbled up the globe.
The Reorganization that followed
reshuffled the masses and worked to erase all memory of their
cultural pasts. It’s now 2138, and 30-year-old Kumori Ando
of the super-state Eurasia lives in New Caledonia’s dreary
southern sector, working a dull but reliable cubicle job. She
has a rare memento from the old days, a cat figurine a few
inches high with a beckoning paw, red-flecked fur, and gold
highlights. Dubbed Lucky Cat, the figurine comes to life and
talks to Kumori, often delivering advice. Kumori discovers
Chen Wei, a young man sheltering in a dumpster, and brings
him home. She learns he’s a member of the resistance movement, which aims to dismantle the Reorganization and give
people freedom again. Kumori wants to join the movement
as well, but she’s soon embroiled in the machinations of the
secret police, whose ranks include her brother, Tsumori. He
offers to get Kumori a good job and apartment in the cushy
northern district, and she agrees, hoping to work undercover
for the movement. Her exposure leads to a violent confrontation in which Lucky Cat shows her supernatural powers, growing to a gigantic size and destroying buildings. The adventure
continues in further volumes. Much dystopian fiction can
be heavy-handed, but Gray (Magic Hair, 2019, etc.) employs
a spare, delicate style that’s effective, whether describing
an interrogation, quiet scenes, or a huge cat’s rage: “Lucky
Cat tore her way through the top few floors of that building,
smashed the glass façade of the police station…with a kick of
her hind leg and the whipping motion of her tail…shrieking
as she went.” But the romance between Kumori and Chen is
so understated as to seem anemic; what draws them together
beyond happenstance? Chen’s comment, “Yeah, you’re cute
enough,” is typical.
An absorbing, well-written blend of SF, surrealism,
and Japanese magical-girl fantasy.
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Alcohol poses a greater threat to
America’s well-being than al-Qaida, argues
this temperance manifesto.
Graybill (Bravo! The Case for Italian
Musical Mastery, 2014, etc.), a retired history teacher, presents a wide-ranging and vehement indictment
of alcoholic beverages and their destruction of the body, mind,
and social fabric. He reviews statistics on alcohol’s death toll—
88,000 per year in the United States—carcinogenic properties,
and dire effects on the liver, brain, and developing fetuses. He
revisits infamous alcoholic incidents, from the Bible story of
Lot’s drunken seduction by his daughters to Edward Kennedy’s
car crash at Chappaquiddick; toasts hatchet-wielding temperance crusader Carrie Nation; and mourns talents blighted by
drink, from Hemingway to Lindsay Lohan. He surveys and
deplores the cultural promotion and glamorization of alcohol,
from winery tours to comped casino drinks, frat house hazings,
and lovable comic-strip drunks like Andy Capp. At the book’s
heart is a lurid litany of news reports about drunks and their
disastrous antics: the pilot pulled out of the cockpit just before
takeoff and the passenger who tried to open the cabin door in
midflight; the woman who snuck into a zoo to pet a tiger; many
men who tried to kill their girlfriends; and numerous drivers
who left trails of mangled victims in their wakes. (The author
includes a moving personal recollection of a family he knew
that was profoundly damaged by the father’s alcoholic violence.) Graybill writes with an old-school moral outrage, decrying “the terrorist, alcohol” and thundering that “the tyrant,
alcohol, had crushed our second great American Revolution”
when Prohibition was repealed. He embellishes the text with
anti-alcohol memes (“Sober Slogan #2: The horsefly is brainier
than the barfly”), poems, and satirical songs (“Please, deceive
me. Make me think / That I’m charming when I drink”). He
proposes a battery of anti-drinking initiatives, some of them
feasible, such as banning liquor industry ads and sponsorships,
others impossibly utopian. (“There should never be a single
drunkard employed within the vast and influential offices of
the American media.”) The author’s partisanship and dudgeon
will put off some readers, but he ably marshals his facts to craft
a hard-hitting jeremiad.
A bombastic but vigorous and often persuasive case
against drinking.
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SUCCESS SKILLS FOR HIGH
SCHOOL, COLLEGE,
AND CAREER
Christian Edition

C.H.U.C.K.
Computerized Human Under
Control of Kid

Harelik, J.D.
Prawn Books (200 pp.)
$8.99 paper | $5.99 e-book | Apr. 6, 2019
978-1-73392-732-1

Green, Cary J.
Dog Ear Publishing (230 pp.)
$19.99 paper | $9.99 e-book
Apr. 11, 2019
978-1-4575-6879-4

A guide offers advice to Christians
entering the adult world.
This latest book from Green (Successful Skills for High School,
College, and Career, 2017) builds on his earlier work, which
delivered systematic counsel for ethical advancement in the
academic and business worlds. Here the author provides a version of those methods geared for Christians and buttressed by
quotes and references from Scripture. The central philosophical gist is one of knowledgeable initiative: “You should take
personal responsibility for your actions, regardless of the circumstances.” Green stresses that although Scripture makes it
plain that God wants a relationship with the faithful, that bond
is not a blank check. “Remember,” he writes, “that God is not a
spiritual Santa Claus who merely gives you anything you want.”
Rather, Christians should rely on God to help them control the
anger and vindictiveness that might interfere with their own
quest for self-knowledge and their ability to maintain good
judgment in a conflict. In this context, the importance of good
Christian fellowship is likewise emphasized: “Strong Christian
faith is a non-negotiable characteristic of people in your inner
circle”—a stricture that may be difficult to follow in the more
culturally diverse business and academic atmosphere of the 21st
century. The author asserts that “friends who are motivated and
working toward goals are good role models and can encourage
and inspire you to achieve your goals.” Much of Green’s advice
to his readers is simple to the point of being collective common
sense: Focus on your audience, be a great listener, try to manage
conflicts without rancor. Young people in particular should benefit from the lucid, forceful way most of these suggestions are
phrased. The added precepts aimed specifically at Christians
are comparatively minimal. Green, for instance, stresses that
“successful people commit to lifelong learning,” but here the
education takes the form of regular Gospel study. While Christians will find all of these tips encouraging, even non-Christians
would benefit from quite a few of the reminders in these pages
about respecting other people and acting professionally.
A clear, practical, and well-written blueprint for Christians to get the most out of schools and careers.
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An android built to take the place of
a seventh grader winds up hijacking his
life in this middle-grade SF novel.
Seventh grade at Borelon Middle
School has been no fun at all for Chuck
Bowinger, almost 13 years old. Last year, he was short and cute;
this year, he’s gangly and pimpled. Classes are more challenging; he can’t talk to girls; and Bailey Higgins trips him in the
hallways. Wouldn’t it be great, Chuck muses, if he “could just
lie in bed all day and game”? When his best friends, engineers
Rainie Warren and Maxwell Lee, ask him to join their science
fair project, at first C-student Chuck is reluctant. But he has
a brilliant idea and convinces his friends to build a robot version of himself, who’ll take his place at school and win first prize
on SciDay. Rainie and Max solve the technical problems, and
the result is C.H.U.C.K.: Computerized Human Under Control of Kid. After constructing a secret hideaway in the basement, Chuck sends C.H.U.C.K. to school, controlling him like
an avatar in a video game. Suddenly, he’s doing great in school
and gym class while impressing his crush, Samantha Benedeer.
But before long, C.H.U.C.K. develops a mind of his own. He
wants Chuck’s life for himself—and that’s only the beginning.
It’s boy versus android, leading to a striking SciDay showdown.
Harelik (Monster Boy, 2017) has an engaging premise, with great
appeal for any reader who ever wanted to retreat from the difficult world of middle school while still making a good showing
in public. Of course, it’s not exactly believable that two seventh
graders could construct such a perfect simulacrum, but the
author provides somewhat plausible explanations (“I’m lucky
my father owns a small but successful robotics laboratory right here in
Borelon,” comments Max). Comic as the book often is, there are
some serious undercurrents here about facing up to problems
and actually living your life, pimples and all. Chuck also discovers a new appreciation for the warmth and exchanges of family
life; even Bailey comes in for reassessment.
An entertaining and thoughtful robot tale with a dramatic climax.
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Winning in Business and Life
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THE PURPLE WORLD
Healing the Harm in
American Health Care

Howroyd, Janice Bryant
Lioncrest Publishing (272 pp.)
$22.99 | $14.99 paper | $6.99 e-book
Aug. 13, 2019
978-1-5445-0456-8
978-1-5445-0455-1 paper

Jarvis, Joseph Q.
Scrivener Books (196 pp.)
$13.95 paper | $9.99 e-book | Sep. 2, 2018
978-0-9986254-8-5

A medical doctor disparages the
American health care system and proposes an intriguing alternative in his
debut book.
As a former private-practice family-medicine physician
and public health official at the U.S. Department of Labor, the
Nevada Division of Health, and the Colorado Department of
Public Health and Environment, Jarvis has broad experience
that allows him to view the health care system from multiple
perspectives. His assessment of the American health care system is bluntly and uniformly negative, and throughout the book,
he rails against politicians on both sides of the aisle, public officials, and insurance companies. He sees them as all contributing to “a wasteful system that is least able (among first-world
countries) to prevent deaths that should be amenable to healthcare interventions.” American voters also share blame for not
insisting on health care reform, writes Jarvis: “If you want this
to stop, you must do the necessary political heavy lifting—you
must repeatedly throw people out of office until they get the
message.” To illustrate some of the deficiencies of the current
system, Jarvis includes anecdotes from his own work in the public sector. His insider’s point of view of state-level public-health
challenges provides some of the most compelling moments.
Particularly harsh are his observations about Nevada, which
he calls “a caricature of the American free-enterprise concept.”
Jarvis goes on to offer a comparison of that state’s legalized sex
work, of which he disapproves for many reasons, to the nation’s
health care system. However, the book is not merely a series
of complaints; in fact, it concludes on a positive note, as the
author lobbies for more “purple,” or bipartisan, thinking when
it comes to health care. He proposes to reform health care with
a “State-Based Universal Healthcare Act” that would empower
states to craft their own system of “comprehensive, publicly
financed health benefits,” such as one he specifically presents
for the state of Utah. Whether this provocative idea is feasible
remains an open question, but Jarvis does deserve credit for
thinking boldly.
An effectively damning indictment that’s tempered by
a glimmer of hope.

A longtime business owner shares
methods and advice for entrepreneurs at

all levels.
In this book, Howroyd (The Art of Work, 2009) discusses
the principles and techniques that she used to build a multinational staffing agency. With a combination of anecdotes
and exposition, the author guides readers through questions
of leading, risk-taking, developing confidence, and networking, among other topics—some of which are unexpected, such
as the importance of always having a fully charged cellphone.
The volume discusses the significance of data-driven and strategic business decisions (“You’re dispensable unless you’re so
necessary to the client’s business that they can’t function without you”) and encourages readers to take a holistic approach to
making the most of both their professional and personal lives.
One of the work’s particular strengths is its approach to diversity; Howroyd writes about being a black female entrepreneur
while also urging readers not to define her by demographics.
Sections on resiliency and respect in the workplace are particularly well done. The book’s easy, conversational tone makes
for an enjoyable reading experience. The author’s voice blends
down-home humor (many stories from her North Carolina
childhood appear throughout the text along with descriptions
of her high-powered work life) and professional sophistication (“Self-discipline you own. Self-discipline isn’t federally
regulated. It isn’t taxed. You don’t need anyone’s permission”).
Asides—“Mama Says,” featuring tips from her mother; “Janicisms,” delivering Howroyd’s key insights (“You lead people;
you manage processes”); and “The Art of Bernie,” showcasing
her husband’s advice—appear in callout boxes throughout the
text. Several of the author’s mnemonics (“Our employees live by
their F.E.E.T.”) may be too cutesy for some readers, but others
will likely appreciate the structure for presenting memorable
concepts. The volume will be most useful for readers in search
of big-picture business counsel presented in an open-ended format that offers few concrete answers but plenty of inspiration,
motivation, and starting points for self-awareness. Howroyd’s
passion for work and well-defined voice combine to make an
effective vehicle for valuable information.
A well-written and insightful business memoir that
informs with humor and thoughtfulness.
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The author’s portrayal of the political contentions that cleave
Philadelphia is historically rigorous and dramatically gripping.
this day is ours

THIS DAY IS OURS

THE PROTO PROJECT

Jeannette, Gretchen
Time Tunnel Media (561 pp.)
$17.76 paper | $2.99 e-book | Jul. 24, 2019
978-1-08-277653-3

Johnson, Bryan R.
Candy Wrapper (232 pp.)
$19.99 | $6.88 paper | $4.99 e-book
Sep. 16, 2019
978-1-940556-07-9
978-1-940556-05-5 paper

A love story set in Philadelphia during the American Revolution explores an
unlikely pairing between an aristocratic
woman with loyalist attachments and an
unrefined rebel agitator.
In 1776, Philadelphia is a tinderbox of
contentious political division—the city is torn between those who
reaffirm their loyalty to the British crown and those who angrily
demand political independence from it. And besides the tension
created by the gathering clouds of war, the city is terrorized by a
bandit known as Jack Flash who only targets wealthy loyalists and
who is seen by the poor as a “hero.” One night, Jack Flash purloins a
diamond- and sapphire-studded necklace from Alexandra Pennington, a recently widowed loyalist of exquisite elegance and beauty, a
bold move that puts pressure on an otherwise feckless Sheriff Owen
DeWalt to bring the culprit to justice. Meanwhile, Alexandra makes
the acquaintance of Dalton Jameson, an “uneducated and humbly
born” horse breeder who nevertheless impresses her with his “sincerity” and “gallantry.” Dalton is also an enthusiastic advocate of
independence, and so despite their obvious admiration for each
other, a remarkably implausible romantic coupling ensues, though
Jeannette (A Devil of a Time, 2014, etc.) skillfully renders the possibility believable. But Charles Villard, a sophisticated descendant of
British nobility, has eager designs on Alexandra as well and loathes
the closeness that forms between her and Dalton so much that he’s
willing to ruin his reputation: “ ‘Listen, you side-slip of a whoremonger. I’ve never liked you, and I especially dislike having you near
things that belong to me. I’ll say this but once,’ he hissed. ‘Leave
what’s mine alone, or you’ll have hell to pay.’ ”
Jeannette not only manages to make the affections between
Alexandra and Dalton credible—that in itself is no mean authorial feat—but also develops both characters with great depth
and sensitivity. While an ocean of difference divides their lives,
they do share something important: painful personal histories of
adversity. Dalton was compelled to leave England after a romance
went wrong, and Alexandra was forced into a marriage of convenience after her father left the family in financial ruin. The plot
itself is fairly formulaic—an uncommon love swims against the
currents of convention. But the historical backdrop of the Revolutionary War adds a fresh twist; the author’s portrayal of the
political contentions that cleave Philadelphia is historically rigorous and dramatically gripping. Unfortunately, the tale as a whole
unfolds at a glacial pace—it’s simply not necessary that this novel
is nearly 500 pages. In addition, readers will confidently guess
Jack Flash’s identity from the work’s very beginning. Still, while
Jeannette’s prose doesn’t reach any poetical heights, she does
achieve a linguistic authenticity for the period that helpfully contributes to a full immersion in the engaging story.
A familiar plot refreshingly enhanced by its setting
during the Revolutionary War, which is depicted realistically and with great intelligence.
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When a boy’s scientist mother is
kidnapped, he tries to rescue her with
the help of her greatest invention in this
middle-grade novel.
Although Jason Pascal, 12, might be
expected to know something about Recode Global, where his
mother, Dr. Shannon Pascal, is a top scientist, the site is highly
defended, demanding strict confidentiality agreements from
its employees. So, along with everyone else on the Buttonwood Middle School field trip, Jason will be going through the
secretive company’s doors for the first time. After Shannon’s
presentation on how humans and artificial intelligence can be
partners, she shows Jason her lab and Proto, the wristwatchsized prototype AI she’s developing, whose “main governing
principle is to work with humanity, not against it.” This is reassuring—because Proto hitches a ride out of the lab with Jason
and becomes very useful indeed when it becomes evident that
Shannon has been kidnapped. Proto helps Jason and his friend
Maya Mateo to investigate, a search that leads them to a nefarious toy factory where a supervillain has big plans. With a little
help from his friends, can Jason save his mother and the future
of AI? Johnson (Code 7, 2017) offers a well-calculated balance of
suspense and humor for middle school readers, and Jason and
Maya make a good pair. They bond first over a mutual interest
in bicycles and recording their tricks and then through their
shared courage. Maya’s “DronePro” becomes something of a
counterpart to Proto. Proto is often drolly amusing, as when
he distracts barking dogs by beaming images of “tiny sweaters, booties, and blingy collars,” explaining that “my research
indicates Chihuahuas have incredible fashion sense.” Action
sequences are exciting and dramatic. The novel also provides
food for thought in considering how AI could help or hurt
humanity. Although the villains are over the top, they do give
voice to some of the forces that might want to use AI for selfish, grandiose reasons.
A well-written, fast-paced, and thoughtful adventure.
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THE WILD HERD
A Vanishing
American Treasure

Pensinger, a construction worker, are in love but fear for their
safety daily. They tell no one of their union; they’re simply “two
lads sharing the rent” to the outside world, because “if anyone
knew the truth, they would go to jail.” The men acquire their
first television, truly a luxury item, in order to witness British
history in motion as Queen Elizabeth II is crowned. The men
soon learn of the heartbreaking death of their close friend Harold Marlin, the butler to wealthy Baroness Lady Barlow who’d
cared for them as children, many years prior. James and Arthur
evacuated London to avoid the Nazi bombings during World
War II, and they were taken in at the baroness’s Willowind
House. Harold’s dying wish spurs James and Arthur to travel to
Scotland to investigate whether the now-deceased baroness’s
suicidal son Matthew is still alive. With eccentric, hard-drinking landlady Viola Wylit and Harold’s grandson, Lance, along
for the ride, the men begin digging into Matthew’s past. Over
the course of this historical novel, Kibbie displays a talent for
characterization, and he also exhibits a firm grasp of British
conversational style as well as common colloquialisms, which
add an air of authenticity to an already engrossing story. Even
more enticing are the flashbacks that reveal details of James’
and Arthur’s childhoods. A sense of suspense and mystery propel the narrative forward, which eventually results in surprising
confessions and an emotional reunion. Overall, it’s an ambitious, dynamic debut.
A rousing story of love and sacrifice.

Kalas, Deborah
Photos by the author
Val de Grâce Books (160 pp.)
$65.00 | Oct. 15, 2019
978-0-9976405-9-5
A stunning photo essay illuminating the lives and behavior
of wild horses in the American West.
Debut author and professional photographer Kalas owned
her first pony at age 6. Now in her 60s, she still rides six days
a week. She tracked groups of wild horses—mostly at Theodore
Roosevelt National Park in North Dakota and at the Return to
Freedom Sanctuary in California—to craft this exquisite photographic record of a year in the horses’ lives. She introduces each
seasonal chapter with brief observations on such topics as the
formation of family units and the struggle to find food in winter,
but it’s the photos that really tell the stories. Readers see horses
fighting, rolling in the dust, and sheltering under a rock ledge; at
one point, a missing ear tip reveals the danger of frostbite. But
there are comical moments, too, such as horses resting their muzzles on each other’s backs, magpies perched on horses’ rumps,
and a colt affectionately biting its mother’s ear. Kalas knows all
of her horse subjects by name but avoids cluttering the pages
with captions. Instead, identifying information, including birth
years (and death years where applicable), is listed in an appendix
that repeats images as thumbnails. The author’s admiration for
these beautiful creatures is clear. Only once does she edge toward
anthropomorphism, when she imagines that two horses “had a
few words together.” The slightly ornate, italic typeface sometimes distracts. However, the lighting and definition are crisp
throughout, with frozen motion injecting dynamism and the
colors of the scrub and hills often complementing the horses’
markings. The photos are mostly shot at eye level, but they occasionally employ unusual points of view, as when the photographer
watches from above as horses move from the bottom left to the
upper right of the frame. The landscape shots are just as impressive, and glimpses of a bison herd accentuate the wildness of the
setting. Kalas ends with notes on wild horse behavior and offers
details of three organizations working to protect them.
A gorgeous photographic tribute to striking animals.

THINGS THEY BURIED

King, Amanda K. &
Swanson, Michael R.
Ismae Books (504 pp.)
$14.99 paper | $4.99 e-book
Feb. 14, 2019
978-1-73357-830-1

King and Swanson’s debut SF/fantasy
novel uses dazzling worldbuilding and
a hodgepodge of characters, cultures,
and fantastic species to tell a powerful,

human story.
Aliara and Sylandair had gotten out, or at least they
thought they had. They were once slaves, but after their master, Kluuta Orono, apparently died in a catastrophic explosion,
they escaped and never looked back. Now, in 2084, they’ve
built a life for themselves, trading on their wit, skill, and clout
in the atoll of Dockhaven. When rumors of the survival of
their former owner reach their ears, they have little choice but
to investigate for themselves. Meanwhile, in the ramshackle
port city, there’s a constant buzz of tragedy; in particular,
children have been disappearing. After the pair’s investigation turns up evidence of the cause of these disappearances,
it soon becomes clear that something far darker is afoot. In
this novel, the city of Dockhaven and the world of Ismae are
nearly characters themselves, and the authors introduce a
variety of unfamiliar humanoid species, such as the scaly draas
and the imposing karju, as part of the complex setting as well

LEGENDARY

Kibbie, Amelia
Running Wild Press (276 pp.)
$21.99 paper | $9.99 e-book
Nov. 15, 2019
978-1-947041-32-5
Kibbie’s (Rustle, 2017) novel follows
a British gay couple who explore their
pasts to make peace with their present.
In London, small-business accountant James Wilde and his partner, Arthur
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King dials back his protagonists’ personal drama, which will
offer new readers a clean introduction to the series.
the casino switcheroo

as a nuanced mix of magic and science. The worldbuilding is
nearly flawless in its execution, which will entice readers to
immerse themselves in the story and acclimate themselves
to its strangeness as they go. The novel also strikes a chord
with its characterization; Aliara and Sylandair are shown to
be very much in love, but they’re unscrupulous toward most
anyone else and willing to lie to, steal from, or sacrifice others when necessary. They’re extremely confident and skilled
but also deeply scarred by their trauma at Orono’s hands, and
they remember those experiences as they go about their daily
lives. Meanwhile, Schmalch, a not-so-trustworthy thief for
hire, offers an outsider’s perspective on the main pair as well
as welcome comic relief. The intriguing plot makes excellent
use of its primary characters, resulting in a breathtaking, harmonious read.
An empathetic, complex, and offbeat tale.

she replies, “Have you heard the good news?” Although events
crest early, the second half juggles a challenging number of moving parts.
Another full-throttle installment that shows that this
crime series has no intention of slowing down.

THE ASPIRING SOLOPRENEUR
Your Business Start-Up Bible

Kluver, Kris
Cherokee Street Publishing (338 pp.)
$15.95 paper | $6.99 e-book
Aug. 27, 2019
978-1-5445-1258-7

THE CASINO SWITCHEROO
A Travelers Crime Thriller
King, Michael P.
Blurred Lines Press (209 pp.)
$4.99 e-book | Sep. 22, 2019

In King’s (The Murder Run, 2019) seventh Travelers novel, married con artists
help rob an island casino.
The two main characters adopt different names in every town they visit.
Here, in Madisonville, he’s Paul Longmont and she’s Jessie Taggert. Jessie has
spent the last two months “worming her way” into wealthy
Hugo Lansing’s life. Paul, meanwhile, poses as someone in need
of $500,000 in bearer bonds, which Lansing can provide—for a
$100,000 fee. After the wily couple swipes the bonds and sells
them back to Lansing for 10 cents on the dollar, Alexander Koenig, the man who got Paul into the con game, contacts them. He
asks the pair to join a crew that’s going to hit the Solomon Island
casino, off the coast of Bathsheba City. The plan, as Koenig tells
it, is to rob the room safes as a distraction while going for a larger
prize: more than $1 million of mobster Jeffrey Smithson’s laundered cash. Two noteworthy pieces of information: There are
no guns allowed on the island, and the date of the planned heist
is Smithson’s 70th birthday, so he’ll be surrounded by immediate family. While posing as casino workers Max and Kelly Jo
Barlow, can the Travelers outmaneuver other greedy cons and
learn the suspicious Koenig’s real mission? King dials back his
protagonists’ personal drama, which will offer new readers a
clean introduction to the series. As always, the initial con is just
complex enough to maintain interest, with repercussions that
may or may not bleed into the rest of the story. King resists the
temptation to delve too far into Koenig’s backstory, although he
establishes that Paul has “always dreamed of beating him at his
own game.” JB and Lulu, another con artist couple, capably play
tit for tat with the Travelers, showing the canny author at the
height of his game. There’s some good gallows humor, as well, as
when Max asks Kelly Jo if they should pose as missionaries, and
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A debut guide targets entrepreneurs
looking to strike out on their own and
succeed in today’s economy.
Solopreneurs are business owners
who run their enterprises “solo—as in, mostly by themselves,”
writes Kluver. “They want to be accountable for themselves and
their business without having employees or being an employee.”
As the author points out, this is a rapidly growing segment of
the working world: people fired up by dreams of success and
facilitated by modern technology, which allows them to extend
their reach far beyond the traditional and more local areas. Kluver, “an entrepreneur with over 30 years of experience,” cites
a study that estimates that as much as 40% of the American
workforce might be freelancers by 2020, as the gig economy
continues to boom. The author’s aim in these pages is to give
comprehensive guidelines and tips to readers who might want
to join that freelancing crowd. He approaches his admittedly
sprawling subject from many angles. There’s the psychological
aspect, reminding his readers that they must avoid the “victimbased mentality” encouraged by much of modern society. (“You
are always accountable to yourself,” he writes. “Nobody requires
you to go to work.”) There’s also the practical level, with Kluver offering advice on subjects ranging from the pros and cons
of investing in a business franchise to the variables of hiring a
good attorney and finding an insurance agent who’s a good fit
with the business. The author is refreshingly direct and honest
throughout, indulging in none of the simple cheerleading so
often found in books of this kind. When discussing what lies in
store for hopeful solopreneurs when they inevitably deal with
banks, for instance, Kluver warns them not to take it personally when institutions try to poke holes in their business models: “They aren’t trying to insinuate you will fail; they only want
to know the probability of success, and you should as well.”
There’s a wealth of insights in these pages: Aspiring freelancers
of all kinds will find the book invaluable.
A tough but worthy and detailed overview of the world
that business freelancers face.
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MIDNIGHT STRIKE

LEAN GAINS
The Secret Formula to Fat
Loss and Muscle Gain

Lang, D.L.
CreateSpace (107 pp.)
$14.99 paper | Jul. 3, 2019
978-1-07-209601-6

Lee, Jonathan S.
CreateSpace (477 pp.)
$2.99 e-book | Dec. 19, 2018

Lang’s (The Cafe of Dreams, 2018 etc.)
latest collection of poetry is a cri de coeur
on the injustices of contemporary life.
The author, who holds the position
of poet laureate of Vallejo, California,
offers 70 new poems here—the majority of which were written, she says, as a “reflection of the
times we live in” and her own “political evolution.” The collection opens with “What’s on Her Mind?” which declares
boldly, “For every woman allowed to grace / the pages of man’s
history books / there are millions more / achieving miracles
that are overlooked.” It’s protest-march poetry that delivers
a thumping message and sets the tone for the remainder of
the book: “This is the era of every woman / must raise up
her voice! // Every woman must have free choice!” This message is echoed in “A Blessing for the Women Who Pray With
Their Feet,” an invocation written for the 2019 Vallejo Women’s March. It was written as a call-and-response prayer, and
Lang’s bold, erudite language will empower and uplift readers: “Until all women are safe from violence, so that a woman
can exist in any space without fear, we march!” Such pieces
leap off the page and demand to be read aloud to release their
crackling energy. Others deliver an equally powerful message
in their sparsity; for example, “Fatigue” reads simply: “I’m
so tired of / writing about / mass shootings.” A number of
other poems address the horror of gun violence in America
and New Zealand. “Never Known” delivers a valiant message
of hope and determination for change: “the day our voices
go silent / must be the day that this terror has ceased.” However, Lang’s poetry isn’t only about protest. Haikus, such
as “Moonlight Song,” chime with the beauty and clarity of
Tibetan tingsha: “A moonlight chorus / serenades until sunrise. / Wake up. Sing a dream.” Skeptics who deem protestoriented verse to be ineffective or outmoded will struggle
with most of Lang’s writing, but for others, it will be a persuasive call to action.
A forthright, energizing collection.
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Cut the calories and lift the weights—
but in exactly the right ways—to get
a muscular, athletic body, argues this
second edition of a guide to dieting and
exercise.
Lee (The Essential Guide to Sports Nutrition and Bodybuilding,
2018, etc.) starts with the insight that losing weight is a matter
of burning more calories than people consume. But while it’s
“really as simple as that,” this practice is far from straightforward. Once readers have adopted a diet that puts them in a calorie deficit—more burned than eaten—they have to get the right
balance of carbohydrates, proteins, and fats, the author asserts,
as well as micronutrients, from vitamin A to selenium. And he
points out the vexing ups and downs of dieting. As people lose
weight, their metabolisms slow, making it harder to burn calories—Lee suggests periodic diet breaks and “re-feeds” to kick
the metabolism back up a notch—and they face weight-loss plateaus, water-weight fluctuations, bloating, fatigue, and cravings.
The author then analyzes the other half of the complex equation, building muscle through weight lifting. He distinguishes
the different types of muscle fibers and the various exercise regimens to train them, using low-weight, high-rep lifts for endurance and high-weight, low-rep lifts for size and strength. Then
he delves into the byzantine interactions between diet and
exercise. Weight lifting burns carbs but not much fat, so Lee
recommends a cycling diet of high carbs on gym days followed
by high fat on jogging days. And growing new muscle requires
a calorie surplus, which means additional fat gain, thus necessitating, in the author’s scheme, larger cycles in which people
cut fat on a diet, then eat more to bulk up on muscle, then diet
again to shrink the fat so as to reveal the muscle definition they
want to show off.
So there’s a lot to learn, ponder, and calculate in the author’s
system; it’s not a cookie-cutter approach, and readers need to
do some work and a little arithmetic in applying it. Fortunately,
Lee makes this fairly easy with clear, step-by-step instructions
and planning aids. He shows readers how to find their “maintenance” calorie intake and figure out how many calories they
need to cut to reach an appropriate deficit along with procedures to reckon the amount of protein—1 gram per pound per
day when dieting, a little more for bulking—carbs, and fat in
their diets. Superplants packed with micronutrients—hail
kale—are discussed along with bodybuilding nutritional supplements. (The author recommends whey protein, creatine
phosphate, and yohimbine.) Lee provides weekly weight lifting
schedules and routines for men and women, specifying everything from the number of sets of Bulgarian split squats and
butt-blasters to the minutes of rest in between reps; templates
for tracking calories and exercises; dozens of inspirational color
photographs of magnificently toned, ripped, and cut gym rats;
|

Perez’s captivating story orchestrates a clever collision of artistic
liberalism with the conservative values of the age.
odd birds

ODD BIRDS

and even suggestions for a workout playlist. There’s a massive
amount of information here, but the author manages to keep it
well organized, lucid, and readable. He boils the material down
into bullet-pointed insights, convenient tables, cut-and-dried
formulas, easy-to-use rules, and aphorisms—“The longer it
takes to lose the fat, the longer it takes to put it back on”—that
are both sensible and pithy.
A clear, detailed road map to getting in shape for serious fitness enthusiasts.

Perez, Severo
Texas Christian University Press
(200 pp.)
$29.95 | Sep. 24, 2019
978-0-87565-729-5

NORMAN’S GIFT

Olson, Michelle
Illus. by the author
Photos by the author
Bellie Button Books (34 pp.)
$18.95 | $9.99 paper | Nov. 15, 2019
978-1-73237-073-9
978-1-73237-074-6 paper
The most charming button in picture books returns for a “Gift of the
Magi”–style Christmas tale in this sequel.
Norman the Button is happy with his new life as a nose for
Freddy Teddy. The two are inseparable—that is, until bedtime.
The stuffed bear’s awful snoring keeps Norman up at night, so
he sleeps on his own in a dollhouse. One night, Norman overhears Freddy telling the rest of the toys that he has the perfect
Christmas present for his close friend. Norman frantically tries
to come up with a terrific gift for Freddy, but a car proves too
expensive, a cellphone on sale turns out to be worthless, and the
cake the button attempts to bake—complete with raw bacon and
unbroken egg—is a disaster. Norman feels that the homemade
present he finally concocts isn’t good enough for his pal. Luckily, Freddy truly appreciates Norman’s talents and loves his gift.
Olson’s (Norman, 2018) signature puns (jokes the two friends
read together put Norman “in stitches”; the snacks they share
make Freddy “stuffed”) are fewer than in the first volume. But
Norman’s misadventures help him learn to value his own talents
and deftly reinforce the themes of the original story. The author’s
posed photographs with digitally illustrated details are gloriously
silly and sure to give adults giggles alongside their children.
The message that real friends value their pals most for
being themselves couldn’t be delivered by a cuter button.
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A tragic twist of fate leaves a revered
artist destitute in Texas in this novel.
Seventy-year-old Cosimo Infante Cano
was born in Cuba but forged a reputation as
a modernist painter living and working in
Paris. In 1961, he finds himself experiencing the same “nightmarish anxiety” he felt while fighting in the Great War as he wanders the streets of San Antonio with very little money. His plan
was to make a passage from Europe to America to join his lover,
Sara Hunter, whom he met in Paris and has known for 14 years.
Yet, after his arrival in the United States, he discovers that his
suitcases containing his “street clothes and address book” have
been stolen. On reaching San Antonio, he then learns that Sara
has been killed in a car accident. The wealthy Hunter family
chooses to distance itself from him, making his situation even
more precarious, as he had entrusted $45,000 to Sara to keep
until his arrival along with two trunks packed with his clothes,
tools, and brushes. Cosimo barely has the money to find himself a clean bed for the night, let alone the resources to sue the
Hunters. Meanwhile, he faces a society where racial prejudice is
commonplace. His appearance and bohemian attire mark him
immediately as an outsider, or an “odd bird,” as one passerby
remarks. Treated as a second-class citizen on account of his race
and a vagrant because of his clothes, the city tries to prevent
Cosimo from gaining a foothold, but the aging artist’s resilience
may be underestimated.
Cosimo’s struggle against the odds is absorbing from the
get-go. Yet the manner in which Perez (Willa Brown, 2016, etc.)
employs several layers of narrative, backtracking to detail the
protagonist’s artistic life in ’40s Paris as well as alluding to the
horrors he witnessed in World War I, adds richness and depth.
The author diligently pins the main narrative to key political
events of the era, most significantly the reluctant cessation
of racial segregation in the South, which Ruthann Medlin, an
openly bigoted San Antonio librarian, bemoans: “That was
President Kennedy’s doing. Mixing all the races.” The compelling tale is driven predominantly by strong dialogue, with Perez
capturing the sharpness and wit of bohemian cultural repartee,
as when Sara playfully comments on a novel she has been translating: “The author’s characters are pale Edward Hopper creatures living in bleak hotel rooms. Having sex, not for pleasure
mind you, but out of boredom. It’s as if they’re playing a winless game of tic-tac-toe.” The bond between Cosimo and Sara
is also described in satisfyingly tender detail: “She reached out
and took his hand, drawing him from the table to the settee.
She found his slender fingers with nails trimmed into impeccable crescents particularly sensual.” There’s only one minor
flaw: Because Cosimo is such a multifaceted, intricately drawn
character, all the other players appear underdeveloped in comparison. Still, this does not detract from a captivating story that
259

orchestrates a clever collision of artistic liberalism with the
conservative values of the age.
An elegantly conceived tale—boasting a culturally and
historically astute plot—that demands to be read.

Depending upon whom you ask, blockchain is either a
promising technology, the foundation of an emergent sociopolitical revolution, or a flash in the pan. Debut author and consultant Radocchia not only meticulously clarifies blockchain
as a technological innovation, but also sheds light on where it
came from and asserts that it will result in seismic changes in
commerce and other fields. First, she straightforwardly defines
blockchain as an “accounting tool”—a “distributed ledger” that
facilitates peer-to-peer transactions, independent of any governing middleman. Because this ledger records each transaction and can’t be revised or erased, the need for such policing
authority is eliminated, she says—and by extension, the need
to trust such an authority. In fact, Radocchia contends, blockchain is a “trustless” system in which verification is no longer
supplied by “centralized clearinghouses.” If blockchain is the
“operating system of the future,” she asserts, it can also become
the “means of facilitating decentralized trust on a global scale”—
an agent of change for both traditional and emerging industries.
The author goes on to discuss the technology’s many possible
applications, and she furnishes a particularly compelling look at
the ways in which it might solve problems in the pharmaceutical industry. The best part of this impressively lucid and provocative study, however, is its appraisal of the technology as a
response to the dislocations of globalization and the ensuing,
pervasive suspicion of governing bodies. The author has graduate school experience in anthropology and technology, and her
eclectic knowledge shines through in her thoughtfully cogent
analysis of blockchain’s geopolitical promise. However, her
effort does suffer from repetition—she never tires of explaining the concept of decentralization, for instance—and as a consequence, it’s considerably longer than it needs to be.
An accessible primer for beginners and an astute treatment of blockchain’s future promise for others.

PORCUPETTE AND MOPPET

Poper, Nadine
Illus. by Young, Alicia
Blue Whale Press (32 pp.)
$16.99 | $10.99 paper | Nov. 1, 2019
978-0-9814938-3-1
978-0-9814938-4-8 paper
Poper (Randall and Randall, 2019,
etc.) offers another science-based picture book about a pair of animals.
Porcupette the porcupine loves to read. But sticking his
nose in a “very important book” could lead to trouble when
Moppet, a fisher, starts hanging around. From Moppet’s introduction—“Pleased to eat you”—young readers will grasp the
idea that this friendly-looking creature is actually out to get
Porcupette. But while Moppet tries to interrupt Porcupette’s
reading with his antics, the rodent continues to peruse his
book, about fishers, until he gets to the most relevant information: They hunt porcupines. Luckily, Porcupette’s distraction doesn’t end badly; as it turns out, the book also explains
that fishers need to hunt prickly porcupines from the front to
avoid the quills, a fact Moppet had clearly never read. Though
the tension of predator versus prey is present throughout
this ode to reading, Moppet is so charming in his dialogue
and in Young’s (Mason the Bull and the Magical Christmas Tree,
2018, etc.) pitch-perfect, anthropomorphic cartoon illustrations that readers won’t feel too frightened for Porcupette.
Poper’s dialogue, interspersed with the text of Porcupette’s
book, flows naturally, and despite the very factual tone of the
science tidbits, the vocabulary is never too intimidating for
newly independent readers. The design, which features various colored backgrounds behind pieces of text, neatly alerts
the audience to who’s speaking.
A clever lesson about situational awareness and the
value of reading a book before acting.

WHAT IT MEANS
Myth, Symbol, and
Archetype in the Third
Millennium,
Vol. 1
Rome, Eva
Blue Morpho Press (152 pp.)

BITCOIN PIZZA
The No-Bullshit Guide
to Blockchain

In this collection of semiserious
semiotic essays, Rome (Travel for STO
ICS, 2018) examines symbols in everyday American life.
Myths, symbols, and archetypes are often associated with
the study of dusty works of literature, but they’re also part of
our daily existence. Rome aims to point out a few highlights in
this new collection, which explores the not-so-obvious symbolic
meanings of objects and activities in contemporary American
culture. Indoor sky diving, for example, may be an attempt to
re-create the ancient dream of flying—whose meaning remains
much debated—in waking life. Fidget spinners, she conjectures,
could simply be the latest manifestation of a triskelion motif
that has appeared in cultures worldwide since the Stone Age.

Radocchia, Samantha
Machine Elf (356 pp.)
$24.99 | $15.99 paper | $9.99 e-book
Aug. 13, 2019
978-1-5445-0443-8
978-1-5445-0441-4 paper
A demystification of blockchain and
cryptocurrency coupled with a wideranging assessment of its transformative potential.
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The author’s inventive structure permits resentments and
traumas to fuel the plot rather than mere chronology.
this will never stop

The ancient Hindu concept of the avatar—a material manifestation of a god—has been borrowed by movies, video games, and
social media, she notes. As the author writes in her introduction, the book “aspires to be the early third millennium’s answer
to [Roland Barthes’] insightful and funny work Mythologies”
from 1957, which analyzed the processes of modern mythmaking. But although Rome’s prose can sometimes feel academic,
it more often reads like good magazine journalism: “The 3-D
archery course is strewn with life-sized, self-healing foam models of common game animals, such as deer, elk, boar, and rabbits.
Other not-so-common targets include velociraptors, cobras,
carp, alligators, baboons, jackalopes, and even zombies.” Winking essay titles, such as “The Roller Coast Ride as Aristotelian
Narrative” and “The Eyelash Curler as Monument,” reveal the
author’s sense of humor, but she backs them up with well-considered arguments. The essays are short—some are only three
or four pages long—and they vary in quality; one, about Segway scooters, for instance, feels closer to a product review than
a piece of cultural criticism. Overall, this isn’t a collection for
everyone, but those with analytical predilections—and perhaps
a liberal arts degree—will find much to intrigue and amuse them.
An often diverting analysis of the deeper meaning of
some odd cultural artifacts.

conditions associated with its malfunction are not always
easily diagnosed. One of his concerns is the narrow focus of
conventional medicine in contrast to his own belief that thyroid problems must be viewed holistically. “If you are focused
just on the thyroid…then you miss many of the problems that
cause the symptoms of low thyroid,” the author writes. “Many
practitioners simply dismiss these symptoms as relating to
another condition because the symptoms fall outside their
limited scope.” Some readers may view Soszka’s position as
nontraditional; he writes, for example, that he makes frequent
use of acupuncture and Chinese herbal medicine. In addition,
he strongly advocates beneficial, organic-based eating and lifestyle changes, such as stress reduction, as key components of
maintaining thyroid health. Some content is necessarily scientific, but the author writes with distinctive clarity. Whether
or not one agrees with Soszka’s naturopathic approach, the
material presented here is likely to be of great value to anyone
suffering from or suspecting a thyroid condition.
Instructive and illuminating counsel on thyroid ailments.
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THIS WILL NEVER STOP

Spilman, Joan
Xlibris (266 pp.)
$22.99 | $15.99 paper | $7.99 e-book
Aug. 13, 2019
978-1-79605-134-6
978-1-79605-133-9 paper

THE THYROID FIX
How To Reduce Fatigue, Lose
Weight, and Get Your
Life Back

A literary novel unspools a multigenerational saga about West Virginia women.
Harshbarger Mills, West Virginia.
Lorraine Rhodes and her siblings were
abandoned on a sad Easter by their alcoholic mother, who left
them to be raised with little support in their judgmental, religiously conservative, small Appalachian town. Now married
with children of her own—whom she is raising purposefully to
be suspicious of religion—Lorraine harbors an understandable
bitterness toward her mother, Carmen Amber Rhodes, who
occasionally visits her in dreams. The answers to all of the questions she has about her mother are found in a letter that Carmen finally writes to Lorraine after a quarter-century’s absence,
detailing her own life’s struggles with family, God, and alcohol.
“I’ve written you many letters over the years but either crumpled
them or X-ed out my thoughts,” pens Carmen. “I’m scared, Lorraine, but the best way to fight fear is with the truth. I’m going
to tell you the real reasons I didn’t come back, and I can do this
without a drink in sight.” The massive letter has an impact not
only on Lorraine, but also on her daughter, Jenna Johnson, who
has her own adolescent opinions on the whole situation—and
predictably, she sees Lorraine as the villain, not Grandma Carmen. Finally, the matriarch of the family has her say: Lizzie
McClure McComas, mother of Carmen, who has been buried in the town cemetery for long enough that her bones are
bleached white. From beyond the grave, she takes up the story
of the McComas/Rhodes/Johnson women, which began with
her birth back in the early 20th century, and connects them all

Soszka, Shawn
Evergreen Integrative Medicine
(267 pp.)
$15.99 paper | $3.99 e-book
Apr. 25, 2018
978-1-73216-011-8

A naturopathic physician offers advice
about thyroid conditions and their treatments.
Early in his career, Soszka came across a patient with a
severe form of Hashimoto’s thyroiditis, which he says “is the
most common form of hypothyroid condition in the industrialized world.” This experience inspired the author to specialize in thyroid conditions and, ultimately, to write this first-rate
debut book. He tackles the subject in comprehensive fashion,
beginning with a thorough overview of the workings of the
thyroid. This is followed by a discussion of the symptoms
of an underactive thyroid, causes of low thyroid function, a
chapter devoted to Hashimoto’s thyroiditis, and the relationship of the liver, digestion, and adrenals to the thyroid. The
second half of the work focuses on diagnosis and therapies,
starting with intriguing information about “why thyroid disorders are not treated effectively.” Included are explanations
of tests for thyroid disorders, medications, and lifestyle issues,
such as diet, supplements, sleep, and exercise. The author also
offers helpful tips on interviewing and selecting an appropriate health practitioner. Soszka succeeds in impressing upon
readers that the functioning of the thyroid is complex and
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through their bloodlines and a curious family heirloom: a silver
bottle that has been buried in the ground for 17 years.
Spilman’s (Tight Squeeze, 2017, etc.) textured prose masterfully evokes the hard-knock lives and locales that define these
women. It particularly shines in the Carmen section, which
is both the longest chapter and the spiritual heart of the tale:
“I’d have laughed if I’d been capable of it, but all I did was go
where I was directed, dragging a shovel and carrying a trowel.
The shovel was necessary because someone had donated four
dwarf spruces, and I was the best hole digger. One of the men
offered to help, but I declined.” Novels that chart families—
and their curses—over the course of multiple generations
are nothing new, but the author’s inventive structure manages to give the book a feeling of simultaneity, allowing four
generations (one of them deceased) to share the present. It
also permits resentments and traumas to fuel the plot rather
than mere chronology, which helps dispel the sense of inevitability that so often is found in historical fiction. The ending
may land with some readers better than others, but Spilman
should be commended for making bold narrative choices.
Together, these four portraits of West Virginia women—of different times, classes, and levels of opportunity—illustrate the
stresses and expectations of small-town womanhood, both
from without the family and from within.
A highly readable and adeptly crafted addition to the
literature of Appalachia.

the sea while in dragon form. Can he retrieve it and become
human again before reaching the town of Isca, where humans
may try to kill him? In this rollicking sequel, Stevens combines
elements of real-life English history with a shape-shifting–oriented adventure for middle-grade readers. For example, Dirk
witnesses the brutality of slavery as Roman soldiers lash Briton
workers, but he also teams up with fanciful people such as Leonis, a sea lion who transforms into a human sea captain. Stevens
often crafts casually amusing moments, as when Ethelda, the
evil woman who raised Dirk, seemingly can’t remember his
given name. The protagonist’s dreams and visions frequently
guide the plot, which sometimes feels a bit heavy-handed. Still,
Stevens’ warm black-and-white illustrations bolster important
scenes, as when Dirk meets a mermaid, although truly surreal
moments, such as one creature’s transformation from a fly to
a dog, remain for audiences to imagine. A joyous ending leaves
the cast on a fine footing for the next installment.
A fantasy series installment that effortlessly informs as
it entertains.

ORIGINS AND SUFFERING

Szana, Jim
Westbow Press (198 pp.)
$14.95 paper | $9.99 e-book | Jun. 7, 2019
978-1-973659-38-9
A writer offers a personal view of the
Creation story.
Dentist and debut author Szana
shares tales from his life while retelling the Judeo-Christian Creation story.
But he begins with a view of heaven,
describing a cosmology that at points will be unfamiliar
and even challenging to readers. In Szana’s vision of the
original heaven, an unseen, all-powerful God is represented
to the angels by two ultimate beings, Michael and Lucifer,
described as co-regents. The character of Michael, in relation to the unseen God, is not clear. He is depicted as “the
physical manifestation of the Creator-God,” as Lucifer’s creator, and as “the active agent used by the Father to create.”
After portraying Lucifer’s growing pride and eventual fall
from grace—and the angelic rebellion that followed—the
author writes: “At the appropriate time, Michael announced
that a new and different type of creation was about to commence. This new creation would take place in a dimension
that would allow the accuser, Satan, to have some access.”
Then God, apparently with the assistance of Michael, effortlessly forms the known universe along the timeline of the
widely known Genesis account. Here Szana begins his effective, wide-ranging use of life experiences to provide metaphors for the Creation, including such diverse things as the
beauty of tulip fields, the thrill of snorkeling, and the joy of
laughter. Eventually, he moves on to the flood story, deftly
centering on Noah but apparently also drawing on other cultures’ narratives (asserting, for instance, that God brought
to Earth the rings of Saturn, which provided water for the

DRAGON LAD
Tale of the Talisman

Stevens, J.C.
Dragon’s Egg Books (242 pp.)
$9.99 paper | $1.99 e-book
Oct. 29, 2017
978-0-9963839-3-6

Stevens’ (Dragon Lad: The Thirteenth
Egg, 2015) middle-grade fantasy sequel
finds young Dirk searching for the truth
about his past.
In Roman-ruled Britannia, Dirk looks like an average
12-year-old boy, but he actually hatched from a dragon’s egg just
seven months ago. Leaving behind his friend, Galinda, on the
island of Codhaven, Dirk is searching the lonely, mist-ridden
lands for the home of Beldor, High Wizard of the West. At
the wizard’s cave, he encounters Ydda, once a “grandmotherly
female dragon” and now a human woman, as well as Beldor,
who’s merged his consciousness with the dragon Fearclaw’s,
with whom he shares a human body. Dirk reveals to them a blue
stone talisman that may once have belonged to Gruffen, the
Red Dragon of Greenwild. When the boy learns that Gruffen
guards a horde of riches, he thinks that acquiring some of it will
help him win the acceptance of Galinda’s family. Dirk also thinks
that the old dragon may have information about his parents. To
outfit this quest, Fearclaw provides the boy with a magical map
and a ring that allows him to change between human and dragon
forms. As Dirk heads north, he inadvertently loses the ring in
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Todd continues exploring the intriguing possibilities
of time travel, backing up his speculations with
well-researched history and believable science.
time tunnel

MIND THE GAP

deluge). Again, Lucifer/Satan plays a major role, and the book
ends with his persecution of Job and what that tale has to
teach readers. Szana is a creative writer who takes license
with theology and biblical authenticity but who skillfully
places his own self squarely into the narrative in order to personalize his work.
A singular and heartfelt retelling of the beginnings
of time.

Tombs, George
Evidentia Originals (266 pp.)
$12.00 paper | $7.99 e-book
Mar. 22, 2019
978-1-9993840-0-5

TIME TUNNEL
The Empire

Todd, Richard
Time Tunnel Media (384 pp.)
$12.95 paper | $5.99 e-book | Sep. 5, 2019
978-1-73319-360-3

After preventing 9/11, time travelers
must again change the past to alter the outcome of Wounded Knee in this SF sequel.
In Book 1, Maj. Kyle Mason—heartbroken after his beautiful, accomplished
wife, Padma Mahajan, was killed in the 9/11 attacks—was
recruited in 2008 for a very secret mission to go back in time
and stop the strikes. But problems arose, and a desperate Kyle
turned to the one reliable partner he could find in 2001: himself. Though successful, Kyle 2001 died in the process. Unable to
leave Padma, Kyle 2008 stayed in 2001, becoming the reclusive
“Anderson Wild.” By Timeline 002 2008, Padma has parlayed her
financial genius and Kyle’s knowledge of coming events into a
trillion-dollar fortune, all the political power she can buy, and
control of the Time Tunnel underground research complex,
called Dreamland. Meanwhile, Texas Sen. Jonah Jones gathers a
private army and takes over the U.S. government, with Dreamland in his sights. Padma and Kyle must use the Time Tunnel to
escape. Though they aim for San Francisco and the Summer of
Love, they land in South Dakota, 1890, in a Lakota village—just
a few months before the massacre of Wounded Knee, as Kyle
realizes from his studies. Though Kyle and Padma agree they
must prevent the massacre, complications—and unintended
consequences—arise, with world-changing implications. In
this second installment of a series, Todd (Time Tunnel: The Twin
Towers, 2019) continues exploring the intriguing possibilities of
time travel, backing up his speculations with well-researched
history and believable science. Though adept at setting up exciting, tense confrontations, the author is also a thoughtful writer,
and his characters are appropriately vulnerable, though Padma
is hailed as the messiah of Lakota prophecy and Kyle has modern weaponry. Todd’s Lakota camp and the town of Deadwood
come vividly alive with well-chosen, telling details such as the
checkerboard that sits atop a general store’s cracker barrel. The
cliffhanger ending will leave readers eager for the next volume.
An imaginative and engrossing tale that’s full of drama,
tension, and gripping what-if questions.
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In Tombs’ (Robber Baron, 2007, etc.)
historical novel, a Canadian author/
filmmaker navigates disquieting family
secrets, romance, politics, freelance journalism, and phantoms.
Richard Grey is born into an unusual Montreal family
that lives near the St. Lawrence River. His mentally ill mother,
Augusta, is sent to an asylum for several years, and the feckless and evasive family patriarch, Reginald, is often absent on
railroad-connected business. As a result, Richard’s benevolent
but domineering American grandmother, Blanche Grieve, from
Cape Cod, Massachusetts, runs the household. Her fondness for
cats causes the allergic Richard to spend several years wearing
a gas mask in the house—cementing the youth’s outsider perspective (“I now saw the world through glass eyepieces, which
tended to fog up”). Perhaps unsurprisingly, journalism and writing become the boy’s passions, and he has a rich fantasy life that,
among other things, transforms Augusta into an imprisoned
secret agent; there’s a subtle reference to Patrick McGoohan in
the TV show The Prisoner. Richard also has an imaginary muse/
lover named Luciola, a lab-created woman imbued with firefly
DNA, which makes her sport wings and glow. After attending
grim Dystopia High School, Richard works his way through
college by freelancing, including for the BBC, and, by 1975, he’s
reluctantly covering the Quebec separatist movement; one of its
leaders, an unctuous press baron, is clearly inspired by Conrad
Black, the subject of a previous nonfiction book by Tombs. The
Canadian writer/filmmaker’s first novel is a seriocomic dysfunctional-family saga and magical-realist coming-of-age tale that
will put some readers in mind of John Irving’s work—if Irving
had a fondness for hockey. The well-drawn characterizations
carry along a plotline that seems a bit too bumpy and meandering for its own good. Fortunately, the characters are sympathetic,
vulnerable, and oddball enough to make the rocky journey
worthwhile, and some of Tombs’ details—especially in his portrait of a shady book publisher—have an impressive realism.
An effective novel of family and society from a writer
with a flair for the offbeat.

THE REPUBLICAN PARTY,
APOSTLES OF FAILURE, UNFIT
TO GOVERN

“without objection” during George W. Bush’s administration.
However, the author doesn’t exclusively criticize Republicans
here; he also argues that Obama’s refusal to consider invoking
the 14th Amendment during his negotiations with Congress
constituted “an astonishing piece of ineptitude.” Weisberg also
gives credit to those whom he sees as voices of reason within
the GOP, such as former Treasury Secretary Paul O’Neill, who
argued against Bush’s tax cuts. Furthermore, the author shows
the deleterious effects of specific policies on state and international levels, singling out Kansas Gov. Sam Brownback’s
“supply-side delusions.” He also cites Great Britain and Chile
as examples of flawed privatized retirement systems and underscores the failure of austerity measures in Europe.
Weisberg is perhaps at his sharpest when discussing the
causes of the recent Great Recession, the benefits of the bailouts
and stimulus package, and the acute nature of the health care
crisis: “In short, the Republicans were primarily responsible for
the deficit, and now they were using it as a pretense pursuant to
their STB [“Starve-the-Beast”] tactic, to minimize or eliminate
the safety net.” The author fittingly adds an alarming epilogue
in which the GOP has essentially ceded all control to the erratic
leadership of Donald Trump. The “Glossary of Abbreviations”
will help readers keep governmental acronyms straight, and the
appendix presents excerpts from the Libertarian Party’s 1980
platform, featuring its vice-presidential candidate, the late
David Koch—who was later a major Republican donor. Overall,
the text’s one major drawback is its weak copy editing—missing words, imprecise punctuation, and spelling errors, including
multiple instances of “United Sates” and “Regan.” In a welldocumented volume with nearly 3,500 endnotes, it’s critical to
know where quotations end and the author’s own words begin.
Some crucial dates are fumbled, as well, such as “the November
2011 election” that granted Obama a second term. Despite all
this, the project remains a valuable addition to the discussion
of American voters who prioritize identity politics over policy.
Essential reading for anyone interested in substantiating criticisms of supply-side economics and related theories.

Weisberg, Richard J.
CreateSpace (940 pp.)
$9.90 e-book | Jun. 28, 2019

A survey of the negative impacts
of Republican economic policies that
speculates as to why many people remain
faithful to a party that’s working against
their interests.
The focus of this dense volume is Weisberg’s assertion that
the United States government is no longer a democracy but a
plutocracy. He traces America’s economic history, placing greatest emphasis on events since the “Reagan Revolution.” He also
takes time to explain various historical defenses and critiques of
capitalism through the years. As reflected in the title, Weisberg
doesn’t mince words. He calls out what he sees as the hypocrisy
of “free-market fundamentalists” who espouse libertarian theories except when it comes to hot-button issues, such as abortion and LGBT rights. There are innumerable moments when
he deftly characterizes specific policy decisions as hypocritical,
as in an extensive discussion of the debt limit, which was raised
17 times under Ronald Reagan. Weisberg points out that many
Republicans who held the government hostage on this issue
during Barack Obama’s presidency voted for five increases
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Blackmail, murder, and cybercrime
fuel West’s (Sarah’s War, 2019, etc.) third
mystery-series installment.
Emma Streat is preparing to leave
snowy Boston for a romantic getaway to a Caribbean island
with Lord Andrew Rodale when she receives an urgent phone
call from her godmother, wealthy octogenarian Caroline Vogt.
The older woman is being blackmailed, and she wants Emma to
come to New York City immediately. Emma arrives at Caroline’s
sumptuous Fifth Avenue apartment that evening and learns
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The characters are compelling and multilayered, and
Yates effectively shrouds the novel in mystery.
humans

that her godmother has already paid the blackmailer. Caroline
is convinced that she knows who the culprit is: her first ex-husband, Pierre Hallam, who’s the only living person who knows a
secret about her—that she gave a boy up for adoption long ago.
She wants to hire a private security agency to hunt him down.
The next night, someone breaks into Caroline’s apartment and
tries to strangle her in her sleep, leaving her close to death. From
her hospital bed, she extracts a promise from Emma that she
will go to France, find Hallam, and confront him. Thus begins
a twisty tale that treats readers to a tour of some of Europe’s
more glamorous settings, complete with lushly detailed descriptions. Emma calls Andrew in England to reluctantly cancel their
upcoming tropical tryst. Meanwhile, he’s been working with his
French colleagues to bring down a nasty group of cybercriminals; Hallam, it seems, is already “a person of interest.” Soon,
Emma’s life is in danger, as well. Although Emma is usually more
of a connect-the-dots sleuth, West frequently places her in the
midst of the action this time around. There are enough bad guys
and red herrings that readers will suspect any new character
that Emma encounters. Underlying the narrative is the complicated, poignant relationship between 48-year-old Emma and
her elderly godmother. A second, seemingly divergent mystery
plotline opens up when Emma accompanies Caroline to an art
auction in Florence, Italy, but ultimately everything connects.
An enjoyable mix of suspense and glitz.

known as Lady Neffatira here, and she belongs to a blood-clan
known as the Sargies who duel with other clans for possession
of people. Xavier’s latest novel is a fantasy that explores aspects
of bigotry in intriguing ways. For example, people with green
eyes, such as fellow human Kerem Alp, are automatically considered thieves in the Fastness. The novel also features striking
visual descriptions; for instance, when Gannen activates Neffie’s power, “The stars brightened, crackled and began oozing...
like drips of glowing water rolling down black glass.” In the end,
although Neffie is too young to fully embrace her destiny as one
of the Fastness’ “half-human super-champions,” she nevertheless risks all for love and life. After this installment’s cliffhanger,
fans will likely flock to a sequel.
A rousing series opener with equal portions of action
and social commentary.

HUMANS
Volume 1: The Mark

Yates, Alexandra L.
Lulu (210 pp.)
$16.90 paper | $8.99 e-book
May 24, 2019
978-0-359-68543-1
In Yates’ YA SF debut, teenagers
journey outside their domed city and
discover the true nature of their 22ndcentury, post-apocalyptic planet.
Cathy is one of the Eight, otherwise known as the members
of the Elite Unit, in 2125. A century before, the Ecological Wars
nearly wiped out humanity, and the few survivors founded and
formed a society called the Red World. Cathy and her fellow
18-year-olds have been training for the past decade to become
the Red World’s leaders. Each of the Eight has special abilities;
some are unique, such as Tabitha’s “exceptional hearing,” and
others are shared, such as telepathy. They live in domed Kantas City, whose current administration keeps the population
in check by occasionally expelling people. The Eight, however,
don’t always agree with the leaders; at one point, Cathy, Leah,
and James kill several soldiers to keep them from murdering
“foragers” outside Kantas City—an incident that they then
cover up. They see the world outside Red World during a 10-day
shuttle trip, which is their final test before they begin their next
phase of training. Using coordinates from a Red World–defying Rebel and hacker, the Eight secretly travel to places where
survivors live. They learn that their leaders—and some of
their parents—have been deceiving them. Yates’ tale, the first
in a prospective series, takes place in a detailed dystopia. The
Red World has a few advantages—racism is said to no longer
exist—but there are considerably more defects. The characters
are compelling and multilayered, and Yates effectively shrouds
the novel in mystery. For example, she offers few specifics about
the Mark that all Elite Unit members have on their left shoulders. She also uses short, alternating chapters that tell stories
of numerous characters before, during, and after the Ecological Wars; these are initially confusing, although their purpose

NEFFATIRA’S FIRST
CHALLENGE

Xavier, Tom
Koehler Books (254 pp.)
$25.95 | $17.95 paper | $7.99 e-book
Dec. 15, 2019
978-1-63393-842-7
978-1-63393-840-3 paper
Xavier’s (Dark Curses, Faerie Dreams,
2017) YA fantasy features a girl who takes
a trip across the universe.
Fourteen-year-old Neffie Anderson
is self-conscious about being tall and having pink freckles on her
cheeks. She’s also the only dark-skinned student at Millard Fillmore High in Windmere, Iowa. She wants to fit in, so she hikes
a dangerous hillside one weekday morning with popular girl Jessica’s clique. After Neffie looks over a steep ledge, her longtime
seizure condition—which she’s convinced is epilepsy—triggers,
and she temporarily passes out. That night, a man named Gannen Sargie Vong, who also has pink freckles, visits the Anderson
home; he’s Neffie’s paternal grandfather. He takes her onto the
roof, which sets off her condition again, and he tells her, “The
reddest star will show you the way.” The next day in school, Jessica tells Neffie that they were once best friends, but Neffie has
no recollection of this. They head to an upstairs room to help
Neffie remember. This time, as Neffie succumbs to strange
visions, Jessica holds her tightly, and they both travel to a place
with a “pumpkin colored” sky and a reddish sun. This is the
“Fastness”—an entirely different universe. Neffie, it turns out, is
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eventually becomes clear. By the end, there are still plenty of
elements remaining for sequels to explore.
A riveting series starter about a future world and its
remarkable inhabitants.

in portraits of Thor. The canine’s sweetly innocent face goes a
long way toward encouraging readers to forgive his misbehavior.
An engaging family snapshot that will spur readers to
look for further installments.

THOR THE TROUBLEMAKER

Yessoufou, Giovanna
Illus. by Molina, Gisela
Tellwell Talent (40 pp.)
$19.99 | $12.99 paper | Nov. 23, 2019
978-0-228-80562-5
978-0-228-80561-8 paper
A troublemaking pooch describes his
family life in this debut picture book.
Told in first-person diary format, Thor, an incorrigible
French bulldog, writes down details about his family. “My
mommy Dania is the boss of the house,” Thor asserts, confessing that though his lawyer mother likes the house spotless when
she leaves for work, he’s usually the one who later creates a mess.
Mommy Eva, a brain surgeon, lets Thor get away with mischief,
in part because her shifts at the hospital keep her away for days
at a time. Toddler Elijah hasn’t quite hit the developmental
milestones Thor thinks a puppy his age should have. And Thor
is annoyed by Frigga the cat. Their color and size are so similar
that people mistake poor Thor for a feline. Thor’s feelings that
he’s misunderstood and underappreciated by the world come
through clearly in Yessoufou’s clever, put-upon monologue, and
her accessible vocabulary invites newly independent readers
to feel at home in the neighborhood. The author effectively
presents an underrepresented family group: two mothers of
mixed ethnicity, both of whom have high-powered careers. In
this series opener, debut illustrator Molina’s manga-style linework is made more painterly through her shading, particularly
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Books of the Month
WE GOT THIS

ONE LESS RIVER

Ed. by Marika
Lindolm,
Cheryl Dumesnil,
Domenica Ruta &
Katherine Shonk

Terry Blackhawk

Refined, learned,
and liberating
poetry.

An engaging tribute
to the heart, soul,
and ingenuity of
solo moms.

Merritt Graves

Stefanie London

Teen-centered,
future-shock tragedy of a high order, a
literate upgrade over
standard gamerhacker SF.

A sweet, sexy read
featuring a couple
that feels both true to
life and aspirational.

WILD HARE

RANDALL AND
RANDALL

Laura Koerber

Nadine Poper
Illus. by Polina
Gortman

A wrenching, complex novel that any
fantasy fan would do
well to pick up.
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THE AUSSIE
NEXT DOOR

SUNLIGHT 24

A clever introduction
to a scientific concept that includes an
accessible moral.
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